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THE BO
Moore States ORIENT Aims
At 75th Anniversary Chapel

Five Colleges

Send Veterans

"Stimulating

For Summer Term

Cited.

Enrollment Increases

As

College Offers
Over 100 Courses

Campus Opinion"

staff

Ireland, Pitcher

Moore

they

that

reply to anxious pleas
of the Veterans' Administration
in the state to take care of the
veterans and also as an aid to the
in

ORIENT'S policy for Volume 76: opinions arc accepted is of little
in the library; a Col- importance. Our job will be comlege publicity director; an inter- pleted if we can create discussion
fraternity
council;
racial and re- which will lead to the right solumen connected with Bowdoin,
who wish to speed up their edu- ligious toleration in pledging; a tions, in the end benefitting Bowscholastic requirement for initia- doin".
cation.
deferred
initiation
and
The three primary tasks of a
Results of a poll held recently tion;
by the fraternity presidents show pledging; no paddling; and a pro- college paper as outlined by Moore
that from .350 to 400 of the stu- fessional chair of international were: to record for history the
happenings of the college year
dents now enrolled expect to re- relations as a war memorial.
"In the last few issues of our through straight news coverage
main here during the summer.
The balance of the student body 75 year old newspaper we have of important happenings; to reprinted editorials and columns flect campus opinion for the sake
will be made up of a large group
of newly-returned veterans as which have been received with of interested observers through
open stacks

as a number of students varied response and which have the use of student polls and letfrom other colleges which do not brought forth much criticism." ters to the editor; and to mold
intend to keep a summer school. Despite the inevitable mistakes campus opinion for the good of
In a recent conference held by which occurred while airing the the College as a whole.
the' authorities of several colleges
and the Veterans' Administrawell

Bowdoin

tion,

for

agreed

to

admit

summer term, one hunmen from Bates, twenty-five

the

.

dred

from Colby, and a total of fifty
from Swarthmore and Haverford.
Some of these men, especially

those

who

are married,

commute. The remainder
on the campus. Thus far,
it is undecided whether they will
be housed as a group or scatwill

will live

tered.

Davis Of Athens College
Reports Ruin Of Schools

As

Secretary
Matthew D. Branche was

elect-

ed President of the Class of 1949

on Friday, April
of

1949

D.

New Science

class

by secret

elected

also

William

ballot

The

15.

Ireland,

were held

in

ried veteran, entered

The

*

elec-

Adams Hall war memorial

Bowdoin

offered in the past. A condensed seen the ravages of war. They
catalogue and a bulletin of the have, said the American presisummer schedule will be ready dent of the College, been occu-

Attends Meeting

for

those

entering

for

the

first

means

a large number of
members must be drawn
from other places. Temporary
homes must be made available to
that

faculty

these

men and

their families.
It is expected that inter-collegiate athletics will be a%a minimum, since many of the neighlx>rinfi colleges will not have an
active summer school. Therefore,
the emphasis will be placed on in- J

At Newton Center
As part

Athens College, said President
Davis was a completely American endeavor. It was founded in
1925 in order to promote Westem educational methods i n
Greece.

The

college

was

first

j^^

Masque

its

facilities

& Gown Stages

limited.
The building, said the
ORIENT article, is limited in
and an adjustment
space
is
necessary if the students are to
get the most from their courses

Pops

Concerts Close

May

Board

—

as

—

$26.00;

—

527.25;

Beta

Chi

—
—

$40.00;

Kappa Sigma
Theta

—

Pi

—

Sigma Nu

—

—

Peggy

—

$23.50;

New

board
StanRobert C.

editorial

'45,

Likes

The

reservadeadline
for
tions for the Bowdoin "Pops"
Concert, scheduled for May IS,
Is April 20. Remaining seats
will be turned back to the box
office. Seats are $1.50; tables
of Ave, $7.50. Drinks and sandwiche* will be available.

Cuts for Tuesday Classen will
be granted, provided the ticket
stub Is given Miss Johnson In
Massachusetts HalL

completely furnished,

is

not

I

I

!

ii

is

open

Professor

to

nities and therefore it is to the
advantage of each fraternity to
choose its own councilor.
Leaders of the group which
the "Page
retain
wishes to
ice men arc acting. The Masque
argue that the members of
Plan"
and Gown production is the first
the Council should be elected by a
showing on any stage.
democratic means, and that many
Mrs. Emerson Zeitler of Brunsgood men will be left off the Counwick, whose husband and daughcil if the election is run by houses.
ter have both appeared in past
The meeting will be under the
plays of the Dramatic Club, will
auspices of the Student Council,
appear in the feminine lead. Mrs.
President Neil R. Taylor '46
Noel Little, whose husband will with
presiding, and will be lield in
be remembered in The Circle,
Mrs. Robert M. Livingston, Mrs. Memorial Hall.
Frank Coughlan both wives of
returned service men, will p*ay
the other female roles.

Union Committee

1

|

!

parts

ar

Frank

'49.

Sponsors Dance

l. Coughlan '49. Frank H. Gordon '46, -Norman K. Tronerud '45.
On Saturday night. April 27. at
and Lawrence Lewis '49. of whom
al
the last four have just returned 8:00, there will be » I\jnf
dance in the lounge of the Moulfrom service

°^

Union. The-Union Committee
sponsoring the dance, has asked
G. Chason '16. Hayden B. Goldonly local girls be invited,
that
berg '49. Kimball Kyle '47. Roband insists that no girls be perort T. Tanner '49, Frederick D.
mitted to stay overnight.
'48,
:

i

:

Wildman

Douglas

Charles^"

Little-

S.

All college

hale '49. and Johnson Poor '49,
the last two acting as slage man-

ried

men. including mar-

men and

their wives, are

m-

ager and assistant.
Brunswick Choral Society. The
Properties will be handled by Harvard-Radcliffe Pierian SocicLouis L. Hills '47. assisted by ty. which will play for the Choral
Ralph H. Chew '49. and Robert Society's concert on Sunday afternoon. has also been invited.
[ Continued ON l'at*r y ]

Government Essay
Contests

in important male
William G. Wadman

i

J

yet

for use. The roodm *\iil have eaiiy
chairs,
magazines, card tables,
and a ping(-pong table. It is hoped
that a combination vic-radio can

according

'

Now Open

Herbie Dodges Don Potter
As 'Pepper Digs Lp Campus

Prizes for the best essay discussing "principles of free sovernment" are now open to memberi of the Senior, Junior, Soph-

9

omore classes. The first prize
money for Seniors and Juniors
comes from the Philo Sherman
Bennett Prize Fund which was

BY DAVE BOULTON

by Hon. William J.
Bowdoin campus swarms with chain and underwent surgery at
Byron from the trust funds of personalities not the least of sea.
the Philo Sherman Bennett es- whom is Pepper Brown, the five
Apparently unaffected by his
tate.
year old English setter of Pro- adventures, Pepper carries his
Thc second prize will be award- fessor and -Mrs. Herbert R. honors modestly as a hero
ed to the student of the Sopho- Brown. Whether chewing erasers should. When Commander Sand
PLISKIN
more class ( 18 to 20 course cred- in English 26 on digging holes at came to Brunswick, Pepper disall I write. I write poetry too, its)
who presents an "original strategic spots on campus, Pep- liked the noise and confusion or
and as a matter of fact I've a l>aper on the "subject to best caJ.- j>cr always retains his air of the naval station and was given
book that I'm going to have
debonair sophistication.
[ Continued on Ptifie 4 J
to the BroW'ns. Since then, his inprinted. I call the book "Perian
A word must be said about tellectual life has been far in adSpring". The title comes from
Brown vance of that of many of the unProfessor
holes.
those
the lines by Pope, "A little learnwishes to make it known that dergraduates. He has taken Coming is a dangerous thing. Drink
when Pepper came to Bowdoin he parative English 11-12, and Engdeep or taste not of the perian
was a virginal and well-behaved lish 25-26, and has been pledged
spring."
animal entirely innocent of such Zetc and A.D. The fact that PepWithout much provocation she
habits, and that it is continued per has not yet made Phi Beta
Leaders .of activities who
began to recite an epic about an wish to have events announced
contact with the undei graduates Kappa is a source of constant
old woman who had lost her son.
which has led him astray. Mr. amazement to Professor Brown
should make sure the following
established

•

1

!

BY IRV

'

!

"Give

me

a hot dog please.'*

j

for quantity," Lebovitz looking
woman with the big
smile, stood next to the milk

Pops Reservation
Deadline April 20

room

Al-

"With, relish."
about the make-up of the forthcoming Quill because of the small
The cute little girl behind the
quantity of material which has'! counter opened the ice box, took
been recived. to date. "It is hoped out the dog, and rolled it onto the
that this issue will be a large as griddle. It began to sizzle.
the last, but quality will not be
Peggy Lewis,
the matronly
said.

the.

Bowdoin Boys
Writes Poetry, Song Lyrics

'48 retains his posiassociate editor.

ley If. Altman '47,
Miller '47, Nathan T. Whitman
'47, Irving R. Pliskin '49.
Very little can be said now

sacrificed

Although

be borrowed from some individual. The College has loaned some
pha Tau Omega
$30.00; Alpha
of the furnishings, but most of
Upsilon
Rho
$32.00; Non-Fra- the things are gifts of members
ternity
$24.75.
of Alpha Rho Upsilon.
$30.00;

James Cook
tion

Theta
Delta
Delta Upsilon

Zeta Psi

Throw Weekend For Dads

are Richard E. Eskilson

$38.00;
$37.25;

Shirts;

members of the

Kappa Epsilon

16

George H. Quinby.
It is a play by a returned service man about a returned service
Bow- man, in which a number of serv-

Musical Program

—

Delta

tc

;

Colby,

were

'

$13.00;

body

Recent agitation for a further
change began when faults, the
roots of which were believed to be

.

j

—

allow the student
vote on each candidate.

"A Dark Horse of a Different Color" by Edwin L. Vergason
'39 will be played in Memorial Hall, April 25th and 26th at
and repeated for the ivy day Houseparties, Thursday centered in the election system.
were found with the Student
May 16 according to Professor George H. Quinby.
Council. Proposers of an Interfra"A Dark Horse of a Different ternity Council feel that the "Page
Color" by Edwin L. Vergason
Plan" is in effeet a popularity poll,
'39 will be played in Memorial
and that the best men are not alHall,
April 25th and 26th at
ways elected. Another argument
8:15 p. m. and repeated for the
used by these people is that activIvy day Houseparties, Thursday
ities are run through the frater-

fell

—

to prevent fraternity domination of the Council, but

8:1 5 p. m.

Bowdoin's

Drive

election

was an attempt
still

Vergason Play April 25

A.R.U. Clubroom

j

It was Dads' Weekend at the
When the last crumbs were
Chi Psi Lodge last Saturday and gone, everyone gravitated into
Sunday. The fathers came from the front room where they were
far and near, mostly near. Need- entertained. Ray Lebel '49 and
Jess to state, it was a highly re- his father,
(presumably named
spectable party.
Mr. Lebel) collaborated on the
The Chi Psis were on their piano and trumpet* to produce
best manners, and some of them some
remarkably fine, music.
oven wore shirts. The Dads ar- Stan Lawry '45 proved his virtuorived in full dignity, but it wasn't sity at the piano with the renlong before everyone unbent. The dition of an astounding march,
boys figured that Dad would re- and Herb Tonry '39 gave forth
member his younger days and with Chopin. Bill Lacey '49 conmake allowances, and the Dads tributed some infamous songs,
thought that this was' a good ex- and the five man Chi Psi Quarcuse for reviving their lost youth. tette gave out with several numSo well did they accomplish this bers.
feat that it is strongly suspected
In the evening, there was a
in some quarters that they never banquet at the Hotel Eagle. Chi
really grew out of their college JPsi's venerable president, the Rt.
days at all.
Hon. Frederick Herbert Clarkson,
Coffee and cookies were ab- Jr. '45. was master of ceremonies.
sorbed at the Lodge on Saturday Professors Thomas Means and
afternoon. This was a good ex- Herbert Brown were those memcuse for everyone to meet every- bers of the faculty exploited as
one else' old man. Those Chi after-dinner speakers. Also roped
Psis
whose fathers could not in were Drs. Claffey and Gauvmake it
stood
around
and reau. two from the paternal delbrought out all the Chi Psi skele- egation. Dean Nixon was to have
tons for the Dads' benefit. Every- spoken, but he skipped town.
one nearly died laughing except Prof. Means gave a fine talk on
he fathers and sons.
[ Continued on Page 4 }

and

new

The revised system, commonly
called the "Page Plan" after its
sponsor. Morton F. Page '46, provided that each fraternity nominate three men to be voted on by
the entire student body. This plan

ARCHITECT'S DRAWING OF PROPOSED LITTLE THEATER
one of the student body's two choices in a recent Student Council
poll for a suitable World War n memorial.

College Grants

Editorial

BY BILL LACEY

!

$499.50,

adequate

teration consists of a

system, with each fraternity electing its own councilors.

Previous to the war, the Council was strictly a student body organization, and fraternity ties did
not figure legally in the election.
Because of numerous combines,
resulting in control of tne Council
by a few fraternities, the system
was altered early in the wartime
period.

,

'

On

\

M% Of Goal

Only

Quill Enlarges

1

j

The Student Council does not
Meddiebempsters,
The
Cross plan to take any definite action
1946
Red
doin's double quartet have an amshort of expectations. other than presenting the results
one-night
schedule
of
of the poll to the students for bitious
Out of a possible 515 contribu- their edification.
for this week.
"It is hoped, stands planned
tors,
400 men contributed the however," said Neil R. Taylor '46, Thursday night, April 11, they
sum of $409.50, or 80^. Some President of the Student Council, will sing at the dinner of the
men living off-campus or out-of- "that the authorities will consider Boston alumni
The following night, they will
town contributed either in Bruns- the students' opinion when they
consider the choice of a war me- perform at the Farmington State
wick or elsewhere, but the goal
morial."
Teachers College Concert, and on
of one dollar per man wtas still
Of the four hundred and ten Saturday, April 13, they are
Work in C.A.'s," and "The not reached. Because of this, the votes cast, two hunded and fifty- scheduled to sing at the joint
World Student Christian Move- drive has been extended another five were cast by the ex-service- Bowdoin-Colby Glee Club Concert at Waterville.
ment."
week, according to Stanley D. men now attending Bowdoin.
They will appear on the April
Among the speakers featured Weinstein, '47, the Committee
30 program of "Bowdoin-on-theat the Conference were Dr. Raychairman.
Air", and will finish the season
born L. Zerby,' of Bates College,
Only five fraternities in addiwith an appearance fit Lincoln
and Mrs. Corilla Williams, New
Academy on May 21.
England Regional Chairman of tion to the non-fraternity men
the World Student Service Fund. succeeded in reaching the 100'/r
On Friday, April 12, the BowOne of the chief topics discussed goal set by the Committed. These
doin Glee ChfiT will journey to
were
methods
improving
of
Farmington for a joint concert
Christian Associations, such fac- five were: Alpha Delta Phi. DelDue to the fact that Alpha Rho with Farmington State Teachers
Kappa Epsilon, Zeta Psi. Sig- Upsilon has
tors as faculty interest, reduction ta
no house or club College. The following night, they
ma Nu, and Alpha Rho Upsilon.
room in which to entertain its will present jointly with Colby a
[ Continued on Pate 4 ]
The amounts given by the in- guests, -the College has provided concert featuring the combined
dividual fraternities are as fol- a
temporary recreation room. choruses of both colleges.
lows:
One of the rooms in the baseThese concerts arc the last beAlpha Delta Phi
§43.00; Psi ment of Moore Hall is being fixed fore the Bowdoin "Pops" Night
up for that purpose.
Upsilon
$44.75;
Chi
Psi
'in Boston on Monday, May 13.

tra-mural sport activities.
headed by a Bowdoin man, who
This forthcoming enterprise built it up until it was rather
has been undertaken by the Col- large for an institution of its
lege not because it believes an type.
accelerated program to be the
"Since the war, however, there
best,
but primarily because a have been no educational facilipeace-time summer session will ties for the boys and girls of
be a great service to many. It Greece. And entire generations of
will allow veterans to make up illiterates are in the offing unless
for school-time lost in the serv- we, in America, offer sympathy
ice,
and. consequently, will aid and aid," said President Davis.
the boys coming up from high President Sills then suggested
schools. More of the older stu- that we could help if we gave do
dents are enabled to graduate nations of clothing to these unCarl H. Lebovitz '47, Editor-insooner than expected, and there- fortunate students who are tryChief of the Quill, announced last
hy more openings for new fresh- ing to bring their nation back to
week that the editorial board has
men are made.
'an educational norm.
been increased so that Bowdoin's
literary magazine may have a
broader point of view, and so that
it may assume its rightful place
on the campus.
Herbert B. Moore '48, formerly
managing editor, now holds the
position of business manager. H.

Chi Psis Put

j

In the March 8 issue of, the
ORIENT it was stated that the
Searles Science Building was in-

Red Cross Drive

of its regular program
of student activities; the Bowdoin
Christian Association sent Willis
R. Barnstone '48 to the annual
pied by Italians, Germans, and
President's Conference at AndoEnglishmen. The English have ver Newton Theological School
done their best to preserve the at Newton Center, Mass.
Lasting from March 29 to 31,
college but
the Germans and
the Conference was designed to
Italians in using it as a hospital
give student leaders from various
or barracks did away with most New England colleges an opporof the movable equipment. Be- tunity to discuss such subjects as
cause of the lack of fuel, the Ger- "The Nature and Job of the ColChristian
Association,"
mans went so far as to burn half 1 e g e
"Method of Successful Group
the books in the library for heat.

time. Futhermore, the fact that
most of the faculty is expected to
take one half of jLhe summer off

to replace the present
Student Council. The proposed al-

B.C.A. Delegate

than

shortly.

the proposal of an Interfraternity

Council

room.

in

^stem

The first mass meeting of the
student body this trimester will
be held next Tuesday to vote on

That the student body was divided on the question of a fitting
for the Bowdoin
under the guidance of Neil R. dead was revealed by a poll takMonday
by
Student Counen
the
Stuof
the
Taylor 46, President
cil.
Of the four hundred and ten
dent Council, and other members
votes cast, the proposed science
of the Council.
building and little theater were
Matthew D. Branche, a mem- tied for first place with one hunThe
ber of the first delegation of '49, dred and twelve votes each.
veterans poll desired the science
has made an outstanding reputa- building most.
He
tion in the field of athletics.
The fact that the student body
played on the tennis team during
feels the need for an increase in
the summer of 1945. was a half- sports equipment was evidenced
back on the fall football team by the eighteen percent of the
and alternated between the bas- total votes cast which the hockey
rink received.
A chair of interketball and track teams during
national relations, proposed as a
the past winter.
He is a mem- memorial by the ORIENT, reber of Delta Upsilon Fraternity. ceived sixty-two votes, and fifty
William D. Ireland, Jr., a mar- votes were polled for a new class
tions

Election

Allows Fraterni

To Choose Members

By

will

Once again an acute housing
problem faces the college. Homes
must be found for married veterans who are re-entering and

New

Building.

Theater Favored
Students

Little

Jr.,

The need for a little theater was
February.
He is a promising
pitcher on the baseball team. He pleaded in an article by Profeshas just been initiated to Delta sor George H. Quinby in the
'•Bowdoin Alumnus" for SeptemKappa Upsilon Fraternity.
At Chapel on Friday r April 5, President Homer Davis of
Ira
B.
Pitcher,
an ex-Navy ber. 1945. At that time ProfesAthens College, Greece, described present day educational con- pilot, came to Bowdoin in Octo- sor Quinby pointed out that the
stage facilities offered by Meditions existing in that country. "The country, and the colleges," ber.
A member of Psi Upsilon„ morial Hall are antiquated. He
he said, "are in a terrible state.
he served as captain of the foot- also suggested that a new thefall team and at present is Sec- ater would help to furnish added
At Chapel on Friday. April 5,
retary-Treasurer of the Student classrooms and a spacious audiPresident Homer Davis of Athens
Council.
torium.
College, Greece described pres-

A wide selection of courses
must be offered. The curriculum
ent day educational conditions
be made up of at least one
hundred courses which will be existing in that country. "The
made available during the two country, and the colleges," he
terms of the summer trimester. said, "are in a terrible state."
The selection will include more
The college buildings have
advanced courses
have been

Interfraternity Council;

Vice President and Ira B. Pitcher.

Secretary-Treasurer.

1

Building
Poll Chooses Theater, Science
"
MASS Mptf&v
410 VOTES CAST
One Of Student Choices For War Memorial

Vice-President,

ex-

NO.

1946

To Vote On

As President

As Important Obligation

views,
of the ORIENT ORIENT'S
feels strongly that it should take pressed
the opinion

"The

Branche

Elects

10,

Student Body Meets Next Tuesday

Class Of 1949

a stand on all issues which affect
The largest summer school 1n the immediate future of every were "far less grave than would
the history of the College is
Bowdoin man", stated Herbert be the mistake of following a
Bowdoin's answer to the current
B. Moore '48, Editor-in-Chief of policy of strictly reporting news".
serious problem of overcrowded
the college newspaper in a 75th
He cited the most important
schools. Many preparations for an
anniversary chapel
service
on obligation of a campus newspaper
expected enrollment of six hunWednesday. April 3.
as the stimulating of campus
dred or more men are now in
After an introductory historical opinion by airing of staff views
full swing.
oh current topics in the editorial
The project has been under- survey by President Kenneth C.
M. Sills, Moore clearly stated the columns. "Whether or not these
taken

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, APRIL

VOL. LXXVI

'4&m&

.

i

shake machines and tossed a bar
mop over the chocolate milk that
someone had spilled. She smiled,
"What do you want to drink?"
She was singing a song that
was brand new.
"Where did you get that

from?"
"Where?

I wrote it." She then
preceded to trundle out the song,
something about a soldier, the
State of Maine and the girl he
left behind him.
"I write the words," she said,
"then I send them to a friend of
mine on the West coast who
Good song
writes the music.
don't you think? But that's not

'

Calendar Asks
For Notices

,

I

j

In true stoic spirit this woman
continued to hoe her son's plot
of ground so that she might be
near him." She ended the poem:if you don't mind neighbor
I'll just finish out the day
A' noein' and a grievin'
In my own peculiar way."
The hot dog was ready, the roll
well
toasted.
The cute young
thing dropped Mt on the counter
in front of Peggy. "Who is she?"
Kind of inquisitive, with a pur-

"So

pose.
[

Continued on Page 4

]

three requirements are met:
1) see that the event Is recorded
in
the engagement

book

\

Massachusetts Hall; 2)
see Mr. Leroy D. Cross, Faculty Secretary, in 17 Wlnthrop
Hall,
who will put the announcement on the weekly calendar; S) call Dr. Henry Russell (819-W), Who will have it
in

announced

in

formation

must

chapel.

Any

of

such

exceptional

character,

Pepper has a past. He was formerly owned by Lt. Comdr.
Sands of the .Navy and was stationed on a submarine chaser

in-

be in by
the week before.
The day, time, and place of the
event should be specified.

Wednesday,

Brown is tired of dodging Don who feels sure that the society
the
Buildings
and will one day realize the op|x>rof
Potter
Moreover,
tunity
they missed.
Grounds office.
As might be expected of a dog Pepper has fine aesthetic appre.

i

.

ciations. In music, he prefers the

languid

voice

and many

will

Dinah

Shore,

remember

his vo-

of

chapel this fall. We
are (old that a look of agony is
during the early yeais of the war. often seen to cross his face when
The ship was torpedoed and sunk, Margery Mills comes on the air.
The military spirit returned to
and Pepper was picked up in the
middle of. the Atlantic by a de- Pepper when the ASTP was siastroyer. In. the process of rescue, lioned at Bowdoin. He delighted

jhe broke

his

leg

in

the

anchor

calizing

£

in

Continue

t

on t'a^e

2

]

TWO
Vol.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

THE BOWBBN ORIENT

LXXVI

No.

Reviewing this issue of the
is a job we have been reto undertake.
It seems
only a short time since we were

QUILL

Interfraternity Council Will Provide
of

Bowdoin

only criticism of
its recent castigation by an Orient
columnist is that the opinions were

Memorial Hall, on Tuesday. April 16. to decide whether or
not the powers ol student government
will

meet

The

council table.

in

not strong enough.

The mediocre

should be vested in a Interfraternity

student government

Council.

It is our belief that such an
wotdd be decidedly beneficial
for the College. Two months ago we
climbed out on an editorial limb by

displayed during the

action

leads

pleading for the election of an

logical.

The
now we feel

Student Council.
regarded:

On

obligated to

The Council
some

At present

students, particularly the under-

do not know

classmen,

men

the

all

the

men

trious

The

are the least conspicuous.

enough

fraternities are small

to

recognize their most reliable leaders
and arc anxious to have energetic,
sincere representation.

We

favor a return to this

syucm, because "things always used

should like

suggest

that

fraternity presidents be barred

from

elections;

the*

to turn out all right."

to

either

presidency or

councilorship should be enough to

keep one

present system of elections was

man

very busy. Second, and

evolved after a fraternity combine of

more revolutionary, the time

four houses managed to corner every

ings should be

of meet-

but one on the Council. The procedure results every time in the election of twelve "good kids", most of

changed in order that
business concerning the entire College
need not have to be rushed to accommodate those councillors with 1:30

whom

classes.

seat

are content to rest on

electoral laurels.

From

The larger issue is, of course,
much more important. The student

their

the depths of

experience

disillusioning

wc

body abhors the idea of more super-

can

now

honestly say that the present Council

vision;

it

—and

as

assure

itself

at a

ment.

no worse than most— is

it is

inefficient

group

a

as ever

met

has the opportunity to

of stronger self-govern-

R. C.

II.

Bowdoin Helps Veterans

Of Other
The
of

Colleges
The

College has compiled a record

during

achievements

which have

the

war.

the

no small way helped
community and

in

And now

the country.

over the College

is

that the

continuing

many ways.
Outstanding among the
work

cellent

war
its

is

be occupied by many

will

who

w ould have

otherwise

r

summer months. All the students
who will come here this summer from
the

is

ex-

Haverford and Swarth-

Bates, Colby,

contribu-

more Colleges are

veterans.

the plan for the

By opening

the College to visitors

from other campuses, Bowdoin

with a good possiof the enrollment going as far

filled to capacity,

.

tributing time

and

con-

is

effort to ease the

problem of veterans trying

as 750.

education.

Th e

should be

commended

to get

an

administration
for this very

worthy action.

The Bowdoin Orient
Central Food Buying
Brunswick, Maine

Would Help

Established 1871

The
Editor-in-Chief

Fraternities
have been asked

fraternities

to signify their wishes concerning the

...

method by which

Herbert B. Moore '48

fraternity dining

'

Associate Editors

Blake T. Hanna
Richard A. Wiley

'48
'49

Richard P. Davis
John H. Nichols Jr.

'49

halls will

.

plete
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Riehan

'49

ive houses, or 3)
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Professor A then P. Daggett
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Herbert B. Moore '48
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Bernard M. Goodman
Arthur C. Sewall

'47

Leonard D. Bell

'47

Bernard M. Goodman
C. Cabot Easton
George Pappaa

'47
'48
'48

by

am

respective

College,

complete operation
including

buying

and collecting

bills.

most applicable to the situation which
promises to prevail for a number of

and nSSOipttOB communications to tha Bu«inea» Manairer of the
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the

job to several members of each house.
It seems that the second plan is the

F. M. GUley, Jr. '46

Pntl ldn i fctorMkljr whan «) «• *re ImM by th* StudrnU of
ns»i ul s CoH—*. SiJ r Ml
communication, to the Editor

April 10, 1846

by

The third alternative would omit
one of the most beneficial experiences
to be derived from fraternity life.
The management of the dining hall
by respective houses offers a valuable

'47

Advertising Manager

i>.

the

food, hiring help,

Manager
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operation

buying by the College, and the running of the dining hall by the respect-

Weatherill '48
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com-

houses, as before the war, 2) central

Irving R. PIKain '49

.

the

'49

rite three possibilities arc: 1)

U

.

when

L. Court '47

Assistant Editors

Directors

fall

tions.

Sports Editor

Feature Editor

be run next

houses are turned back to the corpora-

Managing Editors

Warren

we
as

recall

how

The

years.

prices

and

scarcity

of

^}food make a system of central mass
I
**

buying very plausible.
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now
of

asCol-

He was ediQUILL in 1ASS and

Magazine.

ofj tor of the
\

is

editor

Action

sociate

beginning)

criticisms

each issue.
Perhaps sometimes
our reaction to those criticisms
was out of all proportion to their
weight.
But granted that the
purpose of this magazine is to
provide a training ground for
undergraduate writers, then honest criticism must be accepted.
no matter how unfavorable.
It would be pleasant to report
that the high level of the opening essay by President Sills, "The
First Ten Years of the Quill,"
sets the tone of the magazine.
But that would not be true, and
perhaps it is too much to expect.
The new format, if it is designed
to allow space for more material
the
than
pages
of
former
QUILLS permitted, is hardly justified for that reason. On reading
this January number we found

19S4.

Robert Hagy in a contributing editor to Time Magazine.
Burroagh S. Mitchell is now on
the editorial staff of Charles
They were
Seribner's Sons.
joint editors* or the QUILL in
1985 and 1986.

tional forms and more ponderous
themes. This is a worthy effort
and a reasonably successful sonnet, of .which it can be said that
even though it does not march,
Mr.
at least it does not limp.
Cook will have to fight out with
the classicists the validity of his
statement that in the time of
Homer man was "no more than
animal upright." and there are
those who will certainly fail to
agree thdt man is any more adult
now than then, television and
uranium to the contrary notwithstanding (those arc merely

ourselves wondering if there were
so wide a gulf between the college magazine and the professional magazine, both in the quality
of the writing and in the editing,
as this issue seems to indicate,
We looked back to some old ismore destructive toys). May 1
sues of the QUILL, and we got
also remark that the word "coshold of several recent high school
moi" does not strike me as parj

;

j

And we have to rewe found the current

publications.

port

that
pretty consistently below
the level which has been maintained over the years.
Even the
high school magazines compared
very favorably with this January

QUILL

QUILL.
The present

ticularly

purpose

any

for

useful

poetic

?

Donald Clark's "One in Seven"
seems more the opening stanza
of a poem than a unit in itself,
but at least it creates a picture
and is pleasant to the ear. The
title seems to promise more than
is actually forthcoming, but it is
probably not deliberately obscure.
Carl Lebovitz' free verse sets
for itself a goal which it does not
"Plaint" has, of
attain, I fear.
course, the virture of intellibiliwith its farity. "Chrissathe,"
fetched internal play on words

editors have abandoned the format designed by the
Bradford Press of Portland in
1934 and used since then. The
change doesn't strike us as a
happy one. Previously the QUILL
had dignity, its literary purpose
was emphasized by the beauty of
its pages, and it was easy to read. and an obscure undercurrent of'
The present arrangement, with Cynicism, is irritating chiefly beits double columns, is hard on the
cause it is not really intelligible.
eyes and it is not beautiful.
If It doesn't have enough music in
anything, it serves to emphasize its lines to compensate for its
the general dullness of the writ- lack of sense, and it must be put
ing.
It is
a dubious improve- down, therefore, as no more than
ment indeed if it is intended to an ambitious failure.
make space for more material
The two poems of Stan Cressey,
per page; such an economy is "Faces" and "To Fritz," are injustified only if there is plenty of teresting for what they have to
good material at hand. And that say, but their form is little above

doesn't

seem

to

be

the

case at

the level of doggerel.

Bowdoin right now.

cult

In looking over former QUILLS
noticed that as a general rule
there were no more than six or
eight contributors to each issue.
This January 1946 issue has fifteen.
Now it would be a serious
mistake to leave the magazine
exclusively in the hands of an
ivory tower coterie; but the editors do have the responsibility of
choosing material of the highest'
possible standard of quality and
of leaving out work that does not

the magazine.

we

their inclusion

to justify

—JOHN

V.

The
Three
stories.

tribulations
personality.

in

SCHAFFNER

Stories

pieces
All

It is diffi-

are
of

are

listed

as

concerned with
the

non-adult

Easily

tributor feels better; he is really
contributing something, not just
displaying his homework. At the
same time the college writer is
not obliged, as professional writters frequently are, to review a
book simply because it is the current book, or to discuss a subject because it is the subject beThe only obliing talked about.
gations of the college writer,
then, are the fundamental ones:
to
have something he really
wants to say, to be clear in his

own mind what

it

is,

and to have

the craftsmanship to say

it.

seemed to me that the
and reviews in the Jan-

It

articles

QUILL

in various ways fell
considerably short of these standTimothy Adams' review of
"Cass Timberlane" reads like a
Book Report, whether it was one
or not; you do not have the feel-

uary

ards.

ing that Mr. Adams was particularly anxious to say something
about "Cass Timberlane.'' The
substance of Thomas C. Weatherill's "Rickey Signs Robinson" has
been given so many times before
that there is no i»oint in further
rejxUition unless Mr. Weatherill
can add something of his own. He
doesn't.
Alec J. Curtis is informative about the religions of
Japan, but he is informative in
the rather plodding and perfunctory
fashion of
a
theme. A
magazine article should say more,
and I think Mr. Curtis had the
knowledge to write a more satisfactory piece than he, did.

and

laconic.

punctuation to be found here, for major difficulty in "Stud" is lack
instance, is no credit to anyone of dynamic action, or full-fledged
who has successfully weajhered plot. Eddie's bitterness isn't adeEnglish 1-2.
quately accounted for in the beginning, nothing of significance is
The Poetry
motivated by it in the middle,
Professor Herbert Brown once the problem isn't resolved at the
remarked that of undergraduate end.
writing there was always more
"Disarmed" by Theodore W.
good poetry than good prose. The Zetterbcrg,
involves
the
play
reason would seem to be that it is problems of a
rich boy named
easier to sustain a high quality John.
John's mother wants him
in a brief lyric than it is in the to
stop playing with an ugly girl
longer medium of a short story. named Chrissic and
start playing
Therefore it is all the more dis- with a handsome little boy
named
appointing to find so little of real Douglas.
John's Daddy, a big
excellence or even of interest in lawyer,
who makes $100 a
the poems presented here.
One year, doesn't give a damn whom
would like to think of poetry as John plays with. The reader is
the most representative literary inclined to string along
with
expression of *a college, since Daddy. "Disarmed.''
despite an
poetry is at least spontaneous occasional near miss in its
efforts
and is not elicited by course re- to capture the bewilderment
of
quirements of any sort.
As an boyhood, is for the most part
expression of what might
be trite,
heavy-handed,
d i ff u s e,
called the literary temper of the amorphous.
The dialogue is stiff
Bowdoin undergraduate today the and primer-like.
poems in this QUILL are a defi"Kids and Fires" by Thomas
nite disappointment, for they are C. Weatherill
certainly was misconfused and immature and have labeled a short story
by the
litUe beauty, either of form or QUILL'S editors.
Gnicusl> Mr.
'
content.
Weatherill
himself
knew.
he
It is unfortunate that the first wasn't writing
a story, but just
undergraduate poem should be stringing together a couple
of
H. James Cook's "On Last Look- anecdotes
(for
a
composition
ing into Kant's 'Pure Reason'." class?). Anecdote
No. 1 tells the
since by its position the editors
distressing
tale of
a firemanseem to be calling attention to it, pervert
who, on the
when clearly it was a mistake for showing a small boy pretext of
the insides
them to have included it in the of
a shiny red fire engine, purmagazine at all. It is not a poem posely
picks him up by the front
in the first place, and a piece of
of the trousers.
Result: "The
verse of this sort can only be
dashboard on the engine became
justified by its wit or by what it
a blur before my eyes." Anecdote
may have to say. The best that No. 2 tells about a
fire which
can be said of the wit of Mr. started
in the 'house next door
Cook's piece is that it is childish
one night while the author was
and for its content that it is not listening
to
Lowell
Thomas.
obscure. On the other hand Mr.
Turned out that a little kid
Cook's "The Circle" is well connamed Jimmy had had- enough of
ceived and executed. Its imagery
his grandmother.
Mr. Weatherill
is clear, as is its meaning.
The fails to bring these two anecdotes
last stanza, with its onomatopoeic
into any kind of focus. They seem
suggestion of summer insects, is
to have
little
meaning either
a particularly happy one.
It is separately or in
relation to one
perhaps niggling critcism to sug- another.
gest that a poem without rhyme
—ROBERT HAGY
should have no end rhymes at all;
the sky-die rhyme in the first
The Articles and Reviews
stanza leads the reader's ear to
The articles and reviews in the
expect more rhymes and it is dis- January QUILL, which compose
appointed when they don't fol- so large a part of the issue, bring
low.
up a question of policy in .regard
In his "Sonnet" Mr. Cook shows to the college magazine. The
his familiarity with the eonven- quickest way' to state the problem

handed down

to

my

class.

Dear Editor:

scholastic

Certainly

fraternities'

man

When
choosing.
(student body and
elect one of three
fraternity)
candidates he is seldom the choice'
of either—only a compromise. In
addition to this we find that although the student body consists
of 62'A veterans they haw only
33'f< of the members on the Student Council. Just what body of
men does the Student Council
represent ?
Council
Interfraternity
n
would be a representative body.
First,
of the student body
are members of various fratertwo groups

There

the country offer the same things.
If there has been a distinctive
feature of this college it has been
lost in a maze of uncertainty and
hesitancy for taking, action. Week
after week, men meet and men
meet, but the interr-t of the
student body is not discussed.
Instead the student body is kept
dangling like a puppet, dancing
to tunc of disharmony.
A few weeks ago the college
paper printed a feature story
that
Bowdoin spirit was
the
dead.
The alumni and critics
said that the inexperienced student body was blowing a horn
that was incapable of carrying a
it

are

At present the
represented by

own

their

of

achieve-

Strangely enough,

body!

one man but usually not the

ment could not be its primary
purpose. The colleges throughout

tune.

is, a repreRepresentative

The Student Couneil
sentative

body of what?

has been a sorry disappointment.
I am at a total loss as to the
purpose of this institution.

A

WX

nities.

Second, each member of this
Council would be a direct representative, having been elected by
a majority of his house.
Third, the individual members,
knowing they have the fraternity

behind them, can express views
which will generally reflect the
opinions
of
their
respective
houses. This is important as the
Student Council now has very
little power because the members
do not represent the voting majority in their own houses.
Last, we all know the fraand not the Student
ternities
Council decided the major issues.
Therefore, I think it is only common sense to have all policies

was

the truth. Actually it was a cry
from the student body, not for
mercy, but for some campus life
that was designed explicitly for
the student body.
The students
were looking for an atmosphere
that existed on
other college formulated

by

fraternities

through their representatives as
only they (fraternities) have the
power to adopt them.
The non-fraternity men, at
includes 13
present 41, which
special students, should have one

They wanted a little
which was not being supplied.
They wantpd the kind of
spirit which didn't
have to be
resurrected from the past. They
wanted a living spirit.
Sure the student body is getcampuses.
life,

representative.
An Interfraternity

Council of
13 members who are elected by
the atmosphere of the a majority vote in their own
H. James Cook really seems to campus. Maybe I'm not wanted, house or special group should
be excited about "The Grapes of maybe I'm just a tool to be used take the place of our non-repreWrath," and he manages to con- when a certain piece of wood has sentative Student Council.
vey his excitement to" the reader, to be cut.
(Signed)
But I'M net, Tm a
'44
which is good.
But if he had human being, looking for a little
RICHARD G.
been entirely clear in his own human interest and a security
mind he would not have re- which will make me proud of my
Digs Holes
marked on one page that Stein- college.
beck "neither criticizes nor conVEONOR M. SOTAK
[Continued from /'rtgr /]
demns the
economic
factors
in marching in drills and parades
which cause the misery and deand was seldom known to miss
gradation of these people "and on
Pine
Society
retreat when he would sit at rigid
the next page the book is "a bitThe Pine Tree Society for attention on the Art Building
ter protest, which is at once
Crippled diildren serves not only steps. He passed through a perzealous and just, against capitalyoung psofjhl who are handicap- iod of deep dejection when the
ism."
George If. Muller is sin- ped, but also adults who have beprogram was disbanded, but soon
cerely concerned about a big sub- come crippled by accident or diwarmed to the joys of peacetime
ject: "The Political Responsibility sease, and the many cases of vetcollege life. Certainly one of the
of Science"; but he certainly is erans who have had limbs ampumost popular dogs. Pepper bids
return
to
trying
not sure of what he has in mind. tated and who are
To say that "a combination of to civilian life. The seals will be (fair to hold his own among Judy,
Deke, Murphy and Inky.
Aristotelian
methods and Pla- on sale through April 21.
tonic idealism would offer perhaps the best approach to the
'* •
mm
r
m
Jl
whole problem" is to say either,
too much or not enogh.
ting cold, but it is only a reflection of a certain coldness which

was

felt in

WARREN

!

Pepper

.

The

Tree

,

!

t

Some

Quo Interfraternity Council

is. to give the answer as I see it:
Bewails Statu
that a college magazine should
not be a vehicle for work done Dear Editor:
By and large
in the classroom.
During the past few months I
a magazine like the QUILL proves have watched the reactions of
most valuable if it is extra-cur- this college; reactions to reconricular, for then the work in it
veterans.
to
reactions
version,
is more likely to have a freshand reactions to uncertainty. I
ness and a professional character came to this college a total
which are. usually lacking in even stranger, and tried in some small
the best major papers, themes, way to contribute to the welfare
and book reports. And the con- anu heritage which has been

the best is "Stud" by
Jared T. Weatherill. Mr. Weatherill gives the hard-boiled treatment to a case of adolescent bitAs President Sills remarks, a
terness.
His hero is Eddie, who,
meet that standard. We don't be- as a beer-fetching flunkey at a striving after careful workmanship is one of the distinguishing
lieve that
the present editors poker game, is humiliated and
have succeeded in establishing generally misunderstood by the qualities of a successful college
magazine. There are far too
and maintaining
the
Mr. Weatherhighest grown-up players.
many lapses in workmanship in
standard possible.
And we also ill has a sharp eye for significant
think they should be taken to detail, a sharp car for natural the articles carried in this issue.
While
it
is evident that Veonor
task for carelessness in the edit- speech rhythms.
His sentences
Sotak had deep admiration and
ing of the book.
of the are usually Jean
His

1

1946 summer session. For the first
time since 1942, the College will be
bility

campus

that

is

been unable to continue study during

in

tions of the College

best feature of the plan

veterans

the war effort of the

/

zine ourselves, and
important to us,
writers, were the

John V. ScbaJTner

I

whose names they check.
Small
though Bowdoin is, it is impossible
to know everyone on campus, and frequently the most efficient and indus-

on campus, chiefly through their exploits on Whittier and Pickard Fields.
No one could hope to prove that there
between athletic
is any correlation
prowess and administrative ability.
Yet, there are some moth-eaten tradi-

The

elections should cease

to be a popularity contest..

men whose names were best-known

who

most

is

is

tions.

students voted into office the twelve

tionalists

Bowdoin

pro-

undeniably a
fraternity college, and for most other
purposes the students are wisely divided according to their fraternal affilia-

plea was dis-

appointed day

the

The

posed Interfraternity Council

chop off said limb, although we happen to be sitting on it.
Until two years ago, the Council
was elected on a campus-wide basis.
The incumbent Council nominated
their successors by a thumbs-up.
thumbs-down method that was ridiculous.

last two years
one to the inevitable conclusion

that changes are in order.

efficient

THE AUTHORS:

writing for and editing the maga-

To The Editor

Letters

Quill

Sotak

1

!

luctant

Energetic, Sincere Representation
The undergraduates

Review Of January

1

affection

Herbert

for

Hartman,

uncertainty in the craft oi
writing has hindered him from
doing full justice to his own feelings.
In a quite different way,
Carl Lebovitz fails as a literary
his

workman

in

"Dumb Man."

The

reader is distracted and impeded
by sloppy,
inept
writing;
by
clumsy sentences like "Chicago
and an advertising agency next
beckoned," and by opaque ones
like "If anything, Sherwood Anderson tried his hardest to live"
In his review of "Thercsc" Mr.
Lebovitz takes a fling in the pastures of Wolcott Gibbs.
This is
extremely dangerous territory for
any writer to play around in, and
Mr. Lebovitz hasn't the writing
to

skill

sustain

him

there.

succeeds only in being
aleck and rather corny.

He

smart-

thought that in

"The Cycle
of Greek Arfi Nathan Whitman
I

turned out the best article in the
issue.
It is not exceptional in
it has to say or brilliant in
the saying, but it is carefully
thought out, carefully organized,
and carefully written.
It ii a

1

i

I

Laboratory in a
Birch Thicket
This thicket of birch trees is one of
the Bell System's scientific work*
shops.

Here our fcientiets have strung
telephone wires through the crowded
branches to learn* just how much
and abuse the protective
coverings and insulation on new
types of wire will stand.
Important? With more than fifteen
million insulated "drop wires" contree rubbing

necting home and business telephones
to nearby poles, we've got to be sure
that the wire

we

use

is

the very best

that can be produced.

*

*

but one small example of
hundreds of experiments and research
projects carried on constantly by Bell
Laboratories to make Bell Telephone
Service more dependable, more useful,
to more people.
This

is

what

competent

job.

In closing, one more comment
on the editing of the book: we
thought that the idea of departmental headings Stage, Science,
Religion, and so on was a mis-

—

—

take.
It* is pretentious and misleading; it gives the impression
that the QUILL is offering a sur-

vey of current developments in
these fields. The QUILL does not
it cannot, and it should

do that;

not try. A college magazine must
be flexible in the nature of its
contents,
taking its character
from the interests of its contributors and not trying to impose
on them a character that the
editors have arbitrarily decided
upon. Where the editors can be
—and must be inflexible is in
the matter of literary quality.
They publish only the things that x
they think have been well done,
even though the resulting issue
may be a thin one. This January
QUILL is certainly not distinguished, but that does not mean
that a better issue is impossible
at Bowdoin now. It can be produced, with more thinking, clearer thinking, and more hard work.

—

'

—BURROUGHS MITCHELL

s
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

MacFayden Signs As Baseball Coach

POLAR
BEARINGS

Former Yank, Sox Star
Will Also Coach Hockey

Danny MacFayden, New Baseball Coach

Zetes Nose Out D.lLs 22-21,
Win Basketball Title

On April 7 Athletic Director Mai Morrell announced the signing of Daniel F. MacFayden, former major league t wirier, to
MacFayden beserve as coach of both baseball and hockey.
gan his duties as baseball coach last Monday, and is putting the
team in shape for its opener this Saturday.

The favored Zeta Psi team copped the White Key basketball
but only with ninety seconds playing
championship last week
time left in the four-month season. The D.U. five, winner of
eight of its last nine games, scrapped to the very finish of Friday
night's final, and led the Zetes with a minute and a half remaining in the game.
But Bob Leonard proved his

—

By Crowell
Bowdoin Welcomes MacFayden Appointment
Followers of Bowdoin sport;;
are breathing a lot earner this

week on learning that Danny
MacFayden has been chosen as
Head Coach of baseball and
hockey. As a matter of fact, Mai

|
i

!

j

I

hitlers

and

pitchers

of

both major leagues over a sixteen-year span. This knowledge

him

the most essenUal prerequisite for the Job.
estabtisheft in

Bveryooe at Bowdoin will miss
Nell Mahoney. There is no
doubt of it. But in Danny MacFayden Polar Bear teams will
have another highly regarded
lender, as well as dose contacts with a fine man.
The College owes thanks to fortnight of competion to a
The A.T.O.s three-game
Irv Heater who filled in last close.
week as baseball Coach fol- splurge nearly upset the form, as
lowing Mahoney 's departure. they ended Dcke and D.U. win.-,
Though hampered by fickle April ning streaks at five and seven

—

Morrell admits that he- has had
the former big leaguer in mind
for five years
and not only as
a baseball coach. For MacFayden
"is an expert hockey player and
coach: the first top-flight hockey
coach we've ever had" And the
Director of Athletics added with
a satisfied smile, "we've always

—

wanted one."
There

heat

mettle as league high-scorer, as he
dropped in four points In quick
succession, putting the Zetes ahead
22 to 19. A foul gave the D.U.'s
the ball at mfd-court, but they
managed to score only once again
on the sound of the final buzzer, to drop a 22-21 decision.
The Zete-D.U. game, coming as
a climax of the four-team playcapped
the regular
that
off
brought another
league
play,

no doubt that Mae*
rTsyden is an extremely weHweather, he did manage to get
•joaliaed
coach.
He Is well in a few hours' outdoor work, as
known to Nell Mahoney, who well as some battery
drills in the
haa great faith in this new ad- cage. Heater, who
coached the
dition in the staff. Though his
radar team at Bowdoin during its
Is

team* were a.»t often serious
pennsm t contender*, Coach
Mtu -Faydefl haa had the oppor-

stay here,
the team

tunity to study intimately the

on Mondav.

level

straight respectively. Their lofty
play-off ambitions, however, were

smothered

MaeFayden's

arrival

Cup Play-off.
The Zetes drew

Department Announces Schedule Changes
The Athletic Department combination skillfully, and

has

announced two schedule
changes. The last home ball
game with Bates has been
switched from May 35 to the
•JSrd, and the open date on May

lished

himself

.as

Kappa

the

Sigs,

who held the favorites scoreless
in the final stanza while scoring
to
counters
themselves
eight
win 20 to 18. As a result, the
Zetes, who had led the league all
season, the Dckes, Psi U.s, and
D.U.s qualified for the White Key

saw that the spirit of
was kept at a high

until

by

the

Psi

Up-

silon team in the first round,
estab- while the Dekes and D.U.s were
a good coach, paired for the other semi-final
i

Bowdoin countered with a regis- match. The Psi U.s gave the Zeta
nation of its own a day later
Psi combination a hard time.
that of Linn Wells, ex-baseball Though they never led by more
and hockey head on leave. We than a single basket, the third1st haw been tentatively filled
seem, though, to have recovered- place five knotted the count on
by the Maine Maritime Acad- quickly.
five occasions,
and led at the
emy team which may come to
Bowdoin's showing in the
half.
The start of the fourth
Brunswick.
NCAA swimming meet at Vale quarter saw a twenty-twenty
.Nel.'on
Nifchman's
surprise
may have left many followers match, but the Champions pulled
resignation
from the Colby disappointed, but none could ahead quickly to 28-22 and, finalcoaching staff
leaves
Colby's
have been too surprised. With ly, won 30 to 23. Gottlieb netted
1946 football hopes a bit stunned,
the first normal season in sevten points for the victors, while
but it may be that they'll recoveral
yearn
just
completed,
Boland matched this count for
er sufficiently by October to spur
hopes couldn't have been too
his own club. The D.U.s jumped
the eleven towards a stiff scufhigh.
Yanderbeek and Eells to an 8-to-0 lead in the second
fle In the State Series. Although
showed in the New England*, encounter of the evening, and fiNitehman coached the Waterville however, that Boh
Miller's
nally took the Dekes 28-16 in a
team for only one year, he did teams will be picking up
'
steadsomewhat drab contest.
guide his
1941
Champsionship
il.v
in coming years.
Two nights later the Zetes took
their hairline win over the Delta
Upsilon
combination,
as
Bob
Bowdoin
Equals Army Swim Record
Leonard's twelve points gave him
X dispatch from Frankfort, siderably by the return of sev- scoring honors. Once the tense*
Germany states that Adin Mer- eral war veterans, the
compe- ness of the championship angle
row, a former Bowdoin tank star,
of the game had worn off, both
tition was especially keen at
tied the Army's 100-meter backteams turned in* creditable ball,
the season's end. It took four
stroke record in an ETO swimmonths to do it, but the Zetes, and the Zeta Psi team did look
ming meet last month. His time strong contenders
from the worthy of the crown, as it' has
was 113 seconds even. Corp. Mcr- start, took the title
throughout
the
bulk
of
the
after a
row, who will return to Bowseason.
pale of tight wins In the playdoin soon, has competed in topoffs. It will be a while yet beranking meets in Rome, Paris
fore similar combinations can
Intcrfratprnity statistics:
and Nurnberg. after long combat be chosen
from the interTournament Standings
service with the 63rd Division.
Team
W. L.
Pel.
fraternity diamond league Its
/.eta
I'si
2
1.000
Next year's team is, indeed, on the way,
>
though.
Delta UpKilon
j

.

I

'

Man

Game

Interfraternity
basket ball
was, again, a success. With the
calibre of play bolstered con-

time for the exhibition
baseball contest against Ba^es on
Saturday is 2:00 P.M. A big turnout will help the team a lot.

INTERFRATERJVrTY SOFTBALL
DELTA

'

April
April
April
April
April
April
A».ril

PICKARO FIELD

11

Uctu-T.p.

12
IS

U-hapi* SiiT.
Kappa Sitf-U.U.

16

A.K.U.-SiKTnaNii

17

T.I>.-Ku|ipa Siy.
Kai;w»SiV'.-A.i>.
l>.K.K.-A\Ji.U.
A.T.O.-Kappq Sip.

32
2:l

April :t

.:,ii0

1

shaping up.

PICKARO FIELD

Sijrma Nu-A.P.

I**i

TOWN TAXI

D.U.-A.R.L'.

VkU.-Bet.n

D.U.-A.D.

Zcte-Chi Pfi
T.D.-Psi U.

A.T.O.-BeU

D.K.E.-Beta
^irroa Nu-Zetc
SiKTOa Nu-A.T.O.
<hiP> i-A.R.U.

ZetoA.D.

Kappa
UpMlon

Delta
Psi

Ep.-ilon

7

Tel.

«
f<

Scorrrs
G.» L.S. T.S. Ftn. Av.
12 1«7
12
179 14.9
10 MB
106 10.6
IS 91
7.9
11
102

I.«'iidint;

Team

Player,

P&i U:-D.VJ.
Psi U.-Bet.-i

•

Leonard. Zrte
Yntes, Beta

Morgan. D.U.
Wi-Jrfj.

Tb-DU

.13 ,«*,

.

»

Sehft*ek..BtfR>;

Win*,

A-.T.O.

Millson.

-

-

ARtl

H

9
S
1 1

11

Ti
S8
67
tt

76
72

72

8.0
8.5
6.5

67

B.l

M

L.S.
T.S.

1000

%£3

CUMBERLAND

PRinnnG

Telephone 224-W

ALVIN SETTLE, PRINTER

April 11

MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S
with
- Veronica 'Lake

Fox New »

Short Subjects

Rcarrton,

AD, Spare.

TEAM B
Boland. Psi V, Forward.
HUIkoh, ARE, Forward.
Taussig, AD, Center.
Court, ATO, Guard.
Vincent, Zete, Guard.
Gillen, Psi E, Spare.

FORMER YANKEE AND RED SOX STAR who

—

honey as diamond coach and */ho

Ma-

replaces Neil

will also serve as

BAND BOX CLEANERS
Cleaning — Pressing

:

White Key Opens
Softball League
Among Houses

Last Monday Athletic Director
Morrell
announced

the

resignation

Linn

S.

of

Lt.

Cmdr.

staff of the college.

at

brand of

full
strength a good
ball should be produced.

pool at these hours.

KEEP FAITH
with

us—

ST.

CLAIR

—

of

71 Maine Street

game

after 16 fruitful years.

Packy

McFarland

and

Danny

Morrison battling to retain the
positions they held last year.

I

I

BONDS

team which has not yet

J.V.

been

chosen

will

face

Deering

High here on Friday. Irv Heater
has been doing a fine job in fill*
ing in between coaches and has
kept the squad in condition. On
April 20th the Polar Bear varsity
will travel to Medford, Mass., for
a game with the Tufts Jumbos,
marking the first time in several
years that the Big White club
has ventured out of state.

j

Frcm his past record Bowdoin
can be proud of the new addition to
its coaching department. MacFayden has piled up an enviable record
wherever he has gone. He Comes
into the baseball picture one week
before its opening game as Bowdoin's third coach this year. Although it may take him a couple
of weeks to get acquainted, everyone is certain that once he has had
an opportunity to look over the

MacFayden will mold
--*--into a- top flight outfit.-

team,

off e

r s

Student Patronage Solicited

TEN
WH

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

Brunswick

Ask

TJs

$1000

POSTERS

FELLOWSHIPS

FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

For Quotations

For One Year of Travel and Study

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone S —

Outside the United States

Tel.

St.

Manager
Printers of The Orient

99S

These ten awards of $1000 each are to be used by the winners for one year

Tel.

533

ANY

country at any college or university

WITHIN

OUTSIDE

the Western Hempisphere.

These fellowships are being offered by The Boston Globe

in

memory

of the

m

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

men and women

DINING

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

in

World War

ELIGIBLE

UP

of

New England

schools, colleges

and

universities

who served

II.

TO COMPETE

.

.

.

undergraduates of

this

and 57 other

New

England colleges.

Good Food?

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER
For complete
tion,

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

details'

of

The Boston Globe Memorial Fellowship Competi-

read

THE "TRAVEL THE AMERICAS" SECTION OF

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

College Spa

George Mmrphy

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

alt*

Short Subject.

QUICK SERVICE

The Same Answer
Apr. lS-tt

FrL-Sat.

the

The Boston Globe

HOTEL EAGLE
NEW

Apr. 17-18

Fax New*

and the Washington Senators, retiring from the playing angle of

likely

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

And Other

MATT BRANCHE

UP GOES MASIE
-

a

111.

Short Bubjeet

Ann Sothrrn

or
Gillen
be behind the

also

The Boston Globe

DRY CLEANING

COLLEGE SPA

THE SPIDER WOMAN
STRIKES BACK

The Camp*"
A.M. TO 10 P.M.

SUNDAY, APRIL

"Right Off

OFFN

Gale Sondergaard

6

Open Sundays

Phone 450

15

Town

14

Hall Place

N
\

i

MB!

BBBBBBl

there for

In 1941 MacFayden returned to
Hebron Academy as a full-time
ccach in baseball and hockey. He
first
sackcr showed tremendous earned a
reputation in his three
potential slugging power.
Stan years at that school as being a top
Whiting and "Chip" Nevens may flight man in both sports.
In 1943
prove a better than average key- when Hebron closed its doors bestone
combination while Jack cause
of the war, "Danny" MacBegley is an adequate third basc- Fayden accepted
a position at Verman. Bob DeKalb has the center mont Academy
as coach of his two
field
berth
assured.
He also favorite sports. He remained there
proved his worth here at Bowtill Bowdoin asked him to come to
doin before the war. The other
Brunswick as head coach of basetwo spots are wide open with
ball and hockey.

Capital and Surplus $850,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

QUALhTX PHOTOGRAPHS

COLLEGE AGENTS
JERRY

Tone

W*4L-Thur

I

\ky buying
********» .WAR

will

He remained

of 1940 with the Pittsburgh Pirates

Ed

Either

with

Gillen
outfield starter.

A

of travel and study in

Durbin
Charles La ugh ton

New*

'

'

!

\

bat

j

j

We have

The
FAVOR STUDIO

|

|

Chops

TONDREAU BROS.

;

'

Wed.: 8-0 P.M.
Fri.: 7-9 P.M.
SaL: 2:30-4:30 P.M.
7:00-9:00 P.M.
>'» CSO hosresses, servicemen
or townspeople will be at the
Tues.,

ALL Your

aiicy Groceries
in**---"

j

I

at the following hours:

Yes, We're Interested In

136 Maine

Short Subjects

BECAUSE OF HIM

in

BANK

Always Top Quality
Steaks

[

the

FIRST NATIONAL

It is

fraternities

will be open
term to students students' wives faculty,
faculty wives, and their guests

throughout

Wells from the coaching

Glenview,

the basketball set-up.

The CurtLs Pool

Malcolm E.

Wells has decided to remain in
the Navy and is to be sent to the
Naval Pre-Flight Station at OtThe White Key Interfraternity T.umwa, la., where he will be
Softball League opened its season head coach of fool ball and base»
Monday, with Chi Psi-A.D., D.K. ball.
At Bowdoin, Wells served as
E.-Psi U. and Kappa Sig-Sigma
Nu contests heading the slate. head baseball and hockey coach
The league will operate five days in addition to being coach of
a week for five weeks, the end freshman football and basketball.
of the regular season coming His teams won four state-championships in his ten years as a
May 9th.
Bowdoin Coach.
His
baseball
Three games will be played a
teams won honors in 1936 and
day, two at Pickard Field and
1938, as did his hockey teams in
one on the Delta, all commenc1938 and 1939.
ing at 3:45 p. m. A set of rules
Wells left Bowdoin for the
have been drawn up by a White
Key committee in order to pre- Navy in Suly, .1942. He recently
received a special commendation
vent disputes. At the close of the
from Rear Admiral E. C. Ewen
regular schedule, the four teams
for outstanding wock in regard
topping the final standings will
to militav physical training at
compete in play-offs similar to

all

is

ton

John Taussig has the first l>asc
job clinched. In one season here
before entering service, the big

Pool Schedule

Wells Resigns;

the United States but

FRONTIER GAL

Apr. 14- 15- 16

•

MacFayden remained with Bostill the 1931 season when he
was traded to the New York

game

the

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Rod Cameron- Yvonne Decarlo

Sun.-Mon.-Tue.

!

hockey mentor.

Remains In Navy For Spring Term

-

Paramount New*

corps.

so that the

for

Yankees.

WaJr* Morgan

HONORABLE MENTION

With

line-up

Weiner.
'

Forwards—Welch,
D.
V.;
Stuart, T. ».; Whiting, K. S.
Centers—Schrack, D. K. E.;
Gottlieb, Z. P.
Guards Moulton, D. K. E.;
SiMlby, K. S.

plentiful.

work outside

Bates here Saturday

with

Apr. 12-13

Frl.-Sat.

chose the latter as his

Herb Babcock, the only hurler four successful seasons until he
with previous Bowdoin experi- returned to Boston. This time he
ence, will probably start on the was signed to a contract by the
mound. Paul Callahan and Bill Boston Braves in the National
Ireland will be held in reserve. League. "Danny" pitched good ball
Other promising moundsmen in- fcr the Braves until 1940 when he
clude Cal Vandcrbrek and Mel was released. He spent the season

Maine Street

MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

He

ball.

doubt.

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

Photographic Accessories

146

Sonny Tufts

a

Including tournament
- League Scoring
-Tourney Scoring

"

Developing and Printing

»

* ^B

athlete in both hockey and base-

career and signed a contract with
the Boston Red Sox in 1926- He
made an imntcdiate impression
with the Bosox and was kept as a
member of the regular mound

Morgan, DU, Guard.

.454
.r?3
.273
.091
.000

x

forfeits

«illen. PsJ l\
Lonirtcy, Psi U.

Thur.

.341
.511

10'
II*

A. R. U.

^

Service

r,

1

Kcardon, A.D.

24 Hour

•">

«*

standing pitcher for 16 years. A
graduate of Hebron
Academy,
MacFayden was an outstanding

Saturday

squad's
starting

MS .back

4

fi

8*

i<lcs

TEAM A

.725

I

On

Leonard, Zetc, Forward.
Yates, Beta, Forward.
Winn, ATO, Center.
Taylor, Zete, Guard.

3

:t

I

based on play during the regular season, and no consideration Was taken of the tournament games.

:t

I

ln<

were

I

Ma
•

selections

i

L.

10

Chi Psi
SlKitia.N'u

D.K.E.-A.D.

The

H

I

W.

Zeta Psi
D. K. E.
Psi U.
D. U.
A. T. O.
Kapp;i fffc
A. I>.
T. D.

The All-Star Interfraternity
Basketball Teams were picked
the Sports Staff of the

ORIENT.

den is that of a lad who went from
prep school directly to the big
leagues and remained as an out-

With the season opener less
than a week away, Bowdoin's
baseball
squad still is pretty
much a question mark, though
definitely stronger than last year.
Danny MacFayden will field a
pretty good hitting club with
pitching the big question mark.
The temporary return of Old
Man Winter has curtailed the

by

9»

.000
.000

1

LtaiHM Standings

Team

Sport Staff Picks
All-Star Quintet

too early to determine the
strength of any of the twelve
teams,
but if the basketball
Pet
.009 league is any indication, compe.817 tition
will be keen and upsets
.725

it

The story of "Danny" MacFay-

Baseball Team
Meets Bates

SSssss^sHsHM

it

W
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

CAMPUS SURVEY

Danny MacFayden

Debaters Defeat
University Of Maine

By

I guess it was one night last week. I was feeling very bitter,
so I decided to go over to the Library and .study. My main reason
was this. The text-book for one of our courses, Literature of taw
Western World, or something like that, sells for $4.25. Well now,
I wouldn't mind buying the damn thing, except that we only read

We

about 30 cents' worth.

study guys like Petraccio and Desiup about 95 pages out of the 1400

derius Rabelais, which takes

book which goes all the way from Homer to Eugene O'Neill.
one that costs around half a rock, I use the one

in a

So, until they get
in

Hubbard

Hall.

was going up the walk to the
This walk, by the way, can only be
unburdened of snow when the Librarian says so- If the college
wants to plow away the snow, and old Mother Hubbard thinks it
ought to be rapturously gazed at a while longer, students must
wade and bear it. Anyway, some kid in a blue, pin-striped suit,
Phi Bete key, and glasses was trying to open the door. He couldn't
for two reasons. First, his arms were so full of books he couldn't
manipulate without another two. Also, I don't think he really
knew how. He hadn't read any text-books that said how to do it,
and he didn't have enough sense on his own to put down his tomes,
yank it open, stick his foot in the opening, pick up the books, and
shoulder his way in. Practical man that I am, I opened the door
Well, getting back to that night, I

factory's final assembly line.

and

let

him

by.

The attendant looked natty and neat, in a dapper, grey loincloth, and I pleasantly gave him the traditional Bowdoin hello.
He growled at me to shut up and tell him what to get. I could
see this was not a time for pleasantries and familiarity, so I came
down to earth and let him know. He came back in a few hours
with the dusty old thing and grimy smudges on his face- He was
muttering something about subterranean passages and stacks and
cobwebs, but I remembered my gentle rebuff of our first meeting,
so I retained a dismal quiet.
I put my life record and fingerprints on file, and left with the
thing pressed to my bosom. It took both hands to carry it, anyThe
It got through it all right with only two mishaps.
first came when I sat down. The book was so big it wouldn't fit on
just one of the wooden stands on the tables, so I had to steal a
few from other pupils, nail them together, and work it out from
there.
This caused a great deal of commotion and I could hear
guys screaming bloody murder about flunking hour exams, and
getting deuces in quizzes if I didn't shut the hell up. The other
trouble was also with the book. The paper was so thin I had
read the other side of the page I was on, and was going on to the
third, before I realized I hadn't read the first one yet.

way.

I got through that all right, so I thought I'd get a couple of old
magazines to read, before the whistle blew to call a halt to the
toil for that day.
t went out to the desk, but a couple of guys
were ahead of me. They were arguing about whether guys that

come from Brunswick and Maine were true or

false,

or

how do

we know Brunswick

is in Maine, psychologically.
It was too much
for me, so I turned a deaf ear while I carelessly looked through
the author-title index. There were red lines and blue stars on so
many of them, and I hadn't paid any attention when I went on
Freshman-English tour of the place, so I was forced to give
it up.

sory military training before attaing the age of twenty four."
Fahey and Worthington had debated together in high school.
In the face of possible aggression from Russia, the uncertainty
of international affairs, and ihe
threat of the atomic bomb, Bowdoin for the affirmative upheld
the necessity of universal train-

e was demonstrated last
o moves in the field of
The first one was the leadayed by Secretary of State
he security Council's meet-

spring training, and were playing
Indianapolis at Decatur, Alabama
before an overflow crowd. I was
slated to pitch five innings, but
ing.
they hit me all over the lot. FlagThe negative relied on Ameri- sted, our outfielder, Was fed up.
can control of food, a strong Cars, you see, were parked in the
American foreign policy, and the outfield, and since the ball was in
inefficiency of the proposed milplay, he had to root that ball out
itary force in denying such a
from under them on nearly every
need.
The judges, Mr. Glenn hitter. After eight or ten runs, he
R. Melntire, Professor Thomas
came in and said 'either he gets
A. Riley, and Professor Burton
out or I do!' I felt great."
W. Taylor, decided unanimously
But Danny wasn't in the role of
for Bowdoin.
the goat often. The standout memory of his sixteen-year career is
mirrored from an experience four
or five years later. MacFayden was
B.C. A. Conference
pitching shut-out ball against the,
old Yankees, but was faced with
[ Continued from Page i ]
Ruth, Gehrig and Lazzeri in the
of speech to meaningful terms,
seventh. He did escape unscathed,
biblical and
readings, though. He fanned all three. In
religious
and increased use of C.A. mater- June of 1932, however, he was
ial being stressed.
traded to the Yanks for two pitchThe importance of participat- ers and $50,000. It was then, going
ing
in
world reconstruction from the cellar to the top, that he
through some such agency as the
met Ruth and Gehrig again, when
World Student Christian Federathey, with Ben Chapman started a
tion was also among the subjects
"red-hot league of 'hearts', our pasbrought up for discussion. A retime while on the road." Lazzeri
port upon the whole subject of the
conference Will be presented at
the regular B.C.A meeting in
Conference B of the Moulton Chi Psi Party
Union at 6:30 pjn. on Tuesday,
1 J
April 9.
[ Continued from Page
.

x

Recent B.C.A-sponsored

activi-

ties have included a talk on the
subject of Mexico, with special
reference to the work of the
Friends' Service Committee. Colored slides were shown. Discussion groups are being planned
for the near future, the first one
to take place immediately after
the Easter vacation.

'49,

Homer Fay

'49,

and George ations of famous characters, and
later on by the course of human

L. Hi lder brand '46; scene painting by Bernard E. Gorton '47 assisted by Willis R. Barnstone '48
and K. Dowden '49; lighting by
Thomas N. Tarrant '49 assisted
by Bertrand DesClers '49 and

arise when a returned
service man is persuaded to enter the political arena.
fast

forth.

A

The only thing left for me to do was to read my next term's
assignment in Sociology. The text-book had the original title of
Sociology, which intrigued me no end. It was written by some
brain named Kimball Young from Queens College, wherever that
is.
Our assignment being Chapter XIV, "Heredity and Environment", I hastily thumbed my way through the book, till, on page
336, I started reading. It goes like this:
"Individuals vary greatly

visor.

After the banquet there was a
soiree in the lower chambers of
[Continued from Page /]
the Chi Psi Lodge, to which no
one was invited and everyon c
'49;
F.
Fargo
by came, including the speakers of
costumes
Charles
M. Crain '46; scene the evening. Entertainment was
'48
building by Robert A. Good
supplied by Mr. F. Richard Woodassisted by Robert L. Allingham ruff '48, and his clever imperson-

which

and so

among

Some

themselves.

are

tall;

political

enth

by blood.

for yourself what a clever and brilliant fellow this
You cant beat that kind of reasoning and deep
need more stuff like that there. I wanted you to
know what otherwise probably only Phi Betes and guys at Queens
College would get to know.

j

skill

on the

ice.

Easter Seal Drive

Opens on Campus
Mrs. Herbert R. Brown has announced the opening of the annual Easter drive for "The Pine
Tree Society For Crippled Children." Brunswick's quota of $500
is expected to be raised by Easter
Sunday, the last day of the drive.
The money is to be raised by the
sale of Easter seals, in the same
manner as Christmas seals. All
proceeds go to the Society, which
the State
is known throughout
for its excellent work in aiding
Maine's crippled children.
Last year with funds obtained
through the Easter drive, the Soa seventeenestablished
ciety
building camp on the shores of
North Pond in the Belgrade
Lakes. The camp has one and a
half miles of sandy water front,
and has a total of 85 acres of

Sunday was more or less to
itself, and was mainly taken up
with conducted tours of the
campus. The Dads saw the tennis courts, the library, the chap-

During the eight week period
of the camp's operation, the children arc given physical therapy
treatments, instruction in swimming, boating, and handicraft.
Upon leaving the camp, the children are further aided by the Society by the supervision of a
home Arts and Crafts program.
The Brunswick Committee consists of Mrs. Herbert R. Brown.

the cage, the pool, and everything except the Pines. Some of
the fathers were taken into the
Art Building, which was by way
of being a novel experience for
both father and son.

proprieties; This is

the sev-

length play by a Bowtried
out by the
since the fall
of 1938; the second by Vergason.
full

man

Masque and Gown

You can see
Young guy is.
thought.

and
doin

individuals are greatly alike

]

with such immortals as Bill Dickey, Lou Gehrig, Al Simmons and!
Arky Vaughan he has been able to
learn a great deal about hitting
and fielding on the diamond, even
beyond his own wealth of pitching
experience. This should step up
teams,
to Bowdoin
his value
though he confesses "despite this,
I still couldn't crack .150!"
Don't sell MacFayden short on
knowledge of hockey, either. For
the Bruins approached him some
years ago with an NH.L. offer, and
it was only through the urging of
Bob Quinn, Braves president, that
he gave up the opportunity to play
pro hockey during his off-seasons
in baseball. Being a close friend of
"Dit" Clapper hasn't in any way

land.

side.

as well as to people not related

"On the other hand,

Sunday evening, and Monday's papers were hawked with a goodsized cut, squibbed "Deacon Dan
MacFayden".
But going into a more serious
vein, the new Bowdoin Coach
pointed out that, having roomed

=

By Clark

Every community' indeed- every settled region of ten people or more,
can boast of a typical inhabitant. He is a sort of statistical composite,
an embodiment of dominant features and characteristics. But he has
never actually lived; his individuality is purely academic thank the
Graceful Lord, and more often than not, he turns out to be a Frankenstein monster that devours the best in us. We you and I, become
Bar Harbor and moved up to lost in the great standard mean. People will no longer say as we
Maine. Her husband now works
pass, "there goes Humbolt Alvin Forthwright, you can tell him by the
at the Naval Air Station.
unpressed, nonchalance of his denim trousers," but rather, "there goes
Pfcggy has six children, the
eldest of whom is 27. The young- Humbolt Alvin Forthwright, you can't tell him from Adam."
est is seven. One of her daughThe consequences of such standardization on the Bowdoin College
ters, a lovely young thing, works
campus would be nothing short of catastrophic. Why we could pracdowntown in the five and ten.
our scowls and struts till the chapel gets a new rug and nobody
tice
Both mother and daughter think
that the men at Bowdoin are would take any notice. The effect would be simply demoralizing. You
tops. Gertie came back, at this wouldn't even attract any attention by stealing lamps and bronze
point, with someone'! hamburger,
statuettes out of the Deke house. But for the sake of the record, just
heard the comment, said: "Bowtypical Bowdoin student be like? He would be like
doin men were very nice, sent what would this
." She walknothing now under the sun.
her spinning, hut
ed off in a huff.
have
been born into a comfortable middle class household
He would
Peggy smiled knowingly and with one, possibly two, automobiles, and a summer camp on some
went on talking about her life.
mosquito plagued lake in the wilderness. He would have been sent to
Living in town, she feels that
there is nothing as good as a good prep school or a "nice" public school and would have done reaBrunswick. She loves it with all sonally well in the Forms, getting his best grades in literature and
her heart. As a matter of fact, history and his worst in mathematics and chemistry. He would have,
it was she, she said, who started
in all probability, played at some sport and gained passing success
the drive to build an honor roll. as a good fellow. His reading, before college, would have consisted of
Her eyes flashed as she told Stevenson, Eugene O'Neill, Mark Twain and James T. Farrell with
about it.
maybe Tarkington and a choice smattering of Joyce thrown in on his
initiat- own. And in all, his intellectual pay load would be scandalously deShe started the drive
ed it, got the money, and the ma- ficient up until his entrance into Bowdoin.
terials by her own effort. Then
At Bowdoin our specimen suddenly mushrooms. He blossoms, litercame the trouble. At the town
ally bursts forth with a riot of hitherto suppressed talent, and gets
meeting there was a faction that
was opposed to the honor roll. very badly drunk. It's not that he can't drink; it's because everybody
else does drink- But he soon learns how to sleep it off in class and
But after much argument the
everything is fine.
township finally decided to accept
His taste in clothes is functional. The function tending toward inthe memorial.
There were people lining up to dividuality rather than utilitarianism. The same shirt should be worn
get food. The cute little girl took for at least three or four days before a change, and in this respect he
the money for the hot dog. Peg- nearly outdoes the faculty in the complete individuality of his garb.
He joins a fraternity and learns its rules of conduct and its code of
gy went over to work the griddle and made the thing sizzle as ethics. He is keenly conscious of himself as a member of that fraternity
she prepared hot dogs, hambur- and can cross ruff with the best of them.
gers and bacon for bacon, lettuce
He knows several appropriate songs and jokes and trys his best to
and tomato sandwiches.
learn more of them. But he most certainly is not what some would call
a bore, and the girls think he is "cute", a term he outwardly spurns
and inwardly treasures. In short he is socially acceptable.
Scholastically he occupys a ^jsition midway between the "grind"
Essay Contests
and the "gentleman." He teeters through, trying to maintain an air of
indifference and at the same time breaking his neck to get on the
[Continued from Page /]
Dean's List. He is usually an Economics major and hates it, but
culate the attainment and main- realizes how valuable it will be to him in later life, while secretly
tenance of peace throughout the nursing a desire to write the Great American Novel
world or devoted to the general
He would graduate, oddly enough about fifty-second in a class of
welfare of humanity". The topic one
hundred and twenty. His father would give him a Bulova, his
for 1945-1946 will be: Aspects of
mother would cry and his sweetheart would proudly smear lipstick all
.

—

—

.

—

the ILN.O.

The committee of professors,
O. C. Hormell and E. C. Helmrich, must approve the subjects,
and all prize essays must be
handed in not later than 12:30
P.M., May 25.

over his face.
He would return faithfully to his class reunions up until around the
tenth, contribute to his alumni fund every year and have misgivings
every so often as to what happened to Harry Whatsisnamc.
I hope I have libeled no one and if. I have I shall consider my experiment a failure and my litigants existar^e utterly impossible.

hifa OUR LVRGEST

$'

SHERMAN BIILINGSLEYS-

SELLIXG CIGARETTE'
FAMOUS STORK CLUB IN NEW YORK

'

The author plans to be on
campus for the final ten days of
rehearsal to make any changes
needed in the script and to advise the producers on costumes

—

transom, yelling like the devil and
causing quite a scare in the hotels.
A few years later, after moving
to the Braves, MacFayden was
tagged with his nickname. A minister called him one evening, with
the request that he speak to a Bible class on Sports. On the appointed day, the pastor led him to
the pulpit to give his talk. But the
Press was not unrepresented that

nature.

el,

This
Yarmik."
Gertie
looked interesting, but she had
to go off to make another hot
dog. In the interim Peggy gave
forth with some interesting information. She went to school in
Boston, Maiden to be exact. She
was precocious, and at seven
was writing poetry. She was still
precocious at sixteen, still writing poetry, when she got married. She married a man from

to fling through MacFayden's open

narrowed his

Bowdoin Youth

[Continued from Page 1}

turned up again, too: as the team
and never forgave
"trickster",
Dan for that third 'K? in the scorebook. He used to buy 5" salutes,

=

moving story is aided by a greatgroup of amusing charThe Dads departed in a mellow Chairman, Mrs. Rebecca Achorn
acters somewhat reminiscent of
and Mrs. Noel Little, both former
those in "You Can't Take It With mood humming "Bowdoin Beata" chairmen, and Mrs. Joseph TayYou."
Although primarily de- to themselves. It is suggested lor, wife of Captain Joseph Taythat
if
the
college
wishes
to
signed
for
entertainment,
the
lor USNR, Commanding Officer
play is not without its serious touch them once lightly, this is of the Brunswick Naval Air
Stathe golden hour.
moments, particularly on
the
tion. Mrs. Taylor is supervising
ly varied

some are short. Yet most people in a given society are about the
same height. In matters of intelligence, some students are quick
to learn, others rather slow; but most of them are neither very
bright nor very dull, rather they are what we call average or
mediocre. The fact of individual differences is well known and
this applies
in most matters
to members of the same family

—

self-improvement seasoned with the pepper of good advice 'and the salt of good humor.
Professor Brown, wearing a daring red tie, closed the banquet by
taking verbal potshots at Professor Means, tossing a rose to
Chi Psi and fraternities in generand tossing a full blown
al,
Manton
Professor
to
bouquet
Copeland, Chi Psi's faculty adfraternity

Vergason Play

Calvin V. Vanderbeek '49.
The play is a farce comedy involving
the misunderstandings

er College, where, as Amer-

Though he was never farmed to
a minor league club, MacFayden's
competitive start with the Bostons
is not anything on which he reflects with much warmth. "We
were going North after my first

Mustard and Cress

Tm

DAVE CROWELL

my

When I got a chance to ask my friend to get some old issues of
Life, of around January, 1940 and Bowdoin Houseparty time, he
smiled urbanely, and told me that all issues of Life, except those
of B. C. vintage, were at the bindery. (Evidently some dentist's
emporium in the City Hall). I asked for several other magazines,
but the same thing was true there. "But", said my genial friend,
"perhaps I could interest you in the Mid-Monthly Review of Problem* In Tanganyika Territory'*. I smiled a thin, wan, no, and
wandered into the newspaper room. It seemed as though everything I wanted to read was in Column 1, so, what with the racks
to which they were fastened overlapping about half the story. I
had a tough time. It looked something like this:

Peggy Lewis, Poetess
And Writer Of Lyrics

Colorful Life Adventures

John J. Fancy '45 and Waldo
Pray '45 of Bowdoin met with
BY
Phyllis Corneal '46 and Clifford
"It was just twenty years ago
Worthing '47 of the University of
Maine in the lounge of the Moul- this Spring that I went from Heton Union on Monday evening to bron to the Sox." And in those
debate the proposition: "Resolved, years Deacon Dan MacFayden has
every able-bodied citizen had most of the experiences
that
should have one year of compul- dreamed of by any American kidE.

Weatherill

Relates

ItiHHHrtritiHtititir

IN

of waste

lbs.

paper

will

make

cartons containing ten cartridges for inflating life boats. Save
wast* paper!

SAVE

the drive at the Air Station.
Fraternity representatives have
been chosen, and a goal of $5.00
per house has been set.

A BUNDLE A WEEK

2,911

MARTIN'S
(AVt SOMt BOYS

U6
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CLEANSING

PRESSING

We

The gong sounded, so

I

went over

4 Elm

WISEMAN FARMS ICE CREAM

Mouldy Onion and

to the

lapped a coke.

Street

Tel.

154

College Agent: James Long ley

18 Moore Hall

'The Old Fashioned Kind'

Fordham University

SCHOOL OF LAW

Tel.

NEW YORK

BOWDOIN NIGHT

Brunswick 350-

Three- Year Day Coarse
Kour-Ye*r Evening Coarse

at

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Member

of Assn. of

Acrroaitea*

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

Decree Require*
Admission

Veterans of World War II applying within
one year of honorable discharge admitted
on completion of two years of college work
toward accredited degree.

FORD CLEANERS & DYERS,
2 PIECE

Kail transcript of record required
in every ease

FIRST

On

BRUNSWICK

Boston Symphony

American Law Schools

OlWe
for

SKIRTS

YEAR CLASS BEGINS

BLOUSES

September 30th. 1946

69c

34c

-

MIKE'S PLACE
t

HOT DOGS

Broadway.

New York

Law
N. Y.

57 Maine Street

201 Maine

Tel.

891-M

The

Street

HIS

Campus

College

Book Store

DAYS ARE AS GRASS
by

.CHARLES MERGENDAHL

— $2.75

1077-M

$1.50

F.

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

ALWAYS
MILDER

BETTER
TASTING

COOLER
SMOKING

checks payable to

Claverie, Chairman

Mail to him at
200

Summer

Street,

Before April

Boston

20

Only prepaid reservations can be

Flower* Telegraphed Anywhere
Tel.

1946

(tax included)

James

CORSAGES — CUT FLOWERS
ITALXAN SANDWICHES
POT PLANTS
delivery

13.

Floor seats

Make

BRUNSWICK FLOWER
SHOP
Just Off The

BOTTLED BEEB

7.

Monday, May

Tables for five $7.50

Regiatrar,

Kerdhara Univ. School of

MS

POPS

34c

Plain

For farther information address

HARDWARE

Phone 974-M for

—

DRESS

—

INC.

•
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accepted.

Prompt action

is

necessary.

^RIBHT
1946
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COMBINATION

^WORLD'S

BEST TOBACCOS

— PROPERLY
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Bowdoin Graduate, Playwright

Bowdoin Leaves

Student Meeting

1,

At U. of Maine

At ORIENT Policy Student Council
Kappa Sigma Leads
Discussions;

Suggest Changes

Resolutions Adopted

gates withdrew from the Univer-

on the

United Nations after declaring the
resolutions adopted to be hopelessly

unrealistic.-

The

noon.
Designed to suggest changes in
the United Nations Charter, the
conference drew up a list of resolutions that the Bowdoin group regarded as idealistic and unenforceable. Since the resolutions virtually ignored the sovreignty of individual nations, which constitutes the
basis of the present Charter, Bowdoin felt they would bring the
withdrawal of at least Russia from
and a consequent collapse
the

had
delegation
fought for realism throughout the
discussions and until the very end
had hoped for at least a statement
that the resolutions were designed
for *a future world government
rather than immediate adoption.

When

Bowdoin

this

rors",

which,

is

scheduled

for

i

EDWIN

L.

VERGASON

"A Dark Horse of a Different
was presented at Memorial Hall

author of

'39,

Color," the world premiere of Which
last Thursday night.

;

.
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'Dark Horse' Shows Promise
Acting Poor, Script Good

.

.

.

.

.
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By Blake Hanna

The play

j

'

a farce dealing with
a soldier who returns home and is
approached by the Mayor, who is

!

:

'

I

"

g

;
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To Present Movie

:

j

f.

On Saturday Night

!

I

j

'

1

j

j

Jones Gives

ex- of 1812, featuring an American
frigate reconstructed complete to
the last marlinspike. Also to be
presented are short subjects ofj

Bob Chester and his Orchestra
and Busse Rhythm.

I

Two machines for continubus
performance will be used. Proceeds from the Union Store will
pay for students' admission.

DlSni^PS

I

Cole Lecture

-James

1

*

Includes Four

I

I

!

Wins College With Wit
—

(

—

i
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'

i

•

Bowdoin Songs

j

J

I

Grieg's "Brother Sing On", sung

I

|

j

\

—

i

_
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Carl Lebovitz

exercises. In the event of rain
A gust of brilliance hit Bow- He is not showing off then, for
the performance will be held in doin last week, when Howard his glib brilliance speaks for itMumford
Jones,
distinguished self and is perfectly natural with
Memorial Hall.
around here, at ets of the Annie Talbot Cole
The provisional cast, drawn up critic, author, and Profe'ssor of him. No one
English at Harvard University, least
can match it. He is a Lectureship, under which he was
by Assistant Professor George H.
came
here to lecture under the scholar and a human being at the speaking, were, in one sense, repMasque
the'
of
Quinhy, director
auspices of the
Annie Talbot same time.
resentative of the things which
and Gown, is as follows:
Cole Lecture Fund. For the subThe visiting lecturer has made caused the wide-spread criticism
Duke of Euphesus, Frank H. ject of his lecture
which took quite a name for himself. Besides of present-day American literaGordon '46; Duke of Syracuse, place Friday evening in the Moul- being Harvard Professor of Eng- tune. They presented, as he am usJohn F. MacMorran '46; Anti- tont Union
Mr. Jones took "The lish Literature, nineteenth cen- ingly put it, "a large order,"
phoeus of Euphesus. Richard E. Tragic Sense in American Lit- tury, and American Literature' which he was incapable of satisEskilson '45; Anapholus of Syra- erature." t
since 1936, he has written a num- fying if he was to give an in'48;
cuse. Edward L. Kallop Jr.
Displaying a keen wit and an ber of widely acclaimed books, telligent lecture. Professor Jones
Balthazar, Carl H. Lebovitz '47; extensive literary knowledge that These include two volumes of his then proceeded to give a summary
AngekJ. H. James Cook '47; First few men possess, Mr. Jones com- own
poems:
and of the history of tragic literature
"America
Merchant, David W. Boulton '49; pletely captured his andience dur- French Culture, 1750-1848"; "The since the beginning of the nineSecond Merchant, Ambrose A. ing the lecture and emerged the Romanesque Lyric"; "The Life of teenth century. "No writer," he
'46;
Pinch.
Hayden
Saindon
and
winner in a subsequent question Moses Coit Tyler"; and "The said, "has approached the .excelB. Goldberg '49.
:A Chronicle of lence of Shakespeare or Homer in
period which actually served as Harp That Once
The play rehearsals will begin nothing else but a revelation of the Life of Thomas Moore."
his treatment of tragedy."
as soon as the play books arrive.' his superior powers in the field of
Citing the examples of MelHe has .edited the poems of
There is a possibility that the literature and of his broad knowl- Edgar Allen Poe. the plays of the ville's "Moby "Dick" and Hawwill
play
be done in modern edge of the subject at hand.
Restoration and the eighteenth thorne's
"Scarlet
Letter"
he
dress, a precedent established in
century, and a well-known book showed that, neither had what he
Following the lecture a group
the 1942 spring commencement
called "Major American Writers." would call the tragic sense. "The
of
students
and
several faculty
play. "Julius Caesar."
In addition, he was literary edi- Scarlet Letter" was nearer to it.
members
convened
informally
tor from 1938 to 1941 of the now For Captain Ahab, the hero of
with Mr. Jones at the home of
defunct Boston Evening Trans- "Moby Dick", was not even a civProfessor Herbert Ross Brown.
cript, and has written a number ilized man. That the hero be a
There, once again, Mr. Jones disof provocative articles for lead- civilized man was, in any case,
played a clever sense of humor
ing periodicals. "Who's Who" and one of his requisites for tragedy.
and a remarkable knowledge .of
the
Directory
of
American He admitted, however, that a
literature
a knowledge comAll membeni of the graduatpractical definition of, "the tragic
Scholars list him with pride.
pletely devoid of pedantry.
ing din are rwqueated to Bote
As if all this were not enough, sense" was impossible.
their aright and hat aire on the
Mr. Jones is a rare type of during the war Mr. Jones did his N Following" a brief criticism of
Hat to b*- round to the Union
man. He is extremely modest bit by directing several centers modern American tragedians, inStore, la order to facilitate the
when speaking about himself —! located throughout the country cluding Hemingway. Glasgow, and
ordering of cap* and gown* for
but, then, he doesn't have to be for the rehabilitation of German Catheri * Professor Jones opened
Senior*'
Chanel.
Inat
Bacanything else, for, when he starts prisoners of war. An average of the
the audience
to
floor
calaureate,
and < oiiMiience- talking about literature, be has two thousand men a month were of about* 150 persons for quesfloor completely to himself.
[Continued on Page 2]
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Jones—Critic, Historian,

,

For Witan

On "Tragic Sense"

J
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Senior Cap, Gown
Orders Requested

<

j

In Achorn Debate

-

By

p^.^

,

!

in' a somewhat
bemused
The Student Union Committee
induced by overindul- will re-new the Saturday night
gence while celebrating his nomi- prewar student movie show wp.h
nation
a film in the Union Lounge at
The father withdraws and the 6:30 on Saturday, May 4
son casts his hat into the ring as
The full length film will be
an independent candidate, buck- "Captain Caution" with Victor
ing the local political boss who is Mature, Bruce Cabot, Leo Carilresorting to strong-arm methods lo; it is an exciting story of the
to prevent his election. In the British Blockade during the war

commencement

.

j

date"

is

"25 cnougbt^

•

Burke Second

condition

the political boss

Sf^f

Sotak First

Union Committee

also his fiancee's father, to run
for Congressman in the forthcoming election. The boy's father,
thinking he has been asked to
run instead of his son, releases
the story to the papers which
prints a picture of the "candi-

act,

ArtU

!

is

production on June 4. 1946, at
p.m. on the Art Building

Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone
Received Honorary Degree At Bowdoin

|

With the passing last week of
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court
Harlan
F.
Stone,
the
country and the College lost a
great personage.

i

Just two years ago this June,
Bowdoin conferred upon the Chief
the honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws, at the Sesquicentennial
Ceremonies.
During
the same commencement, degrees
were conferred upon Lord HaliJustice

fax.

Mark

Van

Doren.

I

'

i

and

Earnest Hopkins.

We

quote here the brief biogra-

!

phy of Chief Justice Stone, which

was published

three years, won election to Phi
Beta Kappa at the end of his
junior year, and played guard on
the famous team of '92 which deTeated Williams 60-0.
"He received his legal education
at the Columbia Law School and
Thereafter took up thc practice of

law

in

New York

City.

He has

since had a notable career as a
practicing lawyer -r associated at

I

HARLAN

STONE

1

I

j

I

ing Song. "Song" of the Steppes";
John F. MacMorran. '40 will accompany on the piano and Emil
Hahnel '49 arid Raymond J. L.

Lcbel '49 on trumpets.
"Rise. Sons of Bowdoin". sung
a capella by the Glee Club follows on the program. A specially

arranged
medley
of
Bowdoin
songs
"Glasses Clinking High."
"Forward the White." and "l?owdoin
Beata"
will
In
then
played by the orchestra.
Lloyd Knight '45 will sing
"Twilight Song", the words of
which wen* written by Edward
Arlington Robinson, the music by

—

—

—

AtSchool; as a public official
torney General under President
iCoolidge; and as a Justice.
"He was nominated as an Assistant Justice by President Coolidge in 1925; and as- Chief Justice
by President Roosevelt in 1941. In
his early days on the court his
name was often linked with those
"He was born in Chesterfield,
Holmes and Brandeis, and laiof
FISKE
Hampshire.
New
While still a boy
iter, with that of Cardozo. A sethe family moved to Amherst so
was pub"The Chief Justice himself at- lection of his opinions
that an older brother might atunder the^ title
the
tend
Agricultural
College tended Amherst College where he fished in 1940
Busiaew.
for Publi*'Control of
served as c} \ president
there.
|

by the Glee Club accompanied by
the Orchestra. This will be followed by the Russian Red' March-

first with Wilmer and Canfield,
which became Satterlee, Canfield,
and Stone, and later with SulliProfessor Tillotson. The concludvan and Cromwell; as a teacher
ing number will be thc ShostakoKent professor of law and vich
Concerto, with
Professor
Dean of the Columbia Law

—

the Sesquicentennial issue of the ORIENT.
"Harlan Fiske Stone, the twelfth
Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court, is only the second
member of that body to receive
promotion from the ranks of the
associate justices to become the
court's presiding officer.
in

\

aai

—

Chapel Service

j

9:00

Steps, as part of

Cup

Rhetoric and Oratory, Professor
Since approximately ten per- to all the fraternities at their
the second of the three meetings.
-Mitchell will give a new course
cent of the student body was in meetings this week,
for
thei
It read:
American Literature of the 19th
"That editorials are to be con- attendance, it was decided that a consideration. The committee did
'48
was
Woodruff
Frederick R.
Century.
present
majority
vote
of
those,
not
see
fit
to
take
decisive
action awarded
fined to the editorial page ahd
Delano
the
Franklin
Dr. Fred C. Mabee, from Bates,
the editorial policy to be decided was sufficient to carry a motion, on the problem at the present Roosevelt Cup in chapel on Friand Dr. Raymond Bournique will
rather than the usual required time. but the suggestions have
by the^editors."
dav Apri 12 The award was
serve
student
in the Chemistry departvote
majority
of
the
of
a
been
drawn
up, and the frater- presented" by Professor Herbert
The Psi Upsilon fraternity prement; they will teach Chemistry
nities, by vote will decide what
sented the following resolution, body.
R, Brown.
1-2
and
Physical
A motion was made to restrict program is to be followed
Chemistry,
which was voted down:
The cup. given bv the Alpha
"That a council of one man eligibility for council seats to
The committee decided on a co-i r>4ta Phi fraternity in 1945. is respectively.
Also from Bates is Dr. Edwjn»
from each fraternity meet with members of the Junior and Se- operative plan of centralized buyawarded to "that member of the
M. Wright, who, with Dr. Lawthe editorial board of the ORI- nior classes, assuming that Jun- ing. to remain as long as a majorthroe lower c asses whose vision,
rence Hall of Yale
ENT at regular intervals and act iors and Seniors would have a ity desires. The plan involves the humanity,
and I>r.
and courag/ most eonGeorge Kahrl, the head of the
in an advisory capacity
in
the wider comprehension of student College's hiring of a pianager «'f|
tribute to making Bowdoin a betaffairs. This motion was defeated.
English
matter of editorial policy."
Department at Elmira
fraternity
dining
rooms
who tor college."
motion
was
carried
to
retain
A
College,
will
The general tenure of the
join the English
would take charge of buving.
..
,
D
.
Professor Brown
,
began
his department for the
:.
f
meetings bewailed recent selec- the name of Student Council so food,
summer.
hiring
cooks
and other
..
,
,
&
speech bv pointing out the fact
...
tions of editorials and news ma- as not to ©eccessitate the framing house help, and
"
setting wages.'.! .
Teaching French will be Roy
«
..
.
of
new
constitution.
...
an
entire
'that
just
one
vear
l>efore.
the
...
...
in
-.
.
7
terial by the ORIENT editors.
Working
with an interfra
Wiggin, A.M.. of Harvard, Dr.
ernity L. .. ,
..
...
,
,.
.'midst of a changing world, with
.,
Many fraternities felt that the The innovation of membership dining
room advisorv council,
..
the
..
,?
... Stoweir Godding, from Massachuto
the
Council
by fraternity ___!T
the war final v looking bright for
,,
v
actions
of
the editorial board
manager would
perform
setts State, and Jeffrey Carre, A.
an <:<-.
the Allies, President
Roosevelt
were too immature, and therefore election will be included as an port ant service to most houses.
M. .Mr. Carre will also teach
had died at Warm Springs. "It is
were incompatible with the tem- amendment to the present Stu.
Italian,
That the plan, as presented, is therefore very fitting,
dent
Council
Constitution.
said,
he
per of the student body.
well
supported
is
indicated
Dr. Samuel Green.
by
the
Associate
The newly accepted plan will
"thai on this anniversary of his!
The recent chai>el speech by the
Professor of Fine Arts at Colby.
go into effect with separate elec- following taken from the pre- death this cup should be given."
editor of the ORIENT, in which
wil
give Art 4, European Art
tions within the fraternities some pared statement: "If house meals
Woodruff, who entered in the
he stated the policy for the pawere supervised,
the
athletes
^Culture of the 17 h and IKth
time in May.
fall of 1914 and is now a junior.
per in the coming year, was cited
would not have to be put on
C Cn,Un
American
has been especially active in ex- ?
? a "d
by several men as cause for
Art an(l CuUure
'"Um-eurriculaT
activities
ever;
grievance among the undergradall houses was noti good
Edward Dalton. M.A.. now at
arriva >f
He
uates. Some thought that once
for the athletes it wusn t good
President of thc
Bowdoin "'est brook Jr. College, will teach
the student opinion upon an edienough for other undergraduChristian Assot iatio n during the Government.
torial point is manifestly to the
jlast two terms, and has partici-.
In addition to these men. Dr.
negative, that point should be
"The
auditing
of
accounts pa ted in several intercollegiate Norman Munn. the new Professdropped from the platform of the
would not be a problem. House debates. He is now manager of! or of Psychology, will offer
paper.
management accounts would bejtbe debating council and Presi- Psychology 1-2. Abnormal PsyOther complaints included the
Continued on Page*z 3
dent of the Chi Psi fraternity.
etiology, and Social Psychology.
very serious accusation th.it the
Veonor M. Sotak '49 was the
ORIENT is painting a picture of
In presenting the cup, in behalf
A total of 105 courses will be
Bowdoin College that is consider- winner of 'the Achorn Debate
of the committee, composed ofj given. A special summer session
ably "blacker" than is the case. which was held in the Moulton Concert Association
President Sills. Acting Dean Ken- catalogue will lie edited twice
Philip B.
Another regret was voiced by up- Union on April 23.
drick. the faculty advisor of Al- the first, a tentative edition, will
perclassmen, to the effect that Burke '49 placed second. George Presents Final Event
pha Delta Phi, the President of be issued May 15. The second, in
this black picture of Bowdoin will Berliawsky 'IS won third prize
Alpha Delta Phi, and the Presi- final form, will come out June 15.
The Bowdoin-Brunswick Con- dent of the Student Council, Pro- As usual, the trimester will be
hinder graduating men from ob- and' Clifford C. Cavanaugh and
'49
Peter
its
King
cert
Association
will
present
tied for fourth
taining
jobs
in
the
business
lessor Brown slated that there divided into two terms of seven
ixxsitiori.
sixth and final concert of the!.seemed to be absolutely no doubt weeks
world.
each,
the first
classes
The parliamentary debate was year on Monday night. May 6; that Woodruff was the right man. starting on June 24. First term
over the question: the Bowdoin The concert, which will be given
examinations will be held August
fraternity system. Each speaker in Memorial Hall, will feature thel
8-10, the. second examinations bewas allowed eight minutes for the Chausson Concerto, for violin and Pljclfjn
ing on September 25-27. A special
presentation of his argument, a |)K (HO.
Commencement will be held on
five
minute
for the
cross-examination
September 28.
Joyce
period, and a five minute period certo will be Harrison Keller, of
of rebuttal.
the New England Conservatory
The Witan. Bowdoin's literary
After an
introduction giving Orchestra;
Professor
Frederick
the background of the Achorn
Janu s Jo -vco b -v Irvin S R Pliskin
"I look forward to a renais- Fund by Assistant Professor of companying theiri will be a string
49. He will discuss thc nature of
sance in American poetry, drama, English. A. Rudolph Thayer, the quartet, lead by Malcolm Holmes,
and his overall effect in rcJoyce
debate
began
with
Dean
of
the
New
Sotak
England
Conpreand fiction," said Professor Howlation to the author's three early
ard Mumford Jones, who is des- senting an argument for individ- servatory
"Dubliner"
"A
The other pieces that will ix. major works.
cribed as a "biographer, critic, ual fraternity ownership of their
played are Beethoven's "Sonata Portrait of thc Artist as a Young
and historian of Harvard Univer- commissary systems.
Burke took an opposite stand in G Major for Violin and Piano" Man", and "Ulysses".
sity",
and who
lectured
on
The stress of the lecture will be
The first "Bowdoin Night at
"American Literature and the by maintaining a cooperative and Brahms "Rain Sonata."
Of the Chausson Concerto Pro- on thc nature of "Ulysses" and its, the Pops" will take place oM
the
college
Tragic Sense" in the" Moulton buying plan with
Union on Friday night, April 25. authorities. King established a fessor Tillotson said. "In my es- correlation to the "Odyessy" of 'Monday night. May 13. when 31
Introduced by Professor Herb- negative position on the subject timation, it is the most exciting Homer. There will be some dis men of the Glee Club will journey
ert
R.
Brown, who explained, of housemothers. Berliawsky ar- chamber-music composition writ eussion of the themes which run to Boston to sing with th« Pops
directed
by Arthur
briefly, the subject
of the lec- gued against deferred pledging, ten in the nineteenth Gentry. It through the novel, and of what is Orchestra,
ture, Professor Jones began his and Cavanaugh opposed physical enlists the auditor's interest from considered by some to be Joyce's Fiedler.
perversit y.
[Ctmlinurd on Pmge 2]
lecture by showing that the 'ten- hazing.
The first selection will be
|

play,

of Er-

i

j

Of Senior Play

commencement
Shakespeare's "A Comedy

1

,

J

posed as an army deserter from
the first World War and the
soldier is assured of the election.
The play itself is competently
written and the humorous lines
The Masque and Gown has re- are unquestionably
good,
alcently released a provisional cast though, for the most part, the
of the senior boys who will take actors mouthed them so badly
( Continue » on fagt 2 ]
part in the forthcoming thirty-

third

mer

pt

last

Chooses' Cast

Central Buying

1946

1

Masque and Gown

On

I

The world premiere of "A Dark Horse of a Different Color"
by Edwin L. Vergason '39 was anything but the "laugh riot"
The play, which was presented April
with- the playbills advertised.
Boyd 25 in Memorial Hall, was fairly well written, but the acting, for
Cap- the most part, was very poor.

[Continued on Vage a]

Decides

I

was not forthcoming

they reluctantly decided to
draw. Phil S. Wilder. Jr. '45,
Murphy '48 and William D.
pelari '48, concurred in the withdrawal statement which was read
to the conference by the Chairman
of the Bowdoin delegation, Stanley
D. Weinstein '47. The withdrawal
statement follows:
"The delegates of Bowdoin feel
that most of the resolutions
passed by the Conference, but objected to by them, are desirable aspects of the future world government which we all hope to achieve
eventually. We feel very strongly
however, that their inauguration

present policies of the ORIENT, Hall to discuss the rnatter of Stuto be leading to dent Council reform. Robert C.
unfavorable publicity for the' col- Miller. '47, member of the preslege.
ent Student Council, took charge
Four resolutions were suggest- of the meeting in the absence of
ed by the Kappa Sigma fraterni- Neil R. Taylor, Jr., '46, President.
ty and were discussed by most Of
It was voted by an overwhelmthe fraternities. Of these four, ing majority to have in the fuonly one was accepted by a ma- ture what would be in effect an
reprejority of the houses. That resolu- inter-fraternity
council
sented by one man from each of
tion stated:

Mitchell Resumes Classes
In American Literature

Woodruff Awarded

UN

istic.

Dining Plan

Because of the tremendous enrollment expected for the sumtrimester, numerous appointments of summer term faculty
have been made. Eleven appointments have been made thus
At the recent meeting of the
Alumni Council and the frater- far, in the departments of English, Chemistry, French, Art, and
nity house presidents, to discuss Government, and further appointments are expected in the
certain aspects and problems of
German, Music, Education, and Mathematics departments.
fraternity life, the main topic for
Perhaps the most important
consideration was the problem' of
single addition to the faculty is
"That the editors of the ORI- the fraternities and Alpha Rho fraternity dining room managethat of Professor Wilmot Brookment.
elect
would
Upsilon.
Each
house
ENT have misrepresented stuings Mitchell, who will return
statement
'A
presenting
the
dent opinion and are therefore to its own representative who would
from retirement to teach for this
support the opinions of that par- suggestions
which
were
conbe cautioned."
summer trimester. For fifty years
D.
F.
R.
Council
discusticular
house
in
sidered at the meeting has been
A resolution proposed by the
the Edward Little Professor of
prepared. This sheet will be read
D.K.E. fraternity was passed at sions.

conference,

of what world government we now
have.
Resolutions passed by the Conference included one giving the
United Nations power to pass laws,
enforceable by war, regarding education, culture, racial discrimination, and religion; one giving the
United Nations power to take control of
a colony whenever it
thought a "dispute" existed between the colony and the colonial
power; and a great many others
more technical but equally ideal-

series of meetings instigated
On Tuesday evening, April 16,
by the Kappa Sigma fraternity a mass meeting of the entire stuwere held recently to discuss the dent body was held in Memorial

which were said

which included four delegates
from each of the Maine colleges
and Dartmouth, began Thursday
and lasted until Saturday after-

The

Each Fraternity
Will Elect One Man
As Representative

Two

A

Last Saturday Bowdoin's dele
sity of Maine's conference

Eleven

Votes to Change

Levels Criticism

Unrealistic, Poor;

Men Join Faculty
For Summer Trimester;
New Courses Are Offered

Mass Meeting

.

U. N. Conference

Declare Resolutions

NO. 2

1946

Tillotson playing thc solo.
Professor Tillotson
expressed
his hopes that "Bowdoin Night at
the Pops" would become an annual event. "In that case the
glee club will have the honor of
singing with an orchestra every
year."
Class cuts for thc Tuesday following the concert may be excused for students attending the
concert by turning in the ticket
stubs to Miss Johnson in Massachusetts Hall.
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The Kappa Sigma

fraternity called

meeting, to jvhich

the

fraternities

all

According to

its

EMMY WITH THE LAUGHING FACE
The people down at "Nick's" are still talking
about the man who came in and asked for Mr.

Only under such

this frater-

nity, the

ORIENT staff had

sented

student

operate successfully.

misrepre-

had

The

caused unfortunate publicity for the

Sigma

College.

of a very healthy condition

The

and

opinion

passing of two resolutions:

i)

staff

should confine

its

first

on the

apparent

is

the meetings

1)

and resolutions were proposed by the
students and not by the administration; 2) a difference of opinion on

edi^

torials to the editorial page.

This

This

for three reasons:

that the

had misrepresented
student opinion, and 2) that the
staff

ORIENT

meetings called by the Kappa
fraternity signify the existence

Bowdoin campus.

was the

result of the meetings

ORIENT

paper

college

a

matters like this always produces the

and 3) it shows that the
student body is interested in the
ORIENT and in what outsiders
best results;

resolution was correct.

The ORIENT, in its special issue of
March 8. 1946, erred once in repre-

think of Bowdoin..

senting student opinion.

The

ORIENT

errors of the

have

The second resolution was badly
worded, and probably was meant to

been brought to

read that editorial opinion should be

greatest

expressed solely in editorials or columns. This js naturally a wise policy

been that the present staff is not
diversified enough to provide proper

newspaper

action

registered

is

has

tip to

raised objections to see that

The

taken.

is

It

"

has always

staff

been open to all who wish to write,
and thereby help the paper and the
H. B. M.
College!

the earmarks of curbing editorial free-

dom. One

who

those

indeed fortunate for everyone
concerned that the remaining resolutions were not accepted, as they had
It is

of the noblest aspects of

Billingsley. He was -politely told ~by the flattered
proprietor that Mr. Bilfingsley's bistro was uptown
about forty or so blocks, but if he could be persuaded to stay he might find this unpretentious saloon
more to hi* liking.
The little man stayed.

Now, of
no stretch

Emmy

all the little men in school,
is byof our editorial imagination the smallest.

Some Beta holds that rather dubious distinction.
But, for Emmy's size, Emmy is indeed a most interesting chap. He worked for General Arnold during
a goodly part of this past conflict and came home
proud of the quiet war he fought — nothing that he
could sell to Mr. Zanuck for the glory and purse of
Van Johnson.

He would much

rather sit around and discuss the
.maneuvers attendant to some feminine
of which he claims a comfortable few,
than the weight and accuracy of the anti-aircraft
artillery around Miinster. His favorite expression
tends toward his sentimental preoccupation with
young ladies; it runs, "Why I could tell you a story
that would bring tears to your eyes." He is not at
all dissappointed if the tale does not produce the predelicate

conquest.,

dicted effect.

We (please note the professional ring of the
we do not wish to convey any
such impression that might compromise Emmy's
position in the eyes of his fellow students, but
besides the office of Casanova, which Fie holds with
competence, he also occupies a promising seat as
student and raconteur. In fact he is one of the Phi
Bete hopes now to be seen frequenting the Dekc
editorial collective),

In Political

Clark'

By

[Continued from Page

i]

that few succeeded in getting
across to the audience. The endfarhowever,
is
rather
ing,
fetched in that the villian is
identified as an army deserter
through a parrot tatooed on his

With such foreboding thoughts
mind, it was made apparent
by Iribe that our future efforts
nations must be made in the direction of

Forum

DU

nowadays.
If you happen by the DU bar some weekend, or if
you are passing through Portland you might look
him up. He will be easily recognized by a somewhat
receding shock of clipped blond hair and a taste
in clothes that leans toward conservative flannel
and subdued tweed. I don't know his tailor, so I'm
not able to offer any more thorough documenta-

the world devastation

if

employ

rocket-guided

bombs

warfare.

in

Iribe

in

world

atomic greater
then tween

be-

cooperation

The

nations.

all

life

or

death of nations seems to hinge
on the results of the United Na-

went on to explain the developments and' the nature of future
global war-weapons.
tions Organization or some astion.
It was made clear that atomic semblage of nations with similar
Mr. Lewis's little boy was born and brought up bombs^and rockets will supersede aims. Any less worthy efforts
in the city^of Portland up in Maine and still keeps land armies as effective means of
will plunge us Into a war which
an apartment in that city. He tells a story how his war. At the end of World War H,
wars an imflat was
day; the intrude'r the Germans were at the point of will truly make more

burglarized the other
being frightened away by his courageous little cocker "Timmy." who sleeps under the kitchen sink.
At the present time, in addition to his academic
duties, Emerson is acting as headwaiter and maitre
d'hotel of the Deke dining room as well as serving
as Treasurer of his house. He is not, however, an
"Ec" major, but finds his field of academic endeavor
in the History Department. Since he is a member
of the class of 1949 you might call him a Freshman,
a title seeming a bit incongruous when compared
with his age, which at his last count was in the
neighborhood of twenty-five. But this does not constitute a disadvantage to his way of thinking. It
just means that he knows a little more than most
Freshmen are wont to know.
We feel that Emmy is one of the Bowdoin characters worthy of the name, and that he bears watching in the years to come. Next week we will have
another Bowdoin character, of not the same timber,
but of equally glossy copy, one Irv Pliskin the relative of a famous bull fighter.

—

Resolutions Presented By
Kappa Sigma Fraternity

Play Review

Forum Speech

Willis Barnstone

house, and that's not a plug from the Author. Or
Paul Iribe '49 in an extremely
if you reaent the commercial, you might find him
Political
informative
over at the
bar. Most everybody goes there
speech, betokened what would be

and one of the

light,

complaints

coverage and selection.

to follow.

Iribe Discusses Rockets

5

By Don

freedom from censor-

can

circumstances

Mustard and Cress

No. 2

seventy-five year his-

ship of any kind.

to discuss the administration of the

ORIENT.

ORIENT'S

tory has been

were invited to send representatives,

lor a

4

)

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Disagreement With ORIENT Policy
Provides Healthy Situation
a

42

Following are the resolutions presented by the Kappa Sigma Fraternity concerning the ORIENT. Resolution #3 was revised som«what from its original form, and is printed here in the final form which
was voted upon.
chest.
Be it resolved:
Norman K. Tronerud '45 de-' 1. That since the present method of choosing the editors of the
ORIENT does not provide a popular basis for selection, the present
serves commendation for his exBowdoin Publishing Company shall nominate the editorial and busicellent portrayal of the role of
Semper Stone, a droll, slow-think- ness staffs of the ORIENT, who shall assume office only upon approval
of the Student Council.
ing handyman. He was both convincing and funny, and was by (This resolution received three affirmative votes.)
2.
That the present editorial policies of the ORIENT, which have
far the best actor in J.he company.
Frank H. Gordon '46 and Mar- resulted in unfavorable publicity for the college, are incompatible with
guerite Little also deserve praise the temper of the student body.

which could possibility. Iribe revealed that
rockets
a
reach New York from Europe in past
have effected
efforts
less than 25 minues. Such catas- world which for 2.000 years has
trophic missiles could at best be engulfed itself in 1,000 years of
only detected by radar. Defense war. A few minutes more will
would be impossible. Only coqn- suffice to conclude a third war.
ter-launchings would remain as a
conjectured
Continuing,
Iribe
return to such an attack.
that perhaps the one accompanyThe results of a war carried on ing hope of the atomic bomb will
with atomic bombs are almost too lie in the fear awakened by the
cataclysmic to apprehend. Such a weapon. The fear stimulated by
war would terminate in minutes. the bomb may cause us to think.
The outcome of a war participat- If nations are forced to think in
ed in by nations well-stocked terms of time and world space
with atomic goods would leave they will have to know that only
victor
and losers jvith almost concerted efforts to true social
equal home destruction. Accord- and political intercourse among
ing to the latest information re- nations can leave us in a livable
vealed by our scientists working world. The past has proved that
on atomic developments, a well- nations are not virtuous enough
placed bomb could leave New to keep peace by fear of power.
York City in a condition beyond Only
endeavor
towards
true
the repair of any recuperative ef- world cooperation and communion
forts. In a matter of minutes the remain as our course. Anything
30 largest cities of the U. S. could else will speed us to war, in which
conceivably
be
completely de- war the winner will be as well
stroyed.
the loser.
releasing

i

;
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Urge Practical Discussions
Political Groups

By

The

conference drew up a

list

case in point.

the

to

draw

as they

would

ihem

like

basis

to be.

informative

Furthermore,

the

sion of world problems

but

able,

it fails

discus-

very valu-

is

to capture the interest

of most of the student body. Such discussions need to be advertised, pro-

moted, and presented on a down-to-

Bowdoin men fought

earth basis which will attract those

for realism.

students

Whether

on the

their conclusions

.

United Nations power to administer
by force laws concerning education,
culture, and racial discrimination.
Against these ideas which ignored a
basic internatiorfal dogma, national
sovereignty, the

a

is

far better

of global conditions as they arc. not

con-

giving

ones

included

lerence

by

passed

Here

would be

for student groups to discuss intelli-

tion to the

Rcsol ut ions

It

gently local artd world problems and

Northern New England
Conference on the United Nations.
Consequently Bowdoin withdrew.

the delegation was right

who normally

any

to take

fail

interest in outside affairs.

withdrawing so dramatically from
Their
is debatable.
reasons for withdrawing, however,
in

Several of the leaders of Bowdoin's

such a meeting

dis-

appointed in the interest showl^ by

and prohave freowewJy be^£cfc0se4r:

Colleges, their students
fessors*

groups are

discussion

political

were sound.

the student body in the topics of im-

Brunswick, Maine

Orient
Established 1871

\**twMii&i$ fcefc -of inlies

with

the

unrealistic

approach sometimes taken, an approach which fails to appeal to many
hard-headed students.

Groups bent on the dissemination
on the United Nations
and similar questions must take into
consideration the temper of the student body with which they are dealing. Such organizations must have
programs which are practical and attractive to all, ones which will bring
of information
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George

F. McClelland '49

the problems of our clay realistically

home

to every student.

Feature Editor

R. A.
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'49

Assistant Editors
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Elections Next
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'47
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that

we

with this thought in
are entering

May

1,

1*46

No. 2

mind —

upon a very im-

period in fraternity

portant
that

we extend our annual

life

—

plea for in-

and ambitious men

to be

chosen in next week's election. Only

when

it is

will the

composed of the

Council gain

on the campus and
y,

All

examinations

will

be .held

(This resolution received six affirmative votes.)
otherwise indicated.
3.
That the editors of the ORIENT have misrepresented student
opinion and are therefore to be cautioned.
(This resolution received nine affirmative votes.)
8.30 A.M.
4.
That the editors of the ORIENT discontinue their present atacted to the lines of the other tempt at sensationalism and confine their efforts in the future to sober
journalism.
aators.
(This resolution received six affirmative votes.)
Chemistry 4
William G. Wadman '49 as
The following resolution was suggested by the
fraternity and
Comparative Literature 2
Henry Jasper, the father, was was passed unanimously.
hopelessly miscast. His perform- Be it resolved:
English 12 (Memorial Hall)
ance was suggestive more of a
That editorials in the ORIENT are to be confined to the editorial French 6
teen-aged college sophomore than page and the editorial policy is to
be decided by the ediWial staff.
of a middle-aged ex-boxer. EsThe following resolution was suggested by the Psi Upsilon fraternity French 8
unconvincing was
the but was defeated.
pecially
History 7 (Memorial Hall)
drunk scene in which the audi- Be it resolved:
Mathematics 1
ence was treated to the rather
That a council of one man from each fraternity meet with the ediMusic 4 (Music Room)
spectacle
of
a
man torial board of the ORIENT at regular intervals and
startling
act in an advisory
poised in a rocking chair, appar- capacity in the matter
of editorial policy.
ently with the intention of taking
off for a flight into the balcony.
His lines should have been the
Art 2 (Walker)
funniest in the play, but he spoke BrunswickChoralSociety
Economics 1
so rapidly and indistinctly that
most of them were lost. His remEnglish 28
St. John's
iniscences of his boxing career
German 1 8
were boring.
On Sunday afternoon, the
Miss Marcelle L. Drapeau and

by the

Gymnasium,

the

in

unless

its

best

men

rightful place

in the eyes of the

MAY

MONDAY, MAY

Two Requiems Married At

Greek

I

27

French 4

Drapeau, Bonzagni

Featured

25

English

DKE

Government

1

Mathematics

1

1

1

Sarah Zeitler, as Mrs. Jasper, Brunswick Choral Society as- Henry V. Bonzagni "41 were
Latin 2
did a fair job of being a mother. sisted by the Harvard-Radcliffe married
Saturday morning, April
She did not, however, put enough
Orchestra, presented the Faure 27, in St. John's Church in a
feeling into her lines. When her
and
Brahms
requiems.
Professor double ring ceremony performed
son returned from the war, she
welcomed him with all
the Tillotson conducted the Faure by
the
Reverend William J. Philosophy 3
warmth and affection of a mother which was presented in commem- Dauphin. The wedding reception
Spanish 2
greeting her boy upon his return oration of the
100th anniversary was held Saturday morning in
from a trip next door to borrow
Zoology 1-2
season of the birth of the com- the lounge of the Moulton Union.
a cup of sugar.
The
bride is a graduate of Zoology 2
poser.
'"
•"Barbara Cough Ian tremendous-. *.*?*£
Brunswick High" School and' atly overacted the part of a tectended
the
College
of
New
totaling,
snooping,
slightly
deRochelle.
She was graduated
Association
ranged old-maid aunt. Especially
from the Katharine Gibbs School Economics 3 ( Memorial Hall
ludicrous was her habit of posat
Boston. Until recently Miss English 22
[Continued from Page j]
ing with an exaggerated posterior
Drapeau was employed as secreprojecting toward the audience. the first note to the last. Rarely tary
Physics 2 (Memorial Hall)
to Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., DiShe tos, however, very funny, performed, this is its first play- rector
Psychology 2
of the Placement Bureau.
and she provided the needed eleBonzagni was graduated from Religion 2
ing in Maine. Only a few perment of comedy in the first act. formances have been
held in New Bowdoin in 1941. He held varsity
Lawrence Lewis '49 in his en- York and Boston in the last dec- letters in football,. baseball, hock- Sociology 1
actment of the part of the vil- ade. The trouble is the bristling, ey, and track. He entered the
lainous political boss. Sam Kru- almost insurmountable difficulty Naval Air Corps and was atger,
was irrctrievahly marred in both solo and ensemble work." tached to the carrier Lexington
when he forget his all-important
,
Just before the final perform- as a fighter pilot. He was award- Astronomy 2
briefcase in his principal scene. ance the Concert Association will ed the Navy Cross, Distinguished
Economics 2
However, a stagehand retrieved hold two other performances of Flying Cross, and Air Medal
Physics
4
the lost article for him in the the same works. The first will be with Clusters. Last fall he served

TUESDAY,

MAY

1

Government 6
History 2
'"•••••"

'

"

:

'

•

28

English 26 (Memorial Hall)

v-

*.

V-" -V-^29

'v-

WEDNESDAY, MAY

Concert

)

Chemistry
Chemistry 2
Philosophy 6
Spanish 4
Zoology 6
1

THURSDAY, MAY 30

kitchen and handed it to him, and
the scene proceeded without further mishap. It is, perhaps, the
fault of the playwright that he
was given the disgusting and
wholly
unnecessary
habit
of
blowing his nose on a paper
handkerchief and then throwing
same over his shoulder. In the
last act he dutifully fell to the
floor even though the right upper-

held at GrotOn School, Groton,
Mass., on Saturday, May 5. The
following Sunday the group will
go to Colby.
At the final performance, in
Memorial Hall, admission will be
free to students and their wives.

—

and

The play

lighting effects
is,

in itself,

College.

.

Psychology 4
•

—

Economics
English

10

English

1

1

German 4
Physics

.

1

4

'

Religion 4

U. N. 0. Conference

FRIDAY,

[Continued from Page /}
would be incompatible Government 2 (Memorial Haiy
with the concept of national sov- Greek 4
•
ereignty which must be recognized
History 10
as the dominant force in presentday world affairs. We feel that the Mathematics 2 2 ( Memorial Hall
adoption of the resolutions ap- Philosophy 1
proved by this conference would
result in the immediate collapse
of the United Nations. Rather than
have the name of our college asChemistry 8
sociated with this document we
feel compelled to withdraw from German 1
the Conference at this time."
Greek* 2

A

Howard M. Jones

—

setting

as volunteer football coach at the

at this time

cut from his mortal enemy Hen[Continued from Page y]
ry Jasper missed him by a good
taken care of for a period of six
two feet.
months. The elements of military
Kruger's "nothing is too good government were taught them, as
for our soldier boys" routine was well as a history of democracy,
splendid. It was the outstanding the text for which was written by
comedy scene of the play.
Mr. Jones. The^ project apparently
Frank L. Coughlan '49 as the has been a success, according to
soldier and political aspirant was him, for many of the prisoners
not an inspiring one. His love on the whole, mature' and intelliscenes with his fiancee Betty gent men
have been sent back
Kenyon (Deiser Livingston) were to Bavaria and elsewhere, and
unconvincing. Several kisses were are doing excellent work.
indicated, but, evidently, none of
Besides displaying his prowess
them connected.
far into the night at Professor
The supporting cast, Douglas S. Brown's house, Mr. Jones got? up
Littlehale '49, Frederick D. Wild- early the next morning to have
man '46, Kim Kyle '47, Johnson his first portrait painted down
H. Poor '49, and Charles G. town in Brunswick. And he was
Chason '46 were well acted. off for Boston on the Saturdiy
Hayden B. Goldberg '49 as a 10:17, to write
among oth?r
Cockney tramp and Robert T. things
a book review for the
Tanner '49 as an old h$g were in- New England Quarterly.
teresting, but their position in
the plot seemed unnecessary. The
lent one. It is humorous, well
realistic.

administration.

1:30 P.M.

SATURDAY,

—

tellectual

VoL LXXVI

chances to

body.
It is

Directors

Bam*e in

many

act in direct service to the student

Raymond M. Jensen

Vaiom.

in

the Interfraternity

.

Circulation Managers

tow

Week

Leonard D. BeU

*»>

courses not listed will be arranged

their competent handling oT
the roles of the Mayor # and the
dowager-type W.C.T.U. president,
Gordon was
the
respectively.
only member of the cast who re-

•

terest

The Bowdoin

in

instructor.

for

of too little practical ism.

of

Bowdoin group
regarded as idealistic and unenforceable," reported the Bowdoin delegaresolutions that the

Examinations

MAY

31

English 2

SATURDAY, JUNE

Mathematics
Music 2 (Music

30

English

1

German

2

Russian 2

1

Dining Plan
[

Continued from Page i

kept separate from
room statements by

the djning
students."
"Profits ,and losses might continue to be borne by the fraternities.
The threat of increased
board bill because of low membership would keep up fraternity

Room)

MONDAY, JUNE
Chemistry 6

Economics

I

Latin
2

3

B

Mathematics

I

I

Sociology 2

Zoology

numbers."
According to the plan in its
form
the
fraternities
French 2
would not lose control of their

1

TUESDAY, JUNE 4

present
dining

units

completely.

It

is

were written, and modern, and with thought that fraternity
officers
better directing and acting offers can handle many of the dining
an excel- the promise of a definite success.
room duties.
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Babcock Hurls

POLAR

.

^BBBBBBa!

BEARINGS

Win Over

4-2

Bears Score Upset Win;
Hold Tufts To 8 Hits

Star Battery Of Hie Bowdoin Nine

J.

!

Tufts

Danny MacFayden's baseball team won their first regular
game of the campaign by downing Tufts 4-2 at Medford on
Herb Babcock went the distance for the visitors,
April 20th.
spacing 8 hits successfully. The Polar Bears' timely stickwork
proved the difference in the game, marked with sparking plays.

By McClelland

Babccck pitched himself

[

Baseball has been in full swing for some time now. Danny MacFayden's club appears to be unpredictable. In the Tirst Bates game
and against Tufts, the Polar Bears looked impressive. The pitching
was good, the fielding and hitting adequate. However, in the second
Bates tilt they put on a sorry exhibition indeed. Woefully weak at bat
and even worse afield, the Big White was quickly cut down to size
i>y an improved Bobcat nine.
Rumor has it that several varsity reserves and JV men are quitting
the, team. If true this will be a severe blow to the club. In a long season, depth alone can hold up a team. Everybody can't be on the first
team, but more than one big league manager has illustrated that his
real strength was on the bench.

itial

on walks
loaded the bases
with none out, and then proceeda
without
down
set
side
the
ed to

In trouble often, Babcock
showed unusual poise in getting
difficulty. Meanwhile his
ball campaign by whipping Bates
mates played sound ball afield
College 10 to 4 at Pickard Field.
and handed him four runs to
The game, contested on April 13,
work with.
marked the start of "Deacon"
Ed Gillcn pulled c IT the fielding
MacFayden's coaching career at gem of the afternoon when he
score.

Bowdoin blasted its way to an
auspicious start of the 1946 base-

out of

Bowdoin.

The road to the State Championship will be a rocky
Herb Bafx-ock, MaoPayden's only dependable
up to thitt point, can't pitch taem all, and.
as ahown up at Bate*, after Babcock t.ie pitching staff

foul bare
little catcher proved
tower of strength
shows
great
and
throughout
promise. Stun Whiting's catch of

caught

wind-blown

a

Herb Babcock. on the mound handed. The
himself

for the Polar Bears, proved that

hairier

bo counted on for some

may

he

Colby looks like the state power.

excellent

The Mule* were more than impressive in their 15-5
win over the- 1', of Maine. The Pale Blue, themselves,

three

POLAR BEAR BATTERY

4

against Bates.
At left
starred against Tufts.

is

which inaugurated Bowdoin's return to postwar baseball in an exhibition
veteran moiindsman Herb Babcock; at right is Ed Gillen. This pair also

Lewiston

Yacht Club
Junior Varsity Drops Pair
To Deerine
& And S. Portland

to

Bill

Ireland.

tilts

with

;

singles

DeKalb, slamming
and reaching first

times,

was

impressive

lier in

two
four

the

at

—

j

1

1

,

l

-

1

,

l

•

.

,

,

,

,

,

1

l

I

.

;J

1

1

i

1 1

j

1

1

1

II
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—

1

!

c.

1

Rain Postpones

I

|

Softball

I

Games

•>

]

i

left

and two on

Taussig and Bob Clarke weighed
the venture.
in with extra-base blows
latter in the five-run eighth with

.

^

1

liner in short

with' two out

also on the spectacular side.

both clubs displayed mid-season
form. Tufts did not look bad. Earthe week the Jumbos had
bowed to a powerful Northeastern nine only 3-3. This game
marked the first time in many a
moon that Bowdoin's baseball
team has journeyed out of state.
successful
most
proved
a
It

the

rivals.

plate for Bowdoin, while "Beast"

2^J^S^
With MIT Meet

1

humpbacked

field

was

J

Bowdoin's J.V. baseball team
The South Portland Capers
The Bowdoin Yacht Club
Danny MacFayden said "it dropped their opener April 15th to handed Bowdoin's J.V.S their secthose days." Deering High on Pickard Field by ond straight defeat 9-2 in a game opened its first season in several
first peacetime title with their many returned stars.
Magee certainly just looks like one of
years at M.I.T. on April 21. Two
will have his hands full, but we think that he'll add the outdoor
That
was
in
the
second
inning.
title to
a 3-0 count. Bob Gardners and played on the Pickard Field diaBowdoin's indoor laurels.
And it didn't take long to prove Ricky Hall were in rare form for mond. Once again the Junior Polar crews were sent, selected on a
basis of experience. Merriell G.
it, as six runs poured across the
the Purple, limiting the Bowdoin Bears were shackled by a pair of
The tennis and golf teams are preparing for their
plate in the fifth frame to bring hitters to four safeties. Bert Moore school boy hurlers. This time it Hastings Jr. '44 captained the
season's openers. The tennis squad paced by Matt
'46 for
the Bates total to thirteen, in
q^ vanderbeek also pitched was the visitors' hits that sewed team with James Early
Branche will open this Saturday at Bates. The Polar
the climax of a 13-to-l rout of the well, but the home team's errors up the game. The Caper batters his crew. Donald L. Fisher '46
Bear netmen are favored to cop the title again. Ray
skippered the other boat, with
Bowdoin nine. The Polar Bears cost them the ball game.
label's victory in the recent tourney here in Brunscred Callahan, Moore and
hammered
Philip C. Bolger '49 as crew.
wick has established him not only as the golf team's
visited the Lewiston diamond last
The line-up:
roee
Peering
Bowdoin J.V.'a
outstanding star but also as one of the state's leadThe entry was intended mainThursday for their second exhiab r h hi a
nb r h ]Ki a doin's runs were tallied in the
ing amateurs.
Goodie.2b 4
14 l:MFarl'd.lf 5
3
ly to "show the flag",
as the
bition match.
fourth on an error by Pitman.
H.al.lf
2 10 3 0,Mestre.2b
10
2
club, at present entirely without
4
14 J.W'hVI.2b 2
12 1
The game's result was surpris- Orr.ss
The line-up:
Edes.p
4 1 2 10 ajT.Wh'r'I.Sb 2
11
S... Portland
Bowdoin J.V.'s
equipment,
has
no
way
of
pracing,
creating
something more Ladd.3b
4
111 L*one.3b 2
12
ab r h po a,
abr hpoa
The Sports Star Of The Hour
Sturjr'n.cf 5
2
Clarke, lb
2 10 2
2
Evans.cf
OiWelch.cf
ticing or even finding its best
6 2 3
3 10 3
than a contrast to Bowdoin's two Simpson. rf 4
Klntr.rf
3
Pitinan.3b 3 10 2 4 J.W'h r'l.2b 1001 1!
Ail sixteen teams in the major leagues have been away
o
AmnVn.lb
OiWelch.cf
6
4
2
However,
men.
the. Bowdoin repfrom the victories which opened the season
is u| M.'*tre.2b
SUlld y>lb 5 „
Stand'y.lb
2
trfrdners.p 4 120 *Ed«™i.r
5
4
barrier for a fortnight, and all indications point to a successful
o
Norton lf S
Dou,rhty.lf 2 U
season
resentatives managed to tie with
OMoore.p
one of them a 10-tp-4 blasting Hall.p
ss
„ yVan.lerb.ok.
s
both on the field and financially. In the National League the Brooklyn
!V nderblcp 2
If-p
10
2
Patl ,|ora.2b 3 112 1'
Princeton and New Hampshire
4
Knapton.-. 3
Dodgers have spurted out in front. Highlights of their early season of this same Bates crew. But the
OiClark.-.lb
Hemy.rf
3
2
4
Charles
10 10
110
T.Wh'rl.
Moore.rf
and beat Cornell, Brown and
surge have been a series sweep over the Giants and Ed
couldn't
do anything
4 27 12
35 3 6 27
20
Head's no- visitors
2
Stoddrd.c 5 113 2i
3b
10 10
Deerinjr
hitter against the Braves. The favored Cards are right at
2
o| Leone, 3b-ss 10
Drcxel in the morning elimination
Johnson. p 3
their heels. right, it seemed, and the contest Bowdoin J.V.'k
O
Cr mti'l.p 110 2IK'pton.s*-lf 3 » 3
The rest of the teams in the senior circuit have been left in these two
series in which seventeen colleges
4
Kind, rf-c 4
was
save Bob DeKalb's superb
clubs' dust. In the other major loop, the Yankees,
Ediiren.
2
7 2
Red Sox and Tigers spear of a long sinker
were entered.
H.M're.p-lf
in center
are battling it out for the top rung as had been expected.
The first
Callahan.
The seven colleges eliminated
field "" a drab one for the White
crucial series, played in Fenway last week .found the
112
[-rf
3
Yanks and Sox
from the finals sailed in series
o
Charles
slamming each other around by identical 12-5 scores and endine richt Complete humiliation was es3 2 4
durin S thc afternoon in which
°
where they started.
3-o
o
o
o
3
o
o
South
Portland
caped in the final stanza when
000200 o o o .L* Bowdoin finished second, beaten
Mowdotn J.V.
Paul Callahan took three bases
by Cornell, and ahead of WilOld Jupe Pluvius, the rain god,
THE SPORTS STAR OF THE HOUR is Herb Babliams, Princeton, New Hampshire,
on a wild pitch to register his has taken a hand in the White
cock, mentioned above as the anchor of Danny MacBrown, and Drexcl.
team's only counter.
Key Softball league. So manyFayden's pitching corps. Herb, recently returned from
The meet was won' by M.I.T.,
Seven of
the
Garnet
and
tervice, has shown plenty in his first two starts.
postponed
games have had to be
In
with
Yale
second,
and Holy
the opener against Bates he hurled the
Black's runs were scored by men because
inclement weather
of
first live
Cross third. Another meet, also
frames yielding two runs. On April 20th at Medford
who had been walked by the that figuring.out standings at this
,,.<'»* M.I.T., is scheduled for May 5.
.
he went all the way giving up eight hits. On his broad
Xhv
As a result of being one of
Difrcrcnt crcws wffl 1>C
to
Bowdoin hurlers, and four more point in the race would be imshoulders rests the bulk of the pitching this vear and
winning teams in the New Eng- fest tho qualitios of
m
streaked home as a direct result
/possible. Although less than two land bridge
he has shown so far that he will be equal to the task.
George members as possible.
of inept fielding by the visitors.
weeks of regular play are sched- R. Morgan '49 and Dale E.
'

way

exhibition

uled

Bob

Bates Avenges
Earlier Setback;
Downs Bears 13-1

a

over five innings, be-

a

Chip Nivcn.s led the Big White
Babcock exhibited sterling conhitters with three safeiies. Gillen
trol as he fanned four and walked
and Danny Morrison .chipped in
no one in the first of two sched- with two. Despite a windy day

Trackmen Meet At Andover Saturday
Jack Magee's trackmen will play host to Andover at Whittier Field
this Saturday in their only home appearance of the season. Andover
will provide stiff opposition. The Purple trounced Bowdoin soundly
indoors and the Big White tracksters will have to go all out to reverse
that decision. This meet will be the final tune-up for the sta\e meet
at Lewiston on May 11 when the Polar Bears take on the thinclads of
Bates. Colby and Maine. The Bears from Orono will come down laden
while the Bobcats also have a fine chance to upset and win their

hurling as he scattered

hits

giving

fore

cannot be counted out. Early season injuries handicapped the sound, but last week's upset of Rhode
Island State bodes ill for future opponents. Bates is
improving all the time under "Ducky" Pond and will
be tough.

frame. The burly right-hand-

er

As Season Opens

one.

tall* off abruptly.

and

in

out of a series of holes in the in-

Polar Bears
Whip Bates 10-4,

Bowdoin Nine Looks Bad At Bates

i

I

j

the bases full.
The only damper on the enthusiasm with which the victory was
met was the ragged play among
the inner circle of the Bowdoin
Nevens, at short,
combination.
booted three, spoiling Babcock's
five-inning shutout, and each of
two second string players made a
fourIreland's
miscue
during
round chore. Bates scored no
earned runs.
The home nine took an unearned tally from Julie Thompson
in the first, but that lead was
soon reverted, to the Wildcats,
who counted twice in the third
frame on one single. But Marty
wooden poked a fast ball to right

Bowdoin G3lfers

Down Lord Jeffs;
Lebel Posts 76
Coach Robert B. Miller's
team left last Friday on
first

trip

since

1941.

This

golf
their
in

is

accordance with the Athletic Department of reviving all athletie.
contests as quickly as possible.

team won its" opening
from Amherst on the
tough Orchards Golf Course at
South Hadley. Mass.. by a score
in the home half, for the first of 6-3. -Acting-Captain Ray Lcball to dent the Bates infield. This
bel's 76 was the best score of a
hit set off a Bowdoin rally and,
with DeKalb's bunt single, two match played in a steady driz-

The
match

j

walks and Ed Gillen's smash to

Lebel

zle.

won

easily

4 to

2.

and

6

right field, it resulted in three Don
the
Martin won
runs which put the White ahead match of the afternoon

5.

closest
1

up on

the 19th hole. Other winners for

Another counter came- in the
McFarland
as
Packy
walked and, after stealing second, crossed the plate easily on

were
Wilkinson and
Dayton. Bob Levin sustained the

Bowdoin

fourth

only

loss.

|

i

Bridge Victors

Visit

|

.

New York

!

;

^

'.

.

"

„

;

;

,

Taussig's double to left. Sutherland, who took the mound for
Bates in the sixth, faced only
seven men in two rounds, but was
unable to maintain the threat
which his team levelled against
the Polar Bears in the seventh.
But for Bowdoin errors, the

Coach Miller states that he
team to be

lieves this present

perior

j

to either of the

last

besu-

two

pre-war teams. Due to the absence of golf at Bowdoin during
the war, it is difficult to know the
abilities of all the players. But
it
appears to be a well-rounded

Wildcats would have been no team led by Lebel. including Jim
match for the Brunswick com- Young who shows a great deal of
This summer the club is plan'49 received free trips to
Welsh
bination,
since
they registered promise but who is badly out of
will
at
least
it
take
another
uled
Bate*
ning to secure property on the
j
iibr h po ai
ab r h i«ia week to complete the postpone- Ntu *«* ,0 compete in the .n.ionly four hits. Ireland's four- practice. Don Martin, Bob Levin,
x
f
f
t
if
,^
sjhlp on M( r „
\VMtints'.2b I
1
4!A<iuir,cf
2 3
10
Itional bridge tournament. April
inning chore was creditable. He Dan Dayton. E. C. Johnston, and
nients
Gilen. c
4
6 ^Flei.sc'rxf
I
Point, and it
hopes that some
26 and 27. The finals of this
iDekttlb.ct.1 3
yielded only two walks, ,<vtd one .Wilkinson a holdover from the
3 0'Herb*y,2b, 2 3 2
alunjni may, take an interest in
IraU'steJ.u 3
, 1- « JM>-0.
J 19 to, KfiWjik
!!U»it ~ a cheap 'on^-Tfr.i^e.iriw^rl^^lr i*t>n\. comprise the rest of
wo«te B ...ri i s t.:«-ol£S«wpi*^-i#&-t
toe- matter. The
Motrls'n.rf <r»v 0-S n|fJould.lb
10 3
have *erty-nrt1*Mi5ri-' the sq.ihd.
SS/flJP^vS?
get as many as" four boats for
V'nd'rb'k.n
1 0>rhom's'n.lf
2 10
teams from 16 schools competing
able but for the White's inopporLebel is easily the outstanding
Call'han.rf
10 OlCoshnar.lf 10 9
game to their credit, and most
racing and sailing, and it is
The Bowdoin team finished in
Huen, 3b 4
11 4 Parent,e
tune lapses afield.
4 18
man on the team. He won his
1
of
the
better
outfits
have
had
thought
that
student
interest,
alMestre. ss 3
2 llCunnane.c
10 14
eleventh place.
%h*fcigh
such
early
first Maine open tourney title on
season
Inland, p 10
their off days. All in all
SILaroch'le.s 4
this
12
ready considerable, would rise if
Douthty.lf 3
11 n.ficswtll.fg I
games can never produce binding Easter Sun<lay of this year.
2 II tends
Cornell had the winning pair, there were some
to make a tighter and more
equipment ready
Card, rf
S 1 1
results, the 19-16 team's unveil- Coach Miller believes he has an
exciting race. The D.U.'s have and the school received custody for use.
Davis, rf
10
ing was a very satisfactory one. excellent chance to win the inArnold. 3 b
3 2 110 taken up where they left off in of the bridge cup for one year
Doctor Burton W. Taylor will Danny MacFayden's first appear- dividual honors in the New EnglLevine.3b
1
jSuth'rrd.3b 1
O 1 basketball and appear to be the from Kansas State, the previous serve as the club's
faculty ad- ance as Bowdoin mentor, after land intercollcgiatcs. This interUlanc'ard.p 2 12
4 team to be beaten.
champion. The winning pair revisor.
iBurney.n
10
1
only a week at the College was collegiate competition which was
ceived silver cups for their perTotals 31
I2415J Total*
33 13 1127 9
Bowdoin
hailed by many observers. He has very active before the war is be1—1
manent possession, and all of the
Bates
2 2 12 6
x— IS
established
confidence
in
the ing revived again this year on
'participants received appropriate
Hits—off Blanrhurd 2 in 5 inning, Burteam toward his principles and May 17th largely through the efnt'y 3 in 4 inuinxs, Ireland 6 in 4, Vankeys.
derfcsdi 5 in 3, Tautwin'O in 1. Winner—
toward himself. His seasons here forts of Bob Miller who is secreBowdoin entered four teams in
Klan<-hard. Loser — Ireland. Umpire* —
tary-treasurer of the organizashould be successful ones.
Brewer, Fortunato. Time— 2:25.
the semi-finals of the contest
tion. The Bowdoin team will comThe summary:
The Interscbolastic Track which was conducted by mail bepete this year for both team and
The Zeta Psi fraternity reMeet, which was to be held on twecn 43 eastern schools. Each of
The summary
individual honors.
Bowdoin
Bates
-I
Whittier Field, April 27, has the men received a case with ceived the White Key Trophy, an
The schedule is:
abrhpoa:
akrhpou
double decks of cards, as did Mrs.
Amherat— away — April 27th
award made annually to the In- Nevens.ss 4 10 2 SiAdair.ll
S 1 1
1
been postponed because of rain,
Joseph Stetson of Brunswick in
U. of Maine— away— May 4th
M'FTntl.lf 2 10 2 <l!Herwy.2b
4
terfraternity
Ireland.!.
Basketball
League
110
U.
of Maine
to Friday, May 3, on the same
lliteller.2fa
appreciation of her coaching of
home May 11th
or
Dekalb.ef
3 2 2 2 o Jossflyn.lb S
1 7
Pressing
Champion, at a testimonial din- Taussig, lb 8 2 18 Of Gould, lb
track. Over 250 high school
the winning team.
10 10 M.I.T.
nrerool legates— away
Wooden. rf 2 110
Th'mp*'n.p 4
3 New England
athletes are expected to comThe Intercollegiate Bridge Tour- ner on April' 15.
Maay 17th
Clarke.rf
2
10 0l Parcnt.c
4 O
11 3
5
2 5 .liL'roeb'le.M 3
110
nament was organized in 1940,
Herb Babcock, Zete representa- WhitinK.2b
pete.
IW ley.:;!. 10
Gaawell^a 10
but was suspended for the next tive,
2
2 1 Blanch 'd^b 3
10
introduced
Cliff
Wilson, Huen,3b
Gillen.c
3
14 Arnold.Sb 10 10
three years. The contest is pri1
Card.cf
3 112
President of the White Key, who Morvran.c
marily
Eastern
but
!

!
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For Dates Meals
At Houseparty

•

At a meeting between college
officials and the Ivy Dance Committee, it was agreed that the

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Time Schedule of

e
jccoiiu1 Xbui
i crm
i

Course

Art 4
Art 12

Course

9 A.M.

Art
Art

8 A.M.
9 A.M.
10 A.M.
8 A.M.

i

all

9 A.M.
8 A.M.
II
II

Education 1
Education 3

10

8

English
1
2
English
English
7
English 11
English 1
English 28

10

9
9
11

A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

•

10 A.M.

9 A.M.

2

A.M.
8'A.M.
II A.M.

4
6
8

10

3

English
6
English 1
English 1 3
English 24
English 26
French 2

A.M.

11

A.M.

11

1.30 P.M.

1

German
German
German
German

9 A.M.
8 A.M.

1

3
7

10 A.M.

A.M.
9 A.M.
10 A.M.

II

1

1

3

Greek 19

1

Latin 1
Latin 3

A.M.
9 A.M.
8 A.M.
10 A.M.

A.M.

II

A.M.

1.30 P.M.
11

A.M.

done by the fraternities on their
own and rebates will be given by
the college to students having
these meals in their own houses,
which will be opened merely for

10 A.M.
11

A.M.

1.30 P.M.

2

9 A.M.

4
8

8 A.M.
10 A.M.
II

1

9
10
9

2

4
1

8

this occasion.

A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

Two Fraternities
Open Halls

Italian

2

Latin
Latin

2

Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster,

10 A.M.

11

A.M.

1,30 P.M.
II

They will be the AlPhi house and one
other not as yet determined.
The A.D.S have been fortunate
in once again securing the services of Miss
Emma Marsteller
who has been their cook for over
twenty years. This is addition to
the excellent condition of their

II

pha

A.M.

AMI

8 A.M.
10 A.M.
*

•

8 A.M.

.

B

1.30 P.M.

Physics 4
Physics 8

8 A.M.

Psychology 2
Psychology 4

4

A.M.

am here."

("King Lear"—V,iii,174)
Here at college there has come to be more and
more talk about the so-called "wheels" on the campus. In general, a "wheel" is an operator; he is a
rake, a debauchee, and a roue. In the jargon of the
gutter, he is a B. M. O. C. and a B. T. O. Like road
apples, he has been on the road, and is now here at
*
Bowdoin.

But more than this, there are the various types of
"wheels" to consider. There are some modest and
unassuming "wheels" who claim that they are merely the spokes or the cogs that help other greater

and more wordly-wise "wheels" to maneuver. There
are others, not quite so unpretentious, who see
themselves as the hub or nave of a gigantic, gargantuan assemblage, which would be powerless
without them. And then we have the "wheel" himself. The others are merely "wheels within wheels,"
but the actual wheel is one who manipulates on his
,own. He is not hampered by lesser fry he is his
own master. He is what we might call a vast, enor'
mous, colossal 'Wheel."
Now every fraternity needs at least one, for

—

.

these are the

men who

influence

campus

opinion.

These are men who make freshmen yearn for a
sophomoric attitude with which these rakes are associated. These are the men who plan on putting
the Editor of the ORIENT out of a job, who want
to do away with the Economic Department of the

who

proclaim that their first million will be
spent in erecting a pub in the middle of the campus
for convenience's sake, and who want to abolish
Maine weather.
,
Usually a "wheel" is the president; or at least a
member of most of the organizations on college. He
spends the Blanket Tax money for the B. C. A, he
sings over station WGAN, and he blows his horn in
the Polar Bears. Besides this, he wears the black
"B" to evening meals under his plaid sport jacket,
he is Chairman Of the Entertainment Committee
in his Fraternity, and votes "no" to anything proposed in meetings. At dances, he can afford to be
uncouth and 'crude with other men's dates for he
realizes that when the girl asks who he is, the guy
will have to tell here that he was quarterback on
the football team last fall, number one on the
tennis team, and stroke on the crew. The 'Wheel"
takes the courses "with the big numbers," but.
ordinarily, he is not a studious fellow, except to the
extent that he usually spots hour exams within a
College,

question or two, cramming .for them at the eleventh
hour, because he only goes to lectures to catch uj.
on' Thomas Wolfe and flaunt the colorful jacket designs in the professor's face.
His condescending manner continue* when he
makes announcements in the dining halls, and
reaches its peak when he deigns to give the traditional Bowdoin "hello" to an awe-stricken under-

classman who knows him by his first name from
pictures and articles in the ORIENT. Naturally, the
"wheel" never saw the fellow before, and is only
being nice. He knows all the professors by their
first names, and uses them in a loud voice so that
all can hear.
.*
On problems of thi college, he is never very
loud-spoken except for mentioning the fact that
everything is all wrong, especially the meals and
Chapel cuts. These last he usually gets out of, for he
has the logical excuse that he sits upstairs when he
goes, or that the guy who takes attendance doesn't
know him (this is pure condescension on his part),
and that he always goes to Smith or Holyokc or
Colby on the week*-ends. He doesn't give much of a
damn about problems because he is too rushed to
think about them, gives the idea that he is above
all that cheap stuff, and anyway, the faculty will
never do anything about them until they either
burn down or beconifc non-existent.
Generally, he is a pretty easy fellow to get along
with, and to talk to! as long as he does all the
talking mainly about himself. He is the center of
attraction in all bull-sessions about women, liquor

—

It is foolish ;to deny what he says, for you
are up against an expert who always has enough
yes-men around, polishing apples, to tell you this
is sacrilege.
The "wheel" is the guy who knows

and

sex.

that

when a

fellow says: "This

is

the last of the

he does not always refer to a baseball game.
an example of conversation.
WHEEL (Importantly): I am dead set against

fifth,"

Here

is

drinking while driving.
NONor PSEUDO- WHEEL: (Aghast)
What ? Why do you say this thing ?
(Laughing while he says it. and nudging NON-WHEEL or PSEUDO-WHEEL with his
elbow) Because you are too apt to spill some of it
NONor PSEUDO(Browningly) Oh, WHEEL, you are a caution!
I say to the rake:
,
"Here in the sands thee I'll rake up."
("King Lear," IV. vi, 280-1)
Note: To "rake up" means to bury hastily and
without ceremony.

WHEEL

WHEEL
:

WHEEL

WHEEL

:

Delta

..

Night At The Pops"

Monday,

May

13,

1946

Those dining halls already open
and it is expected

8 A.M.
11

A.M.

So far as numbers will allow,
of. dining hall combinations themselves will prevail.

choice

1.30 P.M.

1

full circle; I

that combinations of ten fraternities will eat at the five houses,
with two fraternities, the independent men and those from visiting colleges dining at the Moulton Union.

1.30 P.M.

1

Zoology S

A.M.
A.M.

II

come

is

will continue,

9 A.M.
8 A.M.

Laboratory hours to be arranged
II

"The wheel

cal choice.

,

9 A.M.
8 A.M.

THE WHEEL

equipment and the favorable location, made the A.D. House a logi-

10 A.M.
10 A.M.

Physics 2

CAMPUS SURVEY

total to five.

1.30 P.M.

1

Laboratory hours Mon. and Wed. 1.30-4.30 or Tues. and Thurs. 1.30-4.30 P.M.

Psychology I
Psychology 3
Sociology 1
Sociology 3
Spanish

di-

announced that two more fraternity dining halls would be
opened this summer, bringin the
ice,

1.30 P.M.
j

Philosophy 4
Philosophy 1

1.30 P.M.

Physics 3
Physics 7

Summer

For

10
1.30 P.M.

1

8 A.M.'
9 A.M.
10 A.M.

1

A

only $3.00 this year.
This low rate is possible for
several reasons. A part of .he
cost of meals for house parties
will be taken from slight savings
in the college dining room accounts to date, and 52.00 for each
date will be, used from "the profits
of the Student Store in the Union
by vote of the Union Committee.
The Dining Room will thus receive $5.00 total for each dati\
Because of the extremely low
charge all students who have
dates at Ivy House Party will be
asked the same flat rate of $3.00.
Tickets will be sold in advance
with the Gym Dance tickets.
These tickets must be bought before this occasion. All people attending the banquet must pre-

Most of the meals during the
party will be served in the dining rooms now open. The lounge
of the Union will also be turned
into a dining room during Ivy.
A few other houses will have
one or more meals in dining
rooms not now open. This will be

1.30 P.M.

Mathematics 1
Mathematics
Mathematics 22
Mathematics 32
Music S 2

II

1

.10

be

will

sent tickets at the door.

be arranged
9 A.M.
9 A.M.

A

14
Mathematics

1.30 P.M.

1

to

night

rector of the college dining serv-

1.30 P.M.

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics 1
Mathematics 2
Mathematics 31
Music S 1
Music S 3
Philosophy 2
Philosophy 5

week

History 23
History 25

A.M.

11

2 hours a

Government
Government
Government
Greek 20

8 A.M.
1.30 P.M.
8 A.M.
9 A.M.
1.30 P.M.

8
History
History 12
History 1

i

A.M.
A.M.
10 A.M.
8 A.M.

11
II

French 4
French 6
French 1
French 16

'

10 A.M.

5
1

9 A.M.
8 A.M.

Education 2
Education 4
English
2
English
4

%

1.30 P.M.

Government
Government

1.30-3.30 P.M.

Economics 2
Economics 6
Economics 55

1.30 P.M.

1

German
German
German
German

9
11

Chemistry courses Tues. and Thurs. 1.30-4.30 P.M.

Economics 1
Economics 2
Economics 4

French
French
French
French
French

t

Hour

Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

A.M.

11

Laboratory hours in

Physics

Hour
10 A.M.

Astronomy 2
Chemistry 1
Chemistry 3
Chemistry 5
Chemistry 7

Houseparty
Thursday
through Sunday breakfast

Summer 1946

Term

First

Italian

Courses,

eight meals for dates at the Ivy

WEATHERILL'S

Spanish 2

1.30 P.M.

Zoology S 3

-

Greek W ar Relief
Asks For Clothes

9 A.M.

Laboratory hours. Tues. and Tnurs, 1.30-4.30 P.M.

Any

who

person

has

clothes that he does not
is

>

invited to leave

them

old

want
in the

cartons

left in
the Moulton
Union. These clothes will be
turned over to the Greek War

Relief.

Sonic Record
That's Different
The maid knocked at her misTwo Hollywood children were
talking as they were walking home tress' bedroom door as she went
to bed and said:
from school one day.
"The master's locked up for the
"I've got two little brothers and
one little sister," boasted one. night, ma'am."
"Thank you. Mary; he must
"How many do you have?"
"I don't have any brothers and have been very quiet —I didn't
sisters," answered the second one, even hear him come in," was the
"but I have three papas by my sleepy reply.
"Oh, he hasn't come in, ma'am,"
first mamma and four mammas
Mary answered, "the police have
by my last papa."
just telephoned."
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Monday, May
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September 30th. 1846
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Jess Stacy's
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Commander MacMillan

'98 Plans

Summer Return To

Hodding Carter '27

Arctic

j

Oust Fraternity

Fraternities

%& c
.

Men

Elect Nine

Racial Clauses,

To New Council

Nine men have
elected

summer

years.

Responsibility Is
Faculty's, Overseers'

Council

trimester. This

is

the first time that council repre-

!

i

the particular fraternity they rep-

fraternities

to

remove

resent.

Fahey

J.

was

"45

Jr.

is

•

my

SPEECH—

cil.

Robert

elected

Psi
t

soundings in Greenland gulf and

will settle

E. Stetson Jr. '42, president of the

Forum, was ejected by

Political

The schooner Bowdoin,

recently bought back from the

The auxiliary schooner will make its sixteenth trip to this
region with MacMillan at the helm from Boothbay Harbor June
28.,
Commander MacMillan bought
the Bowdoin back from the Navy
after she had served faithfully
throughout the war years. Heaving
a sigh of relief after he managed to
buy her from the Navy, for, "Some

j

& Gown

in

immigration

i

laws

Republican Need,

Appeal To Youth

to

the

take 1,000
sounding of the northern Greenland waters, work familiar to both
of them. This voyage also holds a
secondary purpose, the settling or
the ornithological dispute as to the
existence of the Kumlein Gull,
In 1922. on the Bowdoin's first
trip. MacMillan. who found the
first Blue Goose eggs ever seen by
rrian. believes he may have found,
the nesting place of the Kumlein

the

By
I

i

'The

as Mother of the Year as a hope- Forum on May 6. Twenty stuful step in the right direction and dents attended the discussion of
stated that the recent declaration "What
the Republican Party Has
of
the
National
Council
of
to Offer."
Charches that they would oppose
Professor Hormell offered five
any attempt at social segregation
en as Possible Republican candiin the United States was in part mcn
ites ffor thc forthcoming presi
the answer to the race problem. \ dates
dential c,cction
dcntial
Stasscn
War
Rabbi Cohon was formerly on
ren,
Bricker,
Dewey, or Taft
thc faculty of Boston University.
n Th c ™ct.onary
An emminent Jewish leader andj might
,
an author of distinction, he has
F*2l
t
Sf"*"'"
cd by Taft
and
mayBricker.
written
"Introduction
to
Juhave met its political death bedaism", "Ethics of thc Rabbis",
cause of the stand taken on isoand "The Prophets."
lation during the war."
.No matter who was chosen,
though, four important precepts
would have to be observed. First
thc Republican Party must appeal
to (he youth of America. Secondly, it must be liberal in its outlook. Third, it must be internaI

* f°f
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Four Enter

Bradbury Debate

—

—

—

I

1

J
'

—

—

means

—
—

men they'd rather work for, so
that most of the evening will be
spent having Eskilson and Fecney pursued one way or another.
For the first time in several
years, some of the graduating
\y
seniors will actually have parts in
thc play. Besides Eskilson, Ambrose Saindon will be crossing

He

\

defined various

'.

:

!

ccpts

I

I

!

'

swords with Dunning,

will be there, continuing his propensity for playing
withered old 'gentlemen. All the
feminine members of the cast
have not been selected as yet. but,

as a last resort, the coming
houseparties might be suggested
as possessing an adequate supply.
Thc costumes worn in thc playwill be the same as those used in
the New York production, "The
Boys From Syracuse." which was
a musical version of this play.
These will be skirted affairs worn
by the muscular male members
of the cast.
Although "Comedy of Errors"
is one of Shakespeare's weaker
plays, it does offer a good time
if well staged and enacted properly. If the members of the cast
ever get around to learning their
lines and the rest of the cast is
filled, and if the audience joins
in the fun, a good time should be
all.

wno

is

of
con-

and
each

presaid 'liberal'. I meant one
nioro interested in human

welfare rather than one who js
influenced by party ties or presand John surc groups."

MacMorran

had by

members

party as being liberal,
or
reactionary,
stated what he considered
w'ord to mean. "When, in my
the

servative,

j

•

Carter '27 Wins

i

j

625.

j

I

.

,

j

Press Herald. Carter "took
to go on fighting of men applying, the College is
thc forces of intolerance and hate, in a position to pick only thc bes
from Ims Pulitzer award 'for dis- men from those seeking admi
tinguished editorial writupg."
land

Carl H. Lebovitz

'47,

^Reception, Play

sion.
I

The

fiftieth

anniversary issue of Bowexpect-

where he bought a local
newspaper in Hammond, La. La-

ed to appear the week of May
20th, It will be published in the
regular pre-war format.

ter ho started the Delta Democrat-Times, and has been the editor of the paper ever since.

doin's literary

Among

magazine

is

Clark '46, Reginald F. Spurr
and E. Gene Ramsey '49.

;

There was some discussion devoted to tariff and foreign trade.
Appeal to youth was, however, the
point
that
Professor
Hormell
stated was the most important
tiling
for
the
Republicans to
watch. "If its aims appeal to the
nation's youth rather than to the
old line alone, there is apt to be
a come-back of the party."

Orient Ends Year,
Resumes In Fall
This

issue

ORIENT

is

the

Bowdoin

the last for the cur-

rent trimester.

published

of

No

during

issue* will be

the

summer

term.
In the fall the ORIENT will
return to its pre-war publishing
schedule as a weekly. The first
issue will be printed iu October.

'46,

Continue
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Highlight June

Commencement

men from
it

The Alumni Office has anextremely necessary for the
nounced the program for ComCollege to maintain its contacts
menccment week beginning with
w.th schools from which in /k>r- , nc Baccalaureate Address on
mal times come almost all Bow- Sunday, June 2. by President
doin freshmen. Consideration is Sills in thc Chapel at 5 P.M.
then granted to veterans with
On Friday, June 7, there will
Bowdoin connections, and finally be a buffet luncheon in the
to veterans having no connections Moulton Union at noon, followed
with thc College.
by the annual meeting of the
Because
of
the
tremendous Alumni Association. John F. Macamount of work entailed in reply- Morran 16 will give an organ reing to applications for admission ci,al ir the Chapel from 3 to 4
and Jn selecting the freshman P-M. President and Mrs. Sills will
class.
Professor * Hammond has hold a reception in the Moulton
been restricted to teaching but Union from 1 to 5:30. At 9 P.M.
one class this trimester. Since a the Masque and Gown will preshort time after the demobiliza- sont ''The Comedy of Errors" on
tion program got underway. hcj tnp **eps of the Art Building,
° n Saturday. June 8. the comhas been interviewing a steady
prcccssion
of
deserving candi- meneement procession will form
dates for admission. "It is heart- °n the Class of 1895 Walk at
ana proceed to the cornb.vaking." he said, "to be soj 10:3
downright
discouraging
to
so meneement exercises in the First
many desirable and worthy men, Parish Church at 10:45. Immedifollowing
the
exercises,
but we can't do the impossible, alcl >'
there will be a commencement
and there just isn't any room."
I
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j
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.
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the Army for
five years, entering as a private
and being discharged a major.
During this time he was appoint-

Carter served

contributions are
poems by Lee D. Pettingill Jr. '45,
Earl S. Archibald "49, Donald E.

consideration of

to its returning vetcr-

recognised secondary schools as

south

the

is

ant, next

"

chief of the Quill, stated that the

first

College

Carter's career here at Bowdoin
was one of a literary nature. He
wrote a great many poems and essays for the Quill and in his senior year was editor of the publication. Mr. Carter is a member
of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.
After his graduation. Carter attended Columbia School of Journalism and then returned to the

editor-in-

j

encouragement

Bilbo.'

50th Volume

-g^^

.

For

seemed

'

j
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Cook Finds "His Days Are As Grass
A Moving Novel Of Our Young War Dead

,

dinner
in
the
Hyde Athletic
Building and a luncheon for launder (the auspices of the
Society of Bowdoin Women in the
dies

Gymnasium.
Scheduled to graduate are: T.
,

C.

Chadwick

Gprdon Taylor was only one of
By H. James Cook
only one ..." Mergen- waning friendship with Tooky, the
them
HIS DAYS ARE AS GRASS by dahl has set for himself a diffi- first stirrings of sex. But some.

Lit-

.

.

cult task

— to

American

—

capture tne typical

soldier

of

World War

Are .as Grass' is II
and it is unfortunate that he
perthe youth that
failed.
ished in the Second World War.
There is in Gordie Taylor, the
book's protagonist, something of
everyone who died in that struggle
or so Mr. Mergendahl would
have us believe. Gordie Taylor
was born in the early twenties,
lived a normal suburban life, went
to college at the proper age, graduated, married, and died in the
war. That was hie life. This is the
novel. And like most novels of
this genre, it is victim of that
genre's usual flaws. For biography
by its very nature is episodic and
"His Days Are as Grass" is no
exception.
The prologue is easily the best
part of the novel. A few hundred
years hence a plane lands on Betio Island. Tarawa. The plane's
occupants disperse over thc atoll,
among them a man and his small
daughter. The two come upon a
cemetery, remnant of World War
CHARLES
II. The child discovers a marker
with the name "Gordon Taylor"
inscribed on it and wonders who
He succeeds admirably in the
he was. The father answers, "He first part of thc novel
in capwas like everyone else
Just a turing the attitudes and emotions
young man, and whether he of youth, the subtle psychological
fought on this island and died changes, the search for self reahere for some particular reason lization. Here the scenes are
or just by accident doesn't really fresh and vibrant, convincing and
matter. He was a young man
charming: the fight of honor with
Young men are young men, and Nick, the pathetic dea':h of Gor-

Days

pf

,'

—

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Churchill

S.

W.

L,

'44.

Reverend

Sunday

!

I

I

I

I

Court
R.

C.

Ericson '46. W. W. Fairclough
'40, N. O. Gauvreau
13.
L.
L.
thing happens in the last part of Hilts '47. C. H. Lebovitz 17. J. V.
the book. The characters, thc sit- MacMorran 16, J. D. Marble-All.
R.
'47.
conC.
Miller
G. ,N. MoulUJn
uations become unconvincing,
Gordon Taylor, A. B., '46\ M. L. Parsons '43. R. (A.
cocted.
somehow fails to develop natural- Payntcr '47, G. W. Perkins '11:
Others are: J. S. Piatt 12. W.
of Gordie
ly and logically out
Taylor of N'ewtonville, Massachu- E. Pray 45. F. B. Robe '41, R. A.
A. Saindon '1B, L.
setts. Through most of the book Roundy '47.
Gordie is portrayed as thc ubiq- B. Smith '44. R. F. Spurr 'HI. H.
uitous satelitc of more engaging Tonry '40. W. C. Warren 14. S. I).
personalities, whether it be Wally Weinstein '47, ,N. T. Whitman "17.
McDermct. Sam Calloway, or P. Hermann '40. J. H. LeCasce
Julia Farnsworth. When Gordie '46. R. La-wlis '46. H. Walker 16.
suddenly develops into his Marine W. Daniels '46.
sergeant's right-hand and most
dependable man for no apparent
A. G. Baldwin
reason whatsoever, we feel that
Mergendahl isn't being fair either
Chapel Speaker
to us or to the character. We
don't feel that Mergendahl has
"The greatest obligation of man
prepared us for such a change. It is to know
God." This was the
isn't a gradual but rather a sudtheme of the sermon delivered by
den change of character that
the Rev. A. Graham Baldwin.
rings false.
School Minister of Phillips AcadBut it is Mergendahl's perfectly emy, Andover,
the
at
Mass.,
charming woman, Julia Farns- Sunday Chapel service of May 5.
worth. Gordie's wife, that saves
Mr.
Baldwin
attempted
t o
the second half of the book. And answer
the familiar questions.
she, not so much because we be- "How can man love God if He is
lieve in her existence, but be- not human?" and "What is God?
cause we wish so desperately that Where is He?"
she did exist. Gordie's
love
Mr. Baldwin showed that God
for Julia is indeed one of the most is spirit, as contrary to matter,
beautifully handled aspects of the and is the invisible part of a livnovel. It is written with sympa- ing universe just as a man's spirit
thy and tender understanding is in every part of his living body.
that on the whole strikes us be- He also said that "Christ is the
cause of its intense sincerity as link between man and God. God is

A

—

MERGENDAHL

'47.

47,

D. ClatTey 47.
R. E. D> singer

12. J.

die's dog, the beautifully handled

tional in its outlook concerning Charles Mergendahl. Boston:
trade. Last, its leaders must bring tle. Brown .& Co. $2.75.
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this

Quill Publishes

be returning and Terry Dunning
who form
"His
Bowdoin for his annual visit the other set of twins
can't de- about them the highest able men
novel
June 7, when the Masque and cide which of those two gentle- of the nation.
\

rors

and

to be the best.

i

Shakespeare, will

(jown presents its Commencement
production of his "Comedy of ErAs usual, plans arc being
formed to present the play on the
sreps of the Walker Art BuildGull. a. subject in which two of his in „
since the past two Complays
have
been
meneement
[Continued on I'tige 2]
moved to Memorial Hall either
because of rain or because of cool
weathcr considered a bif too
rough for visiting alumni, however, preparations are also being
made to move the present projust
duction to Memorial Hall
James r>. Longley Jr '48, and in case. No title could probably
Waldo E. Pray '45 will argue on fit the building any better than
the affirmative, and John J. Fa- "Comedy of Errors," however, so
licy Jr. '45 and J. Sheldon Caras that should cause no worry.
'18 will argue on
the negative
In case some have not read
side in the finals of the Bradbury "Comedy of Errors"
although
Debate, which will be held in the naturally it is assumed that 'evMoulton Union May 20.
we'll give you a
eryone has
Thc subject of the debate will small idea of the 'plot. One of
"Resolved:
that
Congress Shakespeare's earliest plays and
be:
should pass legislation to provide taken from Plautus' Latin comcFederal Aid to the states for ele- dy. "The MenaechmL" the whole
mentary and secondary school thing is about two sets of twins
education."
and the mistaken identities reThe Bradbury Debate Prize sulting therefrom. The young
consists of the annual income of ladies of thc play can't decide
a fund of $2000, given by the whether it's Dick Eskilson or
Honorable James Ware Bradbury, Bill Feeney
who play one set
LL.D of the Class of 1825. In of twins
that they're in love
forthcoming contest,
the
both with. This naturally forms a difteam and individual prizes will be ficult problem, since both are
awarded.
[such prize delights. Ed Kallop
j

Party

j

to

•

.

Republican

him

l

Carl Lebovitz

j

j

rected,

to

must
unity should racialism become a appeal to the youth of America,"
stronger, force.
said Professor Orrcn C. Hormell
He acclaimed the election for
the first time of a negro woman in| an address to the Political

Return of Shakespeare

I

j

—

homogeneous
American people,

Pointing

:

i
!

sibility" He referred to the provisions in fraternity constitutions
forbidding the election of racial

States

Rabbi Cohon demonstrated the
dangers of growing race prejudice
and predicted serious national dis-

"Comedy Of Errors" Marks

Commander

'47,

Hormell

the United States are indica-

nature of

,

.

—

tive of its prevalence.

i

1

"Carter expressed pleasure that
tonight.
the recognition had come to a
Elections
for officers cf the
small daily newspaper, because,
Student Council will be hejd tohe said, 'I think it shows that a
Or religious groups.
morrow afternoon.
can be as
Though Professor Chase stated st long editorial policy
important in the smaller dailythat students themselves were not
field as in the larger. And for a
most
at tault in this respect
fraternity
men possessed high more personal reason, he added,
I am glad because it shows that
standards' of tolerance
the situeverybody from Mississippi does
ation is one which should be cornot think and talk like Senator

world in Sunday Chapel. Racialism has become a philosophy and
a science of destruction not only
in Shinto Japan and- Nazi Germany, but in all countries. The
anti-Japanese

i

Hanna,

Kallop, Otticers

Mi

Leader Decries

Hockey Team. John
J. Andersen '45 was elected by
Beta Theta Pi, while Sigma Nu

Jr.

so

I

Massachusetts people wanted her
for swordfishing," he said. "But no
one can have her. We're going
Blake T. Hanna '48 was electNorth again. She's as sound as she cd president, and Edward L. Kal
was on her launching day. I want lop '48, secretary in a general
meeting of the Masque and Gown
to go North five or six more times."
held May 6. Other officers elected
The schooner, originally built for were: Byron E. Keene '47, Prothe purpose of making yearly trips duction Advisor; Conrad H. Peato the land of the Aurora Borealis cock '49, Production
Manager;
with boys from Bowdoin who were Robert F. Fargo '49. Business
Interested in science, was called Manager; Frank H. Gordon '47,
into active service with the Navy Publicity Manager; and Douglas
in 1941. Armed to the gunwales Carmichael '44 and Arnold Coopwith A.A. guns, she served as a pa- er '48, Members at Large.
trol and survey vessel in the GreenNew men elected to memberland waters. Commander MacMilship in the organization are: Conland was at the helm of his ship,
rad H. Peacock '49; William G.
the only white ship in the Navy
Wadman '49; Johnson Poor '49;
during the war, on her first Naval
Robert F. Fargo '49; Alan Slater
patrol, but was ordered to com'49; Frank L. Coughlan '49; Dougmand two plane groups sent to the las
S. Littlehalc '49; and Ulf J.
far north on special assignments.
Store '49.
Now, back in the hands of her
skipper, the Bowdoin will once
again continue the work that has
made both of them famous— exploration. In this trip
MacMillan plans to

Richenburg

—

times.

Southern editor, awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for editorials opposing continuance of racial prejudice.
Iwe expect to have 300 more re- thcrill '4K, most popular man. who
will receive 'the wooden spoon; El
.
..
j
,
~Bowdoin
veterans
in the .„
turned o
rr
t
...o
^.i
ton r\
O. Feeny
Jr. 48, Class Odist
College. This leaves us with ap- Harry B. Walsh '46. Class Poet;
proximately 800 under-graduates. and John J. Fahey Jr. '45. Class
Bowdoin's normal enrollment is Marshal.

The hcuses will be ready for ocThus you can see that we
Pulitzer Prize
cupancy by guests at four Thurshave practically no room for any
day aitcrnoon and will again Ik_.,.
...
c
fh.s
one applying for adm.ss.on.
vacan) )y nQOn Sunday
Editorials
was Professor Edward S. Ham- night the Masque and Gown will
mond's statement released to the again present "A Dark Horse of
Among the Pulitzer Prize winsuggest the abolition of fraterniregarding the! a Different Color " at 8:45.
ners of 19-16, announced last Mon- Orient. May 8.
Tickets for both meals and the
ties.
"The fraternities are so day, was W.
Hodding Carter Jr. prospect ive freshman classes.
dance will be on sale until Frideeply embedded in the social '27
of Greenville, Mississippi. PubSo far over 800 applications day. Tickets for the dance will
Structure of the College and so lisher
of the Greenville Delta
also be sold at the door, and outfirmly planted in the affections
Democrat -Times and author of have been received at the Directand convictions of the great ma- several books and short stories, or of Admissions' office. .In al- siders will be allowed to attend.
Thc Committee in general charge
jority of its graduates that to proCarter was recognized
for
a most all but the exceptional cases
of arrangements is composed of
pose their abolition is to raise an
series of editorials on racial, re- Hammond said that he must be
Daniel W. Morrison Jr. '48. chairunreal issue."
ligious and economic tolerance.
most discouraging to applicants, man; David A. Dickson '48; and
He did,» however, wish to "state
As was reported in thc Portthe case for another sort of reBut. because of the large number Harold B. Eddy '43.

chose William A. Dougherty '46.
Alpha Tau Omega elected J.
Sheldon Caras '49, another mema reform, also long overdue,
Rabbi Beryl D. Cohon of Tem- ber of the intercollegiate debating
team. Psi Upsilon, Theta Delta form for effecting which, in my
ple
Sinai,
Boston,
said
that
Chi, and Alpha Rho. Upsilon have judgment, not the undergraduates
racialism
is
the most serious not yet elected their representa- but the faculty and the Governing
Boards have the primary responthreat to the modern civilized tives, but are expected to do

by Commander Donald MacMillan
is being fitted for another exploration voyage to the Arctic this summer. This twenty-five year old, two masted sailing schooner is homesick for the
cool waters of the north. Since her launching from the East
Boothbay yard, the Bowdoin has ventured to the north fifteen,

Elect

elected Philip A.
a member of

Noted Jewish

Prejudice

Navy

'98,

Masque

Psi.

Kappa Sigma
the Varsity

Nichols

BOWDOIN GRADUATE.

)

—

an ornithological

Zeta

By John

J.

they
that
statement
a
would no longer permit fraternities w;ith these offensive laws in
theiF charters to operate on their
respective campuses, the national
issue

Walsh '47,* a member of the
White Key, and manager of the
Junior Varsity Basketball Team.
Delta Kappa Epsilon elected
Richard M. Baker Jr. '46. a mem- bodies of these fraternities would
ber of the Polar Bears of some very quickly conform to such a
years standing and president of demand."
Professor Chase declare that he
his fraternity.
Robert S. Shepherd '44 was would not go as far as Professor
Holmes
would
he would not
Delta Upsilon's choice, and Rufus

dispute as to the existence of the Kumlein Gull.

MacMillan Fits "Bowdoin"
For Another Arctic Trip

Hammond

j

Chi

will take

ma]

many

Small Chance,

Says

settled conclusion."
he said, "that, if half a dozen
strong Eastern collcges.-or half a
flozen strong Midwestern Univer"It

Other events of the weekend
program include banquets in the
Moulton Union and the various

fraternity houses before the fordance. Saturday afternoon
houses are planning picnics
at the shalne, 'and there will be a
varsity baseball game at 2:30 p.m.
In the evening there will be several house dajiccs with bands.
Friday. Ivy Day, will In? a col"At present there are 535 men
lege holiday. No classes will be
in
the College. Thirty five will
held. Ceremonies will take place
graduate this June and about 30 in the afternoon with mem!>crs
more will graduate in the Fall. Byjof the Junior Class receiving honthe opening of thc Fall Trimester ors. They are: Thomas C. Weaj

restrictive

elected by Alpha Delta Phi. He
has been quite active in intercol- sities, by concerted action should
legiate
debating,
and is now
president of the Debating CounTEXT OF
PAGE 2

NOTED EXPLORER

Applicants Have

Chase,
Professor
Stanley P.
speaking in chapel on. May 2, suggested that a group of colleges
band together to force national

have been elected by clauses from their constitutions.

sentatives

John

Reform Long Overdue;

.

thus far been

Student

the

to

for the

!

Jess Stacy and his band will feature the formal dance on Friday evening from ten to two which will highlight this weekend's
b/y Houseparty. Two hundred and fifty guest* are expected, and
all the fraternity houses will be open for the first time in four

Chase Demands

Three More Delegates
Are Chosen Tonight;
Elections Thursday

Traditional Rites Mark
Ivy Day Celebrations

[

Co.tiinued on Page 4 ]

,

like Christ,

only^more

so."

.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

MacMillan Sails Again,
Sounds Creenlund Waters

Famous Twenty-live Year Old Exploring Schooner Bowdoin
Vol.

THE BOWHJfN ORIENT

LXXVI

No.

the Bowdoin, since he served un[Continued from Page i]
crew. Dr. Alfred M. Bailey, director der MacMillan as Chief Pharma-

When the
went north in
Patrol. In
a Boston ornithologist, will have a 194 on her /first Naval
civilian life, Abbatte owns two
keen interest. To further the intersubitb.
Boston
a
drug stores in
est of these men, MacMillan plans
The other Navy veteran will be
to explore out Gannett Island, Clayton Hodgdon of East Boothwhich, upon inspection from close bay, whom MacMillan claims to
inshore in 1939, was found to be be "the best cook in New Engof the Denver Colorado

Professor Chase Presents Challenge

Bowdoin Should Take Action
The

We

few weeks have been wit-

past

ness to several outstanding occurences

believe these events to be a

fit-

work which the

ting climax to the

museum

of

USNR,

Mate,

cist's

natural history, and Robert Grayce,

eight
eighty-foot schooner

j

!

Bowdoin

jn the

which

circle

draw the spring term

day

to a close.

Cohon spoke

Dr. Bryl D.

theme of

in chapel, the

Orient has attempted

fittingly

different

in

Sun-

last

home of thousands of sea birds.
Crmmander MacMillan won't

the

accomplish

Three prominent men

trimester.

this*

to

j

I

an

preacher,

a

fields,

land."

'

The other members of the ship's
have to lose any sleep over the complement range in occupation
problem of navigation, for two from the vice president of Oberlin
veterans of World War II, who saw College, Harold Weed, to a sewnservice in the Pacific on ships of teen vear old student at St. Paul's
their own command, have signed School, Concord.
N. H., Steve
on as mates.
Chandler of Chicago, 111.
The first mate, John Mathews of
The Bowdoin. now undergoing
Portsmouth. N. H., who prior to repairs at her Southport berth.
the recent war, operated a ferry will once again cut familiar waters.
between the above named port and When the "Navy finished with her,
the Isle of Shoals served on the the venerable little schooner was
high seas to win his master's pa- stripped of all but her hulk. Since
pers.
her boom companipn rescued her
The second mate of the Bowdoin from unworthy hands, she has been
will be Norman Hanson, a frater- fitted out with a new 100 horsenity brother of MacMillan's, who power diesel engine, which will be
commanded a Navy mine sweeper under the surveillance of a yet
in the Pacific and has recently re- unassigned engineer who is emturned to his home in Illinois.
ployed by the manufacturers. Thus
Two other Navy men have signed the famous ship is fast becoming
on as crew. One, the ship's doctor, her old self and will be in top shape
Guy Abbatte, who is familiar with when she casts off next month.
!

author, and a professor, have again

his talk be-

j

I

ing that racialism

is-

brought the

the most serious

on

religious

racial,

the administration to consider such a

move

week and suggested

very presence of

from their constitu-

restrictive clauses

Bowdoin

men have

clauses

stressed the

way.

Cohon

Dr.

Bow-

which stand for such unAmer-

ican policies as racial and religious

seriousness,

prejudice.

manner. Mr. Carter

in a very concise

to eliminate the restrictive

in their constitutions.

izations

discussed the probits

trol vessel off

We

wrote of the problem in the deep

congratulate

Chase

Professor

South, where his theories can do the

for his noble step in

most good. Professor Chase presented

problem before the Administration.

Bowdoin with a

Let them heed his words and take

half-solution to the

bringing this

ac-

or religious
racial
certain
a groups. I hasten to add that I begenuinely democratic institution lieve the members of these fraternities would be found personhas of late become of immediate
ally to possess as high standards
and pressing concern. The atten- of tolerance, democracy, and all

The question whether
American college fraternity

as

it

exists at the College.

tion.

H. B. M.

Junior Assessment
Deemed Unfair
The

assessment of ten dollars per

junior for the Ivy

or not he

are going to the party are not

bothered by the assessment, but those

attending the party— has

who for varied reasons

no

thing else this weekend have found

is

resulted in

who

Weekend— whether

slight

reaction from

members of the junior class. Members

are doing some-

hard to see the justice in

this

it

move

by the Ivy Committee.

Among

The Bowdoin

Orient

several married veterans,

the track team which

New

Brunswick, Maine

id

have been

the ^objectors

is

members

of

entering the

Englands in Boston Saturday,

som^ juniors who wish

777.

Herbert B. Moore '48

When, asked why
being levied,

AMOciate Editors

Hum

'48
Blake T.
Richard A. Wiley '49

managing Editors

two reasons:

college walls has .been turned to

a hitherta unprecedented degree
on the social life of "our campuses,
and many of the appraisals of existing conditions have been far
from friendly or approving. Nor
has the adverse criticism been
confined to non-academic circles.
Here at Bowdoin, in a recent
Chapel address, a member of the
Faculty seriously recommended and

charge

%

Richard P. Davis '49

John H. Nichols,

Jr. '49

all

it

members

is

tradition to

of the junior class,

and second, the extra money
to defray the expenses,

Sports Editor

is

needed

i

,

George F. McClelland

'49

The

Feature Editor
Wlllard C.

Rkhan

'49

tradition cry of course carries
is

As

involved.

Assistant Editors

Thomas

C Weatherill '48

Irving R. PIKkin '49

Johnson Poor

far as defraying the expenses of the

parry

is

concerned,

much more
Baainess Manager
Assistant Business

Leonard D. Bell

'47

Bernard M. Goodman
C. Cabot Bastes
George Pappaa

'4?
'48
'48

Manager

Advertising Manager

would seem

M.

expect to enjoy the party to share the

expenses equally.

—

undergraduates

— were

Managers

because

shared

jority of its graduates that to propose their abolition is to raise an

But I do wish to state the case
for another sort of reform, also
long overdue,
a reform for effecting which, in
judgment,

—

my

not the undergraduates but the
Faculty
and
the
Governing
Boards have the primary responsibility. It is a matter of common

—

knowledge that several intercollegiate fraternities with chapters
at Bowdoin have in their constitutions or by-laws provisions for-

members

bidding the election of

alike.

Now the fraternities, at Bowdoin as elsewhere, enjoy many
prhileges.
I
need not specify
them: we all know the countless
ways in which the College in its
practical as well as its merely
pleasurable activities, makes use
of them. We say truly that Bowdoin Ls "a fraternity college"; and
the officers
the President and
the Dean
would be the first to
admit how indispensable the fraternities are in the conduct of college affairs. But not only does the
College depend on the cooperation

unreal issue.

—

"48

Woodruff 'Praises'

Carter Wins Prize

Junior Assessment

ed one of the

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

and

very existence to the con-

Stars and Stripes.

1946

12,

[MEAN MORE. THAN A

While at Bowdoin Carter became a good friend of Prof. Rosare coe J. Ham and his wife. When
aware of the high honor that has interviewed concerning Mr. Carbeen conferred upon all Juniors, ter, Professor Ham said: "Having

Dear Mr. Moore:
suppose

I

by

now

It

apparent from the

is

failed by a considerable margin
to hit the mark. The general concensus of opinion is that the actors were at fault and not the
author. I beg to disagree; the acttors were, God wot. bad enough,
but the most charitable thing one
could say about the play is that is

was

be-

including

class events, the

B. Moore '48
D. Bell '47

second

Dark Horse

thought

"A

if

of a Different Color"

is

FLOWER

instead of censured if his lack of
wit were his only fault; hut alas
he tries to exploit a theme, which
like
a work-worn nag, should
have been sent to the glue factory
long ago. I refer to his treatment
of the veteran as a kind of inarticulate Sir Galahad ready to battle the forces of evil, be they intolerance or political corruption.
Perhaps the men with whom I associated in the army were notably depraved, but I don't recall

.

.

and

SHOP
201 Maine
•lust

Off

Street

The Campus

CORSAGES — CUT FLOWERS
POT PLANTS
Flowers Telegraphed .Anywhere
Tel.

1077-M

by wirp

.

i

radio!

Maybe you've thought
•»

of the Bell

Telephone System as using only
wires.

It

uses and pioneers in

Radio waves are used to carry
your voice across the seas to

X$tt?

phones in other lands
water barriers here at

I

to ships out at sea.

i

.

.

.

tele-

across

home

. .

And

.to

and

before too

long, radio links will provide tele-

phone

BRUNSWICK

service for cars

and vnicks.

Radio relay systems that

HARDWARE

will

carry long distance message* from
city to city are

MIKE'S PLACE

now in the advanced

experimental stase.

In every case the Bell System

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

uses the kind of transmission, wire

or radio, that provides the best

Phone 974-M for

service for the most people.

delivery

Maine Street
Malne

Rrunswiel--TT
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their
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reconsider
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if
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15.
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(Both Sides) $1.00

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

PICTURE FRAMING

or six semes-

The problem

credit.

be solved

DISCHARGE PAPERS

suggest that the

a small

amount

CLEANSING
4 Elm

Street

were added to the price of the regular
ticket to houseparties.

LXXVI

dis-

an example of his best work, he
Playwright Vergason has fall- Wad better scamper down to the
Senby
fallacy,
the
old
en heir to
nearest Fuller Brush Agency and
Hollywood, that be sworn in.
of
nctt
out
humor consists mainly of slapJ. S Churchill '42
Cops
Keystone
stick. While the
were at times amusing, Mr. Vergason's brand decidedly is not.
BRUNSWICK
'
The Playwright might be pitied

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

speak for
J.uniors who, though they aren't consistent growth and achieveattending Houseparties, are now ment."
counting semesters and credits so
they too will be able to share in
small share toward this weekthis delightful charity. Of course,
these Juniors who are not partici- end's festivities, but I assure you
pating in the Ivy Day Weekend I shall be first in line Monday
have been- unable to do so only be- morning at the Bursar's Office.
cause there weren't enough girls
Very truly yours,
believe

calmly.

As

VoL

the

;

Pi ufM s ur ThnassH C. Van Cleve
Assistant Professor PhiUp M. Brown

Pwhlirt«d bi-we«klr
BDwoaia Colkao.

On

hero.

vessels plying inland waters

knowiv. .Hodding from his freshman days here at Bowdoin and
having enjoyed all his prejudices
as well as his enthusiasms, I was
intensely thrilled when President
Sills notified me of the award. I
other believe his career has been one of

have

real junior day,

left

inform Mr. Vergason that if he
writes another play it would be
merciful to leave the veteran to
his membership in the fifty two
twenty club, and find another

pitiful.

GOOD INVESTMENT,

that of allowing us to contribute
ten dollars to the Ivy Houseparty,
whether we are attending or not.
Personally, sir, I have never had
the pleasure of contributing so
much to so worthy a cause, and

more

uni-

them

with a burning demany charge center
sire to reform the world. Utopia

to the average G I, I am ashamed
to say, is a fifth of rye and a
Dark Horse of a Different Color", complaisant blond. Will somebody

you

mem-

more

that any of

criticisms, both verbal and written, that Mr. Vergason's play. "A

mtSSMF

ij]

editors of the

bers of the class will be accepted

a

and when Ivy Weekend

yearbooks and other

Director*

May

first

assessment of non-participating

is

fied system of class standing in oper-

comes a

the fraterni-

prosperity

Vergason Play

Criticizes

radio too.

Frederic R. Woodruff Jr. '48
Moreover, I commend the taste
of those powers that be, or should PS: In return for our worthy conI say wheels, who have notified tribution all Juniors will decorate
students like myself of our recent the Gym.
privilege. It would be wrong that
(Ed. note: Tradition!)
we should be asked, and seditious
that we should have anything to
say in the matter. Then too, the
caution employed in spending this
money is admirable. To economize
on anything would surely" guaran-

ation,

Raymond M. Jensen

less

of

abolition

their

Reader
Dear Mr. Moore:

available.

Perhaps when there

Gilley, Jr. '48

men who

practical for the

%

Philip F.

Circulation

it

'49

their

the necessity of, and strongly ad- common liberties, is simply unvocate, the long overdue reforms thinkable. Through the efforts of
misguided
zealots,
the
mentioned by Professor Holmes, some
I favor the retention of the fra- word "un-American" has acquired
ternity system; for, however far for most of us a dubious connotafrom ideal it may bo. it has tion; but if there is one indisunworked on the whole tolerably putably and indefensibly
well, and anyway the fraternities American practice, it is the setare so deeply embedded in the ting up of tests based on race,
social structure of the College and color, or religion for the enjoyso firmly planted in the affections ment of privileges which in a
society
should
be
and convictions of the great ma- democratic

I

no weight when money

pa-

sent and continued support of the
'
College.
I do not envisage or believe in
any organized effort to force
chapters against their will to
elect members of minority groups.
I think that the assimilation of
these minorities must be a gradprocess,
which under the
ual
best conditions will call for unlimited patience and forbearance.
But we can at least see to it
that no discriminatory legislation
is premitted to stand in the laws
of the institutions which the College recognizes and sponsors. 'Can
college authorities afford to ignore this indictment? Here at
Bowdoin, several undergraduate
bodies have recently demonstrated by decisive and courageous action their convictions on the subject of this hateful business of
racial
prejudice.
May we not
look for an equally strong and
courageous stand for the fundamental principles of American
democracy on the part of the Faculty and the Governing Boards?
It is my settled conviction that, if
half a dozen strong Eastern colleges, or half a dozen strong MidWestern universities, by concerted action should issue a statement
that, after some specified date,
they would not longer permit fraternities with these offensive laws
in their charters to operate on
their respective campuses, the national bodies of those fraternities
would very quickly conform to
such a demand. The colleges would
be asking for nothing more than
the removal from the charters of
all institutions to which they extend their protection of provisions
which are repugnant to every
decent instinct of American citizenship. I should like to see this
College take the initiative in the
accomplishment of such a salutary reform.

intercollegiate alert and less sensitive about such
the
local practices than we should have
chapters seemed to him to have oeen. But to allow this situation
shown complete incapacity to re- to continue, in a period that has
shape their practices in accord- seen the entire citizenry of the
irrespective
of
race,
ance with the clearly reasonable country,
demands of the scholastic pro- color, or religion, sharing the obgram. I am not reviving that is- ligations, dangers, and sacrifices
sue. In fact, though I recognize involved in the defense of their

the

was

Committee gave

the

Navy

to study

the. assessment

first,

as a

fraternities;

owe

ties

the fundamentals of good citizenship as those of any other houses
on the campus. Many of thejr individual members, I know, deplore
the discriminatory provisions in
the national laws of their brotherhoods. We may assume that this
condition was allowed to establish
itself at a time when all of us
organizers of chapters, members
of the- Boards and the Faculty,

[Continued from Page
Editor-in-Chief

of the

the of

is

tion of the larger public outside

fraternities,

problem

Bowdoin has served

the

Greenland during the war since 1941.

TEXT OF CHASE'S SPEECH

backers, force the

doin cannot afford to sponsor organ-

need of tolerance—each in their own

lem and reminded us of

its

National fraternities with chapters at

tions.

These three

ORIGINALLY BUILT FOR NORTHERN VOYAGES,

near

that the

Bowdoin taking the
a program which will, by the

lead in

to

remove

force national fraternities to

hope

sincerely

future will find

that a

group of colleges band together

he presented.

as

We

Professor Stanley P. Chase spoke in
last

been adequate time, for

ly there has

and

pre-

Bowdoin. Certain-

sents a challenge to

economic tolerance.

chapel

Chases , suggestion

Professor

Carter was cited for

writing editorials in his small daily in
Mississippi,

1

governing boards.

W. Hodding Carter Jr. '27 was
among the authors recently awarded
Pulitzer Prizes.

I

students and before the faculty and

modern world.

threat to the

racial question before the
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Crowell"
Team

Good At

IiOoks

Maine

Tufts,

mond

make

f

t

many

of

follow-

its

ers

disfij),' nmtefl.
But if everyone
could have seen two of the road
contests
the 4-tc-2 victory over
Tufts and the 5-3 trimming of the

definite

failure

hav

been

of

it

the

if

was

the shot

second

in

of the nine

six

The team's

will

vic-

finished

i

improving and, if, support- scored himself on a fielder's
can be counteu on for choice.
some triumphs. Paul Callahan
Bob Clark continued to hit conwill soon get a chance to show his sistently
as he
accounted for
stuff
but no. pitcher can win 'hree hits in five times at bat.
often if his hitters are turned Marty Wooden with three and
back after filling the bases with Taussig with two hits were the
one (and even none) away.
other batters who increased Bow>trol is

ed,

Mtumbling block. In its three
defeats the White has seen 82
men stranded on the bases,
while only twenty have failed
t-» heart; in the three wins. But
the team ean hit in the pinches.

regular

their

season's

play recently by sweeping both
ends of a home and home series
with the University of Maine by

j

clutchreal

golf squad

Miller's

the scores of 17'=

and 7 to
In

Ray

to 9

and 9"i

2.

the

contest

first

Captain

wood shots and
were tailor-made
the long and narrow fairways
Lebel's long

he

accurate

—

of the Penobscot Ck>lf Club. Polar

for

irons

The

BOWDOIN'S MIDDLE DISTANCE STAR shown

crossing the finish
line first in the 440 yard run at the State meet held at Garcelon
Field, Bates College.

Bear victories were also recorded
by Johnson, Martin, and Bob

Deacon

has

MacFayden

.

proved

In the second match, held at the
spacious Brunswick Country Club,
the Polar Bears had

!

j

j

j

an integral part of the!
Bowioin
M,ine
tourney. It seems likely that Joe
abrhoal
abr h o a
Jr. of Boston College
10 3 6|Boynton.s
1
will be installed as the individual WhltinK.2 5 4 4 2 4lAwrelides,2 4
2
3
10 0'
favorite, but Ray Lebel of Bow- TausslK.lb 4 1 2 12 0iPoulin.3
Clark.c
5 2 3 G OiCherneski.c 2
2
doin will be there to press the Wooilen. r 6.1 3
OlGordon.c
2
7 1
backer »f smart ball at every
M'riwn.lf
4
1 OiKherty.lb
4
11110
best of them
and it will take Huen.3
turn. He knows his baseball.
3
1 3|Card.r
10
3
sharp play to insure victory over Babrock.p 4
-HWalker.lf
2
10
The election of Stan Whiting as the Polar Bears'
lO'Cnell.lf
1
2 10
standout. In pacMcNeilly. p 10
2
Captain of the 1946 nine cannot ing the team to an auspicious triIBraler.p
3*003
36 2 5 24 9
help but bo a popular one. His fine umph over Amherst, and double Totals 37 10 13 27 lfe| Total*
Bowdoin
3
4 10
2 x— 10
000101000 2
play at second and his consistent victories at the expense of Maine, Maine
he has been an impressive asset
Errors—Gillen. Taussig. Clark. Huen 3.
hitting,. coupled with his unassumto the College. Lebel has to his Poulin. Runs batted in Whiting, Taussig
3. Wooden 4.
Morrison. Dekalb, Braley.
ing interest in the team's welfare
credit a close victory in
the Coombs. Two baae hits Clark. Taussig.
makes him a sound choice.
Brunswick Open, as well as Three base bit— Whitiryr. Stolen
Bcwdoin's golf team will be off Championships
gained
in
the Gillen. Bbw on balls—off Babcock 1
for Worcester's New England In- oimuiwtti
Southwest ana
and on mc
the l.oasi
Cnact Willie
while °' r 'Brato 4. Struck ouj— by Babcock 4:
by McNeilly 2: by Braley 6.
Hits-off
tercollegiate Golf Tournament to- Serving With
the Navy. He must McNeillv 8 in 2 innintrs. none out in 3rd
morrow. Though a six-man team be watched in the coming medal
will accompany Coach Bob Miller
Play.
cock (Card).
Left on bases- Bowdoin K,
ships,

j

^i^

Monahan.

|
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—
—

j

|
,
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Maine

Blanche, Taylor Spark Track Victory

9.

Losing pitcher. McNeilly.

1

Um-

Brewer and Holland.

pires

Tracksters Edge

•Some creditable tennis has
tie Three eleven, he earned the
been turned in by the charges center spot on the
All-New Engof Dlnny Shay. Intercollegiate
land team of 1934. He was team
play lias ween the team edge captain at Williams.
Lewis will
.Maine
in
a
breath-taking .undoubtedly
buHd strong title
match, before breaking loose contenders at
Waterville
with
with
a
shut-mit
win
over such a wealth of playing knowlColby
even wild. mt the serv- edge. The new coach is also
Diice* of Bowdoin's number one
rector of Admissions at Colby.
man. Matt Kraneae. who has
Tufts has finally <l >ne the inmanaged to keep busy while
evi table, in electing to produce
combining with Xeil Taylor a»
a swimming team next winter
the track team's ttp pointthe first in the history of the
winner. Bowdoin's swamping of
Massachusetts college. It is
the other Maine Colleges at
hoped that Adin Merrow, ETO
|

Andover, 65-61

i

j

The Bowdoin tracksters opened
outdoor campaign with a

1

their*

|

close victory over a powerful

An-

dover team. Matt Branche, Neil

•

—

j

Cab

and Mike
Rcbinson
were
the
Bowdoin
heroes
while
"Red Stoltman"

Taylor,

Easton,

I

—

I.ewisten

week

last

surprised

co-record

no one,* as Bowdoin added the
outdoor track laurels to the indoor title captured tw months

bolder

for

the

stood out for Andover.
score was Bowdoin 65.

The final
Andover

61.

100

meter backstroke, will be en
hand with such current standouts as Eells and Vanderbeek
ago.
for the Bowdoin visit to the
The appointment of Danny new Medrard tank next season.
Lewis as Colby's Head Football
Bowdoin's grand slam at Maine,
Coach, tilling the place left by coupled with
a home track victory
Nelson Nitcliman's recent resig-jover Andover on
May 4th, will be
nation, seems a wise one. Lewis a stand-out
memory for the Pohad most cf his coaching experi- lar Bears. The baseball golf ence chalked up at Milton (Mass.) tennis - track
combination repreAcademy, where he went after sents the first quadruple
win in
his graduation from Williams in the recollection
of veteran coach1835. While playing for the Lit- es here.

Fordham University

SCHOOL OF LAW

•>

Day Court*
F««r-Year Evening Ceurw

YEAR CLASS BEGINS
On September 30th, 1946

PRinrinG

May

Ued.-Thurs.

1

i
'

urday.

j

Zackary Scott

Fox Xews

Downs White

Bill Ireland tossed six hit ball
for eight frames, but timely hitting by the visitors and Bowdoin
miscues spelled his downfall. His
mates failed to hit in the clutch
and as a result a fine pitching per-

Registrar,
Fordhasa Univ. School of Law
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

May

—

set of

longest

the

after-

victors

singles

in

while

clean sweep.

A

walk

for Nevins and consecutive singles by Gillen and DeKalb
in the first inning failed to result
in a score when the next three batters failed to reach first. Again in
the fifth, with one out, the Big

j

White loaded the bases on Huen's
walk and singles by DeKalb and

Bowdoin
lib

Steaks

Chops

r

h o

110

2

Gill«*n.c

lOOS

PckiUb.rf

10

1

Maine
ab
iWaUer.lf
4

il

Besl«y.3b
Babcock.p

4

111

3

0!bChern'ski

10

I

Card, rf

Maine Street

.

'

;

Earlier in the week the J. V.
George Perkins won the hammer
netmen traveled to Deering and over Marsanskis of Maine with
defeated the Caper tennis squad Lynn, Martin taking third. Aside
decisively, although rain washed from the Fisher brothers of Harout the doubles.
vard, Perk's heave was the best of
New England collegiate competition. The toss went 145 ft. 3 4 in.
Neil Taylor needed only one
heave in the morning trials to win
the discus and give Bowdoin art
J

Chi Psis Lead
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Softball

.

Tho standing np

to
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12 10
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I

1

13
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BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

Student Patronage Solicited

QUICK SERVICE

DRY CLEANING

Rni'iawlck

1000

H«

I

,

'

land,

m

five forfeits

BANK

3

1

•,

FIRST NATIOXAI,

5

13

Matt Branche and Ollie Emerson
were content to win the high jump
at 5 ft. 6V» in. Running from under
a tarpaulin to the bar, the BowWith the regular schedule of doin entree had little trouble takgames nearly completed, the Chi ing the event.
PsLs are well on their way to reMatt's outstanding performance
tain tlie interfraternity sports mas- came in the broad jump. In the
ten,- that they gained by winning morning trials, Lategola of Bates
the track meet this winter in the led Branche by three inches with
ca&e B>' w> nnin S n3"e of thcir ten a leap of 21 ft. 10jn. However, the
" inimitable Matthew took one des^ames to date **£*
"^l
tne to P run ^ of tne Wlute
perate try in the afternoon. The
league. With only one game re- result was a 22 ft. 2 Ts in. leap
maining, they are assured of not good enough for first place.
any worse than a first place tie
Despite the loss of Bob Cross,
'

,

feet

j

:!

V

3

T. D.
Zete
A. T. O.
D. K. E.
A. R. V.
A. D.

v

two

',*

BabrtK-k.p

r,

g.

p *»

i

toss less then
place.

',

Mnrri.-t>n.l
B<'srlev.3

I

Chi Psi
1

j

weight events.
third with a
from second

Lynn Martin placed

I

4 a I

WbJtin»,2
Tlnrk.r.c

12 0!
}

|

o D. Us. who ha\e compiled a seven Bears snatched seven out of nine
ojand two record. The league lead- points- in the pole vault. Jack
" I cr's only defeat was to the A.T.O.s Marble won the event when he
4 2 o oi by a 3-2 margin.
cleared 10 ft. %in. John Nichols
Three teams, the above men- and Paul Higgins of Maine tied for
t
and the second.
tioncd Chl Psis and
o o o o
Matt Branche was the individual
o o o o Kappa Sirs have already earned a
o o spot in the play-offs. The Beta's star and high scorer of the meet
S 21 11
and Psi U.s, who have identical with 22 points. He was closely fol2- 12 reccrds of five and" four, are bat
lowed by Captain Neil Taylor who
tling it out for . tbe remaiiMng annexed three firsts, good for fif4 .
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Colby
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SMITH'S

— Pressing

110

Gordon.c
4 1 2 14 4
BraJey.p
4
2
Totals
36 3 8 27 13
for O'DonnaJI in 6th.

Bowdoin
Maine

1

2U02i
4 *

OKUherty.lb
»

1

1

I

Puiia.rf
McIVn'h.:!
Butcher.

h o a

M 3 6 27 13

Totals

h— Batted
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2

Taussiir.lb 3 2 2 11 ntwillte.cf
Whitimr.2b 3
3 3 4iAntr»lid'«.
Clark.*
«4Fo»ka,afe.
p-|
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iFortier,

Fancy Groceries

Holt.2
My»hral!.ss

Mulhern.i.

PHOTO SHOP
Phone 450

15

Town

Hall Place

DEVELOPING and PRINTING
ENLARGING and COPYING

24 Hour Service

Cleaning

vented the Polar Bears from scor-

TotMti.-y.l

Kevins.*3

BAND BOX CLEANERS

17-18

himself for later duty. This duty
in the half mile when he was
paired with the redoubtable Taylor.
This race was the most exciting of
the day. Silsby of Maine set a blazing 57 second pace for the first
quarter followed by Taylor and Easton. At the 700 yard mark, Taylor
moved to the lead with Easton in
hot pursuit. Silsby faded badly, and
Brown came on to place third. The
time 2:02.3 was excellent. George
McClelland placed thir^ in the two
mile which was won easily by Nelson of Maine.
That unbeatable hurdle trio of
Branche, Strachan and Burnham
worked with clocklike precision in
both the high and low hurdles. In
the lows less than a yard separated them.

Lawry and Burnett, Archibald
and JMoore, Kuh and Early combined in the doubles to make it a

ing.

ii

other walk to load the bases. Then
John Taussig contributed his first
smash a weighty double to left,
•
scoring two runners.

formance was wasted.

Always Top Quality

decisive

came

their

Bowdoin netmen had no
the
trouble with the visitors. Seven
of the nine matches were won in
straight sets.

easy

hitting with the

of timely

bases loaded on two occasions pre-

6-3

For further Information address

Short Subjects

FrL-Sat.

at

i

15-16

also

Lack

to

1

with
-

Pickard Field on May 9th when
they lost to the Colby Mules 12-0.

romped

noon was a 17-15 struggle won
by
Bowdoin's
Archibald
and
Moore doubles team. Lawry, Burnett, Kuh, Early and Eells were

their

season

the

of

Gillen only to fizzle out as Taussig
*.«.
for three frames, but the Polar struck out and Whiting was thrown
j Sate„.
and
Bears finally started to hit in the out by the Colby pitcher.
Although leading by only five
fourth. Taussig walked with two
away, and Stan Whiting's 325-foot runs in the fifth, bases on balls and
bunched hits gave Colby ample optriple
to the
right-field
fence portunity to increase their
lead and
scored The Beast from first for the from then on Bowdoin faijed
failed to
first run. Bowdoin made a fierce re- threaten.
Bob DeKalb led the MacFayden
The
Bowdoin
Polar
Bears bound in the fifth, as they forged
ahead of the Bears. Danny Morri- nine with three singles. Bob Clark
dropped their second in two
son's bunt caught Poulin napping with two doubles and Eddie GiTlen's
days as they fell before the Maine at third, and he reached base safe- two singles were the only
other
Maritime Academy nine by a 6-3 ly. Jack Begley drilled his first evidence of hitting power. A strong
score on the losers field. "Beaney" hit of the year through second and, wind sweeping in from. the SouthBaxter, former Bowdoin student, after Gordon's error with Babcock West hindered the fielding, but all
at the plate, runners for the White in all it was lack of hitting rather
set down his alma mater's club
were at second and third.
than weak fielding that prevented
with eight hits. He handed the
Bowdoin's husky hurier then Bowdoin from making it a ball
home team seven bases on balls but executed a perfect drag to second, game.
bore down in the rough spots to get with Morrison scoring
easily.
Colby
Bowdoin
Nevens drew his third pass of the
out of any serious trouble.
ab h o a
abh
day, and Gillen followed with an- Sr.l'i**rri', r
S 2
Nevvn
h
>„..
xx7^-««o»rWorcester. Mass., en.
Friday

DANGER SIGNAL
Faye Emerson

shutout

Title ten days ago, as the University of

Admission

Veterans of World War II applying within
one year of honorable discharge admitted
on complctloo of two yeans of college work
toward accredited degree.

SETTLE, PRINTER

Bowdoin was the victim of
first

Accredited College Decree Required
for

impressive

—

COjEpUCATIOifrlL
Weather of Asm. of Amerirsn L«w Schools

5-4, 9-0

nctsters

The

made an

Bowdoin

start in her quest for the State

—

m,„

j

|

Maine was edged by a 5 to
3 count. Herb Babcock turned back
the Black Bears on their own diato play. Also in the match, Dan
Dayton and Don Zahnke put the mond, neatly scattering eight
team score on ice by winning singles over seven innings, while
handily
Dayton by the score of going the distance for the White.
four and two, and Zahnke four
Taussig and Whiting took the
and one. Bob Levin scored the
most decisive win of the day. six hitting honors for the White, as
they
contributed four hits, three
and five.
In ending their regular season of them for extra bases and drove
unbeaten.
Coach Bob Miller's home three Bowdoin runs between
charges are now waiting for thel^em. j^, contest was scoreless
New England IntercolU^giates at 1
...
_.
«

Three- Year

FIRST

ALVW

opponents

their

from Orono. Lebel again led the
team by beating Maine's number
one, man, Dick Smith, four up and
two to play. In the other matches,
Den Martin and Don Johnson
both succumbed at the seventeenth green
two up and one

NEW YORK

Full transcript of record required
in every case

CUMBERLAND

outscoring

Polar Bears Top Maine, 5-3;
Shut Out By Colby, 11-0

^ Maritime Nine
:

I

trouble
j

in

.

•

j

himself as Botvdoin's
new coach. The team realizes
that he i«. nut to win an. 1 that
he will not compromise on matters which take hustle from his
club.i He is a percentage player when an opportunity for
gambling comes up, and a firm

little

a

The weather prevented any reccrd-breaking performances, but the
times were excellent. Alf Hutchinson of Maine won the 100 yard
dash with Branche taking a closely contested second. Hutchinson returned later to win the 220 yard
dash, with Mike Robinson placing

second win of the season as they
crushed Colby 9-0 on the Pickard
Field courts last Friday. Playing
again without the services of the
number one man. Matt Branche,

Levin.

At New Englands

to

javelin.

the lead in state competition.

doin's total.

The Polar Bear nine that took
the field Monday showed vast improvement over previous games.
.
keystone
combination
Sl.
of
,
•^
»| The
,
to tthe ninth revival of
the annual Whiting
and Gulcn> a converted
fixture, the White's hopes must be catcher,
strengthened the infield
fixed on the Individual Champion- immensely.

Lebel Will Lead Golfers

Firsts
way

The Bowdoin Varsity Tennis second.
team traveled to Orono on May
Neil Taylor won the quarter in
4th to defeat the Pale Blue 5-4 fifty seconds, 8/10 of a second off
state record. Taking into conthe
along
sweep
to provide for a clean
sideration the weather and compewith golf and baseball \ictories.
tition, the time is even more reThe absence of Matt Branche did markable, Taylor overhauled
not prove disastrous to the Big Brown and Silsby of Maine at the
Although his presence turn and breezed home by five
White.
wculd have made the victory eas- yards!
ier, the rest of the squad battled
Cab Easton won the mile. The
through to a close win to* take time was poor, but Cab was saving

triple.

Coach Bob

and

To Tennis Team

hits

Bowdoin garnered three runs in
the first with hits by DeKalb,
Whiting,
Clark
and
Wooden.
Again in the third the Big White;
Herb Babcock has certainly idded to their lead when' Whiting
been the strong man of the hit safely, advanced on Taussig's
single and scored on Clark's sechurlers in registering all three
ond hit of the game. Wooden
victories. But Bill Ireland's conirove in Taussig and Clark, and

the

Bow

innings.

though there
shouldn't be. another runaway
such as the season's opener
with Bates

its

.

Maine, Colby

captain, Stan Whiting,

for,

team ""aplaahed"

track

championship at Garcelon Field in Lewiston, Saturday. May
Despite a heavy downpour, which lasted throughout the
I
meet the Polar Bears had little trouble annexing the victory.
Paced, as usual, by Matt Branche. Neil Taylor, and Cab Easton,
the Mageemen garnered ten firsts and failed to score only in
1

Golf Team Wins
;Two
Matches
accounted for four runs and four
including a fourth inning With U. of Maine

Maine and

game*

a clutch-hitting team
early-season
slumps

can he looked

better-th.in-fair club.

A

The Bowdoin

while holding the Maine team hit-

craetc soon. More, tight victories

U of M the team would be
getting more of thr praise it deserves. Granted, the nine looked
very poor at Bates and even
worse against Colby, but the fact
is
that the Polar Bears have a
hitting

Mageemen Take 10
state

less

as was proved at
Tofts, aad fiitur*

If

Branche Earns 22 Points;

Bowdoin Track Captain

The invincible combination of good pitching and timely hitting enabled Danny MacFayden's baseball nine to defeat the
University of Maine I 0-2 at Pickard Field on May 1 3th. Coasting along behind a seven run lead acquired in the first and third.
Herb Babcock allowed only five hits while the Bowdoin team
collecting thirteen to assure themselves of their
tory-in three starts in the State Series.
Babcock was never in trouble

At Bates

State Title

i

The Bowdoin baseball team's
in-and-out pla> on the homo diah;is

Neil Taylor,

Babcock Gives Five Hits
To Win Over Maine, 10-2

BEARINGS

Baseball

Team Wins

Track

POLAR

146 Maine Street

Brunswick, Maine

lohnnv Weisrauller
In

TARZAN AND THE
LEOPARD WOMAN
also

COLLEGE AGENTS
JERRY

ST.

CLAIR

—

HOTEl EAGLE

MATT BRANCHE

Paramount News
Short Subjects
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
May 19-20-21
Olivia Dehavtland - Ray Mllland
Sonny Tufts

NEW

71 Maine Street

Tel.

533

also

Paramount News
Short Subjects

May

Weel-Thurs.

Good Food?

also

Short Subjects

Nay

Fri.-Sat.

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

22-23

with
Joan Leslie . Robert Alda

Fox News

$2.50

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA
THE IDEAL MOMENTS OF
.YOUR HOUSEP ARTIES
PICTURES BY

Again—The College Spa
BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

COLLEGE SPA
OPEN

also

Paramount News

Closed Tuesdays
Short Subjects

THE FAVOR STUDIO

"Right Off The Campos"
6 A.M.

TO

10 P.M.

Open Sundays

136

MAINE STREET

CALL BRUNSWICK 995

MILL STREET

PRINTING
had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

PO STERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
STATIONERY

WE SPECIALIZE IN
HOMEMADE BREAD ROLLS

- - -

-

PASTRY

and

-

COOKIES

CAKES

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

.

The RECORD OFFICE

The Same Answer

with
Sidney Greenstreet
GeraJdine Fitzgerald

14

—

*4-*3

THREE STRANGERS

Bakery

Helie's

We have

And Other

Pleasant Surroundings?

CINDERELLA JONES

ALL Your

DINING

ROOMS FROM

THE WELL GROOMED
BRIDE

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Yes, We're Interested In

— Telephone S —
Paul K. Nivea, Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Prtaters of The Orient

FREE DELIVERY ON TELEPHONE ORDERS

Brunswick 177
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Room Houses Rare Book

Treasure

Visitors
Mr.

Kenneth

9

Boyer,

[Continued from Page /]

the
Treasure
open for inspecby undergraduates
and their guest* on
Thursday and Friday afternoons from 1:30 to 5:30.

Room
tion

moving,

us

strikes

being

as

a war as "only a graveyard."

being rather different from most trifle ridiculous. And the overly
for man, his days are as grass:
melodramatic scene with the be- As
of the last half of the hook.
as a flower of the field, so he
The section of the book deal- reaved mother in New Zealand
flourisheth.
ing with Allerton College is prob- strikes us as being pure tripe. The

Li-

brarian of the College, has an-

nounced

ftovel

Succeed In Capturing Young Emotions

Hours
J.

Of Mergendahl

First Parts

Collections

that

will be

ably the least satisfying. The book ends as the plane of the propeople are but matches that Mer- logue flies off into the horizon, the
gendahl strikes into flame when- girl and her father dismissing the
ever he feels like it and it is un- memorial to those who die<i in the

especially

'

For the wind passcth over it, and
it is gone; and V» e P! ace thereof
shall know it no more.
Psalm Cm, 15-16

—

fortunate that the high wind of
shallowness blows so frequently.

are a few recognizable
Professor
characters
campus
Werner and Madge being the
neither of whom
most striking

There

The

—

,

—

particularly

receive

College Boofc Store
CHARLIE MERGENDAHL'S

"HIS

flattering

DAYS ARE AS GRASS"

treatment.

is

Probably the main trouble with
the book is that you're never able
to like Gordie. He strikes you as
being a rather weak-minded, easwho
ily
influenced
individual
doesn't know where he is going
and really isn't particularly interested. He never achieves self-

reviewed in

this issue

$2.75
You

F.

in
any convincing
is hopelessly
addicted to dramatizing every situation he finds himself in.
The book on the whole is uneven. The first part reveals unusual sensitivity and insight; the
second, facility, cleverness, superficiality. The ending,
which I'm
sure Mergendahl meant to be

Will Like

It

W. CHANDLER & SON

realization

manner and usually

UPPER LEFT— Portrait' of

Henry W. Longfellow which hangs over

Anonymous Donor Gives

the mantlepiece of the Italian Renaissance style Treasure Room.
to' the room as an example of modern and
ancient art.

Former Private Library

ABOVE— Leather doors which give modern touch

CENTER— Statuette added

,

WISEMAN FARMS ICE CREAM
"The Old Fashioned Kind"

.

book

to entrance to rare

collections.

past.

in
The woodwork
a house in .New York. It was de- French walnut,
signed by fhe late C. Grant La

of

the

walls

is

enriched with
ornaments. These ornaFarge. Commonly regarded as
consisting entirely of sixteenth ments vary in texture. The ornacentury Italian Renaissance art, ment over the door, for instance,
the room actually is a conglom- is of wood. There are others elseeration of Renaissance art and where in the room consisting of
modem art, as well as other compo, which is a sort of clay.
types of art. The main purpose in
the designing and the construc- As yet, the only furniture in the
is
an
antique
Italian
tion of the room has been to room
make it as attractive and atmos- Renaissance table, although other
gilded

pheric and as conducive to read- items of furniture arc included in
ing as possible. Thus, various the. gift and are expected to ar9
types or art have been incorpor- rive shortly from New York.
Other examples of furniture inated into the formation.
cluded in the gift can be seen out
The most interesting items of in the hallway of the second floor
4he room arc probably the antiof the library. From a layman's
que ceiling and the mantelpiece.
point of view, some of these may
both of which are actually of sixseem a bit grotesque. Undoubtedteenth century Italian Renaisly, the librarian has his reasons
sance art
for P ,acin e them there, however.
The ceiling is of an intricate
Set in the panelling over the
and rich design. -It is executed >n
carved and gilded wood, accompa- mantelpiece, by the way, is a portrait
of Henry W. Longfellow, by
nied by contemporary paintings
of religious and allegorical sub- G. P. A. Healy. Longfellow himjects in some of the panels. The self said that this portrait was
artist who did the paintings in the finest ever painted of him, and
these panels

unfortunately un- so

is

it

is

portance. They are examples of
the combination of modern art
and ancient art, for they aVe not
Italian
Renaissance,
but
were

and catalogues of J. Pierpont instance, when Mrs. Gardiner
Morgan; Henri Omont's Fabliaux, first considered making a gift of
Dits et C'ontes, which includes a the collection of ceramics which
made in New York about fifteen facsimile of the manuscript of the is now located in the Walker Art
years ago. They are made of thirteenth century; and Haebler's Building, she went first to Harcompo and not of wood. Added to German, Italian, and West-Euro- vard. She found other collections
there almost similar to hers. Since
the room primarily for the sake
pean Incunabula. Many others her husband came from Gardiner,
of mood and attractiveness, they
are being planned, but as yet are Maine, she then considered it fitseem to fit in well with its basic
indefinite. One alumnus, as a mat- ting to offer the collection to
pattern.
fact, upon hearing of the Bowdoin's museum. The present
One of the attractions and ter of
donation of the room to the col- donor actually had little connecvalues of the Treasure Room is
lege, offered as a gift to the room tion with Bowdoin and is known
the fact that it affords book-lova first edition of Poe's tales.
to have gone first to Columbia
ers and anyone else interested an
The room was installed, by the University to offer the room.
opportunity to see some rare
books which would ordinarily be way, by Irving and Casson-A. H. Places like Columbia and Harvard
kept under lock in the library Davenport Company, from draw- already have elaborate treasure
safe. Thus, a word or two should ings by McKim, Mead, and White, rooms, however. Thus, the Rare
be mentioned about- some of the well-known architects. The cost Book Room was presented to a
books which
at 'least tentative- was about seventy-live thousand small college like Bowdoin.
The room will not be permanly
are being planned as fixtures dollars.
of the room. At present these
The gift of this Rare Book ently open to visitors. Instead, use
books include the valuable Haw- Room to Bowdoin is an indication of the room will be offered only
thorne Collection of works, in- of a growing trend
a tendency when the demand and interest

—

—

room,

fellow

Collection,

to make such donations to the
small college. For the large university or college probably already has in its possession duplicates or replicas of the item
which is being offered. Thus, for

warrant doing

Brunswick 350-W

in

so.

Ready

and

to enjoy Spring

Summer—the man

a—

in

Bowdoin's new

PEP SHIRT
For carefree comfort and sporty style the

many

have come to

60 Mataie Street

replete
with softly
showpiece,
glowing lights, now stands ready
for the pleasure and enjoyment of
the st.udents. It is up to them to
value it as they see fit.

valuable first editions, is to
be kept. This portrait was painted when the poet was in his mid"die age and, if nothing else, it is
at least evidence of the fact that
Longfellow jwas not born with a
skillful flowing white beard, as some peo-

shirts,

featuring the action sleeve

for all your sports

is

AKOM Pep

the perfect garment

wear needs. Tailored of a

sorbent cotton-back fleece, pre-shrunk and

special ab-

Andex water

believe.

G. P. A. Healy himself was the
'foremost American portrait paint
er of the nineteenth century. He
painted, in addition to the portrait
of Longfellow, that portrait of
Lincoln which now hangs in the
White House. He h"as also painted one of Daniel Webster. His
best-known historical painting is
"Webster Replying to Hayne,"
which now hangs in Faneuil Hall
in Boston. Healy was the first
American to receive the honor of
being invited to contribute a portrait of himself to the collection
of self-portraits located in the
cinquccento
or
High
Renais- Uffizi Gallery in Florence, Italy.
sance
was an exhibition of
The statuettes pictured on this
emancipated modern genius kin- page really are of no great im-

—

Tel.

O. R. PENNELL,
INC.

—

cluding a number of rare editions,
in addition to the Longfellow Collection mentioned previously. Also
included are the Essays of Montaigne, in five volumes; Boswell's
Papers; the customary collections

it hang now
which the Longwhich includes

in this

are expertly executed in a manner typical of the period in which
they were done. The design of the
antique central portion of the
ceiling,
which is of wood, is
rather skillfully reproduced at the
two ends of the ceiling, which arc

ple

&

.

fitting that

known. The paintings themselves

actually made of clay. The
reoroduction, indeed, has mado it
somewhat difficult to discern
much of a difference between the
various portions.
The mantelpiece, which is pictured elsewhere on this page, is of
Istrian stone. A carved frieze with
a portrait medallion stands out,
supported by pilasters which are
enrfched with arabesques.
These two items, then
the
ceiling
and the mantelpiece
represent Italian Renaissance art
a pseudo-classic type of art
which overspread the whole of
Europe and dominated the taste
there for two centuries. This

W.

CLOTHIERS

By Carl Lebevoitz
Those interested in rare books or in architecture and art or
merely in a pleasant atmosphere should be happy to learn that
the Rare Book Room on the second floor of Hubbard Hall, the
College library, has been finally completed. It will be open on
both Thursday and Friday afternoons this week during the progress of the houseparties, for the inspection and approval of all
interested students and their respective dates.
The gift of a donor who prefers
died by the masterpieces of the
to remain anonymous, the room

— popularly called the Treasure
Room — was formerly a library

J.

repellent.

Wear

it

for golf

and tennis on cool days

fishing, boating, baseball, softball,

tection against

wind and sun

most useful camp

—

will

welcome

its

shirt

—

yes,

—

—

for

on the beach for pro-

you'll find

it

will

be your

and even amateur gardeners

comfort, lightness, and protection.

—

—
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SPECIAL SERIES

Coming Events

Special Students

Swell

Masque and Gown Offers
"Hasty Heart" Tomorrow

1, 8:15 P.M. Masque and
presents "The Hasty
Heart," a play in three acts, in

Aug.

Summer

Gown

Memorial Hall.
Aug. 3, 2:00 P.M. Tennis vs Harvard University at Pickard

Enrollment
College Now Numbers

Field.

Aug.
ord

642 Undergraduates,

Mostly Veterans

5,

1:00 P.M. Graduate Rec-

Swarthmore Student

Examinations, Bannister
Continued on Tuesday,
Aug. 6 at 8:30 A.M
Aug. 8, 8:30 A.M. Examinations
Hall.

According to Mrs. Clara B.
Hayes, Secretary of the College,
the latest figures place the total
enrollment at 642 students. This
figure includes 433 Bowdoin men,
of whom 107 are veterans returning for the first time this summer; 41 new freshmen, 6 transfers, 42 special students for the
summer only, and 120 summer
Colby,
Bates,
from
students
Swarthmore, and Haverford.
Of the total number of students
attending college this summer,
505 are enrolled under the benefits of the GI Bill, 10 are veterans
not taking advantage of Public
Laws 346 and 16, and 4 are veterans of services not entitling

for first term summer session
begin. Continue on Friday and

Houseparties

Chittim Blasts

Feature Music

ORIENT

Underlining the ORIENTS "litpromise to provide a maxi- erary malnutrition", Mr. Richard
mum of entertainment for the un- Chittim, '41, instructor in Mathdergraduate
body
when such ematics, offered new constructive
headline attractions as Mai Hallet criticism in his chapel talk on
and his orchestra, a Houseparty Saturday, July 13th.

The Bowdoin College Housepar-

16, 9:00 P.M. Formal Gym
Dance, Sargent Gymnasium.
Houseparties continue through
Sunday, Aug. 18.

Queen

and

Contest,

activities

Reviewing the difficulties enORIENT, as an
extra-curricular activity, during
the war years, Mr. Chittim emphasized that reconstruction work
be done immediately, before publication is resumed. He said that
faculty members interested in the
ORIENT are generally opposed to
faculty supervision or censorship,
as long as the students are capable of producing a creditable

sponsored by each fraternity are
all presented on the weekend of
August 16-18. The key-note of
the parties will be the formal
dance in the Sargent Gymnasium

Houses Approve
Dining Plan

By 10 To

Asks Correction!

Hallet

ties

Aug.

New

countered by the

on Friday, August 16 when Mai
Hallet and his band will play
from 9 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
The climax of the evening's en-

Vote

tertainment will be the selection
a Houseparty Queen from
of fifteen lady contestants chosen from each of the
various fraternities. The selection
to of the Queen will
be made by a
of

among a group

posals

made

for

A

former

ORIENT

I

last April, has since

ratified

able.

The

college

making

is

j

'

I

I

;

I

i

A.V.C. Lecturer Stresses

ar-

29,

avoid

at

6:45

by Simeon

pjn.

B.

Aronson '37 of Portland. Aronson was introduced by Paul K.
Niven '46, who later admitted,
"AVC does not believe that the
country should be run by pressure
groups, but recognizes that it is."
Aronson later brought out the
point that the purpose of the
meeting was not to found a chapter of the organization here at the

Head

the college. Each fraternity will
be able, however, to help choose
its own cook, and no cook will be
moved from one house to another
without the consent of all those
concerned. Each house will reular members of the college or ceive a monthly inventory of its
visiting for the summer, are urged supplies and a monthly statement
contribute whatever short- of its account.
to
Each house will
essays, or poems they have
stories,
to make up its own individhave.
ual losses and will receive

I

I

College, but to interest men sufficiently in
so that they
would join chapters in their local
communities. He told how

AVC

AVC

advocated

the

FEPC

how

passage of the
was opposed to
bonuses or other cash settlements,
but did believe in the passage of
Terminal Leave pay for enlisted
men.
Bill,

it

AVC

The fact that
recognizes
no distinction as to race, creed or
color was stressed through the
talk.

About fifty men attended the
its lecture which was later turned
Those elected to the Editorial own profits as rebates or credits. into a discussion period.
Board of the QUILL for the SumAccording to Mr. Lancaster, the
The meeting was ended by

mer

are:

Irving R.

Pliskin

'49,

antisocial young Scotsman who is
doomed to die within six weeks,
though he does not realize it, of
a kidney defect. The hospital
commander, wishing to make his
end as pleasant as possible, places
him in a ward noted for the congeniality of its inmates. The con-

j

been

the the individual houses as needed.
Flexibility for the operation of
individual dining rooms is a keynote of the plan. Each fraternity
will be able to set up its own
Quill Chooses Altaian
commissary budget and determine
its own policy in regard to guests,
Issue
"open kitchens", banquets, etc.
Each cook will be able to plan
The first meeting of the Quill his own menus, though with adwas held in the Moulton Union vice from the central manager if
on July 18 to elect an editorial desired. All kitchen help will be
board to take charge of the Sum- paid by the college, to save the
mer issue of the College literary fraternities the bookkeeping diffiissue. Stanley N. Altman, 'Jr., '47, culties of pay roll
taxes, etc., and
was chosen Editor-in-Chief.
all board bills will be collected by

total food business of the college Aronson's plea for all those pres-

Douglas Carmichael '44, Alexand- should
run to approximately ent to take an active, even miliJ. Curtis '48, Robert W. Kyle $300,000 a year, and it is expected tant part in politics, whether or
'49, and Boyd Murphy '49.
[Continued on Page a]
not they joined AVC

er

With its scene laid in the convalescent ward of a British Military Hospital in Burma, "The
Hasty Heart" tells the story of an

member

1

;

announcement sheet as well as a

J.

Russell

Washburne

Jr.

'50

as

newspaper.

j

|

Kiwi, Theodore J. Irish Jr. '45 as
Other aspects of the newspaper Blossom, and William Lacey Jr.
which were touched included the '49 as Tommy. Frank H. Gordon
competition among freshmen re- '46, who played the mayor in
porters producing more capable "Dark Horse of a Different Color"
and the duke in "Comedy of Erand efficient editorial staffs.
Finally, Mr. Chittim summar- rors", adds another portrait to
ized that "any publication owes his gallery of dignitaries by playsomething to the organization ing the colonel. Douglas Carwhich sponsors it", and that the michael '44 appears briefly as an
ORIENT has the needed material, orderly.
Under the direction of Assistant
and certainly the goal, to make
itself a useful and well-organized Professor George H. Quinby, the

'

Plans are underway for an issue
to appear shortly before the end
of the summer term and a tentative deadline for acceptance of
material has been set for September 1. All students, whether reg-

in Memorial Hall at 8:15
John Patrick's three act
"The
Hasty
Heart", a recent Broadway success that has been released for
amateur production only within
the past few months.

night

p.m.

comedy-drama

staff,

1

As Summer

Masque
tomorrow

season, the

will present

job.

rangements to acquire the cold
The Acting Dean also remark- storage and dry stores plant at Civic Consciousness
ed on the large number of men the Brunswick Naval Air Station,
"We believe that there should literary record
on Dean's List and the amazing- together with the trucks necessaof the times here
ry for distribution of supplies. In be a pressure group maintained,
ly small number of major warnat Bowdoin.
this way the purchasing agent thinking along the proper lines
ings issued last trimester. He conmay take advantage of market ..." This was the keynote of a
siders, however, that these numconditions to buy in quantity and talk on the American Veterans
bers are very definitely influenced
Twelve Join Faculty
by the number of men using vthe store up supplies to be drawn by Committee given Monday, July
vetercJi's 'waiver to
more difficult courses.

and only production

summer

[

cently discharged but vacationing kitchens. Under the general diover the summer plan to report in rection of Donovan D. Lancaster, the other colleges attending BowOctober.
for
the summer session.
of the Moulton Union, in consul- doin
The number of returning mar- tation with an Interfraternity Such action will enable these
special students to enjoy houseried veterans is expected to be
Dining
Council
composed
house
of
parties along with the rest of the
the least yet, which the Acting
Dean attributed to the fact that stewards, there will be a central student body.
there are more younger veterans purchasing agent to buy all food,
[Contiti-ued on Page 2]
though
releases
individual
to
in this group, while the men who
have returned in the past year cooks for purchases elsewhere
have been considerably older and may be granted if it seems desir-

away

its first

I

by ten fraternities in
their chapter meetings and will
go into effect in the fall trimester
for these fraternities and the
Moulton Union.
The plan is basically one for
more
efficient
and economical
release all reservists by September, and also that many men re- buying of food and operation of

of them have been
as long as four years.

As

and Gown

flict
between
the
attempted
of
the friendliness of these men and the
Mr.
Chittim Scotsman's rugged individualism
pointed out that the hard work provides the plot of the play.
five man committee composed of
required for each Ssue of the Despite the serious overtones of
Acting Dean Nathaniel C. Kenpublication was not unknown to this theme, the play is made a
drick. Professor Thomas Means,
highly enjoyable comedy by the
Thayer Francis '44, President of him. However he noted that there unusual
assortment of characters
are faculty members who, qualthe Student Council, and Cliff
ified by newspaper experience, are in the ward.
'48,
Wilson
White Key President,
prepared to assist the editors of
The
leading
role of the Scotsand one other member not yet
the ORIENT in the form and man, Sergeant Lachlen McLachnamed by the Committee.
professional presentation of the len, is being played by Walter L.
Professor Thomas Means will material, and not interfere with Carel, a summer
student, who did
act as Master of Ceromonies for the
context of the paper as such.
the same part in a Swarthmore
the evening and will name the
Another major suggestion con- production of the play this spring.
Queen on the stroke of midnight. cerned the ability of the ORIENT The romantic
interest is supplied
The tentative price for tickets to function as a dynamic part of by Mrs. Rhoney Snider
in the
to dance has been set by the
campus during the entire week. In part of the nurse. A newcomer to
Houseparty Committee at $6.00, order to accomplish this. Mr. Chit- Bowdoin dramatics,
Mrs. Snider
and meal tickets are expected to tim advocates detailed notes
from is a war-bride who gives the part
run about $4.00 per person.
the various departments, adminis- the proper British accent. Among
Arrangements have been made trative offices, and extra-curricu- the men in the ward are George
throughout the fraternities to lar activities. In this way the E. Fogg Jr. '43 as Yank, Fredhouse the dates of students from ORIENT would serve as a weekly erick D. Wildman '48 as Digger,

Delta Upsilon, 38; Zeta Psi, 43;
ternity houses are returned
Kappa Sigma, 40; Beta Theta Pi,
their house corporations next fall
35; Sigma Nu, 34; Alpha Tau
Upsilon,
was
formulated last Wednesday,
Alpha
Rho
Omega, 37;
28; Non Fraternity, 69; Bates, 75; July 24, at a meeting of a comColby, 21; Swarthmore, 22; and mittee of the Governing Boards,
Haverford, 2.
and undergraduate representaActing Dean Nathaniel C. Kentives from each Fraternity. This
drick anticipates a large fall trimester enrollment reaching close plan, based on the tentative proto 1000 men. Twenty more Bowdoin men will return the second
half of the summer trimester and
188 men will come back to college
in October, making the largest
single group returning since the
cessation of hostilities. The size
of this group is attributed to the
fact that the Navy is planning to

Plays Scotsman Lead

Policy

of the

By Nal

Saturday, August 9 and 10.
Aug. 12, 9:00 A.M. Registration
for second term summer session
in Massachusetts Hall.

to GI benefits.
1
breakdown by fraternity
and other groups is as follows:
A cooperative plan for the opAlpha Delta Phi, 34; Psi Upsilon.
54; Chi Psi, 34; Delta Kappa Ep- eration of the College and fratersilon, 33; Theta Delta Chi, 43; nity dining rooms after the fra-

them
The

many
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For Summer Trimester
Twelve

faculty
appointments
Trimester, 1946
announced by the
President's Office. Included are
several
men from Bates and
Colby Colleges, both of which
have special students here for the
Summer Trimester.
Jeffrey J. Carre,. Instructor in
French and Italian; Ernest R.
Dalton,
Instructor
in
Social
Science, Westbrook Junior College; Stowell C. Goding, Associate
Professor of French, Massachusetts State College; Samuel M.
Green,
Assistant
Professor of
Fine Arts, Colby College; George
M. Kahrl, Professor of English,
Elmira College; William
Leue,
Instructor in Philosophy; Fred C.
Mabee, Professor of Chemistry,
Bates College; Yves R. Maroni,
Instructor in Economics; Richard
Storr,
Instructor in
American
History; Roy E. Wiggin, Instructor in French, Harvard University;
Edwin M. Wright, Professor of
English,
Bates
College;
and
James Youtsler, Professor of
Economics, Skidmore College are
the appointments for the summer.
for the

have

Summer

been

H

production is stage
Douglas Carmichael,

managed by
assisted by
Gregg C. Brewer '44. Scenery
was constructed by Alan Slater
'49 and Harold Palmer Jr. '50, and
was painted by Ulf J. Store '49.
Lighting will be handled by Paul
E.
'49,
Callahan
assisted
by
James A. Jauch '50. Properties
are in charge of Morton H. Frank
'48 and Miss Margaret Coffin,
who is on vacation from Yale
Drama School. Arnold Cooper '48
is
handling costumes. Frank H.
Gordon '46 is in charge of publicity and Robert F. Fargo '49 of
the box Office.
Reserved seat tickets are $1.00
each and may be reserved by calling 83-M between 7:00 and 9:00
p.m. this evening. General admission will be $.60.

Munn

Elected

A.R.U. Advisor
Announcement has been made
of the appointment of Dr. Norman Munn as faculty advisor
for Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity. Dr. Munn is a former
member of the psychology department of Vanderbilt University and now heads the psychology department here at the
College. He to the author of
the book "Psychology*'.

,
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Summer

THE BOWWHN ORIENT

Baseball Ends

SUMMER ORIENT STAFF
Board— Robert
T v Hanna

Shipman '43, Douglas Carmichael
Richard A. Wiley '49
Malcolm R. Gurbarg, Editor, Swarthmore "Phoenix"
Sports Editor
George F. McClelland II
Business Manager
Leonard D. Bell
Managing Editor of This Issue
Blake T. Hanna
Editorial

Blake

O.

'44

'48,

'49
'47

'48

Student Request Answered
After

having decided to suspend publication for the

Summer, The

BOWDOIN ORIENT,

at the request of the

Student Council, resumes activity with this issue. Tentative
plans call for four issues to appear throughout the months
of July, August, and September. It is not the intention of
the Editorial Board to infringe upon the prerogative of the
Editor and his associates of Volume LXXV of the BOW-

DOIN ORIENT.
our purpose to chronicle the factual events
Trimester in a college newspaper which
will meet with the needs and pleasure of the student body.
We consider our plans for the summer as a cooperative adventure for all those who are interested in newspaper work.
An invitation is herewith extended to all students at Bowdoin, including men from Swarthmore, Haverford, Bates,
and Colby to seek us out and enter into our Summer
ORIENT program.

Rather

of the

it

is

Summer

SUN

The Ibis, an ancient Bowdoin
honor society which became dor-

The

revived last Wednesday, July 24, in
a meeting at the Moulton Union,
by its only two surviving undergraduate members, Douglas Carmichael '44 and Alan M. Qua '44.

should be applied

was the main

I

its last

is

of the Council

was

freshman

in favor of reinstating

j

I

I

j

i

and

Carmichael

chose

members and with

new

five

their

but

rules,

assist-

it

was decided that a

various

The new members include:
James H. Cupit '41, an English
major and a member of Beta

needed before the Council should
take any action.
It was voted to secure from

Theta Pi.
Robert O.

the

Shipman

'43,

Eng-

College

was

meetings

Summer ORIENT. \

summer

the

season

last

afternoon at Pickard Field
2-1 loss to the Terriers of

University. Coach Danny
MacFayden discovered promising

material for the Spring season of
1947, so that the current diamond
activities can not be completely

season by traveling to Boston to

meet Boston University and Har-

equal

authorities

house privileges for Friday and
Saturday nights when no classes

lish major, Sigma Nu, and member of the editorial board of the

i

vard University on successive afternoons. Both games ended in defeat for the Big White. Returning
to
Brunswick, the MacFayden

men

Brunswick town
margin of 4-3 for
Led
extend to the twelve o'clock cur- by former Big League pitcher,
few.
Hank Washburn, the Wiscasset
town team beat Bowdoin by a 2-1
few days later. A strong WinUnion Committee Plans athrop
Falls ball team took the
Polar Bears two days later 15-2,
Bridge Tournament
as the pitching and fielding of tiie
The summer program of the Bowdoin players collapsed. A conStudent Union Committee gets un- tinued batting slump and loose
der way this week with a bridge fielding failed to bring further
tournament being held in the victory to the Big White and the
Moulton Union on August 2 at 7:00 season ended last Saturday, July
P.M. Cash prizes will be awarded 27 with a tightly played game
to winners and the tournament will with Boston University, 2-1. Herb
be open to teams from all frater- Babcock's fine three hit masterpiece went by the boards as again
nities.
beat

the

j

are held Saturday, so that social

Robert Bassinette! '44, history
major, Delta Upsilon, and member of the 1942 varsity football
team.
James Early '45, majoring in
American history and English,
Theta Delta Chi, Student Council
representative.
Harold O. Curtis

house

ended
Friday
with a
Boston

washed off as unsuccessful.
The Polar Bears opened their

discussion of the subject in the

ance elected three more, bringing
the society ,up to its full quota.

activities

on Friday nights

team by a

may

close

their only win of the season.

|

;

;

,

j

j

'45,

a physics

j

major, Theta Delta Chi, and former associate editor of the ORI-

ENT.
Frank H. Gordon '46, chemistry
Alpha Tau Omega, Phi
Beta Kappa, and publicity manager of the Masque and Gown.
Stanley N. Altman '47, Latin
and French major, editor of the
major,

RISES

veterans

to

meeting Wednesday, July 24 at
1 :00 P.M. in the Moulton Union.

The majority

starts the

topic discussed by

the Student Council at

traditionally composed of Bowdoin's ten most intellectually curious seniors. Qua
Ibis

Winning one game out of six
Bowdoin baseball team

question of freshman
and whether or not they

rules,

mant during the war, was

The

Informal Nine
Wins Only One

Council Discusses
Freshman Rules

Chooses
Eight New Men
Ibis

'.

Quill.

James Eells Jr. '48, mathematics and English major, Alpha Del-

In recent past meetings of the poor defense work enabled the opDawson '44 position to score.
Bowdoin Committee, G. Robert
Best prospect uncovered by the
and
Peter J. King '49 were elected
were discussed at the meeting,
government and discipline and it was decided to invite some president and secretary respec- summer season's play apparently
tions
from within the student body and member of the faculty as guest tively and further action was given appears to be first sacker, Dick
not from the college authorities, speaker and discussion leader to toward formulating plans for so- Burston.
His fielding and batting
cial activities for the summer triis one which comes quickly to each of the bi-weekly meetings.
It
have been good, and he promises
mind. Much constructive work is also hoped that a public lecture mester.
to
play
even
better ball in the
has been accomplished through by some person of note can be
A motion picture schedule is bethe use of these rales in the past presented to the college next fall ing worked our whereby Director Spring.
and they will do similar good in under Ibis sponsorship.
of Athletics, Malcolm Morrell, will
The infield was rounded out
the future.
The next regular meeting of the show movies of past Bowdoin foot- with Jack MacDonnell at second,
Regardless of Student Council Ibis will be held Monday, August ball games. The Committee is also
Ed Gillan at shortstop and catchaction on this matter, another 5, at 8:00 p.m. in the Art Build- in search of a copy of "Henry V"
important issue that faces any ing, with Professor Samuel M. which it hopes to show sometime ing. Chip Nevens, Ed Seaman, and
"old timer" returning to Bowdoin Green of the summer Art Depart- during the summer.
Nate Towne shared third base
is the conspicious absence of the ment as guest speaker.
The financial status of the Stu- honors, occasionally shifting over
"Bowdoin Hello". Current campus
dent Union Committee is sound to the shortstop position when
etiquette apparently requires no
and their present budget will go Gillan took over the mask
and
informal greeting on the part of
largely toward defraying meal exglove behind the plate.
students; and it has been our obpenses during houseparties.
servation in the past few months
Herb Babcock was the mainstay
that any attempt individually to
Title
of the pitching staff, hurling well
direct an "hi" toward a fellow
and effectively throughout the
After having won the Maine Houseparty Plans
student has conjured up nothing
ta Phi.

By Robert

O.

—

big field for its recruiting tactics.
be interesting to observe
well the AVC garners new
members into its organization. If
memory serves us correctly, this
makes the third time the Committee has deluged the Bowdoin

,

i

;

It will

j

how

i

campus with its circulars, posters,
and other publicity measures and
its former efforts have not met
with wholesale enthusiasm on the

Netmen Vie

part of the Bowdoin veterans. As
we have mentioned, it will be interesting to observe student reaction to this current AVC cam-

For State

paign and why.

than a scowl in return. We State championship this Spring
hardly think that Freshmen rules the tennis team, minus its four
restore this tradition; nor top men, organized for an inforshould they. Rules help, but the mal summer session. The players
main support has always come are seeded in the following order:
from the upper-classmen. Why Bob Ortin 1, Mike Kuh 2, Jim
wait until Fall? Why not start Early 3, Earl Archibald 4, Bill
Ramsey 5, and Earl Haabestad
now?
The dining room plan for the 6. A. H. Merrick, Bob Emmons,
College has been presented to the and Fuller Marshall are the other
Governing Boards and awaits fur- members of the team.
less

|

ther action from a special committee before it is placed in operation in the Fall. Whether this
plan or a subsequent one is used,
there is little doubt in the minds
of all that the sooner the fraternities are able to re-open their
dining rooms, the nearer the Col-

will be to a Pre-War status.
rules, as they are being conCertainly one of the most atsidered by the Council, will not be tractive features of student life
of such a severe nature that vet- in the past was the pleasure of
erans or anyone else will take of- the fraternity dining room. We refense at them. Physical hazing, we call the many entertaining evehope, has gone to its much de- ning meals at which singing, jokserved grave and with it any seri- ing, and mild horseplay sparkled
ous objection to hazing in any an otherwise uneventful supper.
form. As for the current inde- We do not mean to disparage the
cision in the minds of the Coun- Moulton
Union dining rooms.
cilmen, we might point out again They have faithfully and admirthe relatively high ratio of veter- ably served in time of war to
ans attending Bowdoin. The ob- meet the critical eating situation
jection to veterans being hazed by for the College. But the disadvantheir juniors is a one worthy of tages of eating with other "fraterconsideration. At the same time, nities and other crowded condiit is well to point out that there tions
are familar to all who
is little danger of these students bumped elbows at Union tables.
receiving unfair treatment from
We dare say that a general sigh

men

of relief will be heard throughout
the campus in the Fall when the
fraternities once again fill their
dining rooms. Let's hope that
some plan agreeable to all will
be forthcoming from the Governing Boards soon.

season. His loss through gradua-

[Continued from Page /]

Special

will

would always exist.
It would seem to us that Fresh- lege

or non-veterans if
we take a look at the present Student Council whose membership
is dominated by veterans.
Freshmen rules have played an
important part in maintaining
some of Bowdoin's finest tradi-

at

I

American Veterans' Committee a

men

activity

!

—

younger

Various plans for encouraging

intellectual

—

The large number of veterans
somein college this summer
where in the neighborhood of
seventy per cent of the student
enrollment
certainly gives the

Freshmen rules continue to hold
an important place on the agenda
of the Student Council again this
week. In fact it may be brought
to a vote at this afternoon's meeting. Last week, when the subject
of Freshman rules came before
the Student Council, much time
was given to a discussion of the
rules as they would apply to veterans, if veterans were to be subjected to hazing. The bulk of the
discussion appeared to focus on
the technical point that hazing
should be administered against
veterans by their peers only.
There seemed to be considerable
doubt that such a condition

Shipman

planned

Lawn

activities

by

the

being

are

various

parties, hayrides,

houses.

for

in the Maine State TenThe
Houseparty
Tournament being held on members are Rufus

compete
nis

Committee
E.

Stetson,

M

August 24 at the Portland Coun- Jr. '42, Chairman, Richard
try Club, and the Athletic De- Baker '46, and William A. Doughpartment

Stu Morrell,

prospects.

and clam Zetterberg,

Friday and Saturday
afternoons, as well as informal
house dances on Saturday are a
few of the extras that appear
Bowdoin lost its first match probable for houseparty guests.
The lady guests are scheduled
with Harvard at Cambridge by a
score of 8 to 1 with Jim Early to arrive on the afternoon of Friwinning his singles match. Bow- day the sixteenth, and in accorddoin lost the remaining singles ance with College policy will deand all of the doubles. A return part by 5:00 p.m., Sunday the
match with Harvard is scheduled 18th. The houses normally are vacated by the. undergraduates by
for August 3 at Pickard Field.
The Bowdoin team also plans to 4:30 Friday afternoon.
bakes

tion in the Fall will be a loss, to
MacFadden for Spring

Danny

trying to secure sev- erty '46.
eral additional matches.
The probable fine-up for the
match with Harvard on August 3 Dining
is: Ortin, Kuh, Early, Archibald,
[Continued from Page /]
is

Rooms

Ireland,

"Lefty"

Dave Culling, Bill
and Wally
Houston

rounded out the pitching staff.
Pete King, Freshman catcher,
looms as potential backstop for

Coach MacFayden in the Spring.
King played well behind the plate
for the

Bears when Gillan took

over shortstop duties.

Library Displays

Hawthorne Material
The show case
foyer

now

of

the

in

college

the

main

library

is

the scene of an exhibit on

and works of one of
Bowdoin's most famous alumni,
the

life

Nathaniel Hawthorne of the class
Ramsey, and Haabestad. This
team will compete in both singles that the savings from this will of 1825. Arranged by Professor
and doubles.
pay for the system's overhead. Herbert R. Brown, the exnibit in-

He

Fraternity Softball
League

A

w

D.U

2

Zete

_

„

Deke
Kappa Slg

_

_

2

1

i
1

2
2

Bates

AD

Leat-nr

1

B

„

o

w

Beta

„

Sigma Nu

P*i U
Swarthmore
ATO

ATTO
Chi Pal

1

3

T.D

emphasized, however, that in
the present condition of the marproblem is not
so much one of getting food
cheaply as of getting it at all.

_

_

„

S
3
2

„

_„„

cludes original manuscripts, early
editions of Hawthorne's books,
personal letters, etchings,
and
other material
to
provide
a
panoramic biographical sketch of
of the committee of the novelist

ket, the principal

3
1

1

1

1
1

1

2

o

2
3

Members

the Governing Boards in charge
of preparing the cooperative dining plan include: Mr. Harold L.
Berry of Portland, Mr. E. Farrington Abbott of Auburn, Mr. Sumner T. Pike of Lubec, Mr. Adriel

Hawthorne's

life

at

Bowdoin

is

naturally highlighted, by means of
documents of the period,
and is augmented by the display
of
"Nathaniel
Hawthorne at
Bowdoin", an account written by
U. Bird of Boston, and Mr. John his
grandson,
Manning HawBaxter of Brunswick.
thorne of the class of 1930.

L

college
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Houseparty Queen Rules At Tonight's Dance
College Secures Buildings At Air Station
Three BOQ'S To House

WEEKEND EVENTS

186 Students For Fall

Today

The

housing

for

186

men

S.

at

Kappa

Sig-

-

Central Food Plan

The

'

3
ftfl

....dri*i2

.

buildings which are to be
turned over to Bowdoin consist of
two senior
Bachelor Officers'
Quarters, one junior Bachelor Officers'
Quarters,
and the cold
storage plant. The college will receive the buildings under a revocable permit which allows the
college to use the buildings without rent, provided that they are
kept in good condition, and under
the stipulation that they shall be
Honoring the Bowdoin men
vacated upon ninety days' notice, who served in World War II, the
in case of necessity.
College was at home on WednesThe two senior BOQ's will pro- day evening, August 14th, in an
vide
accomodations for thirty- informal reception at the Moul-

M Fraternities Schedule
Varied Programs For
mte-M Houseparty Guests
E

4

'.

;

.';^fcV.

J

^3^BE^ jH
irVp^ ""WM
'- *

Tonight at 9:00 p.m. Bowdoin
Houseparties will officiwhen the formal dance
at the Sargent Gymnasium starts
to the soothing strains of Mai Hal-

Summer

ally begin

L

1

let's

^H.

.-.;Tl

J*a

.

the
j

MAL HALLETT

!

I

1

!

Mai Hallett Brings

I

!

Well-Known Band

Honors Veterans

[Continued on Page 3]

|

parties' formal dance swings into action, it will be a style familiar to
many students who were
here at Bowdoin in 1942. Mai
Hallett is no stranger to Bowdoin
The Bowdoin College Art Mu- Houseparties, for his last appearseum has placed two new exhibits ance was just four years ago and
on display this week, a Stuart many still remember the smooth,
music of the Hallett
portrait of Mrs. Thomas LindaM danceable
Winthrop, a temporary loan to organization which has been feaBowdoin parties for
the College, and the INCAS, a tured at
photographic exhibition prepared many years.
'

ART MUSEUM SHOWS
NEW STUART PICTURE

Students from the fraternity
dining rooms joined those already
in the Union after the evening
meal in order to pass through the
receiving line in the lounge and
later to enjoy desert and coffee.
The entire expense for the reception and the evening meal was
the air station for the students. borne by the college.
President and Mrs. Sills, Dean
As yet, the college has not decided what groups will be housed at and Mrs. Kendrick, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilder,
and
Professor
the station, but all freshmen Philip
coming in directly from prepara- Thomas Van Cleve composed the
receiving line.
Thayer
tory schools will be assigned to informal
Francis, President of the Student
rooms on the campus.
Council, and Clifford E. Wilson,
The University of Maine is alJr., President of the White Key,
so planning to house from 800 to
were also included in the receiv1000 students at the aji^statibX
ing line.
on a full-time basis. It is under>*-Mrs. Newton
P.
Stallknecht,
Mrs. Burton W. Taylor, Mrs. Jef[Continued on Page j]
frey J. Carre, and Mrs. Roy E.
Wiggin, wives of faculty members
who served in the war, poured

with connecting bathrooms. The
junior BOQ's will accomodate 120
men in double rooms. In each
case, the rooms will be furnished
in approximately the same manner as the dormitories on campus.
A bus service will be established
between the campus and

j

J

I

i

PROGRAM FOR YEAR

•

particularly

appropriate,

Mallett's music is rated
the musical business.

tops

in

There are other headliners

in

the
the

Hallett

organization

tonight's activities is composed
of Rufus E. Stetson, Jr., '42, chair-

and cakes.

Bowdoin
portrait

Stuart

(

James
Buddy Welcome is a name well
Her known along
Broadway and the
thousands
of
"spots"
where
1806 when she was 37.

of

in

Continue

|

On

Poetry Of Poe

nights.

|

Award

.

versity,

Oxford,

Ohio,

has given
concerts in London, England, and
Washington, D. C. He has also
with
appeared at Cornell University,

in Waterville, at ColCollege; and
once in New-

London,
New Hampshire,
Colby Junior College.
"Dido and Aeneas," an opera
which will be presented in concert form, is to be sung with Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, .New
in the Spring.

Professor Tillotson said
that
there will be several
concerts
with local colleges in the next
two semesters, followed by a tour
in
the Spring. On this tour the
Glee Club will visit
Wellesley,
Vassar, and Bradford Junior Colleges.
Bowdoin will play
Also,
host to the Wellesley club when
that organization visits Maine in
the Spring.

and

at

Dartmouth

College.

Next

week's concert will be his sixth
recital at Bowdoin.

The

program

for the

concert

will include Allegro Vivace,
martini- Amundson; an Air,

Sam-

Tartini-Edmundson;
Gavotte,
Martini-Guilmant; Prelude and Fugue
in A minor, J. S. Bach; the Suite
Gothique, Boelmann; The Bells of
St.
Anne de Beaupre, Russell;
Songe d'enfant. Bonnet; Fantasia
on the tune "Hanover," Mead;
Pastorale, Foote; and the Finale,
Sixth Symphony, Widor.
There will be no charge for admission.

1

3

)

people
throng to enjoy- good
The second exhibit, which goes swing music.
New faculty members for the
on display tomorrow, is the first
Lovely, vivicipus Priscilla Howe second half of the Summer Triof a series of photographic exhi- is the
featured girl vocalist with mester include Professor Raybitions
based on LIFE Photomond L. Kendall, Assistant Pro[Continued on Page a]
graphic Essays, and supplementfessor of Educational Practice at
ed with hitherto unpublished picBates College, who will teach edtures. The exhibition is made up
ucation; Dr. Robert
N.
Grosse,
of twenty 28" x 38" photographs
Lectures
also of Bates, Instructor in Ecoby LIFE'S veteran photographer
Inomics; Mr. Walter M. Solmitz,
Frank Scherschel. Captions and
.Teaching Fellow in German; Prorunning text provide a story se- Hypnotic
fessor tdwin M. Wright, Profesquence.
Last Tuesday night, to a large sor of English at Bates, who will
group of students, faculty mem- conduct
English
courses;
Dr.
bers, and guests. Dr. Edward D. Raymond
Eournique, Instructor
President Sills Is
Snyder, professor of English at in Chemistry; and Assistant ProGiven Danish
Haverford College, lectured on fessor Lawrence S. Hall, "36, in
"hypnotic poetry."
English.
President
Kenneth C. M.
Dr. Snyder began his talk with
The marks for the first half of
Sills was recently honored by
a few intimate glimpses into the the current trimester will be sent
the award of the Medal of Libpersonal life of Edgar Allen Poe, out sometime during the first of
eration by King Christian X of
the foremost hypnotic poet.
Poe next week. There has been a
Denmark in appreciation of his was one of the few who excelled
longer delay than usual, due to
contributions
to -the
Danish in three different media of writ- the unprecedented size of
some of
cause .during the Nazi occupaing:
the short
story, the
lyric the courses, and also because of
tion of that country. The award
poem, and literary criticism.
the short duration of the examinwas made on May 5, anniverGetting into the heart of his ation period. The marks will be
sary- of the liberation of Denlecture. Dr. Snyder told how rhy- mailed and the Dean's list posted
mark, and the medal was re- thm could be
used, with an ab- before the middle of the week.
ceived by President Sills from
sence of any mentally challenging
The total enrollment for the
the Danish legation in Washmaterial, to create a trance-liko second half of the Summer Triington.
state
similar to mild forms
of mester will be approximately the
The medal itself is of silver, hypnotism. He read examples of same as for the first half. There
suspended from a scarlet rib- poetry illustrating this quality has been, however, a considerable
bon with a white stripe. The from the works of Poe, Gray, turnover; fifty men have left and
obverse bears the portrait of Browning, and Tennyson.
about fifty men have come in to
King Christian X, while on the
After the lecture, a discussion .fill their places. Most of these
reverse is a wreath and
the
period for interested students was new men are returned Bowdoin
legend "Pro Damia 1940-1945."
held in the Barn Chamber.
servicemen.

Snyder

Edward Mead, F. A. G. O. will
This summer the club will work
on "The Messiah," and on "Dido present an organ concert in the
and Aeneas." "The Messiah" will chapel at 8:15, next Wednesday,
August 21. Mead, who is the head
be
presented
three
times
at
of the Theory of Music and OrChristmas;
once in
Brunswick,
gan departments at Miami Uniwith the Brunswick Choral So-

on ra%e

MEMBERS ADDED
TO SUMMER FACULTY

Boston by

I

Organ

l

SIX

Massachusetts.

was painted

in

man, Richard M. Baker '46, and
William A. Dougherty '46. Their
responsibilities end with the dance
and the remainder of the weekend
schedule is in the hands of the different fraternities, which have
formed a large variety of plans. A

besides

refreshments ineluded punch, ice cream, cookies

Other

Edward Mead To

York

Mai Hallett long has been conof LIFE MagaThis latter exhibit will re- sidered one of the greatest expo-

the Editors

since
not only docs it add another to
the already impressive group of
Stuart paintings here, but, in addition,
the subject herself
was
descended from the Bowdoin family
for whom
the College was

.

by

Coach George "Dinny" Shay, Student Council President Thayer
Francis, Jr., White Key President
Clifford E. Wilson, Jr., and Profes-

and. a bracelet to match have
been selected by the Queen Committee of the Student Council as
prizes for the fair damsel.
Arrangements have been made
with the various fraternities for
housing the dates of students of
other colleges in attendance here
for the summer. Over 300 guests
are expected to attend this houseparty with some coming from as
far as Portland. Oregon.
The Dance Committee in charge

;

is

:

once

chosen

be

main on display from Saturday, nents cf Modern American music.
Back .in 1942, he and his band
August 17 through August 31.
of
The loan of the Sluart portra t were on the rise and today Mai

President Sills stated that he
thought "the anniversary of V-J
The first rehearsal of the Glee Day" was "an appropriate time
Club was held on Monday, Au- for the whole college to
honor"
gust 12, at which time Professor the Bowdoin undergraduates
and
Tillotson announced the plans for faculty members
who participatthe- coming season.
Rehearsals ed in the war.
are scheduled for each Monday
night
for the remainder of the
Summer Trimester. Starting with
Give
the Fall Trimester, there will be
three rehearsals weekly, on MonTuesday, and Wednesday Chapel
day,
Recital

ciety;

'

popular leader. Buddy Welcome, "300 pounds of swing and
harmony," is considered to be one
of the finest sax men in dance
named. Born Elizabeth Bowdoi
Temple in 1769, she was the bands. Buddy's contributions to
the entertainment of Hallett dandaughter of Sir John Temple and
cers are numerous and his style
Elizabeth
Bowdoin, and grandin
presenting a song is unique.
daughter
of
Governor

coffee.

GLEE CLUB OUTLINES

by
zine.

will

patch. A beautiful gold necklace
with an embossed Bowdoin seal

j

I

l

festivities

Houseparty Queen. Previously each
fraternity or other group will have
selected its own candidate for the
final elimination. The judges of the
contest will be Acting Dean Nathaniel
C.
Kendrick,
Football

sor Thomas Means, who will act as
master of ceremonies. Professor
Means, noted for his acid wit and
keen sense of beauty, is sure to
handle his job with the utmost dis-

When the smooth music of Mai
Hallett
and His Orchestra fills
the Sargent Gymnasium tonight
as the Bowdoin Summer House-

I

each, in single rooms ton Union.

men

I

orchestra.

The big event of the weekend
comes at 11:30 when one of the
many lovely young ladies here for

t
w

i

WKsap^fr

Reception

three

Invade

1 •;;*}:

^^Mf^pB ii-M Kf. 1
i

appointment of Mr. Stephen B. Berry as assistant Di11:30 p.m. Selection of Houserector of Dining Services for the
party Queen
College to be effective on or
Tomorrow, all at 8 p.m.
about 1 September ,1946. CurrentRecord dance, Alphia Delta Phi ly Mr. Berry js executive assistant manager of the Somerset HoBarn dance, Psi Upsilon
tel, Boston, Massachusetts.
House dances, Delta Kappa EpThe appointment of Mr. Berry
silon, Theta Delta Chi, Delta
Upsilon, Zeta Psi, Beta Theta to the College dining service coPi and Sigma Nu at Beta incides with the announcement of
the College
plan to centralize
house, Alpha Tau Omega
buying for the fraternity dining
rooms in the Fall. According to
Mr. Donovan Dean Lancaster,
Director of Dining Services, Berry will be in charge of all buying
College
and purchasing of food supplies
and equipment. In addition to
these duties, he will assist the Di

the University of Maine.

'

HP,

Announcement has been made
of the

Hallett

the

Girls

x:

•

1 a.m.

Gymnasium.

Navy

''-.;.

L-* /•

Record Dance, Chi Psi
Formal dance in
Music by Mai

5-8 p.m.

Brunswick Naval Air Station.
The Navy, which is vacating
the station this month, is turning
over part of the property and facilities to Bowdoin College and to

"""""*

:

^9k.^~~-~

9 p.m.

«».

Bowdoin For Weekend

fK

ma

in anticipation of
an enrollment of close to 950 students this Fall, has made ar-

rangements Vith the U.

Reception,

*w^'

Named Buyer For

pa Epsilon
5-6 p.m.

college,

Over 300

*

fg^U

Reception, Delta Kap-

4-6 p.m.

University Of Maine
To Establish Branch
Campus At Station

<m

Stephen B. Berry

I

:
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College Considers

House

Rhodes Nominees

Summer

The names

of thirty-three

Bow-

doin students are now being considered by the faculty committee
on the selection of Rhodes Scholarship candidates, according to
Professor Thomas Means, chairman of the committee, and all
to
others
interested are urged
submit their names as soon as
possible.
While the three Bowdoin candidates will not be selected until approximately October
Once again the Campus takes on a sparkling appearance. 14, much preliminary work has to
Masculine hands have been laboring with slavish fervor as be done. A meeting will be held
next week at a time yet to be aneveryone makes ready for Summer Houseparties. Soon the nounced to .supply
the necessary
deluge of lovely ladies will sweep over the lawns and paths, into information to any men who
the fraternity houses, and later this evening to the Sargent Gym- have not yet given their names.
nasium where one especially lovely lady will be crowned
applicants
Requirements
for
Houseparty Queen.
full weekend of entertainment has been have been cased considerably for
arranged and is in the offing. To all the guests of the College veterans. Whereas a regular apfor the next three days, the
happily plicant must be between the ages
extends its heartiest welcome and wishes all a most pleasant and of 18 and 24 as of October 1 and
have completed two years of colenjoyable weekend.
Bowdoin Houseparties hold a place in the undergraduate lege, a veteran has an age, range
of 18 to 31 and need have comlife of the College
a place which has been well established pleted only one year of college,
and one which will continue to be an important part of Bowdoin with one year of military service
tradition. This is as it should be. Most fortunately, the selection or other war activity for which
of this weekend as the date for Summer Houseparties is wise. draft exemption was allowed. In
The date chosen fits in well with the change of Summer Terms addition, veterans are not disa time which seems most appropriate to take a break from qualified by marriage or paternithe gruelling grind. There are those, perhaps, who may ask if ty. The scholarships now pay a
minimum of £400 a year and up
there is ever a time when you can take a break during the
to £500 if needed. It possible, an
Summer Trimester. The answer to that is a break is being taken. applicant
should be able to count
And that is as it should be.
few hours of relaxation will be on £50 a year of his own, which
beneficial to student and faculty alike.
for veterans may be supplied by
The varied and colorful program which has been arranged GI allowances.
Confor these houseparties is interesting and appropriate.
The scholarships were not filled
gratulations are in order for the fine work of the Houseparty during the war, and to catch up
Committee. It has done well in planning the many, many details with the lag the United States
which go into making a successful houseparty. It has not been will this year select 48 scholars
an easy job for the Committee this time; it has had innumer- instead of the usual 32. The faculty
composed of
committee,
able unforseen problems. But the program it has prepared will
Messrs. Means, Cushing, Morrell,

tournament enters
weeks of regular

The League
er,

—

Bowdoin Man

race

is

even

still in

League

clos-

A

the run- T. D.s
Zetes

Kappa Sigs

w

1

3
3

1
1

4

2
2

3

D. U.'s

await the outcome of the remain- Bates
ing Zete, T.D. and D.U. games to D. K. E.'s
determine whether they gain a A. D.'s

1

play-off position.

w

League

1

avg.
.750
.750
.667
.600
.500
.250
.000

1

3
5

B

4

1

3

present the Betas look like the Chi Psis
cream of the crop, and if they hold Swarthmore
their present form, they will be A. T. O.'s
tough.
A. R. U.'s

2

2
3
2
4
5

1

1

avg.
1.000
.800
.600
.400
.333
.200
.000

1

The play-offs will commence the Betas
week of September. It is too Psi U.'s
early to make predictions. At Sigma Nus

4

first

Football Practice Will

[Continued from Page /]

Commence Next Monday

I

.

and Ladd, with
approval of President Sills,
will select the three Bowdoin candidates for the state competition.
Three candidates will be selected
from the state of Maine for the
New England district competition, in which six out of the total
eighteen contestants for the district will be finally chosen.

,

the

i

•

Houseparties

j

[Continued from Page /]

I

brief outline of these plans
follows:

is

as

Alpha Delta Phi: Formal banquet tonight 7 p.m. Picnic at Popham Beach Saturday afternoon.
Record hop Saturday 8-12 p.m.

To Unintended Hairraising Scene
By William

A

with four teams

rector in
personnel matters as
well as
help place the
dining
"Dinny" Shay, varsity football
plan in operation.
mentor, plans to get the 1946 seaTo accomodate the increase of son off to a flying start on Monday,
work which will necessarily re- August 19th, the date on which
sult
from the dining plan, ar- practice officially begins.
rangements have been completed
As yet, most of the plans and
to shift office space in the Moul- prospects for the
coming season
ton Union. Within a few days, are still tentative, and specific
Mr. Lancaster will move his of- information will not be available
fice upstairs to what is now the
until there has been a meeting of
ORIENT office and later Mr. the candidates.
Berry will occupy the room next
Twelve members of the 1942
to it. Temporarily the ORIENT
team have now returned to the
will locate in 18 Winthrop Hall
campus, which should have some
and in the fall will move to the influence on the formation of the
large assembly room on the secnew eleven. They are: Pete Anond floor of the Union. At present
geramo. Johnnie Andersen, Gil
this space is being used as a dinDobie, Soup Campbell, Wally Fining room.
nagan, Pete Herron, Jim Pierce,
With the purchase of the stor- Bill Maclntyre,
Jeff Power, Bob
age warehouse at the Brunswick
Small, Bill Twomey. and Mel
Naval Air Station, the College
Weiner. In all, forty-six men have
will have an excellent food storthus far signed up, but there will
age center to add to the overall
probably be additional candidates
plans for the Fall.
among the men returning to colMr. berry is a graduate of College for the fall term.
by College in the class of 1926.
His experience in the hotel and
food
management business has
been long and varied. Four years Air Station
have been spent in the front of[Continued from Page /]
fice of the Copley Plaza in Bos-

Christie, Russell,

R.O.S.

Vice Leads

along with Bates and Swarthmore

rounds out the summer's interfraternity athletic competition.
Interfraternity Softball Standings

Stephen B. Berry

A

Of

representative in this fast twilight
loop, the Kappa Sigs, are holding
their own in Division B.
The White Key plans to stage a
tennis tournament later in the
summer.
The recently formed
touch-football league which embraces about half the fraternities

ning. The Kappa Sigs have finished their schedule with four victories and two defeats and must

BOWDOIN ORIENT

Life

This same Beta team is resting
two in second place in the town league,
both Division A. The D.U's are right bewell hind them, and Bowdoin's third

Softball
last

play,

off berth.

A

be one long remembered by all who attend the festivities.
Houseparties are an opportunity to relax and have fun. But
fun does not mean that accidents and injury necessarily have to
follow. If you are going to enjoy the liquid side of life during
the next few days, it is suggested" that you give the keys of your
automobile to some one who is not. A hangover from a glass
of beer is far less harmful than a hangover from an automobile
accident which has occurred as the result of taking a drink. Be
cautious. Drive first and drink last.
Lets make this one of the best houseparties ever. You can by
being careful, by being considerate of others, and by remembering about that extra drink. May everyone have a wonderful
weekend and wake up Monday morning without a headache.
Have fun and we'll see you around.

its

pretty
leagues are still
scrambled.
The Betas, only undefeated outlead League B
fit, in either loop,
with four wins. The Psi U aggregation is only a half game off the
pace with a four and one record.
With the exception of the Sigma
Nus, who have dropped decisions
to both these clubs, the rest of
this league has already been mathematically eliminated from a play-

WELCOME TO OUR GUESTS

Dominates

Sports Schedule

As the Interfraternity

Board Robert O. Shipman '43, Douglas Carmichael '44
Blake T. Hanna '48, Richard A. Wiley '49
Malcolm R. Gurbarg, Editor, Swarthmore "Phoenix"
Sport* Editor
George F. McClelland II '49
Business Manager
Leonard D. Bell '47
Managing Editor for This Issue
Douglas Carmichael
Editorial

Softball

Lacey, Jr.

Psi Upsilon:

Picnic at

Popham

Beach Saturday afternoon. Barn
welcome the opportunity of realized that, although everyone dance Saturday 8-12 p.m. Red ton. Six years have been in the
employ of such well known horeaching so many of you young was doing it, and it was socially Zukoff and his wranglers.
tels as the Drake, Lombardy, St.
time. recognized in certain classes of
especially at this
people,
Chi Psi: Vic dance this afterLet us sincerely hope that it is society, that he was not a fit noon 5-8 p.m. Beach party Satur- Regis, and New Weston. For sevfor this young
lady day afternoon at Simpson's Point. en years Mr. Berry was resident
not too late, and that you have companion
manager of the Towers Hotel,
not started down the path to des- until he rid himself of his evil
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Reception Brooklyn,
New York, a hotel
truction before this advice reach- ways. He tried to be strong and this afternoon 4-6. Saturday beach
which is considered to be one of
es you. We also hope that you resist the growing temptation. He party at Popham Beach.
House the finest in the East.
tapered
off.
and
Soon
had
quit
almessage
he
little
will accept this
dance Saturday evening 8-12 with
During the War years Mr. Berthat it will open your eyes to the together. But then one day he fell Joe Avery and his Modernaires
ry was a lieutenant commander
in with his old companions, and
truth.
furnishing the music.
serving as officer in charge of the
was persuaded to try it just once
Theta Delta Chi: Picnic Satur- Officers' Club, including dining
You youngsters have reached more. So he fell once,
then twice day
afternoon and house dance rooms, at the Brunswick Air Stathe age (well, most of you have
then several times. At last he
Saturday night 8-12 with Cliff tion and supervisor over clubs
when you
the
age)
reached
at
realized that it was no good. This
Leeman and his band from the Bar Harbor, Rockland, Lewiston,
should have the facts about a
thing
had become bigger than
Graymore Hotel, Portland.
subject usually talked about in
Casco Bay, and Sanford.
himself. And so, wallowing helpDelta Upsilon: The D.U.'s are
whispers if, indeed, it is spoken of
lessly in sin, he succumbed comunique in planning a hayride imat all. By way! of example, let us
pletely to his weakness. This in
mediately after the gym dance to- 5 to 6. Saturday they are running
examine the recent case of a itself would
have been ghastly
a clambake on one of the islands
night. Hours: 2 till ?. Saturday a
young man of my acquaintance, enough
had he not induced this
of Casco Bay.
in point of fact, my present roompicnic in the afternoon and a house
frail and flowerlike young maiden
Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Nu:
mate.
dance
Saturday
night with the
to taste her first chaw of gum,
music by the Brunswick N.A.S. The Betas and Sigma Nus have
I do not know when he fell in- and
soon he had dragged her
planned a combined weekend with
Bluejackets.
to this disgusting habit or who down with him.
Zeta Psi: Picnic Saturday after- a real Down East clambake being
introduced him to it, but it would
Last Saturday night this pair of noon at
Mere Point and a dance given at the Sigma Nu house Satseem from his record that he has fallen angels
were out dancing Saturday evening 8-12. Henry urday afternoon from 4 to 6. Satbeen carrying on like this for together,
chewing bubble gum as Winer will supply the
urday evening a dance will be held
music.
some time. It was, as it always is usual. They were
beating their
Kappa Sigma: The Kappa Sigs at the Beta House with the music
start
in
these cases, easier to
gums together madly to the re- are planning a reception
of Jimmy Martel and his orchesfor the
than to stop. He began the way lentless,
sensuous rhythm of a whole college this
tra.
afternoon from
all do
just a little
at a
they
samba when my poor friend
Alpha Tau Omega: Formal bantime, then more and more until
chanced to get a mouthful of his
quet at the Harriet Beecher Stowe
the habit had him in its clutches.
girl's hair. (This, by the way, is nibble her
House this evening at 7 p.m. Picear.
last he
At
told
He was young and strong and felt ;one of the evils of the disgusting
her what the situation was, and nic at Mere Point Saturday afterconfident that he could "take it
modern
practice
of
cheek-to- the two of theVn .crawled off the noon. House dance Saturday night
or leave it alone." Alas, it was cheek
dancing.
He
tried to spit dance floor to hide their shame.
with Gus Carroll and his boys.
not until the dreadful stuff had
out, but it was too late.
it
The
Alpha Rho Upsilon: Formal banThey went out to his car to try
him hopelessly in its vice-like 'strand of hair had come in at the
to find scissors and cut the mess quet in the Union tonight at 7 p.m.
grip that he realized how comfirst beat of the measure and was out, but
Picnic at the shore Saturday.
there
were
none.
But
pletely he was enmeshed. He was
stuck in his wad of gum. He tried they did find a pair of pliers, and
caught in the web, and today he
to bite it out with his teeth, but with a great struggle he pulled
NOTICE
realizes all too late that he must
only made matters worse. the tangled hairs from her head
that
Because of the readjustment
be forever a plaything, a pawn of
He only succeeded in getting a few at a time. Approached of office space in the Moulton
vice! Ah, the tragedy of it!
more hair caught in the gum un- from certain angles the young Union, the ORIENT office will
My friends, my roommr: til there was a structure resemb- lady now looks like a French col- be moved
for the remainder of
"
chews bubble gum!
ling
a badly constructed
bird's laborationist.
the summer to 18 Winthrop
When his affliction was still nest over her right ear. He kept
Let that be a lesson to you.
Hall. In the fall the ORIENT
new to him this unfortunate lad biting, however, and his girl be- Never start anything; you never will have a new office in the
met and fell desperately in love gan
to
giggle,
because
she know how far these things can
present upstairs dining room of
with a pure young maiden. He thought he was only trying to go.
the Moulton Union.
j
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group at

Mai Hallett
[Continued from Page /]

Mai Hallett and company.
comer to the band, she is

-

—

of

Maine group will consist of entering Freshmen who are ex-servicemen. The University of Maine
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A

new-

fast

on

the rise as a girl singer and may
soon join that select circle of
top-notch girl vocalists.
Mai Hallett, himself, has an interesting
background.
At the
early age of twelve Mai was one
of the outstanding pupils of Emmanuel Oudricek at the tNew
England Conservatory of Music.
Soon thereafter young Hallett
was being featured in hotels and
theaters
in the Hub-City.
This
early
training.supplemented
by
his natural talent, has done much
to advance Mai Hallett to the top
of the ladder in the musical field.
The list of musical spots which
have engaged the Mai Hallett
band is long and impressive. In
1936 and again in 1937, the band
was featured at the Hotel Commodore in New York City and it
broadcast
three nights a
week
over a CBS outlet. The Steel Pier
at Atlantic City, New Jersey, has
played host to the Hallett organization four years
in succession.

Other engagements have been enjoyed by Mai Hallett and crew at
the Roosevelt Hotel in New Orleans,
the Kentucky Hotel in
Louisville, and the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas, Texas. Just recently the band completed a long engagement in the Blue Room of
the Hotel Lincoln in New York
where they had a broadcasting
outlet over Mutual.

'
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Cooperative Heads Fall Plans
College Buys School

Administration Building At. Air Station

Fall Council

For Use As Classrooms

Chosen By

Foremost among the plans for the fall trimester is the Interfraternity Cooperative. According to this plan, each fraternity will determine its own policies and standards regarding
food. Likewise, it will set its own schedule of meals, which in
turn is determined by the class schedules of its members.

Fraternities
Freshman Rules
For All Voted;
Enforced By S.C.D.C.

Tho cooks who are now being
up and hired by the Direct-

lined

Altman Says

The Student Council meets
afternoon

to

new

elect

this
officers

coming Trimester. This
comes as a result of last

for the
election

week's

Summer

in

elections

fraternity

which new Student Council representatives were chosen.
These men are: Alpha Delta

The summer

J.

FORMER NAVAL. AIRFIELD will provide housing for 200 Bowdoin
students in the Bachelor Officers' Quarters.
plans a large extension college a't the same

The University

of Maine

rules are being reFall and a Student
Council Disciplinary Committee
one
consisting of
(S.C.D.C.),
Sophomore from each house to
keep the freshmen in line. The
Student Council has decided that
all freshmen, veterans included,
will
be subject to freshman
rules. These rules are now undergoing special consideration by a
separate committee, of the Student Council. It has been decided
for sure that freshmen will wear
the traditional caps.
In elections held last week, the
fraternities selected the following men as representatives to the
S.C.D.C.: AD: C. Mathies, '46;
Psi U: W. Jones, '49; Chi Psi: D.
Martin, '49; Deke: J. Stanley, '45:
TD: (None to date); DU: ft. Mc'49;
Zeta (None to
Cartney,
date); Kappa Sig: G. Oisen, '49;
Sigma Nu: F. Hedlund, '44; Beta:
B. Drake, '45; ATO: F. Lowry,
'46; and ARU: P. Barracca, '49.

Masque

& Gown Elects

Carmichael President

Curious Reporter Cycles
To Air Base In Vain

;

manager.

The Masque and Gown plans a
full

season.

Beginning with

smoker in the
week of next term, the

freshman

the

will

include

first

year's

A

feature

a

|

—

Munn

'

By

A marine sergeant stepped from
behind a building and asked us
where we thought we were going. We told him we were going
to find out about living quarters

Professor

Norman

Munn,

L.

in

English

4.

Still

the

Professor

Munn

attended

"It is hoped'',

said Mr. Lancaster, "that most of
the men will have their meals on
the campus." He also stated that
800 men are expected to be fed
in the various dining rooms. Nonfraternity men will eat in the

Moulton Union.

On Monday evening, September
16th, there was a meeting of the
student managers, formerly called
stewards, and the alumni treasurers to discuss and coordinate the
budgets of the dining rooms and
house maintenance and house cooperations.

.

It was announced by the First
Selectman that the town had sold
to the College the Bath Street
school house, located immediately

Army Reserve

Officers

Meet To Organize
Approximately 60 former offiArmy of the United
attended a meeting in
Moulton Union on Thursday evening, September 12. Lieutenant
cers in the

States

Colonel Philip S. Wilder, Veteran's advisor, presided at the meeting at which the speakers included Colonel Thomas Van Cleve,
of the History department; Major E. G. Larson, of the Portland
Military
District;
Lieutenant
Colonel R. N. Given, President of
the Maine Department of the Reserve Officers' Association.
I

Continued on Page 2

]

instead of the usual one. Plans
congested enrollment period.
are also being considered for setThe school house is believed to
ting up a regular system for the
be the only grade school in the
selection of Quill editors instead
country to have, graduated three
of the present informal arrangeRhodes scholars. They are Proment.
fessor Robert P. Tristram Coffin

R

Ham
Professor Edward
now at the University of
Michigan, son of Professor and
Mrs. Roscoe J. Ham of the Bow-,
Mr. Allen
doin
Faculty; and
Johnson, Jr., son of the late Professor Allen Johnson who was at
Bowdoin from 1905 to 1910.
According to Mr. Philip S.
Wilder, "it was originally planned
to serve breakfast at the Naval
Air Station in the Officers' Club.
However, as the Club will not be
turned over by the Navy for the
joint use of the University of
'15;
'22,

the

meeting with Dr. Walter H.
Clark, instructor in psychology at
Bowdoin. The featured speaker at
the meeting was Dr. A. C. Kinney,
Bowdoin '16, professor of zoology
at the University of Indiana, who
lectured on human sex behavior.
Other Bowdoin alumnf present
answered most of our questions.
included Dr. Harry Helson '21
The biggest problem concerned and Dr. Donald W. MacKinnon
,with living at the base will be '25, both of Bryn Mawr College,
transportation. When we went and Dr. Paul C. Young '18 of
out there on that velocipede, we Louisiana State University.

—

to prose.

on September 20th.
j

While plans for the fall trimeshead of the Bowdoin psychology
next to the College carpenter's
department, was elected president ter are still vague, the Quill shop, and opposite the Delta. It is
board hopes to be able to bring
understood that the building will
of the General Psychology Secout two issues a term next year
be used for classrooms during the
tion of the American Psychologi-

for college men, that's where we cal Association at its recent anwere going. The sergeant was not nual meeting in Philadelphia on
a gentleman. He said that we September 4-7. The General Psycould not enter without a pass. chology Section is one of several
We begged. We pleaded. We used into which the association is dievery trick taught to us by Rudy vided and has over 500 members.

A

ARU.

will

—

—

A

issue

design and layout.

Irving R. Pliskin '49, Arnet R.
Taylor *50, Philip T. Young '50,
By Carl Cooper
and Paul M. Zall of Swarthmore.
This year Bowdoin is going to be overcrowded
so overAlso to be included are poems by
crowded, in fact, that there is not going to be enough living
space on campus for everyone. .The editor, being a man who Carmichael, Pliskin, Earl S. Archoccasionally likes to know what is happening, cornered us one ibald '48, and Walter J. Meserve
day and asked would we please find out where people are go- Jr. of Bates.
According to Altman, the unusing to live. Being in an obliging mood, we borrowed a velocipede and pedalled rapidly to a place from which many ual amount of material submitted
rumors had been coming the air base.
to the editorial board for this issue argues well for the future acAfter many hours of steady
tivity of the magazine. Of special
pumping, we came to a sign
Elected Officer
interest as an index of student
marked: "Brunswick Naval Air
literary activity was the comparaStation; Keep Out". Naturally, we
Psychology Group
tively
low proportion of poetry
started to ride through the gates.

a Gilbert
and Sullivan reading and a presentation of the "The Cyclops", found it to be uphill all the way
both ways. We told our worboth to be given before the
Christmas recess.
ries to Mr. Hunt, who informs
Soon after the Spring term
us the College is taking over
starts, the winning plays in the
one-act play contest will be pre- three busses from the Navy, and
sented, followed by the regular that schedules will be arranged
three-act play. Ending the season so that no one will have to worry
will be the commencement play, about missing important meet"Seven Against Thebes".
ings, rehearsals, or even classes.
In order to stimulate interest
He also said that in the winter,
in the Masque and Gown, a comwhen the weather gets deep, the
mittee consisting of one man from
University of Maine will take
each of the twelve houses was
care of the snow removal, as they
appointed
to
work with the
have received plenty of equipPresident. •These men are: D.
Moss,
D; G. Fogg, Psi U; F. ment from the Navy.
All in all, the air base deal
Wildman, Chi Psi; E. Feeney, T.
D.; R. Emmons, D. U.; P. Niven, doesn't sound too bad. And being
Zete; D. Carmichael, Kappa Sig; a sophomore, we might be perE. Kallop, Sigma Nu; J. Poor, suaded to move out there next
that is, if they get rid of
T. O.; and term
Beta; C. Peacock,
•
that marine sergeant.
Cooper,
activities

the

new cover

i

last meeting of the
sergeant would not let us enter.
committee
of the
We then headed back to the
Masque and Gown, Douglas Carmichael '44 was elected presi- campus to locate Mr. Wilder and
'49,
dent;
William Lacey Jr.
^Mr. Hunt, who are making the
member at-1 arge and Frederick arrangements about the base with
D. Wildman '48, interim publicity
the Navy. Mr. Mansfield Hunt
-

length,

I

notes on contributors,

Thayer

At the
executive

Bow

sometime within the
next week, according to Stanley
N. Altman '47, Editor-in-Chief.
Approximately forty pages in

fraternity
in
equipment
the
In addition to an editorial and houses and at the storeroom; and
a truck driver to deliver the
it will concooks' orders from the Air Statain short stories by Douglas Cartion storeroom.
michael '44, Herbert B. Babcock
It is expected that supplies will
Jr. '45, P. Kendall Niven Jr. '46, begin to move into the storeroom

site.

L. Sandquist, '46; and Alpha Rho
Upsilon: S. Lifshitz, '47. These

Freshman
sumed this

issue of the

doin Quill should be ready for dis-

Dougherty, '46; Beta Theta Phi:
W. Cobb, '47; Alpha Tau Omega:

meet with the
and will elect

Quill

tribution

berry, '45; Kappa Sigma: Boyd
Murphy, '49; Sigma Nu: W.

twelve men will
old council today
their officers.

of

Out Next Week

Carey, '46; Psi Upsilon:
A. Robertson, '48; Chi Psi: S.
Lowery, '45; Delta Kappa Epsilon: D. Clark, '47; Theta Delta
Chi: H. Kuh, '45; Delta Upsilon:
J. Pigeon, '49; Zeta Psi: H. KingsPhi:

(consulting with the officers
will
each fraternity)
purchase their food from the Central
storeroom, located at the
Naval Air Station. Uniformity of
meals among the various dining
room will be caused only by possible food shortages now existing, not by the machinery of the
Cooperative plan. Most houses expect to open their dining rooms
on October 4th or 5th.
The personnel of the Cooperative plan includes Mr. Donovan D.
Lancaster, Director; Mr. Stephen
Berry, purchasing agent; a man
to take care of the refrigeration

or

Christian

Movement

Elects Sotak Delegate
Veonor M. Sotak

'49

informed of

his

cently

was

re-

election

by the Annual Assembly of the
Student

New

Christian

Movement

in

England to the General Com-

mittee of that organization. This
body, made up of 60 members,
after
will hold several weekend meet- Maine and Bowdoin until
the opening of College, this will
ings during the year, the first of
not be possible."
these being at Stoughton, Mass.,
Mr. Mansfield L. Hunt '37 is
on September 20-22, which Sotak representing the College in arranging details at the Air Station
will attend.
Sotak attended the conference regarding housing and bus service.
of the Student Christian Movet Continued on Page 2 J
ment in New England in the fall
of 1945. His present election is
by this organization rather than
as a representative of any particular Bowdoin group. The organization is at present making
plans for a national assembly of
representatives of college ChrisMr. Allan F. Goud of the
tian associations to be held at
Veteran's Administration Ofthe University of Illinois in Defice announces that there will
cember, at which time it hopes to be a contact man In 19 Whv
set up a four year plan for the
thro©
Hall
every
Thursday
expansion of the activities of morning who will be glad to
these associations in order to
answer any questions anyone
give them a wider student apmay have about Oovenum
peal.
Insurance.

Goud Announces

Insurance Aid

TWO
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Grid Candidates Train

SUMMER ORIENT STAFF
Board—Robert O. Shipman '43, Douglas Carmichael
Hanna '48, Richard A. Wiley '49

Editorial

T.

Malcolm R, Gurbarg,

Editor,

Sport*. Editor

Business Manager
Managing Editor of This Issue

H

'49

Leonard D. Bell
Robert O. Shipman

'47

J.

King

'49,

William Lacey,

and Robert

Jr. "49,

C. Alexander '50

Men Work Out
With Coach Shay

The White Key Interfraternity
Softball play-offs commence this
week with the Betas, undefeated
champions of League "A," meeting the winner of the Kappa Sig
T. D. game which will. decide the
second place spot in League "B,"
and Bates, League "B"' champs,
tangling with the Psi Us who

but he admits that
formal football
will be in for a
tough season. After three solid
weeks of conditioning, however,
Shay is satisfied that his squad of
50 candidates is rounding into

wound up

A

Qf

Note

Today's
will

Appreciation

be resumed

Summer program

Regular publication of Volume

of the

LXXV

this Fall.

The Editorial Board wishes
ment to the Student Council for

to

make

special

acknowledge-

stimulating student interest in a

newspaper for the Summer Trimester, to the Blanket Tax Committee for providing the necessary funds with which to publish, and to all those students who have contributed freely and
handsomely to our Summer program. Each group has given
generous support to these issues, and without their aid a Summer ORIENT would have been impossible.

We

have derived much pleasure

ORIENT

in publishing the

and we trust that it has met with the needs and pleasure of
the student body and, at the same time, has chronicled the
factual events over the past Trimester.
R. O. S.

College

Manpower Shortage

months ago the ORIENT carried a banwill
ner headline proclaiming the death of Bowdoin spirit.
not attempt here to analyze such a complicated thing as colshall
lege spirit or to speculate on its present state of health.
merely comment that, despite a normal summer enrollment and
an unprecedentedly large one slated for fall, the college seems
to be evincing many of the symptoms of a manpower shortage.
Approximately

six

We

We

campus activities find themselves seriously
of personnel who are willing to work. In
production of "The Hasty Heart," one of the best performances given here in years, the Masque and Gown was able
to secure only five production men instead of the twelve needSeveral of the

ed. Of these five, four had worked on the last three plays. According to the director, Mr. Quinby, the organization will have
to curtail its program drastically unless more workers can be

found.
•

This is only one case in point. The summer ORIENT has
had enough men to carry on its schedule, but there has been no

Other

men whose
not coming

activities are

services are
out.

By George ModelUnd
Coach Dinny Shay doesn't make
predictions,

Bowdoin's

shape nicely.

faced with similar situations. The
.in college, but they are

needed are

The Bowdoin eleven which
in these first

defend the
garnered in

round play-off pairings is the appearance of an unheralded Bates
team. The Garnet and Black, after
dropping their first start, swept
through the rest of their schedule
without a setback to top League
"B." Both the Kappa Sigs and

The Betas and Psi Us finished in
tie for top honors in League
"A," but the Beta's lone defeat at
the hands of the A. T. O.'s was
nullified by the use of an ineligible
player by the Federal Street club.
The

victors in first round play-offf

will

meet

BOWDOIN FOOTBALL MENTOR predicts a tough season for
a relatively inexperienced Polar
Bear eleven.

Fall College

the finals which will

Another possible reason for their lack of participation is the
control of various campus organizations by men of the younger
classes. While some groups have welcomed the veterans back,
others have made them feel that if they wish to regain any former positions they may have held they must start in again at
the bottom. Regardless of the average veteran's willingness to
accept a demotion, he does not have enough time
lege to make any appreciable progress
the lowest levels.

if

he

left in colstarts in again at

on the

Pete Angeramo, a tackle; Jeff
Power, fullback; and Bill Mclna halfback.
This quartet,
along with holdovers from last
year's informal squad, will form
the nucleus from which the 1946
edition of the Polar Bears will be

Plans

fashioned.
Shay declines naming a starting
line-up until he has a chance to observe the 15 or so aspirants due to
report this week. These include

some entering Freshmen and upPau.e i
summer softball kings.
perclassmen who did not attend the
The Betas also emerged victoriThe Dean's Office announced on summer session.
ous in the White Key summer September 11th,
arrangethe
At present there are four comtouch football league, finishing
ments for rooming. The house plete units working out. Shay plans
with a perfect record of six wins
lists were completed
last Mon- to scrimmage his charges at least
and no losses. This league served
day. Approximately 275 men will two or three times a week until
as a tune-up for the more vital fall
live in the fraternity houses, not the Mass. State game Oct. 5 and
touch football competition.
including the men assigned by after that only when he deems it
f

decide the

The Softball utandings:
league A
w 1 league B
Betas
Psi

U

Riirma Nu
Chi Psi

Swarthmore
A. T. O.
A. R. U.

6
5
4
2
2
1

w

Haten
T. D.

Kappa

4
5

6

1

5
4

I

2
4

1

4

2
2

Zetes
D. U.

3
2

4

D. K. E.
A. D.

1

Sic

a
fi

6

Reserve Officers
[

Continued from Page

ji

Continued from

1

ARU.

necessary.

The fraternities and the ARU
assigned rooms to the limit of
their capacity according to their
priority systems. The incoming
class will be assigned to dormitories on campus, the remaining
rooms to be filled, by those men
farthest advanced in College and
not otherwise placed.

Ed Gillen, a member of last
year's informal squad, looms as the
top quarterback and seems destined to become the topnotch mastermind for Shay's T-formation. His
passing and choice of plays in
scrimmage have won him plaudits
from onlookers. Gillen is working
with an outfit which has Pierce
and Gil Dobie. another back with
pre-war experience at the halfback
posts, and Jeff Power, who has
been shifted from his original position at end. in the fullback slot
The forward wall consists of rangy

The OiTicers Quarters at the
Air Station will be filled by all

|

their other men. To date 24 men have
intention to accept Reserve com- signed up to live off campus. Any
missions, which they had not ure- other men planning to do so are
viously accepted. Colonel Wilder requested to sign up at the Burstated that "strong interest was sar's office.
expressed in the activation of a
According to the Dean's Office,
chapter of the Reserve Officers' it is expected that the student enAssociation in the Bath-Bruns- rollment for the fall trimester
wick area."
will reach 975.

Twelve students

signified

Lou Piper and promising Bill Ireland at ends, big Jim Taussig and
Will Dougherty at tackles, a pair
of experienced guards in Jake
Stankis and Al Robertson, and last
year's captain, Ira Pitcher, at center.

Ray Lebel, Botvdoin Golf Ace
Has FJne Tournament Record

is

as keen as ever.

be,

tyre,

i

Various explanations for this state of affairs are offered. One
that the veterans are no longer interested in anything but getting their degrees and getting out. Others are married and tied
down by home life. Many veterans, however, are in no particular academic rush and find their extra-curricular interests

will

championship,

will

whole, light and inexperienced.
Only a handful of pre-war letterwill be available for the coming campaign. These include Jim
Pierce,
swivel-hipped
halfback;

off.

a

state
'42,

men

T. D.s were highly touted at the
outset, only to run into difficulties
which will be settled by their play-

in

first

team since 1942

runner up posi-

in the

League "A."
The only surprise

hampered by lack
its

surplus.

50

tion in

issue brings to a close the

BOWDOIN ORIENT.

Coach Dinny Shay

.

'43

issues J. Theodore Irish '45, William A.
Joseph C. Woods '48, Arnold Cooper '48, Carl J.

Dougherty
Cooper '49, Peter
'46,

Lead Softball

Betas, Bates

Blake

—

Summer

Reporters for the

'44,

Swarthmore "Phoenix"
George F. McClelland

A second unit which is challenging this outfit for starting berths
includes a capable backfield of
Pat Slattery at quarter, Mclntyre
and Bill Toomy at the halves and
Tim Donovan at full. The line has

By Pete King
Roger Williams and Bud SmethPerhaps the most promising enrolled at Bowdoin last Fall as hurst, ends; Reiche and Shepard,
amateur golfer to appear on the a pre-medical student. Four years tackles; Butler and Hay, guards;
New England sports horizon in older and stronger from military and Olsen at center. The other
recent years
since
the great service, Ray was now destined two elevens have some good prosFrancis Ouimet passed through to win almost everv tournament pects, including ends Cobb, Stetthe limelight is young Ray Lebel he entered, both in and out of son and Shaw; tackles Newton,
Crowell, Angeramo and Reardon;
of Bowdoin College and Bath, the State of Maine.
Maine. Considered by many whoj
As leading golfer for the Col- guards—Stevens and Eaton; cenhave watched his play, as being lege last Spring, Ray beat all ters Muehlen and Garvin; backs
Emmons, Small, Huen and Weina consistent and accurate golfer, comers in the State College
Lebel has been actively engaged Tourney and brought the crown er.
in tournaments this summer.
Among those expected to report
back to the Campus. He went on
Ray gained local prominence to win titles from Amherst and this week are several members of
,

—

|

—

j

—

'

—

I

several years ago, 1942 to be ex- Massachusetts
State College, last years' squad including a stellar
act, when he swept through the 'Next came the New England In- euard in Jim Kimball and a fine
all-Maine Amateur Tourney with tercollegiate Golf Tournament in halfback in Matt Branche. These
a clear record. He climaxed this! which Ray was entered as a rep- and other newcomers wil1 soon be
great year by taking the Maine resentative of Bowdoin and won in there fighting for positions and
Amateur Golf Open Champion- fourth prize.
Jjaking Shay's job of picking a
ship. It was quite a feat for an
Summer golf competition in the arsity even tougher.
eighteen year old lad
State of Maine attracted this
Shay, former Notre Dame backThe war interrupted Lebel's young Bowdoin golfer next. In a field star, is well equipped to precollege and golf plans, and he en- heated battle with C.
Abbott pare Bowdoin for one of its most
listed in the Marine Air Corps. of
Augusta,' Ray finished one critical seasons. He was a top-flight
While serving in this branch of stroke behind the up-state golfer aide to Adam Walsh in those banthe service, he leaped into na-jin his quest for the Maine Open ner years before the war,
and
tional fame by winning two West- Title.
while in service, coached last year's
ern open titles in one year. Rayi
One of the most popular stu- informal squad.
was on his way. But the Marines dents on the campus, Ray Lebel,
His assistants in planning
'

This consideration also applies to veterans who formerly took
in campus activities but have now developed an interest
in their work; they find themselves with no prospect in the
present or future of filling any responsible jobs. The part played by personal prestige in the carrying on of campus activities
is undeniable. If returning veterans are to take part, they must
be able to enter on levels commensurate with their past experience and present abilities. We believe that with a little careful
planning this can be managed successfully without forcing out
any present incumbents.

no part

|

1

j

A

1

Another argument for the lack of volunteers in the organizations that is often presented is that they are all controlled by the
same group of individuals, that one makes the rounds of various meetings and sees the same faces at

all

of them.

If

such

an interlocking directorate exists, it continues in power largely
by default. Activities can be conducted only by people who
show an active interest in them. With more participants a wider
distribution of control

A

is

inevitable.

freshman class of approximately 80 will enter Bowdoin
These men are the traditional raw material on which
campus organizations function. They are of little use, however,
without guidance from upperclassmen. This guidance must be
provided if Bowdoin is to have an activity program commensurate with the size of its enrollment
1

this fall.

D.C.

though

and

differently,

once

I

who combines modesty and

again golf plans were swept aside antness
for

more important

duties.

A footnote of interest in connection with Lebel's service experience is the fact that he
trained at Chapel Hill, North
Carolina with those two very
prominent Boston Red Sox stars,
Ted "The Kid" Williams and

Johnny Pesky.

Ray

tells

many

interesting stories of pre-flight
training with these two public
figures.

Returning to civilian life a bit
huskier and more mature Lebel

HB

pleas-

along with his natural
ability, is currently enrolled in
the College as pre-dental student.
An honor student, Lebel has
compiled a fine scholastic record
during his short residence here at
Bowdoin.
Added to the many achievements that this young Bowdoin
lad has in his record book, is
his ability to play "the sweetest
trumpet on campus". Ray is a
musician to boot and has been a
trumpet mainstay of the Polar
Bears for the past two trimesters.

interesting T-parties for

some
Bowdoin

opponents are Frank Sebastianski,
Danny MacFayden and Irv Heuther.

Sebastianski

'42,

line

coach,

was one of Bowdoin's outstanding
guards of the Walsh era. He
coached the linemen for last year's
informal eleven. MacFayden. forbig league pitcher, got most
of his coaching experience in turning out well-drilled athletic teams

mer
for

Vermont Academy. Heuther

served as athletic officer at the

Brunswick Naval Air Station and
produced some potent basketball
teams there.

1"^
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"What Are You Here For?" Masque and Gown
Theme Of Sills Address Outlines Plans

Announces

Faculty Changes

Abrahamson
Resumes Teaching

Retire;

In an interview President Sills
an unprecedented
change in the faculty. President
Sills emphasized the fact that although our student
body is
larger than before, Eowdoin will
retain its high pre-war standards
through such changes in person-

announced

nel.

The

first

of the

many changes

in the faculty is the loss of two
of our full professors, Manton
Copeland and M. Phillips Mason.

Professor Copeland is on sabbatical leave and will retire next
June.
Professor Mason retired
last June and is now Professor
Emeritus.
Associate Professor Albert Abrabamson has returned from senice

For New Season

Opening Chapel Service Held
In First Parish Church

And Mason

with 4he government and has

now resumed teaching.
The following members

of the
faculty were promoted to full professorships at Bowdoin's last commencement: Nathaniel C. Kendrick. Professor of History and
Acting Dean; Morgan B. Cushing,
Professor of Economics; Fritz C.
A. Koelln, Professor of German;
Newton P. Stallknecht, Professor

of Philosophy; Athem P. Daggett,
Professor of Government; Ernst
C. Helmreich, Professor of History and Government; Rein hard
L. Korgen, Professor of Mathematics; William C. Root, Professor
of Chemistry; and Samuel E.
Kamerling, Professor of Chemis-

Quinby Emphasizes
Need For Production
Workers At Meeting

In accordance with the by-laws morality, and religion had to be
of Bowdoin College, President Ken- maintained. He also expressed his
belief that it was the finished
product that mattered, and not
the separate facts amassed by
the student.
The "dilution" of courses referred
to
in
connection with
standards of scholarship was construed by the student body to
mean a lowering, of standards.
ChapeL Tha theme of President This is not so. The President
Sills' talk to the assembled un- meant that the usual amount of
dergraduates was, "What are you personal attention would be reduced because of the increase in
here for?"
The President offered several enrollment. President Sills then
made several announcements of
solutions such as "to have a good
time, to learn the ways of a man college affairs*
The dormitories of the Brunsof the world, to take part in athwick .Naval Air Base have been
letics, to find out how to get on
with your fellows, and to learn named Alderman, Ellis, and Tayhow to make a living". President lor in honor of the commanding
officers at the Base during the
Sills summed up his own answer
war. Because of the sudden loss
to his question by saying, "All
of the Dow Field barracks outthese things are good, each in its
own way, but no one of them is side Bangor, the University of
primary. Education is the pursuit Maine is occupying the remainder
of the air station facilities.
of the idea of good, in which purPresident Sills announced that
suit characters are made".
twelve men had been added to the
President Sills also brought out faculty and that
he felt the prothe important role of religion in fessional staff
had never been
a
college
education.
Quoting stronger. Linking the. text-book
Plato, "Ignorance in the tech- shortage
with the meat shortage,
nological fields is bad enough, but the President
concluded his reis not half so bad as spiritual igmarks on current conditions by
norance", the President pointed announcing the
present board rate
out that standards of scholarship, of eleven dollars
and fifty cents.
neth Charles Morton Sills officially
opened the college year on October 7th with a service of morning
prayer. Because of the increased
enrollment from six-hundred to
approximately nine-hundred and
seventy-five, the service had to be
held in the First Parish Church
instead of the accustomed College

16,
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Third Period Score Gives Amherst
7-0 Victory Over Bowdoin Eleven;
Fumbles, Penalties Mark Game

9

And Promotions
Copeland

ORIENT

The Masque and Gown started
Monday evening with a smoker
which was held in the Moulton
Union Lounge and presided over
by Douglas Carmichael '44, Pres-

Dougherty Heads

Phi Beta Kappa

Student Council;

Initiates

ident of the club. The Executive
Committee of the group was introduced at that time as follows:
Edward L. Kallop, Jr. '48, Secretary; Robert F. Fargo '49. BusiWilliam A. Dougherty '46 was
ness Manager; Byron E. Keenc
'elected President, John A. Pid'47, Production Advisor; Conrad
'49
geon
Vice-president,
and
H. Peacock '49, Production Mana- Thayer
Kingsbury '45 'Secretaryger; Frederick D. Wildman '48,
Treasurer of the Student Council
Publicity Manager; and Arnold
in the elections held at the close
Cooper '48 and Frederick W. Lacof last trimester.
cy, Jr. '49, Members-afr-Largc.
In addition to the above menPresident Carmichael explained
tioned officers the Council inthe organization of the ^fasque
cludes Harry Carey '46, Alexanand Gown and the requirements der Robertson '48,
Stanley A.
for membership, majoring in one
Lowrey '45, Donald E. Clark '46,
production or minoring in two.
Michael H. Kuh "46. Boyd MurThe next speaker was Profess*
phy *48, William Cobb '47 and
or George H. Quinby, Director of
Leonard Sandquist '47.
Dramatics, who outlined the orThe Council has decided that
ganization's program for the curhouseparties will be held Thursrent season.
day and Friday, December 19 and

reading of "Ruddigore" with ac-

46

as

chairman

of

A

Polar Bear eleven in Bowdoin's

rivals throughout,

rushing while

prompt

wt M m

dropped another Smith toss on the
President Sills appointed the goal, but after Pierce punted out
following to this all important to the 28, Amherst came back,
committee:
this time not to be denied. After
From the Trustees: Hoyt A. a pass had achieved a first down
on the 7, fullback Ford cracked
'95,
Moore
William W. Lawrence over in two tries. Morse place'98,
Harold L. Berry '01, and kicked the extra point.
William D. Ireland '16.
Bowdoin's
last
drive
com-

R

1

menced midway in the final
period on the 15 only to stall on
Palmer '04,
the Lord Jeff 32 after 4 first
'13, and Adriel
downs. Bill Dougherty recovered
'16.
U. Bird
an Amherst fumble on the visitors
From the Alumni Council: Ezra 44 -a few plays later, but another fumble gave Amherst back
P. Rounds '20, Richard S. Chapthe ball after Bill Mclntyre had
man '28, Stephen D. Trafton '28, gone off tackle to the 30.
and Charles T. Ireland '42.
Bowdoin's entire forward wall
From the Alumni: John H. Hol- was outstanding on defense and
ford '07, Edward P. Garland '16, the backfield men ran hard, but
Roliston G. Woodbury '22, and the Polar Bears blocking was on

From

J

the Overseers: George R.

Walker

Harry
Chester G. Abbott

I

ftfH

'02,

L.

'

I

the sloppy side, especially the
downfield variety which is so imtouchdown
runs.
portant
for
Smith and Madden were outstanding for the visitors. The former's
kicking was a prime factor in the

-

Alden H. Sawyer

965

'27.

From

the Faculty: Herbert R.
Brown, Morgan B. Cushing, Seward J. Marsh '12, and Philip S.

Time

j

lers to the 6. The march was
temporarily stalled when Madden

plan in motion.

t

I

period the Bay Staters
drove for their only tally. Smith
returned a fine punt by Jim
Pierce to his 47. Here. Smith
tossed a strike to Madden on the
og
^the fcrtter twisted Ms-ray
brilliantly through Bowdoin tackthird

a committee repreall Bowdoin groups,
which committee was invested
with power to-study-me
to
determine upon a P»an of action if
it seemed wise and to put that

|

Five Countries Represented
In Record Fall Enrollment

Smith and two more frustrated
Bowdoin offensives. Early In t»c
Sills

appoint

to

1

Sun Rises

Wilder

I

'23.

From the Undergraduates: the victory- Morse and Meade were
President of the Student Council the best linemen both offensively
and the Editor-in-Chief of the and defensively for Amherst.
Orient.
[ Continued on Page j ]

Inmate Of Naval Air Station
Is Wild-Eyed Over Confusion
*

By
There

for those

three

never a dull

is

living

in

dormitories

Bill

moment

one of
Bowdoin

dents occupy at the (Naval
Base.

the

1

pan

COMING EVENTS
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Tax
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unconsciously has appeared
in my speech since I've come
aboard the USS BNAS
be sure
when con templa tine a bus ride to
or from the Naval Air Station
that you check with the latest
schedule released by the Bursar's
Office. Heathcliff O. DcBasc, the

—

stu-

Air

Tile other morning I noticed a
very uneasy young man hustling
from one end of the corridor to
the other scanning anxiously the
room
in
numbers,
obviously
search of something.
"Where is it ?" I heard him
wonder. "Room 24-42, 24-38 — no,

Davis
that

\

j

]

the ground for 180 yards.

Polar Bears took over. A clipping
penalty nullified a 25 yard sweep
Matt Branche, and then
Pierce fumbled again on the 32.
When the Lord Jeffs failed to
gain, Smith angled a punt out on
the 2, keeping Bowdoin with their
backs to the wall. Twice Bowdoin
drives in the initial stanza were
halted by penalties, and only a
spirited goalinc stand prevented
the visitors from tallying after
Pierce fumbled a pass from center on the 12.

sentative of

Of Student Group

made

outcharged their

by

action.

They authorized President

Four B.C.A. Men

™f"!?*Z1SS!?£Z

line

for raising major sums to meet
admitted physical and endowThe second quarter was an even
ment needs of the College, the
Boards at their June meeting took one, featured by a quick kick by

?Attend Meeting

To Library

light

Jim Pierce put the Big White in
an awkward position at the start
when he fumbled the kick-off on
the Bowdoin 22. However, Amherst's vaunted attack moved in
reverse back to the 32 where the

Council that the College should
without delay initiate a program

WGAN

Gifts

Bowdoin moved on

John T.Gould

Bowdoin-On-Air

s,

Bowdoin's

heavier opponents consistently, holding Amherst to 57 net yards

In response to the recommendations made last April to the
Governing Boards by the Alumni Council that the College should
without delay initiate a program for raising major sums to meet
admitted physical and endowment needs of the College, the
Boards at their June meeting took prompt action.
In response to the recommendations made last April to the Governing Boards by the Alumni

hauseparty

The

home game

formal postwar

Outplaying their Bay State

fumbles and penalties shut the door on any

scoring opportunities.

Appoints Committee
To Launch Drive For Funds

Club Season Of Concerts

Several Notable

first

al-

victory over a fighting

7 to

before a crowd of almost. 4.000.

Features First

I

up by a pass play which covered

Sills

shortly.
He pointed games.
out tfiat the reading will be diPresident Dougherty also anrected by Alan S. Cole '45, who
nounced that the Council has
was prominent in such productry.
vested complete supervision of
tions before the war and who has
Freshman rules in the Student
The following assistant professlong been prominent in Masque
Council Disciplinary Committee,
ors were promoted to be associate
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson, in previewing plans
for the and Gown activities.
and informed the Freslimen at
professors: George H. Quinby, As* coming Ulee Club season, stated that
second
production
will
be
The
the largest group in the histhe Council smoker that these
colBowdoin-on-thc-Air,
t h c.
sodate Professor of
English
tory of the organization will present the "Messiah"*
on December Euripides' "Cyclops", in English, rules would be strictly enforced. lege's own radio program, began
Philip M. Brown, Associate Pro13 in conjunction with the Colby Glee Cjub and Choral Society. which will be done under the difessor of Economics; Myron A.
of
Professor
afternoon
rection
Quinby
prior
1946-47
its
season
this
Ihe L,Iee Club will be accompanied by the New England
Con- to the Christmas vacation in coJeppesen, Associate Professor of
over
by presenting John
servatory Orchestra.
Physics and Mathematics; Eaton
operation with the Classical Club.
T. Gould '31 who lead a panel disOn November 7 records will be
Leith.
Associate
Professor
of
Books will be placed in the libra
role andafsaportcussion
on
the
Romance Languages; Philip C. made by the Glee Club and the
ry, and tryouts will be announcein
Tfcarh. Associate Professor of Art Meddfebempsters
singing
a
ancc ot a smafl-towfT
scried
soon. Other productions
and Director of the Museum of group of Bowdoin songs. Sixty
uled for the yoar include the
Mr, Gould is extremely wellFine Arts; and Albert R. Thayer, men, comprising the permanent
twelfth annual one-act play conqualified to speak on this subject
Glee Club, will tour other New
Associate Professor of English.
test to be selected from plays
as he is the editor of the Lisbon
The following instructors were England and New York colleges
written by students in February
Falls
Enterprise.
He is more
promoted to assistant professors: before the termination of the
and presented in March; a spring
J
Thomas A. Riley, Assistant .Pro- Christmas vacation.
play; and as a closing production,
Four Bowdoin Christian Asso- widely known as the author of "A
feasor of German; Henry G. RusThe Daily Choir has increased
lAeschylus's "Seven Against The- ciation members were delegated Farmer Takes a Wife," a humorsell, Assistant Professor of Biblimd bes". also in association with the
in number over previous years
to represent the organization at ous, homespun talc of rural New
cal Literature; and Dan E. Chris- with thirty- four men singing
for this fall, Hubbard Hall Library Classical Club as a commencethe Maine Area Conference of England. Assisting Mr. Gould on
tie, Assistant Professor of Physics the noon time
ment play.
services. The band, has been enriched by
a number of
the New England Student Chris- the radio panel were Hunter S.
and Mathematics,
consisting of thirty musicians, will
Professor Quinby emphasized
additions.
Notable among them
tian
Movement this weekend. Frost '47, Ralph H. Griffin, Jr.
There were also many additions play at the Bates and Colby footthe need for production workers
Also plans were made for the -"^"and" Lewis
Fickett. Jr.' '47,
to the faculty: Professor Norman ball games. Professor Tillotson, are the manuscript and corrected by pointing out that a dramatic
coming
year at Monday nights all tnrcc of wnom l00 k an active
L. Munn, formerly of Vanderbilt commenting on this year's pros- galley proof of the popular novel society cannot run with actors
part in the discussion.
University, was appointed Pro- pects, states, "Every man can play "Farmer Takes a Wife", donated, alone.
He said that categories meeting.
Dr. Walter H. Clark, newly-apfessor of Psychology at Bowdoin. his instrument well."
Professor Albert R. Thayer, facby the author, John T. Gould, other than actors to be filled are
Professor Jean L. Darbelnet, forstage managers, property men, pointed faculty advisor, and ten ulty advisor for "Bowdoin-on-thcmember of the class of 1931.
Musical chapel
contributions
merly Professor of French at Mc- will
stage hands, electricians, scene students attended the first meet- Air," has not yet announced a
Equally generous was the dona
begin Friday. October 18,
Gill University, Montreal, was apcarPenters a nd *»»* ing of what President Bernard F. schedule of programs for the comwhen Fred Weidner '50 will be tion this summer by Albert f.
t
Gorton '47 had said he expected ing season although it is certain
pointed Professor of French. ProGould, Trustee of the College, and ers, make-up men, poster artists
soloist. Philip Danforte '50 will
fessor Alton H. Gustafson, forphotographers,
box office to be a successful year. Also at that the Sundav Choir and the
and
appear on October 25, and the member of the class of 1908, of
the meeting was Dr. Henry G. Meddiebempsters will be heard latmerly Professor of Biology and
workers,
ushers,
typists,
and
Meddiebempsters
Bob
will
sing on the wheel from Captain
Russell, recently replaced by Dr.
Acting Dean at Williams was aper on in the series.
November 8. The Trombone Trio Bartlett's boat, the "Morrisey", playwrights.
Clark as faculty advisor.
prospective
memMembers
and
plus a large collection of Captain
will play on November 15.
«
[ Continued on Page 4 \
President Gorton, Walter Marbers were asked to complete the
Bartlett's log books and papers
'49,
'50,
Peacock
Conrad
H.
thcr
The papers are in the process of
and Willard C. Richan '49 will acStudents Set
being shipped here from New at that time in order that their
company Dr. Clark to the twomight
be
York. The wheel has recently ar- preferences
day Maine Area Conference Satrived and has been placed beside known. Any persons not present
All
Enrollment
at this meeting who are interest- urday and Sunday at Camp TanAdmiral Peary's sledge.
ed in the Masque and Gown are glewood. The purpose of the
Made possible by the acquisiOther gifts include a framed asked to contact Professor Quin- meeting is to integrate the work
letter
written
by Richard P, by or a member of the Executive of the different college Christian tion of three buildings at the
By Robert O. Shlpman
Blackmore, the author of "Lorna Committee.
Brunswick Naval Air" Station
| Continued on Page
4 \
The other day a veteran who
The increased enrollment this Doone", which was presented to
which are housing approximately
the college by Dr. D. C. Wescott
has returned to Bowdoin this Fall mesas that the small, intia hundred and eighty-five men,
of South Windham, Maine. Also
Fall after several years of mili- mate classes which were essenBowdoin has reached an 'all time
received was a collection of ten
tary service told us that he tially part of the normal Bowdoin
high for enrollments with a stuillustrated
volumes of Japanese
thought the College was getting of the past are physically impossiart, given by Arthur C. Shorey.
|dent body of nine hundred and
back to normal. Those of us who ble. Professors must now instruct Class
sixty-five.
of
1904.
Four
new
leather
have returned to Bowdoin during in terms of large classes, at- lounge
chairs have been placed in
It is interesting to note that in
the past three trimesters are in a tempting to point out the essenBy Mack Walker
the summer of 1945 the total enthe Alumni Reading Room.
position to agree somewhat with tials of their courses but leaving
Kenneth J. Boyer, the Librari- * The register of students enter- come to the United States for rollment at" the college was one
this observation. There are many io the student the necessity of
hundred and twenty five. So, in
an, has expressed the hope that
old Bowdoin men who have wait- getting the detail as best he can
ing Bowdoin this Fall includes their college educations. Hamrell the course of
little more than a
ed with keen eagerness for this without the added help which, in in the future the library may get four men who have recently ar- is particularly pleased with the year the
school
has absorbed
other manuscripts of books writFall and the resumption of the the past, he found In the classatmosphere eight hundred and forty more stucongenial
ten by Bowdoin men. He also rived from Europe to study here friendly,
traditions which have madb Bow- room.
dents.
These
figures
compare
wishes
to
color
extend
to
the
Ostcrsund,
in
incoming
from
Sven
Hamrell
is
steeped
Sweden
such
a
spirit
is
here; in
This is not a distrcss.ng situadoin a college
with the normal standing from
tion. Without having the exact freshmen an invitation to make Sweden; Christian Langaard from unknown. In fact, there are aland warmth.
1935 to the beginning of the war
full use of the library facilities,
privileges
Petropoulos
.Norwav;
Dennis
Oslo,
figures
dinlag
universities
colleges
at
or
most no
our disposal, wc venThe return of
of six hundred and twenty five.
stating that
library
personnel
and ture we say that the avcrag*
to the fraternities, the hooted
age are glad to be of help in locating from Athens, Greece; and Peter in his country comparable to
As a large number of men will
Prins from Amsterdam, Holland,
Bowdoin; and those that do exist
furious pace of fraternity rushing, level of Bowdoin student is much
complete their work in 1948, it is
material.
college
universally
the
most
Perhaps
tnc
older
of
for
very
well-to-do.
than
are
only
the
it has ever been. This
the vesper hymn*
expected that, until then, the enstriking impression of American
^im>. the wooding at football maturity should and can overChristian Langaard has been in
college life received by these stu- this country for only about two rollment will remain about the
«t Whlttter FUrkt, the walk come the deficiency which necesdents is the freedom and inform- weeks. He lived in Oslo throughthrough the famous Bowdoin pines sarily faces every student who
Continued on Pane
I
American out the occupation of Norway by
ality
with which
from Bowdoin football has enrolled in the College. The
scholars treat members of the the Germans. He is rather mystithe Informal attire of stu- real danger of the increased en- Thurs., Oct. 17
t»e
who
Europe
and
others
in
faculty
and
classes,
roUment
by
complaints
present
_
about
fied
confronts those men who
deats In the
7:00 p.m.— Memorial 101, Ac
might be called their social su- conditions over here. In the Blanket
warmth of friendly greetings of have entered Bowdoin directly
horn Debate Trials.
Bowdoin men on the campus^ are from high school or preparatory
p.m.— Moulton Union. Eliz- Periors. In Sweden for instance, cities of Norway the people lived
*hose
on
teacher
of
meeting
his
student
school.
reminders
»
on potatoes and dried codfish. Hearings Called
They must accept the spall tangent
abeth May Craig, foreign cora uation as it is and assert
expected to remove Some things could be found on the
trmdlUon» which make Bowdoin
respondent, will speak on herf thc stre€t *
themThe Faculty Committee on
college, selves, seeking out
the education
experiences in Germany from his h a * *** bow Another thing Black Market, but prices were
flae •moll New England
the Blanket Tax will hold hearthe
Europeans prohibitive: butter cost fifteen
'which she has recently re- that impresses these
a college known throughout of which Is available to them. This
ings early In the week of Occalls for a type of maturity
^ tne happy-go-lucky, naive atti- dollars a pound, for example.
United Statea s* the "auiturer
turned.
which
tober 21 to receive applicatude of American youth as comthey would not have to assume at Sat., Oct. 19—
Christian came to the United
tions fur the appropriation of
these Bowdoin under normal
pared to the seriousness prevalent States for study partly because
Bowdoin Fathers Day.
But underlying ajl of
conditions.
associate Incoming freshmen
Eu- of the crowded conditions in the funds for the Fall and Spring
can meet this
2:00 p.m—Whittier Field. Bow on the racked continent of
things which we love to
trimesters, 1946-1947.
fundamental challenge, if they are willing
three Norwegian universities. He
doin vs. Williams J. V. Foot rope.
with Bowdoin is a
to
will pre- put first things first,
Undergraduate managers of
Sven Hamrell arrived in New has done considerable skiing in
to avoid the
ball at Exeter.
change, a change which
activities
returning
supported
the
by
distracting influences which' are San., Oct. 20
York about two months ago. He that Ration of winter sports and
vent the College from
Blanket
Tax must submit
time to come. present on any college campus
expects to continue this winter.
is one of those students who took
5:00 pjn.— Chapel. Rev. Whit
to normal for some
Uie and to buckle down
audited
of
reports
or income and
reached
the
enrollment
Dennis
Petropouros
sysexchange
of
the
from the
ney Hale, D. D. of the Church advantage
The current
h*mdrcd
expense
for 1946-1946, and hudstart, determined to make their
tern operated by the Scandina- United States from Greece last
of the Advent, Boston.
College is nearly four
attendFoundation July. He spent five years with the g-ets for 1946-1947 approved by
vian - American
men more than have ever and ot four jears at Bowdoin success- Mon„ Oct. 21
their faculty ad vigors.
8:15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Re- whereby a number of American guerrillas in the Greek hills,
od Bowdoin in U»e past, veter- ful.
The
time
are
of the hearings will
four-fifths
"•singly Ugh percentage
cital by Yves Tinayre, Tenor. students travel to some Scandi- fighting the invaders in conjuncthis number
factors offer a of veterans,
'the Fall enrollment WoiL, Oct. 2»—
navian country for study, and an tion with a British mission. Here be posted on the bulletin board
ans. These two
,
College.
the
to
therq
Continued
Page
near
over
on
the
chapel.
equal number from
[
James Bowdoin Day.
4 ]
great challenge
[ Continued on Page 2
J

Boyer Announces

third period score, set

most 50 yards, gave Amherst a

William E. Maclntyre '45 and
Stanley N. Altman, Jr. '47.
Those elected to the society
last June are: Robert M. Cross
'45; Robert C. Miller '47; Martin
Robinson '48; and Simon
E.
Dorfman '48. George M. Muller '42
and John F. Magee '47. also
members, received their degrees
•*
in September.

announced

Tillotson Previews Glee

By George McClelland

afternoon the following students were initiated
into the Bowdoin Chapter, Alpha
of Maine, of Phi Beta Kappa:

council also appointed
Donald E. Clark as director of
the football dances, the first of
which was held last Saturday evening
in
the
Moulton Union.
excellent opportunity
to
read
Dances will also be held following
parts effectively. Tryouts will be
the
Williams and the Maine
plans.

Two Men Outcharge Heavier Line

On Monday

Sets Houseparty

companying music furnished by
the Simpson Sound System. Professor Quinby said that this reading will offer new members an

4,000 See Polar Bears

•

|

j

lost soul

who

lives

in

the room

above mine in Alderman Hall, has
been hard pressed keeping his
plans for each day in order. So
far three different announcements
.have been posted concerning the
arrival
and departure of the
"Green Beetle" of the Brunswick
Transportation Co. I understand
a" newer, bigger and better, completely revised time table is soon
1

j

j

J

that

isn't it;

Head. Oh,

Room
so

Head

Officer

where

is

24-31, Officers'

that's
lives.

where the
But
but,

—

— IT?"

I'm sorry to say that I never
did find out whether or not IT
was found. I had to hustle to
catch the bus for an eight
o'clock class. It
takes a few
minutes to cut one's merry way
tlirough the early morning fog
that envelops the Base every' so
often. Fortunately, though, it is
equally difficult for the bus driver to make his sly pretense of
staying on the road, thus I usually can find him before he's started back to Brunswick.
Take my word for it, mate
notice, please, the salty twang

«a«

—

to

appear.

All

these

alterations

and revisions arc rather confusj

!

I

i

ing for poor Heathcliff.

Checking
the
ever-changing
schedule
Heathie just can't understand why it must be changed
so often
is the least of his worries, however. There is,always the
problem of what to do when he
misses the bus. The simplest thing
,

—
—

to do, I told

my

friend,

is

of

course to hitch-hike. A Chief Pcl[ Continued on Page. 4 ]
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

_,.

-

£~

.

.

of

Whi c h we are

characteristics of

we

First

ever

Editor-in-cfctef

w-

€*rtto *47

normalcy at Bowdoin

go

still

as well attended as

is

and

houseparties

weekends make themselves
Douglas Caimlihacil '44
Richard A. Wiley '49

aye the

extra Gurricular activities,

»

eluding

Associate Editors

These

heard.

in-

football

not

felt, if

were import-

activities

ant before the war; but the attitude of

MMaicimc Editor*

Sports Editor

'IS
Jr. *4»

\

George f. MoOeiiand

dents.

ii »49

Those who came

to

Bowdoin

to stu dy are studying with

amazing determination and enthusiasm. Those
who came to Bowdoin to enjoy the social benefits of the G: I. Bill are pursu-

Feature Editor
Nelson l. Towers

'47

Assistant Editors
p. Kendall Niven, jr. '46

James B. Hall
Paul w. Moran

'47

,

L

I
*^2J**B ^"

?l

wuiard

!J«
'49

Marfc Walker '50

*" WU*y

'**

Leonard p. Beu

'47

j

,

•

.

Managing Editor This issue

*k**Wl

.

i
goa l with equal determination and enthusiasm. College men,
.
«
especially those who have been away
on business" have a greater fixity of
purpose individually than the 1 940
student; it is diversity of purpose in
t h e stu dent body as a whole, however,
tnat ten(ls to detract from the unity of

*

c Riohan

.

.

in g their

*47

Fcaderlok W. WUey '47
James F. Loogley, Jr. '48
David Croweii '49

the College.

Business Manager ....

Bowdoin might be likened

Aseistant Buainess Manager.

,

*

Manager

Raymond m. Jensen

to a

crew of one thousand men.
,
00 many crew members are out of
stroke, having missed a few practices
during the war. AH crew members are
pu ui ng t hci r oars well; when we have
found a common goal more important
j- -j
..
1
to us than our individual one*, we
sha11 ** in Stroke and the she11 wiU
shell witJi a
~,

Bernard M. Goodman '47
c. cahot Eastoa m*
George Pappa* '48

»48

~~-

BOWDOIN .PUBLISHING COMPANY

•

_. _^
DltYctorv

Professor Amern P. Daggett
Associate Professor Philip M. Brown
Charles W. Curtis '47
Leonard d. Bell '47

move more

than any prc>. tl
j
f
WSiT CTew could drive it. The analogy
of the shell and the crew is exhausted,
Dut pe rna ps it has served to indicate a

-

fjS'iX^u!^ aZj!Ti r
ctiuvPMhjHnRtprtxvsth*

.

efficiently

u

•

major question asked by President
in his opening chapel address:

Sills

"What
Published bi-WMkljr whw eUmrt are held by the StadmU of
Howdoin CoUwe. Address s*ws comnuMlle-tions to the Editor
«°*Bn"u,,e*tlo«l» to *• Business nUn«rrr of the
'^hSSf*
Bowdoin
PobilAlnr Company st the Orient Offloe In th* _
h
ton Union. Bowdoin CoUege, Bruntwick, Maine.
Entered as

•aoond class matter at the post

office

at

1848

ing. Fraternities,
it

editorials,

the

especially

whether they achieve

or not, are founded wy;h this func-

Bowdoin

tion as a goal.

editor's first one, is apparently a tricky

tradition, and, right or

is

a college of

wrong,

frater-

business.

nities are part of that tradition.

Gener-

ed*

ations of fraternity

The editor has been informby men of experience that in order

to interest his readers (we

assume

in-

men

have found

by imposing certain inconven-

that

be one object of

terested readers to

iences

and certain duties upon

their

journalism) he must blast some unsuspecting person for conscientiously do-

pledges, they have unified their dele-

ing his job, crusade for some Utopian

by sharing common

ideal that has challenged

Bowdoin

gations.

Men

pledged to a fraternity,
tasks with the

other pledges, have been drawn

sui-

dents for generations, or at least he

lives for years after
last

admissible to the

chapel.

Much

"news"

and happy

in-

friendships, such criticism

clusive dass

under the influence of the
Hearst school of journalism.

is but chipping at the cornerstone of
one fundamental aspect of Bowdoin

be the Orient's policy,
however, to go a little beyond blasts
and crusades, and occasionally to use
space for recording a few impressions
and attempted analyses of Bowdoin in
her first post-war year. If a few of us
could turn from a life of doing to a life

life.

will

It

FRESHMAN RULES
Fraternities, however, are

is

and will perhaps be a significant one in the development of
American education..

freshman

interesting

is

term, however,
status

quo

This

fact is

to the

|

i

give the green light to the sadistic desires

of sophomores,

we are now

education in 1046.

we

If this {met is not

shall call

H

an

a—pp.

but having made the assumption,

«SSSl

member,

College.

That the two paragraphs next above,
names

of the owners, stockholdand security holders, if any, contain
not only the list of the stockholders and seholders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is actiug. la uiven also
that the said two paragraphs contain state-

ers,

:

ments embracing

affiant's

full

knowledge

;

LEONARD D. BELL.
Business Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
11th day of October, 194S.
WILLIAM F. MORGAN,
Notary Public.
(My commission expires May 20, 1949)

for Amherst. He later appeared at the dance in the
casually directing the band with a halfglass in lieu of a baton.
hate to dispel the
illusions of some young ladies who were putting
him down in their memory books as a typical Bowdoin man, but. a pleasant conversation with him revealed that this was only his second visit to the
campus. He also informed us that he was from Boston, was staying at one of the fraternity houses,
was an architect by profession and therefore deeply
afflicted by. the sight of
Hall, and that he was
having a wonderful time.
had a wonderful time
too this weekend, in case anyone wants to knew.

Union,

We

filled

Certain sections of the campus *om to be humming with rumors as to the identity of Ensign
James Keith. Ensign Keith, in case you aren't familiar with the name, is a character who appears in t
a short, story on page 71 of the October 7 issue of
LIFE, the one with Bing Crosby and Joan Caulfield on the cover. Ensign Keith is a young Boston ian with a belief in the eternal rightness of the
right things and a desire to enforce Navy regula-

Mem
We

which

=25

supposed to be the American
it encourages competition (an euphemism for dog
is

Way, because

eat dog), it is also said that the
College must find adequate eating
quarters for the incoming students as soon as possible.

Now

there's the rub! If the col-

wants to encourage the
American Spirit is its proper
light I have the solution. (Thank

lege

Dear Bowdoin,

please,

Dear Bow-

that yours is
the American Way. Just abide by
it
and suffer
but you won't
suffer half so much as I who
have offered the plan. If you
don't believe me take a look at

doin,

don't

insist

—

As such, the vetwho makes any false statement may be denied any future

a

Information For Veterans

is

offered

to

certification.

eran

By Nelson Towers
This column

rights under Public Law 346
Anyone governed by upon their discovery by the Vetlaw who has not received a erans Administration.
If the earned income of a sinform by next November 1st
should contact Mr. Goud, as these gle veteran, without dependents,
must be filled not later than next should exceed $175 per month, or
a veteran with dependents should
November 5th.
Public Law 679 states that vet- exceed $200 per month, "»the
erans training under the "G. I. amount of subsistence paid by
Bill of Rights" must prepare and the Veterans Administration may
file a report of their earnings. be reduced accordingly.
Veterans who marry or acThese earnings include any and
all
compensation
received for quire a dependent while receiving

aid throp Hall.

the presentation of
authenticated items of particular
interest to those attending Bowdoin College under either Public
Law 16 or Public Law 346, the
"G. I. Bill of Rights."
Veterans who did not contact
both the Veteran's Advisor of the
College, Mr. Philip S. Wilder, and
the representative from the Veterans Administration at the time
of registration should do so at
once.
Veterans receiving aid under
of
provisions
educational
the
Public Law 346 should fill out and
sign the form being included with
allotment checks for September
and October. These should be given to Mr. A. F. Goud. the Campus Representative of the Veterans Administration, at 19 Win-

veterans by

this

.

work performed, such as waiting subsistence must
on

tables,

monitoring

at

the

furnish satisfactory proof to the Veterans Adin order to receive
in their allowance.
This increase does not take effect
until such time as legal proof is
received by the V. A. or their
local representative, and the increase is not retroactive. Veterans desiring further information
are advised to see Mr. Goud.

swimming pool, and any other ministration
work for which the veteran re- an increase
ceives pay. Do not include such
items as pension, veteran's bonus,
subsistence
allowance, financial
aid from home, or money received as a gift.
The signing and filing of the
necessary statement is considered
•

Wallace

curity

and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.

c

sidelight of the

Daniel

J.

Hasson
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Letter To Editor
Must Be Signed
Letters To The Editors are
welcomed by The Bowdoin
Orient, and all are urged to
write in their opinions and
views on subjects of interest.

Unsigned letters, however, will
not be printed under any circumstances.

INB1&TI4
JJITHE 1933 ORJLGON-

All-American
every year

OKE0ON STATE
GAME, STATE BLOCKEP
A FOWT-ATTE&r

TOUCHDOWN

10CK. $Y
HOISTING THEIR* 6V
CENTER INTO

Here's the team that continues to give Amcricp
the finest telephone service in the world:

AIR.

A

group of Associated Companies proTides telephone service in their respective
territories.

The Long Lines Department of A.T.4 T.
handles Long Distance end Overseas
service.

The

Bell Telephone Laboratories and

Western Electric Company are responsible
for scientific research and the
a n u fa cture

m

of equipment.

The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, through advice and assist!
co-ordinates the activities of

This

the rules can,

is

all.

the Bell Telephone System;

Thousands of college graduates have
their places on this team of communication
experts and are making telephony a career;
i

when enforced with
tion,

the utmost discre-

band the freshmen into a unit

that will weather years of dispersion

impossible;

fosters fraternity spirit

-

Amherst game last Saturday
was the very genial gentleman with battered fca.t
and bottle who rose to his feet from a place in the
Bowdoin student section and insisted on cheering

c

with thejr feared or-

and still find itself more or less intact
on each Alumni Day. The Orient,

in a state of normalcy with respect to

tion.

rules,

supported by history: a
is

In addition to the excuse that

-

a single unit and

of an American college.

retrogression

admitted,

class into

gan for enforcing them, the S.C.D.C.,
were made part of the Bowdoin tradition. Contrary to the view that freshman rules were established only to

a different entity

when applied

eliminate

m

freshmen. In order to weld the entire

we would

in 1946

isn't,

•

a unifying

to prevent the formation of cliques,

Bowdoin

of each individual

must be given.)

m
A

reader will find something in it of interest. The
opinions expressed herein .are not necessarily those
of Bowdoin College. They are not necessarily those
of the Bowdoin ORIENT. They are not even necessarily those of the author.

influence only to distinct groups, of

freshman

from Bowdoin in 1940. Many diehards on campus are still looking for a
return to the "normalcy" of pre-war
"Normalcy" is a misleading
days.

it

—

THE

of thinking for a short period of time,

perceive that this period

If

instruction.

it

—

column with whatever happens to be on our mind at
the moment, serious or otherwise, and hope that the

black.

c

critic-

futed that fraternities do foster lasting

become a rather

was

Brunswick. Maine you, Mr. Baruch). This is the
_.
_,„
,
Editor. Charles W. Curti«.
plan
Postpone pledging for at
Brunswick, Maine
least three months. Have an alManaging _.
Editor, Richard A. Wiley
Brunswick, Maine lotment of Freshmen eat at a dif_ .
Business Manager, Leonard D. Bell
Brunswick, Maine ferent house each night. You'd be
t. That the owner is: (If owned by a
surprised how many men who
corporation, its name and address must be
tajed and also Immediately thereunder the don't have "that look" of success
names and addi'esses of stockholders own- are as sociable, as intelligent,
tig or holding one per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a and above all, as physically fit for
corporation, the names and addresses of athletics
as the more obviously
toe individual owners must be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other un- chosen few.
incorporated concern, its name and address,
If. you
don't accept my plan,
as well as those

they attended their

of the recent

ism of the fraternity has been well
founded, but until the statement is re-

stories has

it

-

to-

could hardly be

It

—

m

What ever became of the good old custom of not
only assigning chapel seats by classes tout of haying
said classes leave chapel in order of seniority? The
confusion of the exodus from chapel these days
seems highly undesirable, and we wish the Student
Council would look into the matter. Either let the
other classes observe the tradition of waiting until the seniors have passed out or seat the seniors
nearest the doors.

some cases unwittingly, into
friendships which have enriched their

printed as news, although the class of

column.

m

Carmicnael

on the crew of a freighter. The description
of the character includes the Interesting fact that
he spent two years at Bowdoin. Since reading the
story we've been checking over all the Bowdoin ensigns of our acquaintance trying to think of one
who fits the description, and we've .come up apitb, a
surprising number of possible candidates, all of
whom vigorously deny ever having met Arthur
Thomas Heggen. It is possible, of course, for Ensign
Keith to be a purely fictitious character and for Mr.
Heggen to have drawn the name of Bowdoin out
of a hatful of New England colleges. After all,
it's hard to believe that anyone could spend two
years at Bowdoin without acquiring a greater familitarity with such facts of life as "jungle juice."
tions

gether, in

must make a reverberating, if unjustified, tirade against some over-enthusiastic campus organization. Writing of
this sort is certainly

appeared Leonard D. Bell, who, having
»een duly sworn according to law, depose*
and says that he is the Business Manager
>t the Bowdoin Orient and thai the foilowlur is, to the best of his knowledge and
ellef, a true statement of the ownership,
nanagement (and If a daily paper, the
circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the. above caption, required by *the Art of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Act of Marah 3.
•M. embodied in section 587. Postal Caws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of
this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing c-ditor, and business managers are:
Name of
Post office address
Publisher, Bowdoin Publishing Co.,

giving the

the development of a man's social be-

ing of Carnegie's "How to Win with this fine old tradition, the present writer is now
Friends and Influence People". starting on his first installment of this column.
- c
This immediately qualifies one as
One of the first problems facing the new columnthe Chairman of the Fraternity's
ist .is that of the proper pronoun by which to refer
Rushing Committee.
to himself. The editorial "we" carries a certain digNow, after, all, there are limita- nity and authority, tout it gets one involved in some
intricate grammatical situations, such as: "We went
tions. When full-grown men conto -sit down at our typewriter but. found it already
sider it a necessity to "pledge" as
occupied." The editorial "we" bringls a host of people
many men as possible in the to the mind of the reader, but this plurality always
shortest time possible there is seems to act in a curiously singular fashion. The
definitely something lacking in pronoun. "I," on the other hand, is very simple to
use we all use it constantly but it always seems
Bowdoin's present set-up. Anyhorribly naked standing up there by itself in a page
time a system is based solely on of print. All original writing is something of a
than
quality
we
rather
quantity
mental strip-tease, and the "I" only seems to achave returned to the Ford Era of centuate the final display. Therefore I have demass duplication when you could cided to refer to myself in this column as "we." It
seems much more comfortable. We shall fill the
buy any kind of a car so long as

Of The Bowdoin Orient published biweek-

None
is

for a successful college man were
By Douglas
many. He had to have a tested
It seems to be an ORIENT tradition of long
marks or standing that there ahall be a column called "Muspersonality or high
"sometimes" just to be a great tard & Cress" (or, as it was once phrased, "Cusathlete. Now with the arrival of tard & Mess"), and that if no better or more willing
person appears on the editorial horizon it ahall be
full post-war enrollment the only
written by any associate editor who doesn't seem
requirement seems to be the readto have any more pressing duties. In conformance

ridiculous.

ly (college session) at Brunswick. Maine,
for October 10th, 1946.
State of Maine, County of CumDcrland. ss.
Before me. a Notary Public in and for
'he State and county aforesaid, personally

Mustard and Cress

attributes

your Psychology Department and
Ownership Notice
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. «end interested students to the
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC.. various Rushing Committees for

3. That the known
gaeees, and other security holders' owning or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
bonds, mortgages, or other securities
s»e: (If there are none, so state.)

basic function of the College

Time was when 'the

To think that in one night or
wholeheartedly. In time, all of a day and a night (depending
those things which we call Bowhow much resistance the
upon
doin tradition will return, and
added to them will be a new victim has) you can deterachievement which will enrich mine a possible pledge's qualificathe College in the years to come.
tions or he yours is absolutely

4.

No. 4

Quantity Or Qualify?
Dear Editor:

It

Brunswick. Maine
bondholders, mort-

Brunswick. Maine.

18,

us,

is

The students of Bowdoin

for?"

FRATERNITIES

NEW BOWDOIN
Writing

we here

are

1

up to each one of
teacher and student, to meet

there. It

,1s

of

One
VoL LXXVI Wednesday, October

editorial

"...

a steadier aim than the r
pre-war stu-

Assistant Sport* Editor

'

President Sills' in the opening
chapel service of the new trimester clearly presented this challenge to all of us. He said in part:
it is the function of the
College to promote in the words
of our character virtue .and piety
and to be concerned with the
whole man, with his mind as well
as with his body, with his spirit
and soul no less." The challenge

Those who have returned ,to Bowdoin
after a leave of absence seem to have

D&ntel J H&sson '47

A

richly deserve.

them has changed.

tne $tudents toward

wJamAlOm
John h. Kkfcob.

circulation

[

What

a part?

notice that classes

on; "K.C.'s Lit"

Ossries

[ Continued from Page 1 J
presents an equally great challenge to the College. Theee men
not only have been absent from
the campus and olassroom for sevyears, but also, .in this period
time, they have matured physically and mentally. These vetis
have faced a type of life
far different from the seclusion
of the college classroom. Each
of them has learned in a matter of days and months many
lessons of life which come to us
through years of hard experience.
This maturity is an asset to each
and every one of them. It must
not be wasted or overlooked. It
Is Imperative that all in the College who come in contact with
these men handle them with the
maturity and understanding th<\v

No. 4

what can we observe about this college

he BOWClOin Orient

I

Sun Rises
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however,

will

not

hesitate

nounce any group of
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Tliere's

to de-

unifying purpose of freshman rules.
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White Drops Opener To Mass.

POLAR

Bridgton Scores Fumbles,
Has Had Varied And 13-6
Victory

Fraternity Touch Shay
Football League
Interesting
In Full Activity

BEARINGS

11-8

Coaching Career Over Jayvees
By Ted

Bowdoin's

Junior

Varsity

lost

George Dennis Shay, better tion from Knute. That list includes the first game of its 1946 season
known on the Bowdoin campus as such names as Layden, Crowley,
last Friday to Bridgton Academy
Chi "Dinny", becomes head coach of and many others.
Psi team battled their way to a the Polar Bears with a wealth of
His first coaching job was at by a score of 13 to 6.
The Bridgton line, ably backed
12-12 deadlock against a small but experience behind him. He has LaSalle High School, Cumberland,
the advantage of having Maryland where he remained for up by husky Wendell Forbes, the
fast Psi U squad, and the DU's had
and played under sqme of only a year, moving on the next Academy's fast, hard-hitting fullwon 12-6 from the Dekes after' worked
the best coaching talent that in- season to Manhattan College as
Losing Polar Bears Outplay Amherst
dropping
their first encounter, tercollegiate
pro- hackneld* coach for his old team- back, broke through early in the
has
football
Football came back to Bowdoin ttte Amherst forward wall, the 18-6, at Pickard Field.
mate Johnny Law. The next four first quarter to recover a fumbled
duced in America.
last Saturday as Dinny Shay's Bowdoin lino looked strong, with
years were spent at the State ball in the Bowdoin end zone.
Under White Key sponsorship
Dinny claims Hartford, Con- Penitentiary in
Polar Bears were downed by an Marty Lee, John Taussig, Jake
Hartford, Conn., Forbes successfully converted for
outrushed Amherst eleven, 7-0. Stankis, Ira Pitcher, and others the League has thirty-two in- necticut, as his birthplace and it as coach. They must have been
Bridgton
was
there
too
he
received
that
The statistics of the game excelling. Offensively, Bowdoin terfraternity games on its schedinteresting ones too, judging from the extra point, giving
"readin',
showed Bowdoin outgaining Am- never did get rolling, although ule, winding up the season on his early education
the length of time he spent there. Academy a 7-0 lead.
Since
herst 181 yards to 57, and having they seemed on the verge of October 30 when a two out of writin' and 'rithmetic."
Dinny came -to Bowdoin in '36
Running from a single wing
these early days, however, most
14 first downs to 6 for the Lord starting several times. Despite
1
Wal
H 5Sl formation. Bridgton scored again
three game playoff series will de- of his time and talents have been
f-while
f still
Jeffs.
Bowdoin never seriously these first two losses, the team'
met our former coach
_.•
M
threatened, spending most of the does have potentialities, and cer- termine the winners of the two- devoted to football. He entered at Notre Dame. Adam had grad- in the third period. This time,
game well within its own territory tainly cannot he counted out of league set-up. The teams leading .Notre Dame in 1926 and the fol- uated the year before Dinny however, they failed to .convert.
lowing year made his debut with matriculated,
•s a result of fumbles, penalties, the State Series.
in league A and C at the end of
but he often revisitThe last quarter saw Bowdoin's
Irish varisty. Although the
and Amherst punts. One Amherst
ed the campus. After working
A fairly large group of Bow- the season will engage the win- the
lightest man on the team, he
team at its best. Interference
pass, Smith to Madden, was the doin rooters journeyed
up to ners of league B and D respective- managed to survive, and credit- with Adam for seven years he
longest play of the afternoon, and Amherst to see the opening game ly for League Championship. Winleft
Bowdoin to enlist in the with a Bowdoin receiver set up
another, Hammond to Neinabcr, with Mass. State. /which seemed ning league teams will be deter- ably too for three seasons. Among Navy. Unable to get rid of the the Polar Bear's lone tally. When
his teammates were some of the football
set up the score.
"bug" he coached for sue the attempted conversion failed,
to be much along the same line mined on a point system with a
all-time football greats, including months' at
Georgia Pre-Flight. Bowdoin lacked seven points of
tesllh of Ambc rst put on aa ex- as the game here Saturday with win constituting two points and a
such
men
as
Marty
Brill, now asscore.
A
Bridgton's
His last days in the Navy were equalling
hibition of panting that is not lots of fumbles and penalties. The tie garnering one point.
sistant
coach at Notre Dame,
work together should
Ukaly to be excelled at Unit tier score had people here on the
Each house has two complete Monty Schwarz, the Stanford conveniently spent at the Bruns- little more
wick Naval Air Station. Thus he weld the team into an efficient
Field for some time. His coffin campus guessing, trying to add A and B teams to send into acmentor, Frank Leahy, head coach was able last year to
coach the and smoothly functioning outfit.
eorner kicks were beautiful, and the most logical combinations of tion against an apponent, the A
of the Irish, and Capt. Johnny Bowdoin varsity,
t
although still in Starting line up:
twice he ^lick-kicked to set the six, three, two, and one, to ar- games starting at 1:30, the B
with whom Dinny later uniform. The season was
Bowdoin
very
Big White way hack In their own rive at the final numbers of games following at 3:30. League Law,
at Manhattan College. short, however, the team
playing
territory. Completely outcbargjng eleven and eight.
A and C is represented by the coached
Pos.
Flayer
(
His major subject while at col- only two games.
DUs. Kappa Sigs, ADs, Zetes, TDs
le
Paul Fitzpatrick
lege, believe it or not, was philosIt
Jack Croweil
With so many years of expert diaries
and the Dekes. League B and D ophy.
Lovejoy
Is (Co-Capt.)
Bridgton Downs Green Jay vees, 13-6
training and experience behind Sandy Siat&re
consists of the ATOs. Betas, Chi
c
re
years
tutelage under him, and such an abnormally Bruce Alden
These
of
Nus,
and
Psis,
ARUs,
Sigma
Psi
Last Friday, the Jayvees lost to catea. Alter the Mass. State win,
Dana Brown
rt
the great Rqckne inspired him to large student body from which to Bill Cobb
Us.
a strong Bridgton Academy team, they swept ever Trinity, and last
qb (Co-Capt.)
Bob 'Emrnons
The games are governed by become a football coach. "Foot- draw material, we are all confi- John
Sunbay
18-6. With a lot more organiza- Saturday beat Tufts 19-7, which regular six man touch football ball,"
says Dinny, "is one of dent that Dinny will have his fair Bob Greene
t
tion and playing together, the una the only touchdown scored rules with referees provided by those things that you can't get share of victories this season. May Leo Dunn .
»
out of your system". Today Din- he have the best of luck, and may
Jayvees may develop into a thus far against the strong Bates the houses.
line.
Jack Joyce, who scored
ny is one of a long list of talent- Bowdoin under his guidance have
winning club, although it is
Results of last weeks jramos:
twice against Bowdoin in 1942,
ed coaches who got their inspira- another Golden Era.
difficult
Zete
A. D.
to predict a win in Joe LarocheUe,
II
„
\
Jack Shea, and Zete
1
A. I).
their
game this week with Amie Card are among the familfondidates
(forfeited)
53
18
K. E.
D. U.
D.
6
nMraem
on the Bates lineup. D. U.
Exeter, who net down the Tuft* iar
12
D. K. E.
6
12
Psi U.
12
And several freshmen, including Chi Psi
Jayvees 28-0 Saturday.
(Second frame postponed)
Greet Coach Miller
The Bowdoin Band made its Allan Hewlett, big Norm Parent Beta-Sisrma
N-j, (both Kames postponed)
first appearance at
the Jayvee of Lewiston, Lindy and Art Blangame Friday, and they marched chard, and Wally Leahy, complete
Fifty-three men turned out for
at the game on Saturday. They the starting eleven, which at the
the initial practice session called
By Dave Crowell
looked and sounded quite good. present pme, looks like the tops Magee Meets Nucleus
coach Robert B. Miller on
by
"When the Growler comes graphical sketch (and more) of
The cheering at the game Satur- hi the stale.
Monday, October 14. Former letday was very spotty, but wt)l unColby lost its third game to the Of Cross Country
back", was the war saying, "Bow- Coach Dinny Shay, reviews and
men and new candidates inter
doubtedly improve as the cheer- powerful team from the Coast
On Monday, October 7, Coach doin will be normal again". It is comment on music and the thea- cluded Gene Bernardiri,
Bill
leaders and the students become Guard Academy Saturday, but
back. After a five-year thirst tre as well as a pair of colorful
John
J.
Magee
officially
welcomed
Blaine,
Tom Boyd, Dick Curry,
more familiar with the cheers.
boasts several veterans of the
stories about college custom. Pen- Mai Chamberlain, Bob Emmons,
Three weeks ago most of the pre-war teams in Ray Verrengia, all men interested in trying out we'll all have it next weekend
Bowdoin team went to Lewiston Phil Caminiti, Bud McKay, Hal for the Cross Country Team. At a new OtowMr with new ideas and-ink sketches add further Art Hamblen, Kim Kyle, Guy
to see Ducky Pond's Bobcats de- Roberts
the backficld, and
in
w on ***** Ufe sparkle to the revival.
Leadbetter, and Jack Emmons.
that time he learned that hel and a *ood
feat Mass. State In a battle of Georgp MacPhelmy at end. Maine
Humor, yes, but more
sports,
A team of Orient standouts has Anthony Soltysiak, former Naline*. Bates should he strong this lost to New Hampshire Saturday, could build his team around Lou
year aa their present record of 27-0, leaving Bates the only win- Bove, Hal Burnham, Cab Easton, campus color, theatre, and records. combined to publish the first tional Boys Club breast-stroke
boost to number
Herbert B. Moore '48 champion, w^ll supplement Paul
three wins and no losses indi- ning club last week.
Ed Goon, Merrill Hastings, Mac All of these add a new
*
t
has helped to put the Growler Moran. PCte Grant, state high
McClelland, Will Richan, Mike the old publication.
the Growler back on its feet. Robert S. Shep- school sprint champion, and Alec,
Some don't know
Robiqson, Dick Wiley, and Joe
is an independent college magazine, herd '44 and Robert B. Greene Penny,
former K)0 yard free
Woods.
The above named men have published five times annually, de- *44 will combine as co-editors for style record holder, and Leonard
been practicing most earnestly Signed "to help the undergraduate the rest of the year.
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Swim

^Growler" Appears Saturday
After Five- Year Lapse

Team

—

™

—

—

—

Newly Organized

Has

Quill

Staff Openings This Fall

and
gee

r

The Bowdoin QUILL, the

col-

elude Douglas Carmichacl

Cook

lege literary magazine, will start

James

work on

Curtis '49 and' Boyd

program

'48,

'44,

H.

Alexander

J.

to

consistently, but
is

Coach Me-

interested in having report

him any man with

previous

experience.

interest

Jack

and

hesi-

tates to promise a Junior Varsity
Murphy '49.
team, because of the small size
Places on the staff are open
ton Union next Monday night, Oc- for three or more editorial • as- of the entire squad, but feels that
more men will turn out now that
tober 21, at 8:15. All men inter- sistants and for advertising and, the first
rushed and hectic week
ested in creative writing, in edi- circulation managers. These posi- is past.
Coach Magee considers none of
torial 'work, or in the business tions will be filled from men
management of the magazine are present at the meeting next his pupils outstanding, but hopes
to develop them all into a strong
urged to attend.
Monday night. In addition, all group making a formidable BowAt a recent meeting of the men interested in writing are doin Cross Country Team. PracQUILL's editorial board it was urged to submit their contribu- tice is now well under way in
decided to give the magazine a tions to any member of the edi- preparation for the first meet
with Bates in Brunswick on Octoregular organization to replace torial board. Present plans call
ber 29.
the informal arrangement that for the production of two issues
The schedule for the Varsity is:
has existed in the past. This or- during the present trimester, with
Oct. 20 Bate* at Brunswick
ganization will give men in the the first due to appear shortly be- Nov. 4 State Meet at Augusta
Nov. 11 New England* at Boston
lower classes an opportunity to fore Thanksgiving
Nov. 18 IC4A
its fall

at

an

or-'

ganization meeting in the Moul-

New York

at

start

work on the

business

staff

view

WISCASSET,

managing
be

editor.

As

position of

such,

he

and
for

Pliskin. will

the
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zone by Jim Pierce,

sport.

Hopes are high

for a successful

BOnUDNU
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

UP

Early in the second quarter a
season as 19 year old Chris Lan- miscue by a substitute Mass. pivgaard, considered one of Nor- otman led t9 another safety and
way's outstanding skiers, was tied the score. Immediately follow
this
latter
safety,
the
Polar
one of the many veteran performBears marched 53 yards to score.
ers who reported for the team. The pay-off toss covered
the final
Bruce
White
and Lawrence 16, and Bowdoin led at the half
Burke who competed with the 8 to 2.
7th Army team in European
A fumble set up State's second
meets; John A. Curtis, former safety,* and
an interception

Dartmouth

varsity

member; opened the way

for the winning
touchdown assault climaxed by a
yard plunge by Harold
Fienman.
Despite inexperience,
Bowdoin showed flashes of speed
and
with guards gtankis
experienced skiers who attended and Robertson, quarterback Gillthe meeting.
en, and halfback Pierce standing
Coach Hastings announced ten- out.
tative plans for a six man team
The lineups:
to compete in the Intercollegiate Bowdoin
Mass. State
le
meet at Lake Plaeid during the Ireland
Reed
It
•
Kenyon
Christmas vacation. Dual meets Taussig
Stankis
Raymond
Ik
are planned with Maine, Colby Ptteher
c
Estelle
Robertson
rfr
Jakeman
compeOther
expected
Bates.
and
Dougherty
rt
Yergeau
tition is the Middlebury Winter Lee
re
F. Keough
qb
Santin
Carnival, State of Maine Cham- Gillen
lhh
Pierre
Jenkins
Spring
Interpionships, and the
rhb
Dobie
Struzzieru
Power
fb
Leo
Meet sponsored by Mass.
collegiate
7—11
-.. 2
2
State
n
Dartmouth at Big Bromley; Ver- Bowdoin
—«
8

Cohen,

Charles

Bates

varsity;

outstanding
Dabney Caldwell,
Maine jumper on 60 metre hills;
and James Vcghte formerly of
the Rutland, Vt. team were other
'

three

^^

• ,

i

.

.

mont.

The team expects to

set

up a

Bradley Mt. in
slopes in
intermediary
for
lack the experience

slalom slope at

Topsham and gentler
the

vicinity

members who

Amherst Game
[

Continued from Page

Wed.-Thurs.

Bea.tty

Morse

MK

Stanki-,

«K.
c

.

Pitcher
Robertson
Dougherty
Lee

rt-

'

rt

re

qb

Gillen
Pierce

lhh

Dick Anderson. Smith
Ford
Powers, By periods
Fred
Clement Hiebert. Lyle Sweet, Aijdierst
BoVdoin
John Dick and Rene Boudreau.
Touchdown
Paul C. Brown,
Burnell,
Davis

rhb

Branch*

fb

Donovan
(i

-Ford.
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make this store their headquarters

with

and to (eel free to call on us

for any service we can offer.

Oct. 18-19

a
Walt Disney Musical Feature
also

News

Short Subjects

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Oct. $0-21-22

CLAUDIA AND DAVID
Willi

Dorothy McGulre Robert Young

There

still

also

Paramount News.

—but we

are serious shortages of Men's apparel

are receiving shipments daily

—

if

we

haven't what you

want today please try again.

Oct. 23-24

with
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Hum*
<

9HM

Oct 28-20

THE STRANGER
Edward

for delivery
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G. Robinson

-

A. H.

Lorette Young

BLNQIT

&

QQ.

FIDELITY BUILDING— BRUNSWICK

Paramount News

—

/

M

Ireland
Tau. >i«

It

required for steeper hills.
Tr»yer»
Others reporting who have had William*
previous competition are: Ira B. Meade
Slcakel
Pitcher, dil Wilkerson, Dick FosSucsy
ter, Fred Coryell, Roy Gallant, Hammond

and Boys Invite Bowdoin Men to

.Margaret O'Brien Lionel Barrymore
also
Pox News
Short Subject
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|

Bowdoin
lo

.

v

Maine's largest outfitters to Men

Oct. 23-24

i

The Line-up:
Amherst

Short Subjects
i

mmmmmm

giving th*e
to
lead.

Maroon and White a 2

,

CUMBERLAND

also

dent Coach Merrill Hastings at
the Moulton Union last Monday charges led in first downs 13 to
6 and showed that they have come
night in order to make plans for
a long way and will continue to
their Winter schedule. This team
improve.
which has taken on a varsity
After Bowdoin's light but
Status, was formed by the urgency of Athletic Director Mal- plucky line had held State inside
colm Morrell who was instrument- the 20, a bad pass from center Ira
al in
making it a full letter Pitcher was recovered in the end

PRMTMG
ALvlN SETTLE

Fox News

OOTIKXW

ltit

NEW MANAGER — HARQLD E. FOOTER
\m

attack

aerial

visitors'

left much to be desired. Despite
these shortcomings, Dinny Shay's

also

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE.

DINING

ROOMS FROM
real K. Nlvu.

team reported to Stu-

LOVER COME BACK

HOTEL EAGLE

Us For

Forty-five interested candidates the
for the ski

Ji-I:

Short Subjects

"

Printing

With Optimism

Student Patronage Solicited

Wed.-Thrus.

I*

And Other

Wealeyan
University of Connecticut

spotty.

MAKE MINE MUSIC

'

The

Yes, We're Interested In

8

Bowdoin's play throughout was
Innumerable fumbles, one
a yard from pay dirt, halted long
marches. With the exception of
Ed Gillen's touchdown pass to
Gil Dobie in the second period,

,

Hastings Views
Sking Prospects

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Fri.-Sat.

inJ.pr»L

We have had long

Service

in effect

select

magazine.

Open

Iter.

THREE WISE FOOLS

will

of the magazine. Other members
of the editorial board, who with

Altman

1

19 Miles from Brunswick

.

in charge of actual production

material

MAINE— Route

Jan. 2i
Feb. 16

1

BANK

of

D. D. GARDNER CO.
SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

QUINNAM HOUSE

act as editor-in-chief, while Irving R. Pliskin '49 has been ap-

new

HARDWARE

Amber*!

1

Capital and Surplus $860,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

JJ.-U.

Newly Renovated

Under the new set-up Stanley
N. Altman '47 will continue to

the

BRUNSWICK

Dec. 14

Varsity Defeat

Amherst, Mass., Oct. 5
The Bowdoin Polar Bears threw the
switch on their first postwar season this afternoon against the
Maroon and White of Mass. State with the result being a short
circuit. In weather more suitable for baseball than football the
Big White allowed the Bay Staters to come from behind in the
last quarter to score a touchdown after a 5 7 yard drive and pull
out a weird
to 8 victory, marked by three safeties.

FIRST NATIONAL

COOKING BEST

Near Fire Station

positions of the magazine.

fill

.

PHILGAS DOES THE

to

working their way up to the top

pointed to

.

or

editorial

with a

Bowdoin ColYou'll identify the Growler by
lege and to better acquaint him its cover cartoon which features
." a college innovation
with its life and institutions
and can. buy
A file of old Growlers shows one after the game on Saturday.
that is was originally designed as Shepherd Lifshitz '47 and Bernard
'48
will be on tap to fura humor magazine. But the new Osher
publication has added a survey of nish subscriptions when you ante
football personalities, an article up. It looks like a straight flush
on career opportunities, a bio- from here.
to find his place in

Cause

Safeties

Initial

—

Irish
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By Hal

State
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[ Continued from Page t ]
pointed Professor of Biology. Associate Professor Perley S. Turner '19 was appointed Associate
Professor of Education.
The following new assistant
professors have been appointed to
the faculty: Robert S. BrumAssistant
baugh,
Professor of
Philosophy; Lawrence S. Hall '36,
Assistant Professor of English;
and Lawrence L. Pelletier '36, Assistant Professor of Government.

Ten new instructors were also
appointed: John P. Cavarnos,
A.M., who was formerly senior
translator in the office of censorship for the War Department, becomes instructor in Romance
Languages. Raymond Bournique,
Ph.D.,
becomes
instructor
in
Chemistry. Nathan Dane, II '37,
becomes
Ph.D.,
instructor
in
Classics. David I. K. Hecht, Ph.D.,
former
teacher
at
Harvard,
Wheat,on, and Ohio University,
becomes instructor in History.
William H. Leue, A.M., becomes
instructor
in
Philosophy
and
Psychology. Edward Lyons, B.S.,

who

been

has

doing

graduate

work at Columbia University, becomes instructor in English. Albert S. Roe, M.F.A., becomes
Curator of the Art Collections
and instructor in Art.
Walter M. Solmitz, A.M., becomes instructor in German. Rich-

$10.00 up

Inmate Of Naval Air Station
Is Wild-Eyed Over Confusion

B.CJL Delegates

Faculty Changes

Largest Selection of
Fine Trousers In Maine

COVERTS

Announces

Sills

HARMON'S Has The

ard Storr, Ph.D., who has been
serving as instructor in History
during the summer trimester, will
continue in that capacity. Charles
R. iNicholls, M. Mus., who formerly served as acting head of the

Attend Conference
[

Continued from Page i

Foreign Students
Enroll at
[

]

associations in Maine. Representa-

[

Continued from Page i

]

with the heating problem.
He agreed .that my room faced
south, his north, that the walls are
not of granite or brick. Fortunately, though, taps were blown,

Bowdoin

Continued from

Paget

your reporter smelled a story, but
Mr. Petropoulos displayed a nat-

the Uni- ty Officer is often rolling by in a
and Westbrook lovely new 1946 Buick, or else a
ural disinclination to discuss the
Junior are expected to attend the farmer is hauling a load of hay
underground activities in which he
somewhere. They both are usualconference.
who participated.
Talks by T. Z. Koo, Chinese ly broadminded when it comes to and Heathcliff O. DeBase
He came to the United States
delegate to the San Francisco easing the* transportation prob- likes to think that above all he is
peace conference, together with a lem.
a first class sailor boy, marched for an education which might ennumber of drives and conferences,
solemnly off to bed before he able, him to help in raising his
replied,
"I
Heathie
"Well,"
will highlight the coming B. C. A.
could be reported. I thanked Lena country from the plight in which
year. The Far Eastern situation don't know about riding on a hay
war, famine, and plague have
will be the subject of a chapel wagon, but I'll see." I do know that Cliffo didn't know about the
ar- placed her.
two - bedroom - per - bath
talk and evening lecture by Mr.
that Heathcliff hasn't walked yet.
Peter Prins finished high school
Koo on October 29.
rangement in Taylor and Ellis
A few evenings ago Heathie Halls. He wouldn't understand in Amsterdam just after the
Malcolm Chamberlain '46 has
close of the war. A few months
beeh elected to head this year's dropped down to see me. It apof more
would have
of- conflict
World Student Service Fund peared that the German verb TO why he couldn't be in one
those suites, too.
found him either working in Gerdrive. Other activities for the
BE was giving him a hard time.
many
or in hiding from the laboryear include' an interdemoninachow,
after
I
met
noon
The' other
desperate Germans. Complaints
tional conference in which minis- I was anxious to help him but aftHeathie on the bus.
made by Americans concerning
ters, priests, and rabbis will lead er his second glass of cider he be"I want to tell you,'' he lec- shortages seem ridiculous to him
discussion groups in the houses on gan to sulk.
I do not approve after years of German occupacampus.
"Why, what on earth is the tured, "that
complaining. tion; he does find, however, that
of your continual
matter?" I inquired.
You should realize that the sail- the prices here are higher than he
"Your walls," 'he wailed, "arc ors at the base moved into the expected them to be.
Peter believes that social conpainted blue and mine, aren't, and brig to make room for us, so
All Time Enrollment
your room is nice and warm and that Culture could have a place ventions are fewer and less strict
to lay her weary head. Further- here than in Holland, but that
[ Continued from Page i ]
mine isn't,"
I tried to explain how the naval more, can't you see what fun it student relations are not nearly
same. From then on the figures
officers who lived in my room will be in wintertime when we so frank and critical. He doesn't
may diminish somewhat.
Five foreign students have en- once upon a time must have have snow-shoes and dog sleds? I know yet whether circumstances
will permit him to finish college
rolled for the first time. One is painted the walls themselves be- can hardly wait."
"Heathcliff," I said, "Bowdoin here, or whether he will return to
the
following cause the other rooms are the
from each of
Europe and complete his educabrown-yellow as Heath- has a lot to teach you."
countries: Sweden, Norway, Hol- same
tion in some university there.
"Notch, notch, notcherly!"
cliffs. I'm afraid I didn't do so
land, Iraq, and Greece.
tives

of

Colby,

Bates,

versity of Maine,

j

'

Department at Wesleyan

Music

University,

is

named

instructor in

Music.

Two men

have also been given
teaching fellowships: Henry M.
Butzel, Jr., a graduate of Wil-

v

A

complete selection of Fine
McGregor Wool Sport Shirts

liams, teaching fellow in Biology;

David H. Lawrence

'44, teaching
fellow in Chemistry. .Norman K.
'45 will serve as an as-

— Plain or Plaid

Tronerud

sistant in French.

In the Athletic Department,
Irving Huether, A.B., becomes'

$7.95 up

Outfitters to

104

Coach of Basketball. Frank Sebasteanski '41, former Bowdoin football
star,
becomes
Assistant
Coach of Football.

On the Administrative Staff,
Philip
Wilder,
Ed.M.,
has
S.
taken up his new duties as Assistant to »ie President.
Other changes include the appointment of Dr. Daniel F. Han-

HARMON'S

.

Bowdoin Men

for

25 Years

'39

ley

FRONT STREET

BATH

Dr.

Physithe place of

to acting College

He

will

Henry

L.

cian.

on sabbatical

tajte

Johnson while he

is

leave.

NOW READY - New and enlarged Edition
"REFERENCE DATA

RADIO ENGINEERS"

for

Compiled especially for Radio Engineers,
Students of Engineering, Educators, Electronic
Technicians, Radio Amateurs, Inventors.

PARTIAL OUTLINE OF CONTENTS
General

Information.

The second
handbook

.

.

edition of this widely accepted pocket-size
revised and enlarged
now includes im.

.

.

.

portant radio technical data developed during the war.

—

Frequency Band Widths Occupied
by Emissions. Tolerances for the
Intensity of Harmonics of Fixed,
Land, and Broadcasting Stations,

Compiled jointly by the physicists and electronic speFederal Telecommunication Laboratories
and the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, the material in this new book has behind it the
technical authority of an organization with international leadership in radio, communications and television.
cialists of the

Cta sifications

edition,

Walter

Chart of Heated Metals, Physical
Constants of Various Alloys and
Thermocouples.
Melting
Points of Solder. Spark Gap Voltages, Head of Water in Feet, Aivproximate Discharge Rate, Materials ard Finishes for Tropical.
Marine Use. Torqje and Horse!>ower.

Audio and Radio Design. Resistor
and Capacitor color code-. Inductance of Single-Layer Solenoids.
Magnet Wire Data. Reactance
Charts, Impedance Formulas, Skin
Effect. Network Theorems. Circuits. Attenuator-. Filters.
Rectifiers and Filters. Typical

Rectifier Circuit Data, Rectifier Filter
Design.
Iron-Core Transformers ar.d Reactors. Major Types. Temperature.
Humiditv. Pressure Effects. General Limitations. De ign of Power-

Seeley,

J.

Chairman, Department of Electrical Engineering, Duke
•
University, wrote enthusiastically:

Supply Transformers.
Vacuum Tabes. Formulas.

I »m arcing all students
fills a long-felt need
. .
compilation of Both mathematical and engineering data, amt the combination will be appreciated by all
who have to work with radio circuit* and their concomitant
mathematics. That applies 'especially to teachers and stadents
and I should not be sarprised if it becomes a mast in many col-

"It is a* chock full of useful data that
own perianal copies .

PerLimitations.
Electrode
Dissipation Dhta. Filament Char-

ta purchase their

formance.

for a convenient

The new, second edition of Reference Data for Radio
Engineers, in green cloth binding, revised and enlarged
to include much new data, is ready now. To order, merely fill in the convenient coupon.

PRICE •2

Ultra-High- Frequency
Tubes. C«thod«»-Ray Tubes, Preferred Radio Electron Tubes.
acteristics,

Vacuum Tube

Amplifiers.
Graphical Desirn Methods, Classification
of Amplifier Circuits, Cathode Fol-

Use This Coupon

Resistance-Coupled
lower
Data.
Audio Amplifier Design, Negative
Feedbacks. Distortion.

Good Room
Room Acoustics.
Acoustics. Optimum Reverberation
Tijne. Computation of Reverberation Time, Electrical Power Levels Required for Public Address
Requirements.
Telephone
Transmission.
FreTransmission
Line Data,
quency Allocation Charts. Noise
Measurement
Wire Telephony.
Telegraph Data.
Transmission
Radio - Frequency
Lines. Attentuation Due to Mismatch on Transmission Lines. Impedance Matching with Shorted

Wire

—

Stub. Open Stub, and coupled sections.
Army-Navy List of _R-F
Cables, Attenuation of Standard
R-F Cables, Resistance of Transmission Lines at Ultra-High Knquencies.

Wave Guide and Resonators. Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves
in Hollow Wave Guides, Rectangular Wave Guide;, Circilar Wave
Guides.
F l«— ""magnetic Horns,
Resonant Cavities.
Rsd;
Propagation and
Noise.
Propagation of Long. Medium and
Verv Short Waves, Great Circle
•

Calculations.

Time

Interval

Be-

tween Transmission and Reception
of Reflected Signal. Radio Noise
and Noise Measurement.
Antennas. Field intensity from
Elementarv Dipole. from Vertically
Polarized Antenna with Base Clo-e
to
Ground. Vertical
Radiators,
Field Intensity and Radiated Power from a Half-Wrve Dipole in
Free Soace. Radiation from EndFed Conductor of Any Length,
Maxima and Minima of Radiation.
Sirousoidal Ware Forms. Re-

MP

laxation Oscillators. Electronic Integration
and
Differentiation
Methods. Fouri« r Analysis of Recurrent Wave Forms, Analysis of

Common Wave

Forms.

— Order Your Copy Now!
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Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Publication Dcpt. C-Ji, «7 Bread Street
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wealth of new material now included, the second edition can be of even greater aid lo the practicing radio
the

of

Engineering and Material Data.
Wire Tables, Insulating Materials,
Plastics: Trade Names, Wind Velocities and Pressure. Temperature

Enlarged from 200 to 336 pages with over 400 charts
and diagrams, it makes available quickly the answers
to problems that normally arise in practical radio work.
This ready reference feature is one reason why Reference Data for Radio Engineers, in its earlier edition, received such an enthusiastic welcome by electronic specialists. Orders totaled more than 50,000 copies. With the
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Musical Groups To Record

Freshmen, Sophs

Rev. Hale Speaks

Bowdoin Songs For Album

Argue Education

On "How To Pray"

A

NO. 5

1946

Polar Bears Defeat Favored Williams;

Mclntyre Leads Team To 26^0 Victory;
Big White Shows Vast Improvement

recent announcement from the Music Department indicate* that Bowdoin will soon become one of the very few colleges
country to produce an album of recorded college songs. On
November seventh in Memorial Hall the Ace Recording Studios,
At the trials for the Achorn
The speaker at Chapel on Suna Boston firm, will record the voices of the Glee Club, the MedPrize Debate, held on Thursday day, October 20, 1946, was the
diebempsters and the Chapel Choir.
judges
the
evening, October 17,
Most Reverend Whitney Hale,
The album will consist of four
selected two teams to appear in D.D., Rector of the Church of Adall
doublerecords,
ten-inch
the finals. The freshman team vent in Boston and formerly RecEarly
Experience
faced, and will be priced at $-1.95.
of whom
representatives, both
tor of a church in Buffalo, New
The proceeds will be used to fi- Sours Mclntire
have had previous experience in
Hale is noted for
nance a 1947 Glee Club concert
the Bowdoin Secondary Schools York. Reverend
Debating League, are John J. Mel- his interest in youth activities.
at the Town Hall in New Yo.-k.
Intemperance
'50,
Malcolm
S.
Steand
lane. Jr.
He is also well Known throughout
The "Bowdoin Songs" album
A provocative talk was present- venson '50. These two will oppose New England as one who is promwill be placed on sale before toe
the Sophomore team, comprised
holiday season, and the Music ed in Chapel Thursday noon, Oc- of S. E.' Fein, '49 and Robert E. inent on many of the important
diocesian committees of the EpisDepartment suggests it as a suit- tober 17, by the Bursar, Mr. Hart '49.

Sunday Chapel

In Achorn Debate In

23,

in the

Smethurst, Pitcher

On

Brunswick,

j

j

'
I

;

'

H

Side

Pierce

II

tune

Club;

High,"

Clinking

"Glasses

"Why

Don't

the

was

at hand."

When

Mr.

senting

teams

"Sally

Alley,"

Meddie-

After these lectures he was disappointed to find that college men
"got drunk and were just as dis"Sing Maiden Sing," Glee Club; gustingly sick, just as ugly, and
just as tearful as the 'hickiesl'
music by Palmgren.
farmhand or the lout among mill
Side II
hands and teamsters." At that
timei some blamed drinking on
"Crudfixus," Choir; Lotti.
prohibition, but. the problem did
Side
Record IV,
I
not end with that government legbcmpsters.

Record

III.

"Mood

Side

Meddlebemp-

sters.

Side II

I

selfish

give.

mo-

five different

is

the pray-

didn't understand what this
prayer was, cither, when he set
the note on his Mother's plate at
the dinner plate stating she owed

nie

Dr. Leonard Carmichael

Speaks At Ceremonies;
3 Men Receive Books

Today, October 23, marks the
sixth annual observance of James
In closing Mr. Mclntire asks "Is Bowdoin Day. The address at
were
it too much to expect that some this morning's ceremonies
day college men will be sufficientislation.

Jones,"

him twenty-five cents for mowing
lawn,

the

twenty-five

cents

for

running the errands, twenty-five
cents for studying, twenty-five
cents for sweeping the floor, and
twenty-five cents for cleaning his

to
'

Jim Pierce (21), fast-stepping Bowdoin halfback (arrow),
as he starts on an end around sweep against Williams last Saturday. Bowdoin players in the*
photo include Bob Shepherd (65), Jim Kimball (55), Hank fteardon (69). Ira Pitcher (50),
Matt Branche (66). The Williams players in view are Kennedy (59), Salmon (96), Glancey (88), Root (93), Kingston (62).
s

He was presenting his
Mother a bill for a total of one
and a quarter. Next meal

he found a note on his plate in
the form of a bill It stated that
Johnnie owed for loving parents,
nothing; a good, clean and happy
home, nothing; and for the worry
and work caused when he was ill,

Robert O. Shi pi nan

The

through
ringing of the chapel bell

earnest cooperation
the part of those who use it.

last Saturday afternoon in recognition of

a

football

s-r

victory over

Third

a-r
The congestion of getting in and
out of Adams Halls has always
been a source of bewilderment to
us.

The

shoving,

pushing,

and

scrambling which accompanies the
Change of classes is uncomfortable to say the least. Most of the
crowding seems to center around
the Hsrpswell street entrance and
on the stairways which lead to
the classrooms on the second and
third floors. A great part of this
confusion comes from those students who congregate around the
entrance either to wait for their
next class or to stop for an oxchange of words with their
friends. Some sort of order can
be assumed if everyone will make
an effort to keep the entrance)

MMM

mmMm^

brary. Those students
In

who

Over one hundred and

fifty fathers of

Bowdoin men flocked

one which all of us are most to the College last Saturday, October 1 9, as guests of the College
timid of. It is a prayer asking for and the Bowdoin Fathers Association, witnessing the Polar Bear's
forgiveness. The finest moral sup- 26-0 rout over Williams as a climax of the day.
port that another person can have
Registration took place in the
Mculton Union from nine to
is the realization that others are
praying

for

him.

This

is

Koo To Speak

the

fourth prayer. The last prayer
should be the prayer for Self.

On Far

twelve when 115 fathers registered officially and received guest
.'complimentary tickets from the
college for luncheon in the Union.
(During the morning some of 4 >c
fathers attended classes of their
sons unt ' J eleven o'clock when the
"last class was suspended lor
for a
special early Father's day chapel
I

East

I

Reverend Hale completed his
sermon by stating that in order
Mr. T. Z. Koo, a delegate from
The Honorable James Bowdoin
to
the
San Francisco
to pray thoroughly, one must do China
Peace
Conference, will speak at
delivered by Dr. Leonard Car- so with his mind, his soul, and
on
Bowdoin College on October 29.
michael, president of Tufts Col- with reverence.
He will give a chapel talk and service.
lege, whose subject was "Reading
The Chapel was filled to capacifollowing
the an evening lecture on the Far
Immediately
and Life."
Hale Eastern situation, the lecture to ty with fathers and sons to hoar
James Bowdoin Day as we Chapel services, Reverend
President Sills officially welcome
was instituted in the fall retired to the Deke House to be be held in Memorial Hall at 8:15
know
!

'

attend-

in his

major

subject.

the guest of his son,
'49,

Samuel Hale

ni affairs.

in

are planning to
either February,

to 0.

A

June or .September should make
an appointment immediately in
Mass. Hall at Mrs. Nevitt's
desk to have their pictures
taken for this year's Bugle.
Sittings will be held at Conference B Room at the Moulton
Union, and coats, collars and
ties will be worn. Sittings will
be held from Oct. 28 through
Nov. 1 and Nov. 4 through Nov.
inclusively.

7

When

Higgins. This hard-running back
was a threat all afternoon. Shortly after the last quarter began he
returned a Beem punt 30 yards to

Bowdoin 19. However, the
line, led by Pete
Angeramo, spilled two running
plays and the threat ended when
Adams dropped a Higgins pass in
the end zone.
The Polar Bears marched back
up the field from the 21 with
Jim Pierce doing most of the carthe

second Bowdoin

making

a three

payable at
that time which will be credited towards orders for the finished photographs.
dollar

sitting

Purple defense

weapon was the running of Bud

the appointment the earliest
compatible hour should be accepted. There win be

rejuvenated

set the Big White back on its
heels in the third period, but the
Ephmen were unable to stage any
sustained drive. The visitors* main

fee

Higgins halted this drive
Continued on Page ? ]

tying.
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Student Support Urged
As Chest Drive Opens

"Bowdoin," declared the Presibenefits which are
This week Brunswick will be there are other
dent, "is small enough to have a
or taken for granted.
personal interest in the individual filled with the sounds of ringing overlooked
a church, a railmeans
community
unand
pens,
scratching
has'
real
College
a
The
doorbells,
student."
service, a
and actual tradition of welcom- zipping wallets; hats and lapels road station, a telephone
it
and will sport bright red feathers, indi- post office, a water supply and
ing the "sons, grandsons,
University.
His many engageeven draw up
great grandsons" of former Bow- cating that trie 1946 campaign of seems a little silly to
ments include several large East- doin men.
list.
a
such
the Brunswick-Topsham Communern colleges and universities.
Even in the face of these useful
Sometimes, however, "fathers ity Chest has begun. Bowdoin, as a
This is the first time that Mr.
the
President large contributing member of the and necessary contributions of
are forgotten men."
Koo has been able to visit
the Comintcd out numorously lhat community, expects to do its share town, those in charge of
Americas since the war. After cs-l all
«!„., letters are . *«.,<
olI
«£> often
sent in helping to make the campaign a munity Chest campaign realize
too
caping from Jap occupied China,
from Brunswick bearing the same success. The faculty, the staff of that we Bowdoin students are not
he-'made a lecture tour of both form and subject contents. "Dear
helping the
buildings and grounds, and the of- much interested in
"T Please send me another
South and North America as thei Dad.
town build up its Chest fund, since
pj
fice staff have all undertaken to
secretary of the Student Chrischeck. I have spent more than I make the contributions from their *" of us would naturally rather
tian Federation before going to
the chest in our own
expected."
respective organizations as quickly contribute to
San Francisco.
And this is as it
The President then expressed
efficiently as possible, for home towns
When Mr. Koo was in China, he his appreciation for the generous and as members
provided
we make Uiose
be.
should
of the Bowdoin
was detained along the Jap oc- gifts from the fathers of Bowdoin these
unless we arc
family, being made up of citizens contributions. But
cupied coast, and was kept under
men lost in the war. These of Brunswick, need no pep talk to urged by our parents or unless our
close surveillance by the Japanese
fathers, often with
"moderate make them realize that they owe parents make contributions for us.
authorities. During this time, he
* » Probable that no such donation
means", were anxious for a "liv- something to the Chest.
fulfilled the duties of a lay min__
will be ever made.
..
,
inxn_
ing memorial" to the memory of
Where
The question now is.
ister in a Shanghai church, and
community Chest this year
their sons.
In completing the
was superintendent of a maternity services, Professor Frederic
does the Bowdoin student body fit j s attempting to raise twenty
E. T.
hospital in Chungking.
into this campaign ?"
A little thousand dollars to support the folTillotson led the Glee Club in
Mr. Koo has received several Saint-Saens'
t bought will provide the answer: a
lowing activities:
"Fathers and Sons
honorary degrees from the ChiBoy Scouts of America
The Fathers Day plannings and cc,le Se cannot exist w-ithout a com
nese government, besides the demumt -v whether it be Brunswick
Girl Scduts of America
activities are as a result of the
gree of Master of Literature from
from *he more
,d
National U.S.O.
planning of the Bowdoin Fathers °T ^oston - .
f
.
Doctor of
Colgate
University,
obvi ous contributions of the town
Salvation Army
Association.
Reeentlv

A

—

lm»

,

'

^

I

!

—

j

-

j

t^

|

i

i

J

\

w

Ml

welcome

mended

the,^

j

official

the fathers present and comthe members of the Association for making their group
an integral part in Bowdoin alumall

and the College, and was
engaged by Veonor M. Sotak '19,
through
the
World Student
Christian Movement.
Mr. Koo will appear after having spoken at the University of
Maine, and at the town of Farmington, Maine. Arriving here on
Tuesday morning, he will leave
for Boston ,0 lecture at Harvard
ciation

pre-war days rerigid rules which

iMMMtti

Fathers Day delegation. He
expressed in behalf of the college

Mr. Koo will be sponsored by
a personal and
both the Bowdoin Christian Asso-

at dinner.

at the line. Butler place kicked
his second extra point and Bowdoin had a half time lead of 20

the

p.m.

President Sills announced that
on October twenty-seventh the
Chapel speaker will be the Reverend John Mark. Pastor of the
Unitarian Church of Arlington,
Massachusetts.

at
dismissed
were
Classes
10:50 this morning, at which
member the
time the procession formed in
accompanied the use of the li- front of Hubbard Hall. Led "by
James Bowdoin
COItllllS EYentS
brary. The Introduction of very the band, the
and the faculty, it
Scholars
comfortable leather chain and
crossed the campus to Memorial
in
the smoking privilege
the
Hall where the presentation cere- Thursday, Oct. 24
Alumni Reading Room not only Is monies took place. The list of
Chapel, The President.
a great change from the past but those who had achieved the
3:00 p.m. Pickard Field, J. V.
also. Is a source of much comfort
Football vs M. C. I.
James Bowdoin distinction was
and pleasure to all.
read by President Sills together Friday, Oct, 25—
Chapel, Musical Service, the Aswith an additional list of men
s-r
sistant
Librarian presiding.
who had received straight "A's"
The soloist will be John DeFreshmen rules have been in during the past two trimesters.
vine '46.
operation for two weeks now and Straight "A" men who had not
with the made the list before were pre- Saturday, October 26—
all are being Observed
Chapel, Professor Koelln.
exception of the Bowdoin "hello". sented with books in recognition
1:30 p.m. Football at Colby.
Many people will argue about the of their accomplishment.
lasting value of some of the rules.
John" J% Fahey Jr. '45, repre- Sunday, Oct. 27
5:00 p.m.
Chapel, Rev. John
such as walking across the grass denting the James Bowdoin scholNicol "Mark. A.M., of the
or the wearing of the cap, but ars, responded briefly to President
Unitarian Church, Arlington,
few people will contest the worth Sills' announcement. Dr. CarMassachusetts. The Choir will
of Freshmen saying "hi" to upper michael then delivered the prinsing "Holy Lord", a Russian
classmen. The "hello" is one of cipal address. He is particularly
liturgical chant.
the few rules which carries over qualified to speak on "Reading
into the three years which follow and Life", for he has spent many Monday, Oct. 28—
Chapel, Observance of NAVY
at Bowdoin as an upperclassman. years on psychological research
Day, the President presiding,
It is well worth preserving, we in the field of reading.
Commander William
i t h
Dr.
address.
think. It is not our purpose to
his
Following
Dawson, USN, as speaker.
suggest to the S.C.D.C. what it Carmichael showed a film in the
Doctor T. Z. Koo, Chinese
should do. But, at the same time, physics lecture room about the
we find it most unbecoming to our procedure and conclusions of his Christian leader, will speak at the
seniority to receive silence from research. After its conclusion the Chapel service on Tuesday, Oct©Freshmen as they pass us on the college tendered a luncheon in the ber 29, and in Memorial Hall
that evening at 8:15.
campus paths.
[ Please Turn To Page 5 ]

ed Bowdoin

Men who
graduate

the prayer of Confes-

to the Ephraim 29. Mclntyre hurled a strike to Donovan
for a first down on the 8. Dono-

downs

Important Notice

sion,

Williams was most heartwarming.
it
Many who have returned to
campus inIt brought back, poignant mem- Bow doln la the past few trimes- of 194k to stimulate
terest in scholarship. In order to
ories of other football victories ters have noted with interest sevbe designated a James Bowdoin
eral
accomodations
new
the
which
none
but
Big
White,
the
for
man must either,
a
scholar,
seemed more welcome than Sat- College has made for the students. achieve a "B plus" average over
marked what we None Is more pleasing than the two trimesters residence at colIt
urday's.
exceptionally fine work
think of as a turn- Alumni Reading Room In the li- lege or do

would like to
lag point In the football fortunes
for Bowdoin la 1946. The team
that played so capably last Saturday anally proved Itself Just as,
capable as many people have predicted In the past few weeks.
Team play was alert, aggressive,
sad quick to capitalise on its oppsaeat'B mistakes. Everyone
plsynd a sterling game; they are
to be congratulated. We now look
forward •• «ew aad greater victories In the State Series games
which remain to be played In the
next three weeks,

is

stiffened

van plunged to the 6 and Mclntyre went over in two more bucks

15 Dads Attend Bowdoin's
Father's Day Celebration
1

nothing.

still

0.

The Williams defense

second stanza, but after an
exchange of punts the Polar
Bear roared again. Matt Branche
and Mclntyre picked up two first

BOWDOIN ON THE MARCH.

dollar

who are entering
or leaving the building. A smoother flow of traffic within the
building can be maintained if
everyone will keep to the xlgnt on
the stairways and proceed directly to or from their classes withHit pausing to converse with their
friends along the way. At best,
Adams Hall is far from adequate
as a college classroom building.
A good per centage of the present congestion in this building,
however,
can be eliminated

in nine plays, thia

in the

Court*py Portland Sunday Tele^rara

room.

clear for those

Bill

time largely through the air. Gordon Beem's long pass was complete to Bill Ireland on the 26.
Donovan hit the middle for 7;
then a penalty for defensive holding set the Ephmen back to the
9. The Purple's forward wall dug
in and held on three running
plays. Jim Pierce then tossed a
fourth down pass to Bud Smethurst in the end zone for the tally. Butler converted and Bowdoin
led at the end of the quarter 13

er of Thanksgiving. Little John-

In Memorial Hall

penalty set the ball

ond touchdown

and not for what

Secondly

A

opposite flank to score standing
up. In eight plays Bowdoin was
out in front to stay. Butler's extra point attempt was blocked and
the Polar Bears led 6 to 0.
Later in the same period Bowdoin smashed 52 yards for a sec-

First is the prayer of
Adoration, but this must be given
is

Bowdoin-Williams series.
The Big White gave evidence
that they were after their first
post-war
victory
when
they
marched 74 yards to paydirt, following the opening kick-off. Bill
Ireland ran the opening boot back

carried to the Williams 34.

prayers.

what He

with two touchdowns. Bud Smethurst and Ira Pitcher tallied the
others as Bowdoin handed the
visitors their worst defeat in the

circled left end to the 12
and Mclntyre went around tin?

tives in mind."

There are actually

sluggish Williams eleven 26 to
before a Father's Day crowd of
3,500 at Whittier Field. Speedy
Mclntyre led the scoring
Bill

Toomy

Too many people pray
God only in times, of immediate

need or with wholly

afternoon and found the scoring
punch they lacked last Saturday.
The Polar Bears rolled over a

to the 31.

effective.

to

19— Bowdoin's

back to the 26, but Bowdoin began to move. Mclntyre went for
18. Tim Donovan and Ed Gillen

"Prayer", Reverend Hale went
"is something that must
be taught through discipline to be

He can

Observance Held

Meddiebemp- ly mature to realize that any fool
arrangement by Hem- can drink some alcohol and make
sters;
himself a conspicuous fool?"
mingway.
"George

]

1

on to say,

for

I

Indigo,"

I

the

James Bowdoin Day

boys.

Our

in

:

will

Mclntire's
mill crew went on holidays many Professor Thayer at the trials.
Leaves," Meddiebcmpsters.
had to be brought back to work.
The Achorn Prize consists of
Record II, Side I
"Some were ugly, some tearful,
the Annual income from $1,214,
"Forward the White," Glee Club; and some disgustingly sick."
was bequeathed to the
While Mr. Mclntire was at which
music by George Summer; words
Achorn '81.
Bridgton
Academy, "two fine college by Edgar O.
by Kenneth Robinson '14.
excellence in a
Bowdoin men and several other It is awarded for
"Graceful and Easy," Meddie- teachers, who had acquired a lit- debate between members of the
freshman and sophomore classes.
bempsters.
tle learning in other institutions"
spoke to their students about
Side II
growing
like
up
and
acting
col"Brothers Sing On," Glee Club;
lege men instead of, like schoolmusic by Edvard Grieg.

Band Play?"; "And When The

i

.

affirmative.
The fortunate gentleman could think
be coached by two unDown To
dergraduates to be chosen by of was "Now I Lay Me
Professor Albert R. Thayer, Pro- Sleep", a prayer which was hardfessors Eaton Leith and Henry ly suitable for a man in his posifather's G. Russell served as judges with tion.

knew "when the men got surly
and began to have indigestion that
the cider had changed to vinegar
Glee and the time for making pickles
'96.

Oct.

offense shifted into high gear this

The contestants presented brief copal Church.
able Christmas gift for students, Glenn R. Mclntire. In it he disPresident Sills, who has long
alumni and friends of the Col- cussed the relationship between arguments on the following propcollege men and liquor.
osition at the trials:
been a friend of Reverend Hale's,
lege.
the
Federal
that
Resolved,
Mr. Mclntire sketched early exA complete list of the record- periences in the life of a family Government should make annual presented him to the student body
ings follows:
where the father, as a matter of grants to the states for aiding and Bowdoin Fathers.
and Reverend Hale's sermon was
elementary'
course, took his eight-year old son substantially
Record I, Side I
education, the grants to "How To Pray". He began by
"Rise Sons of Bowdoin," Glee with him where "the doors swing secondary
in and the doors swing out," and be based on the ratio of total
telling the story of the man who
Club; music by Charles T. Burlet his son see that "some pass in state income to the number of
nett; words by Kenneth C. M.
had been thrown into the Lion's
while others pass out." Everyone school children within the state.
Sills '01.
The finals arc to be held Mon- den and who realized for the first
drank freely of the cider and el"Bowdoin Beata," Glee Club; derberry blossom wine made by day, November 11, at Memorial time in his life that he didn't
tune "Wake Freshmen, Wake"; the neighbors, and the. children Hall, with Fein and Hart repre- know how to pray. All this unwords by Henry'

And

Donovan Also Score As
Passes Play Major Role

-

^

from Kenyon, and
Doctor of Humane Letters from
Denver. Among his other accomplishments, he is a very skilled
Philosophy

.

flutist.

organized
to the c° Ile£? (,n Pending a place
Association
has already enrolled 407 members to Purchase *«*. clothes, Italian
from the ranks of . Bowdoin sandwiches, spaghetti dinners and
a place to watch Esther
llliams,
t
Bing Crosby, and Donald Duck)
[ Continued on Page 6 ]
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on June

8,

1946. the

W

MaMaaaaflaM

National China Relief
Maine Cancer Society
National Foundation of InfanParalysis
Continued on Page 6
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Mustard and Cress

Returns With Memories
By Paul W. Moran
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ww

know

the

men

side

by

side

I

HeHo" j»

when

The

with

whom

Fall of

'

by "wooding" in the grandBut most students, except those

taking

Chem

perhaps, have time

to realize that the Fall has brought
string of football weekhas brought problems never

more than a

faced heretofore by Bowdoirt, problems faced by any small.college with

growing pains.

The

difficulties

caused by the pres-

ence of a thousand men on campus, are
unavoidable ones, and they must be

deak with

until «very veteran, has, re-

ceived his diploma, as part of the debt
of the College to the
the

number

flag in the

on the campus.

result

Would

justify the

and direct outlet for freshman retaliation
upon their tormentors. It finally had to be dropped
because the- great majority of sophomores ("wise
'fools") very wisely spent the day out of town.
'logical,

obnoxious to his classmates as the typical
hazer makes himself to freshmen would do so at
and would probably be considered slightly
abnormal. But freshmen are considered a lower
category of creation and can be treated in a manner the SPCA would protest against if applied to
dogs or horses. So the incipient sadist has a field

1

walks of life.' Bowdoin has
kept her enrollment from exceeding

men

until this year

No

A large enrollment makes the problem of knowing even the men in ones
own house or dormitory a difficult one,
and few have the initiative to. go far
afield in

choawg

their,

who wei» 91 Bpwdoin

i^^tm

that

and

life,

-

c

—

m

m

c

-

In the last analysis the answer to the whole problem, barring intervention by the college authorities,
which we hope will not be necessary, lies with the
freshmen themselves. As long as any large numbers of them exepct to be hazed or want to be hazed
or tamely submit to being hazed, they probably wiH

own

And as sophomores they will inflict,
experiences upon the succeeding class. As the persons most directly concerned with the hazing probtheir

be.

Leaving Bowdoin twelve years
ago for Washington, he worked on
a cabinet committee on price policy throughout 1934 and 1935. During this time he wrote studies
on the prices of automobile tires
and whiskey, thereby displaying
interests- dear to the hearts of
many Bowdoin students.
From 1935 to 1937, while
W.P.A Administrator for Maine,
he encountered many amusing
experiences. An example of his
on-the-spot, shrewd wit was his

whom were

of

Captains,

Com-

manders, and the like. We former
E.M.'s who venture into the "Officers' Club" of the Kappa Sig
House can well understand the

humor

of the situation.

In February of 1944 Private Abrahamson at the request of the
Secretary of War received an honorable discharge to become Assistant Executive Director of the

"foreigners" irked the Administra- can interests in the refugee probtor a bit, so he answered, "Send lem.
The last of this series of. rethem back where they came
refreshman
several
such
tive,
from!" The meaning is plain: markable positions came in Augvolts to work in the past. Despite the present swol- since we took the land from the ust, 1945, when he was appointed
len enrollment of the college, costs are equally Indians in the first place, we at Special Assistant to Secretary- of
Lewis B. Schwellenbach
swollen, and it takes more men than ever before to? least, owe them something in re- Labor
who once said that no matter
turn.
operate a fraternity house in a normal manner.
The W.P.A. published a book what question one asked of Mr.
presEven houses that might stand the loss of their
entitled
"The American Guide Abrahamson, a well-thought-out
ent freshman delegation right now would become Service," in which is a short ar- answer would be forthcoming aldesperate without replacements for the large num- ticle about the house now occu- most instantly. Secretary SchweBhimself
bers of seniors they will lose by graduation in the pied by Professors. Van Cleve and enbach used to consider
Abrahamson, and formerly occu- surrounded by Bowdoin men, becoming year.
pied by Nathaniel Hawthorne as tween Paul H. Douglas '13, chair- o
an undergraduate. Hawthorne, a man of the committee thai set up
shy youth, would sit by his win- the Labor Management ConferIt is essential, of course, that any such threat to
dow for hours hoping to catch a ence; Carl Moran '17, Assistant
it
that
meant
and
sincerely
be
"turn in pledge pins
glimpse of the servant girl of Secretary of Labor; and of course
be .carried out if the fraternity attempts to call it as Professor Cleaveland, who would "Jim" Abrahamson '26.
a bluff. It wouldn't be too much loss for the fresh- come to the door of the house
We hope there is no connection
the
but
fraternities,
in
believe
heartily
men.
across the street. It is unfortunate between the notice on the news
hazing system i6 their major flaw here at Bowdoin, that Hawthorne never got farther ticker of Mr. Abrahamson's apand as a senior who's been around this place off and than sitting at his window waiting pointment to the Labor Departon for six years we don't believe any fraternity is to see her. Times
and students ment, and the item immediately
worth going through an extended hazing program
following it, which read "Stocks
have changed.
for.
Running a state W.P.A. organi- turn downward irregularly."
But to get back to the Bowdoin
zation naturally brought to the
'- J
t
mind of the reporter the super- men, many interesting episodes
The principal arguments for hazing, when any- cilious but perhaps interesting occurred; it seemed as though
one can make them without indulging in unprintable comparison of the relative diffi- Secretary Schwellenbach was allanguage, seem to be that the experience acts as a culties in getting W.P.A. workers ways walking into the dining
unifying bond among a freshman delegation and to work and getting Bowdoin stu- room or some other public piaee
that it takes some of the cockiness out of them. dents to study. The somewhat and being introduced to Bowdoin
The cockiest people we've ever seen here were cautious reply, was, as might be men by one of the above mensophomores, and if the fraternity itself isn't a strong expected, that the .latter is easier. tioned trio. So when the choice of
enough unifying bond, what's the" point of having
After four years at Bowdoin.
[ Continued on Page 4 \
one? Others argue that it's good for the freshmen Mr. Arbahamson departed again
to make fools out of them, but any who voluntarily submit to hazing are fools already, and the most
ridiculous people in sight are usually the upperclassmen in charge of the process. Very noble of
them to sacrifice themselves for what they conceive
to be the good of the fraternity.
ished or restricted to certain agreed limits all pledge
in. This system is highly affec-

pins will be turned

and we have known

We

'

—

—

m

*

•

e

There are certain jobs, around any house which
have to be done, and in the long run it's probably
as fair to have them done by freshmen as to work
out any more complicated duty roster. It is also
desirable for freshmen to learn the cheers, songs,
organization, and traditions of the fraternities. But
we can't see-that upperclassmen have a right to any
sort of personal service, and we fail completely to
see anything good or desirable in compelling any
being to submit to unnecessary indignities,
usually in execrable- taste, for the amusement of
others. It's a question of ethics.

human

m-e

c

psychological problem of hazing does not lie
whofry in the minds of upperclassmen. It lies partly
with the freshmen. As is frequently pointed out
by hazing advocates, many freshmen expect to be
hazed. Well, we expect, to go to the dentist next
month, but we don't expect to enjoy it. Like the

his ath-

m

«
-

The

his social relation-

their full share of at-

Were you at the football rally last, Friday night ?
We thought not. There were less than
one hundred people there, including the band. Of
these less than twenty were upperclassmen. Supposing there is any argument whatever for hazing,
who needs it most?
You weren't ?

Veterans' Corner
The new

The offer of Bowdoin is multifold,
and a man has not used his advantage
he has untapped every source presented by the
college for broadening his point of
view, deepening his grasp on academic
of

coming to

and

college until

spiritual problems, learning deter-

mination and

fair play

on the

athletic

and learning cooperation and

enthusiasm by working for campus

or-

The campus

activities which ostenunrewarding often have the
most lasting and beneficial compensations. This Fall some activities have
been overwhelmed with eager candidates; but there are many that receiv-

sibly are

ed

feeble

It is

and unenthusiastic support.

the responsibility of the College,

Freshman Class, by
enthusiasm, cooperation, and de-

in particular of the
its

and give those not yet recovered from
the "manpower shortage" especial
help.

^MMHaeseeaMft

office hours of

Mr. A.
F. Goud, Veterans Advisor in 19
Winthrop Hall, will be from 8:30

4

"

tfce wajr

aa»B£ the men who were

MB^I

and

termination, to support ail activities,

orduringifc4ieoujri«>ka*reacire}eof
close friends

Men are in

M*n

friend*

before

to the

at college.

ganizations.

class.

in 1946.

less ag-

opportunity to develop himself while

a small college a
man easily can become familiar with
most of the other men in college, and,

itself

neglected at the expense of the .others
without the student losing part of his

field,

can choose his friends from the group
as a whole and not merely from within his own fraternity, organization, or

m

But why should the veteran be so eager in his return to the hazing habits of his pre-war days?
Dozens of articles have been telling us that he has
a new and more mature outlook on college life and
education. In the first place, we don't think he
really does have such a new outlook, but that's
neither here nor there. We do thmk, though, that
his phychology has been influenced by his military
experiences. Many veterans, finding themselves with
a certain degree of authority over their fraternity's
pledges, revert to the platoon sergeant school of
thinking. Others, who never were sergeants, take
the opportunity to express their frustration. Power
goes to their heads. Men who normally have little
chance for prominence suddenly find a restricted
field in which they can make thenjselves dominant
and noticeable with the authority of tradition and
most of their fraternity brothers behind them.

one of these things can be

because only as a small college can she
make good the offer expressed by
President Hyde. In

wearing civvies at his discretion,
he frequently encountered amusing situations, often having dinner with old students of his. many

since.

of you.

ship with others in the community

must receive

ers in all

more or

that his academic

tention.

among the men of
who are to be the lead-

day.

student each week; the student, in
turn must work out a schedule in such

way

C

self as

a complete slave to his courses. That
is the challenge offered by the college;
a definite amount of time is given the

a

-

his peril

purpose is not one to be criticized. But
a man can be a top-ranking student
and still plan his time so that he is not

letic activity,

o

Another factor is simple sadism, for which hazing
provides a splended opening. Anyone making him-

college primarily to study,

service

hosts of friends

seven hundred

alive than

is

IB

American college
x

chapel to rise steadily and

age

more

the person whose motive for hazing is simply one of revenge. He went through
some highly painful moments, himself and wants to
take- it out on someone. This motive, however, gets
so warped out of its proper channel that instead of
revenging himself on the upperclassmen who hazed
him he takes his resentment out on someone who'
wasn't even an innocent bystander at the time. The
old tradition of Rising Day, which marked the end
of freshman rules, provided the most natural,

Than there

bounds between the

gravated form, presents

on the

fact must be taken as a starting point
from which any attempt to- meet the
difficulties is to be made.
William DeWitt Hyde, the late
President of Bowdoin, stated that part
of the offer of the college was "to make

own

is

in.-

powerful force, causing

situation, in a

caused

rapidly during the past few years. This

one's

No one

There is also- the odd creature who was against
hazing as a Freshman but has since "seen the light."

required. Witt such a step

men who

of stars

wan

Board, which conlem, it is up to the freshmen to take action on it. reply to some people who advo- War Refugee
Hull of
sisted
of Secretaries
The course of such action is fairly simple. It con- cated withdrawal of state aid to State, Morgenthau of Treasury,
the Indians, complaining that it
sists in getting the entire delegation together and was an extravagance to be
sup- and Stimson of War. The prime
the informing the fraternity that unless hazing is abolporting foreigners. The word concern of this Board was Ameri-

I

unfortunate that the day is past
a man would work for the sake

This

their feet

it

critical ex-

had any.

recognition for his every voluntary

warm

staad.

make any

desirable.

action.

weather, and hordes of alumni and
students to cheer her team and

fails to

fallacies of the cult of progress,

Human

accomplishment was reward enough
foe his labors. Now he must have a
"reason" for everything he does; there
must be immediate compensation and

1946 has brought Bowdoin a thousand men to swell her
classes, three weeks of Maine football

ends;

is

we are to
but occasionally
customs
Some
change is necessary and
outlive their usefulness, even supposing they ever
should ho?

they walk

of working, believing that a sense of

1946

3-4,

There

to

No. ft

1*M

2S,

a

of thinking is reflected in the words "I got hazed,
Well, why
kid brother?"
,st>. why shouldn't my

men or less.

w«i*mai^ma^p>

Wednesday. October

In June, 1943, he had the interesting and unusual (!) experience of being drafted. After the
usual KJ». and ditch-digging, he
was assigned to Q^.S. to do a job
the nature of which cannot be
divulged,
but which concerned
his old interests in refugee work.
Holding the rank of Private
throughout hfc Army career, hut
with the enviable privilege of

amination of them by objective standards. This sort

It is

THE FALL OF

logical.

be taken?

w-w^————————

probably psychoa certain type of mind which, while
is

'

to attain it. The traditional Bowdoin "Hello" is a good
One step beyond the
beginning.

iMaisnii * v«

VoL LXXVI

o

-

basic problem of hazing

reverencing traditions,

&&MPVS ACTIVITIES

—

be-

practices.

m
The

students bo have difficulty in breaking

,k

A20

who we hoped had matured

yond such childish

effort necessary

•*7

=3=

'*-

turning veteran*,

feh in every phase of college hie.
The College wut regain unity eventually when and if it can limit the en-

which would
'47

p*

came

largely from re-

:

small groups. But these difficulties can
be overcome, and perhaps the unity

Ik
*'

reflection of opinion, the present

pro-hazing sentiment must

they require for efficient operation,
and symptoms of the disease will bo

Bowdoin men

make

body to be 65% opposed to the practice. If this figure

was an accurate

the foot-

and organizations

activities

die* now existing

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING CO!«f\%NY

4w

peared during the war years and that as late as last
spring a Student Council poll showed the student

will be unable to achieve the unity

inertia is a

ar

c

-

understand that hazing quite largely disap-

'47

June,
after Commencement
in
1941, this time for a post writh the
National Refugee Service, which
was concerned with the adjustment of refugees from fascist aggression.

.

>47

Raymond X. Jeeee* '4«

*lr»WWl*W

make

m
We

Unity can be achieved now, by a con-

Manager

Circulation

Campus

centrated effort of

C Cab* Em*w *4A

-

will

it

is,

rollment to seven hundred

Managers
Bernard M.tHni-SS

Jnefrtsni Buslar**

If it

cate distinction; they are maintaining the threat of
the paddle, but not its use.

attempted.

weekends and houseparties of
946 but hollow echoes of the colorful
social events of prewar Bowdoin.

W^tl

W.
W« wnky
Iw|Hy, Jf.

Paul
Frederick
P..

is

intermingling

all

1

*47

.

James

form and most of them are using physical hazing.
One house, we understand, has drawn a very deli-

little

ball

»fW

fc,

doin becomes a collection of mutually

of the groups

Sports Editor

houses are conducting hazing in some

exclusive groups existing even within

such.

'4*
'«»

can be overdone.

Bowdoin is justly proud to weltradition-minded upperclassman, the freshman ex- come back another long-lost son.
pects to be hazed because his father or older broth-, Albert ("Jim") Abrahamson, Aser was. That doesn't necessarily mean he wants to sociate Professor of Economics.
be. And there are* probably freshman masochists to This pride is due in part to the
match upperclassmen sadists. Some people like to be high offices he has held, but more
than that, simply the fact that he
martyrs, or enjoy thinking what he-men they are to preferred to come back rather
absorb such punishment. It all goes back to such than remain in public life.
By way of explanation of how
customs as the floggings of ancient Sparta and the
the nickname "Jim" was derived
ritual initiation tortures of the American Indiana
from the name ''Albert," Mr. Aband other savage tribes by which a youth is sup- rahamson replied that there is no
posed to prove his right to manhood. As we've often significance attached to the nicksaid, material civilization has changed a lot in the name; that his brother gave it to
last five thousand years, but human nature hasn't. him when he was very young, and
every one has called him that over
Get my oak paddle, Johnny, and bend over whHe I
.

*

'4fl

haps, for the college to return to normalcy, but it
An informal survey shows that

Thus Bow-

Hmmb '47

Swift

Ulri

The stupid and nauseating business of hazing
seems to be with us again. It's a fine thing, per-

entered Bow-

left.

armk*ia*i

C

nearly

the fraternity, and

HL Ntkpk» Jr.
Johnson Poor

Aaatatant Bportft Editor

By Dallas

it

This condition is one which has always prevailed in large universities,
and is accepted as a natural one. But
it is not a natural condition at Bowdoin, and it must not be accepted as

*im*L &

>

left

find

men who had

18-il

doin after they had

Associate Editor*

men

acquaint themselves with
left college before they

difficult to

*m

them before they

for the service; but these

And,

it

may prove to be very
men concerned.

help-

ful to the

And,
speaking
about
men
until 12 o'clock noon, Monday roaming about aimlessly,
there
through Friday of each week.
are several veterans who interQuestions about receipt of in- rupted their training during the
creased subsistence allowance due period between the Summer and
to a dependency have been reach- Fall Terms. If they expect to get
ing Mr. Goud. Veterans are ad- their subsistence allowance, and
vised to be patient, as there may other benefits, they should see
be some delay in the handling of Mr. Goud immediately.
their claims due to administrative
This is commencing to be a
work at the Veterans Adminis- "See Mr. Goud" Column. Such
tration.
being the case, here is another
To aid in the solving of any item for the guidance of all conproblems concerning "G. I." in- cerned. There' are a few remainsurance, there is a special V.
ing veterans who have returned
representative on the campus each to their studies after the short
Thursday morning in 19 Win- vacation a couple of weeks ago
throp. Veterans having any par- but who have failed to request to
ticular problem or question should have
their
subsistence
checks
take advantage of the opportunity mailed to their College address.
available.
Those men who ordered the
Men under P.L.346 who have checks mailed on or about the 1st
indicated that they did not ex- of October to an address other
pect to take a job but do so than their College address will
should contact Mr. Goud in or- find that the next check will be

A

der that the V.A may be

advised.

sent to the place last requested

by them.
Married veterans who attended
When sending in your insurschool elsewhere under either P.L.
16 or P.L. 346 and were married ance check, or when communicatat the time, may not receive their ing with the Veterans Adminisincreased subsistence allowance tration, be sure to give yeur "HP
until such time as their folder is Number as well as yeur Service
received by the V.A at Togus, Serial Number. This will generMaine. The speed with which you ally facilitate the speed of your
receive your increase depends as request or reply from the V.A
much upon the co-operation of the If you do not know it, look up
forwarding office as it does upon any correspondence you may have
received from the V.A, as it may
the V\A. 9,% To^us,
There axe ttfne veterans roam- be on the paper someplace.
While on the, subject of corresing about rather, aimlessly who
have not turned in their Certifi- pondence it may be well to keep a
cates of Eligibility to Mr. Goud. complete file of any and aU corHe will be glad to receive them. respondence you have received or

may

receive in the

future from

Veterans Administration or
Forces. By keeping the
most recent item on top of' the
the
the

Armed

other, in a reverse chronological
order, reference to them may be
easier.

m

One good way

to

them

file

i?

a large envelope, the size othe opened letter. In this waj
there is less likelihood of losinr
any letter which may prove to be
of considerable
importance
at
some future time.
Veterans who have not sen*
their claim for terminal leave pa:
as enlisted men should be sure o
where they send their papers
The forms, which are available a
the
Post Office on Pleasan
Street, as well as at 19 Winthrop
list the various offices to whict
they should be submitted. Veter
ans who have seen service as en
listed personnel but 'were
dis
charged, or relieved from activi
duty as an officer, are advised t<
send their papers to the office in
(heated for their discharge as en
listed
personnel. Do not sen
them to the point of release fron
active duty as an officer.
Mr. Philip S. Wilder, in
Winthrop Hall, has some informs
tion for former members of th
-

K

Army

Air Forces

interested

in

who might

joining

Force Association. This

b>

This job

sure keeps

me

hopping!''

"TJELIEVE me,

fitting ail the new dial and manual switchJ hoard equipment and long distance facilities into Bell
System central offices all around the country is keeping mo
mighty busy!

"In a single big dial exchange there may be 4,000 miles
of wire. I may have to solder 2,500.004 connections
before everything's ready for you to dial a number.
"Besides installing this complex apparatus, 1 build k.
That's part of my job as manufacturer for the Belt System,

"I also purchase all manner of things for the Bell Teleand distribute these supplies to them
phone Companies
along with the equipment I make.
.

.

.

"Ever since 1882, I've been helping to mah* our nation's
telephone service the best in the world. Today • with
the Bell System's construction program of more than
I'm busier than eve*.
82,000,000,000 in full swing
•

.

"Remember my name

...

.

•

.

it's

Western

Electric.**

the Ai:
a re-

is

organization and membership i
open to enlisted personnel as weJ
as officer personnel of the Arm;

AJr.Fojws,
According
panying the
it
may bo
squadron on

Wow!

to the letter accom
descriptive brochurepossible to form a

the campus.
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Maine State

POLAR

Opens On Saturday

Series

Bates Looms As Favorite;
Big White Gains Prestige

BEARINGS

By David Crowell '49
Anyone who heard the chapel bell tolling the victorious notes
of Bowdoin's triumph over Williams last week
the most auspicious one in the fifty-seven-year-old rivalry
might have
thought that Bowdoin was a sure bet to embark Saturday on another State Series spree for .their eighth championship in nine
seasons. But there'll be no walkaway this year.
As the four Maine colleges
square away this week for the
series
revival.
Exeter
Bates
College
looms a strong favorite. Undefeated in four starts, they have
Jayvees 48
0;
shown great offensive versatility
and defending skill while proving
Callahan Excels
themselves the
best
Lewiston
The Bowdoin Jayvees lost to a team in a good many years.
powerful Exeter Academy team Ducky Pond has a wealth of '42
by a score of 48-0 in the Plimpton regulars around whom he has
Stadium on Saturday, October moulded into a fast yet heavy
19th. The chief failing of the team.
Polar Bear's green team was in
Bates' basic formation is a sintheir pass defense, although all gle wing and deceptive variadepartments were weak.
tions have been developed. Jo-jo
After an exchange of fumbles Larochelle at full back has been
in the first five minutes, the New a dependable ground-gainer for
Hampshire team blocked and the Bobcats. Allen Hewlett, a
then recovered a Bowdoin punt dash man, shows plenty of spark
on the Black and White's eleven at left half, while his partner, Art
yard line. Alexander then scored Blanchard, is the outstanding
on a pass, and a successful con- passer for Bates. Arnie Cci-d at
version followed. The first quar- quarterback also tosses effectiveter ended with Exeter on its own ly in the clutch. Joyce, Shea,
35 yard line.
Stone, Parent, Lindy Blanchard
Exeter kicked at the start of (Art's brother, a transfer from
the second quarter and the battle Boston College and Sugar Bowl
of the two lines got underway. competitor), Leahey and Cunnane
During the first half Exeter was line up as heavy, competent forable to rush only fifty yards wards. Fpur of these starters
through the Bowdoin line. This played for the Garnet and Black
failure was remedied when the before the war.
red and gray grounded their atColby looked good against Amtack until they entered pay dirt herst last week, although they
again. Only two of the seven lost by a touchdown. Danny Lewtouchdowns were drilled through is has taught his boys an effectthe Bowdoin forward wall. Nick ive modified T-formation with an
Callahan, spark of the Academy's unbalanced line. Although the
line, showed well; and Exeter's quarterback
does
not operate
came from under center, the plays
hard-running
backfield
through with flying colors.
break much like those of the T.
The second half started with
Ray Verrengia has paced the
Exeter kicking off. Co-Captain Mule's backfield thus far and is
Joe Wright ran the ball to the a dual threat on the attack. JohnBowdoin twenty-four, and then ny Mulhern can snag his teampunted the ball on the fourth mates' passes handily. Phil Camdown to his own 47. Alden and initi and Mico Puiia look good for
Beckler were strong guns in the the Blue and Gray, too. But ColBowdoin line, while Stevens and by seems to lack the depth needCrowell also did well. The third ed by a serious contender.
period ended with Exeter leading
Maine has had some tough
36-0. The fourth period was all breaks in her four fruitless outings, but may rebound this week.
runLewis
Captain
with
Exeter
Walt
Dumbrowski has looked
ning well behind plenty of inter- good running from
the T. Emile
ference. The final period pro- King's kicking has saved enemy
duced two more Red and Gray scores more than once, too. Eck
scores, the second coming in the Allen has coupled a spread formation with the T and he takes adfinal seconds of the game.
vantage of his team's heft with a
couple of good power plays. Black
Lineup:
Bear injuries have slowed the
Cobb
re
team, but don't sell them short.
Lewis
rt
That leaves Bowdoin
a fightAlden
rg
er with an especially tenacious
Beckler
c
line. Some say that her first two
losses were give-aways. But that
Stevens
lg
can't be true if you'll just notice
Crowell
It
the play-for-keeps attitude of tho
FHzpatrick
le
team. A lot of statements about
Wright
qb
the Big White were taken back
Greene
hb
last week, when the Polar Bears
Dunn
hb
humbled a better-than-fair WilRacine
fb

——

By George McClelland

'

>SE CRITICS who claim

that

Bowdoin

lacks a scoring

Swamps

punch

when they witnessed
Polar Bear touchdowns, three climaxing sustained drives. In
two previous contests the Big White had outgained their opived a severe jolt Saturday afternoon

To

ents consistently, only to fall short of the goal line at each

At Mass. State they were halted twice within the
lows of the goalposts. Against Amherst the furthest point

ortunity.

enetration

was the 29.
Polar Bearings

DETRACTORS seized

INY SHAY'S

upon these

factors as a

T

a for criticizing his coaching technique. Saying that the
jt be learned in a year, they smiled smugly as they pointed to

missed assignments in the intricacies of the T"s deceptive

Oourtesy of tn« rortiand Press Herald

L

E. R.
Polar Bearings

>ped two games in a row due to misplays in crucial moments,

The White Key elected its two
Bowdoin looked the part of an effective ma- new officers in a meeting last
afternoon. Frederick A
Thursday
e. Difficulties which hamstrung the team in the past seemed
'49 turned over his position
ave disappeared as if by magic. It was not magic but the Moore
to Edward R. Marston

inst Williams

of an efficient coaching job.

s

Polar Bearings

-AR BEAR PROSPECTS

at the outset

campaign

of the

pretty grim. While other schools welcomed back scores of
rmen, Bowdoin found that they could muster only a handonly one of which could be called a first stringer. The team
green ljut willing. Early scrimmages were sloppy and the

s

ook grew no

However, Shay was. not pessimistic. In
re-season interview. Shay said that this would be a typical
vdoin team.
ely his

brighter.

If

and

approaching

it is

his prediction the credit

is

his assistants.

Polar Bearings

THOSE WHO FOLLOWED

the 1946 edition of Big White,
revelation. Fumbles and penalties
rked Bowdoin's offense, but the backs ran hard and the line
ned big holes at times. The inexperience of the team as a
>le cost them the game. An unbiased spectator had to admit
a better looking eleven than did the Bay
t Bowdoin fielded
lers, who had seven lettermen in the line-up.

Mass. State

Polar Bearings

the machine meshed. Not a
but the result of sound coaching. Quarterbacks Gilfinally attained the deception so essential to
T. Fumbles were reduced to the minimum and backs picked
hole* with greater skill. The linemen threw effective blocks
le right places and outcharged their heavier antagonists
ughout. It is not necessary to discuss the game at length,
ryone who saw it has high hopes for the future and richly so.

Beem had

Polar Bearings

V EMPHASIS CAN BE PUT on

We're Interested In

ALL Your

the

little

The team has come a long way

1

A

PRINTING
had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

POSTERS

nCKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone S —

And

Zetes

Manager
Ike Orient

League

rtball

1

Continued from Page
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Nu

Any doubts about Dinny Shay's

3

lines

now

1

host

of

2

a

territory against the third team.

1

1

,-..

2

operate in front of a

speedy backs. Injuries
which kept three first stringers
out of action failed to hinder the

of the teams have attack. As these three men will
*l
the
same number of probably be in action next week,
« since a few have been the Big White appears ready for
the state series.
»ned.
The Line-up:
ice no varsity or junior varmen are permitted to play,
WILLIAMS
U may have to forfeit their Ireland, le
le, Knox
It, Richards
* in the
League because Taussig, It
Stankis, lg
i insufficient number of men
lg. Goodell
>le
to play in the Touch Newton, c
c, Detmer
*e:

Not

BOWDOIN

D

League.
e games are played accordto the standard touch footrules with some modificarules concerning penalties
been revised; and time outs
not allowed but the four ten
ite quarters now include two
lie rest periods in between.
the end of the season each
te winners of the two out of
game playoff series in each
>p will receive a trophy.
>

MHW

Hay, rg
Dougherty,

Mclntyre, Ihe
Toomy, rhb

Clancy
re, Gruber
qb, Wilson
lhe, Richardson
rhb, Higgins

Donovan,
Bowdoin

13

Smethurst, re
Gillen,

qb

fb,

7

ceived his early education there.
In his junior year at Portland
High, he took an active interest
in Football, when he and his bro- 1
ther Joe, a year younger but
much the heavier of the two,
went out for the light Varsity

Dan Morrison

born

in

team. The brother combination
was very successful with Joe as
center and Frank right guard and
Captain. The following year they
both made the varsity, and when
the two were proving most effective, Joe was injured and sidelined for the remainder of the
season. Frank carried on playing
standout guard from then on.
Graduating from Portland High
in
June 1937, "Sabe" entered

Bowdoin in the fall. He tried fullback on the Freshman Team that
year, but was convinced that he
would not break the tradition,

Touchdowns

— Mclntyre
—

at Georgetown and Rutgers for one year's training, at the
of which he could speak
French, German, and Spanish.
Further transfer brought him to
the Military Intelligence Training
Center at Camp Ritchie, Maryland,
where he specialized in
Aerial Photography Interpretation
for six months. Then he shipped
overseas as a member of the API
Detachment to Cherbourge, Paris,
Verdun, Dijon, Nancy, Luxemburg
City, into Germany at Frankfort

Phillips of

420

W.

24th

St.,

London

in the top quarter of his class as

fessional coaches of several sports.

Over three years

a French Major in June 1941.

[

ago

Continued on Page 6

New York, N.Y.

"Sabe"
]
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PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

HARDWARE
GARDNER

D. D.

WISCASSET, MAINE—Route

J

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

of

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

Student Patronage Solicited

CO.

Near Fire Station

PRMTinG
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ALVIN SETTLE

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
like to have your friends know what yon are
like to hear of your athletic achievements?

OFFERS
Special

Weekly and Monthly Winter Rates

The

ORIENT

is

-

Sees All

-

Tel.

Book Store

VESTPOX

No

Short Subject
Oct. 25-26

G. Robinson

THE

THE STRANGER
also,

Paramount News

1

jiffy-shaver

17A Maine

Short Subjects

Street

W. CHANDLER & SON

Oct

Sun.-,Mon.-Tues.

with
Olivia DeHavilland

-

HOTEL EAGLE

Deliver the

ORIENT

NEW

to:

DINING

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH

NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

———^——^———
Paramount News

ROOMS FROM

MIKE'S PLACE

The Orient

Office,

Moottoa

Brunswick. Maine

IMMMM

mum

Short Subjects

Nov. 1-2

FrL-Sat.

ONE MORE TOMORROW
Ann

with
Sheridan - Dennis Morgan
also

Paramount News
Short Subjects

Brunswick

MH

delivery

Maine Street

.

Union.

with

Tom Drake - Donna Reed
Fox News.

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E FOOTER

City, State

"~~

Oct. 30-31

FAITHFUL IN MY
FASHION
also

HOT DOGS
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

$2.50

Cartoon

BOTTLED' BEER

Name
Address

John Lund

also

REPAIRS

Censorship

$2.00 a year

27-28-29

TO EACH HIS OWN

ALTERATIONS

Wed. Thurs.

ONLY

-

in

and

F.
-

Fox News

SHOP

the College Oracle

Tells All

also

1000

SCOTTI

rrs here

and Reporter
Hears All

In Effect

PARKING

College

The new
The

with
George Brent - Lucille Bail

Loretta Young

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to an your girts and
other friends*. Copies mailed anywhere in the world. No extra
charge for foreign delivery.
-

Oct. 23-24

LOVER COME BACK

Edward

an easy and inexpensive way.

Remember

Now

Service

Fri.-Sat.

like to have your girts get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
is

24 Hour

10 Steam Heated Double Rooms for Winter

doing?

Would you
There

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

/FREE
Do you
Do you

TOWN TAXI

1

19 Miles from Brunswick

(placement*).
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Continued on Page 4

SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

Phone 974-M for
2,

Smethurst, Pitcher (sub for Newton). Extra Points
Butler 2

mm

ASTP

end

(17.50
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Williams

For eighteen months following
graduation,
"Sabe" worked for
the Todd-Bath Shipbuilding Corp.,
and at the same time coached the
line as Assistant Coach at the<
South Portland High School for
two seasons. In November 1942,
Frank received his "Greetings",
and after basic training in the
Medical Corps at Camp Pickett,
Virginia, he was tranferred to

"Once a lineman, always a lineOther experi- man."
Adam Walsh changed
enced men who reported were: Frank to his old position at right and Wiessbaden, and finally back
Jack Clark, Norby Carey, Joe guard, and his brilliant playing to the States, after thirteen
Flannagan. Bill Silsby, Earl Wil- career can best be expressed by months across.
son, Bob Leonard and Jack Roland. the fact that he was a varsity
On temporary duty with 45
letterman for three years, All- days leave at home, "Sabe" helped
State for his last two, and re- coach last fall's informal team,
ceived Honorable Mention on the taking charge of the line. After
the season, Frank made a trip to
1940 All-New England Team.
Get in on the ground floor
Frank joined the Zeta Psi Fra- Mexico and then returned to bewith this way under ceiling price
ternity his sophomore year at come Track Coach at Cheverus
ROMPTON'S
college, was a member of the High School in Portland. This
ORDUROY
Student Council, and Chairman of summer he attended a Boston UnOLLEGE
OAT
the Student Council Dance Com- iversity Graduate School working
mittee,
which under
"Sabe's" for his degree of Master of PhysiFully Rayon Lined
leadership pulled from deep in the cal Education. During that time
Sizes 84 to 42
S Button Model
red to a very nominal surplus he also entered a Holy Cross
Colore Tan or Brown
over the year. He was also a Coaching School with a one
Regular $25 value
Dormitory Proctor, but these ad- week's concentrated course, which
They're going fast so order now
Send check or money order
ditional responsibilities did
not included lectures from many of
We pay delivery charges
prevent him from being graduated the top Intercollegiate and Prothis spring.

Todd

6-56

a Maine Son,
Portland and re- track.

strictly

was

rt,

fb

1946,
duties as
Football.

last

Murphy

rg,
rt

of

All-

Maine guard, led the list of veteran
performers from last year's team.
Also among those reporting from
1945's varsity squad were guard
Bert Moore, center

August
his

QUINNAM HOUSE

all

bail

until

J

coaching ability were erased by
this victory. He has done wonders
with a green squad. Two strong

B
r.

up

At this point Frank revealed
that in track he has competed in
every event except the mile and
two mile. "In fact," says Frank,
"I went out for football just to
build myself up for track." He admits that his interest has shifted
to football, but he did win another of his Bowdoin "B'"s in

Newly Renovated

on the goal line when he plucked
a Bowdoin pass out of the air. It
was by another interception that
the final touchdown was achieved.

In the fading moments Ira Pitcher the first week of play, the
Fraternity Touch Football er grabbed a desperation pass on
the Williams 30 and raced over.
jc standings are:
ie
A
Higgins almost scored shortly be5
fore the gun when he returned a
punt 60 yards deep into Bowdoin
2
1

life

White Defeats Williams
[

id Fraternity

captain

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

his

"Sabe,"

McFarrand,
and former

"Packy"

c

Printing

Ask Us For Quotatious

Printers of

(es

Ed
year's

nament

We have

And Other

things which make,
in the past
weeks. It must keep improving in order to make a good
ring against Colby this Saturday and against the other
le teams. Bowdoin's victory over Williams may have been
led as an upset, but to those who have watched the developt of Shay's charges, the Polar Bears' outburst of power was
mildly surprising.
green team is no longer green. The Big
te is growing up and the White Mules had better be on their
drilled team.

:ll

Novem-

held in the gym.

way to accomplish the
needed conditioning.
One of the Freshmen reporting
was Al Tobey who played with
Brunswick High in the Bates Tour-

Polar Bearings

BUid

will last until the first of

when he assumed
ber when formal workouts will be Assistant
Coach

cellent

I

icle,

Sabasteanski Reluctantly
Reveals Former Exploits

and forward Milt McDonald.
Coach Heuther, today said, "the
response has been far below what
we expected," and added that "road
work would play a major part in
the training because most of the
men have been away from sports
for two or three years." He pointed
out that stamina of wind and legs
was important in basketball and
cross-country running was an ex-

inst

ALLY AGAINST WILLIAMS

Starts Training

ship.

BOWDOIN ATTACK

A

Team

Early training in the form of
Exhibiting the modesty characcross-country running started last
teristic of a good coach and a
.week for the thirty candidates who gentleman, Frank Sabasteanski,
reported in response to Coach Irv popularly known as "Sabe", reHeuther's call. The road running luctantly revealed for the Orient

looked great between the 30s uates.
Amherst, only to have penalties or fumbles bar the
again. Downfteld blocking was almost non-existent. Howf, there were good signs. The passing attack improved.
Yes,
hid line began to work as a unit. The entire squad showed
benefits of the previous week's engagement.
k.

Basketball

as president
*46, and Joseph A. Boyer '48 was
elected secretary-treasurer. These
men will retain their positions until the first meeting of the Spring
term.
Three new trophies have been
obtained by the organization with
the awi of Mr. Morrell, Athletic Director and advisor to the White
Key. The White Key Total Point
Trophy, given to the house with
the greatest number of total points
in all intra-mural contests, was
first presented to the D. U.'s last
Spring. The other two will be given to the winners of the interfraternity touch football champion-

President Marston said in an interview on Monday that the White
Key, the organization which runs
interfraternity sports and greots
teams visiting Bowdoin, is anxious
to receive all suggestions from the
student body concerning any new
sports or contests which may be
carried on among the undergrad-

game was a

lost

7 to 0.

Replaces F. A. Moore

that

outfit

(66) and Tim Donovan (30) provide interference as Ed Gillen follows the play. Bowdoin

White Key President,

E THEORIES WERE EXPLODED at the expense of the Pur-

from Williamstown, exploded by the same

GORDON BEEM SWEEPS AROUND LEFT END early in the Amherst game. Matt Branche

Marston Elected

Maine

M

i

"

'

—

'
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Abrahamaon
f

Cotnimitd

fmm

a man tar the chairman of the
committee on the Labor Manage-

ment

came

Conference

apt
consid-

SchweOenbach after some

made

eration

the

ALPHA DELTA

and.

chelae,

Ralph R. Anderson

happy in the aettef that here at
last was a non-Bowdoin man,
brought in the gentleman to introduce him to Carl Moras and
Jim Abrahamaon. The Secretary's
jaw d ropped a foot when Paul
Douglass gs*e oat with "Hi, Cart?

John

concerned

Edward Warren

choice of

were interviewing Warren, finding

Secretary. Hoping

Edward

John B. Freeec. Jr.
Sven B. ilauiretl
John R. Hupper

Richard E. Herrick.

Gordon

when

conceal his glee
she Secretary replied that

On August 5th, 1946. Mr. Abrahamson tendered Ms resignation to Secretary St hwellenbach

Jr.

WilHam H. White

Windand

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

L.

Edward
Leonard

S.

Heskett

the

Richard

J.

Jackman.

submitted,

as

effective

of

•

The

feeling that motivated hia

body of the letter, wttkh
says "However. I do know that
the

members

of* college

faculties are

required from time to time to go

back to their colleges and uni-

and

versities

demic side of the curriculum."
Two interesting pictures on
Prof. Abrahamson's study wall
are one of Professor Van Clcve
registering him for' the draft, and
another' of ProC Van'CJeve
his
Lt.-CoL uniform and *$ihi" in

A

'

and

confer-

ences for beginners in the study of
economics. Prof. Abrahamson
runs his Ec 1 section that way.

However, he believes that more
can be accomplished in a shorter
time by formal lectures in the
mere advanced fields, as his Ec
7 section knows.
Incidentally,
an ^.article
appeared in Friday's Boston Herald
(we hope this will not be injurious to the ORIENTS position

tween the two snortleiit papers),
by Stewart and Joseph Alsop, entitled -teonamlsts See Bust Due
Within Neat She Months," and
predicting

that

the "bust" will
not be as great as that in. ISM.
Prof. Abrahamaon. questioned on
the subject,
again
displayed

shrewdness when he replied. "I
don't thin* economics Is a sufficiently accurate science to jua>

Ofy per

i

W. Megatbhn,

Jr.

Joseph D.

James McKeen

Donald G. Methven
Malcolm S. Moore

Lewis P. Mason
Walter
Paul

James W. Stackpole
Charles C. Stanwood,

S.

Jr.

Mather

W. Muehlen

H

Richard

William T. Norton

Arthur R. Palmer

Foster Tallman

Harlan B. Peabody

Alfred N. Tobey
William D. Verrill
Alexander M. Wolfe,

Donald C.

i

Pletts

Gilbert O. Pletts
Jr.

t

,

Robert V. Powers

George

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

J.

Ward

Cornelius P. Darcy
Christian K. Langaard

with the

Scripture

Carlton B.

H Miller

'The

BETA THETA

Robert Waldren
L. Sumner Winn,

PI

Jr.

Jr.

ALPHA RHO UPSILON

Irving

Challen

Widgery Thomas,

Thomas G. Macomber

F.

W.

Gordon

!

;

Martin
j

Paul H. Rubin
James S. Segal

Philip Hues, Jr.

Jr.

W.

)

it may bo that
the Brunswick entry can change
man's tune more than once.
Dinny Shay has given his men
some fine coaching, and with their
spirit
well, you'd better see
the games and watch for yourself.
There has never been such a
backlog of sheer class at the four
Maine Colleges as there is this
season. The State Series promises
to be one of the best.

a

Gerald Cogan

Irvine

'

j

Sherman D. Spector

—

lia of this sort"
the

"It
Bowdoin and teaching; I just
felt like casniac bock." These was
also the sentimental aspect; some
of the men he had taught in »tl
Mere returning, ant of course he
renew old
lite

express*
that some of Ms for e r students
are. so President SiUs ban so
aptly put it. "in the ranks of the

m

teir

But

it

disappointing to see

Is

He

a center of urgency

;

J

|

j

a disciplined sense of humor, aa aw4r*nes&^

r

w

Class Of 1950 Contains

Heterogeneous Group

CLASS OF 1950

Geographical Distribution

October

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE
a an*
a.

Richard F. Alden.

Bowdoin Heme and a

Bowdoin man or

is

M. Foster
Charles T. Freeman
Henry W. Jones. Jr.
John F. Lord
Gerald N. McCarty
Roger P. Mergondahl
John A. Mitchell
Theodore P. Nixon
Robert E. Nordstrom

Prepaid east of the Mississippi; other-

wise please add 25 cents.

Curtis

t>

In

•» SW.m tote

$3.65 doz.

14 o*.

Brown

Richard E. Buttner
Robert B. Crockford
Robert S. Currier
Samuel R. Dudgeon

and White

12 oz

$345

10 oz

fe.95 doz.

7Vioz.

$2.95 doz.

3

doz.

/2«-

Q

Card enclosed to be

Payment

is

sent with

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY. BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE
Please chip

Name

Laurence D. Norton

Address

Dnvio K. Penny
Pete* T. Poor

Signed

.

Bowdoin Glasses

as noted above so:

/Norton, William A.

Palmer, Charles M.
Philbrick, Samuel
Pletts. Gilbert O.

W.

Smethurst, Benjamin M., Jr.
Stone, Gregory H.
Webster, WiUiam T.
'White, Bruce *f. M., Jr.

Whitney, Richard W.
Wilder, Charles W.
Winter, Norman M.
Zeitler,

Emerson

Thornton

Cressey, George
Jr.

Norton, Richard H.

^
of • «ij»

Burnell,

Macomber, G. Thomas
Morrefl, Richard A.
Nixon, Theodore P.

**** <**

l

Henry W. m*09
I* C. '24

B. TT
F. '12

Chapman, Arthur

Dudgeon, Samuel R.
Freese, John B., Jr.
Garland, David W.
Hay, R. Channing
Hebb, Angus G.
Henderson. Donald W.
Howe. Leland B.
Hupper. John R.
Joy. John D. W.
Lawless, John W.
Lovejoy, Charles W., Jr.

guaran-

teed to be permanent.

Ball,

W. Churchill
Drummond, Ainslie H.,

Blown Tumblers

in Black

The

L

Cressey,

with Bowdoin Seal

fine gift for a

for his bride,

out dearly and

seal stands

Hmo

addition to

'21

Ashey. Harold C. L. '12
Auten. Meredith B. '12
Badger, Joseph L. '20

Chapman. Thomas R.

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OBF1CE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

DELTA UPSILON
Charles S. Anten
Richard F. Brackett

Alden. Dwight M.

Alden, Richard F.
Ashey, John P.. 2nd
Auten, Charles S.

Badger. Richard
Ball, Robert M.
Burnell, Davis L.

of

Clans of 1S50

Fhthar

Son

Ill

John L. Sibley
Gregory H. Stone
Robert K. Stafford
Mack Walker
Robert D. Wedemeyer

Steele

j

Polar Cubs On Campus
Forty Sons In Fathers' Tracks

F. Ottley

PhilipS.

is

and an awareness on the
part of those so urged that this expression is one of
the most complicated and—when well done^ most
rewarding of human operations. There is no business more serious and heartbreaking than writing.
But in proportion as it is serious and heartbreaking
it is meaningful. Thomas Mann remarked of one of
his artists that to look at him you would think a
writer was one to whom writing comes harder than
to anyone else. Good writing comes only from painstaking study of what good writing is, and a fierce
desire not to fall short of it. Anyone with an idea
ought to respect it enough to express it as consummately as he can. Any critic wants to see it so respected, and he remonstrates with £ writer only
when it is not. The chief criticism which this reviewer makes of the summer issue of the Qsall is
that the inspiration of which it gives gratifying evidence has in some instance been more respected by
/-felna trjU|wi.bV those who had it.

Many

Howe

D

perfunc-

that

I

lias

Charles M. Palmer

Donald

it

things are necessary to realize this

—a magazine

—

But the most
myth and reality
The reader must be seduced without

torily handled.

Two

talent.

for the expressing of ideas,

the special power of the artist.

JohnD. W.Joy

C

quality

acter who reincarnates the legend is too carelessly
introduced. To bring to the surface of daily existence and fuse with It the underlying life of mythol-

insight.

Ralph W. E. Hunt. Jr.
Aaron M. Jones. Jr.

Norman

The contributors and editors of this Quill haveback if them the writing potential of aa American
student body as rich as and perhaps richer than Jt
has ever been in respect to members, experience
potential

nan

Robert J. Morris
Robert W. Osgood.

where death itself is robbed of dead%
by the deadliness of living. Yet the motivation
for so desperate a robbery might better have been
love or famine than a rather middle dass squeanv
ishness about sleeping on park benches.
liness

and

necessary.

thing

a modern

industrial city

fire,

,

Angus G. Hebb
Lesson* B.

when combined a

a hard

the anticlimactic quality of misfortune in

but more perhaps because they seem a little
like a scholarly anthology. They are too contrived
and academic to have the pressure of living action
which the situation requires. Above all, the charder

story, "Snowfall," is

to criticize in the midst of an inflation. It catches

of overblown rhetoric not typical of the English un-

Mr. Niven, in "England," does the best piece.

Ms
unl contributions to the

partly because they have

it into feeling himself in the actual presence of live myth. The legendary does not live in
the person of Arthur Pendragon. He merely bears
its name. There is no more profoundly creative insight than the one which the writer possessed when
he began this story: It is thrilling to find such an

L. Early

Robert Go M

The depression

inspiration of Mr. Car-

realizing

Robert P. Friberg

Ralph

ll I i

He

David

tinguish the relative merits of these several factors.

in the descriptive details.

reader is even less sensible of the miracle. For one
thing it is accomplished by a shrewd collection of
monumental English remarks which ought to bring
alive the legend of English greatness but do not,

ogy- is

Jr.

James P. Oay
wVc*qroVU.Cr*s«ey

will

subtle blend of the attributes of

Jr.

Earland D. Briggs

Robert D. Bruce,

he

mood and meaning

some

capable of it. Yet the weariness in overwrought
fliers is only noted; it is not sufficiently reproduced
for the reader to be as sensible as he ought of the
reality which is to be transformed by miracle. The

Hams team. And

Arnold Brynes

reality of

michael's too-short story "The Return" has great
possibilities and so, naturally, has the man who was

Wade

Continued from Page }

and

So with the prose .The

State Series
[

abundance
E. J. Dingle, and Jesus Christ, you need cosiderabie
in Mr. Archibalds
to be sure all your readers will he able to disnot miss a stronger tenr faith

will certainly find in

fife

Fiddler," but

sion of

Milo W. Wilder. HI
Paul B. Willson

Jr.

He

places.

Rowe

Harlow N. Swain
Bruce S. Tornqtrist
Robert L. Toomy

John Church

Charles

F.

will

second would have been crowded out by more like and the reader, left with its perversity alone, will
the first. He will applaud Mr. Pliskin's idea in "To skip. He will not skip much of "The Weddin' of
A Child New Born" (Mr. Plisken will want to study Wilbur Keyes" for this reason.
Yeats' poem on the birth of his daughter), without
The "Kingdom of Heaven" is a curious and
having to marvel at a world that merely got
ing piece, the most farcical aspect of which may be
goosepimples when a dagger was buried in its back,
that the farce is not farcical, depending on how you
or without trying to imagine by what alchemy the
measure success. When you make the grade in modhilt of that dagger was rendered fertile enough to
ern
society by a weird combination of Western Adgrow a flower. Flowers do not usually grow in such
images venture Magazine, The New Testament, the fraud

Norton

Carlton E. Swett

No

comes such a magazine,

Littlefield

Archie Y. Melville

reader of the Quill, as soon as

it be"The Weddtn' of Wilbur Keyes" is quaint and
have to listen "while colorful, though Mrs. Keyes establishes herself at
the brooks, proverbial, Do swish and kiss the aged the end with too little obliqueness for a woman
moss," and be obliged to wonder why leve in the even an old one. Indirectness, which is usually a
Atomic Age should be expressed with less scientific tactic of women, is also a strategy of writers with
knowledge of what constitutes poetry than pre- finesse. Dialect, unless you are James Russell
Aristotetian poets had. In such a magazine he may Lowell, is difficult to sustain for any length of time.
possibly find Mr. Carmichaers first sonnet, but the Once it ceases to bound with humanity it falls flat,

purpose.

Jr.

F. Donald., Dorsey, Jr.

believer in the merit of in-

discussions

Kirwin,

J'.

Richard A. Leavitt

THETA DELTA CHI

his private's uniform.

formal

William

—

is

m

*

Jr.

aca-

the

in

Charles

David M. Berwind
John F. Gustafson
Richard C. Hatch
John W. Lawless
Edwin E. Leason. Jr.
Harold B. Moore
John J. Mullane. Jr.
Robert W. Olson
Johannes P. Prine
Benjamin M. Smethurst, Jr.
Robert H. Stengel
Malcolm E. Stevenson
Russell J. Washburne, Jr.
Paul T. Welch
Bryant H. Whipple
Richard W. Whitney

Donald D. Payne
Samuel W. Philbrick
William T. Shoemaker
Bruce H. M. White,

for short periods at

least to participate

L. Herlihy. Jr.

Constaitfine Karvonides

return, to teaching is hinted at to

Josiah P. Huntoon,

John Jacobs
Nameer A. Jawdat

'

Robert W. Allen
Richard L. Badger
Robert E. Badger
Richard B. Beckler
John H. Beebe. HI
Gale Bennett
Paul Brown
David W* Garland

Keith A. Johnson

close of business today."

Kenvin

Dionysios Petropoulis
Jr.

Hayden

which begins: "It is
with deep .regret that I accept
year acceptance which, you nave
ceptance.

MertonG. Henry
Everett M. Hodson

Edwin H. Lundwall'
Fred W. McConky, III
Myles H. McTernan

Hay

Channing R.

John

J. Hamburger. Jr.
Donald W. Henderson

Keyes

Harry D. Nelson.

H. Drtrmmond,

Ainslie

L.

Elliot F.

Gingras

Walter
Jr.

Robert R. Jorgensen

Roger

S.

Leonard Gotf

Thomas D. Johnston

Thomas R. Chapman

in order to return to Bowdoin.
Beside the autographed picture of
the Secretary on tie waQ of
"Jim's" study is the letter of sc

Robert
Jr.

Richard A. Morrell

Lard

William H.

Burke.

Jr.

Philip F. Ellsworth, Jr.

Green

Elliot R.

KAPPA SIGMA

Richard Pickina

to his knowledge an* belief, it
was MacMillan. He answered;
"TWte your choice; they're both
Bowdoin men r

J.

William T. Hawkens.

.

F. Linke

Philip A.

scarcely

cotrtd

W. Anderson*

Edward

Donald B. Snyder, Jr.
Robert W. Spiers
Emerson G. Zeitler

Dan & Edgerton

—
—

Crrie

Danf orth,

Philip F.

Martin H. Lee
Morten A. Lund
John F. Noxon. Ill
Cleveland A. Page
Dana P. Ripley
Sanf ord R Stotase

PSI

—

Barrett

Francis A.

Charles A. Bunnell

Guy Johnson

John A. Adolphaon

Of course, Mr. Abrahamaon
then put the question to him.
"Who do yon think has a more
valid daim to the honor?" He

SIGMA NU
William

Reardon

don't

R. Barron

Al vtn Brown

Mormon

'

W.

WiUiam

Robert N. fxette

Day

J.

Charles

Arthur D. Bets

WiUiam T. Wytde

James R.

Thomas C. Shortdl

kf

Beahm

J.

William

OH

Jackson H. Bailey

Robert M. Ball

William Webster

Richard M. Burston
Kesaactb Cross

determine
Charles W. Wilder
whether he possessed the main
Julian H. Woolford
qualification.
Mr.
Abrahamson
asked him whether he was a
Bewdoin man. The job was as- PSI UPSILON
sured when Mr. Warren replied
that he himself was not. but that
Sumner F. CroweU
his uncle had gone to Bowdoin.
Robert Ft Edgconxb
Ope time Secretary Schwellenbach, a bit exasperated by the
Robert R. Fffliettaz
constant procession of Bowdoin
Robert D. Haskell
men fas the Department, did a
Woleott A. HokaiMoit, Jr.
little re se arch on the discovery of
Gordon J. Hoyt
the North. Pole, and said to Econesnie Adviser Abrahamson, "So
George G. D. Rockwell
the main claim to fame of your
William C. Wiswall
college is Peary's discovery of the
is it? Why, I don't
think he discovered it; in fact, t
think he came within a
thousand miles of

John Alexander

Davis L. Burnell

Jr.

to-

North Pole,

INDEPENDENTS

Jr.

Quill

and the compIejdtSe* of
By Lawrence S. Hall
their lives—economic, emotional, ideaJogieaL His
eye for the dramatic and his alertness to nuance
This review introduces Mr. Bill, of the
are- apparent in telling episodes and snatches of line
class of '36, recently appointed an Assistant
dialogue. Especially neat is the balancing of soch
Professor of English.
contra diet ions, as that between the griping at a raw
TTie Quill has emerged from its war-dormant pe- GX and the seasoned, civilized attitude of London's
hibernation
great citizen Dr. Sam Johnson. The whole thmg
riod not so much ike a bear shaking off
aa like a ground-hog afraid he may see his shadow. has body, form, and something to say.
The editorial in the summer issue introduces a new
Mr. Pliskin's "End of Act One" shows a writer
management and policy for die magazine, but it adwith the dramatic instinct for moments of crux but
vances a new hope instead of a new spirit. All over
this
time without the patience to point up the inthe country, student magazines of which the Quill
nuendoes that make them dramatic. The curtain
has usually been among the best are being revived.
scene
is a transitional slump made significant beBut the revival will not come off for those that lack
cause it is the aftermatch of mostrosity and the prea more vitalizing and creative impulse than hope. lude to doubt. Yet the reader is left to infer this
No magazine is a sump mat lies around with the significance on his own, and he is not supposed to
empty expectancy ttot something will be poured
be as good at it as the artist. Similar criticism can
into it. The <**«, like any other, must regard itself
"8 O'clock Rush." It seems unconvincas more than a mediant of student ideas and liter- be made of
these.
because undeveloped. Granted the blatant bad
ing
of
agitator
ary expression. It must be aa
manners of this unchivalric age the paunchy 4-F,
The contents of the summer issue illustrate tol- the female communter who addresses him as "you
erably well that a magazine cannot command en- dog," the fat sailor who reads the funnies arid
thusiasm and importance without being vigorous
throws 4-F's into the aisles of subways on misguided
with them itself, without having the confidence and moral principles must all be more fully drawn if
eloquence to bring them to the boiling point of ex- they are to represent life with more than the brutal
pression in others. Once this Bterary temperature
simplicity of a puppet show.
with energy and
is induced a magazine comes alive
the tensions between people

Patton

Frederick Weidner, HI

John E. Dulfer

J.

.

George K. Schenck

PSI

WUhani

Drury A. Rice

out hi* qualifications for the job
in order to recommend him to- the

Peter S. VanVoest

B

MorriH L. Burke

W. Leiriv Jr.
Charles W. Lovejoy, Jr.
Frank W. Marvin, jr.

to be

David C. Wiswall

ZETA

Royal

head of the Conciliation Service
of the Department of Labor.
Messrs. Abrahamson and Moran

Albert

Arthur H. Walker

Gordon H. Beem
Dana W. Brown
John M. DunJap, Jr.
Morgan B. Hodskins,

the

Milton M. McGorrill,

E. John Stinnef ord
Dominic P. Toscani
Norman M. Winter

Ashey

P.

Robert R. Barker

Hi, Jlnrf

Another story

PHI

Summer

Hall Reviews

Pledge List

#«gt a }

•

G.

Drummond.

Ainslie H. *3o

Dudgeon, Harold A.
Freese, John B. 'IS

'21

Garland, Edward P.

16

Hay, Walter F. W. "20
"23
Hebb, Edwin
Henderson, Alexander '20
Howe, George W. '11
Hupper, Roscoe H. '07
Joy, John H. '12
Lawless, Kenneth O. '24

G

Lovejoy. C.

Waldo

'20

Macomber. George H. '11
MorreU, Allen E. "22
Nixon. Hugh '21
Norton, CarroU-P. '22
Norton, Carroll P. '22
Palmer, Philip M. '26
Philbrick, Karl R. '23
Pletts. Robert C. m'15
Smethurst, Benjamin M. '19
Stone, Kenneth G.

Wilder, Philip S. '23
Winter, John G. To

Emerson W.

New York ......
New Jersey

Joseph L.
Herlihy.

Rhode Island
Pennsylvania

.

.

.

..».-.

IO
T,

6
S
4

,

1
%

Florida

3.

Vermont
Washington
xvsiiefKi

16

.....

Michigan
Ohio

.....

.......

Norway
Sweden

.1
1
1
x

1
1

211
Transfer Students

Maine

New York
New Jersey

11

'20

M, T9

mT5

.

Pennsylvania

Edward L. m'SO

Mttaerrffi. Milton
Pletts, Robert C.

....

Washington, D. C.

Greece

1m

9

New Hampshire

.

Herlihy, Edward L. Jr.
McGerrfll, Mflton M., 9tPletts, Donald C.

...

.

'20

MEN ENTERING WITH ADVANCED STANDING
Badger, Robert E.

74
.

Connecticut

17

Webster, Sereno S. TO
White. Bruce H. M. '22
Whitney, John J. '20

Zeitler,

October
•Maine
Massachusetts

Maine

2
1
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Mr. Taylor,

Studept
Council president and track cap- Morrell. Henry G. Russell, Dan E.
tain is a member of Zeta Psi. He Christie and Samuel A. Ladd.
is now attending the College of
The members of the state comPhysicians and Surgeons. Colum- mittee are: Thomas Means, secrebia University.
for Bowdoin;. Edwin M.
tary,
Bowdoin
The members of the
Wright, for Bates; Carl J. WebCommittee are: Thomas Means, ber, for Colby; Cecil J. Reynolds,

The Alpha Delta Phi House Which Is Being Redecorated

Elizabeth Craigr Presents
In Defeated Germany
On

FIVE

ctS

VMMMw. . ,. ^w-wdoin College was host
Craig, noted Washington columnist. Having
just returned from, a tour of Germany. Mrs. Craig was able to
Thursday night.

to Elizabeth

May

last year's

The president of this commit(who caimot be an alumnus of
S Majne college) has not yet been
named. The New England comtee

mittee has not
yet.

give her audience first-hand information on conditions in that
defeated nation. Saying that "the time for vengeance is long
past." she went on to tell of life in Germany.

The

comparison between Europe

and the United States was

S.C.D.C.

fan-

Mrs. Craig said. The fact
that one could buy foodstuffs, in
this country struck her as amazing. The housing conditions in the
I$Mnr Valley were especially deplorable, according to Mrs. Craig.
Cellars were frequently the best
available shelters, and the de'>ris
resulting from the bombing was
omnipresent. Also added to the
hauling problem was the fact that
shattered
buildings
are
still
crumbling and civilians are being
killed every day by falling walls.
She then went on to say something of the good conditions in

Requests Aid

tastic

As Sophomores Make
Freshman Rules Stkk
The Student Council Disciplinary Committee at its meeting last
Thursday evening brought out

gram

John Pidgeon

civil-

ian-was only fifteen hundred units
a day. The average weight of the
male »civilian between the ages of
twenty and thirty years was one
hundred and thirty pounds.
« reporter, Mrs. Craig
especially interested
problem of the future

the

in

German

While the United States was
a training program to

nisjiliUg

teajfe five

press

points

in

enforcing

its

pro-

Freshman

'49,

the Commit-

dent body has not been doing its
part in "binding the Freshman
class together." Since these rules
have officially gone into effect,
Freshmen have continued to treat
tbem with utter disregard.
It .has been noted that certain
Freshmen have even gone so far
as to sign the roster in Chapel
and then leave. Hereafter members of the Committee will be
placed at the door to curtail any
future activity along this line.
In other matters, however, it
is impossible- for members of the
Committee to enforce rules alone.
Such rules as wearing Freshman
Caps and giving the Bowdoin
"hello" can only be enforced, by
the student body as a whole.
The S.C.D.C. is also asking all
of the fraternities on the campus
to arrange, their schedules to permit coordination of 'Hell Week."
This, k is hoped; will not only
bring the Freshman class together
but will also give it a class
spirit of its own.

-Having viewed all three zones,
Mes. Craig said that the people
of the American sector were the
best fed, even though the average

German

for

tee's president, said that the stu-

Oermany.

calorie intake of the

weak

several
rules.

administration,

tb# Pulsions were operating' tuv
tier the principle of a controlled
This was a basic difference
the two countries which,
Mas. Craig seemed to believe in-

A

sup»ountabkf.
visit to the Russian zone by a group of American correspondents revealed liUle,
as the party was under heavy
guard. The diet was chiefly composed of champagne, vodka, and
raw bacon. Mrs. Craig described
the Russians as being canny
feeding the green-gilled reporters
this diet Thus, their initiative and
curiosity were curbed! The question period following the lecture
brought forth some mrenrst facts.

Chittim, Ireland

Doctor Burnett

Rhodes Candidates

Monday Concert

In

On Monday evening, the celebrated tenor, Yves Tinayre, demonstrated his consummate artistry
at a concert in Memorial Hall. He
was ably assisted by Mrs. Charles
T. Burnett, cellist.
Mr. Tinayre has carried on research in the field of music. He
is
noted the world over as a
scholar who has uncovered valuable rare manuscripts in Europe.
The first four songs on his program were

his

transcriptions

of

old scripts. The first two were
originally performed with lute accompaniment. The lied, and arias
in the third group are from con-

Mr. Tinayre inscribed the two
Motets,

Thayer AiBoynees

.

,

t

the

lied,

from Contata

85, as

and the aria
a homage of

devotion to the memory of the
bite Charles Theodore Burnett.
The Program was as follows:

Richard Leigh Chittim Ml of
Brunswick, Maine. Charles Thomas Ireland '42 of New Haven,
Connecticut and John Francis Magee '47 of Bangor, Maine were announced by the Dean on Monday
to be the Bowdoin candidates for
the 1947 Rhodes Scholarships.
Neil Randall Taylor '46 of Englewood, New Jersey was chosen as

They were chosen by
Bowdoin faculty members
from an original list of thirty-four
outstanding Bowdoin men on the
alternate.

six

•

basis of scholarship

and charac-

is apper year for
half 'of the initial travelling expense to England
and various other subsidies added
to this sum bring the total value
of the Scholarship to a maximum
of $6000.
>

proximately

$1600

three years."

One

,

The Rhodes Scholarships were
suspended by an act of the British Parliament at the start of the
war in September, 1939, just as
the winners of that year's scholarships were getting ready to
leave for Oxford.' To compensate
for the years in which there has
been no competition, the age limit for eligibles has, in effect, been
raised seven years and a fifty per
cent increase has been made in

Their names were approved
by the Dean and by a vote of the the number of scholarships given
entire faculty.
each year.
The three candidates will comMr. Chittim, now an instructor
pete at Augusta on December in Mathematics at Bowdoin is a
10-12th against nine others (three member of Theta Delta Chi and
from each of the other Maine Phi Beta Kappa. While in BowColleges) plus an undetermined doin he was an active member of
number of college men who reside the ORIENT staff and graduated
in this state but attend college summa cum laude.
outside of Maine. Three of thes^
Mr. Ireland, also a T.D. and
men will be picked by the state Phi Beta Kappa was captain of
committee to represent Maine at tennis for several seasons and
the meeting of the New England was
a
collegiate
singles
and
Committee at Boston on Decem- doubles champion.
A Student
ber 14th. Every other New Eng- Council member,
he also disland state will -also send three tinguished himself
as Editor-inmen to this meeting, bringing the Chief of the ORIENT.
total of competitors to eighteen.
Mr. Magee was a member of
be chosen
ter.

The trials for the annual AlexTwo Songs from Trouvr***; Jerander Prize Speaking Contest will
be held on Monday, October 28, at usalem mirabilis (Crusades) XJIth
Mere au sauveour XHIth
Century,
7:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall. President Silts will preside at the fi- Century, Vuillaume le Viniers.
Two early Spanish songs: Sonenals on December 29, when 'the
winning candidates will be heard. to Italiano (1547), Anriquess de
Long important in Bowdoin Valderrabano, Romance (1554),
tradition, the prizes are open to Miguel de Fuenllana.
Motet: "Eia Mater fons pie Out of these, six will
to the Bowdoin basketball
all members of the three lower
team and
classes.
The Alexander Prize tatis" (from the tabulatura edited enter Oxford next fall,
a member of Delta Kappa Epsi***** ws** ***ahlished in 1905 by by Pierre Phalese, 1553 (, Josquin
The Rhodes Scholarships, found- Ion and Phi Beta Kappa frater
(1450-1521).
Pres
des
The Honorable DeAlva Stanwootl
ed by Sir Cecil Rhodes, the Eng- nities.
Motet: "bone Jusu" (1646), Anr
Alexander, LL.D. of the class of
,

and consists of two prizes d r e a
be awarded from the annual in- 1675).

1870,,

-

are said to be the

most valuable academic prize in
the United States at this time

The minimum allowance

tatas.

m Speakiiig Trials

In connection with the Nuremtrials, Mrs. Craig lamented
choice of- site tor the Utchtrials.
Saying that these
trials gave the Qermans ammunition to. use against the prosecutits of Nuremberg, she then de>
scribed a game the German children played in which they beat
pps, •another, with sticks while
shouting "Lets play Litchfield!"
The problem of the displaced person was far from solution. Describing conditions in the transit
camps as poor, Mrs. Craig said
that these displaced persons had
vfcry little hope and ambition left.
The result was that many were
content to settle down in the
camps for the remainder of their
lives. Cw the future of Germany

lish colonizer,

Tinayre Honors

to

s

Hammerschmidt

(

Pictured here are returiiing

members

of

the basketball

team. Above-last year's captain,

"Packy"

McFarland,

Right-Matt Branche,

guard.
center.

Below

- the

1945-46

team.

,

!

1612-

Lied: "Komm susser Tod."
Rccitativo and Aria from Kirch189 (with violoncello

come

from* $1,448, for excellence
in selected declamation.

enkantate
According to Professor Albert
R. Thayer, the contest is not to
be construed as a debate. The
contestants will be allowed to
use notes at the trial, but the
selections must be memorized for

j

oWigatto), J. S. Bach.
Aria from Kirctaenkantatc 85
(with violoncello obligatto).
Contemporary French Song*:
Lamentato (Thcophilo Gauthier>,
Duparc; Vcnise Marine (Henri de
Breville;
Pierre
de
presentation in the finals. They Regnicr),
Clair dc Lune (Verlaine), DebusAl-fmny be either prose or poetry

Mrs, Craig was pessimistic.
thgpgh the said "Germany must
be redeemed because she cannot
be destroyed," Mrs. Oaig was
te
,M
afly formu,a for

lH

Z!

!:

f

1,

[Continued from Page

The

i«w*« And Gown

Cast

The cast for the Masque an^
Gown's reading of the Gilbert and

t J

to the James
Scholars
and invited
invocation was delivered by the Rev. Cornelius E.
.Clath, Superintendent of the Congregational Christian Churches of
Maine. 'The luncheon gathering
was addressed by Prof. Thomas
C. Van Cleve of the faculty.
guests.

XJraon

For Coming Quill Issues

The QUILL staff held its first
Sullivan operetta "Rudchgore," to
meeting of the fall term last
be presented in the Moulton Union Monday night, striking a hopeful
on Friday, November 15, was an- note for the coming year.

nounced on Monday by Alan S.
Cole '45, director of the production.
This past will read the dialogue of
'the operetta while the music will
be supplied by recordings played
over the Simpson Sound System.
The cast includes William M.
Davis '49 as Robin Oakapple.
of James Bowdoin schol- James B. Keefe '50- as Richard

An

list

Fantoches (Vorlaine>. Debus-

sy.

Altaian Outlines Plans

Smee Bowdoin Day
Moulton
Bowdoin

sy;

.

in

Stanley N. Altman '47, Editor
chief outlined the purpose of

QUILL on the Bowdoin
for those who had' not
previously worked on the magazine. He then went on to say that
in the coming year the QUILL is
going to take in advertising in orthe

campus

'4?
Willis Robert Barnstone '48
Robert Watson Kggsr. Jr. '49

Dauntless, J. Russell Washburne der to gain the necessary funds
'50 as Sir Despard Murgatroyd,
for an increased number of pubF. Littlehale, Jr. '46 as Old
Adam, Peter T. Poor '50 as Sir lications, possibly two per term.
also
that
the
Roderic Murgatroyd, and Harvey He mentioned

David WOtson Boulton

S.

ars

is

as follows:

Frank Raymond AHen '43
Stan** Nathaniel Airmen

'49

Louis Bove '48

Charles Gilbert Chason 46
Harold James Cook. Jr. '48
Charles Moody Crain '46
Robert Melvin Cross '45
Jackson Hutchins Croweil '48
Alexander Johnson Curtis '49
Harold Ormand Curtis '45
Clark Danielson '49
Robert William Donovan '48

Simon Dorfman '48
Keith Dowden '49
Corydon Bushnell Dunham. Jr. '47
Warren Halsey Dunning II '49
James Ellis, Jr. '48

Homer Fay

Jackson

'46,

Howard Dwelley QUILL had obtained a corner

Robert R. Bliss '47, and George
E- Fogg, Jr. '43 as a quartet of
ghosts.
Stage manager for the
'49,

Robert Norton Burnham '43
Walter Foster Byron '45
Douglas Carmichael '44
William Dominic Cappellori '48
Joseph Sheldon Caras '49
Malcolm Chamberlain '46

John Joseph Fahey,

Roy

Jr. '45

'49

Lewis Perley Fickett.

Jr. '47

Morton Howard Frank
Philp Frederick Morse

'48

Giliey.

Jr "46

Hayden Bernard Goldberg
Edward Goon '4ft
Lorini Edward Mart 46
Robert Earl Hart 49
it Arthur BVbert

'49

'47
'4ft

*.

'47

•4*

Howard MAebeel 10rk

4ft

the

ORIENT

space. Listing the various branch-

production will be David M. Ber- es of the magazine in which there

wind

were opportunities for a

'50.

1

literary

other

Alpha Delta Phi

Women

Decorate

neophite to, enter, he then asked
the

George Albert Parsons, Jr. 49
Robert Lloyd Patrick '45
Earle Gene Ramsey '49
Martin Emery Robinson

new men

'48

their prefer-

list

Irving R. Pliskin
outlined the

department,

The Alpha Delta Phi Chapter
managing
House was partially redecorated
work in his this summer through the efforts

'49,

stressing

the

fact

women whom

she asked to

form an executive committee for
the project. All of these women
were connected with the fraternity through their
husbands or
sons. Mesdames Horace K. Sowles,
Philip S.
Wilder,
Wallace C.
Philoon, Clement F. Robinson, Alden H. Sawyer, Joseph C. White,
and Robert W. Winchell were the
members of this committee.
Early in 1945 this group of
woirjgn
sent
letters
to
the
mothers, wives, or sweethearts of
-

Chapter House

ences.

editor,

Lennart Sandquist '45
Joseph John Schmueh '49

to

at the
of the

four

of

working

for

office

J. TAYLOR, shown winning the 440 yard dash
946 State Meet. Mr. Taylor has been selected as one
Bowdoin candidates for a Rhodes Scholarship.

NIEL

of its

women

supporters. General-

do well to ly, work of this type is handled Alpha Delts. Nearly
two hundred
by the Chapter House Association
learn the technical side of magawhose president is Mr. Neal Al- women contributed toward the
Howard Morris Small, Jr. '46
fund which finally totalled more
zine production. The QUILL, he
len '07. This time, however, the
Frederick Augustus Spear, Jr. '45 added, will
continue to change its initiative and the funds came en- than two thousand dollars.
As the House was still in the
Richard Lothian Sprague '47
cover design until one which is tirely from women interested in
hands of the College during 1945
JehnRovell Thomas '48
satisfactory to all concerned :s the Chapter through their sons, and the Spring of
1946,
the
husbands, or sweethearts.
Bernard Michael Toscani '47
found.
women held up work until this
The woman who introduced the summer. Then, after conferring
Norman Kearad Tronerud '45
Douglas Carmichael '44, asso- idea of doing over parts of the with the active members
James Gregg Utterbaek* Jr. '49
of the
ciate editor, then spoke on the Chapter house was Mrs. John W. Chapter, an
interior decorator
Jared Thayer WeatheriU '49
Frost, whose husband and three was
called in. The well known
importance of getting new blood
Bryant Da*)* WethereH '45
sons are all Bowdoin men and painting over
the fireplace of the
into the magazine. Boyd B. Mur- Alpha Delts. Late
Richard Arthur Wiley "49
in 1944, when Bowdoin campus as seen from
the
Jordan Howard Wine '46
phy '48, publicity and business so many undergraduates and
House in 1841 was turned over to
Frederick Richard Woodruff. Jr.
editor asked the staff members to alumni of the College were away Mr.
Paul
Gruenwald
to
be
'48
in
the
Armed
Forces,
Mrs. Forst cleaned. The sofas and chairs
be on the alert for persons who
David Sumner Wyman '47
conceived the plan of honoring were repaired,
the walls brightGerald Frederick Zedren, Jr. '47 are writing good material but who the 171 Alpha Delts in the servened with light green paint, and
The straight "A." men. some of have not as yet come forward ice by helping to build up a fund
the floor and woodwork done
urfVsm have been awarded books
that

writers

would

with their manuscripts.

before, ars:

f. Benjamin Burr 45
'44
•45

Richard Arthur Wiley '49

mtm

to be used for redecorating the
oyer. Brightly designed curtains
Irving room. From ordinary usage
were hung, and two oriental rugs
It was announced that a reover a Considerable period the
view of the last QUILL written by living room had become somewhat were bought for the room.
As there had been some money
Professor Lawrence Hall is to ap- shoddy, and its furnishings were
left over when the living* room
pear in this issue of the ORIENT, rather dark and somber.
was finished, the women decided
Alter consulting Mj£ AJtep and to spend it on making a powder
and that the next issue of the
his approval of her room in the basement out of a
QUILL will be published in the obtaining
plan, Mrs. Frost contacted several former storeroom.
later part of November,

Big White Eleven Of Yesteryear

been chosen as

—— — —

'

«
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Sabasteanski
[

By Gcorf e
Aeoordinc
to
Mr. Webster,
•Variety" Is deftned secondarily as

"a

collection of different things."
name /or this

Probably » hen the

from Nosh's «Wthe minds of its
originators. However, leaf since
those days unknown to us, this
as well as the others exta Bowdoin* faithful undergraduate body, has many times
degenerated into a series of trite
harangue* aa whatever was uppermost la Its author's mind, be
it female*, fowl or football.

was

inltlon

la

have

some well-discussed question

At Naval Air Station

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC.,

)

President
paper-reader interest. An edition
his pupils in the line attend because he was officiating
with thought-provoking or hu- sires is that
morous articles, even though they enjoy and appreciate his efforts as at the James Bowdoin Day exer
be about the most mundane matcises.
ters, and poor news coverage will much as he has enjoyed working
Earlier this morning Mr. Wild
receive more praise and attention
"Dinny"
them. Head Coach
Admira!
than an article with excellent with
er, Governor Hildreth,
news coverage but dull, dry col- Shay displays the confidence and Deyo and several other Naval of

umns.

:

on passed

been

Ownership Notice

Mr. Philip S. Wilder representmarried Barbara Laframbois, and ed President fcenneth C. M. Sill'
H. Griffin
they now have one daughter, Su- this morning at the Naval Air
Station when Admiral M. L. Dcyo.
tion of any sincere columnist to san, eighteen months. They have
USN, Commandant of the First
inject into the many times stodgy*
the
settled down at the Bowdoin Naval
presented
District,
article* of a newspaper that certain
nebulous
quality
which Courts Apartments in Brunswick. Naval Air Station colors to Gov
'25.
creates or destroys the factor viernor Horace A. Hildreth
tal to the success of any news- One of "Sabe's" most earnest deSills was unable tr

This
they

Usually

Continued from Page j
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ORIENT

the

inspected the Brunswick
ficers
campus of the University of
"Frank Maine. The tour included a Bow-

esteem of the entire student body

*

fall

has when

pays

he

hands of a new

into the

tribute,

of regime, aad after the necessary has done a wonderful job as line
period of adjustment, we are conclearly demonfident that It will reach the pin- coach, which is
nacle It has aspired for in the
strated in our first three games."
past. However the responsibility
for the success or failure of the

doin dormitory, a Maine dormi

import on campus; but showing
with amazing regularity a deplorable lack of originality or imagination; or else they would be attempts at hopeful humor, general-

tory,

of

and a number of Universitj

Maine

buildings.

which any intelligent ORIENT this coming year should
would condemn as being un- not rest entirely on the editorial
worthy of the name.
staff. The publication 1* aa expuerile,

ly

critic

pression of the
undergraduate
has a definite place la opinion of Bowdoin. and since
the life aad organization of any ate a* much a part of the undernewspaper, for, accompanied by graduate body as they, It Is

A column

companion feature articles. It
constitutes the very life-blood of
the newspaper, particularly one
such a* the ORIENT, since much
of the news that to printed Is necessarily past history and consequently not of great Interest to
the reader.
It is, or should be, the ambiIts

Fathers' Day
Continued From Page

l

t ]

your responsibility

The

Laundry

Universal

also.

ORIENT

reaches many
people far from the friendly surroundings of the Bowdoin campus,
and often their judgement of the

ORIENT

colors their attitude tocollege as a whole. If
their attitude is one of approbation,
then the credit for the
formation of it goes not only to
the editors-of the ORIENT but to
you also. If, however, their attitude is one derogatory to the Col-

Portland,

Of The Bowdoin Orient

published week-

at Brunswick. Mais*,
for October 10th. 1946.
State of Maine, County of Cumberland, ss.
ly

session)

(college

FINANCIAL REPORT
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

aa well as thow of each individual member,
must be given.)
The students of Bowdoin College,

Wilder Attends Rites

Brunswick, Maine
bondholders, mort-

Income Statement—Vol.

3-. That
the known
gagees, and other security holders owning or
holding 1 par cent or more of total amount
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: (If there are none, so state.)

:

1.

That the names and addresses of the
managing editor, and bua-

lublisber, editor,

ness manager.) are:
Name of
'ublisher,

;

Port office address

Bowdoin Publishing

Co.,

Brunswick, Maine
Editor, Charles

W.

Curtis.

Brunswick, Maine
Wiley
Brunswick, Maine
Business Manager, Leonard D. Bell
Brunswick, Maine
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a
orporation. its name nnd address must be
also
immediately
thereunder the
tated and
ante* and addresses of stockholders ownng or holding one per cent or more of
ital amount of stock. If not owned by a

Managing

who do

not appear upon the
books of. the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or Indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to
paid subscribers during the twelve
months preceding the date shown above is
curity holders

Editor, Richard A.

orporation, the names and addresses of
.he individual owners must be given. If
wned by a firm, company, or other unncorporuted concern, its name and address.

April

1,

1945-Man*
S

Sales
Subscriptions
Advertising

'

None
Before me, a Notary Public in and (or
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
be State and county aforesaid, personally
giving the names of the owffers, stockholdappeared Leonard D. Bell, who, havine
ers, and security holders, if any, contain
een duly, sworn according to law. deposes
not only the list of the stockholders and seand rays that he is the Business Manager
curity holders as they appear upon the
•f the Bowdoin Orient and that the followne is. to the best of his knowledge and books of the company but also, in cases
where
the stockholder or .security holder apstatement
the
true
of
ownership,
•lief, a
nanagament >iond If a daily paper, the pears upon the books of the company as
irculaUon), etc.. of the aforesaid publica- trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
tion for the date shown in the above cap- the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given also
ion, required by the Act of August 24,
that the said two paragraphs contain state•912. as amended by the Act of March 3.
ments embracing affiant's full knowledge
•33. embodied in section 537, Postal Laws
nd Regulations, printed an the reverse of and belief as to the circumstances and conditions tinder which stockholders and sehis form, to wit:

75,

SI,

IMS

Operating Income

v

• •
*•

,

Blanket Tax
Miscellaneous

• •

44.70
975.00

679.59
560.29
17.00

•

'.

$2^76.58

Operating Expenses
$1,907.62
91.93

Printing
Mailing
I

Telephone and Telegrams

86.41

,
'

j

j

j

j

<

Stationery and Supplies
Transportation
Miscellaneous
Staff Salaries

,

68.53
66.84
30.25

65.00
2,316.58
40.00

Operating Loss
Non-operating Income
Interest

15.62

Income

Net Loss

24.38

S

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Balance Sheet as of March

Cash
Cash

in

Assets
checking account $ 975.21
account
792.98

in savings

31,

1946
Liabilities

'

Subscriptions received

advance
Surplus
in

$

42.00
1,726.19

1136.

LEONARD

I).

WILLIAM

E.

Respectfully submitted,
D. BELL
Business Manager

LEONARD

*

MORGAN.

Notary Public.

(My commission expires May

20,

1949)

$L768.19

$1,768.19

I'.KI.L.

Business Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
Uth day of October. 1946.

Audited and approved by

KENNETH

J.

BOYER

Maine

i

ward the

lege,

i

W.

C. F. Richardson

D. Bailey

"Deke" House

then again the blame not

fathers. It is the desire of the only rests with the editors nut
trustees and members that all with you.
fathers may be given an opporvtunity to become a part of the
That lad who enjoyed hanging
Association.
what was left of the Nazi hierIn a meeting of the Association archy is really
a fine, upright exin the Moulton Union President ample of American
manhood.

We

Herbert S. Holmes emphasized also notice that so far the bodies
that, although the annual dues of those Nazi* are
"buried in an
for membership were 93.00, the
original purpose of the organization was not financial.
resolution was passed, however, which

A

WORK PICKED UP MONDAY EVENING—after supper
•

DELIVERED FRIDAY EVENING
T« rm. C Q-.D

GROWLER

-

mm

4

i 17

•

Although some of the guests ate
lunch in the fraternity houses
with their sons, the majority retired to the Union dining room
for the noon meal. Bowdoin's visiting mothers ate in the adjoining room.
For the first time fathers were
permitted to sit in the- regular reserved student bleachers with

Service

In one way it's too bad our
uncle Harry took the price con-

stated that the Association would
act as a financial link between trols off meat. He
has probably
the College and Fathers who killed a whole
nation of embryo
wished to contribute to the bet- George Bernard Shaws.
terment of Bowdoin. Mr. Richard
v
E.
Michaud, Chairman of the
According to Bertrand Russell
Bowdoin Fathers Day Committee, "virtue is an offshoot of vault)-;
it
gave a short talk of future plans is the habit of acting
In a manfor the day and voted a rousing ner which others
praise."
word of thanks for the tireless
v
work of the Committee's secreNow that the
has
taries.

Day

4

unknown grave," "burled at sea"
aad "cremated".

com*

out,

we know why we

subscribe to

didn't

it.

w^^^
til

1

1..

bICKKU

i

-)»

*•

<>

WOV.i

HARMON'S

their sons, at the football game
at two o'clock. The entire Bowdoin section was filled to capacity
with students and fathers.
A special car. hired by a group
of fathers from Boston, pulled
Brunswick on the 12:50
into
train with forty occupants. The
same car returned on the late
Sunday afternoon train after
services in the chapel, when Reverend Whitney Hale, himself a
Bowdoin father, gave the vesper

SUGGESTS
for

Winter Campus Wear

service.

Community Chest
Continued from Page

[

TRIPLE
i ]

Community Recreational
gram

Except for the last named, these
are all activities which we should
support wherever we happen to be
living. Their importance is mani-

do all we can, even, if it
from the
a couple of times or missing
an evening snack at the Union.
The fraternity presidents have apfest. Let's

McGregor Big Coats

pointed the following to act as col-

100% wool

All

collar

$1.25

in all patterns

and

all

up

$8.35

up

$10.95

up

colors

Wool Sport Trousers
In All

Walsh,

Mouton

Kandahar or McGregor Ski Sweaters

Psi Upsilon

J.

with Pile Lining and

Short or Regular lengths
Rain or Argyle Patterns

Alpha Delta PhiAllan L. Johnson

James R. Pierce

shell

Westminster Wool Hose

flick

lectors in their respective houses:

$45.00 up

Whitman cotton Gabardine

means staying away

Chi Psi—
Robert

KING IN THE REALM

OF BASEBALL
Pro-

Shades of Grey Flannel, Covert. Checks,

Plaids,

and Gabardine

Jr.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
William Harp

McGregor Wool
Part

Theta Delta Chi

Shirts

$7.95

up

and All-Woo! Checks, Plaids and Plain Colors.

Wallace K. Evers

Deta Upsilon
Joseph E. Bradley,

Jr.

ZetaPsi—
John G. Lyons

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF
HART SCHAFFNER and MARX SUITS and SPORT COATS

Kappa Sigma

fr«/&Xsf**,, &&*,.. .THEY SATISFY!

Robert H. Lewis

Beta Theta

Raymond

Pi-

HARMON'S

H Swift

Nu—

Sigma

Alfred G. Kenniston

Alpha Tau
.

J.

Outfitters to

Omega—

104

Sheldon Caras

Bowdoin Men

FRONT STREET

*

for oyer

25 Years

BATH

Alpha Rho Upsi IonRobert D. Levin
jjc-^A.:::.^

Why

not see your

man

today?

OVER AMERICA-CHESTERFIELD
ALL
•
: ::,

<:,:
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«
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Rev. John

Saturday In Lewiston

States Theories

Bowdoin Alumni

Dean Paul Nixon addressed the
The 1946 State grid title will probably be settled next SaturFears
Bowdoin Club bf Chicago at its
day when Bates plays host to Bowdoin at Garcelon Field, Lewismeeting on October 3 in the Unifrom
wrest
to
favorites
overwhelming
were
Bobcats
The
ton.
Maintaining that fear is at the versity Club of that city. This
Bowdoin the championship which the Big White garnered in center of the social, political and was the first of three meetings
1942 until a bombshell was thrown into the odds. Arnie Card, economic stress of many nations held this fall by Bowdoin Alumni
sensational triple-threat halfback, who sparked the Garnet to of today. Reverend John Nicol Associations.
victories in their first five starts, fractured a leg against Maine Mark, A.M., Pastor of the Unitarian Church of Arlington, MassSaturday and is through for the season.

Of Day

On

"The fear of pestilence, the fear
of disease, the fear of commurt|ism, of atomic energy" are but a
few of the "fears" felt by countless people of today. Reverend
Mark declared. "Fear is at the
bottom of our physical and emoPsychologists
upheavals.
tional
claim that the majority of people
attending them are afflicted with

I

In Bates, the Polar Bears will
take on a truly formidable opponThe Garnet and Black will
ent.
field a veteran line, and one which
the lighter Bowdoin forwards will
have trouble moving. The fact that
only once has the Bates goal line
been crossed is indicative of its
strength.

The bulwark

of this line

big Norm Parent, an ace pivotman who Is a terror on both of-

fense and defense. Pond can choose
from four capable guards; Lin
Blanchard. former Sugar Bowler
from Boston College, Carl Stone,
Don Conners and Jack Santry.
Blanchard and Stone got the starting nod in the Maine tussle but
Conners has come along fast. His
recovery of a Pale Blue fumble
late in the game shut the door on

Jack Shea and Wally Leahy are
bruising tackles. Jack Joyce at end
is one of the most improved men
on the squad. Not only is he a constant pass catching threat, but his
defensive play in recent contests

has improved greatly. Bill Cunnane is his wingmate and another
receiver of Card and Blanchard
tones. Al Angelosante is the number one replacement in the line,
but most of the starters are potential 60 minute men.
The loss of Card will break up
one of the finest backfield quartets
seen in Maine for many years. Art
Blanchard will probably take over
the workhorse role in the revised
Bobcat single-wing attack. He will
take over Card's halfback slot and
do the bulk of the passing besides
running both inside and out and
doing the punting. Speedy Al Hewlett will assume the running assignments previously given to Card.
Although eclipsed by his more
flashy mate up to now his time to
Chunky Joe Lastar has come.
Rochellc is a fine blocking back.
His plunging and tackling have
made him the spark of the team.
Art Flanagan will have the difficult task of becoming the fourth
man in the backfield. He will be
at fullback under the new set-up.
Even without Card this is an impressive outfit and one to be reckoned with. Experts doubt whether
Bowdoin, whose play has been
spotty, will be able to settle down
and cope with a Bates team that is
gunning for its first title since
1930. However, Shay has brought
Bowdoin nip to its peak for the
game and it should prove a thriller.

Courtesy of the Portland Press Herald

Sumner

Sumner

T. Pike 'IS

T. Pike

campus during the
.

last trimester.

Commission,

five-man

The.

is

civilization."

The summary

of Mr. Pike's ca-

reer in "Who's Who in America" is
a factual transcription of the proverbial "Horatio Alger tale." From

i

Continued on Page 4

Swift

doin men that "played the field",
or more explicitly, the men tiiat
didn't have dates, the victory afforded a definite edge in that allimportant
initial
conversation
with the prospective Colby date.
As usual, the Girls' Dormitory on
the hill was sieged with those

we

we noticed preparabeing made on one of the

filed

tions
front

array

in,

tables, with a
of flashbulbs.

formidable

Graflexes,
light meters, and film-packs.
thought the worst immediately, of
course. LIFE must be doing a

We

few pages on Professor Brown's
famous class. Naturally, impartial
LIFE would do a few close-ups of
the students in this famous class,
but no, that isn't the way it
turned out at all. They just took
pictures of Professor Brown himself.

But

it

was worth

it,

even

if

we

didn't get our picture taken,
watching the unruffled Brown adlib his way through a series of
blinding flashes as only he could
do.

The question

women up
of

Hill

was

night

after

clone defeat.

having

absorbed

a

For the many Bow-

_^^_^_^^

is

And Grew

I

Dean Paul Nixon

all

will ask, of

»-r

ery in New York.
Acting Dean Nathaniel C. Kcndrick is to represent the college
along with. Director of Athletics

Malcolm E. Morrill and members
of the footoall Coaching Staff, at
a meeting of the Bowdoin Club of
Portland on November 5 at the
Falmouth Hotel in Portland.

Continued on Page 4
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Crowd
Day

Community Chest

Comdr. Dawson Speaks
Of Navy And Students
Commander Dawson, Commanding OfLast Monday. October

ficer of the

28,

Topsham

Brunswick Naval Air

thanked

of the Navy for
help during the war when a Naval Radar School was housed and
trained here. He also expressed his
appreciation for Bowdoin's cooperation which has been given so freeHe
ly to the Naval Air Station.
pointed out that the Navy is not
the vast machine that most people
think it is, but. it has the same patterns that exist, in other walks of

Bowdoin on behalf
its

that this does
cool calculating

Community

(

hest

campaign has not yet
terminated. It is hoped that the
solicitation of the student body
may be over by the end of the
Week so that an early return
may be made to the general
campaign chairman by Saturday,

since the

Station spoke in the Chapel in the

Navy Day exercises.
Commander Dawson

Of

C

.

Mr. Richard L. ( hittim has
stated that no definite report
can be made on the Brunswick-

November 2.
Members of the

faculty look
red feathers
very
stuck In their hat bands or
lapels. Let's complete the pic-

gay

with

ture by sporting feathers right
back at them. Fraternity representatives are reminded that
receipt blanks and feathers may
be picked up at Mr. WiluVr's
office in 17 Winthrop Hall.

not

The local Community
ma- Fund of Brunswick, of

Chest
which

|

—

—

The Commander remarked

Top Award

—

i

|

j

I

1

!

Bowdoin Band To
For

FOR EVENT NEXT JANUARY

our air supremacy was based on
mass production of air-cooled reProfessor Frederic Tillotson an- be sung with or without accomciprocating gasoline engines, which
are now becoming out-moded, and nounced that the traditional inter paniment. Professor Tillotson also
are being replaced by the jet and fraternity singing contest, post- said that in order to improve the
rocket type propulsion. He noted poned to January, will incorpor- quality of the singing, any monotones may be excused from particin
that
this
latest
scientific ate a new stagger system.
Instead of all the fraternities ipation with special permission of
achievement, the United States is
singing on the same night as they the music department.
far behind.
The judges will refer to the
Commander Dawson pointed out have done in the past, five fraterfurther that although we may have nities will sing on the night of following rules in deciding upon
personal desires for being here in January thirteenth and six will the winner: 1. Attendance. The
college, we also have a patriotic sing on the fourteenth. Two fra- only excuses that will be acceptthe most out of the opportunities ternities will be chosen from each ed for absence in any fraternity
group to participate in the finals group are: sickness, work, or abafforded us.
|on
Monday evening
January sence from the college. 2. Diction.
twentieth. Lots will be drawn on 3. Enthusiasm. 4. General effect.
all three nights to determine the f
There will be a cup for the
order in which the fraternities winner
fraternity
having
a
Thursday, Oct. SI
will sing.
three legs on the cup may keep
Chapel, The President.
It is hoped that the finals will it, but must furnish another one.
Friday, Nov. 1—
be broadcast over station WGAN, There is a President's cup for the
Chapel. Musical Service. Mr. hut transcriptions will be made of club showing the most improveLyons presiding. Soloist, Phil- the finals and these may be ment over last year.
ip Danforth '50, trombonist.
broadcast in case of a conflict
The judges this year will be
3:00 p.m. Pickard Field, J. V. with network broadcasts.
The Mr. Charles Nichols, organist and
Football vs. Ricker.
transcriptions will be on sale for assistant in the music departSaturday, Nov. %
all who want them.
ment, Mr. Henry Butzel of the biChapel, Doctor Clark.
Professor Tillotson urges that ology department, and a third to
1:30 p.m Football at Bates.
fraternities start
all
practicing be announced.
Sunday, Nov. 3
now in order to raise the standard
Last year Kappa Sigma was
5:00 pun.
Chapel. Rev. Wal- as high as possible. Said Profes- first with 237, the Dekes took
lace W. Anderson, D.D.. State sor Tillotson, "Two songs will be second place having scored 231,
Street Congregational Church, chosen; one a fraternity or college the Zetas were third with 223.
Portland, speaker. The choir song and one a song of the choice and in fourth place scoring 218
will sing Cruciflxus by Lotti. of the fraternity. I will be glad was Alpha Delta Phi. Mr. Ary
Monday, Nov
to give suggestions to any house Dulfer, Mrs. Clement Wilson and!
Chapel. Stanley N. Altman '47, which is having trouble finding a Doctor Samuel E. Kammerlingl
Editor of the Quill.
second number." The songs may judged the contest last year.

Coming Events

j

j

|

committee.

i

SINGING CONTEST RULES GIVEN

that

—

For

President SiNs and Mr. Philip 8.
the danger most Wilder are members of the comcertainly is not past; the magni- mittee, Is attempting to raise
tude of the task before us will per- twenty thousand dollars to support
mit no trifling." Commander Daw- the following activities:
son went on to give ai* example of Boy Scouts of America
this trifling by mentioning the ten Girl Scouts of America
million dollars that was not spent National U.S.O.
on the improvement of military in- Salvation Army
stallations on Guam. He said that National China Relief
instead of this both lives and mon- Maine Cancer Society
ey were spent. He stated, "We National Foundation of Infantile
must wage peace with honest deParalysis
termination, as we waged war, or Community Recreational Program H.
be doomed to a world of fear." He
pointed out that research in many
fields had advanced, but that general knowledge had not kept pace.
us, in 1946,

1

played,
rehearsal
the executive
a.m. Committee on Capital
Such an arrangement is obviously
will be organized, and a produccommittee meet on Friday, NovMassachusetts Hall.
Needs
unfair and impractical. In addition,
tion schedule will be planned.
ember 1. in order to discuss a new 12:00 noon Alumni Luncheon
the present very high rate of turnconstitution, which, it is hoped,
Sargent Gymnasium. Hot Lobover in the student body would
Ik?
will
adopted in the near future.
ster Stew. All you can cat for
detract from the structure and inPlans have been made whereby
$1.25.
tent of a cooperative.
$10,000
Students
the
Christian
Association
of
Brief speaking program.
The remaining solution was a
Westbrook Junior College will
Alumni
the
Presentation
of
College Bookstore. The main quesWiley Gets
work in cooperation with the
Fund Cup.
tions being ones of location, adminBowdoin Christian Association. A 1:30 p.m. Maine Game
WhitPresident K. C.^Tvi. Sills of Bow- istration, financing and policydelegation from Westbrook will
tier Field.
doin College has announced the There were no permanent or clearbe present at the lecture to be
The Alumni Luncheon will help award of 72 undergraduate schol- ly defined decisions made by the
given by T. Z. Koo on Tuesday,
solve the matter of something toiarships for the fall semester, committee, although a general
October 29.
eat in Brunswick. Bring your Awards range from $50.00 to sense was decided upon.
Reverend Gale W. Engle, Secand total more than
family. But PLEASE make reser- $250.00
The natural location of such an
retary' of the Student Christian
to $10,000.00. One of the largest establishment is the present Union
Union of New England will visit vations. Mail a postcard now
'25. 201 Mass-! awards is the Emery Scholarship
Store. Here the low turnover busthe
campus and confer with Glenn R. Mclntire
awarded
to
Richard Arthur Wiley
members of the faculty and the achusetts Hail.
iness of book buying could be
'49
of Springfield, Mass.
This
B.C.A. on Wednesday, October 30.
handled year round with special arscholarship calls for an award on
Any student who would like an
rangements for space and availabildirect recommendation
of
the
appointment with Reverend Engle
Play
volume buying at the
Dean of the College. Mr. Wiley ity during the
to
discuss
Christian
work in
staii of trimesters and mid-trimesis oik- of the outstanding students
other colleges may have it by
Basketball Gaines
This selection
ters, if necessary.
in
college,
having
received
getting in touch with Dr. Walter
was the unanimous choice of the
football Straight "A's" during the past
finishing
its
After
Clark.
that

also

—

I

I

—

1

season, the band will prepare to
play at the basketball games this
winter, Professor Tillotson announced. He added that they may
give a concert sometime in the
spring.
Professor Tillotson directs the
band, and David S. Collins '48 is
the manager. The members of the
band, classed according to the instruments they play, are:
Clarinets: Arthur N. Berry '46,

Charles L. Erickson '48, John ^F.
Gustafson '50, Cleveland A. Page
Advanced Standing, Gregory' H.
Stone '50.
Saxophone: Richard E. Eames
'47.

j

|

.

year

j

In regard to the administration,
Awards front the Kling Scholarship Fund, established to provid-.1 the committee felt the undergradfree tuition and books to needy uates should have an active voice,
and worthy students of Colonial The business will be conducted
or Revolutionary ancestry, have with the advice of a joint stubcen made to Robert Watson Big- dent-faculty committee, the methgar, Jr. '49 of Saco. Warren »Hal- od of selecting this committee to be
sey Dunning II, '49 of Lynn, 'determined at a' later date.
Mass., and Robert Winslow Leon-|
The problems Of financing the
ard '49 of Waban, Mass.
store were not deliberated at any
great length. It was felt these
problems would be minimized by
the inherent short term nature of
financial transactions involved in
Students
the textbook trade. Decisions will
be made when further information, which is now being obtained,
On Monday afternoon, October can be evaluated.
28, and Tuesday morning, October
The matter of policy, particular29, the graduate record examina- ]y pricing policy] was one of tht
tions were given to nine Bowdoin most pertinent questions. There
students and one Colby under were two general alternatives. <1)
graduate by Dr. Walter H. Clark, To price the books at approximatewho is acting as agent for the ly their retail price and accumu.

!

{

1

!

!

i

Bowdoin

Take

'45.

Bass Horns: John Dulfer
James Utterback '49.
Piccolo: Harvey S. Jackson

Drum

Major; Joseph

'50,
'48.

W. Woods

'50.

Baritone:

Charles

'50.

MM

W. Wilder

'

1

Graduate Examinations

Trumpets: Stanley A. Frederick
'46. Willis V. Gray '47, Emil G.
Hahncl '49. H. Thayer Kingsbury
'45, James S. Segal '50, John L.
Sibley '50, Robert M. True '46.
Trombones: Philip F. Danforth
Jr. 50, William J. Kirwin Jr. '50,
Coleman F. Metzler '46, Francis National Graduate Record ExamK. Smith '47, Lawrence J. Ward ination Bureau.
'46.
These examinations are given
Drums: J. Richard Jackman by the bureau as an aid to gradschools such as Harvard.
'50, William C. McCormack '50, uate
Theodore P. Nixon '50, Lewis Yale and Columbia in choosing
True '45, Norman W. Winter '50. students. Some of these schools
Cymbals: David S. Collins '48. require the results of the exams
Bass Drum: Robert S. Currier while others gage the ability of
'50.
the applicant on them to a great
Glockenspiel: Taylor W. Cole degree. Bowdoin serves as one of

j

j

Of course, it's traditional and
also very efficient to burn leaves
[

J

Director of Admissions .Edward
S. Hammond and Professor Athern P. Daggett spoke at a, joint
meeting of the Penobscot Bowdoin,
Club and the Bowdoin Teacher's
Club at the Conduskeog Canoe
Club in Hampden on October 24.
A message from President Kenneth C. M. Sills was read at a
meeting of the Bowdoin Club of
New York, which met for dinner
on October 24, at Ruppert's Brew-

BCA

"For

]

course, is why these pictureawere
taken. Well, I seem to have lost
road last Saturday, as Bowdoin the reporting instinct, so, like the
migrated en masse to the Colby rest of the students, I'll just have
campus, to the game, and more to wait around until it appears
important, to all those beautiful somewhere. Sorry.
fine,

I

chine.

[

s-r

there. The game was
course, and Mayflower
surprisingly bright 'hat

in

he stated. "Those who
practice Christianity seem to have
that necessary quality." He continued that those nations who depend solely on their own strength
forget God and his.
Only by letting our fears depart, he closed, and by substituting faith and Christian ways, can
we face the tasks and difficulties
of life.

was connected with the fish-pack- He asserted
ing industry, Mr. Pike attended make for a

Monday's English 23 class certainly started off with a bang, or
more accurately, with a flash. As

s-r

And

!

a modest beginning in the town of
Lubec, Maine, he has risen through
a distinguished career in business
and government to membership in life. Navy men have families and
civic responsibilities just as do the
*be newly-announced group.
communities.
Born in Lubec where his family other citizens of our

dateless unfortunates, who tried
to get fixed up at the late minute.
But they must have been successful, as the dance was crowded and
eventful. *

revision of tlic column.
however, will afford an opportunity to comment briefly on the
Colby game. All the heaps, rattletraps, and Model T* were on the

itself.

faith,"

headed by David E. LHienthal,
chairman of the Tennessee Valley
Authority since 1941. Created by
act of Congress last September, it
takes over from the military the
study, manufacture, and control of
the atomic bomb. President Truman, in making the Monday announcement, stated that the way it
solves the complex problems before
it "will determine the course of

I

The

life

base emotion.
"The only antidote for fear

Bowdoin was singularly honored
on Monday afternoon when President Truman, in a special White
House press conference, announced
the appointment of Sumner T. Pike
'13 to the Atomic Energy Commission. Mr. Pike, a prominent alumnus and overseer of the College, is
well known also in undergraduate
circles through his lectures on

1

a good name for
this column. Rest assured it will
be sunrise before it is finished.
Over the weekend, the original
was all written, but I made the
mistake of basing it all on one
theme. It consisted of about four
pages of complete whimsy on the
utter lack of a path between the
Chapel and the Searles Science
Building. Any fool knows there
exists such a path, but being out
at the Air Base, and a complete
fool besides, I decided to take a
chance. So, here I am, rewriting
the column; I gambled and lost.

of

persistent element from which
man in the stages of his development emerged. The struggle upward has not entirely shaken that

Atomic Board

,

is

that

states that fear originated in the
first sin of Adam.' The modern
scientific view is that fear was a

Member Of New

By Raymond H.

SUN RISES

j

'

is

defeat.

&

Another manifestation of fear
is

By Wvren H. Donning
On Thursday night, October
This afternoon at 4:45 on the
- On - The - Air
program 24, the Classical Club held its
The post-war world has brought another change to Bowdoin.
first meeting of the year in ConProfessor
over station WGAN,
Son has informed
of the Moulton Mr. A. G. Chandler of the F. W. Chandler
Robert P. T. Coffin will render ference B Room
There were eleven mem- the College of his decision to abandon the handling of textbooks
several selections from his new Union.
Professors after 1946, due to ill health. Mr. Chandler's method of anand
present
bers
Balbook "People Behave Like
Means, Dane and Quinby were nouncement was consistent with his firm's long history of faithlads."
ful service to Bowdoin's faculty and students. Instead of availLast week's program featured also in attendance.
Professor Means, faculty ad- ing himself of the various remunerative
the
the Meddiebempsters under
possibilities open to him.
charge of the meetdirection of John Williams '46. C. visor, was in
Mr. Chandler officially declared his intention to the adminisgroup on the
Cabot Easton '48 announced the ing and spoke to the
tration in order to give the College the opportunity to establish,
year and
coming
the
for
program
rendered
selections, which were
of the by its own choice, the most favorable method of conducting the
by Bowdoin's double quartet. The some of the activities
Classical Club in the past. Pro- textbook supply.
first number on last Wednesday's
briefly
then
spoke
A joint faculty-student commitQuinby
fessor
the
was
program
fifteen minute
tee met last week to consider the
theme song, on the "hook-up" between the
Meddiebempster's
and Gown Cast
Chosen
possible solutions to the problem.
"Graceful and Easy." Following club and the Masque
this DeThe committee is composed of
that song were "Oh, Mary"; Duke in producing "Cyclops"
Aeschylus' "Seven In 'Cyclops' Production
President Sills, Assistant to the
Ellington's "Mood Indigo"; "And cember and
President Wilder, Acting Dean
When The Leaves"; "Got My Against Thebes" for commenceEuripedes* "Cycolps." a com- Kendrkrk, Messrs.
ment.
Abrahamson,
"Maspiritual;
Head", a negro
The Classical Club is endowed bined production of the Masque Boyer, Ladd, Lancaster and Mcvourneen," an Irish lullaby; "SalFund which en- and Gown and the Classical Club, Intire for the faculty and Messrs.
ly In Our Alley," a humorous by the Winthrop
ables the club to carry on its will be presented on December 20 Charlton, Dunning, Murphy, Bickditty; and "George Jones."
at 1:30 p.m. in Memorial Hall as
As announced last week by program adequately. In the past part of the Christmas Houseparty er and SandquLst for the underGreek and
graduates.
The
undergraduate
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson, it has produced many
active festivities.
an
taken
plays,
Roman
members were selected through
Departhead of Bowdoin's music
This play will be done in EngClassithe collaboration o fthe adminisment, the Meddiebempsters will part in the New England
lish
from
a
translation
of Shelly tration
visiting lecand W. A. Dougherty,
render several of the preceding cal Society, sponsored
student body, with special music composed by President of the Student Council.
selections in the Bowdoin Song turers for the entire
Mrs. Nathan Dane. Sketches for
Album which is to go on sale and during the war devoted a scenery have been submitted by
The
practicability of a cooperatime to Greek War
shortly. The proceeds from the great deal of
Robert Bliss '47. The entire pro- tive bookstore was discussed at
sale of these records will finance Relief.
some length. In the light of facts
Officers for the club for the duction will be under the superthe Bowdoin College Glee Club
vision of Byron Keene '-17. As- brought out in the discussion, howConcert to be given at the Town current term include: Stanley N. sisting
Mr. Keene will be the fol- ever, this alternative was shelved
'47,
president; Douglas
Altman
Of
the
in
1947.
New
York
Hall in
lowing:
Walter Main '44 in by the committee until a time
above selections the album will Carmichael '44, vice president;
charge of property and costumes; "when the present temporary concontain
the Meddiebempsters' Joseph J. Schmuch '49, secretary;
'48, Harold Palmer '49 in charge of ditions no longer exist." Although
renditions of "Graceful and Easy" and H. James Cook, Jr.
scene construction; Russell Wash- a cooperative would have numerous
"And When the Leaves," "Sally treasurer.
burne '50 in charge of lighting; advantages, it presents one insoluIn Our Alley," "Mood Indigo," and
and George Noxon '50 assisted by able problem with the present high
"George Jones."
Peter Prins '50 as stage managers. percentage of veterans in the stuLarge
Expected
The following men have been dent body. One of the chief advancalled for the first readings as tages of the cooperative is the inEvents actors and understudies: S. Altman dividual dividend which enables
For Alumni
Elects Officers
'47, T. Chapman '50, W. Davis each recipient to use his share as
Air. Seward J. Marsh '12 of '49, H. Dwelly '49, G. Fogg '43, he sees fit. Inasmuch as a great
For Fall
1947
«
The Alumni Office has. informed A. -Eraser -49,
~
Freoman -50, iL- *»rik of tfec
The following students were the Orient that plans are being Goldberg '49, W. Hamburger '50, books, the dividends would be paid
elected to offices at the October made in honor of Alumni Day on L. Hirsch '47, J. Hupper "50, P. largely on these purchases. Under
28 meeting of the Bowdoin Chris- Saturday, November 9. This will Huss '50, F. Lacey '49, D. Little- the present Veteran's plan no retian Association: President, Veon- be the first peace-time meeting hale '49. C. Metzler '46, H. Pea- bates may be made to the individor M. Sotak '49; Vice-president, in several years and consequent- body '50, P. Poor '50, J. Prins ual or his account. Any surplus in
Shepard Lifshitz '47; Secretary, ly, a greater percentage of the '50, and J. Taussig '46.
tfie account reverts to the US.
The musicians include J. Cum- Treasury'; not even to the VeterWillard Richaud '19; Treasurer, alumni arc expected to attend.
The office has been very busy mins '48. II. Pendextcr '46. and ans' Administration. The situation,
Conrad Peacock '49.
Plans were completed at this sending out cards announcing the W. Rosenberg '47.
then, would be the Veterans' r^oThe first reading will take place thirds of the student body receivmeeting for conducting the wor- date and the program as planned:
ship service at the Congregational
9:00 a.m. Alumni Council Meet- Friday evening at 7:30 in Memor- ing no dividends while the remainial Hall. At this time music will
Church on November 17. It was
Massachusetts Hall.
ing
ing one-third did receive them.
be
a
schedule
decided
10:00
Bowdoin

fear."

weathering the tragedies of life,
hope must replace despair, faith
uproot fear. To face the trials and
difficulties for our own self-development, he maintained, is to
enjoy the full power of conquest
within our hearts. The things that
we fear most are our richest
blessings once we overcome them.
There are two theories of fear.
The
stated.
Mark
Reverend
Genesis
of
view
genealogical

A. G. Chandler's 111 Health
Forces End Of Tradition

Meets

Over WGAN, 4:45 Today Plans For Plays Given

.Chapel on October 26.

were successful in their first series
games. Bowdoin downing Colby 6
and Bates taking the measure
to
of Maine 7 to 4.

Classical Club

Meddiebempsters Sing

achusetts, presented the sermon
for the Sunday Vesper Service in

Ducky
loss.
Card's
Despite
Pond's crew will rule a decided
favorite to defeat the twice beaten
defending champs when the two
elevens square off Saturday. Both

NO. 6

1946

Chandler Will Drop Textbook Trade;
Student-Faculty Committee To Run
Moulton Union Bookstore In 1947

Nixon Speaks To

Mark

Bowdoin Grapples Bates

30,

the centers of the country in giving these tests.
There is a five dollar fee
charged each student for taking
the exams, which include both a
general test and an examination
in the subject that the student
chooses for his major work.

j

a capital surplus on the "pro(2) To price the books as close
to cost plus overhead as was feaslate

fit."

sible with the intention of having
a liberal margin at the outset

which would be lowered as actual
experience indicated.
The first consideration, of pricing the books at approximately retail price,

had at

least

one serious

short-range drawback and one serious long-range drawback. The
short-range consideration being
the difficulty, if not improbability,
of disbursing the surplus in such a
manner as to provide equitable
benefit to each individual. From a
.

[
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on the eyes and on the

easier

nevertheless

TrtiMbhad

^Stfc/7

is

inconceivable.

finances,

The

ed-

itorial board reasoned correctly that if
%t received support from one fourth
-

1OT!

the class on the class pictures, it
could expect support from not more
tnan one ^urth of the class on every
of,

i

'•«

Ckaxtm W.cnrtJs

that required the cooperation of

task,

AMociate Editor*

°TS^a!VS^

the graduating class as a whole. Such

'tJ

a lack of interest
tt, Nickels, Jr.,'*»

John

lofeBMn Poor f4i

a |,| e

i^'i." Hw«m
_„.

feat

not impossible one to achieve.

Awoiitmat Editor*

,

p. Kendall Nhrea, Jr. »4€

W. Monm
Frederick w. winey

'47

Pool

anee F. Loogiey,

•f

|47
Jr. '48

h. swift '48

JJJJ^^TJSJ iJU

cooperation of every man who is to appear in the yearbook; there can be no
Nr* °£ interest now or the graduating

Meek WoJker

*se

su ffer the humiliation of being respon-

and the

'47

Leonard D. Bell

-

•

• •

•;_•;_•_•

'4«

jtoniwi* H. Jensen
Arnold cooper

'48

Bowoonr publishing company
pj^^p,

Daggett

ProfeMor Atfcm p.
FTotfm

^^I!^S, ^aJSTul
Leonard D. BeJl H7

«^

Editor This Incoe
Maoartar
*•-—
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Jonn H. Nk*e*»,
'

a
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j
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1
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wodne^uy. Oolober

not

con-

flatly

there are difficulties entailed by
any such enterprise such as publishing
a yearbook that never before were in
evidence. The class which will appear
in the 1 947 Bugle is not a well defined
one; it contains men from the classes
f 1 q£ 2 through the claSS of 1947.
,,
This heterogeneous group is not accustomed to function as a unit, as were
-

-

,

.

.

80. 1948

No. 6

and hence have

,

,

little

de-

s * re to °e closely associated with the
latter in such an undertaking as the

Bugle or in any alumni

A

activity.

small college always has a great

advantage over large universities with
regard to organizing closely knit col-

THE BOWDOIN BUGLE
Bowdoin men have never been

par-

ucularly conceited, yet for eighty-eight
yean, all but two or three members
their
of the Junior Class haye Insured
"«•,.

immortality

— *
nmn
alumni
among Bowdom ,i
;

by finding time to be photographed
for the yearbook, and by filling a few
sheets of paper w«h their college ac-

rlM,.;Af
nrnirrpnm of
ot
Eighty-eight occurrences
j
~* :«n .~> rK« «/vnr

an event does not insure the occurrente of an eighty-ninth, however.
Last Friday, October 25th, a meeting of the graduating class had to be
called to determine

whether or not a

lege classes which form enthusiastic
and cooperative alumni groups upon
graduat.on. Unless the group that .s

•"*

t0 8raduate
*• ne 7*" <*"
attam some measure of coheston, not
only the Bugle
s and other class underJ
pduate

f

but

activities,

all

alumni

«««« " ™*. » Roomed to

fail,

Immediate action by the undergrade
ates to cement the various classes is

demanded

**

ncxt

unity

if

graduating
the »
© classes of

™ T«

f

rs

are not to losc a»

upon graduation.

DRAMA AT BOWDOIN

publish-

1947 Bowdoin Bugle will be
ed. In wartime, lack of funds and materials, dearth of writers, and insufficient numbers have caused Bugle ed-

In the bulletin, "Bowdoin After the
the question was asked as to

War"

what subjects

will receive

more

atten-

The answer reads:

but in spite of
their obstacles a yearbook of some sort

tion after the war.

has always appeared.
This year, however, the editors had
high hopes; they had ample funds, an

the times there will assuredly be

some

difficulty,

any group of college men
can be termed "eager,") staff, and
(if

thoroughly satisfactory contracts with
the publishers and the photographers.
Notices were put in the

on the

Owent

bulletin boards around

and
campus

urging the group of approximately

two hundred and

fifty

men who

are

to appear in the 1947 Bugle to make
appointments with the photographer

before

Monday, October

a8th,

on

which day the photographers planned
to begin work.
fifty-six

On

Friday exactly

men had made

appointments.

A meeting was called to discuss the
question of publication, and thirty or
forty

-

c

*,

men appeared at Memorial Hall,

some of them allegedly representing
groups from their fraternities.
Most of the men at the meeting
were surprised to learn that there
could be a question of publication;
the Bugle was a tradition that certainnot misfire in as auspicious a
year lor the college as 1946. But a
Bugfe without pictures, although
ty could

mmmana

we've gotten rather tired of telling people we aren't
related to any of them, though of course Hoagy is a
fraternity brother and if Benny's polar bear Is a
Bowdoin polar bear there may be some slight con-

"If

who

is

Bowdoin

We
nities

-

c

understand that at least two more fraterhave abolished hazing within the past week.
their action highly, but hesitate to

We commend

claim any share of credit for

it.

We'd much rather

indiscernible behind the

1

By Nelson
Of

special interest to veterans

the subject of subsistence
checks. For the men living at the
fraternity houses and in the dormitories, their checks
should be
ready for them by eleven o'clock
Thursday morning. The "Agent
is

m

printing anything.

Finance

Mr.

Officer,"

Philip

S.

L. Towers

erans

Administration at Togus.
does state that veterans pursuing such a course are
governed by Public Law 679.
For those who have read about
or have heard about an increase
It definitely

in pensions,

a suggestion

to cross

your fingers might be in order.

Wilder, will hang his usual sign As it now stands, veterans within the window on the north side out dependents and whose
disabilof 17 Winthrop. Any veterans ity award is for ten, twenty, or
making inquiry before the sign is thirty per cent, should not exout may delay the preparation of pect to receive an increase.
the checks for distribution.
As it has been explained to me,
Veterans who have indicated an this is the "story. In certain cases
off-campus address to the Veter- it was necessary for the Veterans Administration should re!" ans Administration to increase the
ceive their checks there. The ar- subsistence allowance above the
rival of the checks may be in minimum in order to meet the
somewhat of a staggered fashion. minimum payment under the
In case anyone does not receive law. Therefore, when the raise in
his
by Saturday morning, he pensions took place last month, it
should be certain to inform Mr. meant that veterans not enjoying
Goud.
the benefits of the "G. L Bill"
In making out the statement of were materially awaxe of the
income, for those under P.L.346, twenty per cent increase.
do not include any earnings that
In the case of veterans with dewere obtained prior to your com- pendents, under P.L 346, there
mencement of training. The Vet- will be a review of certain inerans Administration is not inter- dividual cases by the Veterans
ested in such income.
These Administration in all probability.
forms must be filled out and fll<*J As it now stands, it appears that
this week-end, by the 5th of Nov- those men who have a disability
ember.
rating of twenty per cent or
It is hoped that some early higher should receive an increase.
clarification of this income probFor those under P.L. 16v the
lem will be forthcoming soon. same situation is apparently true.
There are certain fine points of At any rate, the necessary adinterpretation which must be ar- justments should be taken care of
rived at before a final status is by the time the checks arrive at
gained.
the end of November.
Recently a large metropolitan
If it becomes necessary to innewspaper offered the comment terrupt your training voluntarily
that veterans receiving education- under either P.L. 16- or 346, it is
al training under the "G. I. Bill" essential that all arrangements
were not governed by this recent- with the College be completed
ly approved limitation. This writ- first. Then, and only then, contact
er has seen and read a copy of Mr. Goud so that the proper pathe law in the office of the Vet- pers may be signed and delivered
'

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

present, for ex-

is only one instructor.
These subjects are now generally re-

Do you
Do you

garded as having important positions
in the curriculum of liberal arts, and

Would you

should certainly receive more atten-

There

Bowdoin."
the above policy as a guide,

cently undergone a period of expan-

like to
like to

have your friends know what you are doing
hear of your athletic achievements f

like to have your g»ri# get acquainted- with the customs and doings on the campus f
is

aa easy and Inexpensive way.

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to nit you
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world.
charge for foreign delivery.

siderably.

At the present time, the ruling
is that veterans under P.L. 346
are not entitled to the benefit of
being provided with a tutor.
Those under P.L. 16

are,

under

certain circumstances, able to obtain the aid of a tutor.

of

the

various

and to confirm our

belief

was like "stateside
The Wing-On Garden

that Shanghai
liberty."

which

pletely

and
American-trained
and had an American
and occasionally American

equipped,
officer

enlisted

men

attached.

He

also

worked for ten weeks with the
475th Infantry, better known as
"Merrill's Marauders."
V-J day came. Dr. Hanbegan accompanying units of
Chinese army to Formosa,
LST's and LCI's being used in

When

ley

the

this operation. This resulted in the
pleasant change to living with the
Japanese instead of the Chinese.
It
really was an improvement.
The Japanese arc much cleaner,
more healthy, and generally bet-

educated than the Chinese.
Before the war, ho stated, the
Japanese had the highest literacy
rate in t he world. He spent nine
months as a repatriation surgeon
on Formosa.
When questioned on the muchdebated point of repatriating
Orientals while American boys
were waiting to get home. Dr.
Hanley replied that it didn't concern him directly, for two' reasons: first, they were using American-built ships that were manned
by Japanese rather than American crews; and second, strangely
enough, he was in no big hurry to
get home. He didn't then know
ter

Cafe, the Washington Club, and
the French Club brought back
mutually pleasant memories. But
there was little time for pleasure
being in charge of the cholera
epidemic in Shanghai, Dr. Hanley .that he

had

his

He

was coming to Bowdoin.
The medical results of taking
Formosa were def-

hands fulL

observed

that

during

the the Chinese to

war there was little humor to be
found among the Chinese people.
This is perhaps due to the great
suffering the Chinese have had to
endure. But this suffering in
some ways well prepared the
Chinese to combat the Nipponese

initely not beneficial to the inhabitants of the island. The inhabi-

tants had had no cholera for forty
years; they had rid the principal
areas of typhoid and
settled
smallpox. However, within nine
months of the arrival of the
Chinese, there were two smallpox
epidemics, three thyphoid epidemics, and a cholera epidemic.
For these and other reasons the
Formosans were quite hostile toward the Chinese "invaders."
Dr.
Hanley ex"Invaders,"

invaders; Dr. Hanley tells of incidents of Chinese being shot,
then being carried on stretchers
for three or four days before
medical attention became available. As might be expected, many
cases were hopeless, complicated
by the chronic malaria and plained, is perhaps not the prpper
dysentery which are so prevalent word ... it all began at the Cairo
there. And Chinese doctors are Conference, which Generalissimo
scarcer than a certain '46 Chewy. Chiang Kai-Shek attended. The
Dr. Hanley told of a Chinese United States was dickering for
regimental surgeon, a major with French aid, and in particular for
six weeks' training, some sergeant the French ships at Toulon. So.
had told him a little about first when the French signified desire
aid. The medical program was of retaining Indo-China, we were
often jeopardized by thefts of quick to approve. In order to
medicine destined for^ the black placate Chiang, who had wanted
Indo-China, he was given Formarket.

He also spent some
Burma with the Chinese

time

mosa.
in

infantry

girls

No

and

extra

and reorganization, with the

•

The

net-

follow an interest in either of these

has been materially increased.

Partly because of lack of a theater, the

drama has been unable

among

to find

student

its

[
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greater student participation in the

now

possible.

One second

not always one-sixtieth of a minute

a second?
A. Sometimes it's 3% YEARS
is

is

— not

in tele-

phone mathematics. Suppose, for example, you find* a new method
that clips just one second from the time it takes to process a toll
ticket. Then apply that saving throughout the Bell System where
some 115,000,000 toll tickets sre handled a month. The time saved

3%

years!

Important? From seemingly minor changes of savings frequently
come the major improvements which mean better working conditions
for telephone men and women and better telephone service for
everyone.

In this industry, even long established methods of operation are
never considered beyond improvement. For men with ideas and
ability, that viewpoint is a stimulating challenge.

THERE'S OPPORTUNITY AND ADVENTURE IN TELEPHONY
k

Address

BELL

ing theater space and to promote
is

long

de-

Rather than submit to the status quo,
however, an effort should be made to
utilize more effectively the

How

every thirty days equals

Remember

result that a student's opportunity to

drama than

at one institution and transfer to
another, the Veterans Administration should be contacted at the
earliest possible moment. By having a talk with Mr. Goud about
such a problem, the matter can
be facilitated for the veteran con-

Q.

the art and music departments have re-

served place

to the Veterans Administration.
In the event that a trainee
wishes to terminate his training

merits

relative

cities,

member

more

partment there

fields

of the fraternity

'47

of a surgical team,
lived out of what they
could carry on their backs and
slept on jungle hammocks. The
Chinese army Is divided into two
parts; the units with which Dr.
Hanley was associated were comas a

follows the tendencies of

and the drama. At

sion

members

massed for a group picture in the foreground. It
gave us the impression that the word "house" was
being used in reference to said members and we
wondered who was going to the redecorating—
Brooks Brothers, Rogers Peet, or Hart, Schaffner,
and Marx. Not that we really think the well-dressed
A.D.'s stand in any particular need of it.
- o
And that reminds us of the rumor we heard during rushing season that the A.T.O.'s had swtiched
signs with the Harriet Beecher Stowe house next
door. We are happy to say that a visit to Federal
Street proved the rumor to be unfounded.
An
ORIENT writer always checks his sources before

Veterans' Corner

ample, there is little opportunity for
a student to do his major work in art
or music, partly because in each de-

With

We

m

m

geography, not journalism).

m-o

His favorite assignment was
were rather amused by the picture in last
week's ORIENT under the captain "The Alpha Delta working around P. W. camps for
Phi House Which Is Being Redecorated." That's all G-2. Having traveled extensively
very well, except that the house itself was almost in China, he was able to judge the

official in

- c
•
Which reminds us of the Gag of the Week: A
Republican, talking to a prominent member of the
Democratic National Committee, asked him whom
they were going to run for president in '48. "You
certainly^ can't think of using Truman," be said.
"No, he's out of the question," the Democrat replied. "Well, whom can you get? Your party
looks
pretty short on presidential timber," persisted the
Republican. "Don't worry," said the Democrat.
"We'll dig up somebody by then." "Good Lord!- exclaimed the Republican. "Don't tell me you're going to run HIM again!"

emphasis on those studies that make
for gracious living, such as art, music,

tion at

CtO

a

year as college physician. Arriv-

m

Anyway, we had a very-pleasant little talk
with President Carmichael and discovered that we
couldn't possibly be related anywhere in the last six
generations, which is as far back as we cared to
trace it. It's also regrettable. We need something
of the sort to salve our pride after our recent discovery of a Carmichael
Massachusetts.

c

—

Another feature of James Bowdoin Day for us
brief meeting with President Leonard Carmichael of Tufts. He and Hoagy and Jack Benny's
polar bear seem to be the only contemporary Carmichaels of any great fame, and over the years

,

.

.

.

8

eager,

m

-

We wonder how many people have noticed the ing at Bowdoin September 15th,
words "Beat Bowdoin" scrawled vaguely in light Dr. Hanley officially arrived here
but we won't beblue paint on the white stone foundation of the October 1st
southeast corner of Moore Hall. We don't know little the word "officially," bewhether the blue is supposed to be that of Colby or cause, iike the editorial "we," it
the University of Maine, but we doubt if students has taken quite a beating already
of either institution could be responsible for it. In in the columns of this paper.
the first place, we credit them with enough valor to
After graduating from Bowdoin
express their sentiments in a more public place, and in 1939, and from Columbia Medisecondly the quality of the lettering falls far below cal School in 1943, Dr. Hanley
the minimum educational standards we'd expect of spent a year in surgery at the
either Maine or Colby. More likely town kids.
Boston City Hospital. Then he
- e
exchanged "civvies" for khakis,
What about adjourns on these classes that meet and the next we hear of him is
once a week for three hours ? Does one have to wait in the Orient, where yellow
five minutes for each hour, in other words fifteen people abound and conditions are
pretty rugged (reference is to
minutes, before taking off?

was our

class;

class of 1947,
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itors
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is

the graduating

ample, have few connections with the
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The Orient does
demn the apathy of

J unior classes of Past years Indi
viduals from the class of 1942, for ea-
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BntawM Managers
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which references are made to prospectivc employers, the group decided
t hat the Bugle would be published.
This decision necessitates the willing

'49

Manager

tivities.

think we're riding th* crest of a wave. It isn't a
It is amazing how many Bowtidal wave yet, but it's growing, and we trust that doin men return to their Maine
it will eventually sweep hazing away along with Alma Mater, after holding various
Somebody jobs all over the world. Dr. Daniel
sundry other relics of barbarism.
F. HanJey, of Amesbury. Massastopped us in the Union the other night to inform us chusetts, who was graduated from
in tones of mock amazement that o:/e of the houses Bowdoin seven years ago, came
was paddling freshmen. Well, of course, you can't back this trimester to spend what
expect to educate fools overnight.
we hope will be a very pleasant

if

incompatible with the scholastic life, which,
except for a few courses taught in Searies. is based
largely on approximations.
cision

By Paul Moron

Carmlcfcarl

anyone who saw the James Bowdoin Day procession last week would ever have
guessed that so many of the .marchers were recently
discharged Veterans. Not only could no one seem to
do so simple a thing as' dress right in a column of
deuces, but the change step was about the only one
employed over the whole line of march. Cr perhaps
we should call it the Academic Shuffle. It just goes
to show that anything approaching military pre-

wonder

nection.

a Bichu
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a source of material from
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Told In Hanley Interview
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Rowdoin Downs Colby In

POLAR

Gillen-To-Lee Pass
Gives Bowdoin 6 to

BEARINGS

WATERVILLE,

By David

THAT ELEVEN-BEAR SHAY

Brown spoke

of at Friday's rally did take off at the expense of Colby last
week, but it took a lot to crack the White Mules. Call it a great

—

break or an alert defense
either way the game 'broke within two
minutes in the final period
a blocked kick, a good punt and
then a gamble which failed Colby. That desperate play which
saw Colby pass from her own fifteen, and its outcome, Donovan's
interception

—

and the Gillen-to-Lee scoring

teresting parallel to last year's

pass, provides

game.
polar bearlng»

LAST YEAR,

with the Polar Bears leading 7 to
late in the first
gamble-pass from Bowdoin's eight was intercepted by Myshrall who scored for the visitors. That time Bowdoin saw victory fade to a tie. Saturday Colby saw a tie dimmed
half, Stagiiano's

gloomy

to

defeat,

and

last

week's game counted.

MARTY LEE SNAGS

WE COULD have been in Orono last week we might have had
sustained excitement than

«:-..'-*

was provided the fans

at Water-

ville. It looked like a set-up Bates, mauler of four rivals, against
the all-losing U. of M. But the Bobcats must have felt fortunate

Courtesy Portland Sunday Telegram

Eld Gillen's fourth period scoring pass as will Belanger, trying for the
ball, is too late to prevent the Bowdoin score. Ireland (71 ) and Maclntyre (44) of Bowdoin
Verrengia
Captain
Colby's
and
(86), watch the play.

polar bearings

IF

more

:

to

win that one, even

at the 7 to

4 score they

finally

Dekes Take

mustered.

Zetes,

polar bearings

League;

'A'

TDs Tied

In

V

At the start of the last week of
of that "set-up" is not of Arnie
Card's fine passing, nor the Emil King's kicking and passing for the inter-fraternity football season
the Dekes have clinched first place
the Blue. Card's ankle was fractured, a tragic blow to Bates Series
League A and the T.D.s, with
hop es . The halfback has been a sparkplug: for the Bobcats this in
one game to play, are tied with the
season and his loss is certainly unfortunate—not only for Bates
Zete six for League C leadership.
partisans, but for all of us who thrill in the sight of a great player
Leagues B and D, with many
in action. But we must consider it as a part of fortune, fortune games remaining; to be played, are
which makes football what it is.'
closely knotted as no team has yet

BUT THE REAL STORY

together with the hard times the Lewiston eleven had before Maine cannot help but alter the Bobcats'
status as overwhelming favorites in the remainder pf the State
Series. Only a Maine fumble on first down, a yard from the Bates
goal, saved the

Garnet and Black from stunning defeat They
were held by a strong Maine line to 28 net yards rushing. They
did gain 63 yards on passes, but were held to less than 1 00 yards
on the offense. That doesn't have the ring of a walk-away cham*
pion to any ears.
polar bearings

NO, Maine

hasn't

beat Colby

last

D

•Zete
T. D.

5
4

D. U.
A. D.

among

there are four fine lines

for their teams. With such distribution as this in
State Series looks like a natural this week.

corners the

all

Sigma Nu
Beta
PsiU.
*

the following fifteen

A YEAR AGO when the ORIENT decried the death of Bowdoin
there were a

pleted student

good many laughs. They said that the debody was too small for spirit, and the lack of out-

standing teams

made

But this year, even with
and a fighting football team
to support, there's but little change. The rally* have been feebly
attended. The cheers at the games have been spiritless. Even the
best football songs aren't sung by everyone.

close to

it

a thousand men

meaningless.
in College

BANK

of

Bowdoin

D. D.

football

GARDNER

SPOBXIXG

BSUKSWICK, MA&VE

team

B

D

5
4
3
4

4
4

-

CO.

ATHLETIC

RECREATION' EQUIPMENT

Pbrrsnagw Solicited

Season completed

24 Hour

THE
SCOTTI
117A Maine

STATIONERY

yard line. Bob Emmons sneaked
around right end on a naked re-

plays later when Matt Branche
muffed a lateral on the 35 as the
Verrengia
period
ended.
passed to glue-fingered Johnny
Mulhern for 9 yards. Remo then
rammed through the middle for a
first down on the 42. Another
Verrengia pass was snared by
Matt Branche of Bowdoin and
brought back to the 50. Pierce
moved for 4 yards._ami then
passed to Bud Smethurst on the
Colby 21. The Mules defended
stubbornly, hurling back a line

first

passes.

NEW

tossed the scoring pass to Lee who
went down the right sidelines and
cut back behind Colby defenders
to take the ball without a hand

being laid on him. Ed Butler's
placement attempt was low.

The White Mules came right
back with their only real march
of the afternoon. Verrengia passed
to Miller for 30 yards. Caminiti
rammed to the Bowdoin 35 for

The

The

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

ITS

DINING

$2.50

Book

F.

jiffy-shaver

W. CHANDLER & SON

3-

Oet. 80-31

FAITHFUL IN MY
FASHION
with

Tom Drake • Donna Reed
&lftO

Short Subject*

Nov. l-t
with
- Dennis Morgan

Ann Sheridan

Paramount News

Nov. 3-4-5

THREE LITTLE GIRLS
BLUE
with
- Vivian Blame

Paramount News

Cartoon'

Wed.-ltora.

Nov.

MIKE'S PLACE

6-7

THE BLACK ANGEL
Dan Duryee

HOT DOGS

Tbe :<3hi:i OFFICE

altif

Fox News

BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Phone 974-M for

Store

HERE

POSTERS

Printing

— Lee.

VESTPOX
The new

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

College

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Caminiti
rhbi Belanger
Tb, R. Verrengia

Donovan, fb

June Haver

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

Mulhern'

qb, Scioletti
lhb,

Toomy, rhb

CUMBERLAND

IN

Miller

Poling
Staples

c, Toomey
McSweeney
rt. Cook

re,

Beem, qb

"ZZXS

Stni.-Mon.-Tue».

REPAIRS

lg.

rg.

Pierce, lhb

Short Subjects

ALTERATIONS

Colby
le,
It.

Robertson, rg
Dougherty, rt
Lee. re

HARDWARE

Fox News

Line-up:

Btfvrdsin
Ireland, le
Taussig, It
Stankis, lg
Pitcher, c

Bowdoin
and batting down three Colby
Touchdown

Service

1000

a

.

verse that went the distance.
The Jayvees' line was instrumental in tiie victory as Brown,
boy Champs arc: Ed Goon, Macj Stevens, Fitzpatrick, and Alden
McDonald, Dan Morrison, Mike offered good protection for the
Robinson, Bill Smith, Don Snyder, backs. Bowdoin's starting backDale Welch, Dick Wiley, and Bud field proved effective throughout
thrust
Woods.
the entire game.

ROOMS FROM
Tel.

COOKING BEST

ALTOI SETTLE

at

third

Bear punt

and then Verrengia
yardage
aimed his fatal pass. It was right
over the middle and Donovan
reached up and grabbed it on the'
Beem threw an incomplete
15.
pass and then Gillen came in and

Street

We have

bad long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men: *

Dunn again
his
score.
helped the Jayvees score with
blocking on Racine's intercepted pass run.
Bowdoin's final score was set up
when Dana Brown blocked an
M.C.I, punt on the visitors' 19
istered

fine

Polar

went out on the midficld stripe.
Verrengia smashed the. middle of
the Bowdoin line to the 32, hut
that was as far as they went.
The Bowdoin chance came when
Jake Stankis blocked Miller's
punt and Beem kicked into the
end zone. A running play lost

ONE MORE TOMORROW

SHOP

PRINTING

and on two brilliant runs Leo
Dunn reached the seven yard line
where the Portland halfback reg-

stanza a poor

BRUNSWICK

FrL-Sat.

ALL Year

period when their heavier line finally clicked for a short time.
an
Speirs' score came when
M.C.L fumble was recovered by
Lewis. Speirs ran for 24 yards,

time.

another first down. Johnny Mulhern made a diving catch of a
Verrengia pass on the 20. Here
Bowdoin held off two rushes and
two passes. This was just about
turned it to the 37 to halt this the end of the line for Danny
march, Bowdoin got a break when Lewis' boys. Their doom was
Freddy Belanger fumbled Beem's sealed when Verrengia was carpoor punt on his 45 and Ireland ried from the field ,with an infell on the pigskin. As the Bow- jury.
Bowdoin kicked out and
doin attack was again smothered Beem intercepted a Colby pass at
Bill Mclntyre punted out in coffin midfield
and carried deep into
corner on the 9.
Colby territory as the game
Colby got out of this hole a few ended.
,

HOTEl EAGLE
TOWN TAXI

3
3

Wed.-ThnK.

Near Fire Station

Yes, We're Interested In

MCI

collect

to

first down
Midway through the

more than one

PRIfHMG

the

has fought hard. But the feeling that their fellows are behind
them makes this fight follow through to victory. Why not give
them that feeling)

FIRST NATIONAL

ther team being able

'

the half mile course, who meet Lincoln Academy, the Maine SchoolBurke,,
in

Brown, Chris Langaard, Gil Wilkerson, Ray Gallant, Bruce White,
Ira Pitcher, James Veghte, Lyle
Sweet, Dick Foster, Clem Hiebert,
Dabney Caldwell and Charley

1
1

T.O.

polar be at lug s

REGARDLESS OF THIS FAILING

men

Lawrence
U.S.E.AJS.A,:
John Curtis, Dick Anderson, Paul

PHILGAS DOES THE
spirit,

tion of the punting duel with nei-

aerial

Cohen.

1

A. R, U.

A.

2

4'

.

ChiPsi

the Maine colleges. Both of last week's games proved that. And
the backs are good, too; Card and Art Blanchard of Bates,
Maine's King and Dumbrowski, Verrengia and Caminiti for Colby and a half-dozen competants from Bowdoin are consistent

8
8
4

1

Kappa Sig

polar bearings

FROM ALL APPEARANCES

a desperation Colby
on the 15.
win, which put Bowdoin in
a tic with Bates in the Series
standings, was not an impressive
one. The Big White lacked the cohesion and polish which marked
last
Saturday's
triumph over
Williams. The Polar Bears collected only 5 first downs asainst
9 for tbe losers- and. never did put
on a sustained drive.' Defensive
play for the visitors .was also
snotty. However, once- again the
Bowdoin forwards heW- when the
chips were down.
Dan Scioletti ran back John
Taussig's opening kick-off to his
39, but the White Mules could not
J.V.'S Defeat
get moving and Red Miller punted
out on the Bowdoin 36. The Colby
For First '46 Victory
line also held fast but on another
The Bowdoin Jayvecs defeated exchange the visitors gained 8
20-6
on
Maine Central Institute
yards to the 44. Donovan hit the
Pickard Field last week, to regis- middle for 3 and Gordon Beem
ter their first win of the season.
tossed to Bill Ireland for a first
Bobby Speirs accounted for the down on the Colby 46, Bill Tbomy
first score when he crossed the went for 5 more, but on the next
goal line from the seven yard play Donovan fumbled and Mostripe, with the second score com- Sweeney recovered for the Mules.
ing from a 30 yard runback on an
The Blue and Gray moved in
intercepted pass by Bobby Racine. three plays for a first down on the
Bob Emmons tallied Bowdoin's Bowdoin 45. Belanger and Caminlast score on a 19 yard run around iti .pushed the ball to the 37, but
tercepted

After three weeks of intensive
The Bowdoin Ski Team's plans
took a big jump in the right di- training under Coach John J.
rection this week when it was an- Magee, both Varsity and Junior
nounced that an Outing Club Varsity Cross Country Teams
would be formed and become an this week test their ability and
affiliated member* of the United endurance against Bates College
States Eastern Amateur Ski As- and Lincoln Academy respective- right end. The M.C.I, score was Jim Pierce intercepted Remo Verproduced early in the fourth rengia's pass on the 30 and rely, on Tuesday and Wednesday.
sociation.
said

won a game this year, and the Big White did
The standings:
week. But those vanquished teams aren't elimiLeague A League C
Points
Poin
nated, though the winner of this week's Bowdoin-Bates game is Team
Deke
9
4
assured of at least a tie for the State title. It's time, though, that
a few more predictions are revised, as many were after Bowdoin's drubbing of Williams two weeks ago.

Ski Team To Become
Cross Country Teams
Member Of UJS.EJLS.A. Vie In Track Events

Coach Jack Magee boasts no
Student Coach Merrill Hastings
today that he had taken outstanding men, as the HillmanThe winner of League A, the steps to regain, active status in Carey era saw, but promises that
Dekes, will meet the winner of the Intercollegiate Ski Union. this year his harriers will run as
a group, and, of course, hopes
League B next week for one of the Tentative plans are being made they will be the
first
group
interf raternity trophys.
In i the to send a six man team to this or- across the line.
ganization's Senior Championship
The men who have proved
event of a Theta Ddt victory over which will be held at McGill Unithemselves most capable of runKappa Sigma, they will meet the versity in Montreal, Canada.
ning
the
Varsity
four
mile
Plans are also being made to
winner of League
in the final
course are: "Chuck" Auten, Lou
ski coach
compete
against
famed
Should the Kappa Sigs win that
Bove, Hal Burnham, Cab Easton,
Walter Prager's Dartmouth team
game, however, T.D.-Zete playoff sometime this winter. This sched- Harvey Jackson, Will Richan, and
will be necessary to determine the uling is in the hands of Georae Joe Woods.
The Junior Varsity runners,
finalists for the second inter-frater- Vinall who was recently appointed
comprised of those men with abilmanager.
nity trophy.
Bowdoin has agreed to sponsor ity in the shorter two and oneestablished itself as the leader.

THE LOSS OF CARD,

Oct.

The

an ininformal Bowdoin-Colby

first

Win

26—Bow-

The home team brought the
doin's football team brought a crowd to its feet when Verrengia
hurled
a long pass to Johnny Mulshade of gloom, to Colby's homecoming weekend this afternoon as hern in the open, but Toomy
the Polar Bears edged Colby in caught him from behind on the
be- Bowdoin 30. Two more Verrengia
the State Series opener 6 to
fore a crowd of 3,800 at Scavern'i posses were incomplete and the
Field. The score came in the final
Phil
threat was halted when
period when Ed Gillen passed to
Marty Lee in the end zone, two Caminiti caught one just outside.
of
exchange
another
After
plays after Thn Donovan had in-

Crowell
that Prof. Herbie

Opener

Series

March of
Nov. 8-8

JANE GETS MARRIED

delivery
N<

.,

MHMMMI

6—6
0—0

—
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the books at cost plus a mark-up have been removed by the passage
to cover handling, student help in of time.
This change in bringing the sale
sales, full-time help and overhead.
This mark-up will "be, of necessity, of textbooks to the Union is a conon the liberal side to start with siderable one. It marks not only
and be decreased as experience another change at Bowdoin but the
Tradition: F. W. Chandler
student body will, decrease and may indicate. There undoubtedly end of a
will be, at the beginning, some sur- & Son has been intimately associbecome
eventually
a
diminishing
In Los Angeles Divorce Court
plus as a result of a "safety fac- ated with Bowdoin life for two
Ava Gardner won a default minority. The action taken now tor." So this provides, to a degree, generations. As 1946 marks an
judgement after testifying, "He will no doubt be in effect when and
The one of the advantages of the other end of this textbook tradition,
told me to leave so I left" Life after this point is reached.
plan. The years the surplus will be Bowdoin, Faculty and students
would be a lot simpler if women College now has an unusual chance
G. Chandler
considerable are the alike, thanks Mr.
an
institution
which
will particularly
create
to
were always as cooperative
alyears which will show the for a job well done.
same
though probably not so much fun. do service to generations of Bowof veterans.
doin students and ail considera- highest percentage
will be some surtions must be made in that light. Therefore, there
If It takes as long to prosecute The creation of a surplus from the plus created which will be disthe rest of the Nazi hierarchy as sale of textbooks would provide a bursed as the majority of student
It did this last batch, we'll be convenient, but not essential, fund opinion indicates. As actual experifighting the next war before we for various disbursements. In a ence will probably allow a gradual
[ Continued from Page 2 J
finish
trying those supposedly sense it would be a transfer of lowering of price, the surplus will
Dr. Hanley made a slight detour
responsible for the last one.
some money from the veterans' diminish as the percentage of vetcoming
eventually
erans
declines,
on the way home, accompanying
textbook allotment to a general
now in existence because to the point where the entire non- 1100 top Gestapo and S.S. men
"Oh wad some power the giftie fund not
veteran student body will be able
there has been no need for it. On
gie us.
plus against their will, back to Gerpurchase
textbooks
at
cost
to
To see oursels as others see us." the other hand to the increasing a minimum mark-up.
many. The day after he stepped
of

Chandler

By George BL

helping
After
capture the
It's amarlng how many people
prowler that has terrorized the consider themselves to be a ver[ Continued from Page i ]
Woodford* area of greater Port- tlble fount of knowledge on
land for the past few weeks. De- bridge and how little it affects
long-range standpoint the present
tective Sergeant Francis Hinds the way they play
the game.
predominance' of veterans in the

Griffin

and

Warren BL Dunning

We

up a

commented that the man had a
"phenomenal memory". Of course
Sergeant Hinds, being in contact
with them all the time, must be
an excellent Judge of who has a
really keeping the "phenomenal memory".

subject that will probably leave a
Uncle Joe is
bad taste la the mouth of many finger on his boys. After at first
ex-OX's, but the matter needs accepting Dr. Koussevitsky's imithe attention and strong feeling tation to conduct the Boston
of the American public to review symphony, Shostakovich is now
Private Woods, one of our forced to decline the honor "with
it.
troops garrisoned in Manila, was regrets".
recently sentenced to hang after
__i
V
being convicted of the murder of
a tent-mate. After the trial both
Some savant, who might have
the prosecutor, who is now a law written this column had he not
student at Nebraska, and the de- lived at a much earlier date, utfease council, who is now a Coca- tered the immortal words: "KnowlCola salesman both felt that the edge is power." If that is true, we
man was innocent. Before the hope those were Dean's list Uppertrial Woods was forced to make a classmen we saw pushing that bus
confession to the C.I.I). which he along Maine Street last Sunday
denied as soon as he was released afternoon. Judging from the fafrom them, and the main evi- cial expressions on some of the
dence against him at the trial has pushers, they had either studied
long since been repudiated by the Bill Mauldin
had more than a
dislike

bringing

V

V
after the Army's B-29
the trip from Paris to
Westover Field the local journals
were filled with shots of the plane,
pilot and crew. Under one was
the caption, "All smiles, Col. C.
the plane's pilot,
S. Ervine
celebrates by puffing on his favorthe
ite
cigar".
You'd
think
damn thing would get stale after

A

.

.

V

Hanley

.

who gave it.
Wood's appeal has been denied by and command
one reviewing authority and is at
present before the Judge Advocate General's office In Washington.

-V-

Military

justice

is

subject

a

about which talk has been plentiful and action scarce except for a
few functionary adjustments designed as a sop to the more ardent reformers. Wc are faced
here with a problem such as
in
treated
Anderson
"Winterset". Are the institutions
of justice, civil or military, worth
the life of a man, any man
great or small, private or generthink not and cannot conal.
ceive how the majority, cither at
Bowdoin or in any one of our

A

—

cars.

Warning to all touch footbal'
scouts: go over in front of the T. D.
house around noon and watch the
"screened pass" they have developed. The ball carrier runs behind
the hedge in the corner of the lawn
and tosses a long one. Of course it
has not connected yet but when it
does it is going to mean a score or
a new window.

[

Continued from Page

Laundry

Universal

venient aj times, too.
leaves seem to burn to a

Bowdoin
fine,

gray

ash, easily discernible in the daytime, but almost impossible to
find at night. So, after a trip to

the Union and back to the House,
following our favorite path, we
were amazed to find that we were
all wearing what seemed to be
gray flannel pants, although none
of us started out with such apparel.

Not being freshmen, hereafter
walk on the grass,

we'll

s

Possibly I

-

am

r

deserving of a
down here in

being stuck
the corner of the

gripe,

page, pushed
non-veterans it would
The limitation of space prevents off the ship in the U. S., August down by a lot of routine news
be a transfer from his private, and
often quite limited, income to an a complete discussion of all the ele- 29th, he telephoned home and stories. They probably do this so
account in the distribution of ments considered. This article men- learned that Bowdoin had been that nobody will notice this colwhich, he would have an almost un- tions only the deciding factors. The trying to contact him; it seems umn, which is probably a good
heard voice. If such a policy were committee members, however, are that the college works fast at idea, this time, at least. I hope
instituted it would be of short dur- prepared to discuss the considera- times. Once here, he became ex- I'm not too chummy in using the
ation and when it was discontinued tions more fully with anyone desir- tremely busy, because of students first person instead of the editorit would result in a serious .mis- ing further information. For the being admitted to the infirmary, ial "we", but the latter sounds
alignment of the College-Student, mentioned reasons the cooperative and others requiring medical at- like a whole group^ of people hold
financial policy.
plan was set aside but with the un- tention day and night. After his the same views I do, which is

number

The committee,

therefore,

de-

cided with one dissenting vote, that

derstanding that

it

year here. Dr. Hanley plans to fill downright silly. So, if there are
a residency in surgery in New no objections, The Rising Sun
will set before we all get bored.
impractical York.

will be recon-

sidered at such a time as the pres-

the policy would be one of pricing ent factors

Portland,

J J

in the fall, and even handier, in
Bowdoin's case, to burn them in
the paths rather than on the
grass. But it can be very incon-

V

a while.

news item in PM states that
MP's are holding in Berlin thirRobert Burns
teen American soldiers for beating
V
German civilians without "rhyme
or reason". Perhaps they had no
Last week at least the Orient
rhyme but we bet they worked Was effective. Our roommate
or
However, speaking acquaintance with mud up a pretty good rhythm.
killed a dozen flies with his copy.

witness

A

—

The day

made

Sun Rises

making

it

,

Maine

Maxwell

—

We

forty-eight,

can

help

think

but

the same. However, before these
American
with
inconsistencies
ideals can be alleviated we must
throw off the narcotic bonds of
and force our opinions
inertia
into recognition.

We

don't know If you like definitions or not but with apologies to
Ambrose Bierce we would like to
offer this one. Imbecility: a kind of
divine inspiration, or sacred fire affecting censorious critics of this

W.

"Deke" House

column.

V
Inasmuch as he has now left
campus, we can now pay homage to
one of our summer faculty members without being accused of ulterior

motives.

To

Professor

George M. Kahrl, of Elmira College, the referee of our first bout

[

4

with the classics of English fiction,
goes a bouquet for a good course
well taught. We hope he will be

Pike
Continued from Page

i

C. F. Richardson

D. Bailey

Da£

Service

4

back.

\

Hebron Academy before coming to
In line with hails and farewells,
Bowdoin. After World War I military service, during which he rose we would like to welcome back a
to the rank of captain, he began a former Bowdoin student who now
career which has carried him to has an M.I), after his name. The
football team already knows him,
many parts of the world.
One of his first positions was but for the healthy among us, he is
Dr. Daniel Hanley, of the Dudley
with Stone & Webster of Boston
Coe Infirmary, a capable medic
and two subsidiaries, the Lowell.
and a good Joe.
and
Corporation
Mass., Electric
Note of cheer for chem stuthe Savani\ah, Ga.. Electric Comdents: He said he 'had trouble with
pany. At another time he worked
1924
in the oil fields of Texas. In

he went into investment finance
with the America Fore group cf
Another
fire insurance companies.
interest took him to mines in South

"\
I

j

I

WORK PICKED UP MONDAY EVENING.—after supper
DELIVERED FRIDAY EVENING

;

I

•

Terms C. O. D.

organic, too.

BENOIT'S Maine's

largest outfitters to

Men and Boys

Africa.

Mr. Pike, registered as a Republican in politics, entered the
government field in 1939 when
Harry Hopkins, New Deal Secretary of Commerce, appointed him
as a "dollar-a-ycar" business advisor to the Department. He served also on a temporary National

Economic Committee.
In 1940 and again in 1943 President Roosevelt appointed Mr. Pike
to the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Maintaining its offices in Philadelphia, the

sion

is

Commis-

designed to enforce govern-

ment regulation over the

fields of

investment, banking and business.
In 1942 he became a special advisor on petroleum to the Office of
Price Administration. Resigning

from the

SEC last

March, he wrote

to President Truman "I
stale on the job and it
me to quit."

am
is

getting

time for

The Atomic Energy Commission,
which sprang to life when President Truman made the Monday announcement, takes from the military complete authority over the
research, development and control
connected with "nuclear fission."
Its unprecedented power is reflected in the comment of Chairman
Lilienthal. who wrote the President. "The new commission will be
pioneering in uncharted fields. The
consequences of our work, for good
or for evil, are awesome. With this
poignantly in mind I shall enter upon these duties with deep humility."
President Truman, in his statement Monday, emphasized the fact
that the Commission's work will
be directed toward the goal of
jieacc. "Although the way may not
appear entirely clear, "he said, "we
must direct all our efforts to the
end that neither this Nation nor

any other nation shall suffer the
penalties of atomic warfare." Indicating that he was selecting the
most able men for the task instead
of making political appointments,
he commented that he did not
know the party affiliations of any
of the commissioners.

Norwegian Type

SWEATERS
00 % pure wool sweaters in the popuNorwegian style. Snow flake designs and Reindeer patterns in Navy
and Maroon Scarlet and White
Green and White and Navy and White.
This sweater will serve both for wear
1

lar

—

at skiing

and general campus

use.

THEY SATISFY!

Mr. Pike maintains a home at
Lubec and occupies it when time
permits. He is an active member,
of the Board of Overseers and often visits the college in connection

$8.95 and $9.95

...V

with college affairs. On July 30, in
a lecture at the Moulton Union entitled "Confessions of a Bureaucrat," he related many of hay experiences.

The

following morning

he addressed several classes in economics and government.
Bowdoin men everywhere cannot
fail to take pride when a graduate

and overseer of the college becomes one of five men who, in the
words of our Chief Executive, "will
determine the futuVe course of
ilization."
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Dr. Koo, Chinese Speaker,
Lectures On Far East

Rev. Wallace Anderson

Season Reaches

Speaks On World Crisis

Climax Saturday

The Reverend Wallace W. AndState
Minister of the
Street Congregational Church in
Portland, was the speaker in
erson,

On

Dr. T. Z. Koo, noted Chinese scholar and a member of the
Field
Conference which met in San Francisco, presented a most
enlightening lecture on. "The Far Eastern Situation" Tuesday
Dinny Shay's Polar Bears will
night. October 29, in Memorial Hall.
ring down the curtain on their
first
postwar season Saturday
Dr. Koo presented his diswhen they entertain Maine at
course in' two phases, the political
Whittier Field before an Alumni
and odueational situation in ChiDay crowd that promises to be
na and how it has progressed in
the state's largest football gaththe past forty years which he
ering of the year. This will be the
personally remembers. He was a
46th meeting of the two teams.
student at the time of the RevoluMaine has won 21 of the previous
tion in his homeland which repOne of the most daring enter- contests, Bowdoin 18, and six
resented the breaking up of the prises ever conducted entirely by have been deadlocked.
thirty-live hundred year old mon- Bowdoin
undergraduates is the
Although Bates needs only a
archy, which had dominated his f recently organized Bowdoin Air- tie with a weak Colby eleven on
native
land.
Along with this ways. The Bowdoin Airways rep- Armistice Day to clinch the state
emancipation fiom the powerful resents a partnership consisting title, both Bowdoin and Maine
monarchy, the Chinese were re- of four students: Raymond B. will go all out for a win, keeping
lieved of wearing the well known Janney II '42, Loton D. Jennings the thought of a Monday upset in
pig-tail. It seems that the pig- '45, Robert Cummings, 'Jr. '49, mind. For if the Bobcats lose,
tail was a sign of submission and and Kenneth M. Schuber '47. All the winner of Saturday's game
was required of all men from the of these men are veterans. Jan- will tie the Garnets for the
beginning of the ancient govern- ney, Jennings, and Cummins are championship.
ment. Dr. Koo, having been a former Air Corps officers and will
Both teams have had disappioneer in the new movement to do the piloting for the organiza- pointing seasons to date. Bowdoin
set up a Republic, explained to tion. Schubert is the business has won two out of five and
the audience how he clipjied his manager.
Each of these four Maine only one out of six, and a
long braid, and sewed it to his men is a share holder.
triumph in the season's finale
The Bowdoin Airways will fly would do much to ease the pain
small skull cap so that he would
satisfy
the
requirement
until students, faculty, and townspeo- of past
defeats.
Though they
ple
steps
were
in
the
to
any
flying
further
taken
field that can dropped their first five games in
uprising.
be reached during week ends or a row before finally breaking
Compared to the thirty-five holidays. Scheduled flights will into the win column against
hundred years of the monarchy, take place on Saturdays, Sundays, Colby, the Bears from Orono are
the New Chinese Republic has and school vacations. Flights may one of the most underrated outbeen in operation only thirty-five be chartered by any individual.
fits in New England.
<
The aircraft used in flying peryears, and in that time it is amazCoach Eck Allen can boast one
ing what these noble people have sonnel
are a Norseman C-64 of the cleverest backs in the
They have had which carries eight passengers, a state, Emile King. King is the
accomplished.
many obstacles in their path of twin engine Douglas DC-3 which quarterback in the Pale Blue Tprogress, for example, the war carries over twenty passengers, formation
and his experience
with Japan and the domination of and a Culver Cadet which car- makes the Maine attack always
China for nine years. Through ries one passenger.
dangerous. Scatback Phil Coombs
The most recent flight took came into his own against Colby
this enthre period of captivity, the
spirit of Dr. Koo's people never place last week end, when the and is now the major running
flew
died. They firmly believed that Norseman
passengers
to threat. Hal Parady at left half
one day they would* be delivered Boston and New York. A flight is and Steve MacPherson at full
from bondage. Nineteen forty-five now being planned to fly passen- complete the first string backwas the chosen year liecause ac- gers during the Christmas holi- field, but Hank Domkowskf. Warcording to an almanac compar- days in the Douglas DC-3.
ren
Nute, Al Hagopian
and
The Bowdoin Airways is an out- Jackie Anderson arc certain to
able to our Farmer's Almanac, a
golden cock would arrive in the growth of the Lobster Flying see plenty of action.
year specified, which was the Club which was established
Maine's line has improved with
last
symbol of their freedom.
every game. The Black Bears put
Education is only one of the spring. During the spring and on their most impressive exhibimany problems of China today. summer these same students tion, holding the Mules to minus
Dr. Koo, one of the first three flew lobsters from Brunswick to 23 yards rushing. The bulwarks
men of his country to" receive a points in New Hampshire and in this rugged forward wall are
Bachelor of Arts Begreer^exMarsankis- at tackle and
New Vorlc Tms business was ex- George
plained that at the height of adJack Zollo at guard. Dinny Presvancement there were only one tremely successful and resulted nell and Dick Burrill are a pair of
hundred and twenty institutions in the formation of the Bowdoin glue fingered ends and competent
qualified to offer a college degree Airways.
recipients of King's passes. Gorin China. During the time of the
Students desiring to fly home
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
Japanese occupation, that number
conto
advised
are
any
time
at
Educadeal.
great
diminished a
tors and students were forced to tact one of the partners of the
retreat to the interior of the Bowdoin Airways. They may be
reached at the Sigma Nu House.
Continued on Page 2 ]
Thursday, Nov. 7
Chapel. Musical Service, Professor Kamerling presiding.
The Mcddiebempsters will

UN

Whittier

Bowdoin Airways

Commence

Flights

'

1

/

,

Coming Events

|

sing.

8—

clothes.

soaked
already
learned later that tlfe Saturday, Nov. 9

our

drenched

,

Friday, Nov.
Chapel, the President.
3:00 p.m.
Pickard Held.
Football 'vs. Higgins.

We

awning had been collecting water
for hours, and that some thoughtj

that

the

weight of the water might

col-

ful

character,

fearing

lapse the roof, decided to empty
Moral: Beware of thoughtful
it.
characters.
One problem that has faced
for
managing editors
Orient
years is the shortage of copy,
which is usually discovered Just
when the paper is going to press.
Many times, the frantic editor
will rearrange
a story there,

picture or two, selected from the
cuts down in the Record
These pictures seem to
date from about 1875 up to the
present, but the best space-filling (
photograph, a panorama of the

By Ray Swtf

many

The Bowdoin-Mainc game Sat-

office.

urday promises to be one of the
biggest and best-attended weekends for many years, if the shortage of tickets is any indication.
We fought and pleaded with Bill
Morgan for just one extra ticket,
but he gave his saddest face, and
.somberly shook his head. And the
shortage of rooms is just as bad.
The poor housewives of Brunswick know about what to axpect when a knock comes at the
door;

it

is

either

a

a column here and
and throw in a

campus

taken about 1925, has
been gat lie ring dust for years.
Although an excellent photo, it
is rather hard to explain the vintage of three or four cars parked
by one of the dorms, which all
date

But cruising
campus today, you
Model T touring cars,

before
around the
will

find

1925.

Community Oakland Town models, racy

Chest solicitor or a Bowdoin student inquiring if there is an extra room there for the weekend.
We fear the Community Chest
has made out a lot better than
the room-seeking students.

little

Whippet Four's, and fashionable
1926 Packard phaetons. In front

J.V.

ALUMNI DAY.

—

9:00

a.m. Meeting
of
the
Alumni Council in Uic Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall.
10:00 a.m.
Meeting of the
Committee on the Needs of
thc College, in the" Faculty!

Room.

Chapel last Sunday, November 3,
19-16. Reverend Anderson, a visitor to Bowdoin College on many
occasions, was presented to the
faculty and students by President

5!

1946

6,

Alumni Invade Bowdoin Saturday;
Maine Game To Highlight Weekend;
10,000 Spectators To Watch Contest

Sills.

Reverend Anderson's address
concerned the question vital to
each one of us: "Our World Tomorrow
In
Peace
in
or
Pieces?" He began by telling of a
cartoon he had recently seen of
a man dressed as a gladiator
wrestling with an angel, for a
torch on which was written the
words
"atomic
The
energy."

—

man had

pulled

the

torch

well

over on his side. By this picturehe meant to show how mankind
was well on the way toward taking upon himself the control of a

power better

left in the hands of
God. The question he posed was
whether or not man's sense 'of
responsibility is strong enough to

overcome his weaker tendencies,
and to control this new-found
power instead of its controlling
him, thereby causing his ruin.
He went on to tell the story of
Joseph and his brothers. When
Joseph was carried off to Egypt

and rose to prominence there, his
brothers, who needed food due to
a famine in then- homeland, .came
and asked him for help. He gave
it them, but before their departure, told them that must bring
Benjamin the next time if they

Mencher Appointed New

Rhodes Scholarship

Committee Announced Instructor In Sociology
Kenneth C. M. Sills
A letter from the "Rhodes of President
Bowdoin College has anletter

1

31, and announces the
following members of the Maine
state committee to pick Rhodes
Scliolarship
candidates:
Chairman, Professor Payson Smith,
University of Maine?; secretary,
'Professor Thomas Means, Bow;doin College; members, Professor
iCarl Weber, Colby College; Pro(fessor C. J. Reynolds. University
^of
Maine;
Professor
E.
M.
Wright, Bates College.
This committee is allowed to
pick
a maximum number of
three from the candidates sub'mitted by Bates, Colby, Univer
sity of Maine, and Bowdoin. The

Fraternities

New

He

Friday.
The initiation of the
er as an opportunity to attain pledges of Delta Kappa Eps.lon
and keep a peace and prosperity will be on I-rulay. and their Jansuch as the world has never quct will be Saturday night following the Maine Game. Zeta Psi
heretofore known.
Finally,
Reverend
Anderson plans to initiate their pledges on
Thursday and have thu banquet
went into a discussion of brother-

existing rivalry between the
in the State Series
sle.
Social
festivities
will

entrants

two
tmy
be

crowned by a dance
Gymnasium Saturday

in Sargent
night.
This Saturday, officially desig1

nated by the College as Alumni
Day, will climax this year's alumni activities. Saturday is set for
meetings of the committees of the
Alumni Council. Thus, a larger
number of alumni than usual will
be able to participate in the
graduate gatherings.

part

team, Taussig brings to the
At eleven the Executive Comthe
physique and voice mittee of the Governing Board
make the giant con- will congregate in the Presidents

needed to

vincing. The role of Ulysses, the Office. The Alumni will dine in
the Gymnasium at noon; reserva.Grecian hero, is to be plaved bv
tions sliould be made at the Bur'
,- n
u„. . „, Poor
I
Peter
°°' who vnn als° sar's Office.
All alumni, their
be seen as the ghost of Sir Rodcr- families, guests, and members of
.

Murgatroyd in the reading of the faculty are invited. Presiding
Gilbert^ and Sullivan's "Ruddj- win be Ezra P. Rounds 120.
President of 4he Alumni eouaUrrgore" 0*1
ic

-

November

liam Lacey Jr.

15.

who

'19,

F.~ Wil-

remembered
as

who

'-

•

leading

the

role

satyrs,

the

in

the

introduce

as

speakers
President
Hauck of the University of Maine.
Also at the luncheon Francis P.
Freeman '22, Chairman of the
1945-1946 Alumni Fund Driv*.
will present the Alumni Fund
Cup to Dan P. Christie '37. agent
for the class winning the compe-

for his performance
in "The Hasty Heart
summer, will again appear in
comedy pari, that of Silenus.

Tommy

father of

will

be President

will

t

third

production.

Sills,

and

tition.

Understudies
for
these
three
Thirty-eight hundred students
parts will be John R. Hupper '50,
and alumni from the University of
E. Fogg Jr. '43. and Doug- Maine arc expected to
attend the
p]ans
activities Jj£ fa]]
with
immcdiate plans for ^ las S. Littlehalc '49 respectively. game. A thousand Bowdoin gradbridge tournament, a pool tour
The only individual speaking uates will be present along with
students, friends, and spectators
nament, and dances to follow the part in
addition to the three interested in
the traditional rivalGlee Club concerts. The commitmain roles is that of the chorus ry, to swell the total to ten
tee also
announced plans for
Union-sponsored lectures later in leader, played by William M. thousand.
After
the game the various
the winter.
Davis '49. Davis had a leading
The purpose of the Union Com- part in last year's production of fraternities will hold tea dances.
Monday, Now 11, is a college
mittee is to increase the use of
"The Skull" and is also playing holiday. Tuesday morning at
the facilities of the Union and to
the College will resume
benefit the students on campus, the leading role in "Ruddigorc." eight
and is financed with the profits In "Cyclops" he will be leader fl classos
of the Union Store, 'rhe scope of a
chorus of satyrs
including
the spending and activities of the
Fogg,
Litlleiiale.
Thomas
R.
committee, however, is not limited to the Union alone. This group Chapman '50, Albert Eraser '19.
Represented
also acts as a sounding board for Charles T. Freeman "50. Walter
.

B.CA

•

suggestions and complaints concerning the management of the
Union.
Last summer, the Union Committee sponsored a street dance, a
successful lecture given by Professor Munn of the Psychology
Department entitled "The Psychology of Marriage," and a
bridge tournament. The committee also donated four hundred
dollars toward the reduction of
food costs at the houseparties,

Hamburger

J.

Hirsch

'47,

Metzler

body

Jr.

Huss Jr. '50, C.
and Harlan B. Pea-

who

Other, satyrs,
.

,

.

I

At

Leonard Intercollegiate

Philip

'4f>.

'50.

,
M
corders.

'50,

The Bowdoin
ciation,

at

its

Meeting

ChristiHii
lusV

Asso-

meeting held

on November 4. at the Moulton
Un '° n <*?***** thr VKstton of
will play resending delegates to the NationJ
,
'

1

.

T
John
Cummins a intercollegiate Christian Coun'1N,
Hugh E. IVndcxter III '46 eil to be held between December
and Dana P. Ripley '50. The 27 and January 3 at the UniverGreek followers of Ulysses will sity of Illinois at Urbana, Illinois. The various delegates from
be played by Stank-y "N." Altman
Christian Associations from all
'17, Howard Dwelley '19, Hajden
parts of the country will meet at
many years the leader of the Bar and this year has lent another B. Goldberg '19, and
J.
Peter Urbana to discuss plans for the
hundred dollars for the Student
Association of New York City.

which were arranged by
Professor Herbert Ross Brown.
The oldest and perhaps the
most cherished book-plate owned
by the college is that of its first
pat mn,
the
James
Honorable
Bowdoin (1752-1811). son of Governor Bowdoin. The United States
book-plate appears in many of
the thousands of volumes given to
by
Bowdoin
the
government.,
These volumes include reports of
government
commissions
and

The youngest benefactor of the Council dances.
Bowdoin
College
Librarv
is
Thomas Hubbard.
(1871-1879).
whose likeness appears on the
book-plate bearing his name. Per- Campus Bridge
haps no other book-plate possesses so touching and so deep a hu-

!

Prins

Experts

.

;

j

,

,

^m

j

i

I

Associa-

Veonor Sotak

painted

Dawson

,

i

.

of Christian

representing

Robert R. Bliss '47 and will be
under his supervision.
wishes all
men who have an interest hi this Music for tlic production has
tournament contact the men in been composed by Mrs. Nathan
charge in their houses. The men Dane of Brunswick and will be
in charge are as follows: Fredersung and played by the satyrs.
ick D. Wildman '49, in the Chi
Psi House; Shortell, in the Alpha I*rofessor Thomas Means of the
Delta Phi House; and Leo .J. classics department will act as
Dunn, Jr. '47, in the Delta Up- technical adviser.
silon House.
Byron E. Kcene '47, Production
The Union Committee is makAdviser of the Masque and Gown,
ing an attempt to secure a cup
general cliarge of prowhich will be played for in a sue- wil1
eewirm
»if
tfiurnxnn it <
Th«>
ccss,
°n
oi
tournanunts.
llK! duction work. He will be assisted
D
llJ,
°'a
^- i aimer IS as Head
House winning three consecutive *
meets will hold the cup. There carpenter and J. Russell Wash'50
as cluef electrician.
is to be a small entry fee, ndt Mxrn^
sla Bc manager is Jolm F.
determined as yet The Commit- T"
President

1

unification

'50.

tional convention. The delegates)
a portion of the will be chosen at the next meetCyclops' island and the mouth of ing on Tuesday, November
12. It
his cave, has been designed by was
announced by

'

^

;

tions
throughout
the
country.
While the crews in the various The National
Council is attemptproduction departments liavc not ing, wherever possible, to organize
yet been lined up, crew chiefs into a single co-operative unit,
bowdoin will have the opporhave been selected for most and*
tunity of sending either two or
are already engaged in planning
four student delegates to the naout their work. The stage set,

George Robert Dawson
43,
President of the Student Union
Committee, is organizing a bridge
tournament to be played November 19 at 7:00 p*n. in the Moulton Union Lounge.

-

w

J

include

,

To Clash November 19

m

.

'19,

newly

elected

president of
B.C.A.. that all Bowdoin students
are eligible and are cordially invited to attend the coming meet-

ing and to participate In the voting for delegates.

The

executive board of
the
met on Friday, November
and drew up a constitution
which was adopted at the regular
meeting of the organization.
B.C.A.
1,

Another issue which was pre-

i

'

.

'

,

i

j

!

j

1

(

mmmmmmmmmMmimmmmm

tliat

Room to discuss details essential
to the administration of the College. The group will also consider
propositions for additional improvements for the physical features of the campus.

Extensive Fall Program

,

j

.

indicate

The Student Union Committee George

on Friday night. Theta Delta Chi
hood as it applies to the individ- W ill hold their initiations on
ual and to certain groups. He ex- Wednesday
evening,
Thursday
plained how different individuals evening, and Friday afternoon.
and groups see the same things Messrs. William C. Root, Wilmot
B. Mitchell, ;md Richard L Chitfrom
an
altogether
different tim of
the faculty together with
viewpoint. In our effort to satis- certain alumni and parents will
fr our own nceds and desires, wc be present at the banquet Friday
too often give no consideration to evening.

nasium. Student Council
man interest story. Young Tom
of every fraternity house these
Dance. Tickets at the Door,
died at the age of four years and
days, you can see a rare collec$1.00.
tion of heaps covering a genera
his donation was presented by his
Sunday, Nov. 10—
surviving brothers and sisters
tion of automotive progress. The
5:00
Chapel, the Presip.m.
That wet, sloppy, drizzling cry today seems to be to own the
1933. The most cherished name in
dent. The anthem will be
Bates game last week gives us an oldest, junkicst, brightest, and
the Bowdoin College Library is
"Improperia," by Palestrina,
inspiration.
Why don't the noisiest car on campus; and even
that of Hubbard. The building itsung
antiphonally.
people who print the football yesterday wc overheard negotiaself is the princely gift of Genbureaus.
programs include five or six- tions for the acquiring of an 1898 Monday, Nov. 11
Another outstanding book-plate craI Thomas Hubbard, of the class
ARMISTICE
DAY.
holiday.
A
of 1857 wnosc portrait and that
blank pages, which could be torn Re©. So, editors of the Orient,
10:45 a.m. Chapel. Traditional is that of the Honorable Sumner
out and placed on the wet, clam- print our favorite picture despite
Tucker Pike '13. Mr. Pike also °f M« »fe bang on the wall opservice, the President presidmy seats before the program-buy- the 1925 cars; they look modern
the exhibition case,
enriched the Bowdoin Library byjP" 1
ing. Two minutes of silence his presentation of a large numer aits down. For an extra nickel, beside some of the wrecks on
The book-plate of the Class of
this idea would really pay divid- campus today.
at eleven o'clock. Attendance ber of micro-films of rare books 1877
lias
some very famous
George Griffin remarked in lus
ends, if the printer is a good
names connected with it: Admiral
and periodicals.
voluntary.
weather prophet. Another good "Variety" last week that at least
The
book-plate
of E. Parmalce Robert Peary, discoverer of the
Cross Country. New England
idea was that vari-colored beach one Orient was put to good use
Prentice is included in this col- North Pole; Honorable William
Meet at Franklin Field, Bos- lection although Mr. Prentice is Titcomb Cobb, former Governor
umbrella that an elderly couple when his roommate swatted a
brought for the game. They cer- dozen flies with it. The only
ton.
not a graduate of Bowdoin but of of Maine; and Professor George
tainly had the right idea.
reason he said that was because Tuesday, Nov. 13
Little, """"
Librarian of the
Amherst. Mr. Prentice has shown Thomas
* •«"*".V^'
Speaking of the Bates .game, at his. column is on the back page,
his affection for Bowdoin by his College, whose portrait hangs in
Achorn Prize Debate.
the half it was so wet we decided out of danger when the paper is
donation of 321 valuable hooks the main lobby of Hubbard Hal),
to run down for some hot dogs used for that purpose. But we're
The most recently established
relating to food, cookery, and agA number of College Library riculture. The plate of William book fund is that given in 1946
and coffee to keep warm. Elbow- on the front page, and we don't
ing our way through the crowd. like the idea of our lines being Bookplates are on display at John Curtis, class of 1875, is only by Albert Trowbridge Gould '08.
t3*ft edged nearer and nearer to spattered with dead flies at all. Hubbard Hall. The current ex- one of the
many symbols of his A. distinguished admiralty lawyer
the stand, which had an awning So. will the readers of the next isin Boston, Mr. Gould is Chairman
Bowdoin College
to
erected for protection against the sue please turn to the back page hibit at the Walker Art Building devotion
of the Library Committee of theand generous Board of Trustees of Bowdoin
rain. Just as we had our order next time, and we'll see how is a selection of watercolors and Overseer, trustee,
in,
an avalanche of
water George likes it
lithographs by Helmut Siber.
benefactor. >Jr. Curtis was for College.
.
„

mmmtm

ball

Students interested in competing
for
the annual
Bradbury
Prize Debate will report at 7:00,
Monday evening, November 18, to
101 Memorial Hall to present before the judging committee a five
minute argument dealing with
some aspect of the national intercollegiate debate question of
the year: Resolved that labor
should be given a direct share in
the management of industry.
The final contest is scheduled
for December 12.

Union Committee Plans

but rath-

plates

I

College Catalogue.

a

Alpha Delta Phi, Psi Upsilon,
day are joined together like al- Chi Psi, Delta Upsilon, Kappa
pine climbers for good or for ill. Sigma. Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Nu,
He did not present this as an un- and Alpha Tau Omega will have
their initiations and banquets on
fortunate circumstance,

The Library is currently displaying a very interesting collection of Bowdoin College book-

,

The cast tentatively
for the play at a reading last Fri-

"The annual income of a fund day night features John Taussig
the title role of the
of $2,000, given by Hon. James '4m in
Ware Bradbury, LL.D., of the Cyclops. A newcomer to Bowdoin
class of 1K25, is awarded for ex- dramatics and better known for
cellence in debating," states the his work at tackle on the foot-

last

Library Features Book Plate Exhibit
Arranged By Prof. Herbert R. Brown

Sargent Gym-

Bradbury

Scheduled For Nov. 18

said that all nations to-

|

lege.

Drama

sales

roughly ten thousand spectator^
will view tlie renewal of a long

At nine o'clock the Alumni
Council will meet in the Faculty
Room in Massachusetts Hall in a
conference to work out the organizational details of the alumni group. The Committee on the
Needs of the College will hold 'a
selected session at
ten ajn. in the Faculty

occasion.

j

8:30-12:00 p.m.

Masque And Gown
Euripedes'

state. It is also
will be a large

j

immediately after the footgame.
Whittier Field. Football vs. University of Maine.
President and Mrs. Sills will be
at home after the game, at
the
President's
House,
to
alumni and friends of the col-

is

To Give

alumni arc expected' from Portland and other cities of this
hoped that there
number of alumtions we must do it.
Here he ni from outside of the state rebrought out a rather apt compariturning for this

son.

Ticket

York and recrived his master' j
degree in Sociology at Columbia
'Cyclops;'
University in 1941. proceeding to
graduate study at C\ty College
and at the New York "School for
Social Work. He saw more than
The Masque and Gown's prothree years' service with the
Army, much of it overseas, being duction of Euripides' "Cyclops,"
engaged in psychological testing scheduled for Christmas houseparty
performance, should be one
and research work for the Information and Education. Division of the largest productions in
and in Special Services. He has number of persons engaged to be
had considerable social service ex- staged at Bowdoin in recent
according
to
Professor
perience with various agencies in years,
George H. Quinby, Director of
New York City.
Dramatics. The cast alone includes over
twenty men and
there is room for another twenty
the various phases of producDebate Trials in
tion work.

plished.

^

ball

a graduate of
the College of the City of Now

On

'

1:30 p.m.

Mr. Mencher

fc

tained or any great work accoriv
Not only as individuals
must we carry out the doctrine of
brotherhood, hut especially, as na-

teaching duties immedi-

ately.

To Initiate

J

Maine
and
Bowdoin
and
award of the Alumni Cup.
The Walker Art Building will
be open from 10:00 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., and for one hour

gin his

October

The fact Reverend Anderson
Brothers
Friday
wished to impress most upon his
audience was that brotherhood
Bowdoin's fraternities plan to
must not simply be an ideal, but have their
initiations and bana fact. He said that it is a necessity quets on
Thursday, Friday, and
if any decent thing is to be at T/
'Saturday »f this week. Many
1

At Dance Saturday Night

The highlight of Alumni Week-end on Saturday, November 9,
the
appointment
of promising an attendance
far surpassing that of any similar gathwas Samuel Mencher, A.M. of New ering, will be the traditional football game between Bowdoin
York
City
as
instructor
in
sent from the office of the Amerand the University of Maine to start at :30 on Whittier Field.
Sociology. Mr. Mencher will beican Secretary of the Trust, on

Thomas Means. The

winners in this election, which
will
probably
take
in
place
Augusta, on December 12, will
represent the state in a nationwide contest to be held at Boswanted more. Joseph said, you ton on December 14.
The list of candidates from
"shall not see my face except
your brother be with thee also." Maine are as 'follows: Charles
Reverend Anderson removed this Thomas Ireland, Bowdoin ColRichard
Leigh
Chittim,
phrase from its original text, and lege;
Vincent Lee
presented it as an argument for Bowdoin College;
the necessity of true brotherhood McKusick, Bates College; Lawamong men. To this he added St. rence Samuel Vaplen, Colby ColPaul's words: "We are members lege; John Francis Magee, Bowone of another," and another doin College.
quotation, "No man can be right
with God if he is wrong with his
brothers."

Tempo

Polar Bears Set

Scholarship Trust" has been renounced
ceived
recently
Professor
by

The number of pledges being
Meeting of the these same efforts in other people.
initiated by each fraternity is as
Executive Committee of the
mentioned that it would be follows:
Alpha Delta Phi 20. Psi
Governing
Boards
in
the
..
,
s P intuaJ
eood
discipline
for
a
Upsilon 18, Chi Psi 12, Delta KapPresident's Office.
NOON. Sargent Gymnasium, Gentile to try to see things as pa EpsiJon 16, Theta Delta Chi
23. Delta Upsilon 30, Zeta Psi L'6.
Alumni Luncheon. Make re- Jews see them.
Kappa Sigma 16, Beta Theta Pi
servations at Bursar's Office.
Closing his talk, the Reverend
23, Sigma Nu 21, and Alpha Tau
Brief addresses by the Presi'Omega 14.
[ Continued on Page 2
dents of the University of
11:00 a.m.

NO. 7

/

™ MM

sented and adopted at the meeting and w iiich will be executed in
the future, was a suggestion for
contacting the president of each

plan
to
discussion
HI 'tO n^uted
hv T fraternity
'
"'"P" by J
groups for each fraternity. The
P9ier ""i™
»• Littlehale
discussions may be of a religious,
Jr
wil1
46
in
oe
charge
of
proppert, who has coached Bowdoin
bridge teams in the past.
erties and costumes.
[ Continued on Page 4 j
.
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would one day be a

chat

The

career.
-ex-

were discontinued has
been removed; ttoe Juniors and Seniors of 1 046 have no immediate prosped of being whisked pack into the
khaki or the bell-bottoms. Then does
,
, r
a nce" * or suc" a prog™11 now exist.-'
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as directing, scene design and_ construction, lighting, and make-up.
large number of Bowdoin stu-

Would

the benefits to the students

beem. We would like to offer a few additional comment.s on the present situation
dramatics at Bow-

justify

the

doin.
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and in
and literary organizations. Of
the young men needed not even a
small fraction can be found to carry
on the work of retiring teachers, arPerhaps the
li * ts
J*** 8* and scientists.
majority of the American public
would be inclined to say "So what?"
to this statement. No doubt the few
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thousand liberal arts scholars who are
needed now did aid immeasurably in
the war effort. Yet now that peace has
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of the Bowdoin Publishing
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can America achieve a culand a govern-

the problems

•;
_

two

how

ture to match her power,

^

.

.

and economic structure of

a nation. Unless a country can eduft pfB#-h| | iiJ to meet the increas-

Tiawl

.

ed intellectual demands taused by the
atomic bomb, it is bound to suffer intion revolution, even war. Onb/by
producing men of insight, intellectual
integrity, and character who can as-

MAJOR EXAMTNA TIONS
In the Spring of 1943. when the
pretgure of a war caused the attention
of most Juniors and Seniors to be

^

tumed to more immediate problems,
many phases of peacetime college ac-

sume

tivky had to be discontinued. Among
other things, the whole program of

achieve a satisfactory peace,

And

major examinations, theses, and major

§

^

m
,t

industry or

has

^

He

.

m

his

^

^0^,,

rtrtbHlhfd)

^0^.

^n, that the

^

^

firm

inteIlectual

The

foundation.

graduate schools are aware of the increased

demands upon men

in

^

academic world, and have raised their
stan dards

^

correspondingly.

doin

lefs business

nations.

A

duate then whethcr

Bowen .
upon

^

or industry directly

graduation, or whether he plans to

lcnd graduate school t0
him .
sdf for one of the professions^ milst

have a stronger academ i c background
lhan the ^wdoin graduate of a dec-

imerew, and to give him a vantage
point from which he might survey the
fubject as a whole. For men planning

adc ago The maj or examinations or
equivaiem MTJuM defmiidy eonlribute to this required academfc*ackground.
thefa.

to eater graduate school, (a rdatrvely

Bowdoin men did

do plan to enter graduate

The facuhy

the project was invahtaWc

preparation.

A

branches of his field; by attending the
major meetings, learned to give papers before a critical audience;

and bis

was aroused by sharing what
en th usiasm he had with the others
working in his field. The major thesis
caused a student, perhaps for the first
time, to have the unique experience
interest

of carrying dirotigh a piece of more or

kss original research. All these bene

augmented by no small amount the

opieoitunities offered

by

for intellectual training

tne college

and develop-

^ q^^ n 1^
^ supervi^ ^^
^.
co^o^rabie

of

pressed, busier than

student was able to

find the unity possessed by the various

at-

^^^

system had a definite purpose:

to enable the senior to obtain a compjehemive view oi bis major field of

large percentage of

is

^^^ ^^ ^ ^^

the task of reviewing for their exami-

fits

The answer

the college student of

has a uniquc responsibility

and were able to devote full time to

school)

imd_

sodal responsibility of a colkge ff!id .
a
fa ( g4 g. requires that he

and aid in marshalling his intellectual equipment for the major
examinations, which were usually given during the last two weeks of the
senior year. During these two weeks
the Seniors were excused from classes

still

thcse

his
he k
doin Qr m any other coUege

his field,

and

come?

Hence

sion; Qr

thesis, help in organizing material to
be presented as a brief paper at meetings with other students working in

The

^^ mmt
^^

Aedepamnent in preparing his major

^

<

I

m

it

has even been,

and the ta$k
work wouW bc a
id
tional burden. With an awareness
of this ^^ a commiuce-of ijbe facuky
is planning to reinstitute the major

examinations at least as soon as the'
College reverts to a two semester year,

Tne Orient commends

the decision

of the committee to revive the pro-

gram, an d urges the student body to
end their cooperation and enthusiastic support to the project in otde*

i

that the effort that

must be made *y

the faculty to put the plan into effect
will not

be made in vain.

m
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Vete^aIls

,

Corner

By Kelson 1* Towers
In spite of the fact that voter-

must develop himself intellectually
where
^n
and morally to the
set an example of wisdom, courage,
and j ustke tQ his mtlim „ in business,

to partkipate in major activities

amounted to area! toss.
The program offered to a Junior or
a Senior consisted of guidance from

I

can any nation hope to

leaders

obvious.

yet for many, the lack of an opportunity

froni

h*ml

meetings, was mien-opted. For some
this respite gave rise to a sigh of relief;

life

wider

m

m

lin.

field in

It is admitted on all hands- that a theater is necessary for a truly effective dramatic program. Perhaps we shall get a theater If we ever get that
$7,000,000 fund. That won't be for quite a few years,
however, and we arc faced with a more immediate
problem. Tor lack of a better space the Masque
and Gown is compelled to put on the majority of its
productions in Memorial Hall. The stage ia Mem
Hall, although a makeshift, is /airly adequate for
most one-set productions.
Bt - e
Unfortunately, the stage cannot be left sot up for;
any long period of time, as a proscenium arch and
backdrops interfere with the use of the hall for
lectures, concerts, glee club rehearsals, etc This
means that, scenery must be set up, lights adjusted,
and the platform In general converted to dramatic step-child.
purposes all aver again for each production. The
- o
stage must be set, the play performed, and the
The question is also brought up of promoting
scenery removed again within the very few days greater student participation, in the drama. It is
that are usually available before the hall is used admitted that student, participation in most
activfor other purposes.
ities is as a much lower percentage of total enroll•"
ment than it was in pre-war years. While part of
m-«,
The question is raised of making greater use of this falling off may represent the increased number
of married men, who have other obvious interests,
existing theater space. Now although the early
rehearsals of a play can be carried on almost any- it seems also in part due to a rather blase attitude on the part of many undergraduates. The
where, the final ones should be carried on in
the
placewhere it is to be performed, with all scenery Masque and Gown this year has a list of 95 former
and properties available. The problem of the Masque members and new men who have signified an interand Gown is to find rehearsal time when both est in dramatic work. Of these at, least 40 can be
used in the forthcoming production of "Cyclops."
actors and Memorial HaH available.
Students are
occupied with classes and athletics until 5:30 in the It is a matter of experience, however, that few
plays can he produced here with a really adequate
afternoon with such diversity of schedules that
it is
staff. Many nien who sign for work fail to show
almost impossible to assemble a full <»st.
In the
evening Mem Hall is occupied by glee
dub re- up. Others don't even bother to sign, but expeet
stage managers And production chiefs to come to
hearsals until «:00 on Monday, Tuesday, and
Thursday, and by the Brunswick Choral Society
on Tues- them by some psychic process. The Masque and
Gown must arrange its program for the men who
day till 9:30. Wednesday nights are taken
up by
it knows are interested in its activities. It cannot
fraternity meetings. This leaves for rehearsals
not
much but Monday and Thursday nights after 8:00
take into consideration men who fail to bring their
and weekends, providing the hall is not being
interests and abilities to its attention. It cannot
used
for concerts or lectures. The wonder is
that a play properly carry out the programs it does plan withcan ever be given enough rehearsals for
a decent out the full effort and cooperation of all who have
promised their support. With the cooperation of
performance.
J the
administration on matters of space and time
ra-o
for rehearsals and productions, we believe the
Space is the only thing, however, that
hampers Masque and Gown can frame a program to give
dramatics at Bowdoin. The similarly
cultural sub- reasonable scope to the wishes of all students
interjects of art and music both enjoy the
dignity of ested
dramatics—if they will show themselves.
being regular departments, and each of
these de- o
partments now enjoys the services of two
faculty
Meanwhile* we believe the Masque and Gown
members. The dramatics department at Brunswick
can show a record of productions that compares
High School has two teachers. The
dramatics favorably, both in quantity and quality, with that
department at Bowdoin is non-eiastant. Professor
of any other college possessing neither a regular
WUinoy is frpf- to carry on his duties as Birector
of theater nor a dramatics department.

positions of responsiblity in all

walks of

a

three

Dr. Lincoln returned to Brunsin the summer of

wick for good

1925, ond~Trom the following fall
imtfl 1927 held the position of
college physician. For many years
ant on Copeland
he assisted Dr.

M

informally in the biology laboratory. Dr. Lincoln knows; nearly
"
"every man who has attended
Bowdoin during the past twenty
years.
An active and devoted member
of the Psi Upsilon fraternity, the
doctor follows a tradition which
was begun by his father and
which has been carried on by his
son, John Lincoln '29. ^Dr. Lin-

coln also has two daughters. Mrs.
Lincoln, whom he married in 190R,
passed away in 1919.

m

-

profomor Atbcrn p. Daggett

A""OC**e

universities, in

research laboratory personnel,

*«8

among

m

gaping hole in the

American

ac- of the next twenty-five years. He
genera- conducted a clinic for out-patients
tions of Bowdoin alumni than Dr. and taught in the medical departCharles S. F. Lincoln "91. Except ment of St. Johns College. Dr. T.
for the twenty-five years which Z. Koo, who spoke at Bowdoin
he spent as a medical missionary last Tuesday evening, was one of
in China. Dr. -Lincoln is a lifetime his students.
During his stay in China the
resident of Brunswick, anil his
white hair, gray goatee and bicy- Doctor made several visit* to the
cle are familiar to nearly every' States. In 1913 be returned via
Europe, taking the famous Transundergraduate.
Dr. Lincoln's father, a gradu- Siberian Railway from Peking to
the class of Moscow. He made a tour of the
ate of the college
and latter city and was fortunate
practiced
medicine
1843,
the
enough to spend a day
palatial chambers of the Krem-

Few men have
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LMmard d. BeU

the

in 1414,

r
Zl
and dratted,
in a very democratic rash*°n men working in colleges and universities on such "non-essential" subects as tnc Liberal Arts, and later,
i
even men working in the sciences;

there

art

made

mistake that England

Manager

in,

stu

made

Because the United States

1"V"':

.

Nelson L. Tower* '47

A

dents plan to enter secondary school teaching, a
which any facility member is apt, to be called
on to produce the school play. It is desirable for
him to have more knowledge of the technical problems involved than can lie picked up by haphazard
participation in a few amateur productions.
- c
—
Such la course would have the further benefit of
establishing a time for dramatic activities in the
regular schedule instead of leaving them at the
•tail end of everything else.
With the assignment
of a full-time dramatics instructor and regular
course hours we believe that much more could bo
done with existing theater facilities than is now
possible. We believe also tha some of the other
activities now conducted
Mem Hall could be carried on elsewhere without any great dislocation.
It Is time for dramatics to stop being the college's

•n-o

dents and faculty?
;

Oorge p. McOeHaad ii *n

m

m

that

effort

would be required cm the part of
'4-:

AMtatMit Sports Editor

Fataw MHor

additional

By Men Ni ven

then proceeds to comment that not as much is being
done in dramatics as might be done. The editorial
admits that this is due partly to the lack of a theater and goes on to remark "Rather than submit to
the status quo, however, an effort should be made
to use more effectiveh/ the now existing theater
space and to promote greater student, participation
in the drama than is now possible." We are in full
agreement with the sentiments of this editorial, but
we feel that space considerations prevented it from
being as explicit on the subject as it might have

'Bowdoin -After The War" as promising
greater emphasis on art, music, and drama, and

reason for which major

Primitive College Days

Carmloftari

Dramatics ia what time he has left after teaching
one section of English 1 and 5 of English 4.
- o
Although a full-fledged department of dramatics
is perhaps too vocational a set-up to he justified in
a liberal arts college, we believe that certain courses
ia dramatics are needed and deserve the assignment
to them by the college administration of a full-time
instructor. There should certainly be a course in
contemporary drama taught from a dramatic rather
than a literary viewpoint. The drama is as much an
art as music or painting and should receive equal
recognition. There should also be at least one
course in play production, taking up such problems

editorial in last

toulietin

mi

Doctor Lincoln Recalls

Mustard and Cress

under

P. L.

346,

have been

P. I* 1€^ veterans may Jiave the
aBvlaod to BB out and file a statemeat of their income with the cost of their «'G. I." insurance deVeterans Administration by the ducted from their government
5th of November, more than sev- checks. This applies, equally, to
enty-five have failed to comply. others who may be drawing a
Oatoss the VA receives aoch a pension.
ant, subsistence payments
ooly may not be foTthco.il g,
Medieal treatment for veterthey win be non-existent nnttl tne ans has certain limitations. For
veteran gets the statement Into veterans with a -service connected
the VA.
disability, or drawing a pension,

ot

treatment may be received, without trouble.
It is not -ncessary to go to the
VA at Togas for treatment. If the
veteran knows fairly-well in advance that he is going to require
out-patient treatment, he should
contact Mr. Goud, first. By so doing, the necessary action for pioor authority can be facilitated.
If a veteran goes to a doctor
in the first place and has an examination, sends the VA a copy
Recently, there was notice giv- of the diagnosis given by the doc«n to those men who had not ad- tor, and awaits the approval of
vised the VA of their entrance at the VA, the ruling now is that
Bowdoin or who failed to furnish the cost of the examination and
evidence of the discharge to take future treatments will be taken
care of this immediately. Since care of by the government. Howthat time, at least one man has ever, if the veteran pays the docleft college.
tor, there is very little probability
As it now stands, that veteran that the VA will reimburse him.
is no longer able to have the
VA For those under the "G. I. Bill,"
pay for his tuition and other -ex- Form JM0" must be suhmi 1 1 ed in
penses unless he does some "tall" order to be given medical treattalking. The 'G. I. Bill of Rights" ment by the VA. Then, the veterdoes not appear to contain a an's request, if approved, is filed
clause for the special handling until it is his turn to be called
some veterans appear to require. Jin for out-patient treatment

medical

Because the checks are usually
made up on the fifteenth of tbe
month, failure to get the statement into the office at Togas prior to that date, such a veteran
need not expect that check to be
waiting for him on the first of
December.
So, bring these forms in to Mr.
Goad if you have not already
fHed them.
,

-

Doctor

Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln

connected

disability.

April or May.

m

member of the Brunswick High
School Class of 1887.
He spent much of his youth
around the campus much as
town boys do at the present time,
and so had a number of friends
among Bowdoin undergraduates
when he entered college in the
fall of 1887. College life was
"pretty primitive" in those days,
the doctor recalls; he and his
classmates knew few of the^ conveniences which present-day students enjoy. There were few extra-curricular activities. Baseball,

track and rowing were the only
sports

until

football

was

intro-

til

it

is

four years ago he

was a

in Dr. Lincoln's

He was

which went into the paper at that to shame.
Dr. Lincoln is senior warden at
time. Asked whether the ORIENT
of that period maintained a high- St. Paul's Episcopal Church. In
er standard of journalism than September he was a delegate to
that of the present day, Dr. Lin- the triennial General Convention
Episcopal
Protestant
the
coln dodges politely: "It was a of
much less complex proposition in Church in Philadelphia.

For the past eleven years Dr.
has been Class Notes
the Bowdoin "Alumnus," carefully assembling the
personal news items which keep
Lincoln

After graduating in 1891 Dr.
Lincoln went to Louisville, Kentucky, where he studied for three
years at the Hospital College of
Medicine. He interned for a year

Editor

of

thousands of alumni up-to-date on
Salem, Massachusetts, and one another's activities. In 1941
then joined an uncle at the Mo- he was chairman of the commitbile, Alabama, Marine Hospital. tee which arranged the fiftieth
Returning to Louisville he prac- reunion of his class.

in

ticed for three years in that city.

With a keen mind steeped in
In March of 1899 Dr. Lincoln the lore of Brunswick and of
went as a medical missionary of Bowdoin, Dr. Charles Lincoln is
the Episcopal Church to a suburb an important part of the tradition
of Shanghai, where he spent most of the College.

ALTHOUGH BASs^TBALL 15
THECMia AMER1CAW-BOKN

MAJOR ST09J IT WAS
PLAYEP IN 75 COUMTIUES
BEFOHJE THE WAI?,

LD.

At present, the two doctors that
are authorized by the VA to
handle veterans are Dr. M. J.
Dionne and Dr. H. R. Webb. They
have the necessary information
and papers for veterans seeking'
their help.

i

answers was the fact that in
unit, and the scrambling of
eggs into an omelette. He said
that in order to have a good
country. This task was accom- omelette,
each egg must be
plished by taking wliat they could broken and the contents placed
carry on their shoulders
the Into one Unit. He went on to ex.line of textbooks, and walking a plain that if the shells of a few
considerable number of miles to! of the eggs were not broken, we
a site free of Japanese interfer- would have a few hard boiled
ence. *Dr. Koo was quite aware of eggs in the omelette which would
the hardships these groups were eortairrry defeat the orginal purconfronted
with,
because
he pose. Accordingly, if we are to
walked a distance of eight hun- have a world peace through the
dred miles,
averaging
twenty combined efforts of many counmiles per day when he escaped tries, each nation must break
from Shanghai.
through then* shell of race and
The war being over, the logical
creed prejudices in order to avoid
action to take on the part of the
students and other people who any hard boiled eggs.
had gone into the heart of their
As an added attraction to
t0 re Urn *° th
attentive~audience7 Dr.* Koo
former regions. Ofr* course the
played
a few folk songs of his
yangsze River was the chief
means of transpprtation, but country, on a bamboo flute. Bewfien the time came for the mi- fore his rendition, he explained
gration, on the entire waterway that
any flat sounding note that
were only two small ships to be
may be heard was not an error,
bad a modicum of assistance.
Dr. Koo concluded his talk by but a quarter note, peculiar to the
making an analogy between the Instrument.
scrambling of many nations into,, Following the musical selec-

T. Z.

his

Koo

J Continued from Page

one

i J

m

S^'^2L

—

Hmoat

tions, Dr. Koo answered several
questions. One of the most amazing facts brought out in one of

six

major

political

parties,

and

China, there are approximately
that the total sum of members of
these parties is only one per cent
of the entire population.

.

•

.AND THE RECOUP

CRO WD TO SEE A
6AME fS 25,000.,.

AT P£IP»N4>,CHI#*A
IN 1995

Anderson
[

Continued from Page i
J

Anderson presented an important
morsel for mental digestion. He
recalled his conversation with a
friend some time before in which
his

friend

stated

that

there

is

enough atomic power in a railroad ticket to run an express
train ten thousand miles. With
power such as this on earth, it Is
obvious that the complete disregard of one person to another,
one group to another, and one nation to another, as opposed to
brotherhood among men, would
certainly
ruin.

result

in

chaos

and'

famil-

sophomore iar figure on the college courts,
the
active on
tie
ORIENT for three years, and to- and the vigor with which
gether with Dr. Thomas Burr '91 wielded his racket put most stumembers
faculty
dents
and
young
produced much of the "doggerel"
duced

year.

For those under P. L. 16. the
story Is somewhat different. The
doctor should advise Togus that
the man is under P. L. 16, which
immediately gives him a priority.
And, in the event that there is
not enough room for him at Togus, they will authorize that he be
taken to some other hospital, at
government expense. This is only
for "line of duty" cases, however.
And LD means about the same as
it did during active service.
In
other words, if your injury is not
caused because of your failure to
"behave" yourself,

never

would

For several seasons Dr. Lincoln
has been active on St. Petersburg.
Florida's famous sortbaD teams.
the HalfAfter a few years
Century Club he entered the
major leagues with the famous
Kids and Kubs. the much-pubCentury
Three-Quarter
licized
teams, sneaking in as a substitute
from time to time until he bei>came eligible for a regular berth
three years ago. Two years ago
Dr. Lincoln and some of his teammates were featured in a 'Saturday Evening Post" article en"Two Ball Teams the
titled
Draft Board Never Bothered.**
Another of the Doctor's major
interests has been tennis. Up un-

lived on the site of the present
Lincoln building on Maine Street.
The Doctor is the last surviving

those days."

In the case of an emergency,
any veteran Ls supposed to have
the doctor telephone the Senior
Medical Officer at Togus, collect,
for authorization to have the
man taken to the hospital there
for medical treatment. In the
case of those under P. L. 346, if
there is any chance that they
have room for him, they will authorize that he be brought in, or
they may send an ambulance for
him. But, if they do not have
space for him, they will not "foot
the bill" at some other hospital,
unless it is because of a service

Lincoln

leave Brunswick except for the
climate, he says. He has passed
the last eighteen winters in Florida, and will leave again next
Monday and remain there until

TBirAMOUS SEALD1NG
LAST-BUT BASKET BALL
.mST WITH COACHES
.

AND PLAYEJ^ ALIKE

THREE

THE fiOWuOlN ORIENT

On Muddy

Bates Trips White 6-0

POLAR

Field

Blanchard Sprints 26 Yds.
To Culminate Early Drive

BEARINGS

Lewiston, Nov. 2. The championship bound Bates Bobcats
proved themselves to be superior mudders this afternoon as they
win over a stubborn Bowdoin eleven. A
wallowed to a ii to
crowd of 3,000 thoroughly drencbed spectators watched Bates
take undisputed lead in the race for the state championship
which they last garnered in 1930.

By David CrotveH
SATES GOT THE JUMP

last Saturday but it didht mean much—
Bowdoin had opened fiercely, a cold rain and muddy field always makes
a touchdown margin look small. Arnic Card was at' the hospital and
Norm Parent, staggering from the- game, was appaqently through for
the day. Spirit was high in the Bowdoin stands. arai they say there's
always a touchdown in a fervent cheering section. Bui the jump meant
everything last woek as Bates assured herself of at .least a tie for The

!

The

lone tally

came

in

the

first

when Art Blanchard broke
through the middle for 26 yards
to climax a 79 yard touchdown
drive. Blanchard, who took over
Classical to 7-7 Score
Arnie Card's post, led the GarBowdoin. Jayvees were net to victory under the worst
The
held to a 7-7 tic by a hard-fight possible conditions. The field was
ing
Ricker Classical
Institute a sea of mud, made steadily worse
team at Picksrd Field last Fri- by a constant downpour. Despite
day afternoon. After dominating frequent ball changes, the pigthe game from start the Jayvees skin was treacherous and passing
fell victim to a tie when Carley, made
almost
impossible.
Ala fast running halfback, scooted though both squads changed uni30 yards off tackle to prevent a forms during halftime. numbers
victory in the closing minutes of were obliterated in no time.
the game.
The home team had a slight
Bowdoin's
touchdown
drive; edge in statistics loading in first
started with Leo Dunn running a downs 12 to 10 and rn net yards
Ricker punt from his 20 yard line rushing 149 to 137. Bowdoin's
to the 34. Emmons passed to hex-aided
was
aerial
attack
Lund for a 32 yard gain which stymied both by weather and an
brought the ball to the visitors' alert defense. Of the six passes
34. Another Emmons pass,
this thrown four were incomplete and
time to Monahan, was good for two intercepted.
8. Bobby Racine bucked the line
Bowdoin received and muffed a
for a first down. On the next break two plays after Joe Laroplay Monahan faded back and chelle had run Jack Taussig's
threw a wobbly pass into the kick-off back to his 40. Norm
arms of Racine for the first Parent then dropped back from
touchdown of the game. Racine his center post and tossed a long
made a successful conversion. pass. Gordon Beem plucked the
Bowdoin led 7 to
at the half.
pall out of the air on the BowEmmons received the kick-off doin 40 and returned to the midand ran it to the 34. Monahan field stripe before he was brought
went off-tackle for six and, after down. Jim Pierce went for four
a fifteen yard clipping penalty, and Jim Donovan rammed his
Emmons passed to Racine for a way to the 37 for a first down.
the
march stopped
first down. An Emmons to Mona- However,
han pass went for a first down. there when a razzk -dazzle play
Dunn went for five and then on boomeranged. Toomy fumbled a
the next play ran for 25 yards to lateral on the 28 and Bates took
period

Jay vees Battle Ricker

j

I

j

Statr Championship.
polar hi-sriugs

j

tcok over midway through the
UW HOlt'Atti
thirty-two yards to the
Bowdoin march

an imof
pressive
Bates 28. But then
it toak the Garnet and Black only five cracks at the Polar Bear defense to score after a good punt exchange. But the conversion missed
and Parent was Literally knocked out of the- game. But he came back,
and it was largely due to him that Bowdoin didn't.
first -period after

polar beating*

.

!

!

|

j

i

HATH

THEE TEAMK and the Bowdoin partisans showed fine spirit
throughout- a fact that wanned many souls who sal. out the rain and
wind at Lpwteton. The chapel bell noisily spread the news of Bates'
victory and it was a deserved one, there can be little doubt of that.

j

polar bearings

AND SO THE LAST

tt'EEJf of the Maine college season is here, and
wis wouldn't have asked for more Stale Series thrills. Despite the power ahown by Bales still undefeated and untied this year there has
bam no championship game decided by more than a single touchdown:
Bates 7 Maine 4, Bates € Bowdoin 0, Bowdoin 6 Colby O. Maine 14 Colby
>

—

—

"Dure has been no runaway.

I

l

A

—

MAN

NOW

IT'S GOOD TO SEE one of Bowdoin's traditional rivals, Wesleyan, 12, Bove; 13, Jackson; 15, Richan.
tearing up their league. Though it may be just as well that we missed Bates 30—3. Cates; 4, Howard; 6,
their opposition this year, we can hope that the Cardinal and Black
Smith; 7, Mahaney; 10, French;
will soon be restored to Bowdoin's football schedule. In that they are,
with Amherst and Williams, a member of New England's Little Three 11, Brown; 14, Jones.
Distance: 3U miles.
they are surely a logical rival.

Time:

polar bearings

IMBttl i HONS
l

ABE at present that

10,000 people will overflow Whit-

tier Field for the game. This throng, drawn from the 1,800 college men
now in Brunswick, the men from Orono, and Maine and Bowdoin Alumni will far surpass the attendance of any game in Maine this season.

w4B

also stand near the all-time attendance records for this state.
building materials had been easier to get, that 10,000 would have
leaked email, as the demand for tickets surpasses the available stadium
It

And

if

equipment

17.05.

oame to

COOKING BEST

PRMTMG

polar Bearings

has passed out of the Maine staand Princeton. It's always
caching to have small-college teams spring the trap on acknowledged
national leaders. They did just that to Harvard and Penri— a real tribute to the spirit and courage of the underdog college.
diums,

a word can be beamed

at Rutgers

NATIONAL

BANK
MAINE

D. D.

GARDNER

CO.
ATHLETIC

SPORTING
RECKEATION EQUIPMENT
Near Fire Station

Solicited

ALVIN SETTLE

T

?T *W.
TEL. 83

CUMBERLAND
Nov. 6-?

Wed.-Tliur>.

THE BLACK ANGEL
wit*

Dan Dnryee

Jane Vincent*

-

also

March of Time

Fox N <m »

Nov. 8-0

Fri.-Sat.

JANIE GETS MARRIED
Joan Leslie

THE

Yen, We're lotera;t«! In

SHOP

AtJL Yimr
1

PAINTING

17A Maine

with
•
Robert Mutton
also

?COTTI

Paramount News
Snort Subjects

TILL

THE END OF THHE
with

ALTERATIONS

Dorothy McGuire
also

REPAIRS

Paramount News
Short Subjects

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
Printing

THE SEARCHING WIND

MIKE'S PLACE

B»!

Nov. 13-14

Wed.-Thurts.

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

-

Guy Madison

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Nov. 10-11-12

Suu.-Mon.-Tues.

Street

Robert Young

•

Aan Richards

ate*

Fox News

Short Subjects

ROT DOGS

TM

record office
*

BOTTLED REKR

—
istfl

Phone 974-M for

Nov. 15-16

Frl.-Sat.

ITALIAN 8ANDWICJTKS
delivery

by a whole

Maine Game

TWO GUYS WOM
MILWAUKEE

Dennis Morgan

•

•bo
Paramount News
Short Subjects

Lacking a single star such as
I

[

Continued from Page

l

King, the Bowdoin

backfield

is

loaded with speedy and capable

J
boy Champions defeated Bowdoin
operatives. Ed Gillen and Gordon
don at center, Murdock at guard
by a score of 16-45.
and Benson at tackle round out Beem are relatively new at the
Dick Schrack was

the

placing

first

man

Bowdoin

fifth,

across the line
after Jacobs, Hilton,

the starters, but Clair Cianchette intricate tasks of a T-formation
threatens to break in at a tackle mastermind, but have displayed

slot.

Bowdoin's light but plucky line
will probably be intact for the
game. Rangy Bill Ireland and one
of the heros of the Colby game,
Marty Lee, will be at ends. Big
John Taussig and hard-hitting
Bill Dougherty are the tackles.
The. Big White guards who have
gone unheralded but have performed brilliant ly although
condition. Coach Magee was glad weight was not in their favor are
Al Robertson and Jake Stankis.
to have them compote, many for
the first time, merely for the ex-2 Captain Ira Pitcher, the team's

and

Durgin of Lincoln,
who maintained a 50 yard lead
over their teammates and other
Bowdoin runners. Dale Welch, Ed
Goon, Lou Bove. Harvey Jackson,
Will Richan, Don Snyder, and
Bill Smith were tho other Bowdoin contestants, but none of
these men has reached his top
Gould,

sparkplug, will wind up his sec-

perience.

The

places scored: Lincoln 16-

ond season as

field

captain at the

pivot post. First line reserves in-

Jacobs; 2, Hilton; 3, Gould; 4,
clude Phin Newton. Hank U^arDurgin; 6, Tilton; 7. Welch; 8,
don, Bud Smethurst. John Hay,
Spraguc;
9, Page. Bowdoin 45-5...
..,..-.
- rs«
».-v> >Kd Butler -and Bob Shepard.
Schrack; 7, Welch; 10, Goon; 11_
Though outweighed this line is
Bove; 12, Jackson; 13, Richan; 14?
sure to give a good account of
Snyder.
itself.
Distance: 2li miles.

flashes

Tim Donohave won the full-

of brilliance.

van seems to
back post from Jeff Power, but
Power and Bob Small will be iri
there,
too.
fleetfooted
Matt
Branchc is the most talked of
Bowdoin ball carrier, but Bill
Maclntyre,

Gill Dobie,

and Pat Slattery

all

Jim Pierce
have

illus-

trated their ability to lug leather. Gillen and Beem will take to

the air

if

blessed with a dry field

for Maine's
pass defense
has
proved their Achilles heel to
date.

1,

Time:

These two teams are so evenly
matched that picking a winner is
impossible.

story for

Breaks

when

will

these

tangle, anything

tell

two

tho

rivals

can happen.

i

the three yard stripe.

Two

plays

over.

Two running plays- lost yardage
Racine bucked over from and Blanchard quick-kicked to
the one but an off-side penalty Beem on the Bowdoin 45. The
gain and
nullified the score. A stubborn Big White failed to
RC.I. team held and took over Pierce punted to the 10. Here
Blanchard fumbled the elusive
on the 8.
ball. Had a Bowdoin man recovRicker's
touchdown
march ered today's story might be quite
started on itS
**"» the* Te different, but alert Bill Hennescovered Racine's fumble. Carley sey picked it up and ran to the
21 before he was bounced out of
romped 17 yards, and two line
bounds. The Bobcats had another
bucks for a first down on the 28
break when Blanchard's pass to
set the stage for Carley's touchBill Cunnane bounced off eager
down run.
Bowdoin fingers into the hands of
For Bowdoin, Dunn, Emmons, big Al Angelosante for a first
Racine and Monahan in the back- down. Allen Howlett raced to his
field, Beckler, Marshall, Stevens, 48and Blanchard picked up anand Brown in the line were out- other first down to the Bowdoin
later

"

standing.
[

40.

Continued on Page j

Joe Larochclle took a

[Continued on Page

J

flat
/

J

12.45.

The

HOTEL EAGLE
TOWN TAXI

NEW

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

1000

$2.50

sb*/

The new

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Book

Store

VESTPOX

Service

ROOMS FROM
Tel.

College

rrs here

DINING

HARDWARE

—

ANB fffif THE DISCUSSION

vees, stealing five of the first six
places. The Maine State School-

Bates star back is shown being smothhost of Bowdoin tacklers. The
arrow points to Blanchard as he is being stopped by Ira
Pitcher's block tackle.
ered at the line

BRUNSWICK

that the majority of the spectators will witness
see a whale of a football game.

I'

Academy Cross Country Team
moved in on the Bowdoin Jay-

PHILGAS DOES THE

«

RK CAN I Mllf

,

24 Hour

polar bearings

NWiat they

Academy Downs

Bowdoin Jayvees 1645
A heavily favored Lincoln

Running under excellent weath-

v

OF

V

Lincoln

Defeats Bates Squad

er conditions on Tuesday, October
Bowdoin's Varsity Cross
29,
Country Team followed through
with a close victory over the fast
>A|f,
COURSE, will see Maine at Brunswick, while Colby Improving Bates harriers by a
close the season on Armistice Day at L«wiston. A short para- score of 25-30.
in Sunday's Boston "Herald" may hold the key to the outcome of
Fred Cates of Bates, former
the Maine game: "Maine's veteran Quarterback, Etaile King, suffered Deering High star, assumed a
a cracked rib in the last period." That's all there was.
later report, dominating lead for the first two
however, states that the Orona Quarterback is definitely out of Saturlaps followed first by his teamday's game. You know about King the Black Bear's run-pasa-kick
man. It sound? like a blow to Maine, but Bates' loss of Arnie Card mates and then by the Bowdoin
didn't cramp their play last week, uertahdy . And they say that we'll runners led by Cab Easton, Bowdoin's ace distance man. Not unall be rooting for the underdog at Lewiston November 11th.
til the third mile did Cates begin
to realize that he had a race on
his hands. This time he was
IT'S INTERESTING TO HEAR that Johnny Mulhern has left Colby, passed, and the 50 yard lead
tt was announced last week that the big end who started against Bow- shifted from Bates to Bowdoin as
doin two weeks age has signed a football contract with the Portland Cab
Easton and Joe Woods
Sagamores. That, of course, means that Mulhern Is through at Water- picked up the pace, maintaining
ville. You may remember him as tap man cm the Mules' pitching staff a
comfortable lead over their
last spring as well. What does the deal mean? It has had no explana- opponent. With just 100 yards to
tion from any quarter.
the finish line Easton and Woods
glided in quickly to cool off a
polar bearings
sprint by Cates.
ANOTHER 08LBT
now playing pro football is Rod Myshra liHoward of Bates and George
the former Mule back who did everything against the Big White last McClelland of Bowdoin followed
year. His interception tied the fust informal game, while it was his closely, while Smith and Mahaney
hard running which gave Colby victory in the final contest.
sprinted down the home stretch
to pass Hal Burnham and Chuck
polar bearings
Auten of the winning team. Lou
Bovc, Harvey Jackson, and WilTHAT THE BOWDOIN SPOUT is squarely behind the football lard
Richan also placed, but
team, if last week's showing means anything, we've got to get some failed to score for lack of a despirit in back of the JV eleven and Jack Magee's cross-country team.
cisive sprint at the end.
Both squads have trained stiffly to attain their victories, and it's up
How they scored: Bowdoin 25to us to provide the incentive for the final punch to success.
1-2 tied, Easton, Woods; 5, Mcpolar bearings
Clelland; 8, Burnham; 9, Auten;
f>.

Courtesy .Portland Sunday TeJejtram

ART BLANCHARD,

Varsity Cross Country

F.

jiffy-shaver

W. CHANDLER & SON

pass

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

By George 1L

Griffin

Warren H. Dunning

A trklle
total n

back, during the recent all their business at

ie

In

Europe we read

that Germans were drinking
etaats coffee made from the tulip
hafts of Holland. At the time
we wondered If that waa not a
pretty horrible thin* to have nappea, even to the Nazis. Then after the Supermen decided they
were Jnat aome of the boys, after
ail.
we read that the United
Stales had imported an enormous
quantity of bulb* from Hoilaad

aad we wondered what they were
planning on doing with them.
Well, having had a few cups of
coffee at one place and another
lately, we think we know what
to those bulbs.

Remark

of the week:

(contri-

buted by a young female of our
acquaintance) "Well he can't be
all bad, he hates dogs and children."

V

The AFS men

and

lived

in

for the protection of society. At
the time we figured that, like
most everything else, that was a

eyewash. Lately

we have

cases
other
died with
armies while helping men of another nation. There have been
some rather unflattering things
said about the AFS by some critics but for our money a man who
will voluntarily sit in on a hand
like that is the kind of lad of
which we wish there were a
greater supply.

Andrew Geer, in "Mercy In
makes some interesting

Hell,"

statements on the effect upon
men of an environment unpeopled
by "The Weaker Sex" (as they
are called by some humorists).
The general sense of his comments being that men tended to

become

less
conscious of the
niceties of behavior and to have
considerably less interest- in the
welfare of others. While the
campus is not comparable to the

Sahara, our contact with females
shall

is,

we

say,

ing less fortunate students now
living in occupied countries. Mr.
Borch cited an example in Po-

land where it was announced
that fifteen students would be admitted to a tuberculosis sanitorium in Switzerland and over 230
students applied for admission.
He further stressed the need for
actively
supporting the similar
V
activities of the World Student
Dorothy Dix, a maness of Christian Movement in Europe,
rather rotund proportions and China, and similarly devastated
famed for her peregrinations In areas.
the field of martial relations, exMr. Borch expressed hope that
tra and otherwise, in answer to
the World Student Service Fund
one of the adherents of her bunk
will be backed by a broad campus
says that she considers compatarepresentation in all fraternities.
billty to be the strongest tie beThe Bowdoin Christian Associatween man and woman. Perhaps,
tion is the campus organization
but we can think of some others.
which will be in charge of the

V

—

North holds: Clubs

— Q,

—

holds: Clubs

,

Diamonds

— A,

Hearts

J, 10, 9, 8, 7;

—

K, Q, J; Spades

A, Q,

3.

East

Diamonds

4, 3;

—

Hearts —
Spades
—
South holds:
Clubs — A,
Diamonds
— A. K; Hearts —
Spades —
and West holds:'
Clubs — K,
Diamonds
— Hearts Q,—
Spades
— K,
seven
The bid
6, 5, 4, 3, 2;
8,

7,

6,

5,

;

2.

4,

J, 7, 6, 5, 2;

10, 9. 8. 7. 6;

;

10, 9, 8;

5, 4, 3, 2;

;

J,

10,

\

'

Malcolm Chamberlain

drive.

9.

is

had meals la a few different plac- Hearts by South and West leads
es aad we are beginning to won- the Club King. You can look at
the East-West hand all you like so
der. As we sit here nursing a
sprained shoulder from reaching go to it. For the first man subfor the bread, eyeing the spot on
our vest where somebody splattered the gravy, and nursing a
punctured hand from our neighbor's fork that slipped, we are
practically convinced.

Borch stressed the need for help-

some

Here's a hand for your bridge
experts to ponder over. We guarantee that three-quarters of you
won't make the bid without help.
of rivaling

With no intention
Emily Post, there are a few remarks we would like to make. A
century or so back during the
happy days of our childhood as
we had our hand removed from
our sister's porridge and carefully
wiped dean, we were told that
manners were something devised

lot of

tions.

ment attempt didn't matter as it
Otto Borch Addresses
turned out
Matt Branche ran the kick-off
Christian Association
back to the 35. He moved around
end for 9 and Donovan made it
Otto Borch. a Danish law stu- a first down
on the 47. The ofdent and general secretary of the fensive was
halted on the Bates
World Christian Student Move- 44 and Maclntyre punted to Laroment, spoke to members of The chelle who returned
to his 31 as
Bowdoin Christian Association on the period ended. The second
The World Student Service Fund
the Aid Sta- on Tuesday, November 29. Mr. period was a continous exchange
of punts with the visitors holding

mitting the correct solution

we

__

—

than anything else. We are the
ones to want to give any
credit but wc have seen a
lot of conduct recently that we
win bet an old toothbrush to
Goering's cyanide capsule would
not have gone on had "the object
of our affection" been along.
last

notice

that

Larochelle,

—

qb,

,

Beem

lhb, Pierce

Toomy

rhb,

Sistaire,

—

:

Game

back

set

(7)

(7)

their 25 and then Ira Pitcher Fitzpatrick,
a Bates pass into the Reiche, It
hands of teammate Bill Toomy on Stevens, lg

le

batted

the 27.

Tim Donovan

Garnet

and

It,

topics. Attempts will be made by
le, Gingro
Montgomery the B.C.A. to get Bowdoin faculMooridian ty members or members of near-

lg,

Jackson by college faculties to participate

Stackpole, c
R. Alden, rg

c,

rg,

Brown

Brown,

rt,

Caruso

rt

Marshall, re

re, Civello

Emmons, qb

qb, Quillo

Monahan, lhb
Dunn, rhb
Racine, fb

lhb,

rhb,

.

.

.

.

Carley

McLain
Lewin

fb,

,

in the discussions.

Should the program prove successful, some of the major questions will be discussed by a wellauthority on the particu-

known

lar topic at a

meeting of the en-

tire college.

'/

Score by periods

Bowdoin
flicker

day

7

0—7
0—7

One other subject which was
considered was an exchange eat-

at

nights

ORIENT

Glee Club Quartet tryouts are

Notice
ORIENT

for men interested in
reporting, feature writheadlines, and rewriting copy. The advancement
from the position of reporter
to that of sub-editor will be
rapid for those who show the
ing, writing

necessary ability and interest.
Although previous journalistic
experience is desirable, it is
not necessary, and 'the ORI-

any

men

who want

to learn journalism
beginning. In addition to work on the editorial
staff, there are still opportunities for workers on the business
staff.

Thursday
7.

It

after-

was an-

the recordings. It was also en>phasiped that there would be no
favoritism in the trials. Ability
will be the main consideration.
The choice will depend on: (1>

news

welcome

November

nounced by the music department
that due to transportation costs,
only sixty men will-be taken for

There are many vacancies on
of
Bowdoin
the
staff
the

will

the

To Be Chosen
For Music Recordings
being- held until

ENT

In

Sixty

noon,

from

7:00

on the second
Moulton Union.

office

floor of the

—

—

J.V.

the

Unless greater interest

shown on the part of the

is

stu-

quality of tone; (2) rhythmic precision; (3) pitch range; and (4»
attendance. If a freshman has
better possibilities than one of
last year's men, he will be taken
instead.

I
'

The entire club will make the
recordings on Thursday, November 7. Sixty men will be chosen,
twenty alternates. For the
encouragement of those who do
plus

not make the list, the. alternates
should have a good chance of
•retting into the main body of the
glee club. It was also announced
that all men will sing in "The

Messiah" on Decern Jer

IdL

Black

doin and Maclntyre and Branche
remained dangerous throughout.
Ira Pitcher played a fine game
at center with guards Stankis and
Robertson and end Marty Lee
combining with backs Beem and

Toomy

to hold the fort defensive-

ly.

KINDS OF LIGHT TRUCKING

EDGECOMB

some

qb

Robertson ment).
Ends,
Dougherty
Bowdoin substitution?
re, Lee Lund, Cobb; tackles, Early, Joy;

will
dent body, the
find it extremely difficult to
maintain Its weekly publishing
schedule. Assignment meeting*
for each Issue are held Thurs-

eat at various fraternity
houses. The B.C.A. feels that due
to the war and the consequent
interruption of the educational
pursuits of many men and the
rapid turnover of the student
body, this would present an excellent opportunity for Bowdoin men
to become better acquainted with
each other. If approval is given by
the various houses, the B.C.A.
will draw up a schedule for the
dinner meeting exchanges.
will

AND
ETC.

PLEASE CALL

V

We

rt,

Norm

HAULING—WOOD, FURNITURE, RUBBISH

more mental anyway.

undue

Game

WE DO ALL

c,

rg,

OWKNT

ing plan whereby freshmen, sophomore, junior, and senior groups

runners with Parent, Leahy and
Joyce outstanding on defense.
Tim Donovan ran well for Bow-

{Continued from Page }]

and one young student declared in
speaking of his own country,
"If we don't make good in adopting democracy, we should apologize to the world by committing
national harikiri." Oh, go ahead,

lg,

Connors, rg
Leahey, rt
Cunnane, re

—
—

outstanding

inter-collegiate oratorical contest
in the English language. The subjects for the oratory were democracy, education and world peace,

It,

.

circled right
end on the next play, hut the ball
'46 squirted from his grasp on a
and jarring tackle and Blanchard re-

from Dick Flannagan and reached the 26 before Beem stopped
Headline In Sunday's "Times": him. This set the stage for
He
"38,000 Italian May Leave Pola Blanchard's scoring jaunt.
If Tito Gets It"
it couldn't roared through a gaping hole in
the Polar Bear line and shook
happen to a nicer guy.
V
off several tacklers in his journey
In Tokyo on November second goalward. Barry's missed placeJapanese students held their first

V

le,

guards, Beckler, Kimball, Eaton,
B. Alden, Clay, Howe; centers,
Hoyt; backs, Wright,
fb, Donovan Toscani, Badger. Ricker substitua slight edge. However,
Brady;
0—6 tions
Ends,
Hoyle,
6
furthest point of penetration was Bowdoin
0—0 tackles, Burlock; guards, Lally,
the Bates 34. Shortly before the
backs,
Hikel;
center,
Touchdown
A. Blanchard. Nadeau;
half, Ed Gillen took to the air
Gerardin. OfPerham, Scott, Fortier, Twombley,
Bates subs
but to no avail.
Referee, Fortunato; umBarry, Santry, Angelosante, Heap, ficials
Right
after
Parent Flanagan. Bowdoin
subs
New- pire, Bearse; linesman, Farringhad kicked off to start the
ton.
ton, Lovejoy, Hay, Reardon, Ansecond half, Bill Maclntyre fumgeramo, Power, Gillen, Dobic,
bled and the big Bates center fell
Small, Maclntyre, Branche.
on the ball on the Bowdoin 42.
The Polar Bears held and then
B. C. A.
assumed possession of the pigskin
on the 15. After moving overland
{ Continued from Pa^e 1 J
for one first down, Maclntyre
political, or economic nature, or
punted and Bowdoin received two
[Continued front Page j]
The houses
on
similar
topics.
more breaks. First a clipping
Bicker may decide on the individual
the Bobcats
penalty
to Bowdoin

has been appointed chairman
committee composed covered.
men from each fraWith substitute Walker Heap
leading the way. Bates put on' a
Mr. Borch has had much ex- march of its own which hamperience in work with interna- mered to a stop on the Bowdoin
tional student organizations. He 15. A few minutes later the Polar
is at present a student at the Bears made their last attempt to
University of Copenhagen. He Starting from the 20 with Macworked in the Danish under- pull the game out of the fire.
ground as the editor of its sur- Intyre, Branche and Gillen carreptitiously published newspaper. tying, Bowdoin moved to the 48,
He has appeared on many Amer- but the threat ended when Norm
ican college campuses as the Parent intercepted a Gillen pass
World Student Christian Move- on his 37.
jnent representative.
Blanchard and Heap were the

Bates

Joyce, le
Shea, It
Stone, Ig
Parent, c

A. Blanchard, lhb
Howlett. rhb
Hennessey, fb
.
the Bates
.

will form a
of additional
ternity.

have an economy-sized, stuffed,
albino, duck-billed
hippopazooza
(for kitchen use only).

HP
Bowdoin scoring: Touchdow
Ireland Racine. Point after touchdown
Taussig Racine (placement). Ricker scorPoint
Stankis ing: Touchdown—Carley.
Pitcher after touchdown—Carley (place-

Bowdoin

Bates

astute

PSI

producer hi going to make a
movie out of Kllroy. Ob, goody
goody gumdrops.

U HOUSE

and JONES & CO.
TELEPHONE 8006 or 1281

vThought during French I class:
it superior men and material
or a Ave year contact with the

Was

language, that made the
retreat from France?

—

:

One

HARMON'S

Germans

V

of our rival papers,

The

New York Times, has run a
couple of stories on the shelling of
the British cruiser by the, Albanian shore batteries. We could not
help thinking of a little wart In
our neighborhood that was pretty
cocky just because he had a older
brother with a fast pair of dukes.

presents
100% ALL

What we would like to know is
whether Albania's "big brother"
has a large moustache and is
Secretary of The Party.

WOOL

V

We suppose it was inevitable
that the subject of women appear
here more sooner than later but
literary
beginning
this
since
round-robin we have encountered
some difficulty in applying suitable nomenclature to the subject. There are so many divisions
aad sub-divisions that the choice
of a descriptive noun is a matter
involving extensive deliberation.
80 la the interest of brevity and
simplicity we are going to, here-

Grey Flannel
Slacks

group them all under one
general title whenever the necessity of mention arises. The female
of any species Is usually designated by the suffix -ess. Therefore our females will from now
on he referred to as "manes;*" to
after,

classify them as a sub-division of
the gifted specie of man.

Having thrown a fish or two so
we would now like to pass

far,

New

England's largest stock of fine

Grey

flannels in

in sizes

out a bouquet. The book we mentioned earlier, "Mercy In Hell."
a story of the American Field
Sen-ice. Although we cannot give
the book unqualified endorsement,
we have a healthy respect and
admiration for the AFS. The organization served with the British
and French Armies and therefore
did not have extensive contact
with the American GI. The AFS
was founded, before the U.S. entered World War I, to provide
ambulance service to the armies
of the Allies. The work was volunteer and available for many

from 29

all

wool

Oxford and Cambridge shades
to 36.

is

$11.00

& $12.50

men. that were not able to don
the khaki for Uncle Sugar. The
pay was considerably less -than

HARMON'S

the GI received and you paid
your own expenses to the em-

barkation point. This is not intended to be an enlistment poster for the AFS. We are just
pointing out that it is not all beer

The

ambulance
driver* functioned under combat
conditions and did not pick up

and

skittles.

Outfitters to
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Bowdoin Men
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25 Years
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Give ituddigore"

Action

\

Tnc first production by
speech
on
his
chapel
In
Wednesday, November 6, Stanley Masque and Gown for the
Altman '47, the editor of the trimester will be presented
at
"Quill," chose for his topic a dis- the Moulton Union Lounge
cussion of recent actions taken by 8:15 this evening. This prescntai

By Ken Ni ven
For the firat time in four yeara Brunswick's population was
temporarily doubled on Friday and Saturday of last week. Fraternity initiation* and banquets, the social events of the college s
first full-fledged postwar Alumni Day and the always hotlycontested Bowdoin-Maine football game found thousands of
alumni and undergraduates of the two rival and now near-neighbor institutions on the campus along with several hundred equal-

the Student Council, Disciplinary tion of "Ruddigore" is the firit
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta to
in the punishment of
freshmen for the infraction of be produced at the college sinca
the
performance or the "Mikado'*
freshmen rules.
Altman began his speech by in 1941.
ly enthusiastic supporters from the distaff side.
Alan S. Cole '45. who held a
saying that while he has been at
.
..
ceremonies at thej
Bowdoin he has never before seen role in the "Mikado" is the direct*
.
Initiation
f
such a "disgraceful display of un- or of this new production. The op4|
various houses took place on
ASSOC!<UlOn
and "prep- eretta will be read in conjunction
becoming license"
Wednesday, Thursday, and Frischool chicanery" as was shown with the recordings made by tb«
day. The fraternities held their
by the S.C.D.C. when that dis- Dolly Carte Co. of London. Thf
banquets on Friday evening, the
records, which are borrowed from
sole exception being Delta Kappa
Last Thursday, November 7, the ciplinary group swung into action
library
Epcilon which carried the initia- Association of Bowdoin Wives had last Monday night, to impress Prof. Morgan B. Cushing's
will be played over the Simpson
tion dinner over until Saturday Professor Norman L. Munn as its four freshmen who had "presumSound System while the cast read
outrages
violent
committed
ably
night.
the
discussed
He
speaker.
guest
their roles.
Many alumni had come to problems of child psychology and against the, freshmen rules."
By this method the audience
The speech was continued with
fraternity showed psychologically constructhe
for
Brunswick
will have the opportunity of hearmethods
used
of
the
criticism
a
assemblage.
events on Friday, and their num- tive pictures to the
ing the best modern rendition of
This organization holds weekly by the S.C.D.C. in carrying out its
ber was augmented by hundreds
Gilbert and Sullivan while follow?
of rail and automobile arrivals on meetings in the "lounge of the duties. Altman said that the ing the action of the book.
Saturday. Three important groups Moulton Union. It had its start chastised freshmen had received
The feminine readings will l»4
met at Massachusetts Hall during last fall when several veterans' no warning of their misdemeanors done by Mrs. Rhoney Snider, Mrs*
as
the morning: the Alumni Council, *wives decided to form an associat- and impending punishment
Athern Daggett, Mrs. Desairc Livthe
promised
at
been
had
they
meetthe Committee on the Needs of ed group and hold regular
freshmen smoker. A brief descrip- ingston, Miss Suzanne Young and
the College, and the Executive ings.
Miss Druscilla Congdon, all of
Mrs. Lee J. Pettingale was tion of the "trial" of the offendCommittee of the Governing
whom have held roles in earlier
elected the first chairman. They ers was then given by Altman,
Boards.
who said, "I later spoke to some Masque and Gown performances.
Lobster stew and ice cream arrange for guest speakers two
was
in- The undergraduates who will do
and
defendants
of
the
the
devote
and
month
meetings
a
drew eight hundred and fifty to
the male readings are: Williaiu
discussion formed by them of the immediate
the Alumni Dinner in the Sargent other two meetings to
They said that their Davis '49, James Keefe '50. Roy
Gymnasium, over two hundred of current events, bridge games, proceedings.
'46,
Littlehalc,
Jr.
Russel
offenses were not directly told to F.
activities.
similar
and
being
latecomers
unregistered
Washburn '50, Peter T. Poore '50,
The function of the organiza- them, and, as a consequence, they
turned away due to lack 'of space
'49,
Dwelley
Martin
not speak up on their own Howard
and of food. Mr. Ezra Pike tion is to bring about a closer as- could
Wooden '49, George E. Fogg '43,
behalf."
Rounds '20, Director of Admis- sociation. Mrs. Emily Boylston,
Altman said that the freslimerr and Robert Bliss '47.
expressed
sions at Phillips Exeter Academy, the present chairman,
It has been suggested by Prostudent he had spoken to did not think
served as toastmaster and wel- the hope that the wives of
that they had been punished un- fessor George H. Quinby, director
comed the guests as president of veterans will attend the meetings,
of the Masque and Gown, that
object
but
that
they
did
justly,
which are held at eight o'clock
the Alumni Council.
persons who expect to attend read
each Thursday night in the lounge to four factors connected with
Mr. Francis P. Freeman '22 of
the disciplinary action. The first over the words or bring copies of
of the Moulton Union.
Portland, chairman of the 1M5-6
of these factors was that they had the score to the play as the plot
Alumni Fund directors, presented
not received official notification is dependent in Mime part on the
the Fund's annual award to Mr.
that they had broken freshmen songs which cannot be easily followed in the records. There will
Dan E. Christie, member of the Armistice
Chapel
rules; the second factor was the
Bowdoin physics department and
manner in which the session was be slight suggestions of costuming
Honors
Class Agent for 1937.
publicly held; the third, that they and properties to help dramatize
Armistice had not been given a fair hearing; the reading.
The next speaker at the banIn the traditional
The public has been cordially
quet was President Arthur A. Day Service held last Monday in and the fourth, the form of perHauck of the University of Maine, the College Chapel, President sonal disfigurement which their invited to attend the reading.
There
will
be
no admission
in
cutthem
had
caused
punishers
who thanked President Sills and
charge.
the serv- ting their hair.
the entire Bowdoin staff for their Kenneth C. M. Sills led

WlVCS

Committee

Hear Hildreth Speak'
On

gathering. Charles L. Hildreth '25
presided.

establishing the Univer-

Brunswick Naval Air Stacampus. President Hauck
concluded with a brief reference
to the gridiron contest between
the two schools. "No matter what
the outcome," he said, "there will
be many pleasant memories on
both sides."

ice

in

a program that has been

instituted as a national holiday.

The

The four students

Day was punishment

followed since Armistice

tion

f

opened with the
prelude "Grave and Adagio" by
Mendelssohn after the singing of

[

foreign students, and

Continued on Page 2

er

and

benediction

ended

service.

]

|

are to be
sale. This is a unique stride in the

history of Bowdoin's Music Department as it place* the college
among the few which have made

of

ventures

commercial

this

sort

into

the

field.

The following men

participated
in the recordings: 1st tenors: M.
'49, R. N. Williams
the E. Wooden
'46, W. W. Anderson '50. D. A.
Bowdoin '49, D. C. Wilson 46, F.
jWcidner, III '50, A. Fraser '49,
J. T. Fraser, III '49., S. G. Blanklinship, II '45. W. D. Cappellare
'48. H. B. Hall '49. R. E. Shanahan '45, H. B. Gold.^erg '49, T. R.
I

j

Chapman

strom '50, R. M. Ball '50.
Second Tenors: D. W. Richardson '49, L. F. Clark '44. F. W.

out even a twinge of conscience as
Joe succumbed at his feet.

Lacey. Jr. '49. II. Gillman. Jr. '48.
IL O, Smith "45, D. Foss '45, C. E.
Cole '49, R. T. Hall '47, J. C.
Wheeler '48, S. W. Hale. Jr. '49.
P. B. Parsons. Jr. '46. C. L. Erick;J°'
48
* on
El
Kunhardt 49, J. B. Lappin oO D.

We're reminded of barkecps of
yore, especially one who evidently
ran out of ice one cold winter
houseparty years ago. Every few
minute* he was seen out In front
of the house with a bucket and
chipping

diligently

'

|

Looking at the Maine weekend
In

retrospect,

we

can't

help re-

membering the dismal group

sit-

?;*'**&

£

M

ice

from the street. Hit* highballs
with gravel and sand swirling In
the bottom of the glass weren't
too popular. It is amazing Just
how many of those old characters
showed up for this weekend. Remember the legendary "(tipper,"
«ho one day years ago set an
all-time record for drinking seventy-three cans of beer at onto
sitting? Here was truly the artist; it is the fact that seventythree cans is one can over three
cases that is significant, he triumphantly explained. This charac-

H. Pendexter, III
L. M. Hirsch '47, R. E. Nord'50,

R.

Hunter

'47.

First Bass: E. O. Feeney, Jr.
C. A. Mathers '46, H. S.

'48,

R

'46,
W. Eckfeldt
Dcvinc, Jr. '44, J.A. G. Keniston '44,
C. A. Bunnell '50. P. Huss. Jr. '50,
C. T. Freeman '50, C. F. Freeman
50, R. I. deSherbinin '45, J. P.
Ashey, II '50. F. W. Marvin, Jr.
'50. J. T. Irish, Jr. '45. P. S. Van
Voast '50. J. R. .Jackman, Jr. '50,
P. H. Rubina'50, B. J^ Ward '18.

French,
'43,

J.

Thomas

Jr.

J.

L

'48,

ting around the Beta house Sunday night after most of the shooting; was over. Just a few wrecks
W. M. Davis '49. R. F. Brackctt
and casualties of the festivities
•50, R, D. Nelson. Jr. '50, J. L.
were sprawled out on the rouctiter and many more of his famous Allen '49. W. L. Paull '50, R. II.
ca and floor, morosely recalling
compatriots were here this week- Steele '50. J. L. Ingram, Jr. '44.
the weekend's high spots. It was
end, believe it or not.
Second Bass: G. R. Daw-son '45,
the usual "Whatever became of
J. MacNaughton, Jr. '45, W. M.
oM Smitt.v and his date," and
'49, A. L. S. Dunphy
Lockwood
"Last time I saw them, they were
Now that the weekend is over, "46, C. W. Wilder '50, R. Whitman
going across campus, etc, etc."
the houses are faced with the '45. R. W. Leith, Jr. '50. R. H.
s-r
gruesome task of getting back to
'45,
M. True "46, O.
The bartenders, stuck with a normal Most of the bars arc ^v. Lewis
Thorndikc '46, D. W. Garland '50,
surplus from the weekend. were crcd with an inch-thick layer of
J. M. Dunlap, Jr. '48, C. T. Lansorry ground glass? and then there is
this
trying to convince
caster '19, E. F. Keyes "50, F. D,.
group to patronize their establish- thc
collection of old grads Dorsey, Jr. '50. J. T. Burgess '49,
ment downstairs. Al we could and Monday holdovers that must
R. S. Gingras '50, C. W. Lovejoy,
think of was the night before,
convinced to go home. One of
'50, J. Eells. Jr. '48, H. R.
when business was humming these who just lelt was amazing Jr.
Dwelley '49, A. A. Hamblen '48,
down there, and the bartenders everybody for -three days and
B. Miller '48. J. W. Martin '48. K.
had a slightly different attitude. two nights ^th a new cult he
Kyle '47. A. List '45, E. A. BcrSome guy over in the corner suddeveloped, called

R

.

^^

^

,

"Up and

had

denly choked on something, andr^.,, the River Reincarnation nardin. Jr. '47, C. E. Noycs '37.
gasping and spluttering to the Concept/. He described himself as
The above list includes membar. he implored the barkeep for a member of «* da*, of 1923. and
bers of the Glee Club, the Sunday
"Water, water (gasp), a glass of for
time he was here, Choir and thc Meddiebempsters.
water." He was answered with a en joyed the privilege of being
John Devine '41 sang a solo in
curt "Honest, can't afford It, Joe,
we're way In the hole now," withI "Sine.. Maiden, Sin;;-"
[ Continued on Page t J

^ .j^

3.

1

1

946, by Malcolm Chamber-

and Clement Hiebert '47, calls for the establishment of
a Campus Chest. Such an innovation will replace the usual campaigns for funds much in the same way that the Community
Chest embraces a number of charitable appeals.
In other words, there will be no
Chest,
Red Cross,
Service, or Cancer
drives as such, in the future. Instead, th^ receipts of the united
appeal will be meted out in preannouneed proportions to the several organizations concerned.
"It should be emphasized." say
Chamberlain and Hiebert, "that
any individual will be at complete
liberty to earmark his donation
for any or several of the causes,
should he desire to do so." Thus it
would be possible for a student to
place his entire contribution in
the World Student Service Fund,
or in the hands of the Red Cross
and the World Student Service

Speaks In
Sunday Chapel

Community

Sills
On
ident

World Student

Sunday. November

Kenneth C. M.

10, PresSills deliv-

ered the Sunday chapel sermon.
Choosing "Responsibility" as his
subject. President Sills talked on
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outstanding
government,

Williams' Warblers Will

representatives
of
education, business,

money-raising

events,
and thc
collection of contributions. The
publicity committee would utilize
available educational facilities to
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Sun Rises

on Wednesday, November

lain '46

thc lack of personal and corpor-.
ate responsibility in the world of
today.
Thc essence of democracy, said
the President, was thc successful
combination of freedom, and responsibility. He made clear the
fact that no person is free of
responsibility and therefore no
person is completely free to do Fund, for example.
Thc proposed Campus Chest
as he wishes. The President gave
two illustrations in which the could be composed of a number of
element of responsibility played units designed to invite the participation of the entire campus- A"
a dominant role.
As a member of the board of planning committee would consist
investigators of Annapolis Presi- of a man elected from each fradent Sills learned that a dozen of ternity, a member at large from
the low-ranking men in their the independents, and perhaps a
had member of the faculty acting in
enior >'ear at tnc Ac
f
u
an advisory capacity. The planbeen put in charge
of the mid
shipmen to test their sense of ning committee would determine
responsibility. The vast majority the date and goal of the drive,
of this dozen proved themselves what charitable appeals would be
i
eapable and showed that they had represented, and what proportion
responsi- of 'the aggtvgaJtc sum collected
neCessar^ xnMC
would be distributed to each repbimv tQ make good leaders
For his othcr cxamplc, Presi- resented appeal.
dem SiUs cited 1hc Rcpublican
The planning committee, in adthat Truman rcsign in favor idifion
to
thc
aforementioned
Garth Edmuntrson| of* Vander>berg
fnus cscapp duties, would be responsible for
Canzona,
!the yean of political dissension the selection of a general chairScherzo Pastorale,
which arc sure to come. An ab- man for the drive and thc apGottfried H. Fedcrlein dication by Truman at this time,
pointment of three functional subElevation and Communion,
the President pointed out, would committees. These subcommittee;;
Louis Vierne show that the essence of democwould function as groups for pubCaprice Fantastic, Alfred Brinkler racy w as lacking.
licity, the conduction of special

The chapel talk given by StanAt the last meeting on October
ley N. Altman '17 was the first in
a series of addresses on campus 31 the Forum was addressed by
problems to be sponsored by the Professor Ernst C. Helmreich,
Glee
Bowdoin Christian Association. who described the recent history
and present situation of Austria.
On Thursday, November 7, the Any student who desires an opgroup discussion followed.
portunity
to speak
in
chapel
a
recorded
Club
Bowdoin Glee
Previous to Professor Helmshould
'49,
contact
Veonor
Sotac
number of college songs and cerreich 's talk a business meeting Chorale in
the President of the B.C. A.
tain other arrangements for a
was held. The Forum hopes to
men's chorus. These recordings
bring to Brunswick a number of
placed on commercial

Club

cil

.

College Songs Recorded

By Bowdoin

will

To

Noti ce

]

The Student body has approved a new proposal designed to
eliminate the need of multiple appeals to students for philanthropic causes. This program, as presented to the Student Coun-

again bring
recorded concerts and broadcast
musical and opera programs for
the student body.
Recorded concerts from requests of students will be presented once a week, the days of
which will be announced on the
bulletin
board and in future
"Orient" issues. Broadcasts of the
NBC Symphony Orchestra and
the New York Plulharmonie will
be arranged according to the demand of students desiring to hear

Manager To Speak
Forum

that received
according to.

Continued on Page 4

Sound System

Hildreth first introduced
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr. '29. Director
of the Placement Bureau. The
second speaker was Seward J.
Marsh '12, Alumni Secretary. Mr.
Hildreth then presented Malcolm
'21,
Director
of
Morrell
C.
Athletics, who in turn introduced
Line Coach Frank Sabasteanski
'41, and finally Football Coach
George "Dinny" Shay. After re- the broadcasts.
The Music Department
is
viewing the football season Coach
Shay showed motion pictures of hopeful of presenting the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera
this season's games.
broadcasts; but because of the
extremely poor reception of the
ABC network the presentation
may be difficult. An attempt to
increase the power and selectivCity
ity of the system, however, will
be attempted.
Before Political
Frederick Weidner, III, '50 will
The next meeting of the Political take charge of the programs for
Forum will be held at 7:30 p.m. the Music Department, and any
Tuesday evening in the lounge of suggestion as to programs or rethe Zeta Psi house, when City quests for the recorded concerts
Manager Lyman S. Moore of will be accepted.
Portland will speak on the problems and possibilities inherent
in municipal government.
College
Present
Mr. Moore brings to his subject
an extensive experience in gov- Brinkler, Organist
ernment, in many parts of this
The college will present Alfred
country and in Hawaii.
_.„ui»- «?a/-i^i
;„ an
«,„
™.oQ„
organ
Brinkler,
F.A.G.O., in
The organization ordinarily recital/on Thursday, November 14
meets in the Moulton Union, but at 8:15 p.m. Mr. Brinkler's prothe lounge of that building has gram is as follows:
_
_ ;
_..
,
been reserved for a bridge tour- Pre^ud^Toccata
Gabriel Pierne
nament and it was felt that nei- Claire de Lnnc. Sigfnd karg-Elcrt
ther conference room would be Fugue in A Minor.
large enough to accommodate the
Johann Sebastian Bach
gathering Tuesday evening.
Pange Lingua Glonoso

Mr.

service

the first and last verses of
"America." President Sills led the
After welcoming President responsive reading and the conHauck and' the visitors from Orogregation.
no to the campus, President Sills
reported on the condition and the
At eleven o'clock there v>;ere
future of the College. Noting tliat two minutes .silence in memory of
the Navy's timely departure from
the men who gave their lives in
Brunswick had made three Air
Station dormitories and many lo- both world wars. At the conclucal rooms and apartments avail- sion of the two minutes President
able to house Bowdoin undergrad- Sills read the names of the twenuates, he cited the record enrollty-nine men who lost their lives
ment of 965, of which more than
two thirds are veterans. He men- in World War I and the ninetytioned the stimulating presence five names of the men who gave
on campus of an unprecedented theirs in World War II. The pray-

number of

were,

two weeks and under

ment,

fall

Day

sity's

Within

the auspices of the Music DepartMoulton Union's Simpson

Bowdoin Club

World War Dead

in

Chamberlain And Hiebert
Originate Novel Project

Sound System Concerts

1

Tuesday, November 5, the
of Portland held its
meeting at the Falmouth Hotel in Portland. More than one
alumni
attended the
hundred

.
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Portland Alumni Meet; Weid ner To Supervise

Meets Thursdays

help
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Students Approve New Campus Chest
Designed To Replace Other Drives;
Campaigners Seek A Single Canvass

Masque And Gown

Altaian Repudiates

Alumni Weekend

I

1<MP

j

Edgar 0. Achorn Prize
To Robert Hart

Community Chest

j

acquaint the campus as to the
'49
E.
purposes and goals of thc united
The results of Bowdoin's parround-table discussions should be
drive. It might enlist thc .support
Brunswickthe
in
of interest to a large number of ticipation
The affirmative team composed of the ORIENT. BowdoinH>n-theAlthough during the war years students, particularly those taking Topsham Community' Chest Drive
'49
Roband
of Sherman E. Fein
Air, or. any othcr medium that
the Meddiebempsters were non- courses in the social
as tabulated last Sveek arc as ert E. Hart '49 was adjudged the
sciences.
reaches the Bowdoin Campus.
existent, their previous reputation
The following officers were follows:
winner in the annual Achorn
was reputedly class "A." ProfesIt has been proposed that the
on
held
elected for the current trimester:
Prize Debate which was
•?25.00
Alpha Delta Phi
sor Frederick Tillotson has hinted
special events committee would
President: H. Thayer Kingsbury
Tuesday, November 12. at the
51.62
Psi Upsilon
sponsor a dance or other enterthat during the course of the
negaThe
'15;
Lounge.
Union
Moulton
Vice-President:
Lewis
41.21
P.
Epsilon
Delta Kappa
tainment with the proceeds windpresent season, they will reach
Fickelt '47; Secretary-Treasurer:
tive was upheld by John J. Nul26.00
Tbeta Delta Chi
that height once again.
ing up in the general pool. PossiRichard Warren '44; Program
lane, Jr. '50 and Malcolm S. Ste16.01
Delta Upsilon
bly this committee might draw
Singing First Tenor arc Robert
'50.
Chairman: Joseph Wheeler '48.
venson
31.00
Zeta Psi
Shanahan, '45, and Daniel Kunfrom thc gate at an
inHart was chosen the best
23.67
Kappa Sigma
T,
hardt, '49; Second Tenor: Roger
alh,etlc
dividual speaker of the evening
29.16
Theta
Pi
Beta
cert.
Williams, '46, the director; Samsecond
the
awarded
was
Fein
'and
35.75
Sigma Nu
juel
Hale, '49; Baritone: Jack
Thc function of thc solicitations
[prize for individual speaking.
17.11
Alpha Tau Omega
Thomas, '47; Jerry Allen, '19;
Professor Albert R. Thayer was committee would be the actual
Professor
30.00
Alpha Rho Upsilon
Basses are Wayne Lockwood. '49,
the funds, which
the presiding officer. The judges collection of
Charles Love joy. '50, and Robert
were Professors Warren B. Cat- would then.be turned over to the
^370.58
Broadcast
Total
Whitman, '4f>, Mho is also Presiplanning committee for disposilin, Athern P. Daggett, and Perky
d n l 0f h G
C1 lb
one
tion
according to the original
On Wednesday Professor .Munn
jS. Turner.
u Meddiebempsters
!T
!
off the
is a choir
'47 quotas. There would not necessarJnc Psychology
f
Jr.
P.
Kickett,
Department
Lewis
member as well.
gave a talk entitled "The Psy[coached lh r> sophomore affirma-I'Jy be duplication of the latter
So far this season they have apthe squad and Frederic R. Wood- committee with the planning compeared with Bowdoin-on-the-Air, chology of War and Peace" for
mittee whose role would be more
rulT. Jr. '48 coached the freslinum
October 26; at Hallowcll in the this week's "Bowdoin On 'The Thursday, Nov. 14
of an executive nature.
negative team.
Chanel, the President.
Town Hall, November I, singing Air'* program. John R. H'uppcr
This plan for a Campus Cliest
the
in
involved
question
The
8:15 p.m. Organ Recital, in the
a specialty number in a minstrel '50 announced the
has several definite advantages,
program, given
the following:
Chupel. by Alfred Brinkler, debate was
show; and at Chapel, November
according to its proponents. By
govove^ station WGAN.
federal
thc
That
Resolved:
Portland
of
F.A.G.O.,
have a busy schedule
5. They
integrating the appeal and co-orThe public is cordially invited crnment should make annual dinating the effort into a single
ahead since they will appear at
Professor Munn, one of the
grants to the states for aiding
to attend
all the Glee Club Concerts: Coloutstanding research psychologist
substantially elementary and sec- all-out campaign the collection of
by Junior, Colby, Damariscotta,
iondarv education, the grants to funds will be greatly facilitated.
of thc country, said that the in- Friday, Nov. 1
Bradford Junior. Wellesley, WorExperience at Smith College and
Chapel, Musical Service, Mr be ba'sed on the ratio of total
cester, Vassar, Philadelphia, and .stinct for fighting is not universal,
thc «
state income to thc number ofl
TromThc
presiding.
Storr
Edgewood Park.
and, except for a few sadists, man
ample,
indicate the plan to be not
state.
school children within thc
bone Trio will play.
The Meddiebempsters will sing gets no thrill out of combat.
only workable, but effective.
Union.
prize,
Moulton
Achorn
p.m.
8:15
Edgar
O.
The
meetat the Saro Women's Club
In adopting the Campus Cliest
However,
he
continued,
the frusof
Masque and Gown reading
ing on January 10, and they also
"Ruddigore" by Gilbert and
of basic needs of a
will sing at Hebron Academy dur- trations
of students on both ends of the
Sullivan. The public is cor- Achorn of the class of 1881, is
ing tliis season in an effort to country may cause war. As we
gift exchange will be saved. For
dially invited to attend.
awarded for excellence in debat- the donor it will mean relief from
interest
in
"octets" sec in every-day life, said Prostimulate
members of the the second,
ing between
there. Thc group will appear at
third, and fourth ai>fessor Munn, these frustrations Saturday, Nov. 16
classes.
sophomore
and
freshman
the daily Chapel Services several
peals
that
customarily
occur
Chapel, I»rofessor Thayer.
cannot be removed by fiat, but
times this year.
throughout the college life. He
Nevertheless, arrangements may rather through personal industry Sunday, Nov. 17
will be approached but once in
be made for obtaining the serv- aided by the protection of law.
place of many tunes. The cam11:00 a.m. First Parish Church.
paign workers will likewise beneices of this group by meeting with To pursue the analogy further,
Morning service conducted by
fit by concentrating his energy' in
the director, Roger Williams, in thc world must have an internamembers of the Bowdoin
There are 314 places In the five a single cam ass.
The
Association.
Christian
The
the Kappa Sigma House.
tional law and an international
dormitories and 125 at
Finally, it is believed, that such
chapel clioir will sing. Re- campus
Meddiebempsters will have five court to soften these frustrations.
•
freshment will be served in the Naval Air Station as now set an organized procedure will result
numbers in thc new Bowdoin song
thc
after
House
filled
Parish
the
must
be
places
These
up.
in a larger donation per cause per
Our goal, said Professor Munn
albums which may be purchased
service.
before men caa be permitted to student. Pledge cards represent a
in conclusion, should be a world
Chapel. Claude M.
through Professor Tillotson.
5:00 par.
giving.
for painless
live in Fraternity Houses or In F»ssibility
community, regulated by law,
Fuess, LL.D., Ifeadmaster of
with which each person can idenAcademy, Andover, off-campus lodgings. Vacancies in Since the drive is concentrated it
Phillips
Massachusetts. The choir will Fraternity Houses must be filled is expected that more people
tify himself as he. now does with
liturgical
Russian
sing
a
by calling in men directly from would be willing to participate
his own nation.
hymn, "Salvation Bclongeth off-campus lodgings, or by calling than were* formerly anxious to
There will be a meeting of
In thc near future "Bowdoin
to God," by Tschesnekov.
all men interested in Varsity
men from the dormitories or the contribute to isolated causes. Exhockey at 4:30 Monday, NoOn The Air" plans to have a ra- Monday, Nov. 1*—
Air .station and filling their places perience at other colleges and unvember 18 hi the wrestling dio debate with Bates on the
Cross Country: JCAAAA Meet In the dormitories or at the Air iversities where the Campus Chest
room of the gymnasium. Coach subject of the desirability of the
York.
New
at
Daa K. MacFayden w III disStation with men from off-cam- has proved successful would tend
101 Memorial Hall.
St. Johns Chicago Plan of educa7:00 p.m.
cuss plans for the 1945-47
*
to bear this out.
Bradbury Prize Debate trials. pus lodgings.
tion.
ueaaoa at thja time.

and labor groups. These talks and
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In a recent chapel talk, President
emphasized the importance of re-

Sills

sponsibility in this confused year;

he

Bowdoin men

en-

the individual:

to realize that every

freedom that he enjoys necessitates his
assuming a responsibility.
Bell '47

The corporate responsibility of gov-

Cabot Easton
Bernard M. Goodman

'48
'47

erning the College on the undergraduate level rests with certain student or-

Raymond M. Jensen

'48

Leonard D.

Busmemi Managers

.'

C

Manager
Arnold Cooper '48

ganizations, representative of the fraternities:

the

the Student Council,

White Key, the Student Union Committee, and the S.C.D.C. To these
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they prove incapable of dealing with
actions casting discredit on the Colif

lege, if they

misuse their authority,

Mr. Stanley N. Altman '47 in his
chapel talk, clearly showed the need

among

and better judgment on

the College as to the relationship be-

for discretion

tween the undergraduates and the
college administration, a reexamina-

the part of the S.C.D.C; his suggestions for improvement of the Fresh-

tion of the "balance of power'.' between the college authorities and the

Rules and the method
enforcement are sound and should be

student government

a timely,

if

for their

man

not

The present form of student govern-

considered by the students.
But Mr. Altman has exposed only a
symptom of the disease that threatens

existing code of rules

the entire system of student govern-

a necessary,

ment and

is

undertaking.

tfie

have been in effect for such a long peroid of time that when a situation

ment.

arises to test the efficacy of the system,

on the part of

the great majority of the students are
to find what course the govern-

governing units for individual actions,

The

ing action must take. Such a condition must not exist; Bowdoin men
should be thoroughly familiar with the

,

problems of college government, if
they want that government to act in
their best interests.

For nearly a century, the fraternity
has been the major link between the
college authorities and the individual
student.

present lack of responsibility
fraternities and other
,

and hence,

amazed

Members of fraternities have

and ina whole, must

for the welfare

tegrity of the College as

be eliminated, or the privilege of
government must be forfeited.

Bowdoin men are

self-

certainly capable

of governing themselves. The Orient
urges that they realize their capabilities

and

exercising

responsibilities so that,

judgment and

by

foresight,

they will accomplish the challenging
task of self-government.

organized themselves, established their

own

social code,

and through their

now

the

members

of

CAMPUS CHEST

the Student Council, have determined
to a great extent the policy of the un-

The majority of the students have
expressed themselves in favor of the institution of a Campus Chest, organiz-

dergraduates.

ed to replace the several isolated drives

representatives,

The fraternity system is not the only
method by which the

college

can

for philanthropic causes that force
most students, at several times in the

achieve close liason between the student and the administration; in other
colleges and universities, cooperative

strongest twine available.

groups, dining clubs, or other organizations, sometimes occupy the posi-

taken in the fraternities on Wednesday, November 1 3, is an expression of

tion of the fraternities at Bowdoin.
For Bowdoin, however, the fraternity

desire

around campus with
pockets sewn shut with the

year, to creep

their

on the part

The

vote

of the students for

is

such an undertaking, and a promise of
their support when the plans are carried out. Because desire for Campus

dergraduate behavior.

Chest has been expressed by the students, the responsibility for the success or failure of the proposed plan

and will be the major governing
unit, and it must be regarded as wielding the controlling "influence on un-

Bowdoin has very few

rules regulat-

ing the everyday problems of the students; the College prefers to act only
in a supervisory capacity, and to leave
the

management of student
Such a system is

students.

however, only

when

affairs to
efficient.

the students real-

^

^^_^

-

on the students themselves.
has been the purpose of the lead
article in this week's Orient, to ac-

rests
It

,

ra -

We

want

o

project.

•

m
Here

-

e

our favorite gag of the week, which went
through our head all night after we heard it until
we were able to pass it on to someone else in the
morning: Take two good, healthy canaries and put.
them through a meat grinder. What have you got?
Answer: Shredded Tweet.
is

m

• o

.

to congratulate Stan

Altman

mal protest against the intervention of

The election is past, and apparently the voters of
the country have had enough. It may, therefore, be
a little late for comment on the Democratic editorial
policy of the Harvard "Crimson," which apparently
chooses its politics to match its school colors. We
want to state our belief, however, that national
politics has no place in the official policies of undergraduate papers or other organizations. In the first
place, mast of them hold monopoly positions on
their campuses. In the second place, if they look
around a little they'll find plenty of local and academic problems on which they're better qualified to
express opinions though we doubt if a lot of people
are qualified to express opinions on anything. They

for his

—

just do.

on behalf of individual freshmen who happen

lost the

^

m

college of-

-

o

In a recent issue of the Boston "Herald" we noan ad in large type that ended 'To honor a
wine is what you need." Immediately below
it, In the same type, appeared the words
"Proves
wonderful for itchy skin." It took us a moment to
figure out that we were looking at two separate ads.
ticed

to be football players or ping pong managers. This
is a step in the right direction.
Incidentally, it

might be pointed out that we

head were

-

a license.

speech in chapel on the SCDC last week. It's a thmg
that needed bringing up. We didn't mention the
matter in our own remarks on hazing in this column
a few weeks ago because we are generally in favor
of freshman rules and because we were' unaware
that the SCDC, like the Bourbons, had neither
learned nor forgotten anything. Now the problem is
in the open again. The SCDC stands for Student
Council Disciplinary Committee, in case anyone has
forgotten. It's a high-sounding title, but it seems
unfortunate that the Student Council's only major
effort in the direction of student government should
have to be conducted on such distinctly extra-legal
lines. We understand the Council has made a forficials

his

c
What is needed is a general overhauling of freshman rules. Those which are merely stupid should
be eliminated, and those which have some point
should be kept in force for at least one semester.
If the Student Council can't enforce them, they
should be made college rules. The Student Council
can enforce them, however, if it will make it clear
that the rules are meant to assist the transition
to college life, nor as part of an antiquated hazing
system, and if it will develop some reasonable ju-„
dirial procedure for their administration. It is an
axiom of penology that the certainty of punishment
is far more effective than mere severity. Here is a
Chance for the Student Council to develop some
initiative on matters of college policy instead of
acting as mere errand boys for the houses. As for
the present SCDC, It might be put out of business
by prosecution for operating a barber shop without

We

friend,

Maine game
who it was

despite the participation of the freshman

,

Veterans Corner
By Nelson

L.

Towers

Those veterans under P. L. '346 care of by local physicians and
filed their statement of dentists. Or,
the event your
earnings with the Veterans Ad- home is not too far out of the terministration are to be commend- ritory, it may be possible to have "Cyclops" Presentation
ed, it seems. Their doing so has your family doctor take care of
saved the VA considerable cleri- your case.
» Takes Place Christmas
cal work. On the other hand,
more than one per cent of the
It is significant that the Masque
If any veteran feels that he
veterans on this campus have indiwould like to take any of a great and Gown's production of Euricated that their desire to co-oppides' "Cyclops," which is schedvariety of tests the VA is able to
erate is at a stand-still.
uled for Christmas houseparty
give, he should make inquiry of
It is true that there may be
Mr. Goud at the VA office in Win- performance in December, is the
certain individuals whose failure
only existent example of a satyr
throp Hall. These tests, .usually
to file the necessary form has
given at the Portland office of the drama.
been governed by rightful cause.
The satyrs, wild, licentious, unVA
include the well-known Ohio
Even so, when a total of ninety- State
trammeled
creatures
of
the
Test, various adaptability
five veterans fail to co-operate, it
woods, preserve the ancient Greek
tests, general I.Q. tests, and specis no credit to Bowdoin College.
chorus for the modern audience;
ial aptitude tests.
If past experiences are any
yet, strangely enough, much of
pattern, these same
the perfection of its style and lanindividuals
Each Thursday morning, there, guage lies in
will
probably be the first .to
its chorus.
"gripe" about the VA when the is a special contact man from the
The details of the development,
next pay day arrives, and their VA in the office in Winthrop Hall, of the satyr drama are lost in
as
previously
announced.
Not
only
checks are among the missing. It
ancient history.
Although
the
is he able to assist veterans with
is just such actions which clog the
date of composition of "Cyclops"
administrative channels in such a their insurance problems, but he is unknown, it derives its plot
is well qualified to offer advice on
manner that others who have been
from
the
ancient
myths of
heading the line of -ec-operation other matters pertaining to veter- Greece but employs only that
ans.
must suffer.
theme which has permitted more
For example, requests for in- or less comic treatment. The
As soon as statements of bene- formation about filing a claim for heroic personages are treated
fits to veterans becomes available, a disability pesion could be given. with dignity; and the satyr
chorit is hoped that they may be in- And, the VA seems to feel that us lends the play an
element of
cluded in this column. This week, there are a large number of vet- absurdity and fun so that the
erans
a statement of certain medical
who may be eligible for a satyr drama stands, therefore, bebenefits for veterans is quoted pension.
tween tragedy and drama.
from VA Circular 215, August 31,
Those veterans who do not avail
The plot of "Cyclops" is derived
themselves of the opportunity to from the "Odyssey," although
1946, as follows:
" (1) When application for den- file a claim are doing themselves some of Homer's
characters have
tal
treatment is made within a great injustice. This can be un- been changed by Euripides to suit
twelve months from the date of derstood more easily, perhaps, by his plot. Fat old Silenus, for exdischarge from a period of war- a brief example.
ample, and his attendant satyrs
Let us suppose that a veteran were added to the Homeric pertime service of six months or
more, or when application is made who is now eligible for a pension sonages.
for medical treatment or hospital- for a service connected disability
In his "A History of Ancient
ization because of chronic disease fails to file a claim. Then, twenty Greek Literature" Fowler says,
manifested within two years from or thirty years from now that "A sylvan freshness and grace
the date of discharge from a per- disability is the cause of his be- breathes through the play, the
iod of war-time service of three coming permanently disabled.
tone varying from drunken license
months or more, there will be
It would seem rather apparent to serious and pious appeals and
conceded prima facie evidence of that the filing of a claim from treachery and cruelty to
eligibility unless the character of twenty or
thirty years hence poetic description, always with
the condition or other evidence would be or could be a rather in- the utmost lightness and rapidindicates it to be due to intercur- volved
problem.
Many things ity."
rent disease or injury.
which affected his health could
"(2) Request for out-patient very easily complicate the. picture.
treatment for other conditions And, such a veteran would have
within two years from date of dis- no one other than himself to
charge from service may be favor- blame for the administrative deSeminars and meetings of other
ably considered upon a detailed lay which might cause him undue extracurricular
activities
make
Thursday night an Inconvenient
statement of the claimant as to harm.
one
for most ORIENT staff memthe nature of the injury or disIf you have what you feel is a

m

who have

Notice

ease suffered in service and containing evidence
warranting a
tentative conclusion that the condition requiring treatment had its
origin or aggravation in service."
With the cost of living on the
up-grade, veterans would do well
to take advantage of these medical and dental benefits. A great
amount of the necessary treatment can quite likely be taken

The

pensionable disability, go after
that pension by filing your claim
as soon as possible. If you have a
feeling that it is like chiselling
the government, extinguish that
thought. These laws have been
put into effect to offer a means of
payment tor disabilities incurred
as a result of service to your
country. They are for your protection.

organization of the

Campus

Chest at Bowdoin has not yet been de-

^

quaint the undergraduates with the
nature and possibilities of such a

m

c

meet the challenge of self government,

half.

confusion

m

if

shorn.

. Anybody want to buy a surplus submarine?
see that the Portsmouth Navy Yard has four tor
sale, about 1040 gross tons each, whatever that
means. Bids are being accepted till December 2.
We understand that travel to the north*pble by submarine has gone slightly out of fashion, but perhaps somebody can find a use for the things. Might
make pleasant homes for confirmed introverts who
hitherto have had to sit in closets.

other interested observers.
If the student organizations do not

then the College must act on their be-

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Because there

curricular activities. The administration of the College has entrusted these

dergraduates that affect the reputation
of the College among the alumni and

N. V.

I

PuMinbed weekly when clannm ax* heU durijur the Fall and
Sprinir trimester by the rtudatiU of Bowdoin OolUca. AddrCM
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intra-

extra-

groups with the above powers; and,
furthermore, it has given them the responsibility for the actions of the un-

.KIItKTII) »<Ht NATlONAU HDVUTIIIIN) «T

*20 MAOMON

and initiating social functions,
mural athletics, and other

presumed would refuse to play

m

joy, is possible only insofar as one
man's freedom does not detract from
his neighbor's. The government of

the College is based on this principle,
and the undergraduates, if they are to
manage their own affairs, must let this
idea be the motivation for their actions, as they participate in the Bowdoin community. Such is the task of

Gustafson Heads Biology;
Replaces Prof. Copeland

Dottgla* Oarndehael

—

pointed out that personal freedom, in
as great a degree as

Nt

At the more depressing moments during the Maine
game a friend of ours, who is currently taking a
course in Shakespeare, developed the habit of venting his feelings with a mournful intonation of "For
God's sake, let us sit upon the ground and tell sad
stories of the death of kings." It seemed like a good
line, and before long we were joining him In It. It
didn't occur to us that anyone might take the idea
seriously. However, on our way out of the field we
came across two men who were doing just that. They
may not have been discussing the tragic endings of
monarchs, but they were certainly sitting on the
ground cross-legged, bottle in hand. As we flowed
by, one of them swept off his hat with as graceful
a bow
is possible in a sitting posture and gesture
toward his companion. "Man voted most likely to
succeed in 1942, class of." he said: We haven't yet
figured out the full significance of this remark, but
we're glad to have found a man who has succeeded
in adapting Shakespeare to modern life.

to deal with

need the administration take

'50

»47

Boalnew* Msnager

Circulation

fails

By

positive action.

W.

Charted
Aasoctste Editor*

Assistant

When

their shoulders.

oittfc

Mustard and Cress

problems affecting the reputation and
prestige of the College, then, and only
then,

Editor-in-Chief

No. 8

ize

student government

Vol.

6oWtX)tN

fltfe

bers to pick up thqg- assignments;
consequently the ORIENT has decided to hold Its assignment meetings on Wednesdays, at 1:08 P.M.
hi the ORIENT office. Making assignments at this earlier date
shsnMgtve reporters more time to
effect their coverage of the campus
news. It is hoped, furthermore,
that by holding the meeting at a
time when students have few conflict*, a greater number of prospective reporters will be able to attend the meetings. This plan will
go Into effect for the lint Issue after Thanksgiving vacation, and the
date wtl 1 be announced In the dintat halls as a reminder.

termined. As work progresses on specific

details of the plan, the

Commit-

tees look to the students for suggestions,

and the expression of the

stu-

dents' approval or disapproval of pro-

posed developments

is

requested.

NOW

AHhough this is his first year sary laboratory materials and the
orienting
in residence at Bowdoin as teach- difficulties involved in
of his
er of biology and genetics, Pro- himself to the organization
refessor Alton H. Gustafson's pre- courses will for the present
vious association with tbe college tard his research. Prof. Gustafson
algea
on
study
his
couple
plans
to
trips
field
on
many
has led him
with Prof. Manton Copeland. At with that of fungi; fungi, existing
Williams College, where he had more profusely than normal plant
taught for fourteen years, Prof. vegetation, closely parallels algea
Gustafson had a close connection in its habits.
Prof. Gustafson graduated from
with Mr. Copeland's three sons.
All three were in his biology Mass. State in 1926. He secured
in 1928 and his Phd. from
classes, and two of them majored his

MA

in 1930. From there ho
directly to Williams where
he remained untiL_the opening of

Harvard

the subject.

in

As soon as he
self

moved

familiarizes him-

with the equipment and

set-

in October. Since 1943
his capacity at Williams had been
mostly administrative. He worked
as the civilian executive officer in
conjunction withjhe Navy executive in the college's V-5 program.
In May of 1944 he was appointed
acting dean of the college and
also Navy coordinator for the
V-12 unit.
Prof. Gustafson is .concerned
its theoretical value. Not much over the reluctance of the sturesearch or scientific work has dents of a liberal arts college to
surrounded the field, but the take as much science as possible
numbers and diverse kinds of for graduation. He highly comthis primitive life warrant a close mends the College's progressive
study. Knowledge of their genesis step in making it mandatory for a
and development will head biology laboratory course to satisfy the
toward a greater understanding of science requirement.
technological
the
great
"In
higher forms of plant life which*
steps that are now being taken
are closely related to algea.
Some of the enormous and be- in the world of science, the labbe called the
wildering numbers of algea con- oratory might
taminate water by causing an of- symbol of our age," declared Prof.
fensive odor, and a few of the Gustafson. Too much education
group are slightly poisonous, but relies on the thinking and analythe majority are harmless. Algea ses of other people. In college we
apparently does not confine itself read the text-books and memorto fresh water entirely. Red and ize the teachings of the author
green forms of seaweed contain but actually apply little practical
value to what .we have learned,
ocean-bred algea.
"As a foreigner to the winters until, as in the laboratory, we are
of Maine, I cannot predict exact- confronted with a problem that
ly when the snow will leave us. has a definite connection with our
If it does thaw before the sum- knowledge.
The laboratory procedure is not
mer term, however, I plan to take
students on field expeditions in confined to the field of physical
my botany class which starts in sciences. Education took a step
February." There, he continued, toward that direction when the
the student will be able to collect Army, seeking the shortest posspecies of algea and take them sible time in which to teach a
back to the laboratory for closer foreign language, applied three
hours a day to the foundamentals
study under the microscope.
* Investigation
of the depth, thr- of a language and two hours to
practical application in "a
llght, and aciditv of f>»e water, its
and other essenUal data will be laboratory of conversation."
It is all very well to talk about
gathered in an effort to obtain
the conditions under which fresh the scientific method, stated Prof.
water algea flourish. Some of the Gustafson, but it means litUe unforms breeding in collections of til the biologist can dissect the
stagnant green scum that is a animal ho is studying or the musicharacteristic formation on quiet cian can analyze the structure of
ponds, may be easily put in a the music he is playing.
In keeping with this theory,
bottle. Other tinier specimens will
at Bowdoin is
first have to be strained through the biology course
fine nets to separate them from not expressly for pre-medical stuforeign matter. Still a few will dents. It is designed to be of inhave to be placed in a centrifuge terest to general art students and
to enable a more precise separa- also to be a foundation course for
tion of the algea from extraneous the student who intends to major
in it. As a basic science course,
materials of different densities.
Although he emphasized that biology is not excessively techni-

up

Bowdoin

of the biology laboratory. Prof.

Gustafson plans to continue his
research work in algea,
a form of minute microscopic
green plant life. He has published
several papers on algea, the maappearing in "Rhodora,"
jority
the New England Botannical Association's publication. The importance of algea and its relation
to biology, he emphasized, lies in
scientific

the lack of production of neces-

cal.

Alumni Day

weekend, having arrived on Friday evening.

Many
[

Continued from Tagt

read the
sented.

list

The

of the houses held teas

1 \

and dances on Saturday afternoon. The weekend was climaxed
Alumni Dance at
President expressed by the annual
of countries repre-

gymnasium in the evening,
the faculty has the
by more than 500
"never been stronger," noting that attended
couples. Gordon Howe's orchestra

his opinion that

a third of the new professors and
furnished the music.
instructors are Bowdoin graduA far cry from
return of the

the dismal,
ates. Discussing the
sparsely attended affairs of the
fraternity houses to their respecwar period, the college's 1946
tive chapter house corporations,
Alumni Day and weekend seemed
he described the initial success of
to symbolize for graduates and
the cooperative dining plan. Presundergraduates alike a spirited
ident Sills also urged that no

rejuvenated Bowdoin.
be excluded from any kind and
undergraduate association because of race or religion.
Turning to financial matters,
the President stated that the
Puge 1 J
l Continued from
College has weathered the war
or blackballed from three fraterniborrowing
period
without

man
of

Sun Rises

drawing upon the principal of its
endowment.
He thanked the
alumni for their unfailing support
and expressed his hope and con-

ties.

s-r
His concept was that we are
return on earth in another
form, but according to a definite
formula, first starting from the
one-celled ameba stage, ending In
the human form, and then starting back again. However, he was
the only person to remember any
of the experiences of cha nging
all to

fidence that this indispensable aid
would continue.

Asserting that the causalties of

World War II were not confined
to the armed forces, he remarked
that education has lost ground in
during the past five
Teachers have turned to
through the
other professions
necessity of maintaining a decent
standard of living, and many
students have likewise left school
to accept the high wages offered
by war plants. Other values held
by the younger generation need
adjustment, the President continued; he noted in particular the
lack of a sincere and widespread
desire to abolish warfare.

many ways
years.

from one form
went Into great

to another, and
detail aa to his

His one thought Was
the fun be would have when he
reactions.

to the polar-bear stage
when he might get a crack
at being a Bowdoin mascot. We
commend his school spirit, but
needless to say, were relieved
when he boarded the 18:17 to
Boston and perhaps to apehood.

came

again,

s-r

"Before we can think of going
ahead we must relay our founda-

Quoted

from

week's
Glee Club

last

President Sills concluded.
"We must first do well those
things we can do well before
thinking of new experiments. We
must lay the foundations strong

ORIENT

and firm"

read between the lines as well as
the next person and we'll bet
that there is something strange
here. The statement strongly implies that favoritism has played
a part in former Glee Club trials,
and that it is being guarded

tions,"

tryouts: "It was emphasized that
there would be no favoritism at
the trials. Ability would be the
main consideration." Now we can

President and
entertained alumni,
their families, and friends of the
College at their home. Alumni
gathered also in brief reunions at
the various fraternity houses. The
Zeta Psi lounge was the scene of
an informal and unexpected polit-

After the
Mrs. Sills

concerning

game

against this year. We would like
to know who these former "par-

judges were, who placed
ical meeting when Governor Hor- tial"
voritism above ability. Has the
ace A. Hildreth '25 found himself
Glee Club experienced a recent
entertaining Mr. F. Davis Clark purge in Its judging staff? Has a
'38, his opponent in the recent reform administration been electof fair play?
election, and Mr. John C. Fitz- ed, on the platform
"We gladly commend the apparent
gerald '16, Democratic candidate
exodus of graft and favoritism,
Congressional
Maine
First
the
for
but at the 6ame time, we're going
District in the September contest. to disguise ourselves as a Glee
Senator and Mrs. Owen Brewster Club member and see that there
those trials!
were also on campus for the is no foul play at
fa-

;

I

\
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

"Irv" Heuther Appointed
New Basketball Coach

POLAR
BEARINGS

Maine Routs Bowdoin 23-7

From Bainbridge Irv reported
Heuther, Bowdoin's new
Irv
basketball coach, decided on a to Bowdoin's Radar School and
coaching career because of the Svas placed in charge of the Athdeep impression made upon him letic program. In his first winter

Burrill Scores Twice

i

by his High School mentor. This here his team was runner-up in
early decision enabled him to (the State Invitational Tournaplan well ahead for his entrance ment and the following year won
the Tourney.
into Yankton College.
On leaving Bowdoin, Irv reIrv had ample opportunity to
observe the techniques of his high ported to the Fargo Building and
school coach as he earned twelve immediately became a regular
on
the
Boston ians
letters in three sports while at- outfielder
tending Wessington Falls High baseball team as they were preBy David Crowell
paring to enter the finals of the
School in South Dakota.
At Yankton he received four Navy's Service team's championFINALLY
IT. Everyone said at the start
letters in football, toree in track ship.
of this season that the Bobcat would reign King again (or the
From Boston he was transand one in basketball. An injury
first time since 1 930. And it was done in the grand way. Ducky
in his sophomore year prevented ferred to the V-12 program at
Pond took nine of his prewar lettermen, uncovered such stars him from playing any more bas- Worcester Polytech where he assisted
in football and played basas the Blanchards, Cunnane and Parent and moulded them into ketball in college but he retained
an undefeated combination.* This seven-game winner was Bates' interest by coaching the Junior ketball for the powerful Norton's
team
of
Worcester..
reVarsity
in
his
senior
year.
He
first undefeated eleven in forty-eight yean.
Things began to move fast for
ceived an A.B. degree, while mapolar bearings
joring in Physical Education and Irv. He was sent to Minneapolis
goes, for the Social Science.
for his discharge and thence to
first
time, the Maine Intercollegiate Football Championship
Entering the Navy as a Chief his family's ranch in South DakoTrophy, donated by former Governor Lewis O. Barrows of Specialist in Athletics he attended ta. After a short two months' rest
Maine in memory of his late son, Capt. Edward P. Barrows who the Bainbridge Physical Fitness he received his appointment to the
died in action at St. Lo, France in the summer of 1944. The School in Maryland. Arriving on Bowdoin coaching position with
Memorial Trophy could be given to no better team on the occa- a Wednesday he immediately re- only one week to report. In that
ported for football and played in week he married, made the trip
sion of its initial award.
the following Saturday's game East and attended the coaching
polar bearings
only four days of practice. school at Holy Cross. After comBATES,
AN, is the only undefeated team in after
He was on the second backfield pleting the course at Holy Cross
New England. Should Trinity College upset the Cardinals to- with the famous Bill DeCorrevent he took an advanced course at
morrow, the Maine champion would, alone, hold the honor. of Northwestern and Charley Colgate.
Wesleyan, after pummelling Amherst 46-13 sustained a moral Justice, who is now playing for
Coach Heuther- has settled in
"drubbing" from Williams last week as they were unable to mus- North Carolina. The Bainbridge Bowdoin Courts and plans to reter more than a 6-to-0 margin.
team of that year was undefeated main in Brunswick for some time
polar bearings
^^^
and scored on only once.
to come.

e*

!

j
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THESE RESULTS, coupled with Bowdoin's 26-to-0 win over
Williams and the Polar Bears' tight loss to Amherst might seem
to make the New England picture confused.
polar bearings

;-..,

—

polar bearing*

AND WHY
later in the

DID BOWDOIN PASS from deep

in

her territory

game ? The White won its only Series game due to a
this and lost last year's informal victory

Colby miscus such as

through a similar play.
polar bearings
IS that after nearly three months of hard practice
the team went stale at the close. Their attack was not synchronized, the tacklin? was not conclusive. Maine had lost five
straight before tasting victory against Colby, an experience she

THE FACT

enjoyed. The Black Bear hit their peak
week and Bowdoin reached her ebb.

at Whittier Field last

polar bearings

FIRST VICTORY
Brunswick
— WAS MAINE'S
Orono team
Big White
more

IT

at
since 1 934
the only
to hit the
for
than twenty
points in fourteen seasons. And thousands of alumni and stu-

dents saw

it.

polar beoriags
of the afternoon was Bowdoin s
scoring play. It was a flawlessly executed pass from Gillen to
Lee who bat-lateraled to Branche for the touchdown. Failure in
the same play killed a victorious march at Bates and nearly
meant a tie at Colby. But it clicked like atone on steel against

THE REDEEMING FACTOR

Chi Psi

The Chi
Chi

And Theta

SOMEHOW THE

OF

week at the close of League got under way with games
play-off. Each team scheduled from November 12 to

the season's
the possession of the January 14.
White Key trophy for the sport by
It was announced that all the
virtue of their victories in en- matches would be played at 3:30
counters with the Dekes and Sig- p.m. on the designated day at
ma Nus respectively.
the Bowling Bowl, 7
Dunlap
Chiefly on the accurate pitching Street in Brunswick. Teams dearm of Ray Lobel the Chi Psl's fault if they have not arrived by
o'clock.
Each
fraternity
gained their A & B League win in four
a rough game with the heavier chooses a four man team from its
Dekes, which resembled a varsity members to bowl two strings
scrimmage session more than an apiece; the total points of these
inter-fraternity
touch game. eight strings determines the winLobel's first pass looped high and ner of the match. The fraternity
far before Jim Aronson, slipping winning the match receives one
through the Deke's secondary,
point toward its total score.
caught it on the run over his
A trophy furnished by the
shoulders
and outsprinted his
nearest opponent to the goal.
White Key will be awarded at the
"

earned

The Dekes struck back within a end of the season to the
few minutes, and, intercepting a nity with the highest total
fiat pass deep in Chi Psi's territory
quickly converted the interception
into a touchdown before the end
of the first half. The second half

was

and roughter with both
teams completing most of their

NEW

and Lobel whipped a

& D

championship by edging the
in two out of
contests,, after the. Betas

Sigma Nu team
three

had

lost

the League

Magee's Harriers Second
In State Track Meet
Running over the hilly, rough,
and soggy course of 3hi miles at
the Augusta Country Club Course,
the Maine Cross Country Team
proved itself far superior to
those representing Bowdoin and
Bates, who placed second and
third

respectively.

Tel.

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

C

and

55,

the three mile distance, Blethen,

Robinson, Johnston, and Foisom,
were leading the pack while Cab
Easton of Bowdoin and Cates
were closely following. A short distance

behind Dantorth. Silsby,
and Hanson, all of
Maine, were leading Joe Woods of

Everett,

Bowdoin by a few yards. Smith,
French, and Howard of Bates ran
ahead of McClelland of Bowdoin

two Bow-

,1

!

Team

'•

1

line broke
Pickard Bob Small in the Bowdoin end
zone for a safety. The Polar
Bears' score came in the second
The combination of Leo Dunn's period when Marty Lee laterated
open-field running and Dick Beck- a* pass from Ed Gillen to Matt
ler's line plunging proved to be Branche for the last 15 yards of
at this three mile point.
too strong for an eager but in- a 50-yard touchdown march.
For the first time this season
Endurance, training, and good experienced Higgins team. Dunn
coaching exhibited themselves in and Beckler combined to produce the Big White was vastly outplayed by an opponent. The heavthe. final half mile as" Jack Main the first half.
two
touchdowns
ier Maine line wore down the
boys pulled ab-nd. Cab
gee's
Easton easily outran Fred Cates Beckler and Emmons scored one Bowdoin forwards and opened
consistently gaping holes for their
of Bates to take fifth; Joe Woods apiece in the second half.
speedy backs. Hank Dombkowski
passed Silsby and Hanson and
The first score of the game
and Phil Coulombe. Although
the
Jayvees
had without the services of their ace
then outsprinted Everett by two came after
yards to take eighth place ahead marched from their own 35 yard quarterback Emile King, the visof the Maine men. George Mc- line and Beckler- scored from the itors were more than ably led by
and Hal Parady, each of
Clelland slowly pulled ahead of 6 on an off-tackle plunge. Racine Nute
whom did an excellent job as
Smith, French, and Howard, all of missed the point and a short time
field general.
Bates, to take twelfth. Chuck Au- afterwards the Upstaters took a
The Big White found the going
ten, Hal Burnham, Lou Bove, and 7 to 6 lead \vhen they scored on a overland well nigh, impossible and
Harvey
Jackson
all
finished lateral pass.
as a result took to the airways
but with only slightly better sucstrong enough to overcome a

Institute

on

Field.

Leo Dunn intercepted a similar

Bates bid for second place.

The

places were:

first,

Blethen,

cess.

Gillen

and

Beem

Gordon

pass in the end zone and ran 99 tossed 24 passes for only six comyards for a touchdown as time ran pletions and for four intercepout in the first half. Racine's con- tions. The Black Bears kept pretto the ground as tnty
version was successful and the ty much
colled for 207 net yards and led
Jayvees led 13 to 7.
in first downs 13 to 11.
Dombkowski
Early in the third period Beck"Rabbit"
After
the opening kick-off back
ler scored from the 3 yard line ran
from his 10 to the 25, Maine put
after Dunn and Emmons had
on a 75 yard scoring drive with
brought the ball down from deep only a one play interruption.
in their own territory. Racine Dombkowski hit the middle for
brought the score to 20 to 7.
five. Little Phil Coulombe raced
Higgins scored their last touch- to the 39 for a first down and
down in the fourth period on two then personally executed another
passes and a line buck, but their first down to the Bowdoin 43 on
point after was blocked by Huen four cracks at the line. This drive
and Alden. Emmons scored from bogged down on the 35 and Warthe 5 on a quarterback sneak to ren Nute's punt went off the side
of his foot and out on the 20. On
end the game.

Maine; second, Robinson, Colby;
third,
Johnston, Maine; fourth,
Foisom,
Maine; fifth, Easton,
Bowdoin;
sixth,
Cates,
Bates;
seventh, Danforth, Maine; eighth,
Woods, Bowdoin; ninth, Everett,
Maine; tenth, a tie between Silsby and Hanson, both of Maine;
twelfth,
McClelland,
Bowdoin;
Bates; fourthirteenth, Smith,
teenth, French, Bates; fifteenth,
Howard, Bates; sixteenth, Auten.
Bowdoin; seventeenth, Mahaney,
Bates; eighteenth, Brown, Bates;
Burnham, Bowdoin;
nineteenth,
twentieth, Bove, Bowdoin; twenty-first, Dyer, Bates; twenty-secDunn and Beckler were sensa- the Polar Bears' first play from
ond, Jackson, Bowdoin.
fumbled
tional in the backfield. Stevens, scrimmage, Bill Toomy
Prcsnrll rocovDistance: 3'4 miles.
Reiche, and Alden played good de- and Maine's Dinny
fensive ball in the line.
Time: 19 min., 32.8 sees.
[ Continued on Page /
|

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE
$2.50

UP
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COOKING BEST
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D v GARDNER
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SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT
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Near Fire Station
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USE AIR MAIL*
nowonfy 5 cenff

PRIflTinG
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CUMBERLAND
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BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000
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Joan Leslie

like to have your friends know what you are
like to hear of your athletic achievements?

doing?

— Telephones —

Weald you like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
•

There

Is

an easy and Inexpensive way.

Shad a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.
charge tor foreign delivery.

girls

...

who

Remember

-

ORIENT
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Dana Andrews
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rrs here
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ONLY

mation" can quickly find the latest
listings

the College Oracle

System for granted. Little
do they realize what it takes to answer
tome two and a half million questions
during a normal day.

is

-

Tells All

-

No

Censorship

$2.00 a year

vice of the Bell

Denver the

Fox News

Of course

it

takes operators

: : :

over

12,000 highly skilled ^Information"

—

study operating methods and equipment
in the never-ending search to make this
service ever faster, ever better.

any wonder that today, more than
management is interested
young men with imagination and am-

Is

But, in addition,

They plan

ORIENT to:

of the many telephones within
her area from records that are brought
up to date daily. And it is they who

operators.
it

takes a staff of

trained executive personnel.

Janet BUir

i

in

this service for cities

and

towns across the country so that "Infor-

it
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Paramount News

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

The RECORD OFFICE

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Nov. 1S-14

THE SEARCHING WIND
Fax News

F.

Bowdoin

20.

Lloyd Blethen, former National
Interscholastic Cross Country
Cfhampion and undefeated
throughout this meet, battled it
out with Colby's Ace, Dana Robinson, for first place, but sprinted
to win easily by 150 yards. Fred
Cates of Bates, a former Traip
Academy Cross Country star, assumed a fast lead, but was overtaken by the Maine squad and
also by Robinson of Colby. Within

title.

POSTERS

The new

*t

of

doin fumbles, the Pale Blue registered touchdowns in each of the
first two periods on long passes
tp Dick Burrill. An interception
Beckler Sparks
set up a 32 yard jaunt by WarThc Bowdoin Jayvees finished ren Nute which accounted for
another in the third and their
their season last Friday with a
scoring was complete'd when the
26 to 13 victory over Higgins whole
through to nail

Jay vees Stun Higgins;

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Service

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

The

was

Colby

Taking advantage

1

FIRST NATIONAL
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The TDs earned the League C

Your

STATIONERY

S

Don

to

his entire team
spirited, driving football for Bowdoin.
Dinny Shay.
Frank Sabasteanski, Danny MacFayden and Irv Huether gave

ALL

'

&

Photo by Nelson Towers
EDDIE GILLEN spins away from center as a Bowdoin T-play
breaks at midneld late in Saturday's game.

played

Yes, We're Interested In

,

.

ROOMS FROM

bullet pass

Martin, who stood uncovered on the goal line for the winning score.

f'

DINING

distance.

The Dekes relinquished the ball
on downs deep in their territory

t£9i

:

"

-

HOTEL EAGLE

closer

passes but failing to go the neces-

fraterscore.

'

j

Brunswick, Nov. 9th. A heavy and aggressive University of
Maine eleven dampened the ardor of the many returning alumni
among the 8,000 fans at Whittier Field this afternoon as they
seized upon innumerable breaks to blast Bowdoin's faint hopes
for a state series tie with Bates into eternity by a 23 to 7 count.

&

<

ACTING CAPTAIN SONNY PITCHER and
Continued on Page 4

*'.

*

Bates 60.

High Score Wins Trophy

football

last

;

f

W*&*,

'

were Maine

Delt Bowling League Rolls;

and Theta Delta
This week the White Key sponteams ruled sored Inter-Fraternity Bowling

Psi

touch

supreme

Maine. The risk involved in such a play is considerable, but the
sary
deception makes an accurate try devastating.

LOSS
EMILE KING seemed to mean little
to the invaders from Orono. When the story of his injury was
released last week, a wave of optimism swept Bowdoin partisans,
just as it had a week before when news of Arnie Card's injury at
Bates was published. But somehow, there's always a Nute or
Blanchard who can make up the deficit. And they do.
polar bearings
IN RETROSPECT, the Bowdoin team of 1 946 was a good,one.
From end to end in the line and throughout the backfield there
were standouts who will long be unforgotten. But somehow the
games were disappointing. Read these headlines: "White drops
opener to Mass. State fumbles, safeties cause I I -8 initial varsity defeat" and "Third period score gives Amherst 7-0
victory
over Bowdoin eleven; fumbles, penalties mark game" or "Maine
cashes in on chances to conquer Bowdoin." Disappointing? It is.
polar beartncs

''

.S'.y-

represented by just one man who
finished second. The team scores

BUT NO CONFUSION NEED REMAIN when one considers the Win Fraternity Touch
Maine game. The Black Bear caught the home team napping
time and again at Whittier Field and on these occasions they
cashed in. And this is not a condemnation of Bowdoin fumbles
natural by-products of the T-Formation. But on two occasions Maine passed unhindered into the Bowdoin end zone as
their end. Burrill, cut sharply to avoid any defensemen. He
was wide open.

1 LV

*&*%i

i
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WITH THE HARD-EARNED CHAMPIONSHIP
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Variety
By George H.

Griffin

Warren H. Dunning
you think t he llf e of a colla a path of rosea you
rafcrht aak our Editor where he
was going when he wna aeen going up Maine Street the day the
leet bane came out, with your
columnist's pants under his arm.
If

umnist

Mr. Eaton Leith has really
gone "continental" on us. Has
anyone noticed the rather unorthodox monocle he has been sporting recently?

V
For the last decade there has
been an epidemic of Hollywood
productions portraying the
umph of the "Utile people"

The

tri-

in

and probably the
moat outstanding was "Meet
John Doe." This was followed by
a group containing: "Valley of
the Giants," "Dragonwyck," "One
More Tomorrow," and "Sullivan's
life.

first

tag fink*." (In this case we believe the term "fink" to mean

it

V

Like the present administration,
we might balance the budget this
year. The Alumni Dance of Nov.
9th apparently not only liquidated
the deficit left from the dance
after the Williams game but also
left a small balance. Congrats to
the Student Council.

—

grown-up

-

on

-

-

Maine Game

non-union men.) The bomb, which
of the Incentfavry variety, was
composed of two varnish cans;
one containing gaaoUne and the
other banana oil. All of the victims were union members. The police picked up a union man for
questioning who had been active
in the recent maritime strikes,
putting "the linger on scabs." We
feel this showed a poor knowledge
of the way in which a union
works. It is quite possible that a
slight miscalculation be
made
which would result In the death of
four of their members but it
should be quite evident from the
current press and radio releases
that the unions would have no cumbed to motherhood, says, "I
banana oil to spare for bombs.
adore men. I think they're per-

was

The Idea Is sound but
"little people" credfor a cohealveness they have
not yet attained. What we get a
charge out of fa that these flicks
are produced, directed, and acted
in by a group of the boys with
V
the highest Income in the country.
M-G-M advertises that in a
The Idea seems to be for Hollywood big guns to produce an opus forthcoming picture they will proshowing the small fry how they duce a horse with a human mind
is that good?
are going to win in the end and
V
get them to spend their quarters
So Bates is top dog in the State
and halves to see it. Pretty cute.
Series this year. What happened
V
This is not Jthe age of steel; it to Bowdoin? They showed they
is the age of statistics. Everything had the goods a couple of times
from war to babies is being re- this year, were certainly in there
duced to statistics. We don't like fighting right up to the last
to sound as if we were suffering whistle, especially in that last
from skeptic poisoning but while one. You've got to give them all
they say figures do not lie, it credit, but there was a link gone
about next
seems to us that statistics are somewhere. What
Travels."

they give the

'em

the floor - and - toss - 'em - In - the
[Continued from Page )}
boiling - oil routines. Just a parade of the goo-goo boys and furered the pigskin on the 19. The
lined goldfish strokem for the
Black Bears shifted from the T
"great American public" to drool
into a double wing and Nute
over would turn the trick quite
threw a pass that was batted
nicely.
down on the goal line. On the
V ;
next play big Dick Burrill got beThen the few remaining actors hind the Bowdoin defenders to
who deserve the name could pro- take Nute's second attempt for a
duce worthwhile drama for a touchdown.
Dombkowski place
small but appreciative audience. kicked the' extra point and it was
Laurence Oliver's' production, of quickly 7 to 0.
Henry V is certainly a cogent arBowdoin battled back to erase
gument for this latter. Henry V
takes a long stride toward the at- this margin and Jim Pierce had
tainment of something deserving gained valuable yardage in his
in the realm of the motion pic- booming punts. Nute kicked out
ture, but significantly it was pro- from his 25 and Gillen returned
all the way to midfield and in
duced in England.
four plays it was deadlocked. Tim
V
Donovan went for three yards to
There's
of
a new
edition
the Maine 47 as the period closed.
Shakespeare's Works coming out
Gillen to Ireland aerial was
A
soon along with Don Quixote, Ilgood to the 31. Branche shook
lustrated by Salvidore DalL This
off several tacklers as he pulled
we will have to see.
his way to the 15 to lay the scene
V
for the Gillen to Lee to Branche
June Havoc, sister to that boon marker. Ed Butler's placement
mankind before she suc- tied the score at 7 to 7.
to

grades shun

fectly darling."
darling.

We

love you, too,

V
Our old buddy, Dorothy Dix.
thinks that all men who refuse to
get up in the morning, to the dis8hou|d
t of theip wi
fJto the refined tortures of the bugler. Of course, Dotty has been in
the Army for years and knows all

^

about

it.

V

,

After
kick-off

Don Card had run the
to his 29, Dombkowski

and Coulombe put on a two
pronged offensive which stalled
on the Bowdoin 32. As Gillen's
passes were of no avail, Pierce
punted to the Maine 38, and as
the Polar Bear line stiffened,
Nute punted to the Bowdoin 30
and in an attempt to throw a
block, Toomy hit the ball and
Jack Zollo fell on it for Maine
on the 35. Coulombe went for 5
and then Nute tossed his second
touchdown pass to Burrill. Dombkowski kicked the point after and

to the 32, but Mr. Nute was un- company performed their tasks
ruffled and promptly danced the efficiently and with a vengeance.
distance, slipping off and around Ed Gillen did a valiant Job in a
would be tacklers. Hank Domb- losing cause. Matt Branche and
kowski booted his third extra Jim Pierce were the only other
point and the visitors led 21 to 7. backs to make headway against
Bowdoin's tiring line rose to the bruising Black Bear defense.
the task of halting another Pale Pitcher, Stankis, until his injury,

Polar Bearings
{Continued from Page )]

—

and rememeverything they had to develop the Bowdoin team
ber many of their men will be returning next year as seasoned
veterans
men who have worked long hours developing an integrated machine. That's what it takes to win in football.
Blue drive on the goal line after and Lee were the linemen who
an exchange of kicks. Three first earned plaudits as Bowdoin ended
polar bearings
note.
a
sour
season
with
1946
the
downs moved the ball 50 yards to
Basketball.
ITS
INTO THE
the Bowdoin 5 with Coulombe doThe line-,ups:
ing the bulk of the damage, but
Hockey,
Swimming
and
Track.
With the competitive spirit eviBowdoin
Maine
four cracks at the line found the
denced this fall oh the football field, Bowdoin has excellent ople, Ireland
Burrill, le
visitors still inches away from
portunities to cope with extended schedules under seasoned
It. Taussig
Benson, It
paydirt. Bob Small attempted to
And, though football is gone, there may be brighter
lg, Stankis coaches.
Murdock, lg
run the ball out but was smeared
days ahead.
.c, Pitcher
Gordon, c
in the end zone on the first play
rg, Robertson
Zollo, rg
from scrimmage.
rt, Dougherty
Marsankis, rt
Though hopelessly behind, the Presnell, re
re, Lee
Freshmen should receive at least
Polar Bears fought back to twice Nute, qb
qb, Beem
one warning before any physical
threaten. The first of these was Dombkowski, lhb
lhb, Pierce
[ Continued from Page i J
action is taken. (2) They should
stopped by a fumble and the sec- Coulombe, rhb
rhb, Toomy
Altman, scapegoats to be held up be notified immediately when
ond stalled inside the 10. Jim MacPherson, fb
fb, Donovan
examples for the rest of the their names are turned in by upPierce led these futile assaults
7 7 9 0—23 as
freshmen. He said that it has perclassmen. (3) The actual hearwith some hard and skillful run- Bowdoin
0—7 been
7
traditional at Bowdoin for ings should not be held in pubning. But his thrusts coupled
Burrill 2, Nute, freshmen to be punished for misTouchdowns
with Gillen's passes couldn't quite
lic.
(4) All offenders should be
Branche.
behavior, but that "when on the punished
make the grade.
indiscriminately.
(5)
Dombkowski 3. one hand a student is picked upon Faculty support should be sought
Points after
The afternoon's individual star
Butler (placements).
of
personal
eccentricities
because
to prevent any further appearwas undoubtedly Maine's Warren
Maine subs
Clark, Anderson, attributed to him, and on the ance of ridiculous personal disNute, who passed for two of his
team's touchdowns and tallied the Parady, Halsey, Bunker, Card, other hand, another is excused figurement, for the upperclassmen
Barron, from punishment by the intercep- must remember 'that even a
Emerson,
third himself. His hard running Strickland,
backfield mates, Phil Coulombe, Speirs. Ottman, McDermott, Mor- tion of the Director of Athletics penalized freshman is of himself
Hank Dombkowski, and Steve rill, Wing, Goodwin, Chapman, by reason of his being on the a representative of Bowdoin Colfootball team, the tradition has lege to the outer world. Obvious
MacPherson gave him plenty of Cianchette.
and stupid punishment such as
support. There was no individual
Eaton, Slat- failed to serve its purpose."
Bowdoin subs
Dobic,
In concluding his speech, Alt- shaving the head would scarcely
Butler,
standout in a hard charging Pale tery,
Lovejoy,
Blue line which spelled the diff- Smethurst, Newton, Small, Rear- man suggested the following re- be commendable for representing
Sweet,
Fry, forms should be taken if fresh- the mental activity of Bowdoin's
erence. Benson, Gordon, Presnell, don,
Maclntyre,
men rules are to continue: "(1) upperclassmen.'
Marsankis, Zollo and Burrill and Dogherty, Shepard, Reichc.

—

AND NOW

LONG WINTER—

ON

Altaian's Talk

—
—
—

i

—

^

James D. C. Murray, who has
defended some three hundred people arraigned on murder charges it was 14 to 7. This was the way
during his career and only lost the half ended despite valiant efone to the electric chair, replied forts by Gillen and Beem to shake
when asked if he considered his loose a receiver. One Gillen
career successful, "A misspent throw was just a bit too long for
life
if I could build a bridge or
Marty Lee in the open.
a tunnel ... or prolonged human

—

without

life

my

Two

there

then

pain;

would have been

justification for

existence."

plays after the start of the

second half Gillen tried to cross
up his opposition with a pass, but
the strategy backfired when Steve

have year? Lot o'f good boys coming
Vintercepted
and
back; chances should be better
Whatever happened to . those MacPherson
than fair, but we'll have to forge posters that advertised "Bowdoin vveaved his way to the 17. A holdvictim of that link before then.
College's" record album!!
ing penalty moved the ball back

that

figures

learned how.

V

Sometime past a
feminine propaganda coined the
phrase, "It Is the woman who
pays." Conceivably that might
have been true then but that
ain't the way we beared it. Just
haw much "progress" we have
made since that time is revealed
by the following incident. Thanks
to OCS (Our Cutting Schedule)
we spent this past week-end In

V
It would
would toss

suit
all

us fine

if

they

these pseudo Val-

WE DO ALL KINDS OF LIGHT TRUCKING AND
HAULING—WOOD, FURNITURE, RUBBISH ETC.

a la smooch into one t remendous extravaganza running in
entino-*

form for years and years.
wouldn't cost the moneybags a

serial
It

PLEASE CALL

compared to the income
Beantown. The coach we were they would receive, since they
riding In coming back was sparse- wouldn't have to pay anyone for
ly populated by a small group a plot, or use any expensive techcontaining a couple of sweet
nicians or any authentic scenery,
young things giggling with a
young hopeful across the aisle. and in general pare the producWhile we were sitting there pon- tion to the cost of the current
dering whether it was worth it
all to get up and walk the necthing

essary fifty feet to the smoker,
one of the sweet young things lit
cigaret and the other followed
la short order. Thus reassured, we
fired up. After about four drags,
one of the blue-clad minions of
the B. and M. bore down upon us,
majestic In bis wrath. We have a
rather confused Impression of the
following few minutes but we
were on the receiving end of a
chewing out that would have done
Justice to a drill sargeant. We
doused It forthwith and were trying to get Into the woodwork
when the apopletlc duty-doer
walked off. He swung ponderously
up the aisle with a drooling grin
at the sweet young things who,
at that point, were making like
a couple of chimneys. Oh! the in-

EDGECOMB
PSl

U HOUSE

and JONES & CO.
TELEPHONE 8006 or 1281

PREFERRED. ..FOR QUALITYI

a

justice of it

WOOL FLANNEL SHIRTS BY

.100% PURE

M

R O N

I

all.

V
The physics department ought
to feel better about it all. The
Army-Notre Dame game seems to
have

the

furnished

answer

what happens when an
an

force meets
nothing.
object
ible

—

to

irresist-

immovable

V-«

seems to us that Armistice
Day has lost its meaning for
It

since V-J Day. We
think It would be well to remember that the first one was a rather

some people

hotly-contested* little war and to
observe the anniversary of the
cad of it with something besides
gratitude tor another day to get
over a case of "bottle fatigue."

V
Our fish for the week, a large,
smelly cod, goes to the lunatic
fringe that booed the appearance
of the Maine band and team last
Saturday. If you would like to
see the Bowdoin team without
any opposition, we suggest you
go down to dummy scrimmage
and watch them practice plays.

V
name

The

some

of

of

the

machinery used In laundering has
made us curious for some time.
Nat any more. Last week, after
opening our laundry, we gazed In
shocked silence at the remains of
the

new Arrow and

origin

and

realized the
suitability of the name

V

An

Here is an interesting bit culled
from the interesting things that
always seem to be happening in
this country. Another of our hap-

py

little

The

fabric

is

. .

intended for those

the finest

flannel in America. The tailoring is by

100%

McGregor

who

worsted
. . .

with

famous Single Needle Custom Construction.

And

war-brides arrived in her

new homeland. Within an amaz-

their

ingly short length of time she had
shot her husband been apprehended and was facing deportation charges. That gal must have

had some commando

the colors are vibrant, flannel-chrome shades. Exclusive
in Sport Shins with McGregor.

training.

V
The F.

B.

L

amblng which
hi

incomparable sport shirt .

prefer the best.

is

house

i

catered

to

>

Outfitters to

had received via a
the window two
telling

HARMON'S

investigating a

killed four people
In Baltimore.

a namlag house

them

to "stop roora-
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Chapel Speaker

Fuess Seeks

nimty

ORIENT

In Peace"

Andover Headmaster
Condemns Current
Radal Disparities

Carmichael Deplores Lack
Of Dramatic Facilities

Quinby Urges

One Act Plays
In Chapel Speech

Masque And Gown President
Answers Criticisms

Masque

'44,^ presi-

more than one costume play a

dent of the Masque and 'Gown,
At the Sunday afternoon chap- yesterday spoke in chapel on
el wrvlce on November 19. Claude dramatics at Bowdoin. The text
If, Fueis, LL.D, Headmaster of of his speech follows in part:
"One of the roost frequent
Phillips
Academy of Andover.
•poke on the subject "Who la criticisms that comes to the ears
of the Masque and Gown Execuone neighbor?"
tive
Committee may be expressed
Mr. Fuess related his experience on a train going from New in the words "What do you want
York to Boston. Stalled by a sud- to put on a play like that for?"
Everybody
on the campus who
den storm, the tram stood for
hours on the track waiting for has ever read or seen a play
an opportunity to continue. The seems to have some favorite
which
he
wants
the Masque &
conductor gathered the passento
perform. The, only
gers together and started a song Gown
with
these
people is that
trouble
feat to pass away the time. Represented were sailors, college stu- they usually don't come around
dents, and men and women of and tell us what they want until

year; renting costumes is quite
expensive. Other limitations are
imposed by the nature of Memorial Hall. It is almost impossible
to produce plays requiring more
than one stage setting.
The production of one of his
plays is a .very valuable experience for an amateur playwright,
and it seems only fair to let them
have as much chance to exercise
their dramatic talents as any one

distinctly different social classes.

The

singing continued long after
the train had started and lasted
until six in the morning when the
tram arrived in Boston.

Douglas Carmichael

Use
Of Many Workers
In a Chapel speech on Tuesday,
November 12, the Director <5f
Dramatics, Professor George H.
Quinby, replying to a recent editorial in the Orient, pointed out
that increased student participa*
tion
the program of the
in
Masque and Gown and greater
use of the space available for
drama could result from the annual one-act play coolest.
Despite the fact that one-act
plays have been read rather than
acted in the past three years, Jt
will be possible, if a sufficient
number of acceptable plays axe
written this year, to use several

else.

indeed unfortunate that
and space prevent
us from producing all the plays
that people would like us to do, or
even all the plays that we would
It

is

factors of time

a play has

already been picked
and rehearsals have started.
Certain types of plays simply
cannot be produced at Bowdoin
with the facilities at our disposal.
For example, the Masque and
Gown budget can rarely afford

like to do.

However, we

still

& Gown Director

Cites Possible

don't

Sills

20,

grounds and economic interests,"
Mr. Fuess stated, "Joined to-

Meeting Formulates Operating Plan;
Council Chooses Donahue's Band
Set For Dec. 19-20

Textbooks Will Be Sold

Fraternities Guarantee

Mrs. Dorothy Levesque

Support For Dance
Friday Night
William

A.

Dougherty,

Chosen To Manage
Cooperative Store
'46,

member of the Masque &.
Gown Executive Committee and
him know."

WGAN

m

'

Forms

WGAN

—

—
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*m

A

(

Musk

Sunday

Bradbury

Sun Rises

Cook Praises Dramatists
For "Ruddigore" Reading

Coming

—

—

•

mm

1

ana

textbooks at

to cost as

is

the

at

decision

a

bookstore
price

feasible,

as

met

again lasSt week. The purpose of
the meeting was to formulate a
general plan for the institution
and operation of such a store.
The question of a cooperative
was again discussed but the manifest difficulties still being unsolved, the resolution to reconsider the cooperative when the
present problems no longer existed, remained in effect. President
Sills told the committee that he

est

let

college-operated

to sell
close

formal dance, which will be held
in the gymnasium on the evening

Meet

tm

last

for a

have a play selected for Ivy next
spring. If you have any bright casts of actors, a group of stage of December ,20. The Student
ideas on the subject, see the near- managers and property men, and Council, in conjunction with the

Today

'

The committee, which
meeting made the

President of the Student Council,
has announced that Sam Donahue
has been contracted to play at
the annual Christmas Houseparty

"Cyclops," Greek Play,
Features Large Chorus

~W

NO. 9

Names Bookstore Committee;

student directors in the contest Dean, has made the regulation
scheduled for February.
that any student with a houseparThirty-five plays were
ty date who does not attend the
by their authors in the years
1934 to 1943, and full length p:
dance will be subject to double
good-fellowship
and
gether In
have been submitted for
class cuts on the following day.
participated in a demonstration of
and Gown production by six #f
class fraternal life." Much of this
The Student Council has ruled
the authors, Mr. Quinby staten
neighborly feeling has been lost
that all the fraternity houses will
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
since the end of the war when
underwrite the formal dance.
men on submarines, amps, and
Each fraternity house will be held
foxholes fought together for a
Friday, December 20, at 4:30 p.m., Euripides' "The Cyclops"
responsible for an average of
ejommon objective.
Rates
will be given at Bowdoin with a larger cast and group of produc- Debaters
twenty-two tickets. These dance
The question that faces us today tion workers than Bowdoin has had in recent years.
tickets arc to be sold at the usual
is, "Why not this high degree of
Over
! price of five dollars each.
"The Cyclops," like all ancient
national unity in peace?" The Greek plays, features a chorus
Dougherty also announced that
false dodlrine of racial superiority which, by means of songs in the
This afternoon, at 4:45 the
Air Force Association
a "storm of color" type of decothat sea s to be permeating interludes between actions, comBowdoin - On - The • Air program, ration will be used in the gymnaAmerican Ufa is not in keeping ments upon the plot In the satwhich is presented weekly by sium. This sort of decoration emCollege Groups
with our enamriiitic objectives. ryic drama this chorus is usually
of Portland, will ploys the use of moving multi-'
station
Such a thought of life. Dr. Fuess composed of a group of creatures
The Air Forces Association, a feature a debate between Bow- colored lights that will create an
emphasized, Is a pathway towards half goat and half man who look
and
Bates
College under- effect of falling snow. This methdoin
national disunity.
up to Bacchus, the god of wine, as new national organization headed graduates.
od of decoration was used at the
Dr. Samuel Johnson, despite their leader and therefore repre- by former Lt. Gen. Jimmy DoolitBoth
colleges will supply ope Christmas Houseparty dance in
hU intellectual qualities, embodied sent riotous merriment and las- tle, has authorized the formation speaker for the affirmative and 1941 and proved to be very suctliis
racial theory of hate- by civiousness. In 'The Cyclops" this of campus squadrons in colleges
one for the negative, who w41J cessful.
demonstrating a superior feeling group is shown as the children of all over the nation, it was an- discuss the following question,
William A. Dougherty '46, Harover the peoples of Scotland and Sitenus, a minor deity, who apResolved: That the colleges of t|e ry V. Carey '46, Thayer KingsAmerica. Both temporary and pears as one of the principal nounced recently by the AFA
country should! like the Univer- bury '45, and Shepard Lifshitz '47
headquarters in Washington.
permanent forms of hate axe in actors.
sity of Chicago and St John's
will make up the Houseparty
large part caused by provincialThe songs they sing are written
Nucleus groups of twenty or College make an intensive study
committee.
and stupidity. in varying rhythms depending on
ignorance,
lam,
more
AAF
veterans are being or- of the classics, the core of their
in
the
only
ourselves
scene.
Since
by
putting
of
the
Only
the mood
Sam Donahue, a native of Deeducational programs.
for whom the -words have come down to us. ganized on campuses in various
position of the
troit, Michigan, where, like many
sneajter
The
ier
aff^nriattySr
SsJUJi 10 supply inei k f ui
ncM te le
^tawfltlfl
sgcttuffl.
TOfl eeialty -ef fCew \.
Bowdoin wllf be Richard A. Wiley band -leaders of today, formed
transla
golden
rule
his
in
of
Shelley
the
philosophy
each song.
tucky, Columbia University, Uni- '49; the negative speaker, Herbert his first band while in high
slow and a reserved forma- tion approximates these varying versity of Texas, Northwestern, S. Sawyer '48. C. Cabot Easton school, is considered by the music
comtion of judgment must pervade if rhythms in English, and the tunes
Fordham, and the University of '48 will be the announcer for the critics as the most up and
Masque
coming
the
in
Used
be
we are to understand not only to
ing of the new bands. After playprogram.
our own neighbors in America and Gown production have been Chicago are some of the colleges
ing as a tenor saxophonist with
but also our neighbors in foreign composed by Mrs. Nathan Dane, a with squadrons already in action
Gene Krupa for two years, he
lands. During the battle of Sta- graduate student in Music and These campus units are affiliated
joined Harry James' band. Shortlingrad when Russia was making wife of Nathan Dane, III, In- with state groups which in turn
ly afterward, Donahue transferred
Give
Students
a valiant stand against the Ger- structor in Classics.
to a featured spot with Benny
They are to be played on re- are connected with Washington.
mans, we admired the character of
Goodman, hut it was not long
Some of the aims of the Air First Recital
the people and of the nation. Why, corders, the tune and appearance
after that he formed his own band
ancient
to
similar
are
Force
which
Association,
of
which
was
should
continued,
Fuess
Dr.
then,
On Sunday afternoon at 3 in in 1940.
the short lapse of three or four Greek wind instruments, by John formed in January'. 1946 are: "To the lounge of the Moulton Union
years cause us to have changed Cummins, '48, Hugh Pendexter preserve and foster the spirit of the Music Department will pre'46 and Dana Ripley, '50. The fellowship among former, present.
HI,
merely
radically,
so
attitude
our
sent its first student recital of the
because of the presence of a few chorus of satyrs who sing as well and future members of the United season.
Debate
disturbing instances in our inter- as dance to the songs is composed States Army Air Forces; to proVocal selections will be by
'49, Thomas vide
Davis,
William
M.
of
an
organization
through
counthat
with
relations
national
the Meddiebempsters: Frederick Finalists Chosen
'49,
'50,
Fraser,
Allan
which they may unite in the fratry. It takes knowledge of their Chapman,
Weidner IH '50. tenor; Hugh
objectives and information as to Charles T. Freeman, '50, John ternal bonds of comradeship; to Pendexter HI '46, tenor; Roger
The results of the trials of the
M. educate its members and the pub'50,
Leonard
their character before we may Gustafson,
N, Williams '46, tenor; and John Bradbury Debates placed the fol'46,
Hirsch. *47, Coleman Metzler.
lic at large in the proper developjudgment on our war ally.
lowing men on the affirmative
J. Devlne, Jr. '44, baritone.
ment of air power and to keep
f Continued on Page 4 J
[ Continued on^fa^e 4 ]
Instrumentalists appearing on team: Lewis P. Fickett. Jr. '47.
them abreast of new accomplish- the program are: Wallace Jaffc Clement A. Hiebert '47, and Irvments in the field of aviation; to *47, violin; Gordon Lanke '50, vio- ing Pliskin '49. Men chosen to deassist in every way possible in
lin; Berkeley Peabody '50. piano; fend the negative are: John D.
keeping the U.S. Air Forces ade- and the Trombone Trio, composed Fahey, Jr. '45, Herbert H. Sawquate, strong, and powerful for deof Philip Danforth '50, William yer '45, and Rufus Stetson, Jr.
fense of our country by support- Kenvin '50, and Coleman Metzler '42. No alternatives were chosen
ing the establishment and mainte- '46.
at the trials.
nance of an Air Force appropriately related in status to the Army
By Bay Swift
Navy;
and
to help develop friendly
Yes, the ugly head has reared ers finally connected on a long relations among nations based on
itself again, the eternal fight be- pass to win the game 12-6. The respect for the principle of equal
tween Officers and Enlisted Men. victors trotted off the field in rights to all people."
It hasn't been too bad for the past smart fashion, humming "Wild
few months, and we surely thought Blue Yonder" as they came.
it was all settled and ironed out.
This football classic obviously
By H. J aims Cook
But recently, there has been an had more social significance than
Events
element of superiority in the tone any other game played last SaturLast Friday night witnessed an foster brother and best friend. The
of war stories told by the former day afternoon, even Army-Penn, Wednesday, Nov. 20—
admirable attempt on the part of plot thickens perceptibly, however,
gold braids, and perhaps a reflec- or B. C.-Tennessee. Many will say
President Sills is at the annual the Masque and Gown to pump when Sir Despard, Robin's brother,
tion of a little bitterness in those tiiat the Gold Braid victory' provmeeting of the
Carnegie new life into the hardened arteries who has fallen heir to the family
Harsh words have ed the officer's superiority, but
of the EM's.
of Gilbert and Sullivan's late-Vic- title, discovers Robin's identity and
Foundation in New York.
been heard to pass between the others attribute the slight edge to Thursday,
torian satire of ancestor worship, insists that he assume his rightful
Nov. 21—
two factions 'for some time, and all the opportunities the officers
"Ruddigore." The operetta was ap- role as Baronet of Ruddigore.
Chapel. Professor Helmreich.
that social line has been becoming had for athletics in the service,
This entails the commission of
3:30 p.m. Interfraternity Road parently somewhat of a mild, if
their handball and tennis between
a bit more evident.
unsuccessful, sensation dur- the daily crime by the unwilling
rather
Race.
An analysis of the situation re- scotch and soda at the Officer's
ing its run at the Savoy. The sen- Robin. At all events he carries off
Friday,
Nov.
22—
veals a few underlying causes. Out Clubs. Both are bitter attitudes.
sibilities of our British cousins Dame Hannah, the fiance of Sir
Chapel. Musical Service. The
at the Air Base, they haven't yet 1 but someday, we hope, the probwere startled, not to say horrified, Roderick, one of his spectral
soloist will be John Devlne
painted out the signs on the wash lem will be solved.
dubious
at
a rather strong resemblance be- ancestors. When by some
'44,
baritone.
,
room doors, reading "Officer's
The next item rightly belongs in
sort of logic Robin decides that rePresident Sills will speak on tween 'Ruddigore' and the British
Head." There is the caste system "Variety," but we'll stick it in here
fusing to commit a crime is the
dy" gore.
the College and the Church anthema 'bl
staring you right in the face when- anyway. While reading over the
equivalent of committing suicide—
the
Witch's
"Ruddigore, or
at a dinner in Boston.
ever you go to take a shower. And market reports in a last week's
crime in itself, his ancestors are
Curse" is concerned with the at- a
due to recent fraternity elections, Times, we noticed an obscure news Saturday, Nov. 2S
agreed that he is probably right
tempts of the Ruddigores to avoid
shakeups have occurred in many- report which stated that a JapanChapel. Professor Turner.
and the witch's curse is nullified.
the
curse:
the
family
fulfilling
houses. We know of one brand new ese clerk, one Kiyoshi Matsuzaki,
8:00 pjn. FACULTY CONFERThe play ends with Dame Hanall-officer
Executive Committee using the ago old abacus, easily deENCE at the President's commission of one heinous crime nah falling into Sir Roderick's
House.
each day by the head of the house, arms and Rose Maybud into Rpbwhich is already formulating plans feated an American operating a
for the Enlisted Men to have their modern calculating machine, in a
President Victor Butterfield of under penally of death. Robin in's. Everyone, of course with the
own separate mess down in the speed and accuracy contest. It
Wesleyan
University
will Oakapple, the heir of the house of possible exception of the ghostly
basement; the Officer's Mess to re- seems strange that after the years
speak on "The Place of Re- Ruddigore, pretends to die so that Sir Roderick—lives happily ever
main in the dining room.
of research that went into the evoligion in the College."
he may escape the family curse after.
But the tension was finally lution of modern calculating ma- Sunday, Nov. 24—
but in reality settles down in a
The production under tihe direcbroken in the culmination of all chines. Matsuzaki can still be more
3:00 pjn. Moulton Union. First small town with a double claim to tion of Alan Cole was smooth and
this bitterness last Saturday after- efficient with an abacus, which has
Student Recital of the year. fame: (1) professional bridesmaids competent, marred mainly by the
noon.
The officers and enlisted been used in the East for centuries.
shy5:00 pjn.
Chapel. Rev. Victor (2) a male population whose
fact that the recordings of the Gilmen met on the field of battle that Perhaps it proves the futility of all
M. Regan, of Trinity Episco- ness is equalled only by that of the bert and Sullivan songs were uninmemorable day, in a hard, rough, this industrial advancement of
pal Church, Portland.
female population.
telligible. And in this operetta at
all-decisive game of touch football. ours. If much more of this sort of Monday, Nov. 25—
Consequently when Robin Oak- any rate Sullivan's music is genIt was exciting to watch, superb thing goes on, we'll have Abacus
Chapel. Charles W. Curtis '47, apple and Rose Maybud, a village erally not sparkling enough to hold
running attacks and ground gain- 1-2 courses at Bowdoin. for those
Editor of the ORIENT.
lass, fall madly and passionately in the audience's attention without
ers by former Infantrymen, flashy- who cannot master the intricacies Tuesday, Nov. 26—
Gilbert's
comprehending
love, each is too shy to reveal his their
aerial plays by the former fly-boys. of Comptometers or Differential
Chapel. The President
love to the other. Rose is appar- usually clever lyrics.
A touchdown for each tied up tho Calculus. After the trouble we had Wednesday, Nov. 27—
The acting on the whole was, if
ently a frustrated girl for at the
game for most of the battle, until with the subject, maybe it wouldn't
No Chapel. Thanksgiving recess first opportunity she becomes be- not brilliant, at least' flavored stifin the waning minutes, the Offjc- be a bad idea.
begins at noon.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
trothed to Dick Dauntless, Robin's

""Here people of varied back-

1946

would like to have a cooperative
at Bowdoin and hoped such an
establishment could be inauguraten to play for Friday formal at
ed in a feature here reprinted ed at a later date.
from the Lewiston Evening
One of the most pressing probChristmas Houseparties.
Journal.
lems facing the committee was
the selection of a full-time manager. The committee was unanimous in the selection of Mrs.
Dorothy M. Levesque of 28 Page
Street, Brunswick. Mrs. Levesque
managed a retail shoe store during the war years and has had
considerable business experience.
if you ever are walking along one of the many paths across
She has become known to many
the Bowdoin College campus and you see a man of medium of of the students since last Febheight hustling along with his hands in his overcoat pockets and ruary in her capacity as Manager
his head thrust slightly forward, you probably will find that he of the Moulton Union, Store.
is Professor Herbert Ross Brown of the Bowdoin English DeInasmuch as the college has had
partment, for the quick, almost nervous walk of this youthful no experience in conducting a
appearing man represents the dynamic quality of his whole bookstore, it was decided thai
Mrs. Levesque would visit a numbeing.
Herby, as he is most generally ber of colleges where comparable
problems
have been handled. Accalled by those who know him well,
Leads Service
cordingly
Mrs. Levesque
now
is one of the most energetic men
plans to visit -the beetestoce* at
you could meet, and withoat ques- Brown
and Wesleyan in order to
College Church
tion he is among the busiest men
personally investigate the manner
The Bowdoin Christian Sen ice of the Bowdoin faculty. Not only in which they are conducted. She
conducted the morning worship does he play an important role in also intends to attend a convenservice at the First Congrega- the life of Bpwdoin College, but he tion of booksellers this month.
tional Church on Sunday morning, is interested in the affairs of the The information gathered in these
November 17. Both the members town of Brunswick.
trips will be invaluable in avoidof the Association and the Bowing the pitfalls discovered by
Despite a daily schedule of work
doin Chapel Choir took pari.
others in practical experience.
The service opened with the tfiat would wear out the average
The committee., also made two
man,
he
always
seems
to
be
able
Call to Worship, led by Jesse
policy decisions. One of
otlier
Corum '45. This was followed by to find time to talk to his friends
that all sales of textthe Responsive Reading which and to Bowdoin students, many of them being
than those under the
books,
other
whom
come
to
him
for
counsel
rewas led by Frederick R. Woodfor cash.
Bill, would be
ruff '48. The Scripture Lesson garding their college courses and G. I.
Sales to veterans would be conwas read by Dexter Foss '45. other matters.
The
manner.
usual
the
ducted
in
He
by
means
no
confirms
to
the
After this the College Hymn was
was that a finansung under the direction of Don- customary pattern set down for other decision
operations would be
ald W. Henderson '50. The Of- professors. He is not absent mind- cial report of
each trimester. This
fertory Anthem, "Holy Lord," was ed. He is not solely confined in issued for
published in The
sung by the Bowdoin College interest to the subject that, he report to be
Choir under the direction of its teaches. He is not a dreamer. His Orient.
dress
is
not
bizarre,
neither
is it
The technical details attendant
leader. Professor Frederic E. T.
Tillotson. Veonor M. Sotak '49 solemnly formal. While this afore- upon the operation of the store
gave the Sermon, which was mentioned pattern set down for were not discussed in any detail,
based on his interpretation of the professors is in itself a travesty on as it was decided to wait until
fact, it is fair to state that Herby further
information was availreal spirit of mankind.
Brown is virtually the antithesis of able. It was tentatively decided
what a professor is supposed to be that storage space would be

A TOP SAX MAN IN THE
COUNTRY will lead band chos-

POPULAR ENGLISH PROFESSOR who has been well describ-

Brown

Herbie

As Busiest

Hailed

Is

Man On Campus

[

B.CA

1

i

At

j

j

i

Bridge Players

like.

available

i

His

Vie For Cup

personable

character

has

in

Moore Hall

the
in

basement

of

order to relieve

made him among the best loved congestion in the Moulton Union.
faculty members at-Bowdoin. The The anticipated peak load at the

An interfraternity bridge tour- boys in his classes universally like
nament was held last night un- him, and proof of this is to be
der the sponsorship of the Moul[ Continued on Page 2
ton Union committee. Frederick
D. Wildman '48 acted as chairman for the committee in making the necessary arrangements.
Because of the large number of
people entered in the tournament,
it was held in the Theta Delta
Chi House ds well as in the Moulton Union.
President Victor L. Butterfield
Mrs. J. S. Stetson, who helped
of Wesleyan University will visit
with the tournament last year,
Sunwas the supervisor. The prize for Bowdoin on Saturday and
the winners was a cup which was day, November 23 and 24- He will
Drescnted to their respective fra- consult with the entire faculty on
President
ternity house. The cup will be Saturday evening at
held until the next tournament, Sills' home on "The Place of Rebut at the end of three tourna- ligion On The College Campus."
President Butterfield will be
ments it will be given to some
fraternity to keep permanently.
the guest of President and Mrs.
Sills over the weekend. The primary ouroose of his visit will be
"|

beginning of each trimester will
be handled in whichever of the
\ Continued on Page 4 1

Wesleyan President

Discusses College Religion

College Provides

consultation.

There

the

faculty

will

be no student gatherings or

extensive

program which

is

be-

ing carried on in many colleges
throughout the country. President
Butterfield is one of many qualified men who are visiting faculty
committees in various colleges.

He is being sent here under
the combined auspices of The Edward W. Hazen Foundation and
The National Council on Religion
Higher Education in America.
feel that there
a decided need for a better representation of religion in the college curriculum. Students of today, even after four years of
higher education, lack an elementary conception of the basic unin

The Organizations
is

Thanksgiving Meal

public meetings held.

Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster, DiCollege
Dining
of
the
Rooms, has requested all men
who are planning to remain in
Brunswick over the Thanksgiving
holiday to sign a book at the
Dean's Office indicating whether
or not they wish to have a
Thsn''««riving Dinner at the Moul-

discuss the diverse problems confronting educators reearding the
derlying principles of religion and
place of religious activities in colphilosophy in life. It is hoped that
lege today. According to Profesthe results of these discussions
or Henry G. Russell, the chairwill provide more balanced unman of Bowdoin's Religious Acand

rector

ton Union.

Tlw Weslevan

President

will

derstanding by both students
Committee, President Butfaculty.
meet on Sunday evePresident Butterfield is a memning with three faculty commitber of Phi Beta Kappa and Beta
tees regarding the relative posi
He «?
Pi J^^tfe*.
tions of religious and ohilosoohi- Theta
J** <*£
*»*"
yed his B.A.
cal subiects in the college curri- ce
ca
University in 1927 ana his
culum todav. These committees ncll
degree from the same school
are The Curriculum Committee, M.A.
was awarded a Ph.D.
The Srjecial Courses Committee, in 1928. He University in 1936.
and The Religious Activities Com- by Harvard
At one time he was instructor of
tivities

terfield will

Although the dormitories will
remain ooen during the recess, no
meals will be served by the College or fraternities. However, if
a sufficient number of men wish
to eat Thanksgiving Dinner «t the
arrangements will be mittee.
College,
at Deerfield
According to Professor Russell English
made for this one meal at the
Deerfield, Mass.
these consultations are part of an
Union.

**«

>

Academy,

Twer
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Veterans' Corner

Mustard and Cress

By VeKon

Tower*

I..

terms. But, as nscd leave
time is deducted from entitleJ
erans under P. L. 346, the "G. I. ment time, taking a vacation with
BUI of Rights." Legal knowledge pay would reduce the amount of
possessed by a Philadelphia law- time the veteran Jbas. coming to
him.
yer is almost a pro-requisite for a
Thus, In order to complete his
full understanding of these "leave
course of study at college, the
of absence" provisions.
trainee probably would have to
Beginning the day a trainee arrange for the cost of his final
commences his studies at college, days at college through other
his available time for annual leave means than the VA.
accumulates at the rate of two
Unless there is a change in the
and one half days per month.
VA policy, if a veteran's entitleThirty days per year is the maximent time carries him beyond
mum that can be accumulated. the middle of a college term but
And, no matter what the length
not through to the end, the VA
of the training period, thirty days
will continue his benefits through
is the maximum that can be acthe completion of that term.
crued. This is for sick leave as
In order to be granted annual
well a6 annual leave*.
leave, it must be requested in adAt any 'time a trainee is "out vance and can not exceed the acsick" during his training period,
crued time. If a student has had
he is authorized to receive sick
six months, of training, his leave
leave. This is to enable him to
accumulation would be fifteen
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Survey Reveals

Altman to carry the torch for
"humanitarianism"

roinpany at the ORIENT Office in the Mouiton Union. Bowdoin
loll.-Ke. Brunimick. Maine. Entrrrd as teeond clam matter at the
sal office at Bruniwielc. Maine. The subeeription rate for onn

in

this

first

The use of the word "wheel'' to denote a Big Man
and hectic post-war Fall session.
At the same, time we have noted on Campus, Big-Time Operator, office holder, cheap
year ii two (t2) dollars.
the numerous pleas 'from all
politician, very important person,- guy with inside
sources for a return to Bowdoin
of that certain spirit, present in contacts, or what have you is something that seems
pre-war days, but sadly lacking to have arisen here during the three years we were
It is curious that the ills that beset whole nations in m the present collegiate life of initialing AR's and sweating out chow lines. When
Bowdoin College.
we first encountered the word, we were slightly
1946 arc reflected in the maladies that affect small instituSpirit,
as we look upon it, puzzled, but we quickly became aware of its adtions like Bowdoin.
wave of destructive criticism is shak- springs from traditions rather vantages. "Wheel" conveys in one pungent syllable
than any definable ingredient in
what used to require four or five.
ing the foundations of every phase of college activity; yet the individual
student Those of
there arc relatively few who are willing to do more than us who were at Bowdoin during
The psychology and behavior of the wheel was
the "golden" days of 1940-41-42 admirably analyzed in the ORIENT
last spring in a
criticize, and work to improve and strengthen college or- can probably recall without any
column by Mr. Weatherill, so there is*H> need to
ganizations. For those who do attempt to fan the spark effort, the monster rallies, the
peanut fights in Mem Hall, the go into that now. We thought it might be interestof life in the struggling organisations, every action is awe-inspiring
rigors
of
Proc ing, however, to collect a few statistics on the activities of Bowdoin wheels and find out who runs
too often followed by
a cry of irondemnation from t hc I g h t and the "Helios" that came
7
'
^—
from uppcrclass as well as Fresh- what and how much. To this end we have been
,
grandstand.
Such a condition tends to stifle healthy man lips. Those were memories making a quiet little survey during the past couple
enthusiasm, and can have only the collapse of college ac- that were, perhaps, tucked away of weeks. While our figures may not be absolutein our army musette begs or in
ly complete, We think we have the situation well
tivities as its end result. Even the most fearless undergrad- some corner of a ship at sea
over 90% cased and can give a fairly accurate picmemories that were brought forth
uate tan not retain the self confidence and interest necesupon occasion to remind us of ture of it.
before
the
sary to attain his academic or extra-curricular goal if his those days at Bowdoin
To begin with, it seems that there are approxiwar took us away.
154 jobs on the campus, including fraterevery effort induces jeers from his fellow students.
We came back to Bowdoin with mately
nity offices, which carry some degree of responsifirmly
emthose
traditions
still
Such a lack of constructive self assertion, and such a
bedded in our minds. We antici- bility and, possibly, influence. These offices are
propensity towards ridicule rather than encouragement is pated the -affairs of old, the in- held by 122 men, which means there is a certain
not an ill peculiar to Bowdoin; it is evidenced in the atti- terclass battles, the sight of re- amount of duplication. Twenty men hold two jobs
calcitrant frosh giving their re- apiece, three men hold three each, and one man
tude of an overwhelming number of bystanders toward pentant speeches in front of the holds four, and one man
holds five. Thus in the
the devastatmgly effec- total
college enrollment about one man in eight is
any organized effort, toward the government of the United Chapel,
tive tall of
beer cans. These
some sort of official, and of these one in five acts
States, and toward the project tackled by the United Na- choice items would have made us
realize that despite three years of in two or more capacities.
tions Organization, for instance. If an effort is made to war, Bowdoin has remained unThe offices covered in this survey turned out to
understand the nature and importance of these problems changed.
We didn't even get a "Hello" be evenly divided between those of fraternities and
as an undergraduate, then a Bowdoin man wiH be betthose
of other campus organizations, 77, each. There
and when we gave one, the
was no very noticeable difference between the two
ter prepared to work towards a solution of these questions. recipient looked at us as if we
had rocks in our heads, mumbled groups. About 20% of the fraternity officers hold
It must be realized that the years a man spends in college an incoherent reply and sauntered other jobs in addition. The most notable exception
are not divorced from the later part of his life; life in a off to get his check at the Vet- is that of the house presidents; only one out of the
erans' Office.
twelve fills any important outside duties. Captains
small college has the same problems as life in a large comThis
occurrance
and many
and managers of athletic teams and class officers
munity, and the extent to which a man faces these' prolj- ^SjSSta we remembered,
likewise rarely perform double functions.
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lems while he

ceraing leaves of absence for vet

Few Students
Hold Most Campus Positions

the Editor of the Orient:

For the past several weeks we
have noted, with impartial inter*
est, the efforts of Mr. Douglas
Carmichael and Mr. Stanley N.

Spring trimwtw by the rtudmU of Bowdoin
mm
foroirmn i—
to tk* Mttor «ad —bwr
mtkmii to »n» Bu*in<HM Manager of
tfcwn

By Douglas Carmichael

To Editor

in college will have a very real bearing

on

.

.

We

r
giving a duplication ratio of about 30 ,r.

One question
in

that

is

probably bound to come up

any such investigation as

tive

houses usually
ing.

this is that of

the rela-

strength of fraternities, especially the

Any

roll

way

their wheels around during rush-

exact measure of fraternity strength

is

impossible because of the difficulty of equating the
importance of different offices. Of the 77 non-fraternity offices, however, one house holds a commanding lead with 15, chiefly due to the activities
of two men. This is followed by two houses holding
eight jobs apiece, one with seven, three with six,

one with five, one with four, two with three, and one
with two. The remaining jobs are held by independents. We resolutely decline to reveal which
house is which, having no desire to stir up mutual
plottings and recriminations. If you want to find
out the position of your own house, make your own
survey. Besides, you might like your own figures
better than ours.

have the benefits of his subsistence allowance continue in force.
For the veteran in college, the
primary purpose of the leave of
absence is to take care of emergencies.
Suppose, for example,
that there is a serious illness in
the immediate family of the veteran. He could be authorized to
We've always had a fondness for statistics of our take an emergency leave, even in
excess
of the amount of his achas
survey
this
of
and
the
process
own making,
time.
fascinated us. We hope to make another when the crued
In regards to obtaining emerparticipaon
details
fuller
BUGLE comes out and
gency leave, the veteran should
tion and memberships are available. Perhaps then first
contact the College to gain
it will be possible to work up some more accurate its
the VA
permission. Then,
index of fraternity strength.
should be contacted, preferably

We aren't sure what conclusions, if any, should,
be drawn from these figures. There seems to be a
distinct tendency to saddle good men with extra
jobs, sometimes until they're too heavily loaded to
perform any of them properly. Another thing to be
considered is that perhaps some of the biggest
wheels on the campus don't show up in these office
lists at all but content themselves with brain-trust
roles. Then too, there are wheels who turn out
upon investigation to depend for their importance
upon a number of comparatively unnoticed spokes.
Perhaps the whole thing should be done up as a
treatise by a sociology major. One thing is certain,
however. Judging by the attendance at various

way he

is

will deal

learned

with them after graduation.

doin,

The

.

Herbie Brown Busiest Man At College
Teaches Best Attended English Course

.

The

Before the VA will grant annual leave, permission to interrupt his training must be given
by the College. Then, upon the
filing of the request with the VA.
it will be given consideration.
And, if you start your leave before receiving official notification
of an approval, do not join the

52-20 Club the minute you get
home. That is, unless you would
like to have yourself the subject
of an investigation by some congressional committee.
If the VA approves your request, they will not only notify
you of their action, but will inform you of the number of days
for which the leave is granted

and the date upon which it exUpon return to training, be
sure to advise the VA or your
subsistence payments will stop
with the termination of your
pires.

leave.
It is well to bear in mind, how- leave.
In calculating the time used,
ever, that unless the trainee has
does not include Saturan excess of available, or entitle- the

VA

ment training time, the use of days and Sundays. This means
any accrued leave may prevent that a two-week* leave (fourteen
the completion of his educational days) would only count as ten

desires under P. L. 346.
For example, a trainee might
organizational meetings, we believe that anyone
have enough available time to
objecting to the concentrations or interlocking dicarry him through three and a
rectorates of wheels has only himself to blame.
You can't, expect to become a wheel without being

insist that traditions are
The highest degree of overlapping was found in
the first year at Bowthe 18 non-fraternal and non-athletic organizations
either by continued acsurveyed.
In these 58 offices were held by 45 men,
on hand when there's work to be done. Or can you?
effect of the countless time-saving devices in mod- quaintance or by forced learning.
No Freshman is going to say
ern civilization is more than counteracted by the effect of "Hello" unless he sees other
procrastination and by the substitution of amusements people doing it or . unless somebody holds a pair of barber's
and trivialities for the difficult but challenging work of pur- shears over his locks. Neither is
suing a goal in an academic, social, commercial, or indus- a pledge going to learn his fraternity songs unless he knows
trial field.
that some dark night, all Hell
may break loose* and his tender
[ Continued from Page 1 ]
man English.
vice and a sympathic understandgreatest single ailment of Bowdoin seems to be rear
may make sudden and violent found in the fact that the courses
Certainly one would think that ing of the Bowdoin chapter's probthe inertia of the student body as manifest in procrastina- contact with the flat of a paddle. he teaches are among those with
lems and the problems of the inhere
is
the
limit
of
achievement
After a pitched battle with
tion, in the substitution of the trivial for the fundamental, those members of our fraternity the largest enrollment in the col- for one Professor Brown, yet it ac- dividual boys. Several years he has
been selected by the Zetes as their
lege. Indeed, his course on Amerwho
had
never
ridden
or
been
and in the willingness to be a bystander rather than a partually marks only a part of his acfaculty advisor.
who felt that the Veterans' war ican Literature, this Fall, boasts complishments.
ticipant. It is difficult in 1946, not to be a bystander; the neuroses would react unfavorably
In addition to winning such honthe highest number of students of
In 1940 his "The Sentinal ors as the travelling fellowship at
emphasis is no longer on each man's individual accom- to pre-war hazing, we instituted any single course being given by
a hazing program for our pledges.
Novel in America," published by Lafayette and the Duke centennial
plishments, but rather it is focused most effectively by
rode them at mealtimes, we the English Department.
,
the Duke University Press, won award, Herby has been the recipigave them a ride, and we had a
Born at Allentown, Pa., Febthe press, radio and the movies, on a chosen
the couple of razoos which smacked
the Duke centennial award of $500 ent of a number of unusual honors.
ruary 2, 1902, Herby received his for "a distinguished contribution The Bowdoin classes of 1916 and
had
gladiators" of 1946—whose every deed is dissected, of our own pledge days.
1929 both elected him an honorary
education there in the public to American literary history."
our troubles with certain inmember of their respective groups.
analyzed, and criticized by the spectators—the American dividuals who. were, to put it schools and then entered Lafayette
He admitted to me, when I saw In 1933 the Bowdoin Bugle was
public.
such'a life by proxy, as is led by so
of euphemistically, "above all this College. At Lafayette he compiled him recently, that he is exception- dedicated to him. Lafayette Colcheap stuff."
reasoned with a brilliant scholastic record. He
lege named him to its Alumni
us, be as satisfying as a dynamic life of doing, of attaining them, in quite a civilized manner, graduated from Lafayette as vale- ally busy at present. The reason
Council.
and they saw our point of view dictorian of the class of 1924, and he is in the midst of editing a two
the highest possible degree of self-expression?
Among the well known men who
and agreed to endure our "tor- his alma mater is considered one volume anthology of American litInertia is an inheritance of the
race, but it tures" until initiation.
of the best schools of higher edu- erature in conjunction with Dean had classes under him are such figLast week, we initiated a dele- cation in the country. Needless to Lyon Richardson of Western Re- ures as Arthur Mills Strat.ton,
can be overcome. by prolonged and concentrated effort. It
gation that (1) knew their fra- note, he was elected to Phi Beta serve University at Cleveland, and poet, who was awarded Distinoften happens, however, that the inertia is increased by ternity material cold, .better than Kappa. His high marks at Lafay- Dean George H. Orians of Toledo guished Service crosses by both the
a great percentage of the bro- ette returned excellent dividends, University. The anthology will be United States and British Governa condition of dissillusionment and pessimism caused by
thers, (2) could consider their for they enabled him to win a published sometime next year by ments, and who fought in World
War II under the American, Britthe discouraging state of national and international af- group a complete unity, drawn traveling fellowship that took him Ginn Co.
together in natural defense of the abroad for three months in the
But his activities do not stop ish and French flags; Charles Merfairs or even personal matters. Yet regardless of the hope- riding of the upperclassmen, and
writer and auSummer of 1924.
here. Herby is shown by the fore- gendahl, short story
thor of "His Days Are As Grass"
lessness of the situation, renuncination and despair bring (3) a delegation that looked back
Following his tour abroad he re- going to be a scholar of note, an
upon their riding days with
and
Wait
For Spring":
"Don't
Up
active
writer
in
the
field
of
literary
little solace. Becoming overawed with the magnitude of pleasant rather than unpleasant turned and taught the 1924-25
John Gould, editor of the Lisbon
year at Lafayette, and then, in the criticism, and an editor. Yet
consider our fall
Falls Enterprise, autihor of "The
the problems of the world creates a
of despondency memories.
Fall of 1925, he arrived in Bruns- throughout New England and beseason a success.
Wife" and other
wick to assume teaching duties at yond the confines of our northeast- Farmer Takes
that makes impossible the solution of immediate probThese newly-initiated brothers
"ChrisBowdoin where he has remained ern area he is regarded highly as a works, rural editor for the
ours are going to make good
tian Science Monitor" and contriblems here at Bowdoin. But only by attacking and solving of
ever since and appears likely to speaker.
fraternity men. They have been
utor to the New York Times, and
Whether he is speaking at some
problems on the campus can the ability necessary made familiar with traditions stay.
John Schaffner, editor of the
Although he has had a full work most important meeting, as he will
which are just as much a part
to ,deal with problems involving thousands instead of of our college life as those tradi- schedule at Bowdoin, Herby some- be doing soon at Lafayette's "Woman's Home Companion."
Herby is interested in topics of
tions which belong to the college how found the time to acquire his "Founder's Day," when he will
nine hundred and sixty-five be developed.
the day. He enjoys following Bowitself, and we are confident that Master of Arts degree from Har- have as a partner speaker none
Because
of the campus activities (notable they are going to pass our tradi- vard and his Ph.D. degree from other than General Dwight D. doin's destiny on the football field
or whether he is serv- in other sports and in non-athletic
them are the courses) have few attractive compen- tions on to succeeding delega- Columbia. His temperament and Eisenhower,
endeavors. He plays a truly excelhis innate ability would not have ing as a toastmaster for a gathtions.
ering of Bowdoin men, it makes no lent game of tennis, winning the
sations fpr the
of work they require; too few stubelieve that the entire col- permitted him to do otherwise.
singles championship in 1933,
difference. Herby is always needle town
lege
is one big
fraternity. The
Currently
he
holds
the
highly
redents accept the late President of Bowdoin, William Deand being the finalist on three othfall hazing of the SCDC is mere- sponsible position of managing edi- %harp and effectively humorous. He
occasions.
He has been the
er
Witt Hyde's offer of the College "to lose oneself in gen- ly the informal riding of those tor of the "New England Quarter- gets punch in every sentence, and
partner of Bowdoin'r
men who, like fraternity pledges, ly" magazine, which prints essays has a unique delivery that cannot doubles
erous enthusiasms." If Bowdoin is to retain her strength
be described, but can be appreci- Dean, Paul Nixon, many times, and

the

the local representative, to follow through in the usual "through
channels" manner.
At the present time, recognized
vacation time such as college holidays and the period between
terms is not deducted from any
accrued but unused time for

flays.

Navy

Offers Officers

days against accrued leave. But,
the full time used would be
counted against the available, or
so-called entitlement time.

Traiwng Program

The Navy has "announced that given a
the first nation-wide competitive
examination for its Officer College
been
has
Training
Program
scheduled for January 18, 1947,
and will be open to high school
seniors or graduates within the
age requirements.
Successful candidates will be

four-year college education

at government expense

commissioned

Navy

lar

and

he
Regu-

will

officers of the

or Marine Corps, or of

the Reserve, upon graduation. Ap-

forms must be forward-

plication

in time for receipt by December 17.

ed

We

few—

We

Can

many

We

human

&

We

mood

A

new

many

among

amount

and

We

have never been exposed to the
friendship or the traditions of
Bowdoin. They can learn Bowdoin
traditions by reading the freshto their man bible, but they are not going

during the next few years, the students must
have the conviction that by giving their greatest efforts
vitality

willingly

and

unselfishly to their courses

and

and reviews and

is

the only quar-

terly published in New England devoted exclusively to a historical re-

view of

New

England

life

and

let-

activities,

own work? Few

rewarding at the outset; only place of prominence at the expense, of a few locks of hair or a
by defeating his inertia arid making a beginning can a few aching bottoms, we consider
man feel the sense of accomplishment that makes light the the price small for the results obtained.
rest of his task, and gives him the assurance that his work
We accuse Mr. Carmichael and
is

-worthy of his
If a

tasks are

effort.

man who

led a rather lethargic life at

Bowdoin

Mr. Altman of trying to undermine and destroy all Bowdoin
traditions by attacking a few. We

that, despite their acadcould feel the rewarding sense of utter physical exhaus- consider
emic and literary achievements,
tion after a lew hours of athletics, or the sense of mental they are not true Bowdoin men.
What Bowdoin needs is more
fatigue after mastering some difficult aspect of a course or "Hello's" and fewer malcontents!

working half the night for tome campus organization;
.

then he would realize that the highest compensation for
his work is the experience <rf losing himself in it.
/

John
John

P. Donaldson '44
J.

Fahey

'45

Donald M. Lockhart '45
Robert L de Sberbinin '45
Cort Mathers '4ft

can colleges and universities

day.

is for Bowdoin football
where his ready wit has
opportunity to sparkle. Incidentally, Herby never predicts
anything other than a Bowdoin victory when he gives one of these
frequent "pep" talks, although
privately he might admit that this
or that team appeared stronger
than the Bowdoin eleven, since he
knows and enjoys football, and is a

ing efforts
rallies,

ters.

to practice them unless there is
As it so happens, American literthey will find compensation, the high- a penalty for not doing the same.
ature is this Bowdoin professor's
To our knowledge, no Bowdoin special field of interest, and on the
est kind of compensation, in the knowledge that they
freshman has ever considered his basis
of what the writer has heard
have given their best to a task.
first year at Bowdoin a total loss
from a number of eminent scholMost students like to see another enthusiastic about because of the penalties inflicted ars, it is safe to state that Profesby the zealous efforts of the sor Brown probably has as deep
his work. Then why is it that they are, for the most part, SCDC or his own fraternity broand broad a knowledge of this subthers. If Bowdoin traditions are
so opposed to exhibiting their own enthusiasm for their tq be restored to their rightful ject as anyone teaching in Ameri-

campus

ated only if heard.
One of his most pleasant speak-

to-

full

loyal rooter.

Now we

have

Herbert

Ross

But his American Literature Brown, professor, editor, writer
course is by no means the only one and speaker. Yet there is another
given by him. He also teaches the facet to his career, namely, that of
popular English novels' course, civic duty. One might not expect to
known officially at Bowdoin as find an English professor a memEnglish 11-12, and more luridly ber of a municipal finance commitdescribed by undergraduates at the tee, but Herby is just that, being
college as "Seduction 11-12," owing one of the 12 members of Brunsto the lamentable fact that either wick's Town Finance Committee.
the heroine or the hero in many of Besides this, he also is a trustee
*he early English novels succumb- of the Brunswick-Topsham Water
ed to temptation or to force, and District.
consequently acted with iraproloyal, active member of the
nriety. He ah o handles an Eliza
Zeta Psi fraternity, to which naSethen Drama course, exclusive of tional body lie was invited at Laand, as if this were fayette, he has served the Zetes on
not enough, is director over fresh- [ manj; an occasion with sound ad-

A

the two have reached the doubles
Brunswick several years
although they have not had the
good fortune to win the town title.
Evidently Herby is one of those
rare individuals who changes little
as the years pass by. He looked the
finals in

same when

//

ii

I'm
**

saw him

at his office
several days ago as he did when T
I

became acquainted with him
on the Bowdoin campus some 1?
years ago. There is no question
that the full regimen of work that
occupies him every day of the week
agrees with him. There is not s
lazy bone in his body. He is the
sort who has to keep busy every
waking hour, and as can be seen
from his work as a teacher,- writspeaker

and town officer, Professor Herbert Ross Brown of Bowdoin just
keeps himself about twice as busy
as the average man.
[Editor's Note: The above is a condensation of an article by Mr.
Faunce Pendexter '37, editor of the
Lewiston Evening Journal. It
originally appeared in the Journal
for November 2. 1946, and is repro-

duced here with Mr. Pendexter's
kjnd permission.]

map at once

over the

TT certainly keeps me on the go ... my job of distrib-«- uting equipment
and supplies to the Bell Telephone
companies throughout the nation.
"Right now I'm busier than ever . . delivering telephones, switchboards, cable and countless other kinds of
apparatus and supplies. They're all needed for the Bell System's construction program of more than $2,000,000,000
... to give you berter-than-ever telephone service.

first

er, editor, scholar, public

all

.

"I maintain 29 distributing houses at strategic locations,
where I keep some 10,000 different items in stock . . •
and where I also repair telephone equipment.

"And that's only part of my job. I'm manufacturer and
purchaser for the Beil System . . .and I install central office
equipment.

"Remember my name

...

It's

Western

Electric*"
i

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE

A*

BELL

A

SYSTEM SINCE IM2

Tlffir
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1946 Basketball Outlook Brightens

POLAR
BEARINGS

Many Experienced Men
Among 50 Candidates

1945-1946 Polar Bear Basketball Squad

Many Seasoned Men
Face Heavy 1946

Swimming Schedule
Nearly

By

seasoned
swimmers will compete this winter through the heaviest schedule
ever faced by a Bowdoin swim-

By Dan Hamon

a

score

of

ming team, according to Coach
Bob Miller, veteran mentor of the
The final score *of the Maine- of the Maine fame, by one touch- Big White tankmen.
After meeting teams of the
Bowdoin game when viewed in the down or leas. The pattern for the
light of cold fact* neglects to tell season was set in the Mass. State Little Three as well as Tufts, M.
game
when
it
became apparent I. T., Mass. State, Connecticut,
the real story of a valiant coaching
that the Big White couldn't deTrinity and Boston University,
staff and fighting team. The score pend
upon the breaks to help her

Writer Upholds Fighting Eleven

holies the efforts of

which

had

to

mountaMe odds.
The Maine Sport's writers were
Kanlmotu in proclaiming the
Polar Bears as a team with little
chance to compete agalaat toe
other Maine colleges. They cited
the number of lettermen Who were
returning to Maine. Bate* and Col*>y

and empared

Uris to

Bowdoin*

tone letterman.
Their
pre-season
predictions
were correct as far as the win and
loss columns wore concerned, but
a season's results go farther. Bowdoin's football team suffered all of
their defeats, with the exception

Stankis
Onaure

is

the Varsity will climax

Named

easy, especially

when

you look. at only one side of the
picture. We see a different picture,
though. We see a team and its
coaches who gave a lot of time
and energy to a cause that was not
a losing one, only one that Is tem-

Team

Guard

Joyce, Bates, and Dick Burr-ill,
Maine; George Marsankis, Maine,
and Jack Shea, Bates, at the tackle
posts; Stankis and Zollo, Maine

guards, and Big

Norm

Parent at

time to evaluate the prospects of
Bowdoin's opponents, indications
thus far have pointed toward a
successful campaign. Since most
of the team has had at least a
year's experience, little time has
been devoted to the fundamentals
of the sport. Thjs factor has, of

course, contributed to the outcenter. The backfield is composed
standing progress made thus far.
of Arnie Card, Bates, Ray VerrenThe Varsity does not look as
porarily delayed.
The team has gia,- Colby, Phil Caminitti, Colby, strong today as it did look on pagiven its all. and we'd like to see Art Blanchard, Bates, and "Rab- per some weeks ago. Loss of sevthe students and alumni give a lit- bit" Dombrowski, Maine.
eral swimmers has been sustained
a pair for physical reasons and
tle too. The whole team, with the
Coach Irv Heather has added an
others due to military service and
exception of two lettermen, are re- evening practice session for the
other factors. But nevertheless a
turning next year. The odds will be basketeers who are unable to at- good backlog of ability has detend the regular practice session
lessened then, and a year's experiveloped and the squad has looked
because of afternoon classes. This
impressive.
ence will begin to pay off.
plan will continue until the squad
Among the sprint men, Alec
The Lowiston Sun's Sunday Is cut to a workable aixe.
Penny, in fine condition and a
edition announced their All-Maine
This season's basketball should
veteran of two Bowdoin teams,
football team. The only Bowdoin be the fastest
and most successful stands
out with three or four
man to gain recognition on the in Maine's history. Basketball
has others. Among these are Art
first team was the Polar Bear's
finally come into its own after beHamblen with a year's experistellar guard, Jake Stankis. Cap- ing the
local college's long-forence, Freshman Dave Penny, and
tain Ira Pitcher at center and gotten brother who
was kept in Guy Leadbetter, who campaigned
quarterback Eddie Gillen placed on the cellar and not allowed
to with the 1944 squad.
the second team. Other members make an appearance
except on
Bud Zeitler, Mai Chamberlain,
of the first team were: ends Jack dark and lonely nights.
Jack Pidgeon and Campbell Carey all have had experience in the
distance events, the former movBasketball Schedule Still Limited
ing along well after long experiThe team is still retaining Its no. The activities have gone un- ence with the local high school
local color with little desire to supervised, the results and
stand- team.
leave its own backyard. The sched- ings are never available for pubAdin Merrow, who continued
his swimming competition while
ule calls for four games out of lication, and on the whole
there
state with two of the games being has been an aura of vague and be- in service, was a member of the
1943 team. Other backstrokers
played way, way down hi Boston. wildered inefficiency.
are Chamberlain and
Gordon
This seems to be an outright case
The ORIENT has tried to secure Page.
of chauvinism to us. Why not a at various times information from
Tony Soltyziak, a fneshman
few games in new territory so that the White Key on interfraternlty with a great deal of secondary
the Bowdoin name can be given a football, basketball, bowling, and school campaigning behind him,
chance to be mouthed about with and the road race. There seems to and two 1944 veterans, Paul Morrespectful awe.
be a general absence of memory an and Earl Onhsby form, with
the
breast
With the abundance of basket- on these events, which the organ- Lester Shackford,
stroke contingent for this year's
ball talent in the college this year ization is sponsoring.
the
Inter-fraternity
Basketball
Interfraternity athletics are ac- team.
League should come into its own tivities in which the lesser lights
Leonard Gath and Bill Blaine
and become not only an enthus- of the athletic campus display their are two capable divers who round
iastic affair but also one that will best. They do not receive the
pub- out the large, seasoned, 1946
produce some better basketball licity which is given to their more squad.
than it did last year. Which outstanding varsity counterparts.
brings us to a point.
This Is not as It should be* The
The White Key is responsible ORIENT wishes to give adequate
for handling the Inter-fraternal and fun recognition of the achieveathletics of the school. This is an ments of all who play for the fraelected responsibility that has as ternity or college, no matter
its reward a key that represents whether their
part is large or
a job well-done. Has the job beer small. To do this we must have at
well-done in the past few months, least some semblance of cooperathough? We are inclined to say tion.

—

down

to workable size

and mold a

This winter will see great ex- club which will give a good account
pansion in Bowdoin's athletic pro- of itself in its curtain raiser.
gram. The College expects to field Many veterans of previous Polar
Varsity, Junior Varsity and possi- Bear quintets are also veterans of

its

j

Basket- a much bigger outfit that untrack, doubtedly took away much of the
edge and palish so necessary for
skiing and swimming
Those men, especially veterans a winning team. It will take time
with experience, especially inter for this edge to return, and chooshalf
estcd in revival of the Bowdoin ing between these men will be
bly

ball,

—

All-State

easy one, however. With the seasonal opener less than three weeks
away, the must shave his squad

Sports Expand

With Winter Season

season
with the New Englands at WilIs. a deep-seated conviction
among football followers that a liamstown, while the J.V. squad
team must win a great proportion will face seven rivals.
of their games or be considered a
Coach Miller, working with* the
failure. This Is a fallacy if yon
greatest
manupw'er
in
many
consider the variables that enter
into a team's schedule: the T de- years, has stepped up the train
schedule
to full
tempo ir
fense on a wet day or a pass that ing
succeeds In the last few minutes. preparation for the first compe
When the chips were down and tition of the season the AAU
Bowdoin's backs were to the wall, meet at Portland on December
our fighting line held its heavier 6th, an individual championship
opponents to no gain. This team
event. Intercollegiate team comalways continued to fight, but a
light and inexperienced team needs petition opens a week later, as
more than a fighting (heart to win. the Bears meet Amherst in the
It needs luck, and sometimes the home pool.
luck runs out.
While it is difficult at this

an underdog win.
overcome unsurThere

George McClelland

Prospects for Bowdoin's fifth edition of a varsity basketball
team loom brighter this year than ever before in the brief history of Polar Bear basketball. In his first season as head basketball coach, Irv Huether is endowed with a generous -sprinkling
of experienced operatives in the still growing squad which now
has passed the 50 mark.
-1 Huether's job will not be an

Freshman teams
fencing, hockey,

in

rifle,

the battle.

Rifle Club and the formation of
a Rifle team, as well as men anx-

LAST YEAR'S BASKETBALL TEAM

from which several veterans are returning to bolster
Bowdoin's 946 basketball hopes in the State Series. Coach^ Huether has the services of
Marty Wooden, Bert Moore, Milt MacDonald, Packy McFarland, and Dan Morrison.
1

Swimming Schedule

Portland City Manager Fraternity Road Race

Bowdoin's court annals are short

compete with a fencing and unimpressive. Unlike Dinny
team, should consult with Mr. Shay and Jack Magee, Huether has
Malcolm E. Morrell, Athletic Di- no great record to uphold and must
create his own. The first varsity
rector.
Interfraternity competition in team in 1941 didn't win a game and
bowling,
hand'iall. although succeeding
teams imbasketball,
swimming and track is also proved, not one finished with a
planned. Boxing, wrestling, swim- winning percentage or came close
ming and, of course, Cal classes to winning the state title. This
will be held throughout the win- year it may be different, for beious

to

the more than 20 players
with Bowdoin experience there are
sides

ter.

many newcomers who have
make the squad.

a

chance to

Turkey Prizes Feature

Little Packy
tain of the 1944

Xmas

McFarland, capand 1945 outfits,

Gambols leads the host of experienced aspirAnnual
Postponed
ants. His sharp shooting has made
Plans for the College's annual him the most feared man on the
Mr.
Lyman
Moore,
manS.
city
Interfraternity
Road
Race,
The
Dec. 6 A.A.U. Meet
Portland
Christmas Gambols were outlined squad for the last two years.
Dec. 14 Amherst
Brunswick ager of Portland,' was the guest originally scheduled for this week, this week by John J. Magee, Di- Among his returning teammates
Jan. 11 Williams
Brunswick speaker at a meeting of the Po- has been postponed until next rector of Track and Field Athlet- from last year are: Matt Brancbe.
Jan, 17 Tufts
Medford litical Forum last evening. The .month, according to an announce- ics. The Gambols will get under- a rangy center who was improving
MarJan. 18 M.I.T.
Cambridge meeting was held in the lounge of ment Tuesday morning by Edward way on December 9 and extend fast when the season ended;
ty Wooden, a rugged guard; a
Jan. 21 A.A.U. Meet
Portland the Zeta Psi house.
Bert
period.
guards
in
over
six-day
'46,
a
aggressive
couple
president
of
the
of
Marston
R.
Jan. 24* Mass. State
Brunswick
Discussing various problems of
The competition will include Moore and Milt MacDonald; a
Feb. 15 Wesleyan
Brunswick city government, Mr. Moore laid White Key.
sixteen events, and a half-dozen good forward in Dan Morrison;
Feb. 22 A.A.U. Meet Brunswick
After conferences with Athletic
emphasis
communities
of
on
high-scorers will be awarded tur- and Charley Huen, a clever utility
Feb. 28 Trinity
Hartford
Director Malcolm E. Morrell and keys.
man.
Mar. 1 Boston Univ.
Boston Portland's size. He outlined the
Among those who saw service in
Mar. 8 Connecticut
Brunswick city manager plan and pointed Track and Field Events Director
The tasty birds are already beout its advantages over other John J. Magee, Marston decided to ing fattened in preparation for previous campaigns are JefT PowMar. 15 New Englands
Williamstown forms of municipal management. allow prospective entrants a two- the Gambols, and Coach Magee er, who returned to school in time
Consisting of long-range planning week training period before hold- suggests student cinder enthu- to get into a few games last year,
* Tentative
carried out by professional ad- ing
Monaghan, Lou Piper, John
the Race. The tentative date is siasts begin their own condition- Steve
Junior Varsity
ministrators, it removes .a great
Whitcomb, Norby Carey. Larry
ing in the near future.
now Thursday. December 5.
At
deal of politics from local govDeane, John Devine. Frank KimDoc. 18 Exeter
Exeter ernment. It stresses efficient orball. Joe Flanagan, Bill Silsby,
Jan. 10 Deerin^
CO.
and is particularly
D. D.
Deering ganization
Jack Clarke, Al Stevens. Bill TalJan. 18 Edw. Little
Auburn adept at solving various departcott, and Walt Finnagan. These are
SPORTING - ATHLETIC
Jan. 24 Portland B.C.
Portland mental problems.
the boys who form the question
EQUIPMENT
RECREATION
Feb. 14 Portland H. S.
Moore invited Bowdoin
Mr.
of BRUNSWICK, MAINE
mark. If several comes through it
Brunswick men who are interested in municimay mean the difference between
Capital and Surplus $350,000
Near Fire Station
Feb. 15 Lewiston
Brunswick pal government to visit him at his
Total Resources over $5,000,000
a good and a mediocre season.
Feb. 19 Brunswick
Bowdoin Portland offices at any time.
Student Patronage Solicited
Other candidates who are makAddresses Forum

Varsity

Two Weeks

At

FIRST NATIONAL

The

College

Book

A VIEW-MASTER WITH FILL-COLOR KODACHROME
wonderful Christmas present for a young-

ster or a shut-in.

View-master Regular
View-master DeLuxe

$1.50
$2.00

ing a varsity bid are Miles Martin,
Harold Mason, Bill and Hank Reardon, W. C. Rogers, Howard Thorburn, Bernard Toscani, George
Hickey, Foster Tallman, Bill Mac-

HOTEL EAGLE

Store

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW.
IT IS NOT TOO EARLY
PICTURES makes a

GARDNER

BANK

<

NEW

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Drummond, Tom

Intyre, Ainslee

DINING

I

|

Macomber, Ed Lundwell, Morten
Lund, Marshall Jones, John Heus-

Ray Harris, Bob Speirs, Gordon Beem, Pat Slattery, Bob Leonard, Jack Bailey, Bill Hawkins,
and Fred Giddings. This group
will be increased as football canler,

didates continue to report.
The surplus from .the varsity will
play Jayvee ball, but if any more
promising hoopsters come out, it
may be necessary to organize a
freshman team which would play

Maine high schools.
The varsity schedule, recently
released, lists 13 contests. For the
first V me Bowdoin will play each
of the other Maine colleges three
times instead of two. Besides thestate series competition, Bowdoin
[ Continued on Page
]
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CUMBERLAND

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Nov. 21

WwL-Thurs.

GALLANT JOURNEY
with

Glean Ford

Janet Blair

-

also

Fox News

Short Subject

Nov. 22-28

FrL-Sat.

Do you
Do you

like to
like to

have your friends know what you ate doing?
bear of your athletic achievements?

THE BIG SLEEP
wltb
Humphrey Bogart

Would you like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There

Is

Paramount News

an easy and Inexpensive way.

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere hi the world.
charge for foreign dotUeiy
-

The ORIENT

girls

No

and

MY DARLING

extra

CLEMENTINE
with
- Linda Darnell

Henry Fonda
is

fee College Oracle

Victor Mature
also

ami Reporter
Hears AH

-

Sees

AH

ONLY

Nov. 24-25-26

JBua.-Mon.-Tues.

.

Remember

-

Lauren BacaU
also

-Tells All

$2.00

Paramount News
-

No

Nov. 27-28

Wed.-Thurs.

Censorship

THE TIME OF
THEIR LIVES

a year

'

with

Abbott and Costello
also

Fox News
deliver the

ORIENT

Short Subjects

to:

Nov. 29-88

Fri.-Sat.

Name

LADY LUCK
with
Robert Young - Barbara Hale

Address

also

Paramount News

CHy, State

Short Subjects

Tae Orteat Odea.

ftwfcft.

Maine

1

\
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By George H.

Griffin

H. Dunning

Wi

"Boston Daily anything will be done about TalHeadline
in
"Girt Football Fan Says madge's fascist organization
Globe"
in
Mice Throw Her Over Medford Georgia
no, or Hague's maFence"
do they get three
chine in Jersey or Pendergast or
points for that?
McCoy
no!! So we've had a
V
change
of
government
so

—
—

—
—

—

A convalescent
ing from the effects of a major
operation refused to postpone her
woman

wedding day and

recover- what??"??

V

Did you ever think a news
She paper could be run without re-

was married

while still in the hospital.
says that the nurses "took me
to their heart," and insisted that
she be married before leaving.
We always thought that misery
loved company.
L_V

porters? Neither did we, but

Orient
tors

is

running on sixteen edi-

and zero

reporters.

V

In Cambridge, Md., a war vetHow well the boys on
eran was recently sentenced to Growler staff can copy!!!
die for the murder of his sweetheart. The defense attorney ar-

gued that the defendant was "a
product of postwar frustration
and disillusionment," and that
"society had given him a gun
and had taught him how to
shoot. He shot people and it had

if

you'll glance at the masthead of
this issue you'll notice that the

the

V
We

are

seriously considering
into the
production of
whistles, manufactured from the
bark scrapings of the trees on
campus. Now if the College will
lend its name to our enterprise

going

that we can advertise them as
made a hero of him." Consider for so
"Bowdoin College's Bark Whisa moment the effect on many antles," we should be able to gross
other recalcitrant, unsatisfied G.

a ton. For the use of the College's
the verdict had been not
name we will gladly contribute
guilty. There wouldn't be much
part of our take for a fund for
indiscriminate shooting going on,
the procurement of slate colored
oh no!!
chamber mugs for the dorms.
I.

if

V

Ernest A. Hooton, Professor of
Headline in "Portland Press
Anthropology at Harvard, reHerald"
"U of
Students Join
cently brought forth the undoubtChristian Group; Postpone Glee
that
a
revelation
edly profound
Club Show"
we would
how
"butter-ball," a corpulent characlike to take in that show!
to
layman, is far and

—

M

—

ter
the
best bet for the fair
sex to hogtic, having "even emotions and a love of people, a remarkable family man and a good
husband." Hootic goes on further
to inform us that a "he-man" is
unfit for marriage because "he

away the

[Continued prom Page

J

rooms

at

'

Sunday's magazine section of
bursement of any surplus which
the New York Times carries a
may exist. The method of selectstory about a Britisher, Mrs. Vioing the committeemen to be delet van der Elst, who for some
termined at a later date.
thirteen odd years has been seekWhile no attempt should be
punabolition
capital
ing the
of
made to minimize the problems
bangs his heels when he walks ishment in England. Our sincerest
and complains because he does respect for this lady who, unlike which must be faced between
now and then, the committee benot nave enough exercise," and a most of us, does something about
lieves that when the time comes
"string-bean" will make beans ou'. what she believes in instead of
for the sale of books for the
of bliss because he "dislikes peo- merely thinking about it.
Spring Trimester, there will be
ple, and suffers from chronic faan organization capable of accepttigue and inhibitions."
Thought while reading Dorothy able service to the student body.

V

V

Parker:
Gals often make glances
Now all we have to do is conAt guys wearing pantses.
vince all our as yet unlucky fethis
that
male acquaintances
V
eyewash is straight down the
As a result of a couple of items
line, fill all our friends with calowhich have appeared in this
ries, and we'll be able to live, uncolumn, your reporter has been
hampered and unwanted, to a ripe accused of being narrow-minded.
old age.
Nothing could be farther from
t

V
the truth. We see both sides* of
So we've had a change of gov- every question: ours and the one
ernment. Docs this mean that which is incorrect.
!-S

PREFERRED. ..FOR QUALITY!

Iran®®©
100% PURE WOOL FLANNEL SHIRTS BY

M

R O N

I

An incomparable spore shirt
prefer the best

The

. . .

intended for those

fabric is the finest

100%

flannel in America. The tailoring Is by McGregor
their

who

worsted
. . .

with

famous Single Needle Custom Construction.

And

the colors are vibrant, flannel-chrome shades. Exclusive
in Sport Shins with McGregor.

HARMON'S
Outfitters to

104

Bowdoin Men

FRONT STREET

/
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the Union ficiently throughout with a farcical
would result in the least inconve- mood that was satisfying. Edith
Lancaster, in a last minute subnience. It is believed that the norstitution for Rhoney Snider, as
mal during-the-semester sales can Rose Maybud was a riotously
be conducted in concomitance funny example of dead-pan acting.
with the regular Union Store bus- As Dame Hannah, Catherine Daggett turned in her usual polished
iness.
and professional performance. Her
It is anticipated that there will
impassioned "Roddy-daddy" on
be a great many problems aris- seeing her long dead lover was a
ing between now and the time joy to behold.
the books must be available. The
Drusilla Congdon as Mad Marlength of time remaining is hard- garet turned in a performance
if not as whimsical as might
ly proportionate to the amount which,
perhaps have been desired, was
that must be accomplished. Many
very capable. Desier Livingston
of the decisions which must be and Suzanne Young as the profesmade are not matters of policy, sional bridesmaids were pleasant
but merely of execution or expe- to look at and pleasant to hear,
William Davis' Robin Oakapple,
diency. In the interests of less
was a delightfully farcical creation,
time-consuming administration, it aided and abetted at first by a
was the unanimous vote of the wondrously naive expression and
committee that an executive sub- later by a moustache out of the
committee be formed to act for villainous nineties.
James Keefe as Dick Dauntless
the full committee in matters not
concerned with policy. The execu- was sufficiently nautical but failed
tive committee to be appointed by at times to evidence the maritime
the President This committee exuberance the part seemed to dewas to include an equal number mand. Russell Washburne's Sir
of representatives from the facul- Despard was satisfactorily vocal
ty and student body. The appoint- but quite pale in contrast to Miss
ments were made as follows: for Congdon's definitely superior abilthe faculty: Mr. Phillip S. Wilder, ity in the Basingstoke scene. The'
chairman, Mr. Donovan D. Lan- performance of Peter Poor, howcaster, and Professor Albert Ab- ever, as Sir Roderick was somerahamson. For the undergradu- thing of a minor masterpiece. TJie
ates: Boyd Murohv '49; Earl W. deep, rolling, sepulchral voice, the
Ricker
and Warren H. Dun* mobile face, the sure sense of farce
,
ning II '49.
made his the finest characterizaAfter the operations have' be- tion in the whole production.
gun, a joint faculty-undergraduRoy Littlehale as Old Adam and
ate committee will be responsible Howard Dwelley, George Fogg,
for the determination of general Martin Wooden, and Robert Bliss
policy, including such matters as as Ghosts completed the cast.
what mark-up will be used in arriving at the selling price of the
books and the manner of disavailable

for over

25 Years

BATH

will

[Continued from Page )]
[ Continued from Page i
take on four out-of-state and Harlan Peabody. '50.

]

These men have been doing
teams, three of them newcomers
double rehearsals on the routines.
to the Polar Bear slate. In January
Various methods of singing are
the Big White will entertain Trin- employed; the voices sometimes
then the New Hampshire in harmony, sometimes antiphonity;
Wildcats will come up for their an- al, sometimes accompanied on the
other times in
nual visit. In February Bowdoin instruments, and at
melody, in unison, and without
will travel to Boston to engage
accompaniment.

[
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dates:

15

Dec. 17

Jan. 10
Jan. 11
Jan. IS
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

15
18
18
21
11

Feb. 15
Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 25

Trinity Varsity

Varsity

away
home
home

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

Maine Brunswick Annex (JV)
Bates Varsity
Maine Varsity
Portland Hi«h (JV)
Colby Varsity And JV
Maine Varsity and JV
Colby Varsity and JV
Tufts Varsity
Boston University
Bates Varsity and JV

home
home
home
home
away
home
home
away
away
away

TOWN TAXI
24 Hour

PRINTING

Tel.

1000

POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

Maine Street

WE DO ALL

Brunswick

Manager
The Orient

HLDG.

TEfcfS-W

KINDS 6f LIGHT TRUCKING

AND
ETC.

PLEASE CALL

— Telephone S —
Printers of

TOWH

HAULING—WOOD, FURNITURE, RUBBISH

EDGECOMB

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Maine

PRIflTlilG
ALV1N SETTLE

The RECORD OFFICE
Phone 974-M for delivery

HARDWARE
Qsffi

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Ask Us For Quotations

BRUNSWICK

Service

We have

And Other

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
*
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

J

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

STATIONERY

MIKE'S PLACE

J

understanding."

national

Maine Varsity and J.V.
away
Maine Brunswick Annex (JV)

New Hampshire

Pi&

emphasized

,

Dec

[

J

Continued from

once that this record was unequaled to
Institution
again the necessity for placing his knowledge in any
in the country not possessing a
ourselves in the position of the obgraduate school in drama.
ject of our hate lest we by our obHe urged that all students
stinacy be the hated. "Extraor- wishing to submit plays for this
dinary antagonisms are evidencing contest see him for consultation
draft of their plays
themselves
in
national unity: on the first
before December. As usual, the
capital versus labor, the North
Masque and Gown offer* !ferizes of
versus the South. All the factions twenty-five and fifteen dollars to
must be reconciled before we the winner and runner-up.

Fuess

Dr.

Tufts, then Boston University.
The dances are dependent on
The Varsity and Junior Varsity the rhythms of the songs and
follow the moods of the plot, achieve
vary
Dee. 7 Colby Varsity
home which in "The Cyclops"
away from extreme gaiety to horror.
Dec. 11 Bates Varsity

first

•

One-Act Plays

Fuess Speech

"Cyclops"

Basketball

Ruddigore Review

Bookstore

PSI

U HOUSE

and JONES & CO.
TELEPHONE 8006 or 1281

•

!

V

»

COU8TMA6 VACATION
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BUtMUUD TO JAKTTAftr •

ATOMIC ENERGY LECTURE
IN UNION, THURSDAY
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Alpha Rho Upsilon Based On Complete Racial Equality
Wins Faculty Recognition Thursday As Local Fraternity
Dougherty Would Banish

F. Frank '48 and
Hayden B. Goldberg

By Morton

Students interested in "liberalism" and "progressivism"
should transfer to more suitable institutions and leave their "perhaps less enlightened" fellow-students to follow "the traditional
paths," declared William A. Dougherty '46, President of the
Student Council, in a chapel talk on December 3.

The entire text of Dougherty'
speech follows:
Having been a chapel monitor
on ami

Vernon Analyzes

off since. 1942, I feel that

Personalities
In Chapel Talk

am

extremely well-qualified to
speak on the subject of chapel
speakers. During the time that I
have been at Bowdoin, I have
"You can build nothing on a
with
few exceptions attended program of negation," stated Revchapel daily. Therefore, I am erend Percy D. Vernon of the
sure that I have heard just about United Baptist Church of Lewisevery type of speaker the College ton in delivering a Chapel talk
has to offer.
at the vesper service last Sunday.
I hove listened to long dissertaThe Rev. Vernon emphasized
tions on the effect of the Ruthen- that we must have an ideal to
ian Church on world history, why which we can cling. The ideal for
we should read the philosophy of which we, the present generation,
Poincare,
why must foster is that of ChristianHenri
reasons
Bowdoin students should practice ity.
temperance, and heard of the
Four types of people were classtrials and triumphs of countless
ified by Rev. Vernon who pointed
Bowdoin worthies.
out the faults of the first three
All this I have suffered with- and the correctness of ideal of the
out complaint or undue pain, often last. The first type of person is
with interest, and sometimes even the one who always objects to a
with amusement Unfortunately, theory but never proposes or
however, every once in a while fights for it, since he never has
some Billy Sunday or Carrie Na- a progressive theory of his own.
tion
from the student body,
The man who objects to somestraining under the weight of the
thing without constructive criticross he is carrying, mounts the
cism is, in the opinion of Rev.
rostrum and like a long bearded
Vernon, one of the worst enemies
anarchist proceeds to preach a
that we have. This man is afraid
policy of down with everything!!
to fight for an ideal because he
These misinformed zealots and might be ruined or harmed for his
selfstyled reformers care not a stand. We need some great loyalwhit what they attack; anything
ty on which we can .build our
wul do so long as It will give them lives*, he declared.
a chance to gain some cheap pubThe person who is an eager but
licity and a line or two in that
changeable enthusiast is the secquestionable organ that adverond type of person who is a detriI

.

.

ing the war.

petty distractions.

Last spring they started with
vicious and vitriolic attack on

Then there

generated
sinks of

into

evil, if

Won By

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
opened the Contest by giving a
brief history of the donor of the
prizes and his purpose in making

character of faith; he

not actual broth-

Continued on Page
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'49

who

tle

Tin Soldier." by Leota Hulse

presented "Danny's Lit-

has

a

is

a

man

Capacity Crowd Hears

Trapp Family Singers

Before a capacity crowd of
who believes in a program.
the
students,
"Where do we stand in issues townspeople and
Trapp Family Singers, on Saturwhich confront our lives?" asked day evening, December 9, sang a
Rev. Vernon. We must stand like collection of classical and folk
Lincoln beside the slave block and songs in a program sponsored by
Associaever I get the chance to the Brunswick Concert

as

large as the college is bound to
have disciplinary troubles. But to
say that fraternities have failed say, "If
and that they arc a bad influence hit this thing,
it hard."
upon the students is foolish.
[

has

[

I will hit

it

Continued on Page

;

and

hit

|

|

.

M. Williams

—

'46

I

I

I

management.

When

the

Why?

fraternity

Each house bought from
whomever it desired, the amount
ment.

houses

opened their dining rooms this fall and quality determined by the
they had just remedied a severe amount of board collected arid the
result of the war
numerical, fi- overhead operation of the dining
nancial, and structural weakness- room.
Houses were never prepared to
es. Today all the eleven fraternities on campus are operating at purchase, store or Use bulk goods
near-maximum efficiency with un- either canned or perishable fresh
usually large delegations, in most products. The .purchased meats
cases increasing their numerical were processed and bought in the

—

;

I

desired quantity shortly before
using. Perishables such as lettuce,
celery, fresh vegetables, poultry
products were bought according
to the demand. Wages were less
than half what they arc now and
the individual board bills were in
many instances a third less than
what they are today.
Under the present interfraternity co-operative employees are
hired through the college with advice and consent of the house
managers thus creating an effigraduate or a combination stew- cient group of workers in newly
ard and cook. Each house did its opened houses, being paid a fairly
own hiring, firing, and standard- standardized and reasonable wage,
izing of employees' wages, its own sharing in the college retirement
budgeting as to quantity, quality plan and Insurance policies. This
and methods of preparation and is an advantage few if any houses
serving food. Under that system did or can offer.
There are some things, howthere was friendly rivalry as to
who could serve the best food.
[ Continued on Page a ]
strength, thus greatly increasing
their source of income. The college has been carrying on a reconstruction plan for every house,
painting, papering, repairing and
extending their efforts to the dining room, kitchens, plumbing and
heating systems.
Now that the fall term is well
along there are numerous problems which have arisen over dining room operations and costs.
Before the war each house had
its own steward, either an under-

To Windy

Nordstrom

Dies At
After

only a few days before his death.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
participated in the funeral services held on November 22.
In spite of his serious handicap,
during his brief stay at Bowdoin
Nordstrom had entered actively
into campus life. 1I<' was a member of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity, the Glee Club, and the Sunday Chapel Choir.
The Rev. Warren C. Herrick,
Episcopal
of
Trinity
Rector
Church. Melrose, where Nordstrom was very active in music,
said of him: "He was a real boy
with all a boy's varied interests
and limitations; yet beyond that
naturalness was a certain special ness which lodged in the hearts of
his friends and gave a warm and
glowing feeling."
'

'50;

Ameri-

Russia, Central
ca, and Australia.

the organization.

Both
and code communications

Peace, Security, Highlights

The Federal Communications
Commission requires that one
possessing an operator's li-

man

—

|

A

We

—

—

1

Atomic Energy

.

To Be

j

;

j

i

j

I

a

mittee on fraternities.
After proof pf the completely
non-sectarian nature of the aspirant organization, the committee, headed by Professor Staruey
P. Chase, granted its full support
to the movement. This decision
was the result of the revival of a
previous move for fraternity status which was tabled l»»t by another faculty committee.

Even though the name Alpha
Rho Upsilon was granted by vote
of the faculty last January 28, as
the year progressed, members of

mere
letter name was insuffiThey therefore strongly advocated another campus fraternity, one which did not judge prospective members on any other
the organization felt that a

Greek

cient.

basis than merit.

Committees have been formed
to study problems of the

new

lra-

the first; here since the
formation several years ago" of
Phi Delta Psi, which has since
ternity,

become a chapter of the national
Alpha Tau Omega. A
.
...
and means committee is
now
studying
methods of secura great extent
|

frate rnity,

Bowdoin and
„, other
liEZ colleges
w~„™ and
„„a um\ersities
,.~;.
n-;>i.*c ways
at
this quflitionnaire at

I

,.

will determine, to

j

the measure of success to be ing funds for the purchase of a
achieved by .the delegates at Chi- fraternity house.
cago.
Present officers of the organizaare: Charles G.

tion
j

New England

Society

Establishes Loan

Fund

•

i

!

A new

revolving loan fund
of $250 for the purpose of making emergency cash loans to
students has been established
by the New England Society,
Mr. Philip S. Wilder. Assistant
to the President, announced recently.

The

j

j

'phone

Speaking strongly for world everlasting gratitude is due not cense be present while a station
peace and unity, Thomas C. Van- merely because they went to war is on the air. At the present time
Clevc, professor of History, copfor that is but an obligation of Professor Little is the only one
ducted the Pearl Harbor Day good citizenship but because they who has a license and his must be
service on Saturday, December 7. bore so gallantly the burden of renewed.
Extractions from Professor Van needless sacrifice, which the imPaul J. McGce. Chief Radio
"Trio Sonata in A Minor" by Clove's speech follow:
prudence of their fathers had im- Operator of the McMillan Arctic
Telcmann. The Singers returned
posed upon them,
Expedition of 1925 once wrote a
"Five years have passed since
and gave Mozart's "Frcundc" and
disparage it!
letter to Bowdoin College conthis nation suffered its supreme
Gibbon's "The Silverswan."
"There can be no idealistic de- gratulating it on its radio work.
humiliation at Pearl Harbor. Rechighly applauded innovation ollections of the day can give us fense against irrational fanati- Bowdoin had been one of 15 amacism.
World peace is to' be at- teur stations that had been able
comwas the presentation of the en- little cause to rejoice.
core selections before the inter- memorate it rather in the spirit tained only through realistic de- to contact the party.
There has been wireless telemission. This was designed, Bar- of humility as the day of our vices through agencies of the
United Nations which have un- graph here at. Bowdoin since 1900
oness von Trapp suggested, to nation's shame. It was the day of
retribution
for
foolish isolation- limited power to act as well as to and since about 1910 there has
leave the closing song more memism, for complacent selfishness, debate through realistic guaran- been 'phone communication. This
orable. Five encores were sung: for
improvident .unpreparedness, tees that no state can practice activity has always been conductclandestinely the arts of war ed by the students themselves
"The Echo" and "Brahms' "Lulla- and for gullible credulity.
while professiong to live in peace. with only slight faculty supervisby" were among the most excit"We can find but little solace in
"Perhaps in time, under the ever ion.
were the reproach of faithlessness to
booklets
Illustrated
ing.
watchful eyes of such agencies,
sold during intermission, the pro- the nation which so basely atmankind may cultivate the habits
tacked us. Nor can we absolve
ceeds to be given to Austrian
of peace and come to recognize,
Lecture
ourselves by imputing to the nathrough the blessings of tranfood relief.
tional government (legislative or
The closing group of Christmas executive) the opprobrium which iquility, that wars are irrational
Given
as they are futile, and that in
carols were sung in a traditional we must share. Pearl Harbor was,
"The Atomic Bomb and Curpeace alone can human life have
rent World Problems" will be
Austrian setting. The singers, and must forever remain the aim or purpose.
the subject of a lecture open to
into
burnt
deep
brand
of
shame
seated around a table, had an ad"But, until that time shall come,
the public to be (fiven in the
the hearts of the men of my genvent candle and four candle lan- eration.
that which we seek for all men
Moulton Union on Thursday, December 12, at »:30 P.M. by Prothrough the United Nations must
the
this
setting,
terns. Under
"But we should be remiss in- first be sought and found within
fessor William P. Allis of the
"Hirten
rendered
Trapp Singers
deed if we did not find cause on our own nation.
.Massachusetts Institute of Tech•
and Mitternacht"; "Away in a this day to honor the generation
nology.
"In the measure that we achieve
Following the lecture, Mr.
the
Halls"; of younger men who strove so va- peace with these things within
Manger"; "Deck
John H. Teeter of the Carnegie
"Beist einmal Rimmen"; "Jesus, liantly, and with so great suc- our own nation, we are justified
Ir itltute. Washington, D. C. will
Rest Your Head"; "The Virgin's cess, to redeem the integrity of in safeguarding them by force of
speak and present a March of
the nation. To these men our arms."
Lullaby"; and "Silent Night."
N
Tune film on "Atomic Energy."

—

Ixist
month,
after
Student
approval of fraternity
status for the Thorndike Club or
Alpha Rho Upsilon, a petition for
recognition as a local fraternity
was submitted to the faculty com-

Council

non-Interest

loans

will

be administered by Mr. Wilder,
with preference given to students from New England.
Similar funds have been established at Amherst, Connecticut College, Dartmouth. Mount

|

j

i

.

Chason

'46,

Chester Catler '46,
Carl J. Cooper
'49, Recording Secretary;
Julian
Ansell '45. Corresponding Secretary; Jordan Wine '46, Treasurer;
and Shepard Lifshitz '47, Student
President;

.

President;

Vice

Council Representative. Dr. Nor-

man

L.

Munn, Professor of Psy-

chology, serves as the faculty adj

visor.

The group's
was submitted

constitution,

which

to the faculty last
year along with the first petition
was written by J. Sheldon Caras
'49

and Irving R. Pliskin

new

constitution

is

*49.

A

being drawn

Holyoke, Trinity, Williams, and

up by Earl Rosen. Jr. '45, Chester Catler '46, and Joseph J.

Wheaton.

Schmuch

'49.

will be!

used.

Of Pearl Harbor Day Speech
—

j

the opinion of the Bowdoin undergraduates with respect to the
above questions if he is to represent the Bowdoin point of view
accurately at the meeting. In order to obtain this opinion on these
questions, a questionnaire sponsored by the B.C.A. will be distributed to the fraternities on
Thursday, December 12. The sponsors of the questionnaire want it
understood that the cooperation
of the students with regard to

To

—

i

"All Races United" has been
adopted as the motto of this new
organization which is an outgrowth of the former Thorndike
Club. This latter group for many
years gave
representation
on
campus to non-fraternity stu-

Longley, dents.

Home

"Hams"

ficers of

B.

Meeting in Chicago on December 28, 29 and 30, the representatives of American colleges and
universities will form the
Illness
American branch of the Federation, and attempt to formulate a
News of the untimely death of
united and universal policy with
Robert E. Nordstrom '50 on Norcspect to the following aspects
vember 19 at his home in Melof college activity: fraternities,
rose, Massachusetts was received
student government, curriculum,
with surprise by his classmates
exchange of students among uniand friends on the campus.
versities,
government subsidizaNordstrom, 17 year old victim
tion of education, and regulation
of a long, incurable illness of
of the college newspaper.
which he himself was not fully
Mr. Longley will need to know
aware, had returned to his home

The station will be operated on
The committee wished to make
The concert will be free to all
students showing their blanket known that any former Army of standard amateur frequencies (40
to 80 meters) as it did before the
The individuality of the pro- tax cards. The concert will be re- the United States officer interest- war. In pre-war days the station
gram was heightened by the run- peated January 14 at Colby Col- ed in joining the Bath-Brunswick contacted amateurs in Europe,
Chapter should see one of the ofning commentary rendered by lege.
and South

Trapp,
von
mother of the seven daughters
and one son who comprised the
choir. Dr. Franz Wasner conducted the concert.
The program opened with de

j

'50

Secretary-TreaC.A.C. Reserve;
surer: Captain Lloyd A. Goggin
'50, F. D. Reserve.
'•
Addressing the. group in the
Moulton Union, Major G. E. Lar- Bowdoin's
Plan
and
C.M.P., of Portland,
son,
Captain T. M. Sills. A.C., from
Reinstate
Station
Dow Field, Bangor, described reW10R. Bowdoin's pre-war amaserve activities in the New England area. Lt. Col. Roscoe N. teur radio station, is expected to
Given of Augusta, Department of be reinstated in the near future.
Maine president of the Reserve A group of college man have gone
Officers Association of the United to Dr. N. C. Little, professor of
Holmes.
Physics, and have expressed a deLucille Morin is accompanist for States, and Col. Donald M. Libthe Choral Society; Herbert S. by, Vice president of the same or- sire to continue the tradition of a
student operated "ham radio." It
ganization,
remarked
on
the
pos'46,
Club;
for the Glee
French
and John Thomas for the Colby sibilities for reserve activities in will be set up on the fourth floor
of the Searlcs Science Building.
Brunswick.
College Glee Club.

Maria

i

'48 to represent Bowdoin at
the December conference of the
International Federation of StUr
Present President of Alpha Kho dents, the Student Council last
Upsilon which this week became Thursday gave Bowdoin a voice
a recognized fraternity.
in the first meeting in this country- of the first organization of its
kind in the world.

Friday. President-elect of the organization is Lt. Col. Philip S.
Wilder, S. A. Reserve; Vice pres-

Major James McKeen

1

Jr.

of

ident:

j

City

By choosing James

The former officers of the Army
United States in the
the
Brunswick area organized themBath-Brunswick
selves into the
Chapter of the Reserve Officers
Association at a meeting last

The tenth annual presentation
Handel's "Messiah" will be
given December 13 in The First
Parish Church. The Church was
chosen instead of Memorial Hall,
scene of former presentations, in
order to accommodate the audience and the chorus of 250, the
largest one ever to give the "Messiah" at Bowdoin, representing the
combined groups of the Bowdoin
College Glee Club, the Brunswick
Choral Society' and the Colby
College Glee Club.
Professor
Frederic
Tillotson
will conduct. Soloists are Elizabeth Williams, soprano; Ruth P.
Crouse, alto; Roger Williams '47,
tenor; John Devinc '44, baritone;
and members of the New England
Conservatory Orchestra which' is
under the direction of Malcolm

Lasso's "Salve Regina"; "Kyric
Eleison" from "Missa Brevis" by
which in turn in no small way de- Palestrina; "Alleluja," a Georgian
This week one fraternity,
Alpha Delta Phi withdrew its termined the best house. The way chant; "Agnas Dei" from "Misia
privilege of participating in co- to a- multiplicity of pledge pins Brevis" by Palestrina. An instruoperative buying under college was in the dining room manage- mental
followed:
composition

R. J.

»

Student Council
To Send Longley

tion.

Baroness

ALPHA DELTA PHI WITHDRAWS
FROM COLLEGE DINING PLAN

Concluding a long fight for the establishment at Bowdoin of a
fraternal organization founded upon the principles of racial and
religious equality. Alpha Rho Upsilon won full recognition as a
local fraternity at a meeting of the faculty last Thursday.

Wilder To Head.
250 Voices Will
Handle "Messiah'? Former Officers
of

Fraternity Outgrowth

Of Thorndike Organization

member-

Hermann Hagedom.

Black. Alternate for the program
is Haydcn B. Goldberg '49.
Those who acted as judges are:
engage in Edwin G. Walker, Esq.; Donald
Webber. Esq.; and Milford E.
W.
for which

we need now. This man

anti-intellectual

organization

man who

fights for his ideal is the person

No one is trying to say that
the Bowdoin fraternity system is
Any

the

and

Fickett

individual, he must
some worthwhile ideal
Wence, Ph.D.
he can devote all his eagerness
and enthusiasm.
The man who stands up and

els.

perfect.

is

first

affiliation

Alexander Prize
Speaking Contest

rate enthusiasm for second
rate ideals. As a remedy for that

Bowdoin fraternity system.
By means of their chapel talks
and the sympathetic reporting of
these talks by the ORIENT, they
succeeded in convincing most
outsiders and many alumni that
Bowdoin was torn by racial strife
and that her fraternities had dethe

ternity

ship was binding in no way upon
the subsequent joining of a fraterDedicating itself to a vigorous nity. No benefits were derived from
progressive policy of religious and the organization other than repreracial tolerance, and denouncing sentation in campus activities; the
the blackball system as undemo- members neither ate nor lived as a
cratic. Alpha Rho Upsilon last week unit.
became the twelfth fraternity on
The Thorndike Club was formed
the Bowdoin campus. It has beeij pwHtlv Viroueh the efforts of Pro
established for the purpose of fessor Ernst Helmrcich and Mr
eliminating some of tihe factor* Donovan D. Lancaster, joint ad
which have caused the anti-fraterg visors, and Carl F. Barron '38, first
nity sentiment of many outside^ president of the organization. Ir
strive
U* 1942, the privilege of eating as e
will
groups
and
strengthen the best features of the unit was accorded to the group
fraternity system.
and Professor Helmrcich became
The president of the new frater- permanent faculty advisor. When
Winner of Speaxing Contest se- nity, Charles G. Chason '46, said the Army meteorology' group came
"Citizenship
by Lowell when interviewed, "The advent of to Bowdoin in the spring of 1943,
lected
a new fraternity at Bowdoin in this the Club was again scattered. Only
Schmaltz" for his speech.
day of agitation against frater-' after the Army left in the spring
nities shows that there is still of 1944 did the Thorndike Club live
strength and value to the frater- together. The Army having vacated
nity system."
the south end of Winthrop Hall,
Alpha Rho Upsilon is an out- President Sills offered its use to
growth of the Alpha Rho Upsilon the Club.
Club, a group of non-fraternity
The group came to be recognized
men. Previously the group was more and more on campus and beknown as the Thorndike Club.
gan to make its influence felt. It
First prize in the Alexander
Before 1936, men who had not was through the suggestion of the
was
Contest
Speaking
Prize
frater- Thorndike Club that the present
awarded to Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. joined one of the eleven
campus were excluded system for the election of Student
'47 for his speech. "Citizenship, nities on
intra-mural Council members was introduced.
by Lowell Schmaltz." which was from participation in
and representation in the Previously the' members were sewritten by Sinclair Lewis. The athletics
These non- lected from the student body as a
second prize was awarded to student government.
fraternity men combined into a whole, and through the machinaPhilip B. Burke '44 for his rendichose for tion of factions, the complete conand
organization
loose
tion of "The Truce of the Bear"
Club in trol often centered in a few fraby Rudyard Kipling. Honorable its name the Thorndike
the ternities.
Under the new, more
mention was awarded to John R. honor of George Thorndike of
was representative plan each house is
Membership
1806.
of
class
Hupper '50, who presented "The
I Continued on Page 4 1
Bomb that Fell on America" by open to all men who had no fra-

them possible.
The other speakers who partic
ipated in the program are: Fredtizes itself as the "campus oraerick A. Moore *49, who gave
cle." They belong almost always ment to 'society. Rev. Vernon said
by Joseph Auslander!
"Steel"
to that small dissatisfied group of that we belong to altogether too Malcolm S. Stevenson '50, with
pseudo - intellectuals
which many organizations and that our "A Hundred Collars" by Robert
wormed itself into Bowdoin dur- days and nights are filled with Frost; and Howard R. Dwelley
a

New

Charles Chason

Religious, Racial Intolerance

From Campus

Liberalism

Alpha Rho Upsilon Eliminates

Lewis Fickett

Thursday

CYCLOPS PRODUCTION ENTAILS
LION'S HEAD, CHICKEN WIRE
Bryant Whipple

'30

investigation into what has
been going on behind the curtain
on the set of "The Cyclops"
proved to be most interesting.
Cyclops"
Euripides'
scheduled for its American premiere on Friday, December 20, at
4:30 p.m.. should prove to be done
in correct attire from the manner in which the outfitting crews
are going to work.
Your reporter climbed the four
stairways of Memorial Hall and
found himself amongst a group of
men with hammers, saws, paint
of paris, and
brushes, plaster
with dirty hands and faces. Naturally, he was quite overcome by
all this melee, when suddenly a
familiar voice apparently out of
no-where started directing traffic
"Palmer, put a couple of men
on that steadying line and lift
over here." Harold Palmer, '48,'

and surety from the
respect
words of the voice.
The reporter, with his overcoat
off and dirt streaked across his
face by now, decided it would be
nice to see from whom and from
where these orders were issuing.
He glanced around the loft only
to find no evidence so he shot a
glimpse toward the rafters of

did.

just that.

An

"The

Memorial Hall. There, with his
legs entwined in the beams, Ids,
right foot bracing a line which
ran a good twenty feet to the base
of the newly made backdrop, his
hair hanging in his face, clung
Professor George II. Quinby, Director of Dramatics.
One of the production chiefs
edged over toward yoipr reporter
and said, "He's really great; gets
everything running smoothly and
theft pitches right into the whole
business." He was certainly doing

Here, indeed, was a real story
so-and-so what he needs to All folded carefully against the
know about that rock." Russell wall sat the backdrop, a beautiful
Washburn, '50, did.
blue, which had been built by the
"Bliss,
your job's done all carpenters, carefully painted by
right. Now how about getting to- the paint crew, and was now all
gether with Keene on that side ready to be dropped into place at
," etc., etc.
of
a moment's notice.
Everything was going along
The aforesaid rock, which could
very smoothly with each depart- only been seen by looking at
ment head of the production elaborate plans laid out, was beworkers setting to with absolute
[ Continued on Page 4 }

"Washburn, untie that wire and

tell

MMI

-

—
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BOW^N ORIENT

THE

LXXV1

ORlfeftf

To

the Editor of the

Dougherty's Speech

Mustard and Cress

ORIENT:

At the risk of being termed a
"malcontent" I would like to re-

Orient Urges Council To Consider Plan

and Mathers and appearing

For Delaying Rushing Season In 1947

November
tt

As has been pointed out in this
week's "Mustard and Cress," the prescnt rushing system is not popular with

from which he may not recover before
he graduates.

'

Another consequence of the present system is that a freshman is forced,

Bowdoin men. The

the majority of

no warning,
upon which his

make a

reason that nothing has been done to

often with

to

improve the system is, as stated in the
same column, that the urge to reform,
while a potent force at the end of each
rushing season, is a mere whisper by
the middle of each semester.

cisjon

social life for

Now

a fraternity before
they have had a chance to become
to join

familiar with the

on campus?

be taken if the rushing system is to be
improved. There is plenty of time
before the end of the trimester to

nity

formulate a plan, present

consequence.

it

in order that

it

one sound reason for the

is

By holding

the rushing activities during the

first

few days after the freshmen's arrival
at Bowdoin, the freshman class is divided into more or less equal groups

The

of pledges.

make an

-

The

houses.

hence it would be unlikely 'for one
house to attract all freshmen outstanding in one field,

to the fraternity

latter system is

sidered as practical as the

not con-

first,

The

appar-

the freshman

is

men in

strong fraternity, athletically, academ-

first

'

When the first hour exams come,

would
men would have no distractions other
than the Freshman Rules to hinder
them in building a sound academic
foundation to carry them through

many freshmen are woefully unprepared; many of them, in fact, are more

unprepared - hour
exams. Yet a poor showing in those
hour exams can pitch a freshman into
a state of despondency and apathy
for the

-

'

an

The
*
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Kditor-in-chw
csjarie*
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oartte '47

Doneua

OMwicitaiii '44
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June* b. Hail '41

mumIbc Editors
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mm... -my
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johmon p*>r

opportunity

to

pledge

a

well-

balanced, enthusiastic delegation.

BOWdoin Orient

_„

plenty of

hand would have time to meet the
freshmen, and each house would have

;

j^^.

fresh-

"nie to meet the men in all fraternities, preparing them to make a happy
decision when the rushin « P*** did
come rhc fraternities, on the other

they are about the equally strange and

-

They would have

college.

worried about the strange and awful
mysteries of their first razzoos than
awful

The

be eliminated.

ties

upon

imposed

responsibilities

less

1£ however* the rushing period
were delayed until the end of the first
trimester, or even to the end of the
freshman year, all of the above difficul-

to the multitude of fraternity tasks

him.

because of a

house in vigorous operation,

scholastic efforts

and

socially,

house or a more reserved
group of upperclassmen will barely
"^I* U P a delegation to keep the

he has extraordinary foresight and
unity of purpose, he will generally
subordinate his

and

ically,

attractive

unless

year,

at-"

will

pledge a large delegation of the best
the freshman class. An equally

.

pledged at the

first

appearance

physical

tractive

work all through his years at Bowdoin.
beginning of his

often hap-

it

pressure salesmen and the most

the success or failure of his academic

When

harmful to

is

pens that a house with the best high^

examine the conse-

us

let

quences of the present policy. The
first few months of a freshman's undergraduate life are, in many respects,
the most important months of his college career. The extent to which he
karns to study and plan his time during these first months often determine

Til e

present system

the fraternities because

ently.

Now

the rushing

at all of the houses in rotation. Under
such a system, prejudices would not be
fostered on the part of the freshmen;

unpledged,

is

arbitrary manner,

if

would be minimized, however by a
plan whereby the freshmen would eat

Administration.
left

little

ones,

resenting a cross section of the men
in the freshman class. This condition

no central dining
hall large enough to handle all of
them, they would be assigned, in an

because there

choice of

the fraternities would become typed,
each one taking in a group not rep-

fraternities usually

for the

alike

were delayed for a trimester or more,

hence the problem of assigning freshmen to dining rooms is disposed of
painlessly

enough

The disappointed
who realize that they

might be said that

It

effort to feed their pledges;

.Were the freshmen

easy to argue

have
however,
been pledged into an uncongenial
group, and carry bitterness and antipathy for the fraternity system
through college with them, are evidence to the contrary,

the Faculty, and the Administration.

There

in each frater-

It is

make .a freshman's

to

to the stu-

satisfy the students,

present rushing system.

men

that all fraternities are

dent body, and revise and strengthen
it

freshman to

Is it fair to the

them

force

the time that action should

is

de-

the next four years will largely de-

pend.

T.
'is

delaying of the rushing season

employed successfully at Amherst, Brown, the University of Maine, and Mid die bury
College, to mention a few. There is
no reason why Bowdoin should not
adopt the proven system of delayed
for at least a semester

is

rushing.
*n

o^der to cope with the problem

of assigning the freshmen to dining

halh

'

thc

freshman

class

could be

arbitrarily divided into twelve equal

groups. Each group would be assign-

ed to a fraternity house for one-
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new plan
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if

will support

»y ***<» of the Student Council that
^ .^^ on
prinripfc, cmbodicd in

^

th i $ editorial.

20th

issue

These gentlemen have made
some
rather
strong
charges
against Douglas Carmichael and
Stanley Altman and have ac-

them of not being true
Bowdoin men. This is particularly

cused

interesting to

my

me

because as

this,

term at Bowdoin has progressed, I have feit more and
more that Mr. Carmichael and
Mr. Altman most nearly fit the
somewhat indefinable idea of true
Bowdoin .men. Although I don't
first

either of these men persondo not think that they are
attempting to undermine and
destroy all Bowdoin traditions by
attacking a few.
Messrs.
Donaldson,
Fahey

Lockhart, de Sherbinin and Mathers tell us that they came back
from the war to Bowdoin anticipating interclass battles, recalcitrant frosh making speeches at
Chapel,
and something which
they term "the devastatingly effective tail of beer cans." Gentlemen, I am truly sorry that fate
has dealt you such a cruel blow
in not returning these cherished
institutions to you. But doesn't
it stand to reason that we have
changed our ways of thinking in
the past few years? We can't
cry about our long lost "Golden
Age" because it is something we
cannot recreate. I doubt very
much if all the veterans thought
very much about artificial traditions and hazing on a grand scale
when they were in the armed

to

a large

extent,

what the

"spirit"

m-c

m-c
We

suppose there wasn't much else for the Amherst DTD's to do, caught like that between the
devil of the college administration and the deep
blue sea of the national fraternity—unless, of course,
they wanted to become a truly secret society and
go underground, and such a course, however romantic, doesn't pay the mortgage on the chapter
house. All the Amherst fraternities have our sympathy in this matter. The thing that surprises us is
that Delta Tau Delta should be the only fraternity
with a national organization to try to opppose the

say hello to upperclassmen because in their minds they will not
be saying hello. You cannot
create spirit by treating the
Freshmen as if they are a group
of unwashed
heathen because
you are setting up a caste system
and caste systems have no place
in our democracy.

These gentlemen said that they
initiated a group of men who (1)

Knew

drawn together

unity,

m-c
aren't particularly worried about payments
to the national treasuries, though we don't see that
it's any of the college's business.
believe in a

We

m-c
It is true that

such blanket restrictions

may

exestimable individuals whom some or all
fraternity might be willing to take in.
Perhaps it would be wiser to keep all action on membership on a purely individual basis. There is still
no assurance, of course, that even then any representatives of previously excluded classes would be
admitted, in view of the prevalent requirement for
unanimous election. But we believe that the method of choosing members is purely a matter for the
decision of individual fraternities and even chapters.
We do not believe that college authorities have any
right to interfere. We trust that the administration of Bowdoin will not be led astray by any popular clamor into abandoning its historic "hands-off"

clude

many

members of a

,

m-c

Dining

days with pleasant rather than
unpleasant memories. I can name

[

Ls

in

any respect, and who must

will gripe about anything and
everything which fails to conform

and

We

that any suggestions of
ours may not receive too favorable a consideration
from the Student Council, judging from remarks
recently made in chapel by its president, William
realize, of course,

A

to

their

own narrow

ideas

and

beliefs and their warped conceptions of liberalism and pragreMivlsm. It is easy to be destructively critical; it is more difficult to

Dougherty. While Mr. Dougherty mentioned no
names, we have an idea that he was referring to us
suggest constructive alternatives.
others, and we are willing that it should be
The treatment that members of
so. Mr. Dougherty admits that "no one is trying the College have received at the
to say that the Bowdoin fraternity system is per- hands of the administration has
fect." To the best of our knowledge no major at- been above censure. I doubt if
tack has been made upon the fraternity system by there exists a college in the
where it has been
an undergraduate during the present term, yet, Mr. United States

among

Dougherty seems to consider it to be in peril. We
agree with him that the system is not perfect, and
we have been trying to remedy its most obvious imperfections, such as hazing, but we cannot agree
with him that the system as such is in any danger.
We repeat, we are not aware that it has even been
attacked. Incidentally, to one who has always prided
himself on being a reactionary it comes as a bit of a
shock to be accused of "liberalism" and "progressivism."

It also appears from a letter in the last issue of
the ORIENT, signed by Messrs. Donaldson, Fahey,
Lockhart, de Sherbinin, and Mathers (sounds like a
law firm), that our opinions are not those of a
true Bowdoin man. How unfortunate! These gentlemen contend that we are "trying to undermine and
destroy all Bowdoin traditions by attacking a few."

An

better.

As you all know, a short time
ago the administration met with
the

%udent Council and

the fra-

*
ternity house presidents. At that
meeting the undergraduates were
not ordered, and I repeat not ordered to do anything. Instead they
were asked, and I repeat asked
in a most cordial manner to see

that

undesirable

certain

condi-

tions in the houses be improved.
I know of a certain institution
of higher learning lying north of

m-c

Brunswick where the student
can do absolutely nothing, and I mean nothing, without
first consulting the faculty. Here
at Bowdoin the administration has
yet to go against the wishes of
the Student Council. You might
be interested to know that at
[ Continued on Page 4 \

council

interesting piece of logic.

Room

Continued from Page t
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I

J

m-c.
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in natural

defense of the riding of the upperclassmen, and (3) a delegation
that looked back upon their riding

am

We

their fraternity material
than a great percentposition.
age of the brothers, (2) Could
consider their group a complete
cold, better

I

action of the college authorities.

really

by forcing Freshmen to

the results. There is usually an uproar of complaint
about the system at the end of each rushing season,
but it always dies down while everybody is still too
fagged-out to do anything about it. The time to con- have, sprung up at other colleges.
We have at present here on
sider the problem .is in the middle of a semester,
as at present, when there's still a couple of months campus a wide range in the ages
the students. Men fresh from
of
to go before the next batch of freshmen comes in.
high school sit side by side with
That's plenty of time to work out a new system,
twenty-seven year old veterans.
if one can be worked out, and get it. into operation.
They not only sit with them in
class, but also in the fraternity
house dining rooms. Would this
of
the students
In the past it has been impossible to revise the intermingling
rushing system largely because of a lack of any body have taken place without the
we know it?
system
as
fraternity
competently representing all the houses. Since last
There has been no actual respring, however, the Student Council has been more
corded case of any controversy
representative than ever before and is in a position between veterans and non-veterto take action. We suggest, therefore, that the ans here at Bowdoin, a record of
Council appoint a committee to consider various which
be singularly
we
There is absolutely no
plans for delayed rushing and recommend one to proud.
bethe college in time to be adopted, if the houses so social or scholastic distinction
tween veterans and non- veterans.
choose, before the start of the next semester. Such
Professor Brown so aptly put
As
a plan, we believe, should include a system for fresh-,
it in his speech to the entering
man assignment to dining rooms, a system of guar- freshmen, "both classes fall into
antees of minimum membership for all houses, and the single category of Bowdoin
a system of enforceable penalties for infractions of student*
I think that this also
any rules set up. It is high time that freshmen had a can^ largely be attributed to the
chance to find out what they're gettinf into and fraternity system.
However, there seems to exist
upperclassmen had a chance to find out whut they're
campus a number of people
getting.
who do not like the set up as it

Kappa Theta.

high degree of autonomy for local chapters. We are,
however, worried about the idea of college authorities, at Amherst or anywhere else, infringing upon
what we consider a basic human right if there are
any such things as rights which stands at the bottom of the whole fraternity system. This is the
right of free association. We believe it to be every
man's
right to select whom he will as his friends and
forces. I am inclined to believe
companions, providing, of course, that the people he
that the veterans have returned
from the war with the desire to selects are willing to regard him in the same light.
obtain an education. Most veter- This means that it is the right of a fraternity, or
ans are more serious minded and any other organization for social purposes, to limit
mature than they were before the its membership to Javanese Budhists, green-eyed
war, many of them saw how real red heads, people whose middle names begin with
reality can be and they also saw, M, or any other categories it sees fit.

important things in life are.
This process of hazing and these
inane traditions are so much
hog wash, 'tou cannot create

We

know very few men who enjoy rushing seasons as
they now stand or who are completely satisfied with

the national administration of Delta Tau Delta refused to approve of such proceedings and threatened to revoke the charter of its local chapter, which
thereupon cut loose from its national affiliations
and reorganized as a local fraternity under the name

know

ally, I

While on the subject of fraternity membership,

we think this is a good time to bring up one of Bowdoin's perennial problems, the rushing system.

thirteen fraternities to remove any racial and religioua restrictions from their Constitutions and to
stop paying so much money into their national
treasuries. All the Amherst chapters complied, but

of

[ Continued ftom Page i ]
During the war the College
sent out brochures to its men in
the service telling of how much
the Governing Boards wanted to
keep the College as it had been
and of how much they wanted to
nationally
continue ' Bowdoin's
known fraternity system, a system which they commended as an
instrument for the .prevention of
campus pressure groups, such as
which
organization,
veteran's

Douglaft Carmichael

We see the fraternity "question" has been brought
the to the public's attention again by an editorial in the
the November 30 issue of Collier's on recent developments at Amherst. Amherst, it seems, ordered its'

in

of

ORIENT.

Dec

]

several fraternities on campus in
ever, which have created doubt in
this delegation drawn together in natural defense of the the minds of individual house
riding of the upperclassmen is managers and individual houses,

*&

1 D Vv **>\

which

1

now a

serious problem in that it that the Inter-Fraternity Co-ophas divided the fraternity into erative is a success. The co-opfactions and disturbed the unity erative
hasn't been able to prove
of the organization.
itself a completely successful enThe recent tirade of the SCDC terprise as yet because
like any
has raised the question in my
mind as to who needs hazing new business it makes mistakes,
most
the
freshmen
or
the changes dealers looking for better
SCDC? Certainly it is not diffi- and less expensive products, and
cult to ascertain who is the more in general pushing itself forward

—

immature

in this case.

Any group

who

disfigures any person to the
extent of butchering his rair and
marking his forehead in red in
addition to picking on a man because, as Mr. Altman said, of
"personal eccentricities attributed
to him," constitutes a threat to
the prestige of the college. A

college such as Bowdoin is an institution of learning not a "Rahrah" social club. Suffice it to say,
we'd be a lot better oft if we tried
to accomplish a little work and
maintain the good name of Bow-

slowly, evenly, with a feeling of
soundness and certainty.
Have the hodses been fair in
their dealings with the college?
Have they aired their grievances
as they arose, with the' proper

authorities?

Have they purchased

the consumed food through the
college co-operative? Can they?
all

Is it possible for a house to save
cuts of -meat,
saving a few cents a pound over
the retail price, only .to spend it

money buying bulk

doin rather than relegating to the on extra
labor, in the fraternity
depths of monster rallies, interhouse kitchen
in
processing?
class battles, tails of beer cans, et
Were there many houses before
al.
the
war
that
purchased
frozen,
I think that Bowdoin has a lot
to thank Mr. Carmichael and Mr. undressed poultry to save a few
Altman for. It is not they, but cents, or were the houses willing
this other group of dreamers
to pay that extra five percent and
yearners for the return to the buy processed goods which didn't
Golden days that are undermin- tax the facilities of
the house, reing the permanentr traditions, as frigerating
and cooking units, as
over and against these artificial
well as the dispositions of their
traditions, that make up the spircooks and helpers?
it of Bowdoin.
These and innumerable other
Sincerely yours,
problems
confront the fraternity
Roger Lee Kenvin '49
houses and the Interfraternity
Co-operative. Only when the stu-

It's

the first of the month

—

Given

By Mrs. Maxwell

A

trust fund of $1888, the inof which will be devoted to
the general purpose of the college,
has been given to the College by
Mrs. John Maxwell of Livermore
Falls, according to a recent announcement by President Kenneth
C. M. Sills.

come

.

who is more than ever
purse conscious, can be convinced he is getting what he pays
for, only when the college and the
houses can reach an agreeable
co-operative spirit wholeheartedly
can this co-operative plan either
be or be called a success. There is
as much to be done by the individual and the individual house as
well as by the college before cooperative buying is a success.
Can the individual fraternity
dent,

Trust Fond Of $1888

'

urges that the Student
•
«_
1 »J
.
r
Council consider the above plan for
delaying the rushing season, modify-

~

420M*DWOMAVt
NWYOWLHY.
«mm*
un /MMM* im> in hi

mm

each fraternity house. During this
°
time he would have a chance to become familiar with the men in the
house, and vice vena.

tf£^A*^£*Tte
oowMWMftMMMM
.

lwelfth of the trimester. By this system °f rotation each freshman
would spend at least a week eating at
.

By

ply to a letter to the editor written by the Messrs. Donaldson,
Pahey, Lockhart, de Sherbinin,

Blasts Malcontents

.

The fund will be known as the
John Herbert Maxwell Trust Fund house manage

memory of Mrs. Maxwell's late
husband who practiced law in Livermore Falls for many years. The
in

first

few days of the month were

once a time of feverish activity for

tele-

phone accounting personnel. In that
short period millions of telephone

bills

had to be prepared, checked and mailed.

But the

System accounting

even groups, each with a

different bill-

ing date. This spreads the work evenly
and eliminates the old last -minute rush.
This special problem, solved by

phone accountants,

is

tele-

typical of those

staff,

which often confront management in

seeking to level off this work peak, found

the many branches of our business. They

a

present a stimulating challenge to the

Bell

practical solution.
It's called

"rotation billing.*1

young men with

Now in our accounting departments, a
new month

begins

every

Accounts are divided into

tion

who

initiative

will find just

and imagina-

such practical

young men who

few

days.

solutions .

six or

more

ony an exciting and rewarding

. .

find teleph-

career.

its

strikes and shortages Involving
high transportation, shipping and
amount of the fund was packing, costs, as well as high
determined by Mr. Maxwell's year wages and overhead better than
of graduation from the CoHege in the Co-operative can? Think ft

,

The

dining room individually outside the co-op, with

peculiar

1888.

every few days.

There** Opportunity

and Adventure

in Telephony

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

BELL

over.

r

mm

^m**^^
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THE- BOWDOIN OftfENT

Edges Colby 4642 In

POLAR

65 Candidates Report

Polar Bear Swimmers

Silsby

To Road Race Win

Now Back

For Varsity Hockey

Smash Maine Records

The D. U. fraternity won both
the individual and team honors
annual Inter-fraternity
in the
Road Race as Cab Easton led the
large and spirited group across
the finish line. The Most Men
Finished Trophy was won by the
Zetes as 45 men broke the tape in
various degrees of exhaustion.

College rules of long standing,
Sixty-five men have reported to
Three Bowdoin swimmers
which were not enforced during Coach Danny MacFayden, push- smashed to' new records 'at last
war, are now back in force at all ing the 1947 hockey season to an week's Maine A.A.U. meet, provcolleges of good standing includ- encouraging start. Although there
ing that the White is ready for its

Team In Court

D.ll.'s

.

Crowell

And Branche Pace

Old Athletic Rule

Easton Leads

BEARINGS

By Daa Hamwm snd Dave

THRfifi

ing Bowdoin.

In Force

The "rule

follows:

has been little opportunity for first intercollegiate competition
'^College Rule. That during the anything but shooting drill thus
against Amherst on Saturday.
College year no Bowdoin College far, two things have become eviAdin Merrow swept to new
under-graduate
may represent dent.
heights with a backstroke mark
any organization or play on any
Long workouts will be necesof
1:03.3, to break a nine-year
secfinished
a
dose
The Zetes
team other than a recognized sary as soon as weather conditions
ond in the straight racing with Bowdoin College varsity, junior permit, since many^try-outs have state mark which was held by
the Betas and A. T. O. tied for varsity, or freshman team, with- not skated in several seasons. four Bowdoin students. Dunbar
Joe Woods took/ second out forfeiting for one year from Only after these workouts can who was klled in action while flythird.
place (honors with the third place the date of this infraction his the squad be pared
to a reason- ing with Army Air Forces. Tony
going to Dick Schrack. The first eligibility for varsity competition. able number of competitors, since Soltysiak, another mainstay of the
three finishers will be awarded Under certain circumstances it past records can not be too sig- Polar Bear combination, smashed
medals while White Key trophies may be possible for students to nificant in the choice of men unJohnny Marble's Bowdoin breast
are to be given to the two win- obtain permission
(which per- der these conditions.
stroke mark, hitting the distance
ning fraternities.
mission must be in writing) to
Although it had been hoped in 1:09.3, three and a half seconds
first
twentyamong
the
Others
play on teams during such vaca- that this year's team might comunder the previous record. Alec
five in order were: Jackson, Mc- tions as Christmas, Easter, etc.
pete under improved rink condi- Penny turned in another impressClelland, Auten, Goon, Hamblin,
No undergraduate may partici- tions, the old space on the Delta
Woods,
Wiley, pate on any team, other than a must be used again. This rink will ive performance, taking the 50Burnham, E.
Smith, Bore, Hastings, Monoghan, recognized Bowdoin College team, be the only available site for prac- yard free-style event in the best
time for the PBC pool recordea
Lewis, Page, Briggs, Early, Tar- using the College' name.
tice sessions as well as for games.
rant, Schunaan, Linden, Munger,
A student who has accepted The arena, now equipped with since 1936.
Moore, Mdntyre, Charles, Smith money, except bona fide expenses, lights for late afternoon practice,
Although the meet, held on DeD., Bradley and Turcotte.
for officiating, coaching, or taking and with flooding equipment wait- cember 6th at Portland, was not
ing
for
another
is not
competition, it did provide
cola
snap
a
team
competition
part in any athletic
for
opportunity
for
hockey an excellent
a large
Or exhibition shall be ineligible adequate
Coach Bob Miller's men to comto represent' the College in Var- squad.
Vernon Chapel
A
n
extensive
i s
schedule
(Exception
pete under competitive conditions.
sity competition.
planned, but no official card has It showed that the top men on the
Rule)."
Summer Baseball
[ Continued from Page i
yet been released. It is certain,
...,,..
"
•
Bowdoin squad have trained into
sea
however,
that
the
team
willface
He stated that it is for us the
good form. The opportunity is
younger generation to take the
a number of out-of-state rivals in
now left to the others to prove
a long schedule.
ideal of Christianity and fight for
the
entire team's worth.
we
it. When
are old men, the
Coach MacFayden has
anSaturday's meet with Amherst,
nounced that there will be a
Rev. Vernon concluded, we can
always
a good performer in New
look back to "the vision of loyalmeeting of all managerial candity around which we have built
dates in his gym office tomorrow England tank circles, will be held
up our lives."
afternoon at 4:30.
at the Curtis Pool at 2 o'clock.

Victory

Brunswick, Dec. 7th. Spotting their Colby opponents eleven
points in the first five minutes of play, the Bowdoin hoopsters
fought a successful uphill battle to win 46 to 42 in the season's
curtain raiser here before a capacity audience. In the preliminary South Portland High nipped the Bowdoin Freshmen 33
to 31.

.

Bates Bowl Effort

We

considered Bates's acof the Toledo Glass

first

ceptance

.

Bowl

bid an ill-advised capitalization on a single season's record,
but after being reminded that
people who aren't in Glass Bowls
shouldn't throw stones, we reconsidered and decided to wait for

the game. Bates had come from
nowhere to "trounce" seven rivals, three
in the Maine State
Series by no more than a touch-

Commended
ORIENT

An

cried
"1946 Basketball Outlook Brightens."
MacFarland, Silsby and

headline

Branche

hooped three shots in
the climax of last week's game.
basketball outlook did

The 1946
look

bright.

Ten men sparkled as the Polar
Bears

overcame an eleven-point

deficit to down Colby going
in what must have been the

away
most

game

of Bowdoin's shortlived court history. And the credit must go, in large, to Irv Heuther's two-team strategy.
thrilling

down, and then their eleven took
off for the West, with an undefeated- record under one arm and
an eighteen pound lobster under
Bowdoin's newest coach looked
the other. We had to think twice.
But when we heard of the spir- good as he skillfully manipulated
two separate quintets, putting the
it they
displayed while falling to

opposition off balance here and
startling them with a quick rush
there. -By injecting a new team at
several
critical
points
in
licity stunt but an honest attempt
the
to further the Maine College "rep- game, Heuther kept the White's
utation for fair play and the will spark burning with a blue flame
to win; when we read that that throughout the tight contest. And
Bates team really belonged In the that was the difference.

a vastly heavier Rocket eleven,
by a Mingle touchdown when we
realized thai it was not a pub;

game—then we

decided that we
There were two Bowdoin teams
were the Ill-advised, and that we Saturday night—each had
worked
had grown so many bunches of together in practice and both
apsour grapes.
plied their team play to pull the
Batea College la to be com- game
out of a near defeat to the
mended In her determined effort. 46-42
victory that

ORIENT

It

—

~\

—

.

'
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was.

A "BOWDOIN"

GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS

to the individual's points,
filled by the enthusiastic sports a fourth
column with the percentwriter's obsession with high scor- age of shots made.
ing basketball players. The defen-

sive

player

ignored or when received its inauguration into the
mentioned his feats are sand- annual Inter - Fraternity Road
wiched in between the announce- Race amidst spirit and enthusiment of next week's game and asm
that was indicative of a rethe* summary.
turn to the "good ol' days." The
We are by no means attempt- conglomeration of uniforms, the
ing to discount the importance of light blanket of snow, the
chapel
a high scorer but feet that be in the background all presented a
should be accepted with reserva- colorful picture.
tions. One of the reservatlona to
A last minute Magee ruling
be considered i» the number of awarded last place to Big George
shots taken In comparison to the
Gilmore and Connie White. Both
number of shots made. In doing
"runners" were so intent upon
this one should realize that a finishing last that they only conforward is called upon to shoot sented to cross the line after
far oftener than a guard but per- Coach Magee pleaded,
"Please
centages should still remain the walk across for a tie so I can get
same.
home for supper!"

KEEP

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

WARM)

WITH AIM* SURPLUS 1AIOAIN1

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

of

team.
When asked about Bowdoin's
chance for the next football campaign, Jake said, "Very good.
We're only losing about three

"BOWDOIN SONGS"

is

men, fortunately, and the pros-

AN ALBUM OF FOUR

10

Bowdoin

And When

the Leaves

Brothers Sing

On

»

Crucifixus

Bowdoin Beata

Forward the White

Sally in our Alley

Mood

Glasses Clinking High

Graceful and Easy

Sing Maiden Sing

George Jones

.

Near Fire Station

Indigo

Sang by the Bowdoin College Glee Club, the Sunday Chapel Choir, and the Meddiebempsters

PURCHASE YOURS NOW TO INSURE DELIVERY BEFORE CHRISTMAS

—$4.95 on Campus; $5.30

Price

if

mailed

*

SPORTING RECREATION EQUIPMENT

little

Arvy Holt made

24

it

to 22 on his breakaway. Just before halftime Pat Slattery cut it
to 24 to 23 with a foul shot.
Matt Branche promptly tied the

score as the second stanza opened
as he converted a free throw, but
the Mules increased their margin
to 27 to 24 before Branche connected again with a pivot shot.
This basket set the Big White off
on a 9 point burst which made it
33 to 27 in favor of the home
Bowling
team. Silsby, Speirs and then
The Kappa Sigs jumped into Branche again collected two
the lead in the interfraternity pointers with McFarland climaxbowling league this week as they ing the spree with a free throw.
The White, Mules surged back
edged the previously unbeaten
in the last period paced by big
Zete quartet by a single pin.
Mitchell to gradually close
Bill
SigKappa
the
outcome
of
The
Zete match left four teams in a the gap despite held goals by
virtual tie for first place. Kappa Power and Silsby. The score was
Sigma, Chi Psi, Delta Upsilon first knotted at 38-all and then at
and Zeta Psi, with a single loss 40-all before Packy McFarland
head the twelve team connected from outside and Silsapiece,
by scored on a lay-up. The visileague.
candle tors weren't through yet and cut
Twenty-four four-man
pin matches have been staged at the lead to two points as Tubby
floor.
the Bowling Bowl thus far. The Washburn hit from the
clinched the victory with
tournament, under the auspices of Branche
lay-up a few seconds Before
a
the White Key, consists of sixtythe end.
six contests, with a championship
The outstanding player on the
trophy to be awarded to the first court was George Clark of Colby.
place team at the close of the Clark sparked the Mules throughwith 16
season. Play-offs will be held only out and led the scoring
points. The Bowdoin scoring was
in case of a first place tie.
and
Silsby
distributed,
well
Branche leading with 9 markers.
the
on
supreme
ruled
Branche-

League

Rise Sons of

Purchasable At Moulton Union Store

CO.
ATHLETIC

and

Kappa Sigma Leads

INCH RECORDS

Total Resources over $5,000,006
Student Patronage Solicited

GARDNER

kie tied the score with a lay-up,

pects for next season look pretty
bright."

Capital and Surplus SSAO.OOO

D. D.

,

'

and dismay, the amount of space addition

The Most Men Finished Trophy

period ended.
tensive overseas experience hav- points as the
Bob Speirs connected first with
ing traveled all over the Eurothrow and then on a laytheatre. Among the coun- a free
Hunter and Clark maintries in which he has been sta- up, but
status quo with a foul
tioned or in which he has traveled tained the
their
are Scotland, England, France, and a basket only to have
down to three
whittled
lead
Belgium, Czechoslovakia. Austria
period
and Luxembourg. Upon his return points again midway in the
Matt Branche and
to the States he was discharged on tap-ins by

pean

McFarland. A new Bowdoin quinin March, 1946.
Jeff
While a student at Lewiston tet kept the pressure on as
High School Jake played at every Power hit with a long set shot.
at 20count
the
knotted
Speirs
position but guard. Yet at the
after Mosely
conclusion of the Polar Bears' all with a lay-up and
given Colby the lead again on
grid season he was voted All had
gave BowPower
Jeff
foul
shot
a
State Maine guard by the Daily
two point advantage with
Sun. He was also picked on the doin a
tap-in. ZabrisPortland Press Herald's second a free toss and a

Will Print Shot Percentages

We have been reading sport, In order to remedy
this miscolumns for a considerable num- taken
impression of prowess that
ber of years. During these years most scoring columns
give, the
we have noticed, with distaste Bowdoin
ORIENT will print, in

Coach Irv Huether's two team
system paid dividends for the varsity as two distinct units wore
down their rangy visitors after a
shaky start. Bowdoin's team piay
Captain Of Football
improved greatly as the game proHolding a captaincy is not a gressed and showed evidence that
new occurence for "Jake" Stan- before long they will become a
kis, Bowdoin's highly aggressive smooth functioning outfit aad a
guard and newly elected football real contender for the state
leader for the 1947 season. At crown.
The Colby Mules opened with a
Lewiston High School he held the
team co-captaincy in his senior whirlwind attack that swept the
year; in the army he was select- Polar Bears off their feet. Paced
ed for OCS, graduated as a sec- by the sensational one handed
ond lieutenant, and rose to the shooting of George Clark arid
rank of captain in the Medical Don Zabrieskie, the visitors piled
up an eleven point margin before
Administration Corps.
scorJake entered the Army in Bill Silsby broke Bowdoin's
March, 1942, after leaving the ing famine with a one hander. In
and
McFarland
Packy
order
short
University of Idaho where he
played first string freshman full- Ray Clarke had hit from both the
back and later switched to the floor and foul line to cut the* lead
Bob
position of guard. He matriculat- to three points. Baskets by
Mosely and Gene Hunter length*
ed at Idaho for one year.
seven
Captain Stankis has had ex- ened the difference to

Stankis Newly Elected

backboards while he was in there
and seemed vastly improved all
around. Bobby Speirs and Packy
McFarland worked well together

f mir

sis

at

PRMTMG

PHOT'S SHEEFSKIN LINED JACKET -Ah

BLDG.
ALVIN SETTLE TOWN
TEL. WW

Corps Type B-3 and

B-6.

the
[

guard

and

posts,

Continued on Page 4

Bill

|

Brown leather

water-repellent acrylilo finish; zipper fronr
large cellar with strap. Newly manufactured
from surplus Materials. Nor fancy, but warm,
comfortable and hard wearing. Sizes
3*4*
$15.93

CUMBERLAND

,

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

LEATHER PANTS, sheepskin

-NEW

with

Wrfte for full iffuefrafed lltf. Wo pay postif order includts check or money order.

BRUNSWICK

Daa Duryea - Ella Bains
Short Subjects
Fox News

ago

Satisfaction or

HARDWARE

money back.
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>©*

(

2066

11-12

WHITE TIE AND TAILS

$973

1

Dec

Wed.-Thurs.

match
jacket-Air Corps type A-5»-with suspenders
lined, to

CO., Inc.

HrttA^ Now York

Dee. 13-14

FrL-Sat.

NOBODY UVES

29. N.Y.

FOREVER
with

The

College

JohnGartMd

Book Store

-

GeraMlne Fitzgerald
also

Paramount News
Let us tend a book to your

DAD MOTHER
-

A
F.

-

SISTER or

book makes a

Short Subjects

BROTHER

Dee. 15-16-1"

Sun.nMon.-Tues.

NIGHT AND DAY

lasting present

Gary Grant

W. CHANDLER & SON

- Alexis Smith
also

Paramount News
Short Subject

Dee. 18-19

Wed.-Thars.

OF HUMAN BONDAGE

HOTEL EAGLE
NEW

Paul Hearted

-

Eleanor Parker

also

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Fox News

DINING

Short Subject
Dee, 20-21

FrL-Sat.

CRIMINAL COURT

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

Tom Conway

-

Martha

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Paramount News
-
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Navy To Begin
College Program

Cyclops Production
[Continued from Page /]

By G*off« EL

ing very much discussed and work
start Immediately. ChickThe first nation-wide competien wire was to be shaped around tive examination for the Naval
a crate and the whole business Aviation College Program will be

was to
Griffin

Wi

i

William Heirens, former college so many days each week.
student and slayer of two women
V
•ad « six year old girl, disclosed in
So Mike Jacobs had a stroke.
the Illinois State Penitentary that Well, we thought we were going
he plans to write his autobiogra- to have one during that pattiephy—look out Boston!
cake between Louis and Conn. last

V

summer.

Your columnist was accused by
a young female of being rather

•

v

DeWitt Emery has demanded a
all. Our reply Congressional investigation to rewas that a healthy skepticism veal the instruction of communism
seemed indicated. The fair critic in this country. The investigation
then countered with the statement was requested to cover the entire
that men in general seemed to be War Depar tment educational progetting more and more cautious gram and the personnel in charge.
and that she was at a loss to un- The whole deal was accused of beskeptical about it

derstand it. We could not help ing pretty pink, particularly ecothinking of a character we used nomics. The textbook, which has
to know that beat his dog all the all the earmarks of those jokers
time and could never figure out who haven't got anything and want
why the dog was scared of him.
to divide-it with you, recommended
progressive taxation which would
V
James D. C. Murray, defense at- dissipate all substantial personal
torney for Ward Beecher Carra ; fortunes and place all land in the
way who is being tried for the hands of the government within
murder of Mrs. Marjory Logan, two or three generations. Doesn't
former Long Island socialite, was that sound jolly, Comrade? Just
soundly whacked on the shoulder to have things labelled and on the
recently as he left the court room record, that textbook was a little
a women who exclaimed, "You thing ground out by Gemmill and

*

by

should be ashamed of yourself for Blodgett. Ever hear of it?
V
defending a man like that. Down
South we'd hang him and you, too."
Several of the New England
colleges had only a one day holiday
V
Dancer Vera-Ellen recently ob- for Thanksgiving. We approve of

covered by painted papier-mache.
The carpenters were discussing
the most effective manner in
which the "flats" could be enlarged. This sounded mysterious
and interesting so your reporter
from the Orient hustled over.
The "flats" turned out to be the
side panels that would cover the
distance between the backdrop
and the footlights on each side
of the stage. The flats to be used
were going to be unusually large,
consequently causing a need for
patching and rebuilding.

given on January 18.
The program provides for four
years of college training interrupted at the end of the second
year by two years of flight training and one year of fleet duty involving flying. Upon completion of
the required flight duty the young
officer may either apply for a
commission in the regular Navy or

NEW FRATERNITY STRESSES
EQUALITY AND TOLERANCE

Faculty Allocates

Blanket Tax Funds
Approving

the

appropriations

[

Continued from Page /

recommended by the Blanket Tax given one
Committee, the Faculty has voted
the campus' organizations over
$19,000 for the Fall and Spring

in

ulty

]

vote.

Great antagonism had grown up
some circles against any great-

er benefits for the non-fraternity
Trimesters. All the organizations
men on campus and the Thorndike
received the amount tor which
Club
found itself deprived of many
they applied.
The athletic organizations re- of the privileges accorded to the
ceived the largest recommended fraternities and in the position of a
appropriation of $13,250, includ- pool of prospective pledges for the
ing new funds to the amount of
war-depleted fraternities.
Marine Corps and complete two' $900 for the Ski Team and $150
At first it was felt that a more
more years of education in an In- for the Fencing Team. The
appropriation liberal system was being instituted
non-athletic
largest
stitution designed by the Navy, or
Glee Club.
among the fraternities. In an efaccept a commission in the Naval was $960 for the
The recommended appropriar fort to further such progress,
Reserve and be given opportunity
* The
investigation
went on. to complete his college course. tions as approved by the Faculty
many pledges were accepted. With
Over in the corner sat two plas- Tuition, fees, and textbooks will are as follows: Blanket Tax
the return of the College to norter of paris masks. One of them be furnished by the government.
Printing $14.78, Christian Assowas decidedly familiar. It turned
Band $418.76, Band mal size this program was abanAll men interested in the pro- ciation $600,
out to be the mask of John TausUniforms (future) $500, Bowdoin- doned. At one point when the Club
Philip S.
sig, '46, who will have to wear it gram should see Mr.
On-The-Air $415, Bowdoin Pub- was becoming stronger and more
to give the proper facial resem- Wilder, Assistant to the President, lishing Company $675, Debating
all
the officers were
blance to the one-eyed giant, for application forms and further Council $550, Glee Club $960, unified,
Polyphemus.
& Gown $825, Quill pledged and the Club lost strength.
information. Completed applica- Masque
'50,
Hoy Littlehale,
told us that
In an effort to protect itself, the
tions must be given to Mr. Wild- $875, White Key $200, Rifle Club
his props and costumes were going
'45, resolved aler in time to be forwarded to the $150, Music Records $100, Politi- Club, in the fall of
be as authentic as

and
a good deal of research has been Naval Examining Section by Degoing on. The Satyrs are going to cember 17.
wear brief lamb's wool trunks
to

possible

with horns sticking out of their,
foreheads. 'The Cyclops" will be
adorned in a sleek lion's skin.
These costumes are being made

up

in

New York especially

production,

as this

is

$13,250.

Of the

total

{Continued from Page j]

proved, but the status of local fraternity

was withheld

at that time.

During the summer, Professor
Helmreich, who had worked untiringly on behalf of the group since
its foundation ten years ago, resigned as faculty advisor in order
to continue his
ests of those

work

in the inter-

men who have no

ternal affiliation on campus.

and

Athletics

Summer

their high school pairing at forwards. Jeff Power was outstanding on the other quintet.

South Portland

In the prelim

lumped out into a 7 to 3 lead.
The Frosh clicked for five straight
points, but a Caper goal towards
the end of the period gave the
school boys a 9 to 8 lead The
Junior Polar Bears got hot in the
second quarter, holding the visitors to one basket and clicking
for ten points and an 18 to 11
half time lead. The two teams
traded rallies in the third period
but in the final quarter the
Capers were not to be denied.
They tied the score midway in

fra-

the period and a basket and foul
His by Bob MacVane
made the 33 to

by Professor 31 winning margin. Kirby, PanNorman L. Munn who has been an dora and MacVane were the big
guns for the visitors while Lundextremely important factor in the
wall paced the Freshmen.
place has been

filled

fraternity's development.

In early November, a petition
presented to the Student
Council for recognition as a local
fraternity. The request was grant-

was

throughout that year to strengthen granted permission for the estabFall '46, and Spring '47 Trimes- itself and to gain many of the bene- lishment of the Alpha Rho Upsilon
fraternity, Bowdoin's first ncnfits
still closed to it.
was
ap$19,608.54
total
of
a
ters,
In January of this year the fac- sectarian fraternity.
propriated.

first

and Ray Clarke renewed

Sillsby

petitioned to allow this

group to become a non-sectarian
local fraternity known as Alpha
Rho Upsilon in an effort to foster
a more democratic and unprejuThe
diced attitude at Bowdoin.
change of name was at once ap-

most to a man to accept no pledges
from fraternities from that time ed and the petition forwarded to
on. The Club worked unceasingly the faculty wihich, on December 5.
income
estimated

$75,

.

'46,

fnlfcy

Clark,
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a chance to help
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PREFERRED. ..FOR QUALITYI

Continued from Page 2

]

present the Student Council is
working to get the Christmas vacation extended to January fifth.
Also, I might add, things look
pretty optimistic
In short, gentlemen, I doubt

any of us ever had it so good!
However, in some cases it

if
!

.100% PURE WOOI, FUNNEL SHIRTS BY

is

evident that the only thing that

understood

is

hereabouts

is

a

dissertation, pro and
the subject. Consequent-

loud, long
oort,

ly,

on

I have subscribed temporarily

to the apparently popular idea of
"talk and you shall be praised."
Too much of this talk has been
uninformed and indicative only
of minority opinion. There has
been sufficient propaganda both

v

for and from the New Messiahs
of Bowdoin. I believe the time has
come for those of us that like
Bowdoin as it is, to speak. We
believe in Bowdoin and its traditions, the fraternities, Phi Chi,
the SCDC, the Deke goat, Ivy
Day et all. We, as Mr. Donaldson
and company said in their recent
letter to the Editor of the Bow.
doin Orient, do not enjoy seeing
malcontents trying to tear down
and drag through the slime of
ridicule the very things that are

Bowdoin.

There are other colleges, gentlemen, in which the student body
as a whole perhaps sees things

May we suggest you investigate them, and allow us who
are perhaps less enlightened than
you to go on our own quiet way,
following the traditional paths of

your way.

our distinguished alumni.

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your
STARRING IN THE
CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB
AIL NBC STATIONS

PRINTING
We have

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

•
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STATIONERY
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100%
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and inspiration and two
policemen, cutting them up
who believe their obligations to for sausage, and then shipping
that opportunity extend slightly them to Austria. Vienna sausage,
beyond appearing in a lecture hall no doubt!
instruction

1

1

3

24 Hour Service

VBudapest police report that seven persons have admitted killing

k

Mcr hi land

—

eration inside and outside of class

4

Stieirs

tained a divorce after declaring

—

8

«•

Hranrhe
Flanna^an, a

Drlt7.

Bowdoin

K

Silnby

Monaxhan

NOW

time that "Cyclops" has been performed in America.

the Bowdoin system. It is much
about her relations with her better to be made sleeky by turstuffed with sage than by
spouse, "I had to remind him often keys
turkey.
that I was making more money sages stuffed with
V
than he was."
All the fighting in Hollywood has
V
The theme of Existentialist Jean not been in horse operas, lately. If
couple of the unions are
Paul-Satre's new play which re- seems a
disagreement and are
cently opened on Broadway is, having a
byEven at settling it in the usual manner
"Hell is other people."
against their employer.
"fair Bowdoin," which is certain- striking
figured
that
never
quite
We
have
ly one of the farthest places from
never mind. One of
hell one could imagine, if one one out but
wanted to work and
fellows
closely the employees
scrutinizes
his.
was courageous enough to say no.
enough, he is liable to agree.
Some of the boys with enough
brains to know that was a silly
Item in the "Herald"— "Bride-to- idea, thought he should strike. To
be flys the Atlantic and is met by give weight to that opinion, they
grenade into the livher future
mother-in-law" we threw a hand
ing room and tore the place apart.
hope they had fun!
No douMwe^are old-fashioned but
V
we thought those weapons were
Our bouquet for the week goes to overcome oppression—not fosto those professors who see in ter it.

Forum

of $22,713.44 for the

for this

the

cal
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Formal Dance In Gymnasium

Russell Urges

-

1939

Masque & Gown's "Cyclops,"
Gym Dance With Donahue's Orchestra

""Be "Themselves"

Hayrides,

Urges Realization Of
Developing Attitude
Self

"Hypocrisy"

Selecting

for

NO. 11

1946

Christmas House Parties will Feature

That Students

Of Truth Toward

18,

his

Sunday afternoon vesper service
talk on December 15, Prof. Henry

New

G. Russell declared that there is
a little bit of hypocrisy in all of

Fraternity
Outlaws Racial
Discrimination

us.

"Jesus' most scathing remarks
were directed at the hypocrite,"
Prof. Russell declared, and he and
countless other philosophers and

who

pretends to display
an interest in a course for the
benefit of his instructor. Professor Russell illustrated, is just
as surely a hypocrite as the
teacher who pretends to possess
more of an actual knowledge of
his subject than he actually has.
A hypocrite usually attempts to
appear better than he actually is
and tries to give a "false appearance of goodness, virtue, or piety
without the actual substance."
The hypocrite, Professor Russell pointed out, is not necessarily
characterised by vanity. One who
belittles himself, as an athlete

student

who

'

displays false modesty

when

HOUSEPARTY

really are." Old -people
false notions,
then, because they have lived a
long time and have learned to unless

shams and

derstand themselves.
"Surely four years
can and should help a

of college
man to outhypocrisy."'' Through books,
teachers, and the "rough and
tumble of undergraduate days,"

grow

Professor Russell concluded, one
should learn to reject feigning,
vanity, and false modesty.

Fickett '47 Wins
Bradbury Debate
A

resolution that "labor should
have a direct share in the management of industry"' was argued
in the annual Eradbury Prize Debate held on Thursday evening at
the Zela Psi House. First, second
and third places were awarded to
Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. '47, Clem-

And College Solidarity

.

.

and Rufus

E. Stetson, Jr.

'41.

The

affirmative team was declared
the winner in a split decision.
Much of the debate concerned
the size of labor's proposed share
in management, and the subjects
in which it would apply.
The judges were Professors AlII.
bert AbrahamsOn,
Herbert
Brown and Cecil T. Holmes. Professor Albert R. Thayer, presiding, pointed out that for the first
time in the history of the annual
debate the participants were all
veterans. He also announced that
a Bowdoin team would meet representatives of the debating society at Cambridge University,

England, here next March.

Faculty Delays
Registration
An

early

registration

for

the

Spring Trimester is desired by
the faculty in order to facilitate
the scheduling of classes. The inability of the publishers to supply
the new catalogues as scheduled
has forced registration day to be
postponed until after the Christ-

mas

holidays.

The breakdown of the estimated
one hundred vacancies to be filled
next term is as follows: forty returning Bowdoin servicemen,
twenty of whom were admitted to
the College prior to their service
but who were unable to start
classes at that time; the remaining forty to be filled by new applicants.

Professor Edward S. Hammond,
Director of Admissions, reports
that by next Fall about 250 students will have completed their
studies at Bowdoin.

Munn

Stresses

Social

Danger .Of

To
From Co-op Buying Plan

The Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
reversed

its

from the

decision to withdraw
college's

co-operative

ber 12.

Emphasizing milder degrees of
intoxication as having become a
serious
social
menace,
Doctor
Munn cited a study of consecutive
automobile accidents in which

buying plan last Wednesday after
a thorough investigation had been sixty-two percent of those inmade by its members.
volved were under the influence
^In an effort to secure better and of alcohol. Most of these. Procheaper meals, the house had de- fessor Munn stated, were "not exv
may be. In either case, the "drigr-ycldetf to wtthdraw its agreement actly drunk."
nal problem must be traced back with the college on December 6,
Especially menacing are those
to the student as an individual, in the light of wide discrepancies who drink not to be sociable but
and when me make wry comments between co-op prices and those to "drown their troubles." Everyto the effect 'Why do the repre- quoted by independent wholesal- time such a person drinks to forsentatives on the SCDC seem al- ers. The fraternity's officers con- get, he only weakens himself for
ways to have their heads where tinued their investigation of the further adjustment. "Some of
they don't belong?' we are in ac- situation, however, and on Decem- these
are students on this
tuality unconsciously asking our- ber 11 presented before the fra- campus."
ternity the result of their - reselves the exact same question."
According to Doctor Munn and
If then, reasoned Mr. Thomas, search. This report indicated that other
psychologists,
it
is
the
independent buying was heavy drinker
the student is responsible for the while
in this class who
conditions which he criticises, we feasablc and desirable in many ends
with
delirium
the
up
may sum up by referring to the respects, the collection of bills tremens, with the broken home
Bowdoin Spirit which "seems to from so large a 'number of men and the unrecovered "lost weekbe the core of the issue, for with- would thrust an unprecedented end," and in the mental hospital.
out it there can be no campus or- burden on the treasurer. Further"This is a free country, and one
ganizations, no college solidarity, more, the report suggested that
is free not to drink «even though
or activity."
'current fluctuations in wholesale most other people are doing it,"
"We hear about the lush trap- prices made it unwise for the fra- concluded Professor Munn.
pings, the joyous atmosphere of ternity to withdraw at this time.
the Golden Era. That may be.
"It wast not an easy thing for
But to hark back to a status quo the fraternity to change its
and place it as a pedestaled goal mind," said one officer of the
is more than a trifle reactionary. house, "but in view of these addiTo ignore new problems, different tional considerations, a reversal of
Alpha
conditions
changing
ideas,
policy seemed indicated.
will avail nothing." Mr. Thomas Delta Phi will continue to support
The College played host to rep"The proponents of the college plan, attempting to
continued.
resentatives of seven Maine and
this Back To Nature movement improve the efficiency in their
New Hampshire high schools Satyears
cothe
the
upon
offering
look
.to
and
also
tend
own kitchen,
urday afternoon at the sevenof 1943-45 as those of complete op constructive criticism where it teenth
Annual Forum of the
seems necessary."
Pace 4 1
Bowdoin Interscolastic Debating
f Cou !i mud on
League.
Meeting in two sections, the
youthful debaters discussed the
advisability of federal grants to
"

College Host To

.

Debate Tourney

.

Growler Sponsors Belle Of Ball
Contest To Be Held Friday Eve

will pick the winner from
group of 12 semi-finalists.

Shrouded in mystery- for the
past week, the editorial board of
the "Growler," College Humor
Magazine, last Monday evening
made the following revelation to
the press: "We feel that in times
of stress and strain and high emotions, finer feeling and better inter-fraternity relationships
from the choice
result

would

.

Aliss Suggests
UJS. Stop Making

j

ning, the other bands

the

Atomic Bombs

the

2.

educational systems. Prof.
Albert R. Thayer was chairman of
the Moulton Union forum, while
a
Prof. Athern P. Daggett presided

3.

will be presented
with a "nicely inscribed prize"
something to cherish for
ever and ever, according to
"Growler" sources.
Announcement of the winner
will be made "on the stroke of
midnight!"

The "Queen"

—

of a
'Houseparty Queen' from among
the dates of Bowdoin College un- 4.
dergraduates."
This statement exploded all preThe December issue of the
vious rumors which have been
expected to
circulating the campus about the "Growler," which is
on the news stands tomorappear
a Houseparty
possibilities that
the
Queen Contest might not mater- row, December 19, will herald
contest with a special
ialize this week. Robert S. Shep- coming
Ryan,
J.
F.
issue.
houseparty
the
of
editor-in-chief
herd,
magazine's
"Growler," lifted the veil of uncer- "scoop" writer for the
disclosed that
tainty when he announced that feature department,
with
affiliated
men
those
of
dates
in
his staff was doing everything
magazine's staff would, units power to maintain every Bow- the
fortunately, be ineligible to enter
doin tradition.
came
Sanctioned
by the Student the contest This disclosure
reports from usually
Council,
the contest will take because of
that dates of
place at the dance on Friday reliable sources
men might become
night, and the winners will be de- "Growler"
cided by a board of judges con- "dark horses."
William A. Dougherty, Presisisting of Professor Means of the
Student Council, exClassical Department, Professor dent of the
coming of
Thayer of the English Depart- pressed anxiety at the
and said
ment, W. A. Dougherty of the this local beauty contest
whatever
nothing
knew
he
that
Student Council, and R. S. Shepoutcome.
herd and R. "K" Greene of the about its possible
John J. "Jack" Magee. track
"Growler" staff.
connosseur
Contest rules were made public coach and established
the field of feminine good
in
at the same time the board of
looks, could not be reached for
judges were announced:
1. Each fraternity house will elect
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
on* candidate, and toe Judges
i

.

on Fraternities
Alpha Rho Upsilon

.

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine,
5 November 1946
Prof. Stanley P. Chase
Chairman Faculty Committee

know.

Very sincerely yours,
(signed) Charles G. Chason

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
announced the decisions, awarding plaques to the teams of Lewiston, Portland, and Bangor High
Schools. Grovcr Marshall of South
Portland and John Petropolos of
Lewiston won individual honors.
The judges were Profs. Walter H.
Clark, Perley S. Turner and Sam-

Mr. Richard Storr,
Mrs. Nathan Dane, and Mrs. Lawrence Pelletier.
uel Mencher,

Witan Elects Cook Pres.,
Pliskin, Secretary
The Witan began its fall season
with a business meeting at which
H. James Cook '47 and Irving R.
Pliskin '49 were elected president
and secretary respectively. At the
meeting, which was held Monday,
December 2, plans were made to
have speakers and round table
coming
discussions through the
trimesters.

of
Professor
Associate
Physics at the Massachusetts Inof Technology, and Dr.
for the John H. Teeter, businessman-eduapplicants
Eighteen
scholarship, including three from cator and producer of a recent
of Time" film on the
Maine, were given personal inter- "March
atomic bomb.
views in Boston on Saturday, DeDr. Aliss, who contributed to
in
sestep
final
cember 14, as a
the development of many secret
Aliss,

lecting six scholars-elect who will
go to Oxford in late September,
1947. After two years' study in
their

particular

scholars

who

weapons during

those

fields,

institutions.

Primary requisites for the basis
the choke were college recand achieveords,
references,
ments in extra-curricular activities. "Dick" Chittim. well-known
to all Bowdoin men who have been
of

an

undergraduate

ranged

Smyth Mathematics

was
Prize,
assistant in the Mathematics De-

The

Association

of

American

Medical Colleges will hold a professional aptitude test for prospective medical students in the

Psychological Laboratory on Jan-

uary

11.

Registration for the test must
made today between twelve
noon and twelve-thirty or between one and two-thirty. All applicants to the 1947 freshman
class in colleges of medicine are
expected to present results on this
examination as auxiliary evidence
of preparation for medical study.
Its purpose is to compare the poprospective
of
abilities
tential
medical students with those of all
other candidates.
The examination will be in the
form of an objective test, divided
into two parts: general ability
and achievement in pre-medical
sciences. Scores will be based on
the standings of all applicants, so
that any medical college may
have at its command the comparative abilities Of all candidates.
The test mat be taken on Saturday, January 11, at either nine
to twelve noon or one-thirty to
+
four. Under certain eiroum« »n'^s
and for an additional fee, the examination may be given to an applicant at an irregular time or

be

On Tuesday night, in accordance with this plan, the Witan
discussed the future of Tragedy
in America as it was presented in
Life's editorial for the week of
the 7th and as it is manifest in
place.
O'Neil's Desire Under the Kims.

partici-

pated in the commencement play,

and was a library assistant.
"Dick" has been teaching Math
classes at Bowdoin for the last
few years, and he was recently
appointed faculty advisor to the
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity for the
coming Spring Trimester. He is
a member of the Theta Delta Chi

I

Fraternity.

j

U

follows:
'

orchestra from

Boston; the
Broggi sched-

Betas have Carl
uled; Lloyd Rafnell will play for
Chi Psi; the ATOs will dance to
Bobby Warren's orchestra; Ben
Hall will entertain the TDs; Gordon Howe's band will play for

Sigma Nu; Charlie

for

Stinolli

I

!

All of the individual fraternity

dances will be held on Thursdav
evening, enabling those who wish
to attend the formal dance in the
gymnasium Friday night to dance
to the music of Sam Donahue, engaged for the occasion by the
Student Council. A number of the
houses are having formal banquets preceding the dance Friday
evening.

Men who do not have dates and
do not attend the houseparty formal will be subject to double cuts
in their classes on Frjday and
Saturday. Those who have bought
tickets will Only receive a single
cut for missing their classes.
In addition, all the fraternities
will hold open house for students
and their dates on Thursday and
Friday evenings. The DUs, Psi Us,
and Zetes have separate hayrides
scheduled for early Thursday evening. The Dekes, weather permitting, hope for a sleigh ride Friday
afternoon.

The Masque and Gown perform"The Cyclops" on
Friday afternoon and all students
and their dates are invited to attend the production in Memorial

ers will perform

Hall.

Members of the receiving line
at the Friday evening dance include Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills,
Mrs. Orren C. Hormell, Mrs. Morcosts." He urged his listeners to gan B. Cushing, Mrs. Edward C.
examine the attitudes of other na- Kirkland, Mrs. Athern P. Daggett,
tions in the light of their customs Mrs. Samuel E. Kammerling, Mrs.
Myron A. Jeppesen, and Mrs. Aland traditions.
Dr. Teeter participated in the bert R. Thayer.
A college rule states that by
development of the bomb itself.
After sliowing the "March of four a:m. all men must be out of
Time" film, he discussed intcrna- the fraternity houses.
tional control of the weapon, suggesting that scientists from other
nations be invited to join in atomic research in this country. Thus
given an opportunity to demonOne-Act Plays
\ Continurd on Page 2 1

February Grads May
Submit
Men

Memorial Hall Stage Becomes

the annual

By BUI Lacey

my

curiosity I not

too

done

in

to

notice

the

of the
dropped into Mem Hall the other marked peculiarities
evening to watch one of the final Satyrs. The Satyrs were guarding
rehearsals of the
Masque and the cave where the Cyclops kept
Gown production of "The Cy- his food supply while that gentlecloid." I have heard about the man was away on whatever kind
ancient Greek drama, although I of business Cyclopses usually inmust confess that I have never dulge in. However, the Greeks
before had direct acquaintance soon forget their jokes at the
with any examples of it. I want- Satyrs' expense when they found
ed to see just how this thiig was that they were not only not going
to get any of the Cyclops' dinner,
carried off.
\
but that they were slated to be
I came in as things were getthe piece de resistance of the
ting underway. I saw some felmenu, the old boy having slightlows, a few of whom I knew,
ly cannibalistic tendencies
„
grouped in peculiar postures on
Norman Tronerud, '45, was doand around that weird looking
ing a fine job as Silenus, and Wilseries of stairs and platforms that
liam Davis, '49, Thomas Chanman,
have caused so much curiosity up
'50,
Allan Fraser, '49. Charles
in the auditorium these past few
Freeman, "50, Leonard Hirsch,
weeks. The players were singing
'47,
Harlan' Peabody, '50, John
an unfamiliar melody and carryCummins, '48, Hugh Pendexter
ing on in a very unusual manner.
'46,
III.
Dana Ripley. '50, and
This, I learned from a well inJohn Gustafson, '50, were enterformed observer, was because
ing
into
their
portrayals of the
they were Satyrs. It seems that
Satyrs with the proper pep and
the Satyrs were mythical crea-»
spirit. Peter Poor, '50, made an
tures similar to the Centaurs,
admirable Ulvsses, with Peter
only instead of being joined in
Prins, '50, Howard Dwelley, '49,
the middle with the wrong end of
Hayden Goldberg, '49, George
a horse they were a cross between
Fogg, '43, Stanley Altman, *47,
a man and a goat, complete with
and Douglas Littlehale, '49, as his
horns and cloven hoofs. The head
-

Satyr, Silenus, was distinguished
from the rest by dint of his advanced age, although he was none
the wiser.
As things developed, a group of

Greek

followers.

John

graduating in February
be eligible to enter scripts in
One Act Play Contest,
according to a ruling made this
\veek by the executive committ< v
of the Masque & Gown. Although
the contest will be held about
three weeks after their graduation, the committee felt that such
men shduld be allowed to participate, as the greater part of the
work on their plays will have been
done before commencement.
Deadline for scripts for this
contest will be Friday, January
at which time all entries
10,
should be in the hands of Professor Quinby, preferably in three
copies. One board of three judges
will read the scripts and select
the best three or four for production on or about March 1. A separate board of judges will judge
Names of
performances.
the
judges and the exact date of the
productions will be announced
shortly after Christmas vacation.
A survey made by the committee
that at least seven or eight scripts
are now being prepared, and it is
will

Weirdly Decorated Labyrinth
Just to satisfy

For Medical Students

from

Glee Club accompanist to active
membership in the Mathematics
and Classical Clubs. He won the

partment while a junior,

World War

military service, made the theory
of fisson clear to philosophy majors as well as to habitues of
Searles Hall. Stressing the incalculable advantage of atomic energy over other forms of power, he
cited many of its possible industrial uses. Explaining that there
is no "secret" of atomic energy,
the M.I.T. scientist estimated that
other countries could develop the
"know-how" of its practical application in two to ten years. The
winning nations in any future
war, he said, would suffer far
more destruction than did the losers of World War II.
several constructive,
Offering
and positive solutions to the problems of the new atomic age. Dr.
Aliss suggested that the United
States stop manufacturing and accumulating bombs. Our present
"stockpiling" policy inspires fear
and distrust on the part of other
nations, he said, and "we must
abolish international fear at all

attain at least the

President

Test WiU Be Given

engaged by
as

Bomb and

stitute

on Fraternities
on campus since 1937, was well
Bowdoin College
qualified in every respect. He was
Brunswick, Maine
Dear Professor Chase:
a Dean's List man for four
In answer to your request for straight years. His activities as
assurance that our organization
has not now and will not in the
future enact laws which restrict
membership because of race or
religion, we quote from the preamble to our constitution:
"We Who band together under
the regulations of this constitution and all who follow us under
the dictates of this document, do
hereby vow and resolve that all
Bowdoin undergraduates, when
approved by a majority of the
members after consultation with
the faculty adviser, arc eligible
for membership. We hereby resolve that no man shall be denied
membership, the right to vote, or
the privilege of holding office, became of race, color, or religion."
If you have any other doubts
about the aims or purposes of Alpha Rho Upsilon, please let us

are

selected a ten piece

the Dekes; and Wally Harwick
from the Columbia Hotel in PortCurrent World
land has been engaged by the
Problems," students and faculty
Zetes.
members heard Dr. William P.

Atomic

equivalent of a "B" average will
ommendation upon the petition? have the opportunity to matricuVery sincerely yours,
late at any college or university
(signed) Stanley P. Chase in the world, excepting American
Chairman Faculty Committee

state

at Massachusetts Hall. Lewis P.
Contestants must be at the Fickett, Jr. '47 and Frederick R.
dance by 10 p.m. and their Woodruff, Jr. '4 served as sernames submitted to the board geants'-at-arms.
_.
of judges.

to that effect should
be a necessary' condition for the
recognition by the College of any
new fraternity, now or in the future. Will you therefore please
give me the desired assurance, to
be communicated to the Faculty
along with the Committee's rec-

commitment

fraternities

ADs have

girl

or
cooperation
International
destructive warfare on an unprecedented scale were tiic alternatives presented on Thursday afteroon to an audience which occupied every plane surface in the
Moulton Union lounge and overflowed into the reading room and
lobby. In a seminar entitled "The

"Second Drink"

.

ent A. Hiebert '47 and John J.
Fahey, Jr. '47. Fickett and Hiebert, together with Irving R^ Pliskin '49, upheld the affirmative,
while the negative team consisted
of Fahey. Herbert II. Sawyer '45

Rhodes Scholar

printed below rep-

!

Thomas Calls For More Bowdoin

.

have

letters

October 31,
Mr. Charles G. Chason, President
Alpha Rho Upsilon
PREPARATIONS in 1 946 indicate that the festivities this Bowdoin College
CHRISTMAS
Brunswick, Maine
year will be on a par with those of pre-war years. The ORIENT recaptures some of the
Dear Mr. Chason:
spirit of Christmas Houseparties, 1939, in the above photograph of the formal dance at the ;
The petition of Alpha Rho. Upgym, taken .for "Life" Magazine.
silon for recognition as a fraternity has been referred to the
Faculty Committee on Fraternities. Before presenting it to the
Spirit
Faculty, with a recommendation,
the
Committee would like to be
Calling for more Bowdoin spirit and college solidarity, John
assured that your society has not
L. Thomas '48, in a Chapel speech last Tuesday declared that
"It is the second consecutive
now, and will not in the future
present campus problems are "merely pieces in the vast picture
puzzle problem known as 'The Student,' " and these problems drink, the third, and so on that enact, any laws restricting memwe must guard against, not so bership on grounds of race or reof the moment may be traced to the students as individuals.
much for our own sake, perhaps, ligion. The Committee makes this
Mr. Thomas said that "the tenbut for the sake of others," de- request not because it has any"
dency to deal categorically with
each campus problem as it arises, Alpha Delts Reverse
clared Doctor Norman L. Munn, doubt concerning the sentiments
to place each in a separate class,
Professor of Psychology, in a of your group on this matter, but
isolated from its fellow creator Decision
Withdraw chapel talk on Saturday, Decem- because it believes that a definite
of furrowed brows and nervous

cver> one knows he is actually a
very capable athlete, is also a
hypocrite. So are the "fake-lough
boys" and the blase who pretend
to be less religious than they ac-tually are and the professed Casabreakdowns, and finally to atnova or Lothario. All these, de- iempt to arrive at an answer supclared Professor Russell, are in
posedly applicable to the problem
reality just "average sinners," and
this practice
at hand alone,
not the hard-bitten cynicists they
seems to be not only pointless
are.
would have us believe they
but also useless and infantile."
"But why is it so difficult for
"For behind each of these outerus to be ourselves?" declared
most and momentary problems,
Professor Russell. It is because we
stands
individual
student
the
do not know or trust ourselves. with his shoulder to the wheel or
We all maintain "false standards lies flat on his back in a state of
to
contrary
and models which are
sublime simplicity as the case

what we

Appointment As

Plans for Christmas Houseparties beginning tomorrow eveOnly successful candidate from ning include eight house dances, a Student Council .dance, three
an hay rides, and a tentative sleigh ride. Sam Donahue has been
resent the policy adopted by the the State of Maine to receive
appointment as Rhodes scholar engaged for the Student Council dance in the Gymnasium on
Faculty Committee on Fraternifor the two years beginning in Saturday evening. *
,
ties with regard to the possible the Fall. 1947, Richard L. ChitIn addition to Sam Donahue's
recognition of any new fraterni- tim, '41, last week was one of six
New England men to receive this
orchestra, which will perform in
•
ties at Bowdoin.
t he
Gymnasium on Saturday eve1946 honor.

The

moralists of the world have left
us in no doubt as to their feelings

toward a hypocrite.
Prof. Russell emphasized that,
although all the world hates the
hypocrite, there are few people
who are free from its influence. A
hypocrite is one who pretends to
be something other than he is.
"He is a sham, a bluffer," The

House Dances, Banquets
On Thursday Evening

Chittim Wins

hoped that several more will appear before the deadline.
The executive committee also
considered plans for a spring play
to be done at Ivy. It is felt that
a modern comedy should be done,
and several possibilities will be
laid before the Masque & Gown
membership at the annual meeting in January.

Two new members were

elect-

&

Gown on the
to the Masque
basis of work done in the production of "Ruddigore" last month,

'The ed

Beast" Taussig, the "biggest man
at Bowdoin" made a beastly Cyclops and scared hell out of me
even without his one-eyed mask.
Speaking of the masks, I was
shipwrecked Grecians headed by in watching them being painted.
Ulysses of Homeric fame stumThey were made out of papier
bled on the scene accidentally. mache from life molds of plaster
They were hungry and tired, but
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

William M. Davis '49 and Martin
E. Wooden '49. Further membership elections for men working
on the **Cyclops" production will
be held before the annual meeting.

w

'
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our
hearts during
festive
and
kindled into the bright flame of comto each of us, should be struck in

moment

panionship not for just the

only to flicker and die out with the
coming of the new year but to burn

throughout

constantly

editor-in-chief

W. Curtis '47
'••••• '••"
j ••:;• ;-'
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fl*"8

•

•

.

Douglas Carmlckael '44
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.
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n '49

Editor

incompatible

is

The

alone can de-

spirit of giving

velop in a person the deep and enobling sense of peace and serenity of spirit

which

deservedly one of the highest
v
emotions of mankind. This peace and
is

'

Nelson L. Towers

*47

serenity,
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which we should
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when
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Qf unselfishness, the very essence

of Christmas, that

John H. Nichols, Jr.
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° ne group maintains that the head
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shaving activities of the
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held during the
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and
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are a

tradition that should be r
perpetuated.
~
The other faction upholds their belief

&%L»ttu£SX23l
Collece. Bncnewiek. Maine. __it«*__ as aacond efauu matter

that the shaving of freshman heads

peat
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last

.en days
Brunswick.
'

red,

now

fraternity houses

are bordered with

green, and yellow bulbs;

streets are

puerile.
»

Regardless of which point of view

•_..-_.
the right one

..

u

the

r\
u
Orient
has been
i

used long enough as the battlefield for

have undergone a magical change.
Store windows

.,

.

and

is

1946

campus and the

.

CrUel

the

arched with green garlands

dappled with many bright

eyes;

young

this lengthy verbal war. This prolonged dispute has achieved no results as
__v,
to any kind of , __,_.
yet that

tion of

problem. Instead of con-

might use their powers of expression
on solvable problems affecting the welfare of the colle Se as a whole
-

As was P ointed out

evergreens seem to grow out of the

very floor of the Houses and their

^

tinuing this argument, these groups

editorial, the present

in Iast

weeks

rushing system

is

Nothing has been
done as yet towards improving this
cut throat" system. The Orient beand crackle and send miniature rpej^r, ,.^^Jij^es>that if the men interested in
ets into each corner of the fireplace;
campus problems would make an attempt to solve questions of major imbut more important than these are the
portance, such as the problem of rushfaces 'round the fireplace, ruddy from
ing,
_&_ «i~„
- »l
.
6 the. College would be improved
its
glow, __a—
reflecting
the l
heart-warming
f
rather than confused and antagonized
.T -••'_-_'.. .
spirit
of Christmas-tide.
u
a
r
by their efforts.
This spirit is rooted in the centuries
unsatisfactory.

pungent aroma creeps into every corner of every room; burning logs snap

<

.

'

.

•

,

,

.

_.

.

,

of worship of the Nativity and

aroused each year by the sense of giving rather than taking, giving not because

it is

\WS£^S^IS^I&f&ISi

is

HQUSEpARTIES

expected, but for the innate

With Christmas Houseparties comes

gOod of the deed, by placing the im-

a problem that

portance of the feelings and happiness

campus. Some of the

is

every

man on

fraternities

have

The

been placed on probation by the Gol-

generally

lege authorities for infraction of the

of someone else before one's own.

giving of material objects

affects

centered in the family circle, but the

College Rules. This action was taken

giving of the spirit

because the responsibility delegated

is

free for each of

us to bestow on one another. Thought-

by the College

fulness, consideration, these age old

not assumed by the members of those

truths, are the core of the seemingly

fraternities; as a result the College

inconsequential kindnesses with which

forced to restrict their privileges,

we may develop

ourselves as well as

secure some affectionate niche in the
hearts of our kindred. It

is

simply yet

eloquently expressed in the Bible:

'Love they neighbor."
tTiis Yule feeling

is

.

to the fraternities

was

the conduct of the students at Christ-

mas Houseparties

will determine, to

a large extent, the course of future
Houseparties. Infractions of the Col-

one which

is

apt

to be neglected or momentarily for-

lege Rules will result in severe penallies affecting

the student body as a

gotten during the drudgery of last day

whole. This Houseparty can be a suc-

hour exams, the excitement of House-

cess

parties or the rush to get

Holidays.

home

for the

Yet here at Bowdoin the

spark of good fellowship, indigenous

the issue vital to all
of us here at Bowdoin and to veterans all over the country is
whether or not the expression
"people are out for all they can
get out of the army" is a true representation backed by the administrations of these colleges toward the so called G I Bill. I tie
this down to the G I Bill because
since this whole episode transpired between a professor and an
undergraduate and concerned a
college course,

it

seems safe

and have no unpleasant aftermath
if each man takes upon himself

only

the responsibility of seeing that the
rules are enforced.

academic existence.

there isn't any

their subsistence check mailed to

ORIEN1

them while away from the camp-

tradition for all columnists to

better way of discovering how much knowledge a
student has soaked up during a six week period. As

fair guests

it

We

darned long time since the

mention the fact because

an

it's

welcome the college'*
and we wouldn't dream of missing tht
Therefore, welcome, all you gorgeou:
chance.
creatures! And please don't mind if our expressior

We seem

to

have missec

out on a date ourselves. At least, that's the

m

-

zenry for his money.
It is not my intention to insinuate that Bowdoin College
has
adopted this attitude. It has been
my experience that the college, as
a whole, has not done so. I do feel,
however, that it is exceedingly
poor judgement for an individual

it

tell

& Gown we

finally got

around

last

week

We

m

proceeds

a

series of

around

for

Mem

Hall.

That

is,

we

stood

a while trying to look useful while va-

We

rious 'people yelled at us to get out pf the way.

never realized before what a

terrific

job

it

is

to

intellectual activity

spasmodic jumps, with six

the hour exam. In courses adapted to them, weekly
or daily quizes would undoubtedly he more effective

as a stimulus to learning.

wonder

Pastime

it's

if

-

just

c

a coincidence that the

showing "Secrets of a Sorority Girl" dur-

is

m
The mob

-

c

of music lovers attending

siah" Friday

night really surprised us.

we stopped

those hundred or so lucky people

c

m
I

-

c

Recently overheard in the ORIENT office: "Well,
got to run. Time for me to go downstairs and miss

my

bus.".

m

-

We don't

hour exams.

like

•

<•
,

Not only are houseparties on us

again, but also

hour exams. They form

to get

In" other words,

we

of the pro-

stood up, supporting

the church wall with our back: like another flying
buttress. We couldn't, help wondering how people

would get out of that place in case of fire. With
our notorious ignorance of music we won't attempt
to criticize the performance, but we should like to
repeat our roommate's remark on oratorios in general. "If you don't catch the words at first, don't
worry. You'll have another chance."

m-c
Another round of strikes seems to be brewing.
If the stockholders of the country wish to preserve
industrial machine, perhaps
they should resign themselves to living on their
principal a while and letting the nation's economic
life wither until the unions are reduced to order.
It would entail some hardships, but sometimes

any control over their

it's necessary to give up some non-essentials to
preserve one's basic power. Merry Christmas everybody, and give thanks that John L. Lewis is kindly
allowing you to have one.

Atonic Bomb
[

CAMPUS

we were among
who were able

a completely unobstructed view

ceedings.

BOWDOIN-BATES DEBATORS
DISCUSS

line out-

was the longest we've stood in since
taking reveille buses from Louisville out

to Fort Knox. Inside the church,

-

"The Mes-

The

side the church

backdrops, etc. in Bowdoin's' Victorian Gothic excuse for a theatre. Neither did we realize how well
Professor Quinby's stage crews have organized this
job over the years, bringing order out of what appears complete chaos to the casual observer. We
believe a movie film taken of a Masque & Gown
stage crew lowering flats from the loft at the top
of Mem Hall down to the stage through a trap door
would go far toward raising funds for a new theater.

m

Continued from Page

1

|

strate their good faith, Russia
and other countries should event-

ISSUES

come to share our
The Bowdoin-Bates Debate Forum was held Monday evening, ually
"know-how."
December 6 in the Moulton Union Lounge. Five issues were
The speakers were brought

technical

1

6f

of

to

Brunswick through the efforts of.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills and
Rep. Robert Hale of Portland,
who are members of a Maine
committee for the dissemination
of information on atomic energy.

discussed: Grading professors; unlimited cuts; de-emphasis of
extra-curricular activities; intensification of required courses;
and co-education. Albert R. Thayer, assistant professor, of English, was presiding.

The first issue
was the grading

who wish

to

the evening

us during the Christmas vacation
may make arrangements at 17

Winthrop Halt It wEU be necessary for the veteran to furnish a
self-addressed and a self-stamped
envelope. This should be sufficiently large to be aWe to accept
the check without its being fold-

Unless otherwise indicated, the
veterans' check will be held until
his return from the vacation period.

"For the information and guidall concerned." In answer
Mr. Philip S.
Wilder has furnished the following schedule of receipts and "expenditures" for those under the
ance of

to several inquiries,

"G. I. Bill of Rights" this term:
total receipts for the term for the
or
veteran, without dependents
to
be
estimated
pension,
is
$267.90, and a payment to the college of $264.00.
A. breakdown of the amount received would be October 7-31,
$52.00;

November, December, and

each, $65.00; February
$20.90. Therefore, the veteran, in this case, receives $3.90
more than .the cost of his room
and board for the entire term.

January,
1-9,

FLASH!

said to be the
on payment of
so disregard all
advice.
veterans
previous
All
whose home is in the New England states may send their payments to 55 Tremont Street, Boston 8, Mass.
Those veterans whose legal residence is outside of the New England area should send their payments to the Veterans Administration office nearest their home.
The Boston office has announced that in certain instances
it has been necessary to forward
the payment for veterans whose
home is outside this area. This
has resulted in a delay in the
crediting of the insurance account.
If a veteran wishes to have his
file
transferred to the Boston
office he may arrange for It However, this would only necessitate
a transfer to the office that is
nearest his residence upon your
leaving Bowdoin. So, consider the
situation
before
making
any

This

is

latest information

NSLI premiums,

transfer.

professors.

Carolyn Booth, Bates, was the affirmative on the question. Her

PREFERRED. ..FOR QUALITY!

main point was that the students
were the only ones who really

know how

well a professor

is

put-

B«ii8
M I R O N

the course; his classroom technique and delivery; personal touch
with the student; and his fairness
of marking.

100% PURE WOOL FUNNEL

Lewis Fickett '47 returned fire
by explaining that this proposal
seemed to be -a repudiation of a
sound educational system. Fickett
stated that the teacher's main ob-

SHIRTS BY

should not be to entertain,
but to teach the students. How
could the college student judge
the teacher, the unlearned the
learned? Then, also, there would
be the influence of the grades an
instructor has given the students.
His last remark was that a college professor is not a clown, but
a leader.
ject

member or members of the faculty either to retain or express
such accusations against the veteran body. I also feel that no individual with the protective armor of a professor has the right
Fickett followed the same line
to insinuate that a particular stu- in his rebuttal while Miss Booth
dent is "out for all he can get out pointed out that after several
of the army" merely on the basis years of teaching the same
subof a request for an extra book in ject
and covering
the * same
the course.

ground could very possibly lead a
teacher to becoming bored, and
boring. After several years on the
same material he should be able
to take a few helpful suggestions
from the student body.
Lila Kumpuen, Bates, was the
affirmative speaker on unlimited
cuts. According to Miss Kupuen,
an unlimited cut program would
in this situation.
allow the faster students to work
I feel the entire incident to be independently of the slower ones,
an affront on the integrity of the thus not retarding them. It would
veteran and on all of us here at also be an effective way of letting
Bowdoin. I also feel that if such a professor know that his lectures
an attitude toward the veterans is were dull to a class if only 25%
common in other colleges across of it showed up.
the nation, it may well become a
Robert Rudy '45, the negative,
national issue. I therefore feel pointed out
that freshmen and
that an expression of the issue is
sophmores would probably take
essential at this time.
advantage of this situation and go
Donald B. Strong wild, because of a strict

Yes, the veterans are out for all
they can get, not in dollars and
cents, as implied by the professor,
but in educational value. We want
all we can get, not from the government, but from the colleges. I
believe grades have shown we
want it. I don't believe a dollars
and cents argument has any place

regimenis prevalent in some
lower educational institutions. If
the faster students were absent
from a class, 'the slower ones
would miss their interpretations
of the questions being discussed.
Rudy also stated that he believed that the scholastic standing of the college would be in
danger of dropping because of the
lack of interest, thus the lack of
good grades and a deficit of men
to graduate. In his rebutal he
pointed out that parents who send
their sons to college expect more
than a social education; they
tation that

B.C

A Inaugurates

Exchange Dining Plan
The inauguration

of

the

ex-

An

change student dining plan, sponsored by the B.C.A., began on
Tuesday night, December 10. The
plan, a long range one, purports
to effect a wider circle of acquaintances of each student on
campus.
Every Tuesday night, ten men
will be sent
to a designated
want them to have an academic
house, where they will be met,
education as well.
and wined and dined by their resEugene Cronin '45 was in favor
pective hosts. It is expected that
of de-emphasizing the extra-curin due time all students will have
ricular activities of a college behad the privilege and the opporcause there appears to be a stress
tunity of meeting independents on
quantity and a lack of quality.
campus. This, it is hoped by the on
Trafton Mendell, Bates, pointed
B.C. A, will realize a closer relaout that extra-curricular activities
tionship between all members of
the student body.
[ Please Turn To Page 4
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have

ing houseparties.

put up a proscenium arch, light bridges, scenery,

While on this subject of erecting the set for the
forthcoming production of "Cyclops," we want to
offer our public congratulations to Bob Bliss, who
designed it. U's a beautiful job. This is the second
set Bob has designed for the Masque & Gown, and
we believe it will repay a visit even by those who
have no interest in the Greek drama.

Veterans

ed.

m

to partici-

if

weeks' work being done (?) in three days before

pating in the intricate process of erecting and setting the stage in

wonder

stands now, most people's

We

c

and ting across a course, and thus
should be allowed to vote on their
professors. The voting would cover four points: his knowledge of

the value of the course for both
professor and student decreases
proportionally.
This being 'the
case, no one puts out his utmost;
the veteran is cheated; the school
itself
fails
to discover hidden
abilities and thus loses sight of its
ultimate purpose; and the taxpayer does not get full value in citi-

way

After some four years of activity with the Masque

to as-

sults in decreased efficiency

was

The President has made it clear that

last ones

like a

line

"veteran" by his term "people/'
If this expression is a true representation of attitude, the student veteran has a definite right
or even duty to feel offended and
perhaps even angry. I refuse to
allow this letter to disgress to a
spieling tirade of the momentous
service of the veterans; nor should
it be necessary. I do insist, however, that the veteran has earned
more than the title of a parasite.
Years were taken out of veterans',
lives;
years
that
cannot
be
measured in years. Are we now to
feel that we owe our existence,
our attempt to gain an education,
our. freedom, to the generosity of
those who stayed at home ? Do we
hot ourselves pay taxes to help
support the Bill like the rest of
the people? Are we a different
race entirely?
Once again, if this expression is
a true representation of attitude,
then both the veteran and the
government (all of us) are being
cheated. No one feeling the above
expression to be justified, be he
professor or student, will put his
full effort into the task he has
set for himself. The feeling that
the other fellow is getting something for nothing (obviously fictitious nonsense) will inevitably
color the persons' thinking and result in an unconscious resolution
to do as little as may be necessary to retain the position. This re-

vital to

seems

it

looks at this time of writing. You can never
about women, as Confucius says.

issue,

Hemes

a very distressing interruption of the even tenor of

standing of the course. The reasons stated for the denial of the
request were (1) the book is not
necessary for the course (2) all
over the country people are out
for all they can get out el the
army and (3) we have to draw a

main

May Have Checks

Mailed To Their

Houseparties are coming up again this week, and

appears slightly jaundiced.

somewhere.
The first and third reasons may
or may not be valid. It is not the
purpose of this letter to contend
THEM. Rather it appears that the

Vets

By Douglas CarmlrhaH

to do outside work in the course
as well as to improve his under-

P urP° se an ? cooperation
our relations with our fellows,
not on ^ wm ^ e we are at Bowdbin but
with all men all our lives.
unit Y of

between the "old guard" and the socalled liberals is an example of the attitudes of each of the above factions.

tfSZZZTitimSSg IMot, l»ft

essary for the course of which he
is the head. The person to whom
he was talking wanted the book

sume that the professor meant

is

'49

"

above professor when he decreed
that a certain book was not nec-

necessary for the

.»-_-______________________________________

to

,

with the hymns and carols we have
known since our childhood. The
chimes somehow encompass the whole

RUSHING SYSTEM

Managing Editor This Issue

P_t>ll»h»d weakly

the

chapel bells re-acquaint each of us

,

SS^ _»X^_OTom^

now,

most poignant each afternoon as the
is announced by its

Pro feat or Atbern P. Daggett
Associate Professor Pbillp M. Brown
•
Charles W. Curtis '47
Leonard D. Bell '47

«_o

all feel

advent of night

spirit

J.

^.'.^

Adrtlrtm Mannter.

iS

r

p. Kendall Niven, Jr. '49

————

"

beyond the bounds of

these

™ th the constanc y of friendship.

'49

AMtoUnt Sport* Editor

twelve

we must

have our differences of opinion,
but to
carry

Wealthy controversy
John

the

Necessarily

cycle.

fundamental issue has been

voiced by a professor of Bowdoin
College: Are the colleges of the

country occupied by men "out for
all they can get out of the army?"
This issue was raised by the

VETERANS' CORNER

Mustard and Cress

ORIENT:

FRONT STREET

]

jnflBaaa

Bowdoin Men for over 25 Years

BATH

<

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Swimmers Down Amherst For

POLAR
BEARINGS

Adam

Walsh Pictured With Captain of Cleveland Rams

Winter Sports Program
below

Printed
of

list

sports

all

complete

a

is

that

activities

will take place this winter.

By Dmn Hanson

Unaccustomed To Fast Break

Reffs
After

viewing

K. of C.
B.A.A.

Feb. 15

New Hampshire

Feb. 22

Bates (H)
State Meet

Mar. 1
Mar. 7
Mar. 8
Apr. 26

State Is an out of bounds ball rather
has be- than a foul; when a ragger's hand
come quite apparent to us that de- glances a dribbler's fingernail the
fensive play will be at a minimum playing goes on and is not being
this year. The State Board refer- continually stopped by an overees seem to think that is almost eager official.
impossible for an offensive player
The fast-breaking kind of basto commit a foul.
ketball that is being played alsaw a Bates' high scorer most exclusively in the state this
•oily his way to three straight year calls for a different sort of
boskets recently and on two ecca- referee than did the slow set-shot
be awsrded, in addition to brand that was so popular before
bosh eta, two free throws. the war. When teams begin to
type of offensive playing Is play loose balls rather than indivgood in out of state idual men the play becomes fasteireles, where some good basket- er and bodily contact occurs more
ball Is also being played. In con- often. We believe that bodily conioa log this type of playing, the tact, unless obviously, deliberate,
OOt of state officials are reluctant should be excepted. The fire-wagIt giving the shooter all the on style of basketball introduced
It of the doubt. That is, when by Rhode Island State is here to
hot is blocked and the blocker stay but we hope thaf whistles to brush the shooter it happy officials arc not.
three

Series basketball games

Maine (H)

8

Feb.

it

Adam Walsh

When

Resigns Los Angeles

.

dymg
Army

as a Contain with the
Air Forces.
Captain Dunbar was unfortunate in possessing the climatic
qualities that make a hero out of
some men and ordinary men out
of those of us who lack these
qualities. lie completed a tour of
103 missions in the South Pacific
in June of 1943 but after his rest
leave in the states had expired he
immediately asked for combat
duty in Europe. He was killed in

Bates and Vermont (H)

Brown and New Hamp-

May
May

10
17

State Meet
Eastern Intercollegiates

Orono,
dropped

Junior Varsity

Deering (H)
Exeter

here tonight as they fell
before a sharp shooting University of Maine team by an 81 to

Andover

54.

Portland (H)
South Portland

header on

15
22
19
25

Vanity

New Hampshire

Rams

Angeles

He

week.

last

has

resigned his coaching duties of the Los
comment stating his future plans.

Colby
B.U. (H)
B.U.

Northeastern
M.I.T. (H)
Junior Varsity
Hebron (H)
Bridgton

made no

CROSS, LEE TIE IN GAMBOLS;

Bears Lose 67-65
In First Defeat
Of 1947 Season

MAGEE AWARDS
Bob Cross and Marty Lee

'

Packy McFarland and comis pany cut this lead to. two points
consideration than the yearly corconsidered the highest paid at- midway in the period and then the
respondents who probably receive tendance
sport in the country so second five came in. The Garnet
more than their share, anyway.
took advantage of the change and
Dear Santa: Our needs are
( Continued on Page 4 ]
built up a 22-16 margin. The Big
White caught fire and led by Jeff
Power tied the score at 24 all.
The first team came back at this
time and two teams battled evenly till the half ended with Bowlead.

doin leading 33-32.

The

Big White's first team
opened up a nine point difference
at the beginning of the second
half as Speirs, Silsfoy and McFarland poured the ball through the

tied

TURKEYS

SIX

6th,

C.-Woods.

—

hurdles
1st,
high
45-yard
annual
for top
Christmas Gambols which ended Lee; 2nd, Paquette; 3rd, Brown;
on Monday, according to an an^ 4th, Cross; 5th, Newton; 6th,
nouncement by Coach Jack Ma- Richan.
Easton;
1st,
440-yard run
gee.
Contestants drew lots for the 2nd, Holmes; 3rd, W. Smith; 4th,
various events early last week, Snyder; 5th, C. Woods; 6th, Bove.

honors

the

in

—

—

1st, Burnham;
880-yard run
and looks of extreme anxiety apMcClelland;
peared on several faces as they 2nd, Jackson; 3rd,
read slips naming six events 4th, Butler; 5th, Wineland; 6th,
each. Many hustled out to the B. Smith.
1st, Easton; 2nd,
2 mile run
cage to try out their ability in
McClelland; 3rd, Bove.
events new to them, in an attempt
1st, Lukens; 2nd,
Shot Put
would
net
that
four
the
to select
Hickey; 3rd, Parsons; 4th. Methem the most points.
gathlin; 5th, Martin; 6th, BadCross and Lee had totals of sev- ger.
Fortin;
1st,
enteen points, while Cab Easton
35 pound wt.
and Matt Branche garnered four- 2nd and 3rd tie. Newton and Doc
teen apiece. Ted Butler, with Smith; 4th, Shepard; 5th. Iretwelve and one-half points, was land; 6th, Mclntire.
untied winner. Since
only
1st. Lee; 2nd, Doc
the
Discus
Coach Magee couldn't decide to Smith; 3rd, Martin; 4th, Shepcut the sixth place turkey he pro- ard; 5th, Parsons; 6th, Lukens.
1st, Branche; 2nd
cured a seventh and awarded
High Jump
gobblers to Dick Wiley and Doc and 3rd tie, Butler and Wiley; 4th,
Smith who had tied for sixth with Burnham; 5th. Allen; 6th, Wine-

—
—

—

—

—

ten and one-half.
land.
1st, Cross; 2nd
Broad Jump
The results of the Gambols
hoop. Only some fancy shooting
and 3rd tie. Brown and Briggs;
were as follows:
by Simpson prevented the contest
1st, Murphy; 4th. Lee; 5th. Newton; 6th. Lu40-yard dash
from becoming a rout at this
2nd, Butler; 3rd, Emerson; 4th, kens.
time. The second team entered the
1st, Cross; 2nd,
Pole Vault
5th, Burnham; 6th, Dobie.
game and the Garnet put together Greene,
1st, Nichols; 3rd, Martin: 4th, Parhurdles
low
45-yard
a six point and then an eight
Branche; 2nd, Allen; 3rd, Mcln- sons; 5th, Mclntire; 6th, R. Morpoint string

—

—

—

—

punctuated by a lay-

up by Dick Giddings. Burns put
the Bobcats out front before Erv
his first team
onto the scene. The lead see-sawed

tire;

Snyder;

4th,

5th.

Holm^;

rell.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

11

New Hampshire
Bates (H)
Maine (H)
Colby
Maine (H)
Colby (ID
Tufts

4

Freshmen

t

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Brunswick at 3:30 (H)
Coburn at 3:30 (H)
Bridgton at 3:30 (H)
Deering at 3:30 (H)
Fryeburg at 3l30 (H)

11

18
24
11

15

SWIMMING
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Matt Branche played the best
game of his career and collected
17 points. Packy McFarland and

M.I.T.

A.A.U.

Weslvan

12 4|
2
4
3
17

<H)

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

•

Slattery
Clarke, f

1

1

Beam

I

Branche. c

7

Power

3
5

M'Karl'd, g

GiodinKs
Spiers,

g

10

4

Piper
Totals

3 17
8 9
2 12
2

f
I

1

1

19!
111

26 IS 65

|

f

Adair*
Simpson,
Burn*, c

em

of

can

— Brewer

1

8

Connecticut (H)

New

14
15

9

I

29

14
6

2 14

2

4

Antr'IVtc. s
Scott
Barry. «

167

LaRochell

1

f

1

Cronan
fl

2
9 67

29

Totals
33
32

and Parks.

Maine
slipped
points,

Silsby with 26 points. Following
is a list of the
men who have
scored and their percentage of
shots made:

32—65
35—67 Branche
Silsby

MIKE'S PLACE

YOU

17
11

9

....

10
6
4
4
3

Speirs

Power

HOT DOGS
Clark
BOTTLED BEEB
Giddings
ITALIAN SANDWICHES Slattery
Phone 974-M for delivery Beem

.

i

1

pts.

5 39
4 26
6 24
4 24
5 17
4 .12
2 JO
3
9
2

'

pet.
.380
.260
.320
.500
.240

.120
.200
.230

2

I
1

,

Portland H. (H)
Lewiston at 4:00 (H)
Brunswick at 8:00 (H)
High School (H)
Championships
2 and 8 p.m.

KS

Brunswick

i

2
2

CP

o
...2

-

Zete

i

.120

Maine

The

me its I mow

College

Book

1

L

5

1

4

1

5
4
3
4

2

i

Deke

1

S.N.

1

4

-

'

Telephone users get more and

money

TOWN TAXI

better sot*

in this country

else in the world. I've helped

to

F.

make this possible by em ri m* wummfmamrmg
of uniform, high quality equipment ... by

.

2
1

.especially

a preview
game. Bowdoin
varsity
managed to stay close through the
first period, trailing at the half
35-29, but fell far behind the
speedy Maine club in a fast second stanza. Dan Morrison collected 19 points and Milt McDonald's sacrifice passing to set scoring plays were the only Big White
bright spots in an otherwise dismal evening.
t

the

line-ups:
s
•"»

I

t

4

Sarvune

10

Wine

7

Trainer,
Keith, c

3

f

Trapk
Norwood, k

4
4

2

10

1

9

1

1

S
4
2
8

2

flirilll

White, a

10

Hanson

4

1

Bowd'in JVa >
Hawkint. I S
Tobev
3

1

MorriRon.

P

f

U

2
14
2 8

I

Drummoiu)
i

!

7

1

B

3 IS

2

4
'
1

Lund

1

"

1

Reardon.

P

f

8

Lundwall. r 3

now when
;

.

;

the

it's

OtawH
Western

4LL Your

"

McDonald, g
Leonard

1

THE tax

A

lasting present

HOTEl EAGLE
NEW

*•

Maine

K

Kelley, f
Presnell

3
1

Wilcox
Danforth,

f

1

3

'

10

7

|

*
6

f

Piper, f
Slattery

e

1

>

9

2 1°
1

9

4

S

1.1

•

*
1

1

2

«

1

i

Power

13
1

4

13

1

Clarke, ft
Giddlnjrf
Speirs.

4

1

1

3

1

7

it

Beern

McFarland

2

1

4

tl

White, k

3

Bmsm

1

the

Curtis
Total?

3

1

2

1

31

Referee*

19 81

— McCall.

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE
$2.50

,

^

Totals
Fortunatn.

now

UP

.

21

12 54

Jjr

execution
left
Amherst's,
Fulton, the White's Blaine -and
Wells of the visitors far in arrears, closely knotted at 78.63,
76.40 and 74.77 respectively.

The Penny-Ammon combination
reversed itself in the century as
the Amherst ace wonjft a breath
Bowdoin's top
in 54.9 seconds.
dash man started strong and led
throughout the first three lengths.
It appeared that he was in for a
triumph, but he faded a jbit and
could do no better than second.

followed
and Bowdoin
tell
jumped further ahead, 28 to 22.

Fraser

Joe

a

scored

critical

marker in placing third. The
time was 1;47.5.
Moran of Bowdoin moved along
in the next event, Soltyrecord-breaker, but faded
badly in the fifth lap and Rawdon and Hiller scored for the
Lord Jeffs. Merrow's 440-triumph
in 5:39.5 was uncontested by Butler and Winston.

well

siak's

Continued on Page 4

]

CUMBERLAND
VYed.-Thurs.

,
j

Dee. 18-19

OF HUMAN BONDAGE
PHILGAS DOES THE

wit*
Paul Henried - Eleanor Parker
also

COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

HARDWARE

Fox News

Short Subject
Dec, 20-21

Fri.-Sat.

CRIMINAL COURT
with

Tom Conway

.

Paramount News

O. D. GARDNER CO.
SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

PRINTING

Short Subjects
22-2S-24

THE COCKEYED
MIRACLE
with

Frank Morgan

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Dec

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Near Fire Station

We have

-

Keenan Wynn

also

Paramount News
Short Subjects

POSTERS

And Other

Wed.-Tfturs.

pRinnnc

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

ALVIN SETTLE

TO

™ M-W
7£°-

Dee. 25-29

COURAGE OF LASSIE
with
Elizabeth Taylor
.

Short Subjects
Dec, 27-28

Fri.-Sat.

Phones

1

Printers of

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

and S

The Orient

"Lassie"

-

Frank Morgan

TEL.

Fox News

Paul K. Nlreo, Bowdoin 1916

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

squad.

cise

[

-*

home

Another highlight of the meet
in the diving event. Gath
chose the most difficult dives in
the book and was rated consist;
ently high by the judges. His pre-,

came

important third.

1

Branche, c
2

nearly

Guy Leadbetter gave Bowdoin an

I

Goddard

—

sixty-five feet

a pool's length.
The Polar Bears jumped to an
early lead in the first event, the
medley relay. Merrow's long lead
was easily maintained by Soltysiak.
Art Hamblen
smoothly
gained on Amherst's Palmer, winning for the home trio by twothirds of a length. The time.
3:09.5, is 6 tenths of a second below the Bowdooin mark.
Butler and Ball placed one-two
in the 220-yard event, as Mai
Chamberlain faded to third after
a game threat. The Lord Jeffs
lead for the last time, 8 to 6.
Alec Penny eased by Jim Amnion, holder of the New England
Intercollegiate standard in the
220 and member of the recordholding relay combination, in taking the fifty-yard dash at 24.0
seconds. Pete Grant added a time^

2

I

Flanatran
|

f

Silsby,

lap and, amazing every-

3

DINING

ROOMS FROM

first

Merrow's easy victory over Cat-

Bowdoin

P
fi

Norwood

The RECORD OFFICE

Phone 1000

the

one, twisted onto his back at the
initial turn and mailed to the finish, gaining consistently to tri-

6

22 13 R7

Total.

rec-

3

Referees- Hatfield, Wood.

Lynch

BROTHER

W. CHANDLER & SON

24-Hour Service

for telephone service is at an

Electric.

Western Electric
A UNIT OF

book makes a

or

'

4

it

Roirer*

'

32 10 72

Total*

f

AAU

Merrow, new Maine

ly third place for the

The preliminary was

of

nCKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

til-time peak-

my name

SISTER

free style.

ord holder, jumped to a two foot
lead with a smooth crawl through

also

STATIONERY

volume purchasing of ad manner of supplies
for the Bell Telephone Compa n ies ... by
distributing co them, through my warehouses
in 29 principal dries, the telephone equipment I make and the supplies I
bay ... by skulful mstrntlatim of central oftcc equipment. That is a huge
job.

A

-

{

Martha O'DriscoU

Let us send a book to your

DAD MOTHER

'way back in 1982.

vice for their

highlight in a losing cause.

Yes, We're Interested In

"I started making telephone apparatus of
sorts in IS77. did such s good job that
was asked to join the Bell Telephone team

anywhere

3
2

U

all
I

"Lynch and Cosseboom followed
with 13 and 12 respectively for
the Black Bears. The defensive
play of Bobby Speirs was the

2
2
3
3
3
5
4
4

Psi

who seemed to coast
to victory in the 200-yard
breast stroke in 2:36.6. improving
the record by two seconds. Soltysiak also holds the hundredyard mark. Junior Gath, in executing the five top-point dives,
gave an impressive exhibition of
low-board skill as he created a
new high-point standard for Bowdoin at 105.26.
But Merrow was the greatest
star of all. At the close of his hundred-yard stint in the medley relay he lead Cattell of Amherst by
insuring Bowfeet,
thirty-five
doin's victory in that event and
surprised no one in winning the
150-yard back stroke easily. But
the thrill of the afternoon came
in the next event, the 440-yard
Soltysiak

home

Store

of them.

all

•

2

W

Kappa Sig
Zete
Chi P*si
D.U.
A.D.
A.T.O.
Beta
T.D.
A.R.U.

Team

1

I

tied for

Tra*k

l

1

Beta

DU

numerous Maine men.
Branche and Bill Silsby

Morrill
O'Oonnell. k

occupied by the Zetes with
lost
Chi Psi's in third place.
1

i

first half.

Bowdoin's scoring leadership with
13 markers. Danforth was high
man for the evening with 19.

Wilcox,

Kappa Sigs Lead In
White Key Bowling

1
1

i

Maine Street

the old-tuners must look pretty

strange to you. But oot to

G F

won

AD
ARU
TD
ATO
SN
DKE
PU

the

to 57.

team system was of no avail
against the. tireless and extremely

Cosseboom

The undefeated Chi Psis and
the undefeated Kappa Sigs are tied
for first place in the White Key in-

crushed

Jayvees

with a superb exhibition of shooting and ball handling that left the
Bowdoin's two
visitors dazzled.

Main* JV.

Englands

Junior Varsity
Exeter
Ed. Little at 3:00 (H)
Portland B.C.

10
18
24
25
14
15
19
28

Maine floor
walk-away

their

The

The Alpha Delts defeated the
terfraternity basketball tourna- D.U.s in a close bowling match
game Packy McFarland ment. Alpha Delta Phi is in second last week to knock them out of
to third place with 24 place, having lost one game. The the sunspot and give the Kappa
behind second place Bill team standings are as follows:
Sigs first place. Second place is

McFarland

remember?"
"Some of

4

Hammond

Bowdoin
Bates
Referee*

,

tf

*

Trinity
B.U.

Branche Paces Hoopmen Chi Psi, Kappa Sig Tie

|

Joyce,

at 2:00 p.m.

A.A.U. (H)

Feb. 22
Feb. 28

of the double-

big

as

Keith
Boynton,

With 39 Points Scored In Basketball Tourney

Matt Branche continued to pace
Bob Speirs did well against their the Bowdoin basketball team as
*
taller opponents.
he accumulated 39 points in three
BATES GAME
i
games. Held to four points in the
Bowdoin
Bate*
g I p
g f p
Silsby. I

,

Williams HIi
Tufts

11
17
18
21
24
15

Heuther could rush

until Burn's tap-in for the victory.

(H)

'

Feb. 11
Feb. 15
Feb. 25

the

was just about as close
as the Big White could (borne. The
Pale Blue literally ran away with
the contest in the final 20 minute
session. Paced by Frank Danforth
and Ted Boynton, the home team
thrilled the huge partison crowd

Bates
Junior Varsity
Maine Annex (H)
*
Bates at 7:00 p.m. (H)
Portland at 7:00 p.m.
(H)
Colby
Maine at 7:00 p.m. (H)
Colby at 7:00 p.m. (H>
Bates

Jan. 21

game

first

also a Pale Blue

Johnny Marble's seven-y^ar-old
standard was sharply cut by Tony

However, the intermission scor6 umph by

B.U.

Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 18

The

boards, especially in the

15
18
21

22
25

straight

tilt

of 39-31

Trinity (Hi

11
15
21

second

was

Hebron

10

Bowdoin

14.

Using the firemen tactics instituted by Frank Keaney at Rhode
Black Bears
Island State, the
won as they pleased after the
Polar Bears battled to keep within
striking distance for the first 15
Branche again
Matt
minutes.
played a good game on the back-

BASKETBALL
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
their

Bowdoin seconds 74
(H)

Colby (H)
Tufts «H)

Jan. 17
Feb. 15
Feb. 19

New Gymnasium

How many

series

Northeastern (H)

10
13
15
18
21
24
Feb. 11
Feb: 12
Feb. 14

that It was Bowdoin's policy to
Lewiston, Dec. 11. The Bates
consider an athletic coach not
Bobcats came from behind to
only a coach but also a member
of the faculty, and as such, en- hand Bowdoin's Big White their
titled to not more than the salary first loss of the season 67 to 65 in
a thriller that kejrt the crowd
of a full professor.
breathless. Russ Burn's lay-up 15
seconds from the buzzer provided
Needed
the winning margin.
The two teams battled along on
large but also necessary. We
would like an indoor hockey rink even terms, until the 7 minute
because when sixty candidates re- mark when Simpson, who scored
29 points during the evening, conport for a sport they are entitled
nected to give the Bobcats a 13-9
some sort of recognition.
to

This is a Christmas House
Party Issue, so some mention of
Santa Claus Is required. We
haven't written a letter to Mr.
Claus for a long time so we feel
that we are entitled to a bit more Don't you think so? Basketball

Pale Blue Uses
R.I. State Tactics

3

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

ADAM WALSH, on leave of absence from Bowdoin,

I

|

Interscholastic <H)

HOCKEY

C

Kenneth
If. Sills stated that
Adam Walsh, who recently resigned os the Los Angeles Rams'
head coach, was on a leave of absence from Bowdom and was welcome to return if he so desired.
Pre*. Sills went further, and said

81-54;

May

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Adfta

,

I

Maine Wins

shire (H)

Rams

Merrow set a aew that theater on his next to last
SOhatr t hu mark at the Portland mission before returning to the
Bojrs Ohsh two weeks ago he
states. Roger Dunbar's swimming
brake a nine year record held by
a Isomer » owdah» student Hague record has been broken but his
This farmer Big White war record will continue to stand.
In a recent chapel speech, Pre*.
was killed hi action while

excelled for the Purple.

(H)

Interfraternity

Wo

y

Records Set;
Merrow, Soltysiak Shine
to

Varsity
Jan. 25

Two Bowdoin

Beating Amherst for the first time, Bowdoin's swimmers swept
two more College records last week as they edged the Lord
Jeffs of Amherst in the year's first intercollegiate meet. The Big
White, paced by the three fine performances by Adin Merrow, downed the visitors by one point, 38 to 37. Jim Amnion

TRACK
Jan. 18

Time

First

of BRUNSWICK, MAINE
Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $0,000,000

Student Patronage Solicited

I'VE

ALWAYS LOVED
YOU

with
Maria Ouspenskaya
Philip
also

•

Don

Paramount News
Short Subjects

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

C
LOMMMI

^

I

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Requirements

Xmas

Honor Work May Register Here
Students reaching
Given By Cross
eenth birthday may

Carols

On Friday For

The choir and congregation

By George H.

a long time but we
In spite of the warning exfound a Republican who pressed by one of our dear readthe election. He was ers that your columnist had betJoseph Scottoriggio, a Republican ter soak all his gifts in a bucket
district captain who was beaten of water before opening; we would
It took us

finally

In

An American Labor

Par- like to include in this last issue of
captain and former the year the wish that Aunt Bess
by the name of Dom- will not give us all another mauve
entek Petrone has been arrested tie for Christmas and that the
in the case. Don't these, labor New Year will bring us to something besides 1948.
boys take their work seriously?

to death.

ty district
prizefighter

V

songs

as follows:

is

Filiae,"

"O Come

All

"O
Ye

Filii

et

Faithful,"

How

a Rose e'er Blooming,"
"Carol of the Russian Children,"
"The Boar's Head," and '-'Silent
"Lo,

V

Our bouquet for the week goes
Catherine Coyne in the Boston Night."
for the first time to a student: Herald: "Novelists wax eloquent
Bill SUsby for his noteworthy about lovers asleep in one ansportsmanship in the Colby game. other's arms ..." but at a medical convention in Boston recently

Houseparty Queen

V

[Continued from Page j]
This busy little joker, the atom, doctors were warned that "ganhas certainly emerged as the grene could result from the pracwon't
be many comment on the situation. He was
most-publicized method of killing tice." There
amputations during Houseparties, not able to accept an invitation to
people. However they are working
officiate at the event, remarking
on a really progressive method oh no!!!
V
that "I am no Judge of the good
that will be able to kill a lot more
We wonder how "many dates for giils!"
at less expense. It is the littleTypical campus reaction to the
Warfare, Houseparties will measure up to
Biological
publicized
the
object
of this passage from announcement of the contest was
really great stuff. It has been esa "found- one of high anticipation and extimated that one ounce of a par- "Finnegan's Wake":
ling filly of fortyshilling foster- pectancy as undergraduates preticular toxin they have devised,
properly administered, would be tailor and shipman's shopahoyden pared to brief their girl friends in
enough to kill all the people in weighing ten pebble ten, scaling the ways of charm that appeal to
footsy
five
and spanning Bowdoin men.
the U. S. and Canada. You, too, five
thirtyseven inchettes round the
it
can start your own war
The men-of -affairs on the
hardly costs anything. The virus good companions, twentynine dit- Growler might be a determining
arc universally available, com- ties round the wishful waistress. factor in the final decision. Howpact, easily concealable, and may thirtyseven also round the answer ever, they gave out no advance
be used by an unbelievably small to everything, twentythree of the information on personal prefercolumn. It has one slight same round each of the qui* ence and would not commit
fifth
drawback. That is that it will serabita, fourteen round the be- themselves in any way whatsopractically inevitably destroy the ginning of happiness and nicely ever.
victor with the vanquished. The nine round her shoed for slender."
The most difficult aspect of the
V
subject was very well-treated by
situation, of course, will be to
The railroads must be having a avoid any disappointment and
Gerald Piel in the November 18th
particularly
rough
time
year.
this
issue of "Life." Before anyone
frustration which might arise from
will 'Cry •Havoc' and let slip the Coming back from Thanksgiving unsuccessful contestants. In the
dogs of (Biological) war," we hope we noticed that pregnant women past, this problem has been met
they will think of it in the terms were forced to have two tickets. in various ways. One memorable
V
that one biologist put it: "There
"incident" occurred when a prosWe have culled a little item pective winner was threatened
might be some debate as to what
weapons will be used in the next from the "Boston Herald" which with shouts of "Drown her!"
war, but there is no question might be of interest for the lads leaking out of the ladies' room. As
about the one after that. They with dates from Bennington. The tenseness mounted, a miraculous

—

—

[

Continued from Page a

]

offer.

The last issue of the evening
was co-education. Roland LaBates, reminded us
we find women everywhere
and we might as well get used to

Montagne,

their eight- accomplish ends that classroom
register un- studies cannot. They teach one to

•

With the hope of arousing interChristmas service in
est in academic work and attemptchapel on Friday, December 19,
ing to forestall possible questions
Tillotaccording to Prof. Frederic
on scholarship provoked by the
son.
intensified competition for places in
For the traditional scripture graduate school, Mr. Leroy Cross,
lesson Pres. Kenneth C. M. Sills the Faculty secretary, compiled a
report on possibilities and requirewill read the Christmas story
ments for academic recognition at
from the Bible. The programs of Bowdoin.

ditional

Wanes H. Dunning

lost

will

sing Christmas carols at the tra-

Griffin

Eighteen Year Old

had to

Men Bowdoin-Bates

Chapel Choir To Sing

der the Selective Service Law, get along with people, they are a
while on campus, at the office of form of recreation, a training in
Veteran's Advisor, Mr. Philip
leadership, and they allow a stuWider.
dent to follow an interest, about
Those desiring information which there may not be any
given. He cited several exabout registering should see either courses
amples where men had been in
Mr. Wilder or Mr. Leroy Cross at athletics during a certain period
17 Winthrop Hall. This applies to of the year and had done well in
students whose legal residence Is
their studies during the same perMr. Cross, a student of educa- outside of Maine, as well as those iod, while they experienced a
tion, volunteered to work out the whose home is here.
slump in their marks later. In his
schedule set forth in the hope of
I
"Cronin
said,
rebutal, Mendell
stimulating a healthy interest in
said he knows nothing about muthe importance of a satisfactory
sic. Extra-curricular activities are
scholastic position for the student.
his chance to learn."
The report sums up requirements
Marian Reeves, Bates, argued
[Continued from Page ^]
for " James Bowdoin Scholar, Phi
for the intensification of required
Beta Kappa, Cum Laude, Magna
Bowdoin,
having
clinched
Emphasis placed on free
the
courses.
Cum Laude, Summa Cum Laude,
Dean's List, and honors in major meet, threw in a 400-yard relay choice is not right because if a
that was no match for the Am- student is never required to take
subjects.
Ball,
Forsythe, a course, he will never know how
In order to qualify as James herst quartet.
Bowdoin scholar a man must have Jones and Ammon won decisively well he can do.
Irving Pliskin '49 on the other
completed at least two trimesters in 3 minutes, 53 seconds.
Tug Kennedy's Amherst squad, hand explained that a man who
of work at Bowdoin and must have
perhaps a bit tired after its vic- spreads himself too thin is not
attended College for one trimestory the day before over M.I.T., really educated, but has a smatter or one term of the summer
41 to 34, showed a good deal of tering of ignorance. Why should
session since the last James Bowversatility,
and the ability to men be forced into courses which
doin Day. An academic average of
combine the all-important two- do not have any bearing on their
86 must have been maintained.
three berths. Bob Miller's men, in future aims?
Phi Beta Kappa student must
beating Amherst for the first
Miss Reeves, in rebutal, anshave completed twenty-five courses
time in the history of the rivalry, wered that graduate school was
and must have maintained a high
started off well on the roughest the place for specializing, that colpercentage of A's. Not more than
schedule over presented to a Polar lege was the place to get a generfifteen men may be chosen from
Bear tank squad.
al idea of what the various fields

a

Swimming

A

any one class. Cum Laude requires
an average grade of B in all

that

them during the four years that

we

are in college while learning
about other subjects, than to be
exposed to them suddenly while
we still hold a diploma in one
hand.

Sotak
Will Represent
BCA At Meeting
At a recent meeting of the
Bowdoin Christian Association,
Veonor M. Sotak, '49, and Shepard Lifshitz, ^47, were chosen by
unanimous vote to represent the
College at the world conference

of Student Christian Associations.
Veonor Sotak '49 championed
The stated objective of this assegregated education. He felt that
semblage is to create an alliance
a professor could express himself

more

freely with just

a group

men

present in a class than

thus

we

if

among

of
tian

the

many

collegiate Chris-

Associations in

the

States and abroad. At the conferwere a mixed group. Sotak pointence, to be held at the University
ed out that we live in a man's
of Illinois on December 27, issues
world where we will be competsuch as economic justice, and raing with men, not women, and

should be with

men

while

in college.

cial equality will»be discussed.

For the past two years, Mr.
Sotak has been an active member
Bowdoin-on-the-Air, and re-

of

Polar Bearings

was elected president of
BCA. He is a member of the

cently

will

be

"little"

able to accommodate a president of the BCA. He is also
more than 750 fans. We a member of the newly-formed

like to have you con- Alpha Rho Upsiion fraternity.
sider us when you are handing
following
the
Immediately
out two-point basketball victories. Christmas vacation a detailed reAfter all, Santa, Bates had an un- port will be presented to the Coldefeated regular football season. lege on the plans, purposes, and

would also

Isn't that

enough?

results of the convention.

courses presented for a

degree;
Magna Cum Laude a grade of A in
three-fourths of the courses and B
in
another one-eighth of the
courses. Summa Cum Laude a
grade of
in seven-eighths of the
courses.
Honors in major subjects may
be obtained on a recommendation
of the faculty if a student shall
have received A's in at least onehalf and B's in the other half of
the six courses comprising his major subjects. An A equals 95; B,
85; C. 75; D, 65; E. 55. All scholastic
grades are based only on
courses completed at Bowdoin;

A

be sticks and stones."

Why

gum-flapping about
hazing? We agree with Mark
Twain: "A pat on the back develops character if it is administered often enough, hard enough
and low enough."
all this

Thomas Speech
\

.

We

let's

leave

some

Shaw will not stop very long at
his latest traffic light. At least

illusions for the

kiddies.

it

•

varied results:

One

won't stay "Forever Amber."

"Growler"
enthusiast,
stopped on the Class of 1910
Walk as he was eagerly thumbing through his November issue of
the publication, said that he could
not be disturbed to talk with the
press and continued reading an

one ever attempted in his years
as dramatic coach. The crew went
to work on Saturday last to as[ Continued from Page i )
semble it for dress rehearsals this
of the faces of those who wear
week. When you consider it, there enticing joke.
them. Masks were an important

Cyclops

part of the Greek plays. The two are really all kinds of jobs in the
or three leading characters ah production of a play, such as
ways wore them to convey their scene
designing,
construction,
mood or character. The facial ex- painting, and, assembling, and in
pressions were always exaggerat- this c?se, masks, plus the usual
ed so that you could tell at a chores of costumes, lighting efglance just what sort of part an fects, publicity and props. These
actor was taking.
things may not show directly in
Bowdoin boasts many curiosi- a production from a seat in the
ties in Us student body, but I audience, but they require a great
think it can claim no undergrad- deal of time and work on the part
uate with cloven hoofs and horns of many fellows who never stand
on his head. To remedy this de- behind the footlights.
fect, the costumers did double
This being the first American
duty producing costumes
that production
of
"The Cyclops,"
would lend realism to the play. I original music had to be produced.
hear that there are lion skins and Mrs. Nathan Dane III, wife of Dr.
goats' behinds to be sported by Nathan Dane III, Instructor in
those involved.
Classics, complied with a score
Mr. Quinby tells me that the for Shelley's
translation
of
set is about the most ambitious. Euripides' songs.
i

A

Gift

for

A "friend of the college," to
the "Growler" had been
sent through a mixup in circulation lists, commented that "if
youse guys -can find a goil to go
wit dis magazine, she oughto be
able to cop dc winnings in de
Lena-de-Hyena contest!" It was
established later that this character went through a severe emotional strain because of his experience of grappling with college
whom

.

this, that first of all many of us,
lacking upper-class direction were
forced to take all action into our
own hands, to run college activities as we saw fit, to direct our
fraternities along what we considered the best course possible. : Wo
made mistakes but the one thing
worthy of note that we did do was
this: we realized the existence of

a

new

tackle

situation
it.

We

and

tried

»o

are not doing this

now!"
In conclusion Mr. Thomas said,
it appears to be time that
the student body take positive action,
and that it offer helpful

"...

criticism. As an example in reference to the specific issue, which
provoked this outburst, thai we

consider the advantages and disadvantages of the SCDC, either
patch it up or discard it. To this
As the latest edition of Bow- point I can see no compromise bedoin's
barking publication was tween the do-or-dic worshippers
rolling off the presses, pressmen of the Golden Era and the 'holierand printer's devils echoed the than-thou' preachings of the rewords which have been ringing formers. We are tearing around a
through editorial offices, at 259 huge circle with jet-propelled
Maine Street:
"HOLD ONTO speed, going nowhere, and wonYOUR HATS, GIRLS!"
dering why."

humor.

your

HOUSEPARTY DATE

"BOWDOIN SONGS"
AN ALBUM OF FOUR

Available

10

INCH RECORDS

Now

At

THE MOULTON UNION STORE
ALL OVER

AMERICA-CHESTERFIELD

IS

TOPS!
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the
Al-

pha Delta Phi fraternity.
[ Continued from Page j J
Mr. Lifshitz is at present on the
we would like a gymnasium that Student Council and is vice-

authorities
at
that
institution
situation was worked out and co- work elsewhere is not counted in
squelched the idea that the silk queens were
Another computing a man's
elected.
academic
underwear found on the trail, queen-to-be had to withdraw be- standing.
which the girl took who disap- fore the final announcement beMr. Cross, whose office is in 17
peared recently, could belong to cause
she feared the resulting Winthrop Hall, will be glad to furher since "Bennington College avalanche of publicity.
nish information on the computagirls wore cotton underwear norThe
contest
will have "Beauty"
mally."
and "Charm" as its determining
V
factors, with no intellectual eleV
In London recently a member of
There was a touching little the Irish Guards regiment was re- ments involved. It was decided to
story in the Boston Globe last cently apprehended after being have a board made up not only of
[ Continued from Page i
Friday concerning an American AWOL for over a year. He faculty judges, whose opinions
have sometimes been swayed by disintegration and desecration of
girl's marriage to a former POW claimed that his grandmother, 70,
all college tradition.
The men
in this country. The POW turned "took away his money and Army high-brow conversations with the
who were students at this time
out to be a titled Italian with a papers, locked his bedroom door contestants. The "Growler" staff
are pictured as unfortunate inwhole socktul of bills in the old at night and make him work on feels that a "mixed" group can
dividuals who never knew how
country. So, naturally, she mar- her farm" all day. What a lively attain a decision more representative of Bowdoin opinion than a things were, who were bent upon
ried the guy. The paper described Houseparty date she'd make!!!
upheaving all custom, and who
"one-sided" jury.
the gal as being "with her husV
finally created chaos. The
band in his family's ancestral casWe are willing to bet that Artie Several interviews on the sub- have
truth of the matter as I see it. is
ject
of
the
contest
produced
tle, honeymooning."
know, but

will

United

it
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Chicago;

FuD Registration, Book Store, Housing

Delegates Found Students Organization

Problem Will Mark Spring Trimester;

To Promote American Education

Ninety -eight Students Will Enter

400 Colleges
Represented

December

Longley Attends Meeting In

Augusta Psychiatrist
To Speak Here Tuesday

Political

NAM.

James B. Longley, Jr. '48 was
one of 450 men and women who
Dr. Francis H. Sleeper, supermet at the University of Chicago intendent of
the Augusta State
on Dec. 28-30 to found an organi- Hospital for
the Insane, will
zation whose purpose is to eduspeak at the Moulton Union at

cate Americans of its generation
to their manifold responsibilities
in a changing world. Representing 400 colleges and universities,
the delegates established the American Students Organization as
a part of the International Federation of Students, founded at
Prague in August of last year.
Longley was selected by the
to
represent
Student Council
Bowdoin at the Chicago meeting.
Besides individual college delegates invited on a basis of one
per thousand students, the group
included representatives of several existing organizations including the American Association of
Collegiate Newspapers, the Newman Oubs, and the Student Federalists. After opening ceremonies
on December 28, the delegates
divided into four panels and began separate meetings which continued through the following day.
On December 30 the panels reported their recommendations to
a plenary session which established geographical subdivisions for
the organization and named a National Continuations Committee.
Plans were outlined for a constitutional convention to be held this
summer in preparation for the
second meeting of the International Federation at Geneva.
The complete proceedings of the
conference will be the subject of
a future ORIENT article. Long*
ley and two other delegates framed the following Preamble, later
adopted by the entire group:
The Chicago Student Conference recommends to the National
Continuations Committee that the*
following statement be a guide to
the National Students Organizaembodying the principles
tion
stated below:
"The Chicago Student Conference feels that there does exist
in the United States a definite
need for the formation of a NSO;
that this proposed organization be
founded on the common needs
and desires of all American students; that these needs and desires are clearly defined by the
concern of the students for peace,
democracy, the perpetuation and
o f international
strengthening
understanding and
friendships,
cultural exchange, and in the discussion and solution of their educational and economic problems;
that racial and religious prejudice,

bigotry-

and dtacHm<n« M An

be totally disavowed by this NSO;
that this organization be equipped
with adequate machinery to deal
with the problems ~-ui issues
with which it is confronted; and
to carry out its obligations to the
American students through care-

Forum Hears

representative of the National Association of Manufacturers
will speak on the Labor problem
8:15 p.m., Tuesday, • January 21. when the Political Forum meets
His
topic
will
be
"Mental in the Moulton Union Lounge at
Health" and admission will be 8:15 Tuesday evening.
open for men only. There will be
At the Forum's last meeting in
a discussion period following Dr. December Mr. Albert G. Clifton
Sleeper's speech.
of the Massachusetts C.I.O. spoke
Dr. Sleeper was recently ap- on the same topic. He discussed
pointed to his present position. organized labor's viewpoint on
He succeeded Dr. Forrest Tyson, proposed legislation and later
who retired. Before coming to answered questions from the
Maine Dr. Sleeper was one of the floor.
best known psychiatrists in
On Friday evening, February
Massachusetts and was associated 21, the Forum
will bring to
'43 presents gift to Houseparty Queen
with the Worcester State Hospi- Brunswick
one of the nation's
tal.
Lois O'Connor of Providence, R. I., as her escort Ed Lundwall
foremost authorities of the BalHe is particularly interested in kans, Mr. R. H. Markham. A '50 looks on.
the psychology classes at Bow- member of
the editorial board of
doin, having attended Bowdoin
the Christian Science Monitor,
for three years before entering
Mr. Markham will speak on
medical school. Bowdoin psychol- Russia.
Sills
ogy classes frequently visit AuThe group will sponsor an exgusta State Hospital in connectensive
program
of
outside
speaktion with their work in abnormal
ers during the spring trimester,
psychology.
Dr. Sleeper has stated that he and welcomes criticism and sughopes to make available to ad- gestions from the student body.
Declaring that
in every
representatives}
Over sixty
vanced psychology students cer- Individuals who would like to
from twelve college newspapers human being there is a better
tain
facilities
and innovations hear a particular topic discussed,
in the New England area met at self, and that better self is the
or
who
have
contacts
with
speakthat he intends to establish at
true self." President Kenneth C.
ers,should communicate with Wellesley last Saturday and Sunthe State Hospital.
M. Sills said, in a Chapel speech
the Forum's President, H. Thay- day. The purpose of the conferer Kingsbury '45, at the Zeta ence was "to bring together col- Sunday, that "n man comes to
himself when he finds the best
lege
in
New
Engthe
newspapers
Psi
House,
or
the Program DiCatalogue Features
that is in him. and sets out to
rector, Joseph W. Wheeler '48, at land area for' the discussion of
common problems, for exchanger achieve his heart's desire."
the Chi Psi House.
A'fter reading the parable of
of information, and for the pro-j
motion of cooperation lx?twecnf the Prodigal Son, President Sills
The Bowdoin College Catalogue
said that one of the weaknesses
them."
for the sessions of 1916-47 has
of our present age is that we have
Representing the Orient at th
been available since last Tuesday.
Gives
conference were C. Cabot East on lost the sense of sin and conseThis is the fourth in a new series
'48, and Charles
W. Curtis '47 quently have not felt the need of
that was begun in 1943. In 1043
redemption, and that the parable
Other newspapers sending
the printing was turned over to Student-Written Plays
the Prodigal Son teaches us
gates wore the Hazard Cri._
the
Anthoensen * Press* which
„'»!.?? mat
One act plajfc~by four students the MIT Tech, the Massachusetts
*" cvery human being
changed the catalogue's style of
will be presented in the Masque
State Collegiate, the Wesleyan
printing to Baskerville type, a
»,?
and Gown's thirteenth annual Argus, the Williams Record, the | betlcr self is the true self.
type of unusual clarity and disHe went on to say that some
One Act Play Contest on March Connecticut News, the Mount
tinction.
boys come to themselves at a
3. The plays, chosen out of eight
Radcliffe
Holyoke News,
the
Mr.
Fred
Anthoensen,
the entries, are
"Another Compass News, the Smith Scan, the Wel- very early age, whereas others
printer, is one of the most dis- Point" by H. James Cook '48,
lesley
News, and the Vassar may complete their college work
tinctive ' printers in the world. "Afterpiece" by Roger P. Merwithout
testing
themselves inHe is the donor of the Anthoen- gendahT'oO, "Rec Hail" by Doug- Miscellany News.
tellectually,
without
realizing
Mr.
Edward Orr, Editorial their own powers. When "a man
sen Collection of books which id las Carmichael '44, and "Lady
in the Rare Book Room.
On The Way Upstairs" by Rob- Writer for the Christian Science comes to himself he learns that
There were 8500 copies of the ert R. Bliss '17. The plays were Monitor gave the opening ad- living up to the best that is in
catalogue
printed.
Copies are selected by a board of judges dress at the conference on the him brings far more satisfaction
topic "Freedom of the Press
sent to Trustees, alumni who re- composed of Mrs. Herbert
than self indugenee."
R.
quest it, hopeful applicants, other Brown, Mr. Arthur M. Stratton, for What?" He enumerated the
"In the realm of manners and
various ways in which metropolicolleges,
and present students and Mr. Nathan Dane IL
morals the application of this
tan newspapers use ^heir freewho can obtain them at the reble is obvious
Thc oUwr
Three of the four authors have dom of the press. Mr. Orr praised
ceiving desk of the library.
day aunng
during registration in the
The 1946-47 catalogue is the participated in former one act highly the work done by the college offices a good many unand
Cook
contests.
Carmichael
American press and the poten- dergraduates were waiting in
largest that the college has ever
the
newspaper
in
had. It contains 237 pages con- were prizewinners in 1943 and tialities existing
lowcr hall scvcral wcre s»tlin
sisting of an historical sketch 1945 respectively, and Bliss en- work for service to the people by
on
thc.
benches
tered
a^play
contest
there.
in the 1944
A father
influencing government action acwritten by Dr. Chase. Professor
of English Literature; aims of Mergendahl is a newcomer to cording to the interests of the and mother were waiting to see
the college by Dr.
Kirkland, Bowdoin dramatics, but his oldrou P represented by the paper, Professor Hammond; they had to
S
er
brother
Charles
MergenH.
Professor of History; and a map
stand. Not a student had the
by Dr. Beam, Assistant Profess- dahl Jr. '41 was author of several He emphasized his opinion that
{journalism is a profession, and courtesy to get up and give a ludy
or of Art. In addition there are plays produced here.
'

BOB SHEPHERD

WeUesley Holds
Press Meeting;
ORIENT Attends

President

Develops Theme
Of Bible Parable
"...

New

Rare Book Room Photos

Masque And Gown
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18 pages of illustrations taken by
Kosti Ruohomaa, a special photographer for Life, Dr. Stanley
Barney Smith, and Miss Helen
ful and intelligent decisions.
Johnson.
The three-colored rethis organization production of Hubbard Hall on
"Whereas,
cannot achieve its objectives or the cover was drawn by Mr.
maintain the active support of all Charles R. Capon of Sudbury,
college and university students if Massachusetts,
a well
known
its influence should be diverted American artist. The most specinto partisan, sectarian, or other tacular of the illustrations
innarrow channels.
cluded in this bulletin are the
"Be it resolved, that the NSO photographs of the Rare Book
shall have as its objectives only Room. This is the first time that
those which contribute to the enf Continued on Pane 4 1
the welfare

of stuhancement of
dent* and facilitate student con-

Production of the plays will
take place on Monday, March 3,
at which time the performances
will be judged by another board
Morgan B.
consisting of Mrs.
Tho as
Cushing,
Professor
Means, and Professor Frederic E.

j

j

that all
i

newspapermen must

thc

izc

responsibilities

rca- his seat
their

of

polite self

not a one
.

.

.

came

to his

You yourselves

in

your own experience can find exthat when
Thc treatment of news as mer- amples of this truth
and the eonseouent things have been going wrong,
chandisc,
presentation to the public of sen- when you have done what you
some little
sational and sordid news stories know is not "right
is a flagratit example of Ameri- incident, some thought of parent
can newspapers shirking their or friend can bring you to your
real and better self." He said that
responsibility, Mr. Orr stated.
He believed that the purpose of what is true of the individual can
;
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T. Tillotson. The plays will
directed by their authors, who
will
begin
casting this week.
While the judges are but. George
Bernard Shaw's one act "How He
Lied To Her Husband," a take-

off on his own "Candida," will be
any newspaper was not only to
produced with a faculty cast.
flect

the opinions of
to

on

its

and

guide

opinions

Reporter Interviews Students;
Houseparty Incidents Revealed

—

Dro rcss on

but

tributions to international understanding and good will and shall

To Perform Tonight

$27,000, Sills Reveals

Views on Labor

A

re-

also be true of the, group; for ex-

readers,

ample a fraternity or a college
which has lost its moral or

shape

questions

their
affecting scholarly ideals

may come

to

it-

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
has announced that Bowdoin College received in December 1946
from several benefactors of the
college $27,000 to add to its general purpose fund. President Sills
said that most of the donors
wished to remain anonymous at
thc present time and gave no
specific instructions as to the disposal of the funds. At present a
portion of the money is to bej
placed in the general scholarship
fund of the college and the function of the remainder is yet to be
determined.
Mr. Glenn Mclntyre, Bursar of
the college, announced that Mrs.
.

j

t

,

j

Mary Lurena Webster

of

Bangor

the welfare of

the

.
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vacation.

erans.
Appointments of new instructors to the Departments of Gov-

ernment, Economics, and Mathematics are expected.
Fraternities Key to Housing
Prompt compliance before January 22 by all fraternities, to
letters recently sent by the Bursar's

Office requesting

|

rooms,

statement of purpose.
starting one's own private libraThe organization has tried to ry- He suggested that instead of
make it clear that the privileges just buying any edition, he should
of membership and full activity- buy one with good binding, paare open to all persons, regard- per, and print, even though the
less of religion.
cost is more, because of the use
New officers will be elected at it will .undoubtedly get.
The meeting was held m the;
next Monday's meeting, it was
decided. Thc newly adopted constitution
provides that officers brary
shall be elected "for a year's!
term or less at the pleasure of Alumni Publications
|

awaiting

fraternity
figures
before
final
consideration. Out of 940 students
presently enrolled at the Col-

'

lege, 311 are housed in campus
dormitories, 125 at the Naval Air
Station, 267 in Fraternity Chapter houses, and 234 are rooming
ff
110 "students in this
last group arc married.

^

•

Room Assignment

Regulations
published by the Bursar's Office
1947
remain un3,
changed, according to Mr. Hall.
Sketches
Include
ThQ Bowdoin College engage- For reference these regulations
mcnt calendar this year is built arc reprinted at thc end of this
around 13 original pen and ink article.
The housing situation for marsketches by Miss Edytlie A. Laws,
0ne of these sketches has ap- ried students shows little change.
p^^-ed on the coyer of the Although ten couples are due to
Alumnus. Another sketch will be leave this February', the present
used on Whispering Pines, a total of students planning to get
book put out by the Alumni Of- married, those graduating but
marfice. If there is sufficient dematnd, not leaving Brunswick, and
these sketches will be made up ried students entering in Februinto prints. The calendars are ary is eleven. At the present
time there are a few unfurnished
$1.00 each.
vacancies at Jordan Acres.
:

the association.

The
conducted
last,
B.C.A.
Sunday's service at thc Pleasant
Street Methodist Church. Donald
.

,

W. Henderson
sermon,

''It's

'50

delivered the
to be aj

.

Hard not

Christian."

_

Frederick Weidner III '50 was
and a quartet made up of

soloist,

Hugh Pendexter III '46, Thomas
R.
Chapman '50, William M.
Davis '49, and David A. Bowdoin
'49 were also heard in the music
part of the program.

•

January

New

New

*

BCA
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—
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Courses

Featuring new or reoccurriny
courses offered by the College
this
Spring is , Government 13,

Records Student Opinion;
Discrimination

"Problems

in

World

Politics."

According \a Dr. A. P. Daggett.
ing for members of all races" in Professor
the
of Government,
their home towns, 76.3 endorsed study will concern major powers,
it for thc campus.
and their relation to each other;
On national issues, over 707c and is designed to include parof the voters favored "federal ticipation in thc forthcoming Bisubsidization of education ... to ennial Institute this spring, the
raise the wage scale of all teach- planned subject of discussion beto equalize educational op- ing "World Politics and Organiportunity in all states, and to zation." Government 15 is open
to all students except Freshmen.
Latin 12, a history of Latin
Literature with wide reading in
translations is offered for those

ers,

equalize educat ional opportunity
for all races." 78.4% recommended "federal subsidization of medfor the poor."
ical .assistance
"Stricter governmental supervision of labor unions," the measures therefore' not being specified, won thc support of 83.2%.
"Complete economic equality of
men and women, such as equal
pay for equal work, etc." was advocated by 58.2% of the participants. 75% said they would prefer to marry a college graduate,

no language background
in Latin. This course meets th»requirements for one Literature

having

unit.

Sociology

Problems

4,

in

"A Study
the

of Social

Modern

Com-

munity," included in the present
Trimester curriculum, will be repeated this Spring. Prerequisite:
Sociology L

"Bowdoin
French B, the equivilcnt of
and 80.4% thought
should offer a course on marriage French 3, will be offered for new
students registering in February
and the family."
Three fourths of the voters fa- only.
Music 12, "A Survey of Musivored "an international federation of students" and "the affilia- cal Literature from plain-song to
tion of Bowdoin with this or 20th Century Modernism," holdganization," while 93.7% advocat- ing a prerequisite of Music 1-2.
ed "interchange of students with This course formerly was listed as
J
[ Continued on Page 5 ]
foreign countries."
,

]
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room

signments in respective Chapter
houses for the coming Trimester,
is necessary before final assignments to campus and Air-Base
dormitories can be made, according to Mr. William K. Hall, Assistant Bursar of Ihc College,
who described the housing situa-

!

—

MIMMi

\iew-point the College enrollment
would return to normal in the
fall of 1949, with the largest number due to graduate in 1948. Approximately 675 of thc total enrollment in February will be vet-

Heintz Advises Witan

|

MMMMMI

(

.

"We.
the
members of the
Bowdoin Christian Association of
tion
as
"still
tight."
Present
Bowdoin College, unite in a de- On Book Collecting
estimates indicate that rooming
sire to realise full and creative
Monday
;ht at 8:00 p.m. Mr.
facilities allotted to the College
life through a growing knowledge
Heintz§ Assistant Librarian, adat the Naval Air Station will be
of God. We determine to have a dressed the Witan
Mr Heinlz
part in making this life possible spoke on first editions and their filled. At this printing there are
for all people." according to it3| va iue. and the fundamentals in fifty-seven applications for campus dormitory

—
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Bos-

rican tribal dancing as part of
her psychology studies. Always a
time in the organ- dancer, she has been on tops ever
ization's
the Bowdoin since her 1943 engagement with
history,
Monday Cafe Society Downtown in New
Christian
Association
evening adopted a constitution. York.
Her programs include
The association "is an independ- primitive dances of protest. Her
ent organization and is responsi- presentations arc fascinating. Of
ble to the college administra- ten controversial, and exciting betion," according to its statement cause of her "beautiful personaliof status.
ty combined with an amazing
Since its origin the B.C.A. has technical equipment with which
operated without any legal body to tell her story" Her troupe inof rules, and in recent years eludes a narrator, singers, drumthere has been a growing feeling mers, pianists, and a five piece
among the members that the or- orchestra.
Students will be admitted to
ganization was hampered without
one.
The new constitution re- the Pearl Primus concert upon
ceived the approval of the Facul- presentation of their Blanket Tax
ty Committee on Religious Ac- Tickets.
tivities shortly before Christmas

For the

-

_

New York and

Pearl Primus left Hunter College, where she was seeking her
Master's degree in psychology, to
dance professionally. Whether she
is jitterbugging or performing the
African tribal dances, which critics describe as "tops
without
the slightest effort
tense and
stirring," she has attracted capacity crowds.
Martha Graham and Charles

Weidman have been her teachers.
She comes from Harlem. Follow- thirty have been selected from a
ing work as a telephone operator qualified group of 165.
she entered Hunter College where
Professor Hammond observed
she was able to investigate Af- that from an "Admissions Office"

Wins Faculty Approval

—

i

will leave .the college at that
time. The administration also expects that 116 men will graduate
in June.
According to the Director of
Admissions, Professor E. S. Hammond, new students registering
in February will include fortyeight returning
Bowdoin men,
twenty new Freshmen previously
admitted to the College but delayed by service in the Armed
Forces, and thirty more who arc
Freshmen and students of advanced standing. The majority of
this last group have been awaiting admission since the Spring of
1946. A good example of the everpressing influx of candidates for
admission to thc College, these

ton.

.

j

With enrollment at post-war
Bowdoin College
is
preparing to enter the Spring
Trimester of 1947 with approximately 960 students, despite thc
fact that an estimated fifty-nine
men will graduate in February
and some forty more students
capacity,

i

received in

.

Constitution

I

^

j

Bowdoin students will get a
chance to see the sensational and
controversial Pearl Primus, danat
the
Brunswick High
ceFf
School Auditorium on Wednesday, January 15. A feature of the
program will be her impassioned
dance to "Strange Fruit" which
onc critic felt obliged to describe: "She throws herself down
and rolls across the floor at forty
miles an hour; it makes your hair
cur with excitement." Her concerts have been enthusiastically

Men Oppose Race

;

Disarmament

!

the class of 1859.

nation as a self as the result of proper leadspecifically refrain from becomership. President Sills said that
whole.
ing in partisan political affairs,
sectarian religious considerations,
had sperft in his experience as president and
delegates
After the
Strong opposition to racial disor similar matters which do not
"I think it was just simply several
undergraduates eagerly Uie mor ning in discussion groups dean he has seen many men come
J
recrimination
highlights
the
directly affect students in their grand
relayed their impressions to the
on editorial policy, news and fca- to themselves and that the result sults of thc first comprehensive
functions and activities as stu"I never had such a good time ORIENT:
everyone attempt to ascertain Bowdoin
roDlcrns make-up problems. is always the same
dents, with the single exception in my life!"
One senior, cornered down- ture P
student opinion. Thc poll, conthat the NSO shall stand unalter"Thanks just the same, am re- town between the Cumberland a nd business questions, the^ group has a better and happier time.
ably opposed to any political doc- turning your letters and please and the Pastime, said, "We were met Sunday afternoon to con"In the spiritual world this ducted on Dec. 17 by the Political
Forum and the Bowdoin Christrine which would stifle free and send my picture back."
watched all the time. We were so lidate the results of their dis- process is vital. The realization
conjunction
tian Association
in
democratic education in the Un"I can't wait for the next one!" watched too closely. I don't think
that there is such a thing as sin with the Student
Council,
reited States."
"Who was the chubby boy with everybody had as good a time as cuss j ons, ,
,
,
that man is sinful, that he vealed that 60 to 909/. of students
Thc delegates voted to adopt
the leer?"
they thought they were going to
that are apposed to various campus
With these and similar re- have because they thought they the name "The Northeastern In- must repent and change
Lecturer Will Discuss
marks,
Bowdoin's
party
boys were going to have a better time tercollegiate Press Conference." he must come to himself is at practices of racial and religious
discrimination. Heavy majorities
were being deluged during the than what kind of a time it fiwas agreed upon as thc the heart of religious experience." also favored federal subsidization
Proposals Christmas vacation after the nally turned out to be and so Wesleyan
.-...
. _
...-^i - ___
„
When a man realizes, he con- of education and medical assistfor next years concollege
host
long-awaited
and
publicised
much
Speaking on the question,
the; got a timc which was not
tinued, that pure and unselfish ance, stricter governmental suaffair which took placel]^
''Can the Armamment Race be social
thought_ ference. It was m decided to ex
c tmie lnat tney
»»
Vli .1.,
T~\. ii
.tviVviMi 1 U n *-*«! 'Ml
—
pervision of labor unions, and an
Stopped." Cord Meyer Jr., author here on December 19 and 20.
they were going to have. But I tend invitations for the next con- ipve, as set forth by Christ, finds
international student federation.
and lecturer of Cambridge, Mass.
Geared to a high degree of had a good time anyway!"
ference not only to the original a man coming to himself by Over five hundred students parwill deliver a talk in the Moul- amiability, the campus was the
Bouncing into thc ORIENT of- members, but to all college news- serving others, he learns the
ticipated in the balloting.
ton Union on Wednesday, Jan- scene of a historic houseparty
fice with an air of overconfidence,
that a
secret of responsibility
Rejecting the "quota" system
uary 15. at 2:30 p.m.
epoch-making because it
was a resident of Moore Hall came papers in New England in colMeyer, former marine corps marked by no outstanding "inci- uVwlth "this" enlightening" state- (leges having a four year course man cannot live to himself alone, of restricting minority groups,
captain, was an aide to Harold dents." The only serious after- ment: "I was walking down a and offering either an AB or BS that he must both bear his bur- students opposed limiting the adSt wen at the San Francisco math was an apparent bankrupt- dimly lit passageway and heard degree. The necessary limiting of den and carry the burdens of mission to Bowdotn of Jews. Negroes, Catholics and Orientals by
United Nations Conference. He. cy of Student Council finances these sounds emulating from a!
in such ways he
ion from each college others too
1A.2 C,<
and
90.0
60.7,
70.4,
was wounded during the battle, which was mure than offset, how- nearby room. The first thing youi the deJ
...
,t
, "
,.
,
may become a real Christian and "Fraternity practices restricting
ever, by praise on the respecta- do is take six eggs; then sepa- *** left at the discretion of the
of Guam.
pledging of students on grounds
Well known as an authority on bility of the affair from official rate the whites from the yolks host college. It was emphasized a real man.
atomic information Meyer lec- sources. Heavy snow and ice on (wait 'til you hear this, what a that the delegations should inIn conclusion President Sills of race, color, or creed" w^re
tured on that subject under the the night of the dance only yolk!) ((Ed. note
we couldn't clude junior members of the said that "a man comes to him- condemned -by 64.4%, while
69.7% favored the employment of
auspices of the Citizen's Group helped to keep things from get- help ourselves and hit this charnewspaper staffs, as they would self when he finds the best that properly qualified Negro faculty
for Atomic Informamtion, a new ting too "hot."
acter over the head with a type
organization,
Portland
greater
Student opinion was split on writer before he had a chance tow be better able to apply the bene- is in him, and sets out to achieve members. While 55.8% ^ opposed
"completely unsegregated houshis heart's desire."
created last December 11.
Lontinu«d on Page 6
the success of the venture, but
fits gained 'at the conference.
j

l

has increased the amount of the
scholarship to be known as the
George Webster Scholarship
from $2,000 to $3,000. Mr. Webster was a prominent mem'jer of

New BCA

59 To Graduate
On February 8th

Pearl Primus, Dancer,

Gifts Total

^

*

'
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
LETTER TO EDITOR

I

THE B0VW®N ORIENT

VoLLXXVI

To

the Editor of the

ORIENT:

Editor-ia-Chlef

'44
'49

Dmtgltt Carmtctiael
Richard A. Wiley

A**ociate Editor*

B. Hell '47

Jame*

M*n*cinK Editor*
Jofen

H. NlchoU, Jr.
Johnson Poor

'49
'49

George F. McClelland

Assistant Sport* Editor

Sab-Editor*: P. Kendall Nlven
Wiley '47. Raymond H- Swift

Hack Walkor

Frederick

'46,
'48,

n

49

U Tower* '47

Notaoa

Featare Editor

W.

David CroweU

'It

Troobh

S.

'10,

Bryant H. Whipple

'00

Wallace K. Ever*

'40

Stan* Photographer

tem would have no adverse

Arnold Cooper

A**Utant Bnaineas Manager

'48

Joseph J. Schrouch '49
Franc** R. Carrie '50

Manager*

Alfred J. Waxier '47

Advertising Manager*

Early '49
Churchill Creaacy '80

Edward

W.

8.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Profeoaor Athera P. Daggett

Director*

Aaaociate Professor Philip M. Brown
Charles W. Curtl* '47
C. Cabot Easton '48

James B. Ball

Managing Editor Tale Issue

at

sys-

effects

on

the feasibility of this plan.

Bowdoin has

a right to be

proud of

remarkable alumni support.

its

effects of the

war on the

The

classes in col-

however, has been to weaken

lege,

spirit.

men

the

If

graduating

from Bowdoin in the future are to
support the College as enthusiastically

C. Cabot Easton '48

Boatnea* Manage r

Circulation

any time during their four years

Bowdoin. The present rushing

their

Reporter*: Earl 8. Archibald, Jr. '48, Ralph B. Anderaon '60, Paol L. Bishop '49, Roger 1* Ken vin '49.

Raymond

at

DmM J. Ibeeea '4f

Sport* Editor

•49,

Cartas '47

'47

have done, some

as previous classes

plan must be instituted to give those

men

the necessary interest and enthu-

siasm while they are in college.

By enabling the freshmen

to eat

together in a central dining hall, and

by encouraging them to organize their

own

intramural athletic teams and

cial

events,

so-

the freshmen could be

welded into a strong group that would
retain its unity throughout college and
after graduation.
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DELAYED RUSHING
Student Council has made a

The

preliminary investigation of the possibility of delaying the rushing season.

The

results

of

namely, that the fraternities

suffer financially if the fresh-

i-

ration* to the Pwsiweaa Manager
CotnpMy at tU'd IKNT Office In the Meulton Union. Bewdojn
Collet*.,*BnuuwielfcataW »>Ura4 M waond dsu mstUr at the
oOl
•t anaMVlfk. Mala*. The KuhaartDtioa rate tor one
year la two (ft) dollar*.

i

would

out, however,

this

investigation

show that the disadvantages of the plan
embodied in the Orient editorial of
December eleventh outweigh the advantages of the plan.

Among the drawbacks

to the

imme-

diate institution of delayed rushing
are: the fact that fraternities would
i

men

delegations did not eat in their

dining

halls.

would be derived from this
fits
plan warrant the work necessary to
that

into effect.

it

CONGRA TULA TIONS
During the Fall trimester, the
Orient has hammered intermittently at the apathy of the students and at
the indifference of most freshmen to

many

the success or failure of

extra-

curricular activities struggling to re-

become typed, and certain houses
would become weaker with the years,

gain their pre-war strength. Rather
than to raise the hammer again, per-

prospect of strengthening

haps it is time to call a halt and pass
out a few words of approbation to

with

little

the administrative diffiinvolved in the rotation of

themselves;
culties

freshmen from house to house for dining purposes during their first semester;

and the

possibility that a large

number of freshmen would be

left

un-

pledged after the rushing season. This
last disadvantage would not only cause
the un happiness of many freshmen,

but it would make the number of independents too large for a "fraternity"
college- like Bowdoin,
,

One remedy
difficulties

for the admihlstrinv

involved in a rotation din-

ing system for the freshmen

is

the pos-

freshman
class at a central dining room. This
plan is impossible to put into operation now, for the Moulton Union, the
only central dining hall, is operating

sible feeding of the entire

at nearly full capacity.

A disadvantage

even if it were put into
effect, is that the houses would suffer
financially by not having the freshmen

of

this system,

delegations

eating

at

the

houses,

causing them difficulty in operating
their

dining rooms without losing

money.

Many of us were inclined to snicker
early this Fall at the squad out for the
ski team as they pounded out' their
two miles of roadwork daily. The
fruits of their labor

now

are evident,

not only to Bowdoin men, but to college skiers

tified.

The Orient is also an example
of sensational journalism.
The
issue of December 11 contains on
the front page a double banner
headline entirely over-emphasizing the importance of the news
item. Another front page article
is headed by a statement falsely
interpreting the contents?
third

A

report on the front page
true. The Hearst type of

all
first,

over

New

ski team,

England.

under the

SBle^teaclersHip or Merrill Hastings has

earned the respect of all of

us,

not
press

is

and by

of news presentation.
create an
eight
column
double line heading for the feature article concerning faculty
recognition of the Alpha Rho
Upsilon Fraternity is sensational
and unnecessary. The article is

To

newsworthy, but such an emphala out of place. To
"Dougherty Would
Banish Liberalism Prom Camp-

tic headline
that
state

us" indicates that the writer of
the line either did not read the
article or deliberately misinterpreted the contents. To report
that the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity withdrew from the college
dining plan before an official announcement was made shows that
the report was not verified. The
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity did
not withdraw from the Interfraternity Cooperative.
is

a Bowdoin or-

ganization, representing the College no less than the football
team or the Glee Club. It receives financial support from the
Blanket Tax Fund and, therefore,
It is

from every man on campus.
read by most undergraduates

and many alumni. It is high time
that the Orient became a college
newspaper and ceased being a
propaganda sheet for those few
discontented students who evidently do not understand the
College and are not happy at
Bowdoin as it is, and as it has
considering
been.
These men,
themselves as liberals, negate the
very word "liberal" by their use
of prejudiced journalism. Changes
should be made by them, rather

than by Bowdoin College.

Does the editor of the Orient
believe that it is necessary to color news reports in order to present a certain editorial opinion?
When there are controversial issues being discussed on campus,
is it not the job of the Orient to
report fairly on the issues involved and to make its policy

known

on

the

editorial

page

only?

Many, and in my opinion most,
Bowdoin men do not agree with
the idealistic attitude of some of
the Orient articles and editorials.
If the staff of the paper believes
its policy reflects the opinion of

the majority of the student body,
it is justified in its*approach to
controversial issues. The editor,
however, should be certain. The
basic question involved is whether
the Orient is designed as a Bowdoin organization representative
of the student body, or whether
it is

an organ which can be used

as the tool of a minority group.

Very

sincerely,

Andrew W. MacLaughlin
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their feat of placing sixth

formal hockey team

under
the coaching of Danny McFayden,
has trained rigorously and enthusiastically, and can look forward to coming games with a sense of preparedsince the beginning of the war,

ness, if

not of confidence.

The swimming team and

Orient

finds

its

it

inadvisable to con-

campaign for delaying the

the bas-

team have both received eager
candidates from the students, and have

rushing system according to

its

orig-

inal plan.

UNITY IN THE FRESHMAN CLASS
The informal investigation made by

made

auspicious beginnings in their

scheduled contests. The mermen lost
to Williams, undefeated in twenty-one

meets by only one point in one of the
most thrilling contests ever witnessed
in the Curtis pool. By their unselfish
and time-consuming training, the win-

the Student Council did more than to

ter sports athletic

unearth negative ideas concerned with

the support of the students. In return,

There are several
suggestions, one of which we

teams have earned

delayed rushing.

the undergraduates

positive

resenting

owe the teams rep-

them a better spirit of hosand sportsmanship towards

discuss here.

pitality

were possible for the freshmen
to eat together during their first year,
they could achieve a unity and spirit

visiting teams than they

If it

impossible for

them to gain

if

they

now

show.

Booing and hissing at an athletic contest can never be justified, and any
such unsportsmanlike behavior only

were split into fraternity groups almost immediately after their arrival

cancels any beneficial

in Brunswick, never acting as a unit

team.

erted by the

influence ex-

members of

i*******M*«n**»aaM*»**n**i
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a
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How many

heard Franklin P. Adams' plug for
the college on "Information Please" last week? The
question had to do with the organization of the new
Congress, and the name of the Senate majority
leader was called for. Mr. Adams quickly replied,
"Wallace White Jr., a trustee of Bowdoin CoUege."
To be sure, the new edition of the college catalogue
lists Senator White as a member of the Board of
Overseers, not a trustee, but Mr. Adams's heart
was in the right place, and for that we congratulate
him. Fortunately for his sponsor the question was
primarily about senators and not Bowdoin officials.

m-e
A certain

of comment seems to have been
aroused by the large hairy garment we have been
inhabiting around the campus lately. The real reason, of course, for our wearing a coonskin coat is not
the Maine winter but to silence those of our critics
who felt we were not showing a proper respect for
collegiate traditions.

amount

m

-

e

Bowdoin

Aseaaaeeeeeaei

references to ribbon trailer finger pieae, spoolshaft,
trailer post, ribbon trailer, and ribbon carrier. It
begins to look moderately complicated. Then you
study the diagram which seems to have about sixteen extra parts and runs through two Alphabets in
explaining them. The guy working on the thing in
the demonstration picture has four extra fingers.
It looks really complex. You toss the tech manual in
the waste basket and start to figure it out on your
own. Your fingers get covered with ink (it's never
the old, worn-out ribbon that gets snarled up) and
you weave the new ribbon in and out among the
keys and roll it through the carriage. Finally it looks

are composing this column this week on our
roommate's typewriter, which we hope will account
for any departure from its usual standard. (We've
got to throw the blame or maybe the credit to
somebody.) Our own typewriter is temporarily laid
up for repairs.
always knew our mechanical
aptitude was pretty low, but we never before dreamed that it wasn't even up to changing a typewriter
ribbon. The process looks simple enough to begin
with. You haul out your tech manual and study the

—

—

We

m

We

- e
were much interested

in the results of the
student opinion poll taken just before vacation under the auspices of the BCA, Political Forum, and
Student Council. It's too bad that an average of only
532.5 students answered the questions out of an enrollment of 963, as this would hardly result in a
clear majority on any question. The' list of questions
was a good one on the whole,, but we feel the first
question was definitely slanted in its phrasing. It
reads: "Do you favor federal subsidization of education for the following purposes: ft) To raise the
wage scale of all teachers, b) to equalize educational
opportunity in all states, and c) To equalize educational opportunity for all races?" We believe that
many people heartily in favor of these purposes
would strongly object to federal subsidization and
that the question was confusing for this reason. In
general, the results were about what we'd expect,
but we'd like to see them broken down by frater-

m

A

-

m

understand the Student Council is making a
serious study of the problem of rushing to see if a
workable system for delaying it for one trimester
after entrance can be produced. It's a difficult situation and one with a lot of angles, but we are glad
to see that an attempt is finally being made to do
something about it. It's been talked about long
enough. It is on problems such as this that the
Council has a chance to do work of real value which
was impossible for it before the adoption of its present representative constitution.
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Gymnasium
Gymnasium
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Mathematics 23, Rhodes 201
Music I, Memorial Hall

Room
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Chemistry 9, Gymnasium
Education 1, Gymnasium
Philosophy 9, Gymnasium
Spanish 3, Gymnasium
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Gymnasium

Art

Adams

Biology 9, Gymnasium
History 1 7, Gymnasium
Physics 3, Gymnasium
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7. Walker
Astronomy I, Gymnasium

108

completely
of the
on
headline
Is

justified in his criticism

unfair

Dougherty's chapel speech. The
news that the Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity withdrew from the
CoUege Dining nan, however,
was approved by Mr. Stephen B.
Berry** Assistant Director of the
Dining Services, After the "sensational

and unnecessary*' cover-

age of the Inception of the Alpha

Bho Up*llon Fraternity, the VVesleyaa Argus printed an editorial
praising Bowdoin for her triumph over racial prejudice as reported In the Orient.

Saturday, February
Biology 3, Rhodes 201
Chemistry I Chem. Lecture
,

Room

History
I, Gymnasium
History 15, Adams 108
Philosophy 4A. Rhodes 201
Sociology I, Memorial Hall

Monday, February 3
Rhodes 201
German 5. Rhodes 201
Government
Gymnasium
Government 5, Adams 108
Greek 3, Rhodes 201
Chemistry

5.

Gymnasium

History 9,

Graduate Record Exam
The next administration of
Graduate

Record

Music

Music

5,

English 9. Gymnasium
History 11, Gymnasium

Tuesday, February 4
English

Gymnasium

1.

German
German

Laboratory Monday and Tuesday,
February loth and 11th, beginning on Monday at one o'clock.
This represents a" postponement
of one week from the original
date set by the Graduate Record
Office ha order to obviate conflict* with College examinations.
Those who would like information about the Examination may
write, the Graduate Record Office at 4S7 West 59th Street, New
York, N. Y., or see Dr. Clark at
Psychological
the
Laboratory.
Applications to take the teat together with the fee of five dollars
must he mailed to the Graduate
Record Office by January 17th.
formation to gwhf nat a s ohool* re*
larding applicant* and la required by many of them,

Art 1, Walker
Chemistry 11, Gymnasium
Economics 3, Gymnasium

Mathematics 21. Rhodes 201

Room

-the

Examination

will be given at the Psychological

Gymnasium
Gymnasium
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1

I ,

Dr. Clark Announces

1

German
German

o'clock section)
English 25, Gymnasium
(

Russian

Gymnasium
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3,
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Rhodee 201
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Wednesday, February 5
Gymnasium
Gymnasium
Government 9, Gymnasium
Italian 3, Gymnasium
Psychology 5, Gymnasium

Chemistry

3,

Economics

7,

Education

4,

English 19,

Gymnasium
Gymnasium

French 15, Gymnasium
Mathematics I, Gymnasium
Philosophy 7, Gymnasium
Sociology

4,

Gymnasium

1,

Psychology
Religion

1,

Memorial Hall
1,

leave time.
calculating your time,
gives you seven days for
days of accumulated
leave time. In other words, wjth

And,

the

in

VA

each

five

twenty - five days accumulated,
your actual time would amount to

Club" until the expiration of jwnjr
leave of absence.
At the same time, do not fink
trouble in the future by occupy- .._
ing your "free" time wjlh any
gainful employment. Wait until
your official vacation is at an end
before accepting the job the father of your latest heart murmur

unknown!

tired of send*
that regular payment each
for your National Serviee
Life Insurance? According to
Form 9-887, dated May 1S46, you
can dispense with what may he a

French

Gymnasium

Rhodes 201

Friday, February 7
Hygiene, Gymnasium

*.•

VA

worry.

You may pay premiums on
your NSLI by authorizing deductions from the monthly benefit
payments (compensation, pension,
or retirement pay) paid to you
by the Veterans Administration.
Incidently, this does not mean
that if you are receiving subsistence allowance that the payment
can be taken out of that, for at
present that is not possible.
This not only offers a solution
to the trouble and expense of
sending in your premium payments but also provides you with
protection againsf the lapsing of
your insurance.

Veterans who may feel that
they would like to study in a
foreign country may do so under
the "G.I. Bill" if they desire. The
VA has a list of the accredited
schools and colleges in foreign
countries which you may attend.
At the present time, it appear*
that the veteran will have to arv
range for his own transportation
expense to and from the place
wi^
selected. However, the
pay you the subsistence allow-

VA

ance to which you are entitled,
as well as the tuition, up to the
usual amount.
Last summer there were 143
veterans Who attended foreign
schools, chiefly in Mexico and
Canada. And, there are nearly a
thousand foreign schools and institutions that have approved the
GI study plan. So, there Is a wide
choice available.
As of last October 1st, the average veteran entering foreign
schools had completed 14 years of
education, against 12 for the av»
erage veteran in the U. S. schools.
Veterans wanting a vacation
and opportunity to study in soma
foreign country should contact
the Foreign Education Division of
the VA.

Here are five ways that the
Insurance Act of 1946 has liber-

Thursday, February 6
Physics

Thus, a veteran who has had
ten months of training would
have twenty-five available days.
The maximum that you may accumulate is thirty days of unused

month

Biology I, Gymnasium
Chemistry I, Chem. Lecture

1

I,

training.

A final word about this "fun
time" for veterans. Be sure that
you arrange for your leave with
the Veterans Administration BEFORE you suddenly take-off for

Gymnasium
Gymnasium

Thursday, January 30

3,

amount of time
the number of

you have been Jn

ing

7,

1

the

total

that

Are you getting

English 23,

Economics
Economics
Psychology

to estimate
available,

months

parts

Gymnasium
Gymnasium
French 3, Gymnasium
Government 3, Gymnasium
Greek
Gymnasium
History 5, Gymnasium
Chemistry

For the benefit of any vetar*

who may wish to avail themselves of a vacation at the end
of this term, here are a few
words of help. In the first place,
ans

offers.

Mathematics
Mathematics

Rhodes 201

3.

available benefits.

suggested in an earlier column,
try to join the "KMK>

Wednesday, January 29

Religion

VA

do not

Walker

3.

Literature I, Gymnasium
History 3, Gymnasium
Latin A. Gymnasium '
Mathematics 31, Gymnasium

1

Bowdoin for any reaThose who fail to notify the
of their change of status will
lose at least a portion of their
training at

son.

your authorized
of
expiration
leave of absence. So, as has, bean

Comp.

Gymnasium
English
3, Gymnasium
Government 7, Gymnasium
Latin I, Rhodes 201
Physics
5, Rhodes 201
Physics 13. Rhodes 201

training.

This applies to any other veteran who is interrupting his

thirty-five days. Or, if you had
the full thirty days to use, you
would receive a leave of absence
""'
amounting to forty-two days.
Therefore, your subsistence alinstructors. lowance would continue until the

:30 P.M.

1

Art

9,

erans Administration. Otherwise,
he will be considered as still in

/

Music 3, Musk Room
Philosophy 1, Memorial Hall
Spanish I. Adams 108

Economics

subsistence

e

Tuesday, January 28
3,

future

that

checks may not be forthcoming,
Mr. A. F. Goud will be happy to
receive such reports from those
veterans who did not contact him
in the Faculty Room of Massachusetts Hall. His office is still
on the ground floor at the north-

on some questions.

in courses not listed will
8:30 A.M.

French
French
French

mean

Then, multiply that by tu^pand-one-half. This should give
friend of our who recently got taken into the you the total of the days availarmy writes: "I always hod a feeling that after the able for vacationing, provided you
women and children the board would draft me. I have not taken any leave of abcan't understand it. I tried to explain that all my sence, as such. (Do not include
such aVa
scheduled hodidays
previous experience had been as a civilian."
Christmas vacation.)
,
» c
nities

SCHEDULE OF TRIMESTER EXAMINATIONS
Examinations

Tower*

You wash your hands (optimistically), heave east end of Winthrop Hall.
a sigh of relief, and start pounding. Nothing happens. The darn thing is stuck somewhere and won't
Any veteran under either Pubunwind. You take the typewriter to the nearest lic Law 16 or P.L. 346 who is
repair shop and borrow your roommate's. Don't ask being graduated at the end of
us what to do if he doesn't have one.
this term should inform the V>t»

We

We

L.

Veterans under the "G.I* Sill"
did not file their current Report of Earnings today should
take care of this Immediately.
This filing is required by law.
And, as certain Bowdoin veterans
can testify, failure to comply can

who

right.

Friday, January 31

Orient's

cation.
first

-

Bursar's office seems to be making invidious
class distinctions among undergraduates. Paragraph
6 of "Room Assignment Regulations For Spring Trimester— 1947" reads: "No further permission for
students to live off-campus will be granted except
for married men and for boy* living at home." What
about married boys and men living at home? Or
does the act of marriage automatically make one a
man?
with the authorities would enlighten us

by their

in the Eastern Intercollegiate Meet at
Lake Placid during the Christmas va-

Bowdoin 's

m

The

methods

impressive record in local competition,

The recent Masque & Gown production of
"Cyclops" was a splendid achievement, and a notable performance in more ways than one. It featured the most highly original and contemptible
piece of scene stealing we have seen in a long time.
We refer to the satyr who was sitting on the floor
of the stage picking fleas out of his tail during the
big speech of one of the principal characters. Fortunately only the first few .rows could see him, but
trie others must have wondered what the half-suppressed laughter was all about. If an actor is given a
tail it's certainly a good piece of business for him
to pick fleas out of it, but it could be timed not to
interfere with a colleague's big scene.

has come to Bowdoin. The Orient
emulates the style of the New
York Journal-American. It is a
We
sad day for a college newspaper
when it is obliged to use such on this point.

ketball

In view of the above points, the
tinue

those who have overcome their inertia
and have given certain activities badly needed transfusions.

^vBowdom'a

recently for its editorial and feature
article opinion.
Most of this is warranted and
timely. When the Orient ceases
to be the organ of the Bowdoin
student body and becomes the
propaganda instrument of a minority group, its existence as a
college activity is no longer jus-

The Orient

Before any system like the above can
be instituted, however, a careful survey of the financial effect the plan
would have on the fraternity dining
halls must be made. Perhaps the bene-

put

criticized

By Nelson

By Douglas Carmichael

The Bowdoin Orient has been
Charles W.

VETERANS' CORNER

Mustard and Cress

9 January 1947

No. 12

1,

Gymnasium

alized and extended the benefits
of your NSLI policy.

OPTIONAL SETTLE1.
MENTS. Any of the following
may be used: (1) Lump sum pay*
ment of the
[

BlB>1a1lB«B«BttS>^MMBl

full value of your
Continued en F*g* 5 ]
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Williams Champs Edge Swimmers 38-37

POLAR

UNH

BEARINGS

Skaters Trounce Northeastern,

Overtakes Quintet

Brunswick, Jan. 11. For three
periods tonight it looked like a
miracle had happened to the
Bowdoin hoopsters, hut in the
final period they collapsed again,
blew an eight point lead, and
wound up on the short end of a
52-45 score as the University of

By Dan Haason

Acceptance Of Athletes Encouraged

was the

x

Hampshire handed
Irv
in the footsteps of "our prede- New
cessors" until the time when the Heuther's crew their second loss
Maharaja of Travancore tells us in a row to out of state competipersonally what he is going to do tion.
Once again the Polar Bears
about the situation in India. As
this is not immediately forthcom- tired and cracked under pressure,
ing we've decided that our claim but only after they had given the
to fame is the fact that we're not favored Wildcats more than a
the only one to feel that Bowdoin few anxious moments. The visilacks a progressive athletic poli- tors couldn't find the hoop for
don't condone subsidiza- the first thirty minutes while
cy.
tion of athletes, but we do believe Bowdoin looked for the first time
in encouragement and help for like a polished outfit. The closmen who are athletically inclined ing 10 minutes looked more like
and at one time or another last night's Trinity fiasco. As if
clamor for entrance into the ivy- by magic the Big White lost con- Dick Cunha made Northeastcovered walls of Bowdoin. Accept trol of the backboards, their ern's first goal, assisted by Fowthem, that is, if their marks war- shooting eyes and in short every- ler, with twenty-five seconds to
World."
thing that produces a winning go in the first period.
We've decided not to tag along rant acceptance.
ball club.
The Huskies' Reid split the
Swell Attendance
Indoor
George Willey posted 10 of his Bowdoin defense to climax a solo
and
into
cold
went
out
the
The college and the students we
21 markers in the last quarter dash on which he beat Norton,
owe the Alumni a certain amount were confronted by a large group while Paul Kennett picked up all making the score Bowdoin 3,
of allegieaee In return for their of chilled but eager students who of his 14. In all the Blue and
Northeastern 2, after five minportion of had just left the hockey game White got half of their points in
wafaMlng support.
utes of the second stanza. Getting
this allegieaee can be paid by and were hurrying over to wit- those disasterous closing minutes.
the jump on the Red and Black's
producing winning teams. This ness the basketball game. Our in- Matt Branche was high man for
defense who played on the blue
retarded
by
he an accepted partial terest in hockey is
Bowdoin with 13 besides playing line from the start, Don Davis
because we've always the fact that local schools pay a great floor game. Along with
made a fast break for another
under the impression that little attention to this sport hut Jeff Power he controlled both Bowdoin goal in 11:45. Dick Hasthe old grade gather to we were awed by the fact that backboards for the greater part
kell's long, low shot from the blue
talk ever "the good old days" such a large group of fans would of the game.
line forty-three seconds later
they spend more time talking stand in sub-zero weather for
George Willey put New Hamp- made Bowdoin's victory sure at
a
hockey
game.
about Elmer Gmmt's forty-yard two hours to see
shire into an early lead with a 5 to 2.
than the fact that John so This caused us to speculate on lay-up, Power knotted the count
Seven minutes of fruitless, but
so was elected Phi Bete the what an indoor rink would do to with a tap-in and the two teams
an
even battled along on even terms un- exciting, play was featured by
year. Whether this is right swell the attendance to
saves,
brilliant
or not to open to question, but as greater number. The only way we til late in the first stanza when Larry Norton's
many of which were made with
laas; aa we've been assigned to can think of to see our specula- Branche and Gordon Beem conbox.
penalty
the
teammate
in
a
this page (by higher authority, tions be proved is to have an in- nected to give the Polar Bears a
Well, what's 12-8 lead Despite Willey's sharp- At 19:10, however, Davis got anthai to) we feel that it is our Job door rink built.
other jump on the Boston men
to state the feelings of the ma- wrong with that ?
shooting Bowdoin held a 21-19
and passed to Gil Wilkinson who
While on the subject of hockey margin at half-time.
jority of the students who have
beat Daston with a hard corner
there is another point that failan avid Interest In sports.
eight

a time long, long
the only attributes that
cokanntet needed were:
ability
observe sport
to
and to record what he had
How things have
I! Westbrook Pegler Is an
expert on foreign and domestic
affairs, Bill Cunningham has the
straight dope on everything from
Gov. ArnsJI to what Stalin said
to one of his aides on the stairs
of the Kremlin, and Henry MoLemore can solve the troubles of
the United States In less time
than It took WUBde to solve the
dllsma of the universe In "One

We

Coming

story of a goalie
Friday night when Bowdoin
trounced the fast-skating Northeastern sextet. Larry Norton, In
the nets for the Polar Bears, rejected sixty-five scoring thrusts
as his mates scored freely to
down the visitors 8 to 3.
The Huskies, boasting a dozen
fine stick-handlers, kept the excitement of the game at a high
pitch from the start. Playing fiveman hockey throughout, they
were able to push Norton hard
all
evening, but the Bowdoin
team was never behind after
Nate Towne took a flip from
Bob Crockford in 14:06 of the
first
frame to beat Daston in
Northeastern's goal.
Phil
Burke soloed up the
boards, flipped past Bob Otenti
and took the rebound in close to
pass to Dick Field who scored
for the home skaters in 18:15.
It
last

the

The Big White opened an

Howdoin's
us.
goalie,
Larry Norton, in the Northeast
era game handled 65 tries successfully. Norton attended King's
College in Canada before coming
here and says that they play a
different type of hockey up there.
gym and saw a power-packed and He also says that he isn't used to
five
roll the local brand as yet. Wonder
well-coached
Trinity
over the Polar Bears by more what will happen when he gets
than 30 points. After the game onto the game!
-

point spread as the
began, on field goals

tained this margin to lead at the
quarter 34-26. Then the roof fell
in.
The Wildcats climbed within two points before Power made
it 36-32 on a tap-in. The visitors,
paced by Kennett and Willey
collected
nine
straight
points
to gain a 41-36 lead. Bowdoin
pulled
back to within three
points of tying, but that was as
close as they came. The Blue and
White had things pretty much

','

,

their
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own way from then

was Bowdoin's dying
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many

Ray
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If

Day
You'll find

on.

Clarke's amazing shot from the
right corner in the final seconds
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Bowdoin

FG.

McFarland,

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

ROOMS FROM

UP

$2.50

F P

2

2

6

Power, rf
Clarke
Branche, c
Piper

3

3

5

3

9
2
13

Speirs, lg

3

1

7

Giddings
Devine
Beem, rg

1

If

Silsby

HOTEL EAGLE
NEW

1

and

'

1

Totals

New Hampshire

18
9
8 26—52
9 13 11—45

8 11

Bowdoin

.

12

Referees: Fortunato and Parks.

D. D.

CUMBERLAND

GARDNER

CO.

SPOBTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

USE AIR MAIL-

now only 5 cwitsi

Near Fire Station

Jan. 16

SCANDAL IN PARIS

MIKE'S PLACE

with
George Sanders - Carole Landis

Fea News

Jan. 17-18

NOCTURNE

with
George Baft • Lynn Bart

ALVIN SETTLE 'ST JSP
PHILG AS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

News
Short Subjects

BRUNSWICK

Jan. 19-20-21

HARDWARE

NOTORIOUS
Bergman

•

News Short Subject
Jan. 22-23

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over (5.000.000

STATIONERY

•

And Other

Moan Freemen
Subject

POSTERS

nCKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Student Patronage Solicited

with

Fas News

Yes, We're Interested In

We have

THAT BRENNAN GIRL
James Dona

Maine

PRINTING

BANK

of

Maine Street
Brunswick

ALL Your

FIRST NATIONAL

Cary Grant

also

Wed. Thurs.

hot noos
BOTTLED BBEB
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Phone 974-M for delivery

PRMTInG

Short Subject

m-Sht.

TOWN

Ask

TAXI

TJs

Printing

For Quotations

21-25

ANGEL ON MY
SHOULDER
Pnnl Muni

-

Anne Baxter

The RECORD OFFICE

24-Hour Service

1 aad t

Paul K. Nlvaa. Bowdoin

Phone

1000

Printers of

;News Short Subject

M

twin

by

only

who

assists were
his teammate,

scored twice and

was

—

two-game

total

—

to

one hundred

the
in 1:25, before
and ten
spectators had settled down.
Don Davis, however, countered
wifh" a low corner shot to score
on a pass from Gil Wilkinson five
minutes later. Forbes put the
Blue and White one up again in
9:33, taking the puck from the
ever-present Perkins who lateraled from the corner.
another five
It took Bowdoin
minutes to get by Bill Moore,
who was superb in the nets with
forty- two stops, to tie the score
at two afl. Phil Burke carried
the disc lightly down the boards
for the score.
But Don Perkins rifled a high
i

•

j

|

remained
Norton
but
poised in the nets. Finally, after
being pulled far out of the cage,
he was scored upon before gaining full recovery as Dick Cunha
fed the puck to Frank Bell for
Northeastern's third score.
Solos by Burke and Crockford
wound up all scoring in 13:04 of
the final frame. But the thrills
weren't over. The Huskies continued to play fast, aggressive
hockey and the many spectators
nearly forgot the sub-zero of the
night, as they viewed the fast
skating, fine stick-handling and
passing that was the keynote of
the entire game.
It was not surprising that the
Polar Bears lacked outstanding
finesse in this, their first scheduled game. With but one week of
rink practice, however, they did

Whitney, K.S

hard one from twenty feet out to
put the visitors out in front with
only twenty seconds to play in the

•

period,

led

But Bowdoin would not stay
behind. Ed Leason was on the
spot, with a visitor in the coop
at the start of the second period.
by Burke and Field he

On

assists
fired with

Moore out of the cage

for the equalizer in 1:15. Nine
minutes later the ciowd was
treated, if you will, to an unusual
play
a score from which the
Big White never recovered.

—

New

I

Hampshire, playing with
five men on the ice, legally iced
puck and Ronnie Sleeth
the
jumped to the fore to snag the
puck at mid-ice in the Bowdoin
zone and carried in close. Norton
had no chance to save as the forward dented him with a foot-high

Swimmers

Elect

Penny

Captain For '47 Season

D.Martin. ChiPsi..
F. Kimball, T.D.
Verrill,

many

in

seasons,,

was

G

F

29
30
16

3

,

S.N

12
15
15
13
13
11

4
10
3

Penny,

ami

ltlff

Ike Orient

relay

combination coaMeaaleng on the
strength of the long lead piled

up by Adin Merrow

home with a

came

and

fifty-foot victory for

Moran and Hamblen
were never pressed. The time was
five

points.

3:12.8.

Mai Chamberlain pressed Lam29i bert gamely in the 220, but faded
29 as Chuck Bacon, former holder of
the 220 and 440 titles, placed
second, followed by Dick Curry
of Bowdoin. Lambert scored in

30

4
3
7

I

elected

Captain of the 1947 team at a
meeting of squadmembers on

Monday

Bowdoin_medley

The

pts.

61
60
36
36
34
33
30

17* 2

Alec Penny, star sprinter of Stevens, Psi U
Bowdoin's best swimming team Vincent, Zete

2:23.8.

afternoon.

Then came the disputed deciAlec Penny edged Williams'

member

of the recordmedley relay
holding
team at 300 yards in 1943, was
Captain of the team that season.
He was called into service in February, midway through that campaign. The new Captain has just
returned to competition this year
and, under Bob Miller's tutelege,
has consistently preformed well.
This season's meets have seen
Penny an active competitor. He
contributed all-important firsts in
the fifty-yard sprints and seconds
in the century in both the Williams and Amherst contests.
A member of the Class of 1944.
Penny is from Elizabeth, New
Jersey. He is also a member of
the Delta Upsilon Fraternity and
is in his Senior year.

sion.

Bowdoin

Dick

Bacon,

title-holder,

in

current
50-yard
the half century,

and Pete Grant of Bowdoin was
awarded third place. The time
was 24.1. But several minutes
[

Continued on Page 5

]
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WOODBURY'S SPORTING

GOODS STORE

Skiers Sixth At Placid;
St.

Lawrence Wins

Title

Journeying to Lake Placid during the Christmas Holidays, Bowfour-man ski team placed
the Eastern Intercollegiate Meet at the New York resort.
Johnny Curtis, Bob Emmons.
Dab Caldwell and Merrill Hastrebound ings combined in four events
doin's
sixth

m

to the left.
Sleeth recovered the
from Perkin's waist-high power Cross-Country, Downhill, Slalom
shot to end the scoring at 5 to 3 and Jumping to outscore Harshow fine potentialities. The visi- in 8:00 of the final period. The vard,
Colgate
and
Syracuse,
tors, who had played all previous Bowdoin team, visibly tired, was Penn State. St. Lawrence topped
games indoors with good results unable to make further progress, the field in the colorful winter
so far were the indhudual stars, though they finished the game sport iixturc, followed by Middlepressing bury,
perhaps. But Norton's superior with
attackers
six
New Hampshire, Dartgoal tending offset any advan- Moore relentlessly for a score.
mouth and Williams.
tage which the Huskies had, makSlack defense play marked the
Bowdoin's point score, 379.23,
ing
Deacon Dan MacFayden's first defeat of the home forces, was not good enough to challenge
bow as hockey coach a successful as their record was evened at a Williams, who finished with
one.
victory and a loss.
408.28.
bullet

Carey, D.U
Taussig, A.D.
Catler
B. Divine, Deke

man

could not detect his

ceivable strain of inspiration fell
a point short of victory.

parade;

line

whom

his eyes.

A

ed with an

of the meet
third-place de-

water had been splashed in
A hair-line judgment in
the century, and a 1.8 point margin in the diving event were also
prominent. Had any, one of these
decisions been reversed, the Big
White would have ended one of
the greatest reigns of New England
power.
But Bob Miller's
squad, competing with every con-

Interfraternity basketball's
seormg race has developed into a
battle between the D.U.'s Norbert Carey and the Kappa Sig's
Dick Whitney who are only separated by one point.
considerable amount of points behind in
a tie for second place are Johnny
Taussig and Chet Catler. Below
are the first ten in the scoring

rivaled
Sleeth,
credit-

assist.
Ed Leason's
looked good for Bowdoin.
Perkins wasted no time for the
visitors. Taking a short flip from
Sleeth, he beat Larry Norton
whose forty-five saves raised his

of
as

The

Don Perkins, who played most
game in three positions for
the Granite Staters was consistently outstanding. His two goals

A

was reversed after a long
conference among the judges, one
cision

Interf raternity Scorers

of the

re- first frame. New Hampshire
start of the final 3 to 2 at the gun.

threatened

The turning points
were numerous.

Carey And Whitney Top

—

Winter Sports Headquarters for the Skier,
Skater,
line of

ski

and Snowshoer.
equipment and

wax and

We

carry a

full

accessories, such as

goggles.

:o:-

95 Maine Street

Call Brunswick 530

AWCKfl>SKJP-ATANCt£0

2
4
2
45

2

Deanc

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E FOOTER

shot.

Northeastern
by Branche,
Power and McFarland and main- peatedly at the

championships.

Hampshire's

start.

to make the afternoon a thrilling
one.
The Polar Bears never
trailed by more
than a single
point until Ronnie Sleeth drove
home the crusher in 8:10 of the
third frame.

A

writ- pressed

New

was evenly fought

Although the first
stanza was marred by sloppy
play, both teams speeded up on
the superb ice later in the game

,

The harangue above was

contest,
year,

from the

Rink Would

ten before last week-end's cavalcade of sports from which Bowdoin emerged the victor in hockey and skiing but was defeated in
swimming and basketball. Friday
evening we sat in the heated

24 straight, as well as three straight New
England championships, through this triumph. Three of the Purswimmers hold or have held a total of five New England

skein of victories to
ple's

last period.

The

For Gath

Williams College edged Bowdoin's swimmer 38-37 last Saturday in the most thrilling meet ever staged in. the Curtis Pool
here. The men of Bob Muir, led by Sandy Lambert, ran their

Monday
afternoon, a snappy New Hampshire hockey team downed the
Bowdoin sextet 5 to 3. The WildCats put the game away with a
nard-fire
goal midway through
to Brunswick

first this

Visitors;

New Diving Mark

Sew Hampshire Takes White 5-!

As Willey Tops Scoring,
Branche Stars For Bears

Lambert Paces

Alec Penny

WH«L-

-ANP 3 CARS JAM UP ON THE TtflW W f*M*
OF THE ONRUSHfNG CHIT #000. AT 125MJIH,

Mi owiTTuaw oinrio clear them/

•

.

.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POUR

Coming Events

Trinity Mauls Courtmen

Fiber Excels

Visitors'

Rivera Exhibition
Held At Walker

—

Thursday, Jaa. 16

Chapel. Anthony G. L. Bracken, Class of *32. Principal of
Four \vater-colors of the celeBrunswick, Jan. 10. Bowdoin
Brunswick High School.
Diego
artist,
brated Mexican
wax just another whistle stop on Friday, Jan. If
Rivera, featured in a group of
the Trinity victory parade toby contemporary
Chapel. Musical Service, Doc- water-colors
night as the visitors from the
tor Boumique presiding. The artists loaned to the Bowdoin
Nutmeg State mauled the Big
be Stanley A. College Museum by Mr. Mark
soloist will
White at their leisure 73-42. The
Frederick, Jr. '46. trumpeter. Reed of Boothbay Harbor, are on
rangy victors had entirely too
Swimming at Tufts.
exhibition publicly for the first
much all around strength for the
3:30 p.m. J.V. Hockey vs. He- time in the Boyd Gallery of the
Polar Bears. Paced by big Red
bron.
Walker Art Building.
Faber, they rolled up, a 31-19
Saturday, Jan. 18
Painted within the past eight
intermission and
the
lead by
Chapel, The President.
years, Mr. Rivera's water-colors
coasted the rest of the way.
Rifle Team vs. Coast Guard depict
the picturesque peasant
Bowdoin battled the vistors
Academy (postal).
life in Mexico, and are free from
opening
the
even throughout
Swimming at M.I.T.
that
political
implications
the
stanza, but it was plain from th?
Meet
Ski Team; Intercollegiate
are found in his much-discussed
outset that it was only a matter
at Bridgton J.V. Ski Team vs. cycles of frescoes. Also included
of time before Trinity would
Edward Little High School. in Mr. Reed's collection are excatch fire. In the second period
2:00-5:30 p.m.
Moulton Union. amples of the work of two of the
Faber's set shots opened up a
Opera Broad- outstanding contemporary AmerMetropolitan
lead that was never relinquished.
cast of Roger's The War- ican artists, Charles Burchfield
Packy McFarland and Jeff Powrior"
and Humperdinck's and Paul Sample.
er kept the Polar Bears within
"Hansel and Gretel" over the
Throughout the month of Janrange until three minutes before
Simpson Sound System. The uary
a traveling exhibition loaned
halftime when Trinity went on a
public is cordially invited to
by the Connecticut Water-Color
seven point spree which consoliattend.
Society will be on view in the
dated their 31-19 lead.
2.-00 p.m.
Track vs. Maine.
downstairs gallery' of the Walker
Faber and Company wasted no
3:00 p.m. J.V. Swimming vs.
Art Building. The exhibit, chiefly
time in clinching the win. A six
Edward Little High School. land and seascapes of New Engthe
point burst shortly
after
3:30 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
land,
include examples of the
three quarter began made it 39Freshman Basketball vs. Co- work of twenty-one artists cur21. McFarland tossed in a field
burn.
rently active in Connecticut.
goal and four free throws to
Memorial Hall. Fi6:45 p.m.
In contrast to the water-colors,
close the gap only to see Ron
Interfraternity
nals of the
for
Watson get hot for the ConnectiSinging Competition for the the Museum is now exhibiting
cut aggregation, pulling out to a
Wass Cup, broadcast over the first time a woodland scene in
century
nineteenth
the
oils
by
49-32 bulge at the period. The
from 7:00 to
Station
American landscapist, Alexander
going got too tough for the Big
7:30. The public is cordially
Helwig Wyant. This painting has
White in the final canto, and
invited to attend.
presented to BowTrinity pulled away despite Irv
6:45 p.m. Sargent Gymnasjum. recently been
doin College by Colonel Francis
Heuther's frequent substitutions
Basketball vs. Maine.
M. Weld of New York City.
in his exhausted quintet. UninSunday, J&a. 19—
terrupted skeins of twelve and
5:00 p.m. Chapel, Rev. Harold
six points completed the rout.
C. Bonell of the Central
Faber and Watson tied for
Square Baptist Church, Portscoring honors with 16 markers.
land. The choir will sing Ave
Packy McFarland led the home
Maria by Arcadelt.
\ Continued from Pngr i \
team with 10 on one of those
Monday,
Jaa. 20-—
nights when they just couldn't do
any pictures of this room have
Chapel.
The President.
anything right.
printed. They show the hand
been
Moulton Union. B.
7:00 p.m.
C. A. Meeting in Conference carved sixteenth century ceiling,
The line-ups:
furniture,
the Isterian
antique
"B."
Room
Trinity
IT.
F P
fireplace, and a general view of
Mayes, If
1
2
the room. These four photographs
Watson
7
2 16
were taken bv Stephen Merrill,
Kirby, rf
3
1
7
•35.
Lesky
1
2
High Scorer,
In addition to description, a
Faber, c
5
6 16
list of other memorials such as
Boyko
4
8
Second
flagpole,
gateways,
pathways,
Ponsalle, Ig
1
2
and so on is contained this year
Wetherald
1
2
4
Matt Branche still leads the
for the first time. The catalogue
Mahon. rg
2
2
6 basketball team's individual scorthe faculty comScully
2
4
8 ing race with 53 points. Bill Sils- was edited by
of College Publications, of
Totals
27 19 73 by, after falling to score in the mittee
which Dr. Herbert R. Brown,
week-end games, fell to fifth
Professor of English, is chairBowdoin ,
FO F P place behind McFarland,
Power man.
Power, If
3
1
7 and Speirs. Bobby
Speirs, with a
Clark
2
4
1
.500 average, has continued to be
Beem
1
1
the most consistent shot.
Piper
2
6
2

—

.

—

i

WGAN

New Catalog

The Annual Treasurer's Report

G

Silsby, rf

Branche
....
McFarland

Monaghan
3

Slattery

1

McDonald

1

.

1

.

3
4

1

3

2

14
31

Totals
Trinity
fiowdoin

14

2 Silsby
Clark
4

11

6

5
5
3

11

2 Giddings
2 Slattery
42 Beem

Referees: Fortunato, Parks.

pta.

r.

Devjne

4
4
3
3
2
2

McDonald

1

42—73 Deane
23—42 Piper

19

9

......

Power

10 Speirs

1

F

22
14
12
13

.

Branche, c
Giddings
McFarland; Ig
Devine
Deane. rg ...

9

53
43
33

5

31

•4

26

15

17

13

7
6
6

1

Walter

Sing Preliminaries

Home

WALTER

GIFFORD

S.

a clerk with the Western Electric

Company

—

history of the college. In addition

a profit of approximately $100,000 was realized through the sale
of securities during the past year.
The report "of the Treasurer of
the college, Mr. Philip Dana A.M.

understand-

"Wind Blow Over My tion so that we may not regard
people of other countries
the
Shoulder." "Bill Bailey," "Bright
with suspicion. Thus, he conStars Do Shine," "Ain't It A tinued, the soldier regards the
Morning," foe as a mass and not as a group
"Jerusalem
extra-curricular activities. He be- Shame,"
came a member of the Masque "Shall I Wasting," and "Animal of individuals. The soldier shoots
and kills men without considering
the
and
Witan,
the
Fair."
and Gown,
individuals similar to
This Saturday evening the them as thereby
Playwrite Guild. His interest allosing that link
himself,
so ranged to athletics and he was Meddiebempsters will render sev- of humanity which might prevent
manager of the swimming team eral selections on the special wars if it were present.
broadcast in which the
in his freshman and sophomore
In conclusion Mr. Branche said,
years.
four finalists of the Interfrater- "We must begin to think of
will participate. In ad- 'people' as persons, their ways,
Sing
nity
In September of 1942 Main was
customs, shortcomings and difdition, a concert at Biddeford is
inducted into the Army and was
ficulties, their differences and talplanned for the near future. The
attached to the medical corps. He
not as inexplicable autoents
several Friday
was sent overseas and spent most group will sing at
matons. For only in this way will
chapel services during the coming we ever come to understand that
FebruLuzon.
In
of his time on
trimester, and they will partici- we are brothers under one sun
ary of last year he left for the
pate on all the programs of the for to know and to understand is
States to be discharged.
to love, not to hate."
Glee Club's spring tour.
in-

Bill,"

es-

in

WGAN

Frederic E. T. Tillotson, commenting on the competition thus far
stated; "In comparison with past
competitions enthusiasm is very
good, however the choice of songs
has not been up* to par. It is vary
that representation,
grevious
from one Fraternity did not show
up Monday evenuig. I know the
competition is strictly voluntary,"
but if they decided not to enter,
they could have notified me as
the program "was delayed for
some time with expectations that
the group concerned would put in
an appearance. This is the first

—

-

a

tu!

a

jft j*»

and miscellaneous
amounted to $45,148.54
that every
was added to the time in twelve years
and
Fraternity on campus has not
scholarship fund. Income amount- been represented."
ing to $7,895.54 was added .to the
Judging the eliminations were
college

purposes

new

Calling for a

Jr.,

Academy, Main was initiated
to Kappa Sigma and began to
tablish an impressive record

1

stated that gifts and legacies received during the year for gen-

Main,

'44
died during the 8, the
Glee gin to think of foreign peoples
Meddiebempsters,
of
Christmas vacation at his home Club Harmony octet, opened an not as a mass but as individuals.
program
of singwinter
extensive
Mr. Branche said that we must
in Salem, New Jersey.
necessities
of
the
understand
ing.
Entering college in September ,The program
included
such many individuals. We must reof 1940 after preparing at Blair varied numbers as "Cocaine ceive a little international educa-

#

value of Bowdoin securities was
on April 1st, 1946 approximately
considerably higher
$9,337,000
than it was at any time in the

L.

Bowdoin Songs

$32,953.98

An Album

funds. Mr. J. G. Russell, President of
of endowment
This was a modest increase in en- the Brunswick Chorial Society,
Nicholls of the Departdowment funds over the previous Mr. C.
ment of Music, and Mr. H. Butzel of the Biology Department.
[ Continued on Page 5
principal

of Four 10-Inch Records

Now At

Available

]

Bowdoin Students Are Welcome Anytime At

The Moulton Union Store

THE- SONG SHOP
NORTHERN ELECTRIC SERVICE
212
Colombia

Victor

-

Signature

-

•

for before Christmas

Albums ordered and paid

MAINE STREET
Sonora Records

now

are

Used Records At 20 cents Each

ready at the Music Room.

in 1904

CHESTER I, BARNARD
New Jersey Bell Tele-

President of the

ohone Company Started with the
Bell System
as a elerk m Bostoa in
'
IWw.

WILLIAM
President of the

C.

ALLERTON

MLENIU5

Wiscomm

Telephone

Company. First telephone job was in
New York City as a tru/fu tmptefi

F.

BROOKS

VICTOR

President of The Southern New En*land Telephone Company. Started as
•wfiMCr's siimMsI i> New Haven in

MIL

ia 1921.

E.

HAL

COOLEY

RANDOLPH E1DE

DLMAS

S.

President of the Southern Bell Tele-

President of the Southwestern Boll
Telephone Company. Started his telephone career as a tUrk in San Kran-

phone

and

Telegraph

President of

Cisco in 1911.

The Ohio

Bell

Telephone

Company

First telephone job was as
m »p*fl tnnptctf inNew York in 131L

Company.

Started as a Irmtfu itudtmt in Atlanta
in 1911.

Up from the Ran

.iiXf£s>2W AkJiJ-j

f^M-*!

"'1

JOE

E.

HARRELL

President of the New England Telephone and Teletjraph Company.
Started with Bell System as a clerk in
Atlanta in 1913.

PfltSIDCNTS

Walter

They

all started at the

bottom of the lad-

I

*

der

«

.

.

Nine years ago the Bell System first published an

.

this,

except that there are

now

Boleniui

at the bottom.
RUSSELL

J

•

*

Trl. Co.

Nn Eag

1921
191

1

New Tack City
New Han.

Clerk. Payroll

Stti

CM

in

TraSk

$12

<

Opt

Inspector

<

landTcl.Ce.

V* to, E. CocJcy

•HsIS

Dumi

Clerk

South»e»ten> Bell

Southern Bed TeL
& Tel Co.

New York

Ohio Bell Tel. Ca.

191

New

191) Atlanta

•Russell J. Hopley

Northwestern Bell
Tel. Co.

England TeL

TrsOc Stedsat

1*1 Atktata

•JoeK IWrrll

•WiUam
•TSomu

HOPLEY

:.'•.*

WiKonwi

•AHcrtoo F. Brooki Southern

Randolph Eide

President of the Northwestern Bell
Telephone Company. Started as
cutlti tor in Fort Madison, Iowa, in 191 S.

jik

Tel C«.

thirteen

new faces in the pictures. These new presidents also started

you can't beat our milk'

$10

B»m«rd New

JOiS

FltST

f-'lnt

Co.

•

advertisement like

THUS

Fwai Paw

Date Place ./ Start

AnKr.Tel.TeL Co. 19041
Jersey BeOTeL I9WI

S. Gifford

Ckoter

COMPANIES AND

TELEPHONE

BELL

Company

•WitUamC

Bath, Maine

OF

These are presidents of operating telephone companies of
the Bell System.

Wt

For Internationalism

class

the

Compliments of

"Yon caa whip our

Branche Stresses Need

songs on the first 1947 Bowdbin- ing between the peoples of the
a mem- on-The-Air program over station world, Matthew D. Branche '49
Fra- ber of Kappa Sigma and of the WGAN in Portland, on January said in Chapel that we must be-

Walter

WGAN

eral

Sing Over WGAN
Initiating a special. program of

The Kappa Sig's and AD
ternity songsters joined the Zeta
Governing Psi's and Psi U's as finalists
Boards at the annual meeting Tuesday evening as the two-day
June 6, 1946 by Messrs. Harvey elimination program of the annuD. Gibson LL.B., chairman, Earte al Fraternity Singing CompetiS. Thompson A.M., H. K. McCann tions terminated: with the finals
A.M., and L. A. Pierce LL.B. of scheduled to be broadcast this
committee stated Saturday, January 18 over Stafinance
the
at 6:45 PM. Sparked
that, "The financial results of the tion
operation of
Bowdoin during by TD gunfire, remarkable asthese past critical years will go sortments of spontaneous altos,
down in history as an achieve- tenors, basses; novel arrangement in keeping with its disting- ments ranging from DU baruished past"
waverings to a six foot Kappa
The Endowment Fund today is Sig soloist sweating out ten minmore strongly entrenched with utes to contribute his diminuhigh grade fixed income securi- tive "up", the eliminations provities than at any time during the ded entertainment for all.
Master of Ceremonies Professor
past fifteen years. The market
to

submitted

L Main Jr. '44 Meddiebempsters

Dies At Jersey

4

President of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company. Started as

.

And Zetes

pet.
.338
.250
.244
.500
.255
.171
.142
.266
.088

.300
.222
.250
2 1.000

2

Sig's

Top Interfraternity

for the year ended June 30. 1946,
just
released
by the college,
states that the past year was
one of the most successful in the
administration and financial history of the college. The report,

Branche

McFarland

Kappa

Treasurer's Report
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City

its

weak

Clerk

TeLC

A. Hushes Indians Bell Tel. Co.

N

Lacy

•H. Randolph

Michigan BeH Tel.
Co.

Chrtaanke*

MaddM

Potomac

K.

Tel. Cos.

Bell Tel. Co.

McCorkie

Tli«BeUSyal«Balm*toki^ptls*opportwUittyfor«dranc«ro«arf

•Floyd

POdasa

Mountain State.
"1*1

open

to aU.

PhOnpC. Staple.

. TeL Ca.

Bell Tel. Co. of

Peoaa.

One

White Oxford Cloth

Hand-Made Argyle Hose

in

who now

that

it.

exeeatire.

eome op from the
many yean and

it

bettor illustrated than

fas

the careers of the

•Mark R. Sulk van
•Carl

wUkMN

PacfDcTttaTeLCo.

New York

Claw.

Tel. Ca.

men

serve as presidents of Bell Telephone Companies.

an average of 36

y«

•Asterisk* indicate

new prrsidenU since Decease.. 19V.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

WILLIAM A. HUGHES
President of toe Indiana Bell TelerasafraanWwtw.il

UoW Shetland Pullover

a greet variety of colors and

is

As a group, they hare put in 61 1 years of telephone service,

$3.75

JUST ARRIVED FROM SCOTLAND:
Men's and

nowhere Is

$4.00

Shirts

of iu tradition.

rank*. That hat boon true of the bnaineai lor

Full Length Double Alpaca-Lined Great
Reduced to $48.00
Coats

City

in 1*17.

siset

$12.50

J.

F.

RYAN &

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

212B

aan*

Co.

ACCESSORIES

MAINE STREET

la Ike block of store.

Mow St Chariot' Ckorck

phone Company. With Bell System

H. RANDOLPH MADOOX
•f The Omaanki mi
Potomac Telephone Companies

Started in Philadelphia

Started, ttfdut emiituer, Waakjtunoa.

THOMAS
:

N.

LACY

of the Msefcaja

1905.

©.CTaiiaM.^^

K. MrTfWTin r
Of the TBmtm Be* TeleBel
r. Started with
phone
fcr key in Eminence.
System a* an tjfiee
I

Owpiy

.

in 1908.

FLOYD P. OGDEN
of Th.
States
Company

Telephone and. Tehnrrapb
Started as MudmH cUrk
City

m flu.

m

kUaaaa

PHILLIP C. STAPLES
Prevalent of The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania. Started with
Bell System as taUtmmt in Baltimore

» 1904

MARK

R.

CARL WH1TMORE

SULUVAN

President of The Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company. Started
a Omk >a Saa Fri

ktafthe

M

-

Company.

New York'

First Bell

System
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**TIME SCHEDULE OF COURSES

Choir Sings At Augusta,

Spring Trimester, 1947

Brass Sextet Performs

Hottt Unlets otherwise stated, laboratory hours in continuing courses
are the same as during the Fall Trimester.

TTS II
MWFII

Art 2
Art 4
Aft 8

T T

S

S 9

MWF!:30 plus
M W F 10 plus

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology 10
Biology 12

Lab.
Lab.

Consult Prof. Gross
1:30 -4:30 Field

TT

trips to

TT3 9Ub. Mon. P.M.
M WF lOorM WFI

Chemistry
2
Chemistry 4
Cbamistry 6
8
Chemistry
Chemistry 10

T T

be arranged.

MWF8be
Hours
to

plus Lab.
arranged.

TT

24
26

TTS

10

M

W
W

10 or
or
I

I

M
M

W F2:30
W F 1:30

9 or

S 8 or
S 9

TTS

10 or

TTS

II

;•.
.

.

.0

2

8
4

1

16
9

6

2

6
X
2
2

Old English
Carol
Mr. Roger Williams, Tenor
Solo
Lo, How A Rose E'er
Blooming
• Practorious
Carol Of The Russian
Ait. by Gaul
Children
Old Yorkshire
Wassail Song
Carol

2
9

6
57

r F

Maine
Feeney,

6

2

14

...

3
3

2
2

...

1

8
8
2
12
4

f

Peasley,

f

OToole,
Goddard,

f
f,

c

Somervllle,
Taylor, c

.

Zdanowitz, c

5

2

1

2

g

3
1

McCormaek,
g
Connelly, g
Larrahee, g

g

Hopkins,

Totals

.

1
1
3
1
2

.

Osgood, g

Regert,

4

4
4
8

2

•

2
24

3

...

.

1.

1

1

.

1

1

.

.

20

72

2.

3.

Italian

Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin

10
12
18
19

4

B
2
7

12

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

MW

F 8

-TT

S-tT

MWF

T T

TT
Consult Prof.
MTWF

Bowdoin men

not

basis.

83.1

points,

and

I

Alumni Fund.

A

which Merrow won easily in 1:52.
Slip Eels, who
had practiced
and bonds three days with the team, swam

specific list of all preferred

common

and

stocks

held by the college was also included in the report. It indicated,
according to the report of the finance committee, a very fine diversification in contents and also
a strong financial condition.

Vet's Corner
£

Continued from Page
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through

to
second-place
with
to a bare deover Kellogg of Williams.
Bob Miller gambled wisely in
the next event, as he did all afternoon,
and Paul Moran and
Howie Reiche placed one-two in
the 200 breast stroke in 2:43, as
Tony Soltysiak was saved for the
next event. The score stood at
36-23 when Helms landed third.

supreme gameness
cision

insurance, (2) Limited monthly
But after the first lap of the
installments from 36 to 240 pay- 440 Bowdoin was out. Lambert
ments in multiples of 12 of the was perfect in the event, and the
full
value of your policy, (3) White could not get that' second
Monthly instalments for life, with which would have clinched the

120 months guaranteed, (4) Mon- meet.
Merrow and Soltysiak
installments for life with swam gamely, but Chuck Bacon,
of former champion, and Lamport
your policy guaranteed.
were in their own event, unlike
SELECTION OF BENEFI- the Bowdoin specialty
men.
2.
CIARY. You may now designate Time: 5:09.9.
any person or persons, firm, corAlthough they still Jed by 37poration, or your estate to get 31, Bowdoin had to win the 440
your insurance if you die.
yard relay, but there was never
ENDOWMENT PLANS. In any chance of it as Williams sped
3.
addition to those plans already to the finish in 3:42.2.
in force, you may now choose one
of the following for your premanerit plan of insurance: 20-year en- Chi Psi
Alpha Delt
dowment, endowment at age of
Lead House Basketball
50, or endowment at age of 65.
thly

payment of the face amount

And

become

totally disabled.

NEW

The A.D.s and Chi Psi's continue to lead the Inter-fraternity
basketball league as both teams
remain undefeated.
There were four teams tied for
second place as the house teams
began to gain form and condition. Below is the team standings as of the 10th of January;

You

Team

U

L

may now

take out new NSLI, if
served between October 8,
1940 and September 2, 1945 and
are medically eligible, no matter
how much insurance you carried
in service. Of course, you may not
carry more than $10,000 of Government life insurance at one
time, less any NSLI that may
have been surrendered for its'
cash surrender value.

Chi Psi

you

A.
T.
D.

4
3
2
2
2

1

5.

INSURANCE.

D
D
U

Zete

Kappa
Psi

Sigs

U

Deke
Sigma

Nu

ARU

MWF8orMWF2
MWF9orTTS9

II

12
14

22
32

Pritfbsophy

10

8

T T'S

1

2
2
2

1

4

F
F
F

Town Of

In

II

Consult Mr.

presents

Korgen

8

MO* ALL WOOL

II

9

MWF
MWF
TT

,

FANCY GROCERIES

II

10
1:30 - 3:30
1:30

MWF

FRESH FRUITS

Grey Flannel

VEGETABLES

and

QUALITY MEATS OF ALL KINDS

Slacks

Twoecho Farm Dairy
SOLD AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

New

England's largest stock of fine

Grey

flannels in

in sizes

Established 1891

all wool
Oxford and Cambridge shades

from 29 to

$11.00

Compliments of

36.

& $12.50

NOW FOR
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HARMON'S

Name
Address
•=*

Outfitters to

City, State

Tne Orient
.

--i

-i

ii- ..

Bowdoin Men

for over

25 Years

...tf.
Office.
-

i

..!.

MMtiton
i.

,

i

i

Union.
»

.

.

—

—

104

Branswtek. Maine
mi

i

ii

...

-

FRONT STREET

.

\mm

—

3*

————I

HARMON'S

c

10

MWF 2:30
TTSII
MWF
MWF 8

36
42

2
3

30 or

Largest Assortment

1

2
1

A.T.0

I

2
1

Leith

You Will Find The

Bill

^

4.
DISABILITY INCOME. You
to fraternity houses or
assigned to campus dormitories may now get protection against
if
medically eligible,
priority basis will he disability,
quartered at the Naval Air for a small additional payment
which will give you monthly payStation.
Vacancies developing in the ments amounting to $5 per $1,000
campus dormitories will be of insurance without decreasing
filled under the priority sys- the value of your policy, if you

tem used in October.
No further permissions for
live
to
off-campus
students
will
be granted except for
married men and for boys living at home.
Men wishing to room in the
dormitories must file Room Applications at the Bursar's Office
on or before Wednesday, January
22. Dormitory vacancies will be
according to the priority
tilled

with

Blaine of Bowdoin scored 81.3
the third spot. The Polar
Bears led 17 to 15 at this point.
for

S 10

TTSII
M W F8

Philosophy
Philosophy

ssa

TONDREAU^ MARKET

plus 4th hour.
Consult Prof. Means

Music 4
Musjc 6

4V

Returning

ond

II

T T

MW
MW
MW

"SSS^^sV

9

S 9
S 10

Sta-

his own record with a score
of 109.7. Alzer Hydeman was sec-

Archie Maclay's superior turns
enabled him to edge Penny by a
report was the first Alumni con- hair in the hundred at 54.2 sectribution to the General Catalog- onds as Dick Bacon took thirl
ue fund which consisted of $1,500. for the Ephmen.
Also an initial contribution of
The highlight for crowd appeal
$33.60 was placed at the disposal
came in the 150-yd. backstroke
of the Music Committee by the

6.

MWFII

4
6

Air

Vacancies in campus dormitories will be filled on a priority
basis with upperclassmen, including
Bowdoin
returning
men, who desire such quarters.
Fraternity houses will fill their
own vacancies in accordance
with their own priority sys-

Foundation for the advancement
of teaching. In accordance with
the
wishes of the Carnegie
Foundation this sum is allocated
to the Teacher's Retirement Allowance Fund.
Another item of interest on the

on the

5.

At

will he quar-

the Naval

was received from The Carnegie ing

called

•WW

*

at

tems.
4.

BJSBSSJRBSPSJMW

MWF 10

2

History
History
History
History
History
History
History

W

new freshmen

tered

MW

MW

All

tion.

ft

.

26

and

1

5
I

Meet

[Continued from Page 4]
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Bowdoin Hook Service
Traditional expeditions of Bowdoin undergraduates through the
Brunswick Ian maze of Chandler's
Book Store will officially end
when the new Bowdoin Book
Service
under
supervision
of
Mrs, Levesque opens February 3
at 1:90 p.m. in the North basement of Moore Hall. The Service
will handle texts for all courses;
and will issue "G. I. Kit No. 1" to
veterans entering College in the
Spring Trimester under the G. I.
Bill of Rights. AH veteran students presently enrolled In the
College will use the Moulton
Union Store for stationery supplies as usual. It is estimated
that the "G. I." allotment for
books and stationery will be
$57.50. Until February 10, first
day of classes for the Spring
Trimester, the Service will be
open afternoons only until 5
p.m. Starting the 10th, it will
operate ail day. 8-12 a.n\, 1:30-5
p.m. According to Mrs. Levesque,
of
the
repercent
sixty-five
quired texts already have been
secured, with very good prospects
that over ninety-five percent will
be available by the 10th of February.
Boom Assignment Regulations
for tyring Trimester - 1947

T

...

W
W
M W

Government 2
M
Government 4
M
Government 6
Government 8
Government 10
Government II
Government l§
TTSII
Greek 2
F 8
M
Creek 4
F 9 plus a 4th hour.
Greek 6
Consult Prof. Means
Creek 10
Consult Prof. Means

1

X

Totals

The Boar's Head

TT
TT

'

Leonard, g

lege

II or

f

MacDonald, g
Rogers, g
D'Aquin Allen, g

tsprungen
Brahms
Chorale: Von Himmel Hoch
Pachelbel
Mr. Charles R. Nicholls,
Organist of Bowdoin Col-

Consult Prof. Koelln
Consult Prof. Riley
F 9
F 8
F 9
T T S 10
T T 1 :30 and a conference hour
F 10

1

Chapel

College

Duo)
Es 1st Erin' Ros' En-

orM

P

3

f

f

Drummond, c

Bowdoin

or

Qtley,

F

G

Bowdoin
Hawkins,

Lvovsky Reardon, g

Choir
Noel (Grand Jew Et

MWF9
TTSII
MWF8

1

Our

Tchesnokov Aker,

Hospodi Pomilui

II

German 2
Germsn 4
German 6
Germsn 8
German 10
German
German

Lotti

To

Soloists

II

MWF8orMWF 9
MFW9orMWFI0
M WF lOorM WF
MWF9
M WF8
M WF 2:30
M WF 10 or M W F
MWF 8orMWF

French
French 4"
French 6
French 8
French 14
French 16

so helped at times.

Credo
Gretchaninof Tobey, f
Mr. Robert Whitman and Mr. Foster, f
Lockwood,
Baritone Lund, c
Wayne

II

Consult Prof. Coffin

32
2

period.

as follows:

God, Alleluia

Consult Prof. Chase
F 8

22

gram

Bowdoin College Chapel

M WF2:30
MW
M WF 10

20

The annex jumped to a 14 to 8
lead in the first quarter only to
have the Jayvees pull to 34 to 27
at the half as the visitors used
their second five in the second

Choir

TTS8orTTS9orTTS

TTS
TTS

local five.

ter the concert, the parish held
a dance and served refreshments.
The program opened with a
Bach prelude, followed by a medley of Christmas Carols. The pro-

Crucifixus
Salvation Belongeth

10 or
One houY per week to be arranged.
Consult Prof. Thayer

10
14

defeated

welcome from Father Clough. Af-

O

MWFI:30
MWF2:30

2

Frost) Fly*

a-

'

TTS

4

in

.

2MWF

6

seen

reich

II
Comparative Literature
TTS 9
Economics 2
II
Economics 4
1:30 plus Lab
Economics 8
Economics 10
TTSI0
Economics 12
T T 9 plus Lab.

English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

The Maine annex's Freshman
team boasting superior height and
a wealth of experience seldom

The' Bowdojn College Chapel
Choir and The Brass Sextet presented
an Epiphany Concert
Mark's
January 6 at Saint
Church in Augusta, Maine. Pro-

Williams

Treasurer's Report

[Continued from Page j]
later the decision was reversed
year.
Music 2, the present Music 1-2
Alumni contributions to income and Bill Case was allowed third
having recently been changed to amounted to $55,618.56. This was for the visitors. A large crowd of
"Listening to Music."
this the largest contribution from The spectators was startled at such
If
course Is not elected by any mu- Alumni in the history of the col- action.
sic majors, it will be offered only lege.
Junior Gath went on to win
if elected by ten or more other
Also of considerable interest the diving handily, scoring the
students.
was the sum of $9,415.97 which three top-point dives
smash-

Continued from Page

[

Vater Unser Im Himmel-

MWF9 plus Lab.

Education 2
Education 3

Spring Trimester

J.V.'t

From then on the Maine Frosh
were on the rampage as they
Bach
scored 22 points to Bowdoin's 6
Mr. Carroll J. Lambert,
in the third quarter although the
Organist and Choirmaster
Jayvees outseored them 24 to 16
of St. Mark's Church
in the final period, mainly on Al
Medley of Christmas Carols
Tobey's eight points in that perBrass Sextet, Bowdoin Coliod to bring his total to 16 for
lege
the game. Foster's nine points
Improperia
Palestrina
and
Reardon's defensive work alFilii Et Filiae
Leisring

30 plus Lab.

:30 plus Lab.

1

Annex Subdues

the Bowdoin Jayvees 72 to 37,
fessor Frederic Tillotson direct- Using a fast break coupled with
ed;
Mr. Charles Nicholls was control of both backboards the
displaced Black Bears were nev>
the organist.
The Choir ate supper after a er at anytime threatened by the

9

TT

Astronomy 2

FIVE
mmrn

BATH

,
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Sun Rises

Variety
By George H.

By Ken Niven

Griffin

The

Wi
portal-to-portal pay probgetting out of hand.
advance rhi* solution to aee If It will be acceptable
to toe unions. All business con-

We

ia

like to

will turn
their profit h to

100%

over

corn*

a fund.

of
the

If

union* do net mind too much we
would recommend that they hold
out a pittance to pay th«- men
with enough brains to run the or-

Thls fund will be net
aa noon as any male
the age of 18, he can join
the union and start to get paid
from this fund. It won't make
any difference whether he has
any brains or ambition, or what
type or grade of work he does.
After all, they are all union
worker* and the world owes them

and

.

h

Now

living.

of

course,

this

plan Is not liberal enough to be
accepted by the unions; so while
we are waiting for their refusal,
we are working on plans whereby
they will get paid without having
to work at all.

V
things keep on as they are
going, the only thing a man is
going to have that women do not
have is the privilege of paying the
If

They have moved into men's
and into our taprooms. They
have started smoking our cigarcts and have adopted our style of
clothes. Not content with just
style, they try and duplicate the
build. A gal we had a date with
not so long ago had so much padbills.

jobs

ding in her shoulders that she
looked like Doc Blanchard in full
uniform. We always ligured that.
at least, the smelly, nasty, old
pipe would remain inviolate. But

New York City now has the woman's "cocktail pipe," with seven
detachable bowls for each stem:
one for each day of the week.
When a gal finally gets tired of
trying to prove she is equal to a
man and decides to get married,
she makes sure it is .understood
she is to be more than "just a
housewife." (Most of them can't
do that well). She must be able
to express herself, she must "live

her own life." But do we ever
hear of a man who is going to be
married talking about "living his
is just
own life?" We do not

—

criticism of the fraternity

bers of this chapter remain sesystem which rumbled so often cure In the knowledge that their
action reflected all that Is finest
and
so
loudly
during
the
immeread tn part: "Hhat's the kid
In the spirit of their generation.
got that ifdnaUd him from diate pre-war period has lately Bowdoin
men may be proud of
baby powder to grease paint
been somewhat subdued.
The them, but at the same time we
that's kept him
from making drastic expansion
of educational must remember that seven other
curtain calk since he was kneechapters on this campus cling to
high to a Vodvil acrobat?" The facilities demanded by the cirtheir written or unwritten laws
edict said he waa doing the Black cumstances of the moment has
of elite white Gentility.
Bottom at thirteen months and brought forth more pressing prob"bringing down the house"
so lems, obscuring what was
s-r
a few
were we hut It waa the Bed BotFraternities are also accused of
tom at thirteen years for tearing years ago one of the most widely
debated questions on American forgetting that their existence
up the house.
campuses. It is not unreasonable and their purposes are inseparately bound up with those of the
The manifesto continued about to assume, however, that when
college. All too often
they assweet Donald: "Sense of comedy? some of the more immediate edusume the air of smug entities,
Personality? Sure . . . but com- cational
difficulties
overare
failing to cooperate either with
ics and personality kids come and come, the fraternities will again
the institution or among themgo! Whatever it is, O'Connor's come in for some pretty critical
selves. Here at Bowdoin, students
got it!" After listening to the scrutiny.
occasionally fail to realize that
program we decided that maybe
s-r
the college's attitude toward the
O'Connor's got it, but we had it.
Bowdoin, through its size and
He should go back to the Black composition, has been frequently houses is nothing but the most
benevolent, and that its policies
Bottom. That might be attrac- and justly held up as an example
are framed by alumni who are
of the fraternity system at its
tive.
themselves strong and loyal frabest. The local chapters have not
V
ternity men. When the adminisbeen
subject
to
many
of
the
Discrimination on the Campus:
tration offers a measure designed
It
Herbie Brown, dog-lover extra- abuses prevalent elsewhere.
to effect
greater efficiencyi or
ordinary, forcibly ejected two of should be remembered, however,
in thc houses
thcr
that
it
is
by
example
alone
that
;
the enthusiastic beasts from his
f J
minority
invariably
a
which
English 2S class the other morn- the fraternities can justify their shouts "control" and begins belliing. "Out, out, harrow e!" quoth existence; that a few members of
gerent opposition without even
the
faculty
,have
become
increasHerbie.
considering the merits of the proingly hostile to the system in reV
posal.
Retiring Assistant Georgia At- cent years; and that many alumni
realize
more
more
the
and
that
torney General Dan Duke recently laid down "ten commandments fraternities are not so much obCertainly every student who
for political success in Georgia." jects of loyalty in themselves as
agencies which resolve their de- remembers the Bowdoin of preThey are:
war years realizes that relations
"1.
Look out for your own in- votion to the college.
among the chapters themselves
s-r
terests.
In a closely related question, are at a low ebb. In interfrater"2.
Honor nobody but yourhowever, we have moved only nlty athletics and in nearly all exself.
"3.
Do evil, but pretend to do partially and hesitatingly to- tra-curricular activities, "foul the
wards the goal which the whole other house" rather than "let's
good.
trend of modern civilization com- get together" seems to be the or"4.
Be miserly.
"5.
Covet and get what you pels us to accept as both desir- der of the day. The pilfering of a
able and inevitable. The cancer cup or trophy from the lounge of
can.
by
of race prejudice has not alto- another house is regarded
"6.
Be brutal.
"7.
Cheat whenever you get a gether disappeared. During the some misguided zealots as a
war, when vastly diminished fra- greater accomplishment than the
chance.
"8.
Kill your enemies and, if ternity groups were able to find legitimate winning of a new one.
a unity which Is sometimes im- This muckerism will disappear
necessary, your friends.
"9.
Utilize your spare time in possible in larger chapters, the only when we recapture one of
members of four Bowdoin houses Bowdoin's greatest assets: when
devising ways to fool people.
"10.
Never agree to any clear broke with tradition and exem- every student has a wide circle of
own
his
statement of facts. Jumble them plified their own contempt for a acquaintance outside
whose manifestations chapter and when he realizes
so you will have a hole to jump prejudice
across the Atlantic were being that, despite the secret grip and
through."
Did you say Georgia, Brother destroyed by their friends in uni- the mystic bonds of Moo Cow
form. And toe courage and con- .Moo, there are eleven other orDuke?
viction shoWn by one chapter ganizations on cam-pus which are
V

—

—

i

2S

.

A remark overhead in front of
Hall: "Financially it was
too big a proposition for me. But,
anyway, my girl couldn't come
and so I didn't go."

nearly all of us recogniie aa a basic purposes of the fraternities.
deplorable situation.
and to attune them more perfectly both to the exigencies of a
s-r
difficult period and to* the longThe national organizations of run welfare of the college and of
several fraternities have' recently the members of the college comset up educational foundations of munity.
one sort or another. These are
designed to reassert the original
purposes of the brotherhoods and
to establish them as "educational
[ Continued from Page j j
institutions" in the eyes of the go on.)) You mix two cups of
taxation authorities. While many sugar with the whites and a cup
of the benefits of fraternal life and a half of sugar with the
are not and cannot be directly yolks. ((Ed. note
but he went
connected with the classroom, on, anyway.)) You mix them' tothese
foundations should
give gether and pour in a half a quart
impetus to the scholarship com- of milk, a little cream and some
mittees of the local chapters. nutmeg. Then stir in a quart of
With a minimum of effort each brandy, a half a fifth of rum and
house could establish a system by then you take the whole thing
which any man having difficulty and drop it out the window and
in a course would get help from a drink the whisky straight.'
brother who is majoring in the
After recovering from the blow
subject. And it is time that the of hearing this last statement the
faculty advisor be regarded as a reporter encountered a member
sympathetic and helpful counsel- of last fall's football squad, and
rather than as a Satanic asked him for a comment on the
lor,
meddler intent upon disrupting houseparty. "Yeah," this characfraternity life.
ter replied, "I think it was strict-

Hyde

At one of the Maine Street
ternity

view

Houseparties

sistance

and

of
said.

I

had

an essay on lt,
give you a

not

but I'd rather
statement."

Roused from a deep slumber on
Winthrop Hall, a pros-

his cot in

pective

member

of the junior var-

sity debating team erupted as follows, "Well
you got that?
in years past, Bowdoin houseparties have upheld one of the finest
got it?
Bowdoin traditions
what the hell have you put down

—

—

—

—

and had completed packing
don't put that
ha ha
bag in readiness for departure there?
ha
got the dash in?
for home when one of the bro- down
that of putting
all right
thers
approached me with a ha
in his eyes. He the boys on campus to a test of
pleading look
asked me if I wouldn't like to good fellowship and ability to
cross
have a date with a potential have a huge big time
ah
queen.
Always
a out the big and put good
houseparty
sucker for a left, I fell for it like this year along with the many
along with many others has
a ton of bricks. Soon I was confronted by aforementioned bro- passed away into post war memI mean prewar memoirs
ther and whal, to my chagrin, oirs
that's
it doesn't sound right
was to be my date, later identinew paragraph.
fied as the Texas Terror. Fortu- all right
"Eh
why, how since when
nately I have big shoulders and
took it like a man -- and all in we don't give a damn about
being considered, if you don't give a damn about
all, everything
the fact
wait a minute
and on the whole in general I ...
had an enjoyable weekend. At is this houseparty was not what
what we believe a houseparty
least it was an interesting socishould be. Aside from the expense
ological experiment."
and the many good looking dolls
In the north end of Maine Hall.
yeah, dolls
in that sense it
a busy grind took time off from
no
was
something of a failure
his studies to say, "I was only a
was name, please."

my

—

—
—

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

from hunger!"
Caught from behind on tho
steps of the Moulton Union, a

—

—

nities

j

I

—

stag, but I thought the party

certainly a lot more sane and
To get a concluding statement,
the previous one of the 'freshmen from upstate
conservative than
'ones. This is a step in the right was asked his opinion of the 1946
direction. We have gone too far Christmas Houseparty.
He got
off the jcatcn path."
all red and flustered and stamj

Playing coy in front oi the mered, "Biggest goddam party I
Board, a B.M.O.C. stat- ever see!"
,

Bulletin

1

j
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WITH THE TOP STARS OF
HOLLYWOOD, CHESTERFIELD
BY FAR THE FAVORITE
CIGARETTE

IS

Why this country's money during the past year, when it parallel to and almost identical
makes enemies: the el ti tens of a fought against powerful and al- with his own. The men now livtown in Scotland are most hysterical opposition both ing in dormitories and at the air
During vacation we chanced to paying up to $40 for a bottle of for a principle and for a worthy station will be. more cognizant of

isn't

student,

"Originally

ties

ly

For over a century the fraterhave made important con- fraternity
man revealed. "A
tributions to the life of the col- houseparty which is a test falls
lege and to the development of neither in the category of a parthousands of individual personal- ty nor a house."
ties. They have
become deeply
Overpowered as he was waitIngrained In Rowdoii:
and in ing for an airbase bus, a nearby
Bowdoin men. Perhaps no radical sophomore came out with, "My
changes are necessary. It' does girl left me a note on Friday
behoove us, however, to recon- morning:, 'Am
train,
taking
sider the meaning of the word thanks for the invitation. -- Dor"fraternity."
to
reexamine the othy.* "

"he

a

broke
a hesitant

not intended to attend housepar-

—

s-r

houses,

finally

fralengthy interdown the re-

ed, "I could write

done.

V

certain

read a radio advertisement which
practically claimed that Donald
O'Connor, neatly featured on the
.Glnny Slmms show, was Al Joints. Charlie McCarthy and F. I).
R. rolled up into one. This blurb

Scots whisky; but stored in that
are 4,000,000 gallons of
s<-ot« whisky earmarked for the
more discriminating dry palates
in the U. S. when the bond on the

individual case, will not soon he
forgotten. Even after experiencing the hostility and persecution
which always befalls those who

warehouses

in

town

is

removed.

FEATURED IN COLUMBIA'S

these facts than the older returnees,
and complete cooperation
with the Bowdoin Christian Association's plan for guest-night re

NEW TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION
DOWN TO EARTH/'

the more retarded elements tatlon in the dining rooms should
environment, the mem- do much to ameliorate what

defy-

their

FOR YOUR COMING EXAMINATIONS

These

HYMARX OUTLINES
(THE MIMEOGRAPHED OUTLINE)

CONCISE

THOROUGH

•

•

SCHOLARLY

PUBLISHED BY

STUDENT OUTLINES CO.
92 Tremont
MUSIC
ART
AND
LITERATURE
ENGLISH
History of English Lit. Pt. I
History of English Lit. Pt. II
7th Cent. Pt. I
English Lit.
English Lit. 1 7th Cent. Pt II
Cent. Pt. I
18th
Lit.
English
English Lit. 1 8th Cent. Pt. II
Pt. I
Certf.
Poetry 19th
Poetry 19th Cent. Pt. II
Pt.
Cent.
I
19th
Prose
Prose 19th Cent. Pt. II
Restoration & 18th Cent. Drama

PSYCHOLOGY

Drama
Drama

NAVAL SCIENCE

History of Ancient Art
History Medieval & Modern Art

I

642 Pt. I
1642 Pt. II
Shakespeare ( Complete )
Chaucer (Complete)
The English Novel of the 18th
Cent
The English Novel of the 19th
to
to

1

Cent.

History of Music

The Old Testament
The New Testament

CIVILIZATION
Homer's Iliad
Homer's Odyssey
of
of
of
of

Sophocles
Aristophanes
Aeschylus
Euripides

Virgil

Thucydides
Tacitus- Annals (Complete)
Lucretius

FRENCH LITERATURE

Navigation

History of French Lit. Pt.
History of French Lt. Pt. II
French Lit. 17th Cent. Pt. 1
French Lit. 7th Cent. Pt. II
French Lit. 8th Cent.
French Drama of the 19th Cent.
French Novel.of the 9th Cent.
I

ELECTRONICS

MATHEMATICS

.

American Literature Pt. I
American Literature Pt. II
Milton
Life and Works
Modern American Novel

1

1

Plane Analytic Geometry

—

it

Calculus

1

Trigonometry
Questions

GOVERNMENT

&

Answers

in

College

Math

Plays of Corneille
Plays of Moliere
Plays of Racine

YOU'RE COOKING WITH
GAS, ADELE,

u

American Government

SCIENCES

HISTORY

Leading Constitutional Cases
American Constitutional Law
Political Theory Pt. I
Political Theory Pt. II
Governments of England and

History Renaissance

Structural
Historical

fit

Reformation
History of United States Pt.
History of United States Pt.
History of England Pt. I
History of England Pt. II
History of the Tudors

Federalists Papers

General Economics
Money and Banking
Labor Problems
Accounting

I

II

History of the Stuarts

Statistics

English Constitutional History

Law

(Contracts)
Principles of Investments
Elements of Socialism
History of Economic Thought

History of

Modern Europe

(1815-Present)
History of Russia

Corporation Finance

Diplomatic History of U.S.

Geology
Geology

General Anthropology

.

ECONOMICS

WHEN

YOU SAY

Botany
Zoology

European History Pt 1
European History Pt II

Russia

Business

Mass.

8,

CLASSICAL

Plays
Plays
Plays
Plays

RELIGION
x

Boston

Street,

Qualitative Analvsis

Elementary Chemistry
Physics

4

PHILOSOPHY
&

Plato, Republic
Dialogues
Philosophy of Descartes
Philosophy of Hume

Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy

I

!

I

II.II II

I

II

M^
'

of Berkeley
of Spinoza
of Kant
of Aristotle
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Meyer

of

the

Recommendation of a new

present

for general education, discussions

of an
impotent
United Nations Organization are
the only course to permanent
world peace, declared Cord Meyer, Jr., author and lecturer, in a
Moulton
Union
address
last

of federal scholarships, VA-college

strengthening

To

Highlight

Over

Program

Classical

Gob

Plans

"Seven Against Thebes"

men

are expected to
Play
be graduated at the commencement exercises to be held on FebIn a meeting held at the Moulruary 8. After -the exercises are
ton Union on Friday, January 17,
over, the graduates
and their the Classical
Club elected offifamilies
will
assemble at the
cers for the coming term and
Moulton Union for the Comdiscussed plans for the summer
mencement Luncheon.
commencement play.
The order "of the commenceDavid W. Boulton '49 was
fifty

ment program

will

As Commencement

be:

Prelude,

Commencement March, The
lege Hymn, Prayer, Music,

elected

president

and

James

II.

Col-

Con-'

Address

M

by

to

War

II,

I

Malcolm Chamberlain '46, RusLee Christopher '46. Hollis
Maynard Coffin '41, Charles Allen
Cohen '47. Alan Sargent Cole '45,
Eugene Joseph Cronin, Jr. '45,
John James Devine, Jr. '44, John
Parker Donaldson '44. Robert
William Donovan '46, James Early '45, Allen Keyes Eastman '43,

some words directed at the "Cyclops" and the policies of Harvard and Yale towards classical
education, Prof. Thomas Means,
the Classical Club's
visor,

faculty

il

ad-

directed the discussion to-

ward undertaking of the new
Robert Weare Ellis '41. Stanley play.
Arthur Frederick, Jr. '46.
Of the approximate forty peoBernard Murry Goodman '47,

James Edward Graham '44, Willis ple necessary for the production,
Victor Gray '47, John Winfield eleven hold speaking parts. A
'44.
Harrington
Jerrold Rock chorus of fifteen girls to be versed
Htekey '44, George MDner Hootin voice and chorography must be
en, Jr. '47. Wallace Jaffe '47, William Alfred Johnson '46, Frede- procured. Mrs. Dane, whose suc-

liberities

as

we know

them.-

This is the direction in which we
are moving, Meyer continued;
both the United States and the
Soviet Union are devoting large
parts of the national energy and
income to the development and
of
weapons.
No
manufacture
peace will result from this double
for
program of preparedness,
"people can't live in peace under
conditions of terror."
The alternative, the speaker asserted, is development of the U.
N. enabling it to bind individuals
as well as nations to a complete
disarmament program. All nationalist armies must be abolished in
favor of an international police
force, and the U. N. must have
constitutional power to prosecute
and punish individual violators of
the disarmament rules. Thus our

Austin cessful musical compositions fea'45, William Edmund Mac- tured the "Cyclops," will compose
Intyre '45, Adelbert Mason '44, the melodies for this drama also.
Myron Milden '48, Allen HangerWork on "Seven Against Theford Morgan '46.
will begin in the spring triRichard Frederick CShea '45, bes"
George Demetrios Pappas '48, mester. Prof. Means himself will citizens will be under internationRobert George Pelletier '44, Rich- take charge of casting, coaching, al jurisdiction in certain fields,
ard Carver Perkins '45. Jeffrey and directing. Actors and stage just as they now owe allegiance
Richardson Power '45, Philip Ar- personnel are not limited to mem- to state and nation. International
courts are essential to the prothur Richenburg. Jr. '47, Earl
William Ricker '45, Herbert Hop- bers of the Classical Club alone; gram.
kins Sawyer '45, Frederick Rob- and it is hoped that many stuThe United Nations Charter
ertson Sims, Jr. '45. William dents, both within and without provides for its amendment in
Thomas Talcott, Jr. '45, Harold the Masque and Gown, will par- Section 109, Meyer pointed out.
Rieger Thalheimer '46, Robert
This provision was included at'
ticipate in the production.
Hiram Waterman '44, Donald
the insistence of the New Zealand
The next meeting of the entire delegate to San Francisco. We
James Whelley '45. Richard Paul
Classical Club will be held during need a minimum security for each
ZoBo '47.
nation in the Assembly, said
Thomas Shelley Vallette Bart- the week of February 9.
Meyer, pointing out that all malett '45, Malcolm Chamberlain '46
jor decisions are now made by
and William Alfred Johnson '46
the
power-dominated
Security
have been granted requests to
Council. As the organization is
receive Bachelor of Science de- Rev. H. C. Bonell Gives
grees; the other graduates will
now constituted, he concluded,
"we have no hope for world
be awarded Bachelor of Arts derick
List

Putnam

Koallick

'45,

.

'

Sunday Chapel Sermon

grees.

"Henry Ward Beecher suggest-

On Chicago Meeting
"There were attempts at the
conference
to
form another
Nicene Creed," Veonor M. Sotak
'49 told the student body yesterday at chapel in reporting on the
Student Christian Conference in
Chicago. "However, this Christian
movement and its Protestant
leanings created problems which
were solved by the Catholic and
Jewish faiths,'.' he went on to
point out.

"One of the prime efforts of
Bowdoin Christian Associa-

the

tion has been

and

is

today,

peace."

He

urged students to take an

ed the apt figure of speech that active part in stimulating interest
in international affairs, and sugdescribes
his
congregation
as gested that a local chapter of
putting up their umbrellas that Student
be estabFederalists

Sotak Gives Report

to

channel a student to his own particular faith in this community.
This has been done by sending
lists
to the various churches
showing the religious preference
of the student. Those in the Bowdoin Christian Association have
never felt that the Association
codld supplant the efforts of the
organised church.
During the
year we endeavor to conduct
services in the various churches
and have the students of the particular denomination
participate
in the service."
"At the conference, a serious
conflict arose on how the organisation
the
interpreted
word
.

Christian.
The
tian Association

Coming Events
—
—

"In many churches, the offering
is placed at the very close of the
service following the theory that
the act of giving is a concrete
means by which the worshipper
can complete his worship. There
will be times when such an act of
giving may. be the outcome of
true worship, but that does not
exhaust the possibilities of Christian action."

—

—

—

—

Bowdoin ChrisExaminations begin.
Dr. Bonell is one of those peo- Friday, February 7
can only hope to
the principles
of ple who are entirely opposed to
Examinations end.
that
is
prompted and Saturday, Feb. 8
goodness, kindness, and fellow- action
ship which can be reflected by pledged under the impulse of
Noon.
Commencement Exerevery faith." In summation, So- some great emotional experience,
cises of the Fall Trimester,
tak compared the organization so he says. He pointed out that
in the Chapel, followed by the
to an automobile factory; the worship is not all emotion.
Commencement Luncheon in
various
faiths
represented
by
Dr. Bonell closed with the hope
the Moulton Union.
body, fender and motor depart- that .he had made religion a more Monday, Feb. It
ments, which wtien united form a vital part of Bowdoin students'
8:00 a.m. Classes of the Spring
working
product.
lives.
food
Trimester begin.

uork

—

with

—

—

•

mmaaiiai

The Alpha Delta Phi

B. ConHarvard Univer-

ty,

Appearance

seventy

Fraterni-

strong,

—

general edu-

program based upon a audience watched, spellbound, as provement achieved
over
the
"central core of history." Political the girl enacted the grief of a preceding ycaiv"
and economic history should be woman after the lynching of her
Professor Herbert Ross Brown
presented in terms of its relation husband. The program was pre- acted as radio announcer
for

cational

ALPHA DELTA PHI is shown assembled on the stage of
Memorial Hall. The Alpha Delt's, holders of the Wass Cup,
were led by Herbert French.

Mr. Chandler Reveals Stories
In Forty-One Years Of Trade
By Fred
For the Bowdoin student buy*
Age of Chandler's is over.
The often heard,
"Where 'ya goin'?", "Down to
Chandlers to see if Ec 1 is in yet"
ing textbooks the

be a memory for future
freshmen to associate with Bowwhen theirs is "age gray and
hoary'-" And in a sense this wifl
be a loss to them; for Chandlers
has been just as truly a part of
will not

doin

tradition
as the
the Bowdoin
Maine football game.
The wonderful College Book
,

Store on the corner of Pleasant

and Maine where you can buy
anything
wallpaper
from
to
Scotch tape, from a Dell mystery
Maine Indians,
to "History of
Especially
Around the Brunswick-Bath Area" has sold books
to Bowdoin men since 1906 when
Mr. A. G. Chandler together
with his father bought the business from Byron Stevens who
himself had been serving the co*
lege in this capacity for some

and economic problems sented on the stage of the Brunswick High School auditorium last
Vigorously attacking outmoded Wednesday night.
social aspects prevalent in the
Pearl Primus chose to announce
humanities, he asserted they should the numbers on the concert her-

WGAN.

to political

Station

of the present.

neth C. M.

Sills

Ken-

President

presented

the

The Edward Hames Wass

cup.

Cup, presented "in memory of the

beloved Bowdoin
Professor of
be stripped of their "snob appeal." self in lieu of a printed program. Music," went to the Alpha Delta
"The leisure class of 1947 is dis- The first half of the program was Phi Fraternity for their outstandW. Wllley
tinctly out of fashion," declared devoted to showing the audience ing presentation of the sea chantService. It will be conveniently Conant. Belle letters as a social the basic steps employed by the ey, "Shenandoah" and the frateron campus; but it will not have asset must be discarded in favor group and several tribal dances of nity's marching song "We Come!"
that pleasantly quiet, somewhat of the wide audience to whom gen- African and South Pacifc origin.
Herbert S. French '46 conducted
musty atmosphere of bookishness eral education must be directed toThe second half involved modern the victors; Alan S. Cole '45 led
that you immediately sense the
day.
numbers,
dances
of
protest,
the Kappa Sigs while Daniel B.
moment you open the black
Also speaking at the dinner, Dr. dances about "nothing in particu- Kunhardt '49 led Psi Upsilon in
wooden door and step inside of
Chandlers.
Charles J. Turck, President of, the lar," and blues. Notable in the "Psi U. Joys" and the negro
Still In Business
Association, urged that strong in- second group was the presenta- spiritual, "Religion to a Fortune."'
Yet this should not
be a ternationalism and reMgious spirit tion of "Conflict" by Miss Primus Zeta Psi, under the direction of
Donald B. Snyder '50, sang "All
eulogy; for, although M,r. Chandbe fostered among faculty, stu- and her two assistants.
Through the Night" and "Come
ler
has
severed
his
contract
dents, and alumni. "As long as eduThe
troupe
lightning
made
All
Ye Jolly Fellows."
granted to him by the College a
The Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
number of years ago, he is still cators take refuge from reality by changes between each number.
definitely engaged in the normal discreet silence on the issues of The vocal soloist sang two Afri- was congratulated by the President on the. improvement made
operation of his business. The our times," Turck asserted, "there can songs
learned from a tribe
since last year. The Beta's rose
black and gold lettered sign out- is no
hope for the philosophy of now living in Trinidad while the
from twelfth to fifth place. In
side which has hung nearly as
Haitian drummer who accompa- his presentation speech. Presilong as Mr. Chandler has owned one world triumph."
Mildred M. Horton, President of nied nearly all the dances, as dent Sills mentioned the absence
the store will still proclaim to
all that "Stationery, school sup- Wellesey College, was announced well as the vocalist, played one of his own fraternity which had'
not taken part in the elimination
athletic
supplies,
fancy as new head of the association at
plies,
solo demonstrating his virtuosity
contests held last Monday and
china, leather goods, souvenirs, the dinner.
on his native drum.
He regretted
Tuesday nights.
manila paper
toys and games,
Federal Aid
Dances other than the tense that they should choose to remain
bags, etc," are sold here to anySpeaking in flat opposition to
one who cares to buy.
federal aid for higher educational "Strange Fruit" based on Lewis as Scott said, "unwept, unhonMr. Chandler, quite emphatic institutions, Frank H. Sparks, Allen's poem we're the "African ored, and unsung."
in correcting the mistaken opin- President of Wabash College dethis
second
Kappa Sigma,
Fertility
Ceremonial,"
"Afroion that tie has quit business, is clared such aid could lead only to
year, placed first last year, and
Haitian Play -Dance," "Agne" a
at the moment concerned with control. "The liberal arts college
have consistently placed high in
dance
of strength, "Mischevious
the numerous notes of condole- represents the last large segment
all contests since the contest was
ment received from Bowdoin of privately financed, independent, Interlude" and. as a final number, established in 1935 by Alfred
"Hard Time Blues," done to a
alumni and friends. "I hope to education in the United States.
Brinkler. The A.D.'s have won
Josh White recording.
continue to sell many more books This segment should be maintained
two previous competitions, 194'}
and 1944. The Zete's came in
free and independent."
| Continued on Page : ]
third last year, second the year
lYesident Leonard Carmichaei,
before.
President of Tufts College and re- Architect
Faculty
Mr. Charles R. Nicholls of tlv
cent Bowdoin Day speaker, recBowdoin Music Department, Mr.
ommended federal aid for higher Discuss Building Plans
Gerald
Russell of the Brunswick
education
in
the
form
of
money
Elects Lif shitz
d Mr **[nry
grants to highly qualified highMr. James Kellum Smith, a|£ hora ,1 S '»<*>/ £"
wdoi " B,
of th
school students sufficient to cover member of the firm of McKim J
President's Office
/ B?the judges.
4
The
Department
were
tuitioft,
basic living cos Is, and Mead,
and White, who have
Shepard Lifshitz '47 was elect- other expenses along similar lines served as college architects for winners were chosen on me basis
enthusiasm, diction, quality,
of
ed President of the Bowdoin as the Navy's V-5 program, or the more than fifty years, was on the
present "GI" educational benefits. campus on Thursday and Friday and general effect. While the
Christian Association at a MopPresident Carmichaei suggested jof last week to meet with Presi- judges were making their deciday evening meeting in the Moul- such grants as scholarships be dent Sills and with five special sion, the Meddiebempsters sang
ton Union. Other new officers are limited at first only to a few thous- committees of the faculty. These "George Jones."
j

-

twenty-five years.

Many who have become

used to
sunken con-

shuffling over the
crete steps, worn to a bow by
the shoes of many former Bow-

doin men, will feel just a little
irritated at using the basement
of Moore Hall for the purchase
of books from the Bowdoin Book

And

Temple U. And Bowdoin BCA

To Debate Over WGAN To
Temple University will debate
Bowdoin on the air on February

WGAN

1

g^J?

12 over station
at 3:15.
February 12 Temple Univerdebate with Bowdoin at
Brunswick on the proposal to
give labor a direct share in man- Thomas K. Meakin '46, Vice- and qualified students.
Later in
agement of industry with Temple President; Jordan
Wine '46, another speech President Conant
taking the negative and Bowdoin
of Harvard also advocated a sysSecretary;
and
Donald
Henderson
the affirmative. Bowdoin will detem of federal aid recommending
bate the negative of this question '50, Treasurer.
that it be tried in professional}'
with Temple in Philadelphia on
Professor Herbert Ross Brown fields such as medicine and scien-

On

sity will

I

committees, appointed in 1945,
have submitted reports on the future development of the campus.
A committee under the chairmanship of Professor Charles II.
concerned
Livingston has been
with the development of Hubbard

H

February 2-1.
The Bowdoin team will then go
to Lafayette in Easton the 25th.
In 1926 Mr. Thayer, assistant
professor of English coached the
Lafayette team which was captained by Mr. Brown, professor of
English, which debated with the
Bowdoin team captained by Mr.
Daggett, professor of Government. All three of these men
have coached Bowdoin teams.
On March 7 Bowdoin will debate with Amherst here, and on
the 21st there will be a dual debate at Amherst.

will
j

be the principal speaker at

Freshman Smoker on Monday
The B. C.
A. sponsors a smoker at the bethe

ORIENT

Pictures Slippery Scenes
By Clem Hiebert

Never had Bowdoin been laid
out so cold. Yes, the day of January 20, 1947 will go down in the
archives of the College as the
peak of the Great Ice Age, and
will be called to mind in times yet
to be whenever friends of the
college, present on that hapless
day, pause to sip their favorite
beverage of ice and water. But
this day when terra Tirma ceased
to be iirma was registered most
undergraduate
indelibly on the
minds and anatomies, whose contact with the matter was perhaps
the most intimate.

en to the ground, while shrewd
seniors lashed themselves to trees
and dug in with teeth and claws
to whatever projection was available.

You
wanted

didn't
to go.

know where you
You went where

the greatest numbers went. Sucked in by the' deluge of writhing,
whirling bodies everybody went to
JtC.'s

Lit.

One member

of the
Fraternity,

Dapper Flapper Tie
however, was soomehow sloughed
off from the funnel shaped crowd
pouring into Mem., disappeared
over the icy crest in front of the
Spa, swept past Chandler's Book

How to go? That was the hi" Store, and was last seen, still facquestion. Students accustomed to ing in the direction of his beloved
walking with their nostra sn v ..<i^
alma mater, shooting up Topsham
came down to earth with remark- Hill.
able suddeness. Freshmen, who
Comparative Literature almost
never learned to raise their eyes turned
into a class in comparawhen passing an upperclassmen,
were seen with their eyelids

froz-

tific

research.
association voted to appoint Hall, a group headed

The

evening, February 10.

The Iceman Cometh To Bowdoin;

University.

was James

who advocated a

sity,

Kappa Sigs Take Second,
President's Cup To Betas

sang their
way to the winner's cup in the
annual
Inter-Fraternity
Singing
entertained a
Pearl
Primus
large audience of townspeople and Contest, broadcast Saturday by
students Wednesday, January 15 Station WGAN, while the Kappa
with her African tribal dances Sigma Fraternity came in second.
the
and one dance of protest in par- Eeta Theta Pi received
"Strange Fruit." The President's Cup for the most imticular

In Local

represented Bowdoin at

ant, President of

'

3:30 p.m. Freshman Basketball
vs. Bridgton.
Saturday, Jan. 35
Chapel, The Acting Dean.
Track at K. of C. Meet, Boston.
Sunday, Jan. 36
Chapel, Ronald Bridges, A.M.,
of the Class of 1930, President of the Pacific School of
Religion. The choir will sing
corpus"
by
"Ave, Verum
Joaquin des Pres.
Monday, Jan. 27
Review day.
4:00 pan. -Faculty Meeting.
Tuesday, Jan. 36

who

ation's dinner

ginning of eaah trimester to oriJhe implications of the pastor's lished.
ent the campus neophytes on stupreaching might drip upon their
dent traditions and organizations.
neighbor's shoulders" the Rev. H.
Definite plans have been laid
C. Bonell of the Central Square
for a Bowdoin Religious Forum,
Baptist Church, Portland, stated
to be held some time early in the
in his sermon. He went on to Thursday, Jan. 28
spring. Ministers, priests and rabChapel, Professor Holmes.
point out that it is never quite
bis will be guests of the various
Ski Team at Middlebury Carnifraternity houses. Seven clergyenough to simply compare the
val (Jan. 23-25).
men have already been contacted
perfection of God with the im- Friday, Jan. 34
Bowdoin is entering their de- in preparation for the conferperfection of man.
Chapel, Musical Service, Mr. baters in the Grand National ences. This year's Forum will
Cavamos presiding. The solo- Forensic Tournament at the Uni- mark the revival of a prewar traScripture
"The
continually
ist will be Stanley A. Fredecautions man against holding too
versity of Virginia April 3-5.
dition of several years' standing.
rick, Jr. '46 trumpeter.
exalted an opinion of himself
Swimming at Portland
J.V.
and the prophets constantly call
Boys' Club.
to men's minds the fact that God
3:30 p.m.
Hockey vs. Boston
led them out of the wilderness

and made possible their progress," Dr. Bonell went on to
soy. He also stated that there are
more people who feel inferior in
the world than there are who feel
superior.

For Attentive Audience

week, according to Mr. Philip

S. Wilder, Assistant to the Presi-

be

sell

nual meeting of the Association of
American Colleges held in Boston
last

dent,

by tracing the
graduated, will be ively.
present "peace through power"
featured as singer in the musical
Prof. George H. Quinby, direct- policy inaugurated by President
program.
or of the Masque and Gown, Truman's Navy Day Speech to its
The seniors expecting to be thanked the Classical Club for logical conclusions. Five hundred
graduated are: Frank Raymond
atom bombs, he noted, could desAlien '43, Stanley Nathaniel Alt- the assistance it gave in the suc- troy our two hundred major citman '47, Basil Phillip Babcock, cessful Christmas production of ies; biological warfare could desJr. '42. Thomas Shelley Vallette the "Cyclops." He briefly dis- troy human beings and leave citBartlttt '45, Robert Willis Bel- cussed the production of the com- ies and factories untouched;. and
knap, Jr. '45, Leonard David Bell
mencement play "Seven Against no effective defense against roc*4T, Eugene Arthur Bernardin, Jr.
ket bombs has been evolved. A
•47.
Paul Francis Bickford '42, Thebes" which the Classical Club vast decentralization of our inRichard Fletcher Bond '42, Ar- will produce in conjunction with dustries and urban population
thur Gray Boylston '44, Kent the Masque and Gown.
would be necessary lest the first
Brennan '44, George William BurAfter a few remarks concern- blow of a new war be a paralynett '47, Joseph Chamberlin Caldzing one. An improved Secret
ing a club shingle, a banquet at
well -47.
Service, with increased powers of
"taberna aquilina" together with arrest and search, would end civ-

men

Pearl Primus Dances

the meeting.
Principal speaker at the associ-

Cook '49 ascended to his right
hand as Vice President. Joseph J.
Schmuch '49 and Johnson Poor
President Kenneth C.
Sills,
'49 were elected to the offices of
Benediction, Songs, and Postlude.
Stopped?"
John J. Devine, Jr. '44, one of the secretary and treasurer respectMeyer began
ferring of Degrees,

I

problems, and universal military
training highlighted the 33rd an-

Wednesday afternoon. The young
Marine Corps veteran of World
Stassen advisor at the
San Francisco conference, winner
of the Atlantic Monthly's war
story' award, and leader in Student Federalist and American
Veterans Committee circles was
brought to Brunswick under the
combined auspices of the College
and the local chapter of the
American Association of University Women. His subject was
"Can the Armament Race Be

Fraternity Sing Contest

basis

and rapid

"international anarchy"

Address By President

Alpha Delta Phi Wins

At Boston

UN Development
Abandonment

NO. 13

Wilder Attends
College Meeting

50 Expected To Graduate Disarmament
At Special Commencement

19

22, 1947

For

Calls
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Book Store Notice

by Profess-

or George H. Quinby with a possible Little Theatre, while Professor Samuel E. Kamerling has
been in charge of the gathering
jof data on a new Chemistry
Building. Additions to the athlet»e plant, including particularly a
covered hockey rink and a build>ng for squash courts, have been
considered by a committee under
the chairmanship of Mr. Malcolm
E. Morrell. Professor Morgan B.
Cushing is chairman of the committee concerned with a new
classroom building.
Mr. Smith, who was accompanied by Mr. N. R. Smith of his
staff, has been directly associated
with campus developments at

I

On Monday,

February 3. at
pan. the Bowdoin Book
Service will begin operation* in
the basement of Moore Hall. In
order to alleviate the rush during the following week, the de1:30

has been made to have
Service open from

cision

the

Book

Monday,
February 3, through Friday.
February
The following
7.
week, February
through
10
February 14, the Book Service
will be open from 9:00 a.ra. to
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

0:00 puna. Students are requested, whenever possible, to
pick up their books during the
afternoons of the first week; in
order to avoid the rush.
According to Mrs. Dorothy
M. Leveaquc, the manageress of
the Book Service, the book sitgeneral, appears- favorable. She reports that 85%
of the textbooks for the Spring
Trimester have been received.
With one or two exceptions, she
believes that all the books will
be received by early February.
G. I. Kit No. 1 wiU also be
available in the Book Service
for veterans reporting for the
first time as veterans.
Every effort has been made
to install facilities which will
permit the rapkl and efficient
disbursement
of
the books.
There will be signs directing
proper entrances and exits In
Moore Hall. It Is hoped that
the students will follow these
directions,
insuring
thereby
themselves of the most efficient
uation,

in

service.

\
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Bowdoin since

Sills,

1924.

Chase To Speak

At Alumni Gatherings
IVesidcnt Kenneth C. M. Sills,
Acting Dean Nathaniel C. Kenand Professor Stanley P.
Chase will speak at alumni meetings to be held at the end of the
month.
drick,

President Sills will speak to the
Association at tlie Uni-

New York

Club in New York on
January. 31, and, then travel to
Philadelphia where he will speak
to the Bowdoin Club of Philadelthe Franklin
phia, meeting at
Inn Club on February 1.
On January 30 Acting Dean
Kendrick will speak to the Bowdoin Club of Rhode Island at the
Metacomet Country Club in East
while
Professor
Providence
Chase will speak to the Bowdoin
Club of Connecticut which is to
meet at the University Club in
Hartford on January 31.
versity

'

f

,

°^.

•

Masque And Gown Elects
Carmichaei President
Douglas Carmichaei '41 and
Robert F. Fargo '49 were reelected president and business manager respectively at the Masque &
Gown's annual meeting last Friday evening in the Moulton
Union. Other officers elected to
the
new executive committee
were Robert R. Bliss '17, secretary; Peter T. Poor '30, production advisor; Harold Palmer Jr.
'48, production manager; Edward
L. Kallop Jr. '48, former secretary, as publicity manager; and II.
James Cook '48 and William M.
Davis '49, members at large.
As slightly less than half the
members of the organization were
present, at the roll call, the question arose as to whether thos>present had the power to constitute themselves a quorum, a precedent for which had been set during war years. As the Masque &
Gown's by-laws gave no ruling on
the subject, it was unanimously
voted to act as a quorum and
proceed with the business of the

meeting.

During the course of the meetCarmichaei welI*resident

ing

comed the new members

elected

during the past year and gave a
report on the past and present
organization.
activities
of the
Over 91 men, he said, have
worked on one or more of the
Masque and Gown's four produceight
last
the
within
tions
months. He also stated that the
committee has been considering
three plays for, the Ivy production: "The Man Who Carr£ To
Dinner," "Born Yesterday," and
"See My Lawyer."

The Masque and Gown's

nexl

production will be the one act
play contest on March 3. The four
student authors are now in process of selecting their casts and
expect to start rehearsals immediately after exams.
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lot j he
Omtmm W.

Editor-ln-Cfclrtf

AMortat* Editor*

Muiftai

ORIENT
Curtl* '47

CunMuel

*44

BiohMd A. WUey

'40

Dougla*

Janes

Editor*

organization appears to be working
against the best interests of the Col-

DanlH

Sports Editor

AMhUat Sport* Editor

J.

Hamon

little

Mohan

Mack Walker

I* Towers '47

dubious distinction of having caused
a

'89

Wallace K. Ever*

Staff Photographer

Arnold Cooper

Manager

whom

they disagree to be

which was apparently
jeopardized by that man's actions?
the

Advertising Manager*

W.

would be

It

ccrned

far better for all cona

who

people

if

disagree with

'48

someone

whom

know

they

reputation confronted the scoundrel

Alfred J. Waxier '47
Edward S. Early '49
Churchill Cressey '50

with an accusing finger, and asked

him why he was following his seeming-

Johnson Poor

Managteir. Editor This Issue

Well meant

ly evil ways.

Professor Athent P. Daggett
Associate Professor Philip M. Brown
Charles W. Curtis '47
C. Cabot Easton '48

effort

preted. If those -who disagree violent-

'49

Hmw Yomt

ftk

offered

MA

during th« Fall And
Pobll«li*d wcklr when rfauMM «r*
Spring trimMUr by the KtunanU of Bowdoin Col lea*. Address
n»w« com mun leaf lorm to the Editor and aubaariiSloii aoejimunieattoai to the BaaOnii Maaaajar of the Bowdoin Publishlna
Company at the ORIENT Office in the Moulton Union, Bowdoin

tive

came out and worked

dividuals

many

of the bitter verbal

wars and controversies would be eliminated.^

Without a doubt much of the
Wednesday, Jan.

cism of college activities this year
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INDEPENDENT THINKING
as a small college,

shortcomings

colleges as well as benefit

One

grown

chronic

steadily worse

from their
has

affliction

and now

threat-

ens to destroy one of the more cherish-

ed

that

we

extend our

for us to

until

it is

who

faculty

and enthusiasm

interest

yet.

the increased

them out on

numbers

at the

Bruns-

by publishing a newspaper, The
Maine Annex. The Orient commends the staff of the Annex on the

have not put us on triple pro as

With

not

wick campus have opened the new year

circle of friends

body and those members of the
'

Maine

the University of

possible

embraces most of the student

it

is

Among other things, the students of

pride ourselves on the social harmony

can attain here;

effort

THE MAINE ANNEX

We

advantages of the College.

an

of

enough; the person responsible must
be shown specifically in what respects
his activity must be changed and then
he must find interested men to work
with him in order to bring about the
improvement.

must be

expected to suffer the ailments of small

advantages.

is

But an awareness of the

justified.

Bowdoin,

criti-

that started

their venture,

slith-

presses the

ering along the campus glaciers, how-

hope

and

ex-

that they will have a

successful year. It should be a refresh-

we often fall prone to a mistake
that we must rectify if we are to retain
any of the pride we have now for the
ever,

ing experience for the

a college

instead of having their activities lim-

achievements of Bowdoin.

social

staff of

paper to be able to make traditions

ited allegedly to breaking them, as

Because
for us to

it

virtually impossible

is

become

familiar with

all

men

the case with so

many

is

college papers

c

on campus, many of us take the easy

way out and accept our
mates of students

know

personally.

this error,

friends' esti-

whom we do

col-

friends.

Forming opinions by proxy

not nec-

essarily a foible to
editorial,

is

be criticized in an

place.

but when the lack of individ-

ual thinking causes

men known

sonally to the few to be

It is unfortunate that after the expense and planning necessary to in-

per-

by the many, or when a college policy

It

is

not necessary that

we change

our opinions either on individuals or
on matters of policy. The Orient asks
merely that

if

possible

we do not form

opinions unless those opinions can be
justified

on the

basis of personal ex-

perience.

more

a

drainage system
on the campus, the drains could not be
stall

denounced

is condemned by a hazy rumor, it is
time to voice a few words of protest.

AGE

benefit of those who are still covered
with bruises or waiting for drenched
clothes to dry out, we hope that a few
words of suggestion will not be out of

and activities guided only

by the casual remarks of our

ICE

Although the problems of the Ice
Age at Bowdoin have been dealt with
at some length in this issue, for the

We often go beyond

and form opinions on

lege policies

THE

not

,

cleared

efficient

enough

to

remove some of the

water that made walking as dangerous
during the last few days as an OSS
mission. True, the drainage system
was constructed primarily to prevent
the formation of a Bowdoin Lake in
the Spring, but

if

the present casualty

any indication, there will be but
few fortunate souls left by Spring to
rejoice in the absence of a Bowdoin
list is

Lake.

Many

of us

become annoyed

at

In past years duck boards have been

times with the activities or the ideas

a solution to the problem of walking

expressed by certain individuals on

safely

campus. Disagreement should not be

storm.

avoided, but the condemnation of in-

force the

dividual* as non-Bowdoin

men

with-

out giving them a chance to defend
themselves in person, or to justify
their point of

When

a

view

is

unfair.

man working

for a

between classes after an ice
Even though legal difficulties

abandonment of the duckshould be possible for the
walks to be sanded earlier and more
efficiently after a freeze. During this
boards,

weeks' glacial period, with regard to

"Too

MMMMMMAMMM

j
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Alpha Rho Upsilon fraternity is undeserving of an eight column double banner head. If
this is so, we wonder what news he does consider
important If we recall correctly, the last time a
nition of the

c
'

new

fraternity was established here waa seventeen
years ago which makes it a rather rare occurrence.

i ]

anatomy with numerous
claiming

most deformed

to

skull.

have

The

in-

the

Presi-

dent was absent having been called away to harness the Deke dog
to Peary's sled, which was put
into use during the emergency. In
place of the President a member
of the physics department gave
a lecture on the aesthetic properties of tht- snew Hake, with
illustrative drawings.

One member of the Class of '47
tried to smile to his German professor and his face cracked. ActOver behind Hubbard Hall
a prominent representative of the
graduating class was looking for
marbles in the snow when he
slipped into a bottomless abyss,
which promptly froze over. His
body clutching his National Service Life Insurance policy may yet
be viewed through the several fathoms of overlaying ice. And he
was such a big wheel, too.
ually.

The do-or-die hockey team, using an inflated puck, refused to
give in to the elements. The game
broke up, however, when the
Bowdoin goalee, treading water in
the deep end of the rink swallowed the puck (among other things.)

The unrelenting

fall

spared no one.

qf liquid ice
"—

"TURN

IT OFF!" came the cry
from far and near. But psch maj-

was

VETERANS' CORNER

able expense to graduating
dents (veterans).

that

a

in-

expedition,

relief

armed with crow bars and blow
torches.would not reach him before several hours. Members of
.the Stigma Moo Fraternity Flying Club talked of
rescue, but nothing

a helicopter

was done.
was done any-

that.

Mr. Chandler was hesitant to
state how many books he thought
he had sold to students in the
past 41 years. He did say that it
generally costs about ten to fifteen thousand a term to buy all
the books needed. But as to the
number of volumes he has passed
over the counter, "Your guess is
as good as mine."
"Webster's Collegiate is our most

are'

roam

allowed

large,

1st

is

this nature and you will find "all
known, sex criminals were rounded up" Then stop and think if it
had been someone you were fond
of that was the victim and not
just a name in the tabloids.

V
Developing

on

one

now," he added with a smile.

Born

Brunawick Native
Brunswick in 1880, Mr.

in

Chandler

attended

schools until 1895

moved to Boston and he waRoxbury Latin. "I normalwould have gone to Bowdoin,
but an uncle of mine was a Harvard man and everyone who
graduated from Roxbury went
there." After working in New
York City and Boston for three
years, "my father and I returned
to Brunswick and bought out By-

the

We ran across this story not
long ago about a fabulous crealike
have
ture we would
to
known. It seems that in one of
his
extravaganzas Flo Ziegfteld
his girls wear imported Irish
lace petticoats which set the pro-

had

duction back some
dollars

five

The

apiece.

hundred

backer

thought this was

a little steep,
audience
particularly since the
never got a look at them, and told
so.
Flo replied,
"I
Ziegfeld
know that, but they do something for my girls, look at the
way they walk."

V
On January 15 PM gave threefourths of a double page spread
to the terroristic activities rampant in Greece since the end o(
the war caused by the internal
monarchists
the
strife between
and the communists and the
what-have-you's all attempting to
attain control of the government.
Shots of men, women and children pitifully undernourished and

maimed, living in conditions of squalor and poverty no
better than those endured during
the Nazi occupation filled the
space.
The remainder of this
often

double page was gorged with
photos of "The Men's Fashion
Guild of New York ... 'a group
of manufacturers formed to perpetuate New York as the Men's
Wear Quality Center of the
World' (who) gave the press a
preview of next Spring's styles at
the Savoy Plaza yesterday."

V
Our
There's

nomination
-

One

for

the

-

^

who

——•
BM
————
The College Book Store

ily

-

tered

is

of

Criticism

the gubernatorial mansion, Please be more specific as to
declared that his actions are you are. Shirley P."
subject to review by the
[ Please Turn To Page 4 ]

ly

reinstate

no

V

self in

fam- not

his

would be
Klam"

Born - Every Minute Department was culled as
follows from the Personal Column of the Chicago Tribune:
"Shirley: I love you, you little
fTalmadge has taken over in round head, and I need you.
Georgia! He has established him- Please
"Bill:
call
me.
Bill."

local has

the

when

learn, and evil groups whom we
restrain by reflecting the light of
truth, where cunning prevails. If
no evil intention existed there

element

(guess which) of the body of
these United States is a festering
carbuncle, whose poison
might
well be infectious, and which
consistent best seller, though, and
should be removed by the cleansdon't I wish I could get some
ing scapel of the government.

WORLD ALMANAC
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ROCCOCO by LAWRENCE SPINGARN
PENCIL SHARPENERS—OUR PRICE NOT $2.50
BUT $2.00
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special apointment may be had
where. Over in Mass. Hall pub- for any of those days between (To be
issue.)
1 i c i t y - conscious
administrators 4:30 and 5:30.
were busy informing the country
that Bowdoin College has more
ice per undergraduate than any
other small liberal arts college in
the East. Word of these treacherous conditions was sent to Dan
Neveradamn (Class of '29), who
promptly cancelled a tightrope
walk over Niagara Falls for a
chance to attempt the 1910 Walk
at Bowdoin. *

In fact nothing

find,

.

the last day ron Stevens."
lapsed Term
In forty-one years there has
NSLI with- been only one minor change on
out a physical examination.
that
the
substantial
building
housed the Bowdoin texts. "The
Commencing next week, and office used to be smack in the
Mr.
Goud
until further notice,
center of the store. There was
will have office hours from 8:30 too much congestion. So I ripped
to 12, noon, and from 1:30 to it up and moved the desk to its
4:30in
the afternoon Monday present place. And we haven't
through Friday. In addition, a changed much since."

February

Library and Mass. Hall where he you can
was grafted to the trunk of the Insurance
dicate

stu-

.

ly

the Association of Georgia
Klans which reads in part: "We
(the Klan) will not compromise
or temporize on the question of
patriotism or one's duty as a
worthy citizen. This is a Country
of laws, American laws, observance of which, alone, will preserve our Democracy. Each citizen is entitled to peace and se-

by

(or

.

.

operating the giant ouija
Here is something for veterans
board in the chapel shook their
heads solemnly and promised no about to be graduated. The question has been, asked if the VA
relief until Tuesday morning.
may pay fees for the rental of a
At Mary Francis Searles, chem- cap and gown for veterans enistry professors hastily rewrote
rolled in courses under either
their lectures on dry ice and even
Public Law 16 or P. L. 346 when,
talked of giving out the new liqafter termination of the courses,
uid for unknowns, while over at
the veterans are required to partthe other end of the building
icipate in graduation exercises.
physics profs gave students probThe answer is that if the instilems in the acceleration of falling
tution requires that graduating
bodies. The zoology department
attend commencement
students
was kept busy trying to indentify exercies and wear a cap and
a shaggy fourlegged mammal, gown,
^J,,is considered that such
which a student working for items meet the requirement of
honors had found lunging along being generally considered as esthe Walk of the Class of 1876.
sential and defintely required for
After
thumbing
unsuccessfully every
similar
circumstanced
through several texts the crea- trainee regardless of VA jurisdicture was discovered to be one of
tion and, therefore, the rental fee
the ORIENT columnists wrapped
as charged to all similarly cirin his family heirloom.
cumstanced students is an allow-

Thorndike Oak. Last reports

could

degenerates"

Chandler

.

have often wondered exwhat the Klan considered
it stands for and accordingdug out a manifesto published

words appe a red : "All known sex

rule

.

v

We
actly
that

the same
curity, to seek this, the right of
others must be held inviolate and
criminals)
free from objectionable intrusion
"were rounded up." If so-called
arbitrary invasion. Opposition
men who are believed by the or
Klan emanates from
to
the
authorities to be capable of such
sources which do not, or will no*t
acts
at
to

that

high time we revised the
book. Your columnist happened to be walking along Beacon Street a few years back
when a "known pervert" stuck a
[Continued from Page i]
butcher knife in EsteUe Briand's
any other small liberal arts colto
Bowdoin
boys
and alumni."! back. He had been released from
lege in the East At last people
knew whence came all of the ex- want them to continue to drop an institution as cured but the
plorers from Bowdoin. But what in at any time." And Chandler's Briand girl was just walking to
school along the Esplanade when
about those who didn't want to will
be going for many more
he reverted to type and stabbed
become MacMillans? What about
her three times, with fatal rethose icy walks? There was more years.
"And
that is one of the most sults. There were crowds of peosand in the Moulton Union spinpleasant things about my busi- ple. It was broad daylight. The
ach than on the walks.
Officials of the college noted to ness. People all over the world girl had reason to feel safe from
the dazed undergraduates
that write us, and I sent lots of books the murderous attack of a man
there was no sand anywhere in to the boys overseas who had whom she hod never seen or
Maine, and previous visitors of gone to Bowdoin. Former Bow- known of. The scream* that girl
the college "beach" at Simpson's, doin men are continually asking let out between the time he startPoint were inclined to agree. for Professor Coffin's books, and ed to chase her and her death
Sand in neighboring states, it just the other day I received an would have done a lot to conseems, was all controlled by the order^ from Gary, Indiana, for vince some of these "liberal inGrits Cereal Corporation. Word some "books on the local scenery terpretation of the law" boys that
maybe things ought to tighten up
came at last that Europeans, of Maine."
hearing of the Bowdoin plight,
He pulled out of his desk a let- | a little. If a man's acts have been
were sponsoring drives for sand, ter from Lt. (jg) Eliot F. Tozer, sufficiently maladjusted to classiwhich finally arrived in hand- Jr., USNR, which had arrived a fy him as a "known sex crimiknitted bags Tuesday morning.
few days ago. The, letter was nal," there is not much reason to
By then it was no longer need- marked Corpus Christi. Texas, believe he can become a fullyed, for spring had come to the and requested the second volume trusted member of society again.
College of the Midnight Sun. The of "The Literature of England" There have been too many cases
icebergs had melted away, care- by Wards, Watt and Anderson. where it has failed and the rewere sharpening their Lt Tozer explained that "if the sults of the failure are usually
takers
lawnmowers, faculty and students College Book store is still there rather nasty for someone else.
The law then provides that the
had resumed their normal upI would appreciate the book
right bearing, and over in front for brushing up on my entrance criminal be put back where .be
was in the first place with only a
of the gym Roth's polar bear no examinations
for graduate
smaller chance of being released.
longer smiled.
English study at Harvard."
They should never have been let
"The book is on its way," de- out in the first place. Take a look
clared Mr. Chandler. And that
at any account of a slaying of

ors

Meanwhile a student of the fine
arts emerged from the Walker
Igloo and was promptly whisked
out on the tundra between the

we

Courts, and now defies all opponents with a State Police guard.
His ascension means the keepcampaign
hisf
ing of
father's
promises to the Ku Klux Klan
among which are: "to give the
Klan a free hand in race riots before calling out the militia and
Cyclops
reinstate
Exalted
to
Roper (current fuhrer of the
Klan) as head of the Georgia Bureau of Investigation."

concluded

in

the

next
I

Band Box Cleaners
Cleaning

The

Navy

polar

Pressing

expedition

heard about it and immediately
proposed to transfer operations to
the Brunswick college, which has
more ice per undergraduate than

71

Maine

Street

Phone 533

Brunswick Coal
t

it

the sand,

campus

c

'42 betrays

Continued From Page

constructive suggestions, or better yet,

ganizations,

ColleVe. Brsnawtck. Maine. Entered aa serond claaa mitUf at the
poat offtea at Brunnwirk. Maine. The subscription rate for one
year la two <»?> doHara.

VoL UCCVI

£

V.

for those or-

-

recall, this idea

m

week's issue from Mr. Andrew W.
what seems to us a cer-

in last

justified in its

As we

Campus Staggers From Icy Blast
As Icebergs Move Southward

thrash out their disagreements with

those responsible for them,

majority of the student
We have received a few critiapproach to controversial
was also rife during cisms for that bit on male-feequality appearing in the
aaaio
the discussions last spring. If a paper's policy is to
be restricted to the opinions of a majority of its last issue. In order to give our
critics the advantage of older and
readers, what's the point of ita pubkebing editorial*
wiser heads, we would like to
at all ? An editorial is essentially an argument de- quote a few excerpts from a
signed to bring somebody elae around to your way speech by Lynn T. White, Presiof thinking. If he already agrees with you, there's dent of Mills College (a women's
no need to write it.*
college), Oakland, California. We
quote: "The prevalent notion that
- c
Mr. MacLaughlin also charges the ORIENT with American women are marching
being the propaganda toll of a minority group. If steadily towards true equality
such a group has gotten control of the paper, it is with man- is, I believe, not warranted. There is, I fear, an inpurely the fault of the majority he claims to speak
creasing opinion that women are
for. ORIENT editors have to be appointed from
very expensive and they want a
men who have worked on the paper. There is no lot for what they give," Maybe
such plethora of candidates that the editor can se- these academicians are more up
lect his staff solely from men who agree with him on current events than we gave
on all points. Any man who feela that the ORIENT them credit for.
is slighting his opinions could assure himself of- a
aV
better chance to express them by coming out for the
This rather messy torture slaypaper and working his way up.
ing of the girl on the West Coast
brings up one of our pet peeves.
- c
Mr. MacLaughlin's third charge is that the recog- In every account of that killing
it is

issues."

it

effort to

trie.

—Hn

C+lUit PmUUktrt Riprtt tm

420 Madikm **i
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A letter

By George H. Griffin
ana
Warren H. Dunning

ho

flects the opinion of the

body,

Now, having returned to Bowdoin, we are shocked
to find that the duckboards have disappeared. A
part of what we have loved has gone. We don't
know who has made away with them, but we suspect
the subversive elements admitted to the college
during our absence. We always knew no good would
cone of these tradition-changers. If Bowdoin's duckboards aren't good enough for them, let them go
and skid and get their feet wet to their heart's content elsewhere. It is a" Bowdoin tradition to be dryshod and on firm footing. (And the fact is, these new
paved walks don't stay dry. They just keep the water
from running off.

with the policies adopted by cam-

ly

-

editorial policies,

says, "If the staff of the paper believes its policy re-

swivel chair.

m

ORIENTS

Bemoaning the

drifts. During the war we carried
the memory of these duckboards in our musette
bag and dragged them out to he fondly cherished
whenever we could find a few hours' leisure in our

MacLaughlin

rod NATIONAL *BV«*TI»INO «T

National Advertising Service,

can

tain misunderstanding of the purposes of journalism.

tween the snow

be misunderstood or misinter-

easily

pus organizations made an
^MICKTfO

only by

Francis R. Currle '50

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

By Douglas
We are viewing with alarm again this week. We
are mourning the passing of another fine old Bowdoin tradition, the absence of which spells sure
doom to the Bowdoin Spirit. We refer, of course,
to the time-hallowed custom of covering the campus
walks with duckboards during the winter. We miss
these duckboards. They were among the things
which gave Bowdoin life before the war its unique
quality. Walking along the duckboards you felt
yourself a part of the great Bowdoin heritage and
a brother to every man who squeezed by you be-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Maine Quintet

POLAR
BEARINGS

Rallies

Hammers White

Branche Leads Bears

Two

As Bowdoin Crumbles;

As Track Squad Trails
In Meet With Maine

Give Visitors 5047

Rates

Joyce Excels For Gits.
•

January
tet

15,

celebrated

their

return

Our hats are off this week to
the five haMkethaJI players who
took the floor against Maine last
Saturday ni K ht. They lost but
that la InrWental when you consider the handicap they were laboring under. The team that
took the floor that night had no
more aupport than a Republican

to

competition
Wednesday,
January 15, by falling apart unHmwh
der a third period barrage to fall
victim to the Bates Bobcats 61
ery foul t hat is called gaamt the to 42 after trailing 22 to 21 at
opposing player and boos every halftime. The Bates J.V.'s made
foul that is called against the it a clean sweep for the visitors
home team. In other words, he la by edging the Bowdoin J.V.'s 47
a person who uses his emotions aa to 44.
often- as a writer far a
Once again they made a fight of
magazine and his brain as often it for half the game but could
as a Bllbo-for-Fiesldcait chair- not muster enough strength for
man. There are no Bowdoia in- the final drive. Bates, who has
dividuate who are aa ignorant as improved a great deal since the
a Sunday morning quarterbaek first meeting of these two clubs
but there are quite a few Bow- and will continue to do so, outdoin sport assemblies that, aa a slicked the Big White all the
group, react like one.
way. The visitors had a balanced
There seems to be a discrep- outfit that could shoot,- pass and
ency in the logic behind the control both backboards. Jack
rules imposed upon some of the Joyce, a rangy center, poured 20
Inter-fraternity points through the hoop. The forin
lettermen
Varsity men of the wards Bill Simpson and Russ
athletics.
group teams such as basketball, Burns collected 12 and 9 respecEd
football, and baseball are barred tively. The visitors' mentor,
but trackmen and swimmers arc Petro also had a pair of seasoned
Why this operatives, Red Barry and Dick
participate.
to
free
great honor for members of the Scott, at the guard posts.
two teams that depend upon inOn the other hand Bowdoin
dividual performances rather than lacked a single reliable shot. Jeff
group play?
Power led the scorers with 10.
The purpose of interfraternlty points and even he was missing

team.

Boston

Merrow

Bill Clarke shown In scoring attempt against Tufts, while Dick
Crockford, right wing, follows up the play.

Tufts

The transition upon the part of
the fans was startling but pleasing. The student fans applauded
the home team's every move as
warmly as they booed the referee's every foul. This booing, although unsportsmanlike, as least
was an indication of the fact that
the usually docile Bowdoin fans
had at last wakened to the fact
that the Polar Bears were out to
win. Partisan fan booing, if nothing else, is a good indication that
the crowd in the bleachers is concerned with the outcome of the athletics,

we thought, was- to en- all night. In the second half the
courage participation on the part floor play of the Polar Bears bethe student came sloppy. The reserves that
The. outcome of any game can or those members of
body who do not possess aa ex- had looked so promising earlier
easily be placed upon the shouldathletic abili- in the year were woefully weak
ers of oao num. The reason we cess of competent
you consider that the tonight.
differ from the common reaction ty. When
the track meet are
Matt Branche opened the scorof immy people is because we can road race and
see ttmt the player who is on the always won by varsity trackmen ing with a free throw. Simpson
purpose of these contests gave Bates the advantage with a
floor skaitlng for the basket is the
much more interested la the vic- loses its value. There are few rebound shot and Joyce made it
4-1 on a one hander from the
tory of his team than Is the spec- students who consider
capabl* of competing
corner. Bob Speirs popped one up
tator. The spectator's loss is one
Under from outside, but Burns convertathletes.
of group pride whereas the play- highly trained
the prcii ant system thes e ha as ed a free throw to make it 5-3.
er's loss is one of net only the
that have a great percentage of Speirs knotted the count on a
group hut also of the individual.
their athletes on group teams are- lay-up. Joyce and Simpson conThe active participant spends a handicapped when it comes to nected again to make it 9-5 beconsiderable amount of time on
winning the much sought after fore Gordon Beem could put in a
the practice floor. Everyday he is
cups.
free toss. Joyce matched this but
drilled on the various fundamenThe purpose of this column is Bowdoin got hot as Speirs,
The fans are not even asked
attend a yearly gathering un not

tals.

pass on gossip overhead
to
order to learn the bare essentials around the campus but occasionally a gem appears apd cannot be
of the game yet a great number
an untimely death.
of them persist in thinking that allowed to die
they know more about the game At one of last week's hockey
New Hampthan the coach, the players, and games a helmeted
shire skater stopped in front of
the referees.
to

Shay and said, "Hey,
weren't you a J.G. in the Navy?"
has little value except as a readDinny said he had been and the
er of the Sunday morning sports
player smiled triumphantly. After
page. He is a great man to talk
listening to a few of the bull sesabout what should have been
sions around here on the relative
rather than what will be. Me is
merits of officers and- enlisted
quick to condemn but slow to
men we can see that an answer
praise. He is the type of person
such as this could have had some
you hated aa a. child, disliked as a sort of a bad ending, so we were
student, and ignore as a fellow relieved when the New Hampcitizen, lie is the type of person shire boy, just as he was about
who knows everything after the to go out on the ice, turned
game but nothing before the around and said with a smile, "He
game. He is one who cheers ev- was one of the good ones."
Dinny

The Sabbath day quarterback

and Beem hit with 2
pointers to give Bowdoin a 12-10
Branche,

lead at the quarter.

Burt

Hammond
again

score

deadlocked the
on a lay-up and

McFarland flipped in a
pretty over-the-head shot to make
it 14-12. At this point the Bowdoin second five came on and the
Bobcats took advantage of the
change to put together eight
straight points, six of them by
Joyce, to lead 20-14. The Bowdoin starters came back on and
Branche scored on a lay-up.
Burns put in a set shot from the
corner before Power picked up
three points on a field goal and
subsequent free throw. Just before the buzzer Beem hit from
the key-hole to make it 22 to 21
at intermission.
Simpson
and
again
Joyce

Packy

yd.
Zeitler

High

Little

—

The White Jayvec Tankmen
rang up their third victory, 42in as many starts, against a
game Edward Little High team

24,

—

Saturday afternoon a* Curtis
Pooh With three down and three
to go in their schedule, prosi-i-ds
for an undefeated season look
last

1:08.5.

.

Swimming ar

.

—

T»

Swim

150 yd. Medley

hopeful.
-

mfime^ifr

Won by Ber- illlru, MJlWr
50 yd. Frees tyle
Mitchell 150 yd. Medley Relay
second,
wind
(B)
(B);

third

Berman

Bowdoin

Time

(E).

—

Won

— Won

period.

by
by

Lawless,

(Fraser,

Petro sent

in

first

second

his

then brought hack'
lus J.V.'s but even they outscored
Bowdoin in the final canto. LaRochelle, Howlett and Hammond
tossed in field goals before Power

Munger). Time 1:48.1.
Won could hit from the floor and then
Won by 200 yd. Freestyle Relay
100 yd. Breaststroke
by Ed. Little (Berman. Bab- they coasted to their 61 to 42 triOrmsby (B); second. Van Voast
bitt, McAllister, Cooper). Time umph.
<B>; third. Chandler (E). Time
28.3.

—

—

2:06.8.

'Coburn Takes Frosh

[

CUMBERLAND

Higginft Tops Visitors
The
last
slick

Wed.-Thurs.

Bowdoin Freshmen lost
Saturday afternoon to a
Coburn Classical Institute

Continued on Page 4

|

D. D. GARDNER CO.
SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

Jan. 22-22

Near Fire Station

THAT BRENNAN GIRL
with

James Dunn

Co'uirn led at the half
Roberts and Higgins led
the scorers with 17 and 16 points

five, 52-47.

Mon* Freeme n

-

30-23.

respectively.

high

man

The

Bill

for the

Fox News

14.

M

Spratt,

with

3

.1

If

7

2

Higgins,

c

2ft~2ff

ANGEL ON MY
SHOULDER

F P

rf

Billings,

Jan.

Frl.-Sat.

line-uj»s:

Coburn

Short Subject

PRIMING
T
?T
TEL M-W

was

Hawkins
Frosh with

1

1

Ouellctte. rg

1

I

Roberts,

6

r>

1

n

19

13

Paul Musi

9;
161

Anne Baxter

-

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

also

Paramount New* Short Subject

3i
5i

lg

HARDWARE

Totals

Bowdoin Frosh
Tobey, rf

3

9
2

2

14
2

1
If

6

Ottley
Lundwall, c

1

Lund

1

Allen, lg

3

Jacobs
Reardon. rg
Foster

FIRST NATIONAL

1

4

8

also

Paramount News
Wed.-Thurs.

1

7

47

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

m

Jan. 29-30

John Payne

Fox News

-

June Haver

March

FrL-Sat.

Jan. 31 -Feb, 1

-

m

Referees: Goudouris and Parks.

HMM

TOWN

TAXI

24-Heur

Service

Phone

1000

of

THE SHOW OFF
Red Skelton

20

of

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total
mil ever $5,00

WAKE UP AND DREAM

\

1

Marshall
.

Paul Henried

-

1

2

Shoemaker
Buttner
Tallman

Totals

Bette Davis

2
6
1

BANK

52

FG F P
3

Akar
Hawkins,

Jan. 2#-?7-*8

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

17

1

ALVIN SETTLE

1

Young

Polar Bear Skaters,
8-to-6 Victory

Coming to Brunswick last Sat- Bowdoin threat with a score at
urday, a hard-fighting Tufts hock- 18:45.
ey team dealt Bowdoin a stunBut Gil Wilkinson and Ed Leaning 8-to-6 defeat. Roger Peck son bounded back in the second
sank the Jumbos' clincher, Tufts period with successive goals to
fourth score of the third period, pass the Blue and White at 4-3..
in 13:41 to climax the fast-moving Day,
Brennan
Haskell
and
game.
scored
assists
Wilkinson's
on
The visitors jumped to an early pair. Peck evened the count on a
T?3u\ in 6:36 of the first frame and sneak around the Bowdoin cage,
lead 3

Bowdoin

(

to

1

at

goals

the gun.
put
the

Three
Pol;ir

Marilyn Maxwell

counting in 17:17.
Eagan scored for

the

visitor

after a face-off in 5:30 of the last
Bears ahead, but Tufts xnoifnl
stanza, but Bowdoin tied on Bob
the score with three minutes leit
Crockford's long shot from the feet. Phil Parsons of Bowdoin
in the second stanza. Dave Eagan
boards two minutes later. The gained a second with Libby of
and Peck were too much for the Jumbos forged ahead and lead 7 Maine edging Lin Martin, of BowBears at the finish, and their to 5 three minutes later on
doin, out for third place on his
fOUr goals dropped the White incountens by Peck and Eagan, each last to&£. Then big George won
to defeat.
of whom registered hat tricks for the shot put with a flip of 40' 8".
Eagan pulled Larry Norfjn out the Medford team. Phil Burke's Collins of Maine was second with
of the Bowdooin cage and, with goal, assisted by Dick Field, put Don Lukens taking an unexpecteach team a man short, he ojiencd Bowdoin back in the running, but ed third.
the game's scoring. Ed Gallagher they were unable to threaten aftAl Brown of Maine running in
added another three. minutes later er Peck's score in 13:41, which
the second heat of the 600, won
as" he beat the home defense and brought the count to 8-6.
the event in the sensational time
foxed Norton to put Tufts two
Larry Norton's injury midway of 1:15.3. His swift pace carried
goals
in
front.
Nate Towne through the last period was a Sam Silsby of Maine to second
grabbed a rebound from Innes' costly blow to the Polar Bear«.
place,. Hal Burnham won the first
pads at 16:47 to count for ihe Joe Bradley, however, substitutheat, but had to be satisfied with
White. Bill Duryea ended
the ed ably.
third.

Bowdoin Wins Bridgton Ski Meet
es and Maine Annex
The Bowdoin Ski Team

finished ished in that order.
ahead of Bates and
The last event of the meet, the
in a ski meet held
one mile and a quarter downhill,
at the Bates course and Bridgton
was run under the worst possible
on the 3rd and 4th of January. conditions.
Ten of the seventeen
Bo Burke finished first in the Sla- starters were scratched as only
lom and downhill rapes to assure three skiers
finished the course
the Polar Bears a clear-cut vicunder three minutes to be detory.
clared eligible for scoring.
The jump held at Lewiston the
Hitting the last 400 yards with
first day
was won by Sonny
Pitcher with a jump of 54 feet speeds in excess of 40 miles an
which was one foot better than hour the first four skiers to cross
second place Bob Emmons. Third the finish line were high point
man Burke, White, and Student
place was won by Houghton of
Coach Merrill Hastings. The comBates with
foot
in first place

Maine Annex

a 50

jump.

also

won

in this

Record

In the 100 Dash, Art Hamblen
Leadbetter could not
catch Tufts' Manthy and Hollander, and Tufts again established a

and Guy

lead.

But Adin Merrow*s

the

backstroke,

and Moran's

first

first

in

and Soltysiak's
and second in

the breaststroke soon wiped out
Tufts' chances.

As Merrow again copped a

first

in his famous backstroke 440, and
as the Polar Bears took the final
relay, the meet was clinched, 45*
30.

with a one hander. Packy McFarland hit from the foul line, and
the score remained 3-0 for almost
when Boynton
minutes
five
poured through a long shot. He
added a free throw to tie the
score
and Eck Allen's crew
moved out in front on O'Donnell's
penalty toss. Deane and Slattery
connected from the outside, hut
a seven point parade gave Maine
an 11-7 edge at the period.
Goddard picked a foul shot and
field goal as the second canto

The highlight of the MTT mee/ opened to make it 14-7. Midway
v
the next day was perhaps Matt/m this period Maine held a 19-12
advantage, but Jeff Power tapped
Soltysiak's entry and victory
unexpected "by in a rebound and Speirs drove in
move
a
220,
the
and
At this t ime-vElmer Folsom
Cab Easton returned to renew the Techmen. This first, added to for a two pointer to cut the marGoddard
points.
three
to
their duel, this time in the 1,000. his win'in his usual ^breaststroke gin
by
Cab set a swift pace, with Folsom event made him high scorer for dropped in a pivot, but lay-ups
cut the
running second, twenty yards the White. Merrow shattered pre- McEaxland and Deane
single point at
back. Then on the last lap, Cabot vious marks in the 150 Back- Maine lead to a
made the fatal mistake of look- stroke with a 1:40.5, setting a the half.
The Polar Bears opened the
ing back. Off the last turn Fol- new Tech Pool record and the
som unleashed a terrific kick Bowdoin record as well, set by second session like a house afire.
and Speirs hit from outSlattery
1942.
Dunbar
in
Roger
Easton.
nip
him
to
enabled
which
Gath again broke one hundred side and then the latter made it
Auten
Chuck
The improving
points in the diving event, as 26-21 on a drive in shot. Bowdoin
placed a close third.
edged by MITs held a 33-28 margin until late in
Over at the pit. Bob Emerson Blaine was barely
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
{ Please Turn To Page 4 ]
of Bowof

£

Maine and Ken Cross

doin were engaged in an exciting
pole vaulting duel. Finally Cross
succummed to the veteran Emerson, but not before he reached

11' 8", his all time high.
Bob
Cross and John Nichols, both of
order Bowdoin, tied for third.
although Chris Langaard skied
Ollie Emerson of Bowdoin won
the first trial in a time that was the high jump easily with Branfour seconds better than any of che and Beals tied for second. Bob
the other competitors. A fall in Emerson of Maine snatched his
the second run eliminated him second triumph when he outdisfrom the scoring.
tanced Branche in the brbad
The Jayvee team defeated Ed- jump, Bill Toomey of Bowdoin
ward Little by a score of 200 to took third.
160 as Bruce Alden and Jim
The two mile was the most enVeghte did the high scoring for
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
the Jayvees.

Houghton won the four and a bine was

half cross-country held on the
proved an effective one
two
Freestyle *- Won by punch as they put together a same day with Bowdoin's Caldsecond,
Cooper seven point string to open up the well finishing second. The classic
(B);
combine of these two events was
(E); third, Babbitt (E). Time second
half.
McFarland
and
won by Bates with Bowdoin
2:38.8.
Power hit from the foul line to
Won by make it 29-24. Burns and Power placing second.
100 yd. Backstroke
The slalom, held on the second
Fraser <B); second, Harding matched goals and when Bow(E); third, Lowit (E). Time doin's second team came back on, day at Bridgton, turned into a
clean
sweep for Bowdoin as
1:14.5.
Bates went on a 12 point splurge.
Won by Ray Clark's set shot broke the Burke, Bruce White, Chris Lan100 yd. Freestyle
gaard and Merrill Hastings finLewis (B); second, McAllister string but another Joyce one
(E); third. Griffin (B). Time hander made it 45-28 at the
1:19.1.

220

Polar Cubs Dunk

Edward

Downs

Jumbos Register

game.

—

Win

well balanced Maine aggreThe University of Maine hoopsters managed to come from begation, which captured ten first hind last Saturday night to nip the Polar Bean 50 to 47 and
defeated the Bowdoin thus hand them their sixth straight setback in the feature clash
places,
trackesters by a score of 67 to 50. of Saturday's doubleheader. In the first ganae Portland High
Led by George Marsanskis, who trimmed the Bowdoin J.V.'s 41 to 37.
scored a triple in the weights;
Elmer Folsom. winner of the mile
Bob Speirsarfd two operatives
and 1,000; Bob Emerson, victor in
who have been on the bench the
the pole vault and broad jump;
Tufts, greater part of the year, Larry
and Al Brown, winner of the 300
Deane and Pat Slattery, sparked
and 600; the visitors always had M.I.T. In
Meets; Bowdoin in a gallant losing efcontrol of the situation.
fort. It was largely through this
trio's efforts that the Big White
Matt Branche. handicapped by a
Slashes
held the vaunted visitors in check
bruised ankle, was the Bowdoin
The White Swimmers made a until the last two minutes of play.
high scorer, with his first in the
hurdles, second in the broad jump, clean sweep last weekend, dunk- Speirs accounted for 12 points beand a tie for second in the high ing both Tufts and MIT ih their fore he fouled out in the last perjump. Matt shared the honors respective pools. The Tufts Var- iod. Deane and Slattery picked up
with Joe Woods, whose dynamic sity, competing for the first time 12 and 11 largely on set shots.
finish in the two mile, was the in their new $75,000 Swimming
Shum White got the basket
most thrilling Bowdoin victory of Pool, was outpointed 45-30 last that gave Maine the lead for the
the day; and Ken Cross, a fresh- Friday night. Travelling to Cam? last time, and George O'Donnell
men, who vaulted IT 8", eight bridge Saturday, the Millermen got the clincher, but the big guns
inches higher than he had ever won Number Two 41-34.
the visitor's offensive were
in
done before.
In the Tufts meet, Merrow, Sol- Charlie Goddard with 17 markThe meet opened wi»'i an up- tysiak, and ftemblen easily won ers and Ted Boynton with 15.
set when Les Cole, who is station- the 300 Medley Relay, with a fast Boynton carried the load in the
ed at the Maine Annex, w-.m ihe 3:10.2. Mai Chamberlain and Diek first half with 11 points and God40 yard dash ."rom the favorite, Curry paced Pepper of Tufts for dard concentrated 10 of his .total"
Hagopian. Pu-s lead wa.? offset by a second and third respectively, in the second. The Pale Blue
valuable
four seemed to be still suffering from
Branche and Straehan placing contributing a
points toward the total. But as the effects of their recent rigorone, two in th~i hurdier..
About this time, George Mars- Dashman Pete Grant edged Sing- ous road trip. Dan Danforth, the
of Tufts in the fifty, he was state's leading scorer, didn't pick
anskis, tall, blond Maine weight- er
man, took the situation into hts disqualified on a bad turn Junior up a point.
The opening period was a slow
own hands. Making up in power Gath and Bill Blaine took first
and second diving honors to can- one. Two minutes went by before
for his lack of form, George won
Tufts early lead.
Matt Branche opened the scoring
the discuss with a toss of 115 cel

Swimmers Swamp

MW

In the town of Tishiraingo, Mississippi. The npstaters were considered to be at least twenty
points stronger than the Bowdoia

Last Minute Baskets

A

Erv Houther's quin-

scries

By Dan

To Sink Bowdoin

HOTEL EAGLE
NEW

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Maine

Wilder
[ Continued from Page i

[

)

a committee

for further study of
the matter in view of making recommendations to Congress.
Bradley Listen* To College Gripes

Of

special interest

the 750

to

non-profit educational institutions

in the country, such as Bowdoin, re-

ceiving

V-A^

tuition

it

Omar

from the

grants

was V.A. Director General

N. Bradley's prediction that

in the near future such institutions
will receive seventy-five percent of

term en-

tuition bills as soon as a

rollment

reported

is

—such

ac-

counts to be balanced in detail at
*
the end of the term.
During lively discussion motivated by red-taped college delegates. General Bradley pointed out
that the $65 and $90 basis for veteran subsistance was set by Congress, not the VA; and that it was
never the intention of Congress for
the amounts to cover living expenses. These are intended for aid
only. No indications of increase in
subsistance amounts were revealed
by the discussions, according to Mr.
Wilder.

Military Training Imperative
is very plain that, in the event

"It

of another

—total war—inevit-

war

ably the first serious blow would
be against the United States," declared Lt. General J. Lawton Col-

Chief of Public Information
the Army, in an excellent
speech recommending universal
military training befpre the final
gathering of the Association on
lins,

for

January

15.

Opposition to such training had
been voiced the previous evening
by Charles C. Turck, President of
the Association, and was echoed
during the symposium by the oratorical Mordecia Johnson, President of Howard University.
President Carter Davidson of
Union College suggested that in
the event of universal training,
processing work for individuals be
done during spring while they
were still in high school. He also
suggested that training be limited
to three summer months, thus allowing individuals to continue education.

Agreeing

with

the

.

need

for

training, Mr. Wilder says wasteful loss of time could be eliminat-

ed by using trained reserve personnel for initial processing and
personnel
training
specialized
who cannot afford to devote full
t ime to Service, but could help immeasurably for short periods.

—

Game

Library Shows Exhibit

Continued from Page 3

Track Meet

Of Longfellow's Poem

)

the stanza when Goddard got hot
and the Black Bears moved out
into a 35-34 lead. A set shot by
Slattery gave Bowdoin the advantage as the period ended.
Branche, Slattery and McFarland rang up field goals in short
order as the final period began,
but with Bowdoin leading 42-35
with eight minutes left, Branche
fouled out and Bowdoin lost valuable control of the backboards.
Despite this the home team held
a 46-42 bulge when Speirs fouled
out six minutes later. Ken Cosseboom cut this in half with a layup.
McFarland made it three
again with a foul shot. Cosseboom
broke through to score again and
pandemonium broke loose when
Goddard was awarded two free
tosses as he was fouled in the act
of shooting. The big boy missed
both, biit White's tap-in gave
Maine a 48-47 advantage with 45
seconds left. O'Donnell sealed it
up 10 seconds from the buzzer.
Portland High got away to a
fast start in the prelim and led
7-0 before Milt MacDonald could
hit from the foul line after six
minutes of^play. The Blue led at
the period 10-5. The J.V.'s got
hot in the second fyune and led
by Al Tobey moved out in front
21-16 against the Portland second
team. The visitors pulled back
within two points and trailed 2119 at the half. The Bowdoin lead
was increased to 29-25 as Tobey.
Foster. Monaghan and Leonard
accounted for the J.V. points in
the third period. Portland put together an 11 point string midway
in the final period to clinch the
decision. Tobey led the Bowdoin
scorers with 11 and Mike Colello
was high for Portland with 9.

Swimming
[ Continued from Page 3 ]
Unuvar. Captain Alec Penny won
a first in the hundred, but was
edged by Leonard in a fast fifty
of 24 flat. The White and Tech
traded relays, as Bowdoin took
the Medley and dropped the Freestyle
Race. Paul Moran again
contributed a second behind Soltysiak, but Searles shaded Merrow in the 440 in a slow race.
The White never seemed in
danger at Cambridge, maintaining a steady lead throughout the
meet. Coach Bob Miller, incidentally, was stricken with a bad cold
on Saturday, forcing his absence
at MIT, but his bedside strategy
evidently caught the Techmen off
balance just the same.

[Continued from Page ;]

couraging race, from the Bowdoin
Commemorating the centennial viewpoint. Joe Woods, running
year of the publication of Henry under direction of Jack Magee,
W. Longfellow's poem "Evange- was content to run in fourth place
line," the library is currently ex- until the last three laps. Then Joe
hibiting a collection of different "took off and moved into the
editions of the poem in a show- lead. The last lap produced some
sensational running as Morton of
case on the first floor.

The exhibit includes a first edition of "Evangeline," an edition
published at London in 1851 and
illustrated by Benham,
Foster,
and Gilbert, a copy' illustrated by

Howard

Chandler

Christy, anedition published in

other London
1856 and illustrated by John Gilbert, several gift editions, &ime
school text copies, and translations into foreign languages.
In addition to the books there
are two letters on display. The

first, which Longfellow wrote to
Hawthorne, is dated November
29, 1847 from Cambridge, Massachusetts, and is written in thanks

point

Branche And McFarland
Lead Basketball Scoring

Although held to four points in
the Maine game Matt Branche
was still the Varsity's high scorer. Thirteen points behind in second place with a total of 53
points is Packy McFarland. Bobby Speirs took over third place
Maine desperately tried to over- from Jeff Power as he garnered
haul Woods. However, Joe had 12 points in his last game.
enough to win by three yards.
O F pts. pet.
The time was 10:27.9, twenty secBranche
27 10 66 .306
onds faster than last year's Maine
McFarland
18 17 53 .230
..
champion.
Speirs
21
8 50 .538
40 yd dash: Cole (M), Hagopian Power
17 11 45 .234
(Ml, Murphy (B) time, 4.8 sec. Silsby
11
4 26 .255
45 yd hurdles: Branche (B), Stra- Slattery
4 24 .400
.10
chan (B), Beal (M) time, 6.1 Deane
9
3 21 .360
sec.
Clark
7
5 19 .194
4
5 13 .142
300 yd dash: Brown (M), Butler Gkldings
Beem
5
2 12 .111
(B), time 33.4 sec.
2
4
8 .222
600 yd run: Brown (M), Silsby Piper
2
4 .250
(M)> Burnham (B). time 1:15.3 Devine
min.

to Hawthorne for his interest in 1,000 yd ran: Folsom (M), Easton (B), Auten (B). time 2:24.7
the new poem "Evangeline." The
min.
*
is a letter received at the
[Continued from Page j]
college in 1940, and is duplicated Mile: Folsom (M), Eastop (B),
Schrack
(B).
time
4:36\8.
below:
The curtain raiser, in direct
2 Mile: J. Woods '(B), Morton
Mr. Henry W. Longfellow
contrast to the main event, was
(M), Everett (M). time 10:27.9
a ball game all the way. The visBowdoin College
min,.
iting J.V.'s opened up an early
Brunswick, Maine
High Jump: O. Emerson (B),
9-5 lead, but Al Tobey's pair
My Dear Mr. Longfellow:
Branche (B) and Beals (M) tie
closed this gap only to have BailI think your pome Evangeline
for second. Height 5'8"
was very interesting hut sad in Pole Vault: R. Emerson (M). K. ey drop in a lay-up to give the
Garnet a 11-9 lead at the quarsome places. I don't think it
Cross (B), Nichols (B) and R.
ter. The Bobcats opened up a 23could be improved in any way I
Cross (B) tie for third. Height
18 halftime margin despite a six
12'
don't think Evangeline was a very
suitable name you should have Broad Jump: R. Emerson (M),
named her «omething a name
Branche (B), Toomey (B) dist.
21'3"
like,
"Anne"
or
"Shirley",

Bates

Game

second

,

"Mary", or Mildred

Bowdoin spurt midway

in

the second stanza.
Bill Hawkins got hot in the
third period and led the Polar
Bears into a 26-24 lead. Bailey
put in a field goal end foul, and
Jenkins made it 29-26 at the
quarter with a set shot. Hawkins
and Tobey kept Bowdoin within
range until a Hawkins shot gave
the .home team a 41-40 lead with
a minute an* a half to* go. Bates
came back with two quick baskets to put it on ice.
Bailey was high man with 20

Hawkins and Tobey led
Bowdoin with 14 and 10 respectively. MacDonald also played a

points.

competent game for the

losers.

Bowdoin-On-The-Air To

Vary
A

WGAN Program

January 16 reorganization of

Bowdoin-on-the-Air is expected
to result in a wider variety and
higher quality on the weekly

Alpha Derts' Lead In
Basketball League
The Zetes defeated the Chi
Psi's by two points last Monday
night to leave the A.D.s the only
undefeated team. With only one

undefeated team remaining, the
to Interfraternity basketball league
Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. '47, Chair- race settled down to the point
man of the group and Director of where dark horses were appearing on the scene. Although the
its Executive Committee. Other
A.D.s were still in the lead the
officials of the Committee are D.U.s and the Zetes were moving
Clarence Fiedler *49, Assistant into a challenging position.
Director; John R. Hupper '50,
Team
L
Corresponding Secretary; Ralph
Chi Psi
5
1
Griffin '46, Secretary; Richard A.
A.
4
Wiley '49, Publicity Director; and
D. U.
4
1
John L. Merrill '44, Treasurer.
T.
3
1
Associate
Professor Albert R.
Zete
3
1
Thayer continues as Faculty AdPsi
3
3
visor.
Kappa Sigs
2
2
revised program policy vuJll
Beta
1
3
feature
occasional
round-table
Sigma Nu
1
3
discussions in which undergraduDeke
1
4
ates and faculty members will
A. T.
1
4
participate. The innovation was
A. R. U.
5
inaugurated on the Jan. 15 broadFollowing are the ten leading
cast when Fickett, Fiedler and interfraternity scorers:
Richard G. Warren '44 discussed
pta.
it
"A Constructive American Labor Carey, D.
U
35
4 74
Policy."
Whitney, K. S
31
4 66

WGAN

according

broadcasts,

W

D

Variety

D

[Continued from Page a]
for the week goes
(of all things) to the A. F. of L.
for their branding of the C. I. O.
request for a 25% increase all
along the line. The fact that Na-

Our bouquet

than became the laughing stock
of the country for some' of his
earlier figures did not prevent the
C. I. O. from basing their request on his statistics. The A. F.
Of L. with an honesty we find
•

most becoming, stated any such
figures were false and unfair to
F. of L.
If, as the A.
suggested, this is another Communistic plan to further rack
American industry', we sincerely
hope American labor will not fall
in with it as they have on more
than one occasion in the past.
business.

U

A

-

O

G F

ARU

Today's program, at 3:15 p.m., Catler,
will feature musical selections by Thorburn, S.
Frederick Weidner, HI '50 and F. Kimball, T. D.

26
23
25

N

George Peabody

'50.

Members of the group plan to
prepare a report pertaining to the
possible establishment of a campus broadcasting studio.

Taussig, A.

.

.

D

*

B. Devine, Deke
Ilickey. D. U.
Russell, A.

...

D

U

Toscani, D.

21
14
21
19
19

Evangeline Shot Pat: Marsanskis (M), Collins (M), Lukens (B). dist 40*
8"
the words that were used ex- 85 Lb Wt.: Marsanskis (M). L.
pressed the characters feeling's
Martin (B), Parsons (B). dist.
48'9"
greatly. I have not read the ending of the book but I hope that Discus:
Marsanskis (M), Parit is as well expressed as fie tcsons (B), Libby (M) dist. 114*
8"
ging was. I hope it ends happlv.
if

means the same as the book said
it means a saints name I think

^

England Sales Manager of the
John A. Roebling's Sons Company and before that was associated
the Wickwire Spencer Steel
To Harvard Post with
Company.
The appointment of Prescott H.
Born in Bangor in 1908, Mr.
Vose '29 as Purchasing Agent of Vose went from Bowdoin to Ihe
Harvard Graduate School of BusHarvard University
was
an-

Prescott H. Vose

Named

iness

Administration,

graduating

nounced on Monday by Edward with the degree of Master of
Reynolds,

Administrative

Vice-

B.is-

iness Administration in 1931. He
is a member, of Rotary, Gyro International, the American Marketing Association, and the Junior

President of the University.
Mr. Vose has been State Director of the Office of Price Administration in Maine since 1942. Executives' Club of the
Previously he served as New Chamber of Commerce.

Boston

Citing Bowdoin as an example,
Mr. Wilder knows of several men
College now
responsible
administrative posinot to
tions during the war
speak of many other reserves now
enrolled in Bowdoin, whose techniand practicable experience
cal
would insure efficiency in such
processing and training in local

connected with the
in the reserve

who held

command and

—
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areas.

MIKE'S PLACE

HOT DOG8
BOTTLKD BEEB

ITALIAN 8AM»HKH1>
Phone 974-M for delivery
Maine. Street

presents

Maine

Brunswick

100%

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL WOOL

ALL Your

Grey Flannel

PRINTING
We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERSSTATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Slacks

Printing

Aak Us For Quotations

•
r

The RECORD OFFICE
Phones

1

and 8

Paul K. Nlven. Bowdoin 1916

Manager
Printers of The Orient

SUBSCRIBE

Now

S5.50

S4.25

TIME

Harry

8-50

4.50

... 10.00

7.75

...

all wool
Oxford and Cambridge shades

from 29 to 36.

NOW

After Feb. 28th

FORTUNE

England's largest stock of fine
flannels in

in sizes

$11.00

Special Veterans' Rates
Savings of 3A to 40%

LIFE

New
Grey

& $12.50

Me— e r

•15 Flattmsfe Avenue
Brooklyn 25. N. Y.

magazines checked above.
Eaelased Is check or money order
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unit or aerial

Outfitters to
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FORUM
SPONSORS TALK
BY NEWSMAN

Clergy Leads Groups At
Fraternity House
Discussions

Decision To "Mai" Morrell In TransMarkham of "Monitor" Reveals Final
Continental Telephone Message After Four
To Speak About
Years Of Uncertainty
Communism

The Bowdoin Christian

POLITICAL

Associ-

"Imperial

ation presented the fourteenth annual Religious Forum on February 16th to 18th. The main
topic of discussion was "How does
Youth Look at Religion?" There
were 12 sub-topics to be discussed
at the various fraternity houses,
and these were divided into six
questions an evening.
Monday evening's discussions

covered

"What does youth

feel

it

can

contribute to the church?"
"Is the college man basically
religious or irreligious T"
"What kind of nourishment
does religion require?"
"What place has religion in a

Kim Kyle »«

Class

Of

1947

Chooses Kyle
For President
New elected officers for the class

of 1947 are: Kim Kyle, President;
education?"
"What part does youth expect Joseph J. Wright, Jr., Vice Presithe college to play in his re- dent; and Kenneth M. Schubert,
ligious life?"
Secretary and Treasurer. These

On Tuesday evening, the remaining six points were taken up. new officers were elected at a
meeting held at Adams Hall, JanThey were:
"International relations."
uary 23. The retiring officers
"Racial and inter-faith rela- were: Leo J. Dunn, Jr., President,
tions."

economic who presided at tn% meeting;
Richard A. Roundy, Jr., Vice
order, etc"
Business relations and personal President; and Charles W. Curtis,
problems."
Secretary and Treasurer.
Social relations."
Kim Kyle comes from Ware"Family life."
The chairman of the Forum, ham, Massachusetts. During the
Joseph W. Woods '47, gave a war he served as a member of
Chapel address explaining the the American Field Service. He
founding and functioning of the has been a member of the' swimforum Saturday. The Reverend
ming team since his return to
William E. Wimer, New England
Minister to Students for the Con- Bowdoih^Hewas forced through
Churches lack of time^W^glve this up when
gregational
Christian
spoke at chapel on Sunday, and he was elected Steward and
conducted an open forum discus- Treasurer of\jhe Beta Theta Pi
sion in the Moulton Union Lounge
the

•

Fraternity.

at 7:00.

Monday's Chapel Address was
delivered by the Rev. Charles
E. O'Connor, Chaplain for the
University of Maine. At 2:00 p.m.
there was a meeting of the visiting clergymen after a lunch at
the Moulton Union, and from 4:30
to feQO President and Mrs. Sills
were to be at home In honor of
the members of the forum.
At 8.15 Professor T. M. Green
of Vale University delivered the
Phi Beta Kappa address on the
topic of The Challenge to Liberal
Education.
Rabbi Benjamin Rodwogin gave
the Chapel address on Tuesday,
and the clergy met again in the

Moulton Union Lounge at

2:00.
At 6:30 the second fraternity discussion groups were held.

Gordon Gillett '34, desiring that
the Bowdoin Christian Association
[ Continue d on Pag* a ]
„

s.

Joseph WrightViwwne is in AtDuring
Massachusetts.
the war he served with the Army
Air Forces in Italy. He is a member of the Theta Delta Chi Fratlcboro,

ternity.

Kenneth Schubert

New

York.

is

from Port

With Temple Orators
Bowdoin, in a non-decision debate with Temple University held
in the Moulton Union last Tuesday evening, upheld the affirmative of "should labor have a direct share in management of industry?"
Alfred M. Wehren '47 and

Lewis

P.

Fickett,

'47

Jr.

repre-

Bowdoin. Temple Univerwas represented by Alfred
Mongin and Frank Sceinlan. The
debate was followed by an open
forum discussion. "Bowdoin will
sented
sity

debate the negative of this question with Temple in Philadelphia
24. Alfred Wehren
was substituted for Clement
A. Hicbcrt '47 who had an ap-

on February
'47

pendectomy.

The Bowdoin team

will

go to

Lafayette in East on. Pa., on Feb.
ruary 25. On March 7 Bowdoin
will debate with Amherst here,
and on the 21st there well be a
dual debate at Amherst.
Bowdoin is entering its debaters
in the Grand National Forensic
Tournament at the University of
Virginia April 3-5.

"It will be like going

By David CroweU
home to these athletes

ern Europe" will be the subject be among friends again." smiled
Reuben H. Mark- Adam Walsh at the conclusion of
ham on Friday evening at 8:15 a transcontinental telephone conversation with Athletic Director
in the Moulton Union.
Mai Morrell, a talk which finally
Mr. Markham, who will come to settled the question asked by
Brunswick under the auspices of every Bowdoin student, alumnus
the Bowdoin Political Forum, is and, in fact, every football fan
"Will Walsh rea well-known foreign correspon- in the country:
turn to Bowdoin?" Adam will
dent, writer and lecturer. After
soon return to Brunswick.
taking degrees at Union TheologIn the four years since Walsh
ical Seminary and Columbia Un- left Bowdoin, he has taken
his
iversity, he went to Bulgaria as a crack at "the big time." As line
missionary educator in 1912. Dur- coach of Notre Dame and as head
ing the first World War he en- coach of the Cleveland-Los AngeAdam was the first
gaged in Y.M.C.A. work in Russia les Rams
and France. After a year of grad- freshman coach to win a prohe has
uate study in New York City he fessional championship
returned to Bulgaria as editor of worked with the outstanding footan evangelical paper, a position ball players of the country. But
which he was forced to resign because he is a builder, not only
"because of his vigorous oppo- of teams but of men. Walsh resition to the brutal persecution portedly rejected offers from four
of workers and peasants by fas- Universities whose stress on football would lead to lucrative financist-like regime."
Assignments as foreign corres- cial return.
pondent for various publications
Why did this man terminate
have taken Mr. Markham to his leave of absence and come,
many parts of the world. From back to his highly-esteemed as1926 through the early thirthies sociates at Bowdoin
President
he was Bulgarian, and later Bal- Sills, Ma] Morrell. Dinny Shay,
kan correspondent for the Christ- Frank
and
the
Sabasteanski
ian Science Monitor, doing addi- others? It is a good bet that
tional work for the London News Adam, realizing that the College
Chronicle. In 1935 he went to would
not subsidize athletics,
Ethiopia to cover the war there, would not sacrifice its scholastic
and the following year he made a standing through the drafting ol
trip to the Holy Lands. In 1938-9 athletes, and would not put foot
he was a correspondent for the ball before classroom education,
London Times.
felt that at Bowdoin more than
After three years as staff writ- at any other college, he could
er for the Monitor, Mr. Markham build potential football players
entered war work in New York, into great athletes, and round
Washington, and overseas in the
Mediterranean area, as Deputy
Director for work for the Balkans, in the Office of War Information. In 1945 he returned to
Europe and remained as correspondent for the Monitor until
June 23, 1946. when, according to

He was form-

—

—

—

j

member of the American
Field Service in the Chipa-BurmaIndia theatre of operations. Last
erly a

Play Contest

his biographical brochure,

"expelled

by

Romania and

&

Plummer Awards

Trials for the Class of 1868
Prise Speaking Contest will be
held at 7 p.m. on Thursday, April
10,

in

Upper Memorial

Hall, ac-

cording to' Professor Albert R.
Thayer. The contest is open to
any student who wiU complete
his senior year by February, 1948.
Students who will have completed their junior year by February, 1948. are eligible for the
Stanley Plummer Speaking Conteat. Trials will be held in Upper
.Memorial on March 27 at 7.-00
pun.
Each of the prise contests involves the writing of an original
ten to twelve minute piece. Contestants should notify Prof. Thayer of their intention to enter
these contests.

fl^^^M

When

dispelled this feeling.

Mai" Morrell emphasized that
"Shay did an outstanding job this
material,
fall with inexperienced
and he would definitely have continued as head football coach except tor Adam's decision," he
showed the implicit faith in Dinny that any of his associates

t

Brown.

2 p.m. Faculty Room. Meeting
on the Needs of the College.
Basketball at Boston Univer-

Debating

vs.

Temple

at

Phila-

Philoon.
USA. Retired.
'05.
Administrative
Assistant to the Governor of

C.

Bowdoin

MaineA

All

are welcome.

former

officers

foreign

Profmsor William A. Moody

Different individuals, he stated,

look at religion in different ways.

Professor Moody
Dies February 2
After Injury

is too much of the negand too little of the posiin the general attitude ol
life,"
college graduates toward

"There

ative

Twenty-three

Term

Sun Rises

Men

Receive Straight A's

By Bay
It

leemt to us that the United

States Government Is extremely inconsistent in its analysis of the Intelligence of the college veteran.
One of the veteran's first appointwith the V A, tn Memorial
ments
HalL In a grueling two hours, the
hapless Veteran's Advisor pa e*
out ream after ream of complicated forms, defying the Intelligence of Omar Bradley himself,

H

—

s - r

hi

aware of the com-

blasts of the radio commercials.
and the screaming headlines in the
advertisements, a biology major of
our acquaintance invested In the
Everaharp model, reputedly the
best, at least in price. He actually
the little
liked the pea, but
pamphlet that came with It bothered him immensely. Our friend,

first

R

'48.

Everyone

petition In the field of ball-point
pens, and finally yielding to the

sfap in the face

—

Jr.

Swift

it is, although a little Introverted, Is a
sixty-five bucks very sincere person, but he could
comes through, to see on the back net quite see Everaharp patenting

What a
when the

Dwellcy >49, Lewis P. of the check, a stipulation that if
with an "X," it
'47, John F. Gustaf- the check is signed
son '50, Morton G. Henry '50, must be countersigned by two witStillman P. Hilton '48, William A. nesses. The veteran must sign and
Johnson '46, Shepard Lifshitz '47, write his name, his full name: last
Dana P. Ripley '50. Martin E. name first, middle initial; frontRobinson '48. Harold M. Small, Jr. wards, backwards, upside down; on
'46,
Malcolm E. Stevenson '50, all his forms if he can't sign his
David M. Towk? '46. Richard A. name by then, he doesn't deserve
Wiley '49. Frederic R. Woodruff, his sixty-five bucks.

ward

tive

the Capillary Action.

-How

could

anybody patent Capillary Action?", he screamed. "I suppose to
circulate Wood now we have to get
a license from the Everaharp Company: What happens to trees,
birds, plants?" Perceiving a wild,
burning glare suddenly come into

we

left

slammed the

door.

his eyes,

[

hurriedly,

Continued on Page 4

]

and

declared Kenneth C. M. Sills,
President of the College, in a
Baccalaureate Address urging the
|

importance of duty to fifty-three
graduates at special Commencement Exercises held in the College Chapel Saturday. February
eighth.

"Because all of us arc not
aware of the dreadful urgency oi
the times we drift along yielding
to the tide. If the motto 'It is
later than >t>u think' could be
burned into the soul of every colthe country,
in
lege graduate

made," he
of
examples
citing
need from affairs of government, society, home, and educa-

some gain might be
continued,
this

tion.

While attacking the illusion
"The society of educated
is composed only of college

that

men"

graduates, President Sills stressed
the vital importance of the college or university as one of the
few stable and enduring institutions of mankind, especially significant in the chaotic conditions
of the present day.
the ancient
in
Participating
formula with the Hon. Clement F.
President
of
LL.D.,
Robinson.
the Board of Overseers and assisted by Nathaniel C. Kendrick,

the game.

not

nevertheless,

with

the

who

cheers

and may have a

sidelines

slight stake in

too

but

result

He

is,

concerned
assumes a

more or less passive role.
There are those who profess
they have outgrown religion, as
the

who

girl

playing

disclaims

with the doll of her younger

may

that

somber
Life,
is

those

sis-

who

suddenly discover religion as

and

attractive
lize

there are

Tlien

ter.

it

is

startling

and rea-

not a black-garbed,

affair.

Wimer

Reverend

claims,

completely inadequate unless
seen

the

it

perspective

can
and traditions of Christianity. As
the gift and creation of God. life
be

is

in

seen in nature, spiritual laws,

individuals,

and the history of

all

civilization.

God

"I believe in a

Reverend

said

laws of

God

of justice.'

Wimer.

arc

not

the

"If

obeyed,

it

man, not God, who falls. It is
man. net God, who suffers." In
is

Jesus Christ God reveals himself
and shows the perfection to which
man is capable. "He is the one

In creating the Fellowships, the helper.

Woods President

the interested spectator,

is

as at a football game,

on the

Boston Globe sought a World War
Professor Moody, born in KenMemorial which would be of nebunkport on July Al, looo, tuimmediate benefit to the gener- tored Bowdoin in 1878 after havation that did the fighting, and ing prepared for college at Halthat would also help to remove lowell Classical Academy. After
the threat of another world war, achieving an outstanding record
by increasing international good at college and being elected to
will and understanding through Phi Beta Kappa before graduatthe exchange of students.
ing in 1882, he taught for a year
at Edward Little High School in
Auburn. In 1884 he returned to
Bowdoin as an instructor and was
Sills

Emphasizes
Sense Of Duty
To 53 Graduates

sponsored

with a chapel address

17,

There

II

Fickett. Jr.

delphia.

the

w&

he was

Twenty-three men received all
Team vs. Yale (postal).
Ski Team at University of "A"s in their courses for the Fall
Mp'ne. J.V. Ski Team at Trimester, a new high both for
the number of straight "A" men
Gould Academy.
and for the number of "A" men
2 nm. Track vs. Rates.
7:30 p.m.
Swimming, A.A.U. in proportion to the size of the
college, Dean Nathaniel C. KcndMeet.
rick announced last week.
Sunday, Feb. 28—
The men who received straight
5 pjn. Chanel. The President.
Memorial Service for the late "A" arc: Robert W. Biggar. Jr.
William
Albk>n 49. Edwin S. Briggs (Grad.).
Professor
Moodv. Sc. D. The choir will Douglas Carmichael '44, Charles
sing "Death I do not fear G. Chason '46, Charles M. Grain
'46, Robert M. Cross '45, Jackson
thee" bv Bach.
H. Crowell '48. Charles W. Curtis
Monuav. Feb. 24—
'47, Robert W. Donovan '46. HoChanel. The President.

8 pjn. Moulton Union. Meeting
of Bath-Brunswick Chanter.
Reserve Officers Association.
Sneaker. Maj. Gen. Wallace

to enter

High School. He comsaid that the Polar Bears would ed Ipswich
not win a game. Yet Dinny Shay, pleted his preparation at Clark
with patient maneuvering of the Preparatory School at Hanover.
scanty materials at hand, built a N. H. before the war. Joining the
team that will be remembered as
Professor Emeritus William A.
U. S. Army in 1940. Mr. Robertone of the gamest, most upstandAfri- Moody. Wing Professor of Mathing elevens in many autumns. son went through the North
ematics and counselor to many
And its record
not a poor can campaign with the infantry',
Bowdoin men during his fortyone.
returned to this country as an air two years on the faculty, died
The Athletic Director's state- cadet but eventually transferred at the Brunswick hospital on Sunment that Shay will continue to to the engineer corps. As an en- day. February 2, after having
be "a very important member of
been a patient there since Janour coaching staff and depart- gineer he joined the fth Army uary 25 following an accident
ment" is significant. The prospect overseas, fought with it through when he fractured his hip after
of working with Dinny, his right- Italy and France, and was demo- falling on a slippery sidewalk.
hand man for eight years here, bilized as a First Lieutenant.
Funeral services for Professor
was certainly a great inducement
At Bowdoin Mr. Robertson is Moody were held at his home on
contributing to Walsh's return.
Federal
Street
the following
four
year
the
going through
And Shay was happy, too.
Tuesday afternoon. Honorary'
"There is no questioi: that course in two years. In spite of bearers from the College faculty
Bowdoin will again have the out- the work this involves, he has included President Kenneth C. M.
standing coach in the country. also found time to play on the Sills, Professor Emeritus Wilmot
We have worked together eight varsity football team and oe a B. Mitchell, and Professor Edyears and expect to continue to- member of the Student Council.
ward S. Hammond.
gether many more," he said.
Professor Moody's freshman
The Boston Globe World War
eswere
Fellowships
course in mathematics was, along
Memorial
II
I Continued on Page ; ]
tablished last year to permit ten with English, one of the two reNew England college undergrad- quired freshman courses for the
uates to travel and study for a entering students. As long as he
year outside the United States had taught, he had been to countbut inside the Western Hemi- less Bowdoin men not only an inspiring teacher but a friendly
sphere.

'

.

ruary

visit

was

—

lie

For Spring

,

on the current Christian collegiate topic, "How Docs Youth Look
At Religion?"

eventually

all

Eng-

American University, and to

the

Forunron Sunday, Feb-

Christian

various United States consulates
He plans
America.
In South

Meddiebempsters

New

of

BCA

land, opened

service of the United States.
With but one returning letterMr. Robertson is a native of
man last fall, the outlook for the Ipswich, Mass.. where he attendIt

Movement

Christian

Robertson will use the. Globe Fellowship to study history, economics and government at some South

hold.

Bowdoin team was dim.

Religion

William E. Wimer.
Minister for Congregational
Churches in New England, and
Student Pastor for the Student

had been said that
It
Era" of football at ton Globe's ten $1,000 World War
Bowdoin was over. Last fall it II Memorial Fellowships.
was very definitely Dinny Shay
Graduating next summer, Mr.

who

On

v

Reverend

"Golden

White Key Names

Rifle

'68

South America

Alexander Robertson, Jr. '49
the has been awarded one of the Bos-

men

FORUM

B.C.A.

The Rev. William Wimer
Discusses Youth's View

Receives Fellowship For
Year Of Study In

Masque And Gown Busy Radio Week
Sponsors Annual Features S moker

sity.

Tryouts To Be Held For

into

>
'Russians front i -On~ Monday, March 3, at 8:1
A smoker for freshmen and
Soviet-dominated p.m. Bowdoin audiences will again other undergraduates interested
of
the
performance
witness
the
lands".
in
Bowdoin-on-the-Air, the camMr. Markham has lectured ex- annual one act play contest to
summer he was connected with tensively in the United States, be held* in Memorial Hall under pus radio organization, will be
the lobster flying service here in and he has been a contributor tcv the auspices of the Masque and held in the Moulton Union tomor.Maine, and now handles the busi- Collier's, The Christian Century, Gown. The one acts have been row night at 8:15 under the guidness end of the Bowdoin Airways. The Progressive, and The New one of the many constructive
Fickett, Jr. '47,
He is a member of the Sigma Nu Leader. He is the author of three Bowdoin traditions for over eleven ance of Lewis P.
director of the group.
Fraternity.
books on Bulgaria, and has re- years. A panel of three judges will
Opportunities are offered for
It was voted by the class that cently
prepared manuscripts on select the final winning play.' The
the present officers hold office Yugoslavia and Romania.
author of the winning play will men interested in planning radio
anwriting scripts,
only for the next five years, when
receive the Masque and Gown programs,
new officers will again be elect"Oscar," a medieval herald carved nouncing, and technical work. Aced.
by Gregory Wiggam, cording to Fickett, the recent rein wood
and the prize of twenty five dol- organization of Bowdoin-on-thelars. A second prize of fifteen dol- Air and Its ambitious plans for,
lars will also be awarded. The the future make many positions
plays to be produced are; "An- available for students in radio
other Compass Point" by H. work.
Wednesday, Feb. 19—
The Meddiebempsters. slated to
James Cook, '48, "Rec Hall" by
Chapel, The President.
Douglas Carmichael. '44, "Lady become a regular monthly feaJoseph W. Woods '47 was elect- Going Upstairs" by Robert R. ture on the college radio program
dee Club at Damariscotta.
J.V. Hockey at Hebron. J.V. ed President of the White Key Bliss, '47, and "Afterpiece" by this
presented
semester, were
at its meeting on February 11. Roger P. Mergendahl. '50.
Track at Andover.
this afternoon in a lively program
8:00 p.m.
J.V. Swimming vs. Robert W. Clark '48 was named
H. James Cook won first prize of songs. Roger N. Williams '46,
Secretary.
Brunswick High School.
in the contest of 1945 with his director, led the popular double
It was unanimously voted that
Thursday, Feb. 20—
play "The Impenetrable Shield." quartet in "Jerusalem Morning",
Chapel, Charles G. Chason '46. interfraternity sports events in Douglas Carmichael. President of "George Jones", "Wind Blow Over
which varsity men are eligible to
Friday, Feb. 21—
the Masque and Gown, gained first My Shoulder ". "Shall I Be WaitChapel Musical Service, Mr. participate will henceforth be ex- prize in 1943, and has had a three ing In Despair", and "Sally In
Butzel presiding. Hugh Pen- cluded in computing points for the act play produced, "Shepherd of Our Alley".
dexter III '46, tenor, will" be cup competition.
my People". Robert Bliss ^recently Clarence W. Fiedler. Jr. '49.
The interfraternity swimming was noted for his design of the assistant director of Bowdoin-onthe soloist.
was tentantively set for February
Basketball at Tufts.
'45,
set for "The Cyclops" produced the-Air, Robert E. Shanahan
5 p.m. Faculty Room. Midwin- 27. It was announced that the in conjunction with the Classics feature tenor of the Meddiebempter of the Alumni Council, A.D.'s (5-0) and the Zetes (5-1)
Club. Roger Mergendahl, a novice sters, and Williams outlined to
continuing through Saturday lead the interfraternity basketthe the radio audience the varied acis
to Bowdoin dramatics,
ball league.
morning, February 22.
of the novelist Charles tivities of the singing group.
New members of the White brother
8:15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Mr.
Scheduled for next week at the
Mergendahl. '41.
R.
H.
Markham,
Foreign Key are John M. Holmes '17, A.
Rehearsals arc now in full regular listening time of 3:15
Correspondent for the Chris- RU.; Edwin Leason, Jr. '48. Kap- swing. During the judging period Wednesday afternoon arc intertian Science* Monitor, speaks pa Sig; Ward Stackpole '50, SigGeorge Bernard Shaw's "How She views with several of the foreign
under the auspices of the ma Nu; John Whitcomb. Jr. '48, Lied to Her Husband", a one act students at Bowdoin who will
Political Forum. Subject:*, "Im- D.K.E.; Arthur Dunphy '46. D.U.: satire will be produced by Prof- speak on their respective home
'50,
Edward
Dave
Johnson
Psi
U.:
perial Communism in Eastessor Quinby with a faculty cast. countries.
Murphy, Jr., '49, Chi Psi; and
ern Eurooe."
Howard Reichc, Jr. '50, Beta.
Saturday, Feb. 23
Chapel. Washington's Birthday
Service.
Professor
H.
R.

Chester,

Coming Events

Debaters Vie For Tie

in East-

SUNDAY CHAPEL
ADDRESS OPENS

WORLD WAR II
Offers "GLOBE" AWARD

Refuses Several Other

of a talk by Mr.

liberal

"Capital-Labor,

Communism
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Adam Walsh Returns 'Home'; ROBERTSON WINS

FORUM PRESENTS
MANY SPEAKERS

B.CJL RELIGIOUS

«

19,

who makes

clear

the

spiritual

laws of God."

He

further stated that

man

as

an individual, no matter how depraved, has yet infiite worth in
the sight of God. He is combined
"with saintliness and sinfulness,
with potential goodness but with

great infinities."
The church, imperfoct though it
elevated to the position of full
is in the hands of ordinary people,
professorship in 1888.
nevertheless has been the one inIn 1907. Prbfessor Moody was
time
through
down
named Wing Professor of Math- stitution
which has doggedly stood upon
ematics, a position which he held
the desired purposes of God's will.
until 1926.
is the only avowed .organ set
Although Professor Moody had It
up for the perpetuation of the
been in the capacity of Professor
life."
Emeritus for twenty years, he had "richer
God, Jesus Christ, the church,
nevertheless been active in the
man
of
goodness
community life of Brunswick. He the innate
arc the very
individual
was one of the charter members as an
the
in
stones
foundation
of the locally famous Town and
creation of a religion that is
College Club and belonged for
This relevancy in religover fifty years. He was Presi- relevant.
ion is not just for ministers but
dent o* the Brunswick Savings
mankind; and the law of
and Loan Association as well as for all
be ahided by.
Brunswick God must
the
treasurer
of
"Hard talking and fist poundLibrary Association.
ing" does not work. As in the
Next
Sunday,
February 23,
case of Russia, we cannot overPresident Sills will conduct a
come evil with evil but must
special chapel vesper sen ice in
suade people to our side by usmemory of the loyal teacher.
ing goodness as a weapon against
,evil. "When I see the fraternitit\->
barring a man because of t he
color of his skin or because of

Alumni Council
To Meet Feb. 22

I

;

his

religion,

when

I

know

that

spends 81600 on a class
and Mississippi $160, I
Between twenty-five and thirty cannot sit passively on the sidemembers of the Alumni Council lines."
arc expected to attend meetings
"This, then, is how one young
of that group this weekend, ac- man looks on religion. I am not
cording to Alumni Secretary Sew- as concerned that you agree with
ard J. Marsh. The conferences me as that you yourself," he con-

New York

of pupils

will

be held

in the

Faculty

Room

cluded, "think about religion."

at Massachusetts Hall.

A

business meeting on Friday
afternoon will hear reports on the
award of the Snow Cup, "Alumnus" distribution. Association Income, the Alumni Fund. Alumni

Quaker Representative
Lectures; Interviews

Day, and fund raising. Members
of the Council will be guests of
Next Monday evening at 7:30,
Acting Dean, and Edward S. the college at a dinner in the in Conference A of the Moulton
Hammond, Director of Admis- Moulton Union, after which Pres- Union, Miss Marjorie Allen of
conferred ident Kenneth C. M. Sills will ad- the American
Friends Service
sions,
President
the
Ifty degrees of Bachelor of Arts dress them on "The State of the Committee will address a joint
tnd three degrees of Bachelor of College." A council session at 8:15 meeting of the BCA and Political
Science. The candidates were ied p.m. on "Undergraduate Affairs Forum on the subject of Building
by Jeffery R. Power '43, Marshal. and Campus Life" will be devoted a Peaceful World.
High Scholarship
to brief reports by Acting Dean
All members of the College arc
The fifty-three graduates leave Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Union invited to attend the meeting.
% high academic record as mem- Manager I>onovan D. Lancaster. Following the address, there will
bers of the College; three were Student Council President Wil- be open discussion, and after that
appointed Magna Cum Laude; liam A. Dougherty '46, Director Miss Allen will be glad to arwith
eleven Cum Laude, and eight re- of Dramatics George H. Quinby, range personal interviews
ceived Honors in Subjects. Ap- and Music Professor Frederic E. students who are interested in
percent T. Tillotson.
proximately
forty-one
the summer work projects si>ongraduated with honors or higher
The topics of Saturday's morn- sored by the Quakers.
distinction.
inc meeting will be Admissions.
Some of the summer work .units
After a. prayer led by, the Prosuectine.
and are located in the slum areas of
Scholarships,
Chaplain, Rev. Thompson E. Ash- Public Relations. The speakers our cities, others are in regions
by,
D.D.,
Hon. '30. "Trumpet will lx? Prof. Edward S. Ham- of racial tension, and still others
Tunc," by Rurcell was played by mond. Director of Admissions, arc in mental hospitals. All of
Stanley A. Frederick, Jr. '45 and Athletics Director Malcolm E. these units, are carefully superof
the Morrell, and Professors At hern vised and give those who take
address
following the
President of the College, John J. P. Daggett, Herbert R. Brown, part in them a chance for pracDivine, Jr. '44, baritone, sang and Albert R. Thayer. President tical experience and insight into
Cesar and Mrs. Sills will entertain the some of the major problems of
by
"Panis
Angelicus"
Franck.
our civilization.
Council members at luncheon.

^_i_

!
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By Daoflaa Carmlchael

make an important
Charles

fcdltor-la-Cmlef

W. Cortu

>47

Douglas CUhtkA** '**
Richard A. Wiley '40

Associate Editor*

June*

Managing Editor*

B. Hall '47
Joan H. Nichols, Jr. '49

JifeMM Poor 48
Sporte Editor

Feature Editor
IT

ill

'47, Baymond H.
Mock Walker '50

Wlloy

»47

MfCVHoad It
Netoom L. Towon '47
Ntra* '4ft, Fiid n lofc W.
F.

fl oat ,!)

»

Sub-Editors: P.
'49,

Hasson

Daatiel J.

Aaaastaat Sport* Editor

Swift

OavM

'48,

Crowell

Reporton: Eori ». Archibald, Jr. '4S. Ralph R. Anderson '80, Paul L. Biahop '49, Rogor L. Keavtn •*»,
eymoad 8. Trouafc '80, Bryant H. Whipple '60,
Francis R. Carrie '50. Walter 8. Matter '59,

legiate teams in recent seasons,

turned their backs on the situation and

the religious life
graduates of Bowdoin. presented
the idea of a religious forum
to President
Sills,
who gave
immediate
the
support
to
proposal. In spite of the skepticism
the
with
which both
students
and clergy looked
upon the matter, fourteen ministers of various faiths were invited to the Bowdoin Campus for
three days, and lived at the fraternity houses, holding informal
and intimate discussions with the
students while they were here.

thrown their enthusiasm into

success that fourteen consecutive

a few notable exceptions, have not

been very praiseworthy. Games and
meets have been

new

The undergraduate body

has

freely criticized coaches, players,

and

low.

Arnold Cooper

'48

their unselfish efforts to the

J.

Waxier

'47

Early '49
Churchill Cressey '59
8.

Professor Athern P. Daggett
Associate Professor Philip M. Brown
Charles W. Curtis '47
C. Cabot Barton '48

Managing Editor This

Issue,

John H. Nichols,

Jr. '49

and

need more acutely

men

to

to contribute

many acNowhere is this

of the College.

tivities

felt

than in our

in-

be no

spirit until

resented on gridiron,

Bowdoin is repfield, and track

best athletes.

R. A.

W.

CHANGE IN RUSHING SYSTEM?
Because of a misunderstanding of

hasty action

PublUhed w«*ly wb»n tlium art held dorintr the Fall and
tar ttas rtaeJeota of Bowdoin CoH***- Addrem
to the Editor sad subscription communlssttsoa to the Baslm as sUqmw Of the Bawdoia Publinhin*Company at the ORIENT Offlea In the MouKon Union. Bowdoin
Serin* trimester

Coilaaw. Bruniwick, Mains. Entered aa aeaond elsaa msttsr St the
post agios at Brunewiek. Main*. The iubwrtptlon rata for one

yoar

la

two

(t?)

dollar*.

as

week

that

men on cam-

was interpreted by most
pus

an instance of a pledge being

broken.

It

has been established that

no

pledge was broken, but for several
days, the house allegedly responsible
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FRATERNITY OR COLLEGE FIRST?
Why arc you here at Bowdoin? Did
you come

to leave

something of your-

through youT

efforts, or, as Presi-

for the action received severe criticism

Hyde

dent

said, to "lote" yourself "in

generous enthusiasms and cooperate
with otheTs for

Too

common ends"?
now is the desire

prevalent

the undergraduates

the untrue rumor.

from

all

The

malice between the fraternities

involved was due chiefly to the fact
that the

self

who heard

freshman had not been given

time to realize the strength of his com-

mitment

as a pledge.

What
which

is

has

relation

not the

first

this

one of

incident,

its

kind, to

of

the present rushing system?

toseek

clear

It is

for

all

that

the freshman had been given

if

themselves ot foivthek limited groups

time before the rushing season to be-

and

to give as little as possible to the

College and her

This

activities.

is

come acquainted with

the intricacies

feel-

and
raised be-

cause the coach of track wants those
taking part in the annual inter-

fraternity track

meet to

train regularly

and become permanent members of
the track squad. It seems that these

"temporary" track

if

he could have been given an

men

pledge, there could be

persuasive, could induce a freshman
to break his pledge

DepartmenTof

ticipate in

some organized sport. Many

to offer competition to those

men who

could not make the squad in a major
sport! Later interfraternity sports
initiated to absorb those

not

to give

who

were

could

make one of the college teams,
them a chance to enjoy the

of a

hard-fought competitive

it

was a great distinction

be a member of a varsity squad even

one were

far

down on

But now many men

first

of

two fraternity

dis-

m

'50.

and

undergraduate
Rev.

are:

committee
William E.
New Eng-

—

land Student Christian Movement, and Shepard Lifshitz '47 for
Alpha Rho Upsilon; Rev. Harold
C. Bonell, and Donald H. Lyons
'48 for Alpha Delta Phi; Rev. Albert C. Niles,
salist

Elm

"48

for

The committee

Sigma
for

—

pencil are gradually fitted to the conical cavity.
Everything seems to be going beautifully and then
you discover the trouble. The cone isn't sharp
enough. You are left with a pencil tip an eighth
of an inch wide that turns loosely in the gadget
without anything being cut off. You try to push
the pencil in farther to make it cut more and what
point you have snaps off with a heart-rending click.
What's more, it doesn't fall out. It stays wedged in
the slot until poked out with a toothpick, paper clip,
or other pencil. In a state of fury you shove the pencil in again and start turning viciously. Same result.
You decide to creep up on it and rotate it very
gently. Same result. The gadget just wasn't designed for sharpening pencils, but only for truncating them.

Street Univer-

Church, Auburn, -and John

Cummins

c

Since we couldn't use somebody else's, we regretgo out and buy one. We wandered
from one store to another. No luck. Nothing available but these little metal box affairs that have a
single straight blade along the edge of what is supposed to be a conical cavity. You insert one end of a
pencil the results seem to be about as good with
the rubber end as the wooden end into this cavity
and start turning. There is a slight rasping sound
and a pretty curlicue of shavings emerges from the
slot by the blade. The rough edges of the hexagonal

The forum leaders

ternity houses.

-

fully decided to

groups took place Monday evening at the various fra-

N.u.

Beta Theta

Pi includes Laforest L. Hodgkins,
Central Congregational Church,
Bath, and John A. Curtis '45; for
Theta Delta,Chi. Rev. Gale Engle,
New England Student Christian
Movement, and Clement A. Hiebert '47; for Psi Upsilon, Rev.
Clinton Condict, Chaplain for the
University of New Hampshire,
and Louis A. Piper '46; for Chi
Psi, Rev. Charles E. O'Connor,.
Chaplain for the University of
Maine, and Frederick R. Woodruff
'48; for Delta Upsilon, Rev. Wallace W. Anderson, State Street
Congregational Church, Portland,

m

m-e
Hurling our new purchase out the window, we
looked around for a new method of sharpening pen-

'46 for Zeta Psi; Rev. William A.
Spurrier, Religious Advisor for
Devotees of organ music heard
Wesleyan University, andtGeorge an unusual recital by Mr. Charles
R. Dawson '45 for Kappa Sigma; R. Nieholls last week when he alRev. Gardiner Day, Christ Church, ternated works by Bach and
Cambridge, and Bernard E. Gor- Hindemith.
ton '47 for Alpha Tau Omega.
Mr. Nieholls opened the program with an early work by
Bach, the Fantasia in G. Major.
There was rapid contrast in Paul

-

c

We

got our wounds bandaged in the infirmary
for other sharpening tools. We thought
of trying a scalpel, but feared it wouldn't be appreciated. We did experiment with razor blades,
both single and double edge (the single edge are
better), electric razor blades, scissors, axes, and
teeth (we are now underging treatment for lead

and looked

poisoning).

m-c
Then another man rushed in with the momentous news that there was a pencil sharpener in the
library. That was before the new one, however. The
old one didn't sharpen pencils; it just massaged
them, leaving two nice black rings in the wood
about half an inch below the tip. A library assistant
told us a rumor that there was a really effective
sharpener hidden away in a secret room somewhere that could be entered only with the consent

New BCA Suggestion Box

&

For Gripers

Groaners

The Bowdoin Christian Association has placed a Campus
Suggestion Box In the Moulton
Union. Its purpose is to facilitate constructive criticism and
ideas for campus improvement.
It is hoped that suggestions
placed in the box, while they

the administration,
may
thereby be directed to the benefit of the college, the students,
and the various activities.
Suggestions may be on any
phase of campus Hfe, but they
should be signed so that the
B.C.A. may contact the author
if further explanation be needed. Signature* will be treated
aa confidential if so requested
by the author.
to

Although the

ill

will resulting

from

the recent incident has been practical-

eliminated by unselfish, compromise
in-

stance of a pledge being broken might

well be the cause of a violent storm in

Hindemith's Sonata No. 3 which
followed.
The work, really a
suite in three parts, was written
In
1940 when Hindemith was
teaching lessons in counterpoint
in the church where Mr. Nieholls
was resident organist. Returning
to Bach he gave his Fantasia and
Fugue in C Minor. The last two
works were Hindemith's Sonata
in Four Movements and Bach's
Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor
('The Great").
Mr. Nieholls offered the Bach
Prelude: "Lord, Hear the Voice
of My Complaint," as an encore.

NEW

-

c

Union Store, but

men

will

pledges.

up, of course, writing our exam with
a mechanical pencil. And a mechanical pencil never

has a point to begin with because the cylinder of
lead is merely rounded off by the writing process,
not sharpened. We are beginning to wonder if the
Governing Boards are in league with the manufacturers of mechanical pencils. But the day of intellectual freedom is coming. When we make our
third million we are going to give. the college an
endowed pencil sharpener in every room. There
will also be an endowed custodian with nothing to
do but go around emptying ihe shavings and oUing
and sharpening the sharpeners.

fraternity leagues

ate personal glory

now

where the immediis

greater.

common

This

at-

titude

is

varsity

teams are suffering for lack of

so

that the

fraternities

from the impression that

The

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

BRUNSWICK, MAINS

PRMTMG

Capital and Surplus $SM,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

Student Patronage Solicited

ALVIN SETTLE

Band Box

TOWN
TEL.

1LDG.

WW

with the fraternity. Also

it is

Cleaning
71

Maine

Phone 533

Street

?

submit to a rigorous training schedule,
of his readiness to subordinate himself
to a larger group, to

become a team

man.

Bowdoin imercol-

amounts

it

to

is

future

the

insurance against

an
for

>v

Feb. 19-20

THE BEAST WITH
^/v^IVE FINGERS
with
Robert Alda - Andrea King
also

Fox News

Short Subject
Feb. 21-22

MONTE CRISTO

with
Louis Hay-ward -

Barbara Britton
Kenton

also

stratosphere

Paramount New* Short Subject
stuff is popularity polls

UP

$2.50

is strictly

with his

drive. Capitol's latest

album "Artistry

in

of Kenton lacks

. . .

Sun.-M......

THE

Rhythm" is a
eight

exciting, origiaal compositions

1

Feb. 23-24-25

u.s.

THE PLACE,
THE GIRL

TIME,

with
Dviuds .Morgan - .lack Carson
also

i

Paramount News

Book

m
$3./S f4mtMM

Store

H

Ntw

1947

LAWRENCE SPINGARN
NOT $2.50
BUT $2.00

by

F.

MR. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY
lit

ROCCOCO

Feb. 26-27

WetL-Thurs.

with
Dennis O'Keefe Margaret Chapman

rif mos

TOt*/0 TIMrOt

Hu Feet Too Bit for de Bed- Cap

also
J6l

M arch

Fox NewV

of

Time

•Intemmioa Riff - Cap. 29t

Feb. 28-March

Fri.-Sat.
Aniscry Jueapi'-Cap 229

1

GALLANT BESS
with
Marshall Thompson
George Tobias
-

W. CHANDLER & SON

also

Paramount News Short Subject

for the purpose of sharing the intel-

and

social benefits of a liberal

arts college to the fullest extent.

Clothespin Art

.

,

.

TOWN

The

ffeshman Bible could con-

Be Smart!

tain a clean

and thorough discussion of

JOIN aur ever-growing Hat of
clients who knew that freedom

2.

TAXI

i

the fraternity system, emphasizing the

predominant role of

and awakening
spect for

records of

What

future.

you.

CUMBERLAND

^»»««i^#"^^M

PENCIL SHARPENERS—OUR PRICE

sure salesmen to the realization that

a matter

of the willingness of the individual to

mean

she

US1 AIR MAILnow.onJV 5 c«nf*

WORLD ALMANAC

they were primarily groups 'organized

lectual

becomes a question of where one's
higher duty lies, with the College, or

College

they were several groups of 'high-pres-

material.
It

a claim does not
that you are
pension or for compensation. It may be that your
condition is of such a nature that
it is not severe enough for payment. You are protected, however,
for any increased disability in the
filing of

for a

filing

Pressing

HARDWARE

as

impression of Bowdoin's

The

necessarily

At year dealer-no w

Furthermore, delaying the

first

stances).

Payments to
remarried.
children while they are under 18,
or longer undr crtain circumstances.

BRUNSWICK

Near Fire Station

collectioa

competent
man's

as service-connection is establish(except under certain circum-

ed,

Cleaners

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

the roster.

are willing to play only in inter*

And, once service-connection is
established you may receive any
necessary hospital treatment for
the disability at any time in the

Looking to the future, here is
another point to be considered.
is, if you should be stricken
fatally because of a service-connected disability, and your widow
had been married to you within
ten years after the termination
of the war, she would be entitled
to compensation.
Having filed a claim would in
all probability facilitate the handling of compensation to the widow. These are the requirement
under which payment would be
made: Veteran must have served
during the war period and have
been discharged under conditions
other than dishonorable. Death
after discharge would have to
have been caused by service-connected disability.
The widow must have been
married to the veteran within ten
years after termination of the
war; her payments would stop if

powerhouse

rushing season might possibly have the
fully

•

That

be given time to learn and to
responsibilities

claim.

There are many reasons why
such action is advisable for your

WetL-Thurs.

ROOMS FROM

their

the filing of a

m

We wound

NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

system of delayed rushing

appreciate

VA

it was after five o'clock and we
future. The one-year limit does
it.
We raced through all the not apply to you. But, if you do
dorms, the chapel, Mass. Hall, Adams, and Mem. not file a claim, the law provides
We even considered Searles and the art building. that you can receive medical
No pencil sharpeners.
treatment without charge for only
one year following release from
- e
the armed forces, until such time

DINING

be

following plans.

A

i

i

couldn't get in to

achieved by using either or both of the

1.

i

in tommorow morning at the
1
office in Winthrop Hall, and make
the necessary arrangements for

make.

m

We then made a tour of all the college buildings.
We saw a sharpener through the window of the

HOTEL EAGLE
ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH

be taken to prevent a possible recur-

might

for these disabled veterans is approximately $42.00. Compensation
payments range from $13.80 to
$360 per month, depending on the
degree and type of disability.
About 25 percent of the veterans of World War II have filed
claims with the VA for disability
benefits. Of the claims received
and adjudicated, approximately 50
in
percent
have
resulted
an
award.
Each veteran who has not filed
a. claim with the VA for a disability benefit and who has a
service - connected
d s b i 1 t y
should do so immediately. Stop

THE RETURN OF

rence of pledge-breaking.
results

•

VA

the present relatively tranquil inter-

desired

The average monthly payment

Fri.-Sat.

fraternity relationships. Action should

The

Veterans Admin,

tin-

istration.

the room, but we didn't have any workable pencils disability. This will facilitate any
future claim you may have 1o
to fill it. out with.

RECREATION EQUIPMENT

of

incurred in the armed forces during World War II. according to

a report of

own benefit. In the first place,
of a special committee of prominent alumni. He once you have filed a claim, the
offered us an application blank for admission to
has a record of your claimed

and Wolfgang H. Rosenberg '47.
Other representatives include cils. Somebody who wandered into the room sugRev. Clifford H. Osborne, Pleasant Street Methodist Church, and
Robert K. Darden '49 for Delta
Kappa Epsilon; Rabbi Benjamin Bowdoin Organist Gives
D. D. GARDNER CO.
Rodwogin, Temple Emanuel,
Chelsea, and Lawrence J. Ward Recital Of Bach Fuges
SPORTING - ATHLETIC

to participate in intercollegiate con-

The

and

Richard A. LAvitt,

desirable effect of changing the fresh-

•

'46;

o

never before recorded

Formerly

tests

K. Meakin

cussion

could be instituted whereby the fresh-

contest.

if

Thomas

might not seem important
enough individually to be taken

'^tf^^^'r^li^fa'tuture

minor sports were established

yeas ago

the freshman

College to

trie

encourage every undergraduate to par-

to

'47 j

of the action.

ly

thrill

Forum this year
W. Woods,

realized the widespread consequences

has loi\g ?

Athletic

if

plan to come

return to their interfraternity leagues.
It

no such occur-

No rushing committee, however

rence.

out just for the meet and wish then to

still

The men who have done the
organizing of the

are: Chairman, Joseph

awareness of the binding nature of a

hue and cry has been

men

their

particularly evident in the field

of intercollegiate athletics.

A

Forums of

Religious

-

e knife might do. Perhaps it
body who carves full-rigged ships and puts them in
bottles. In our hands a knife merely squared the
end of a pencil. Which is fine for writing in block
capitals, but not for ordinary script. We thought of
writing our exam in block capitals, but decided it
might seem too showy.
gested

.

of the fraternity system at Bowdoin,

ing

m

have felt for years that the College suffers
from a deficiency of pencil sharpeners, a deficiency
which was dramatically pointed out to us during the
recent period of mid-year exams.' We like to write
with sharp pencils and an ordinary No. 2 lead isn't
good for more than about half a blue book, which
means at- least three pencils per exam. The day
before our first exam we began to prepare for it.
We hauled out half a dozen pencils and looked
around for something to sharpen them with. We
searched through every room in the dorm and
couldn't find anybody who'd had the foresight to
buy a mechanical pencil sharpener. (Wc admit we
didn't have the foresight either.)

own.

on the part of a freshman,

there was an occurrence last

S«wt communications

tuted

tools output suffers.

By Nelson Towers

Approximaiely 1.G47.000 veterwould for some- ans are receiving monthly, payments as a result of disabilities

We

Wimer, Pastor for the

the binding nature of a pledge and a

National Advertising Service, Inc.
lUtlltt* PmUlshm RefirttMUth*
Hsw YoffK. N. V.
4 tO HAOItON Ave.

and without proper

forum was such a

first

members

by her

We wish to congratulate the Bowdoin Library on
recent acquisition of a new pencil sharpener in
the coat room. This is something the College has
needed for a long time. A sharp pencil is a basic
and elementary tool in the production of learning,
its

forums have been conducted here
at Bowdoin. Other colleges followed Bowdoin's lead and insti-

The
tercollegiate athletics. Naturally there
will

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Directors

sorely needs

C. Cabot Easton

Alfred

W.

Bowdoin now

forget themselves

Edward

The
interfra-

ternity sports.

'48

Joseph J. Behiiinoh '49
Fraacis R. Carrie '50

Managen

Advertising

then they have

Ewr*

Nwlne— Man n«*r
Circulation Manager*

And

training methods.

'49

Wallaoo K.

Manager

with monotonous

lost

regularity. College spirit has hit a

Albert B. Pattoa '59
StafT Photographer

with

addition to
of the under-
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harmony

fraternities here,

Is

more than a sometime
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V

24-Hour Service
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worry.
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Morcom Leads U.N.H.

POLAR
To Win
BEARINGS
Ace
Wildcat

Sets

Led by "Barefoot
the

Hampshire

By Dan
The

In several of the recent issues

Idea that sports are played

attithe Orient this column has to develop sportsmanlike
taken on the tone of a paranoiac tudes towards life is as false as a
gone wild. In order to throw the Spam salesman talking to a disamateur psychiatrist off of our gruntled bunch of G.I.s in India.
ideas in this column are not no- There is nothing you can prove
by talking about it. When 80,000
trail we will state flatly that the
people fight their way into a
oessarily our own. The material
Bowl game,, after trying to talk
comes from many sources on the the
sportsmanlike"
"friendly
campus but never from the Bos- scalpers down to a mere $25 a
ton Herald or the Boston Globe. seat, they're not much interested
We have always been of the in a fine display of sportsmanship
opinion that a sports column regardless "of how many publicity
written under a by-line should directors are -attempting to prove
express the out-of-ofTiee party's the" contrary. *
complaints as well as the adminWe are living in a competitive
istration's propaganda and selfsociety. America loves a winner,

of

'

So here goes!
hockey team's recent invasion of Boston was further evidence that Bowdoin must adopt
a positive and progressive athletadulation.
ITie

ic policy

or like the University of

Chicago fold their tents and
creep Into the scholastic night.
This i» no condemnation of the
hockey team or its roach for under the circumstaneea they did as
well as they could.

Bowdoin must

realize that

we

are living in a time of realistic
action. Definite views must be
voiced on whether we are to continue to compete with teams that
are larger or whether we are to
discontinue this practice and subside into a sports program that

Success
results

is

based

whether

upon tangible
it

be

'

dollars

on

the credit side or games
the win column. This may be
false measurement
(and we
think it is), but it has been going on for some time now and
there seems to be nothing to do
hut abide by the rules of the majority. They're getting along line.
We're not doing- mo well even
though we never had it so good.
in

a

This disregard for the feelings
of other people is a serious det-

riment to the much-needed supof our teams.
Bowdoin's
athletic teams are not in the
midst of their most successful
season, yet there are many townscalls for interfraternity athletics people who are slow to
condemn
only. Piece • meal stop • gaps are and quick to praise when in a
not enough. A new policy or conversation with "foreigners" to
none at all.
these parts. This loyalty deserves
Aa fturpruing •• It may seem some consideration. Why not isto ths Athletic Department and sue a certain number of tickets
some of the half-hearted fans In to the students and those that
the student body, there are Is- are left over be given to internumerable townspeople and stu- ested townspeople?
be
You'd
dent* from other colleges who surprised how many
students
look
forward
to
a Bowdoin wouldn't bother to come to a
sports contest with a degree of game if it involved
walking to a
avldness that would make most specific place at a specific
time in
of Bowdoin' a student body blush order to obtain free tickets. Or
with aa much shame as a prim better still when there are empty
school teacher playing the part of seats in the
gym allow outsiders
port

-

"

.

.

Lady Godlva.

to

come

University

Wildcats

New

Swimmers Score Easy
Colby

Colby* Downs

Downs Big White

64 In Hockey Game;
New Mules Win In Last Period
garnered
of

Shots by Bryan and Collins late
67 ^ points to the Bowdoin Polar
Bears' 50 M and the Colby Mules' in the third period .broke up a tie
25 in a triangular track meet and gave Colby a 6-4 decision
held at the Brunswick cage on over Bowdoin in the rubber hockSaturday afternoon, February 15. ey game played on the Delta
Outstanding performers were Rink last week.
Colby jumped to an early two
A. Richmond Morcom, winner of
found
the high jump and pole vault in goal lead which Bowdoin
which he set a new cage record of it impossible to catch up with unwhen
13 feet 9'i inches, Dick Lopes of til early in the final period
New Hampshire. winner of Nate Towne and Bob Crockford
second and
the dash and broad jumps, Dana combined for their
L/OUruwy 01 roruand Sunday lelegram
Robinson of Colby, victorious in Polar Bears' fourth goal.
Tom Meehan opened the scorthe one and two mile runs, and
"BOO" MORCOM, as he was caught by Harry Shulman in the
Matt Branche of Bowdoin, winner ing, slamming home a drive in critical moment of his record-breaking pole vault of 13 feet 9 1 *
1.09 with Reid getting the assist.
In the 45 yard hurdles and secinches on February 15 in the Bowdoin Cage.
ond place copper of the high jump Linquist then scored in five minutes on an assist by Titus. Bowand broad jump.
doin managed to catch up moEdmund Styrna of New Hamp- mentarily when Towne
and
hammer
throw
IC4A
shire,
Crockett produced one goal in
champion, was defeated in his
9.35, and Ed Leason's shot just
specialty, the 35 pound weight
made it across the goal line as
throw, by Phil Parsons of Bowthe Colby goalie looked dismayed
Brunswick, Feb. 11. Despite lead. At this point Bill Silsby
doin. This effort was Parsons'
at its lack of speed.
the loss of Jeff Power and Matt came off the bench to garner
outstanding toss of the season.
Each team scored once in the Branche, the Big White cagers some very important points and
Wildcats,
however,
took
The
second, Meehan in 1.42 and Bill
of the upsets of the clinch the win.
the remaining places in this event Ireland in 9,48 on a shot from pulled one
Deane and Beem held the scordowned the Univerand swept the shot. To add to the blue line. The third period year as they
sity of Maine 41 to 33 tonight be- ers with 11 and 10 points retheir weight laurels, Styrna came saw Towne and Crockford comfore a near-capacity house. Bene- spectively. Speirs, Morrison, Slata mere two feet from the college bining for the goal that tied the
fitting from the three week lay- tery and Silsby also gave good
record in this discus as the out- count
and Bryan off, Bowdoin moved out in front performances
at
four-all,
holding
the
in
of-staters took the first
three counted
in
11:40,
with what at intermission 17 to 11 and kept Maine bucket brigade to only 33
places in this event.
proved to be the winner and Colpace with the tiring visitors the points. Dan Danforth led the visThe 300 yard dash was run in lins sank the clincher.
rest of the way to chalk up their itors with 9 points.
two man heats based on time.
The preliminary game was a
second win of the year. The
Mather of New Hampshire and
Maine J.V.'s whipped the Bow- good one for 30 minutes, but the
Igoe of Colby tied for first in 34.2,
doin seconds 74 to 50 in the first Maine J.V.'s had more staying
and Sandler of Colby tied with
power and really piled it on in the
game.
f Continued from Page t
Murphy of Bowdoin for third in
The Pale Blue invaders, who last period. At the half it was
President Sills' statement on
34.4.
27 to 25, but late in the third
dispelled any con- commenced the season in such only
December
12th
In the 45 yard high hurdles
promising form, seemed to have stanza the rout* started and the
Bowdoin's
hopes
soared as tention that the College would
visitors never let up. Bob Kelly
enter into a "salary war" with completely lost the magic touch
Strachan,
Lee
and
Branche,
Bowdoin and Red Keith of Maine were
Burnham gave the Polar Bears a any other institution. The Presi- and found the staunch
puzzling. High scorer Ted high with 18 and 16 markers. Bill
sweep with a time of 6.1. In the dent states that "in accordance defense
Silsby and Milt MacDonald led
with
our
general policy a coach Boynton was held in check until
however,
Dana
Robinson
mile,
of
with the final minutes when it was too Bowdoin with 12 and 11 respecColby permitted Vern Hail of is a member of the faculty
tively.
eliminatthat posi- late. The loss just about
New Hampshire to burn himself all the privileges offurther
The line-ups:
pro- ed Maine from the running for
out in the first half and had lit- tion, and with the
BOWDOIN
FC F P
vision that no coach shall receive the stale crown which they took MrKarlaod, If ~
tle trouble beating him with his
Silsby
3
1
7
Bowdoin
an
gives
of
and
a last year
SUtUry, rf
famed last lap kick. Although the a salary in excess of that
2
2
<
full
professor."
Other colleges outside chance to finish in a three Tobey
A
time of 4.41 was mediocre, it was
Piper, c
were
certainly willing to offer a way tie for second place.
obvious that Robinson was savMorrison
1
4
2
The action in the first period Speirs, lg
five-figure check as a substantial
~
1
1
3
ing himself for the two mile. Jo
„
4
3
11
was mostly negative. Larry Deane B«*m
Sehmuch gave the Polar Bears 2 inducement to Adam.
D*a,na. rn
_
4
2
10
return of the 1945 Nation- hooked in a lay-up at the one
The
Total*
15
11
41
points with his third in this
FG F P
al Football League Coach of the minute mark for the Polar Bears' MAINE
event.
Boynton. If
_
1
1
3
Year may well presage a long only points of the stanza. Foul
•
A return performance by the stay at Bowdoin. Adam Walsh shots by O'Donnell and Danforth Oervonne
Buriress, rf
1
1
3
crowd-pleasing Morcom in the has seen football from the bot- tied the score, but it was not un- Curtia
(kxldard. c
1
I
7
high jump gave Boo a chance to tom to its very peak.
3
the teams had battled for|i
til
nickname.
explain his
Handinanfnrth C»"*bopm
that
minutes
Playing under Knute Rockne eight
Danforth. Ik
4
capped by a badly sprained ankle, at South Bend in 1922, '23 and dropped in the first Maine goal R. Kelly
n
minus
one '24, Adam was elected captain of •piis touched off a brief sortie
he
nevertheless
^"*V!'
1
3
won the high jump with Notre Dame's Four Horsemen which gave the Black Boars a 7 Paulin
shoe
TotaU
•
~.
11
U
a leap, of 6 feet 1 'u inches. Matt team in his Senior year. Three »o 2 period advantage.
R»-fera*» Parks and Brewer.
Branche hit an even six feet.
The second canto was a very
years of coaching at Santa Clara,
Cabot East on, handicapped by a a strong west-coast power, fol- different affair. Larry Deane led
severe chest cold, ran an out- lowed
his 'outstanding playing the home team in a counter at1000
nipping career. Eight years as line coach tack that pulled within a point
standing
barely
Webb of New Hampshire. Harvey at Yale and Harvard preceded of tying the Pale Blue at 11 to
Jackson, improving distance man, Walsh's eight-year reign in Bow- 10 with two minutes left. Slattwas a close third.
doin's "Golden Era."
ery and Beem opened a seven
consecutive
For the second
While at Bowdoin, with Dinny point spree which left the visitors
meet, the two mile which is sup- Shay
always contributing his a breathless six points behind as
posedly the most boring event, counsel, Adam finished in the the half ended.
turned out to be the most spec- State
seven
Series
limelight
The battling Polar Bears kept
tacular. Three
Wildcats set a times. His Bowdoin record showed their lead in the third quarter as
swift pace with Robinson of Col- thirty-four
victories,
sixteen the crowd began to sense that an
by running fourth and Joe Woods losses and six ties. Walsh left upset was in the making. Gordon
fifth. This order was maintained Brunswick, on leave of absence, Beem
from outside when
hit
for twenty-two laps. Finally at when the war necessitated the Charlie Goddard gained
control
Jack Magee's word, Joe took off suspension of football at Bow- of the backboards, and it was not
and Robinson and he fought it out doin.
until the last five minutes of the
stride for stride with the Colby
This is the man, Adam Walsh, game that the Maine boys came
ace nipping Woods by a few inch- who comes back to Bowdoin to life and with three minutes rees in a sensational finish.
soon "to be among friends."
maining Bowdoin held a 32 to 31

Basketball

41-33 For

Team

Upsets Maine,

Second Series Win

Adam Walsh

\
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"AAUTo Hold Swim Meet

Rifle

Meet To Norwich

In Curtis Pool Feb. 22

1

•

—

—

1

!»

1

l

j

i

1

On

February

15, the Bowdoin
shot its first postal
match of the season, losing to
Norwich University by a score of

Rifle

Team

1310
to
1110.
Other
postal
matches are scheduled against
Yale on February 22 and against
Rhode Island State on March 1.
An attempt is also being made to
secure a "shoulder to shoulder"
match against the Massachusetts
ROTC Team at Am-

State College
herst on
T. Rifle

March

Team

March 15.
The top Ave

14

and the M.

t

Boston

on

at

scorers for

Bow-

doin in the Norwich Match were
as follows:

McCormack
Clay

232
230

Fein

221

:

The «r*t AAV Championship
Swimming Meet since the war
will he conducted In the CurPool by the Maine Association of the AAU at 7:00 pan.
on Saturday, February 22. The
public will be admitted to the
meet, but because the AAU
and not the -College is sponsoring the meet, an entrance fee
of slaty cent* will he charged
tis

of all spectators, Bowdoin stu-

dents Included. Entries from
property qualified contestants
are due Friday noon, February
21.
AH contestants must be
amateurs, registered In the
AAU. Entries should be sent
to R. B. Miller,
lege, Brunswick,

Bowdoin ColMaine.

Third Straight Win
Smashing the
tercollegiate

Into Series Cellar

(1

Bowdoin Drops

Bowdoin

5847 To Force White

Boo" Mor-

'

in out of the cold.

Sets Record

As Wesleyan Bows

Track Meet

Cage Pole Vault Mark
com,

Merrow

record

Brunswick, Feb.

15.

The

1946-

New England

Merrow
V.39.4,
an easy 49-26 Bow-

highlighted

47 edition of Bowdoin basketball

doin victory over the Wesleyan
teams closed the door to the state Cardinals last Saturday at the
cellar over them tonight as they Curtis
never
Merrow,
Pool.
fell
before the hottest club in pushed in his effort, set the new
Maine, the Colby White Mules, 58 mark at 1:38. erasing the record
to 47. It was Bowdoin's sixth loss attained in 1943 by Amherst's
in eight series starts and even a Eastman.
victory over Bates would do nothThe Polar Bears' third straight
ing to change the dubious posi- victory was never in doubt. Only
'

the visitors' Stone was able to
win an event for the Middletown
team. His firsts in the 220 and
440-yard free style events were
matched by Captain Alec, Penny's

tion.

The Polar Bears just lacked the
equipment to defeat the revamped
visitors who built up a 29 to 21
lead at the halfway mark and

efforts in the dash events:

coasted the rest of the distance.
all Colby,
and once again the absence, of an
accurate shooter was felt badly
by the losers. Big Mitch Jaworski led the scoring with 17 points.

The backboards were

Aside from Merrow's performance in his specialty, the highlight of the afternoon came In the
event? Tony Soltysiak.
second
Bowdoin's breast-stroke ace, swam
gamely through the 220-yard freestyle, a bit behind Stone, but
threatened the victor forcibly, at
the finish. His bid barely failed,
however, but as the White registered five successive firsts in the

Tubby Washburn was right on his
heels with 15. Gordon Beem led
Bowdoin with 13. The Bowdoin
J.V.s upset the Colby seconds 44
to 43 in a thrilling preliminary.

picked up
Colby's
points in the varsity tilt,

Jaworski
first six

but Gordon
lay-ups and

following

events,

victory

their

Beem flipped in two was assured with two events reLou Piper counted on maining on the afternoon pro-

a one hander to knot the count
at 6 to 6 midway in the first period. Bowdoin moved out in front
for the first and last time on successive goals by Slattery, Speirs,
Beem and Deane only to have
Washburn find the range and the
score was tied 14 all at the quar-

gram.
Bowdoin's

double

the relay events
lenged, and Junior

victories
'

difficulty in gaining his usual first
in the dive.
continual
was
in
Soltysiak
trouble in the 200-yard breast-

stroke. His teammate, Paul Moran, led by a stroke or two going
into the final 50-yard circuit, and

ter.

The score was tied 18 all after
three minutes of the second stanza, but that was as far as it went.
A six point burst, engineered by

Don Forbes made a strong

bid
for the visitors. But, with a good
Soltysiak finally
finishing kick,
came to the fore and won by a
stroke, in 2:38.

Michaelson and Washburn gave
Colby the only advantage they
needed. The Mules coasted in the
third period to lead 38 to 29 and
then poured' it on again in the
final minutes as Beem and Slatter made a vain attempt to close
the gap with set shots.
Ray Clarke's 19 points paced
a fast moving Bowdoin J.V. five

freshman
Emerson
Zeitler,
showed promise for
Bowdoin as he failed by only a
free-stylist,

kick to edge the veteran Stone»
the winner of the 440 in 5:39.5.
Merrow's New England record
climaxed a series of outstanding

that managed to stave off a performances this year. Returndesperation Colby rally in the ing to Bowdoin, a co-holder of the
last period to win 44 to 43. Bow- ETO 100-meter mark, he slashed
doin led 19 to 12 at halftone and the Maine AAU standard, for the
33 to 23 at the close of the third 100-yard backstroke and, a month
period. The final stanza saw the ago, reduced the MIT pool record
Mules pull steadily back into the as well as the Bowdoin mark in
ball game, but the visitors just the 150 to 1:40.5. Saturday's percouldn't make it a sweep for the formance took 2.5 seconds from
evening.
( this time.
.
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BECAUSE ICE-

«CK UP SPE£J?_

TREMENDOUSLY** THEV ARE W&tNlW
?OARP, ffAWBLING ON HI6 ABILITY TO
AAVEL THE LONGER. ZIGZAG COURSE
IN FASTER. TIME THAN OPPONENT CAN
BUT
COVER. THE DIRECT COURSE
THAT* NOT ALL OF THE MANEUVER

of

CORDUROY COATS

Lovat Green

Rust Brown

-

-

Chocolate Brown

/I

$20.00
\

You'll satisfy

all

your clothing needs at

HARMON'S
Outfitters to

104

*

*

-

-

•
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were unchalGath had no

JUST RECEIVED

FARTHER. FROM THE DIRECTION OF WIND,
OIESKE EEARsS OFF SHARPLY TO 3TAR.-

In-

150-yard Backstroke

Adin

of

Bowdoin Men for over 25 Years

FRONT STREET

BATH

\
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Story

Of

Reporter Continues
Chandler's Bookstore

Northeastern
Brunswick, Feb.

By Fred

By Wotfgaag
of college conditions today:

tkm

OWXVT

ttoe to gt*»

little vp*c* or
readers all the
going»-oa
large, as well

finite

»ta

pw tlw t facta
to toe WMli at

about

m

eeMege community.
Will

eadeavor

Tills

"LACK OF HOUSING
PLUS SHORTAGE OF INSTRUCTORS
PLUS NOT ENOUGH CLASS-

ROOMS

From 1906 until 1920 Chandler's book trade until I was ready to
was the sole agent for out-of- quit."
Quite often second-hand book
town .newspapers, and all the
New York and Boston papers dealers would use Chandler's as a
that came into town were sold clearing house for the purchase
of books from the students. They
and delivered by the store.
"That was a job! I had twenty were apparently hard-bargaining
teams that went out on Sundays Yankees who could demand and
.

get their own price. Mr. Chandler related that
sometimes the
boys would become so disgusted
winters we used a sleigh, and I over haggling and failure to reemployed twenty boys in town ceive a fair price that they would

—

would he neglected.

FYom the National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament sponsors comes word that late entries
for Zone 1 include Harvard and
Wellesley College. Because of the
tremendous number of colleges
entered in the affair, the contest
authorities have ruled the country into eight zones, placing Bowdoin
in
Zone 1 to compete

President Sills announced recently that Professor Cecil T.
Holmes is not teaching this semester, but is on a "well earned"
sabbatical leave.

Aberdeen University, Aberdeen,
offers this
year "A

Scotland,

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR AMER-

ICAN GRADUATES INTERESTED IN HISTORY, ECONOMICS
AND EDUCATION." From July

my

A

.

.

original price for a used book."

.

icent to relate some of his experiences; all he would say, after
a slow puff on his cigar, was a
"Some of them
conservative,
aren't very good businessmen."

to their

lowest point

the night with 9 markers.

War Criminals

that develop around here,

ble

s-r

We

for

the

deaths

of

Mr. Cobb, who was associated
ing over their massive masthead, with several prominent lawyers
count twenty-five "gears" on of Minneapolis, Minn., joined the
the paper, numbering among them SCAP's Legal Section in Manila

we

"Cut Editors," "File Editors," Art, in November 1945. He is now on
another trial as prosecutor of
Music, Drama, and Book Critics,
Captain Naraji Nogi, former hosand even a Cartoonist. But the odd pital head of Bilibid Prison, Manthing is, there are only seven re- ila, where many American prisonporters; What a hell of an election ers of war perished.
Mr. Cobb was discharged from
that must be!
the

Army

at

Camp

Wolters, Tex-

»
as, in August 1943.
Between guffaws, we saw a bottle
A graduate of Bowdoin College,
This little Item is found in "The
(we
hurtling through the air
won
many
scholastic
Cobb
TemMr.
of
Cllpaheet
of
The
Board
couldn't quite save it), and the guy
went down in a shower of popcorn perance," (We get them all). prizes and received his Bachelor
and splashes. No doubt the classic "The Chicago Daily News heads an of Arts degree cum laudo. He reeditorial, 'Investigate Elliott." It ceived a scholarship to the Harspill of the ages, but we still felt
might be a good idea to investigate vard law school where he was
sorry for the guy.
what he was drinking when he said elected to the Harvard Law Res-r
graduated cum laude
it. We understand Elliott claims he view: and
Having nothing else to do, let's was a bartender at the historic LL.B.
Mr. Cobb is a member of the
look Into the ORIENTS weekly meetings with Stalin. He ought to
mail. From the National Sports be made acquainted with the gen- Phi Beta Kappa fraternity, HenEquipment Company; "Let's Look eral rule that bartenders must not nepin County and Minnesota Bar
Into The Gym Mat Picture . . . drink." What an oblique way to get Assn., American Bar Assn., and
|

'

J

I

I

I

the enclosed circular describes ful-

material!

Minneanolis AtHet'C flub.

still
reads F. W.
It
Chandler, after his father. Thai
once concerned considerable confusion over an order of books for
Herbie Brown's English class.
Carlyle's "Past and Present" and
"Sartor Resartus" were delivered
by the postman to F. W. Woolworth just down the street two
.

blocks instead of to F.

W. Chand-

ler.

The

five

ployed

and ten had

a

young,

just

em-

inexperienced

manager who received the books
minus a bill. Apparently believing literally that everything in
the store must go for ten cents,
displayed the books prominently and began selling them
for a dime. The students got
wind of it, and "Before I received the bill and the other half
shipment of the books, my books

he

I

'

.'

|

'

;

retailing for two dollars were almost all sold for a dime apiece.

was quite sometime before we
got that situation all straightened
It

out."

Of all the quaint characters
Mr. Chandler can recall from the
town of Brunswick, he likes
"King Mike" the best.

"He

worked

at

the

railroad

and, although he was a
touched in the head, he was
a dear old chap."
station,
little

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEEB
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Phone 974 -M for

delivery

Maine Street
Maine

iwiok

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Ua For Quotations

The RECORD OFFICE
Phones

1

Open Minds

nad S

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916
Printers of

The Orient

—for open Country
NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Day and Evening

Man and Women
Admitted

TELEPHONE

% 100,000,000 three to

Early application necessary
LL.B. degree conferred

are hard at

five

work

year program

to give telephone service to
it

Opening Date
September 2, 1947

men

extending and improving telephone
in rural areas served by the
Bell Companies. They're pushing a
service

all

who want

just as fast as possible.

Now they are furnishing telephone service over rural power lines, over

proved;

new

steel wire that requires fewer poles
per mile, over insulated wire that can be
buried directly in the ground and by

means of rural

radio.

Men who approach every problem with

To do this they had to look beyond
conventional telephone practices. New

open minds . . . who are guided by ingenuity and resourcefulness rather than by

new and improved equip-

established method
. find telephony an
ever stimulating and interesting career.

techniques and

ment had

to be planned, developed and

. .

Prepares for the practice
of law
Catalog upon

nqatt

47 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston

8,

Massachusetts

There'* Opportunity

BELL

^MM^^^^^aMM^MMMAMl

and Adventure

in Telephony

TELEPHONE SYSTEM
M^.

MiMMH

several

American internees and Chinese
citizens at the Los.Banos Concentration Camp.

finished perusing the
Wellesley College News, and lookjust

!

pro-

six points. The visitors who controlled both backboards divided
their point totals very
evenly,
Phillips being the top scorer of

Jap

]

Mr. Nathan A. Cobb '26, of
ly our complete line of JIM-FLEX
mate and NATIONAL Portable Mound, Minnesota, is one of the
Boxing Rings along with current prosecutors of Japanese war crimhave any use for gym mats, but the inals In the Philippines, and has
portable boxing ring might be of recently completed the prosecutrial of
some valde In some of the lights tion of the war crimes
Sadaaki Konishi, a Jap responsi-

outside.

.

—

out of the Kandy Kettle stepped a
character eating a bag of popcorn
purchased there. He then proceeded into the Liquor Commission,
emerged with a bottle, and paused
to light up a cigarette. After, another sample of pop corn, our aimlessly wandering eye followed him
across the street, when suddenly,
his feet went out from under him.

Cobb '35, Prosecutor Of

Chandler
has
Mr.
never
changed the lettering on the
black and gold sign which hangs

NO

.

a flaw in human
nature when Man walks down an
icy street, sees a Brother Man
suddenly leave his feet and break
his neck, and burst out into gales
of laughter at the sight. Yet it
happens every icy day in the year,
and the classic example happened
last Monday, when sheer ice was
covered with a deceiving layer of
water. We were sitting in a car
parked East on Maine Street, when

Concerning faculty members, duction of the year. Gordon
Mr. Chandler seemed a little ret- Beem was high man with a mere

.

—

s-r

Polar Bears fell before Northeastern tonight 54 to 27. In this
third straight loss to out of state
competition, Bowdoin was never
in contention. The visitors kept a
smooth working quintet on the
floor at all times, whose uncanny
shooting and tight defense beopposition
their
and
fuddled
amazed the crowd of 600.
Walsh opened the scoring for
the Huskies with a free throw
and Pat Slattery tied the score
from the foul line. However,
three quick baskets gave Northeastern a lead which they never
relinquished. Bob Speirs tossed in
a set shot and Lou Piper hit with
a onehander, but the Big White
trailed 11 to 5 at the quarter.
Scoring almost at will, the visitors increased this lead to 23 to
10 at halftime.
The Huskies doubled the home
team's score in the third stanza

held

Continued from Page i

It is definitely

coming freshmen were
thus the preceding one and when the
charged fifty cents over the game ended Bowdoin had been

.

.

[

Apparent-

to deliver the papers in chuck their books in their car,
their wagons. Just the other day drive down to the bridge between
Lawrence Brown who works in Brunswick and Topsham, and
the Brunswick Savings came up nonchalantly toss them one by
to me and told me he was one of one into the Androscoggin.
"I examined the books after
paper boys. And Harold
Brown, the barber upstreet, was the dealers bought them and
found that where I had sold a
one, too.",
book originally for two dollars,
Mr. Chandler was also the ,the boys had erased the
figure,
Saturday Evening Post agent for
marked down three dollars,
Brunswick. In those day such a
crossed that one out so that it
job required social obligations so
was still legible, and then had to make it 39 to 18. The last perthat he often took his carrier
written $2.50 underneath. The in- iod was a repeat performance of
boys down to his cottage for "ice

here

against the above-mentioned latecomers and nearly a score of 7 to August 19, this School
(limit 100) is intended for Amerothers
ZONE 1
ENGLAND ican Graduates with special inZONE* 2
NORTH ATLANTIC terests in 'the courses offered. In cream and a ball-game."
ZONE 3
MIDDLE ATLANTIC some cases, undergraduates who Since 1906 he has stored up a
ZONE 4
MIDDLE EASTERN are especially well qualified, will wealth of stories and incidents
ZONE 5
SOUTHERN be admitted. The program has GI which have increased as steadily
ZONE 6
oGREAT LAKES BILL approval. Address applica- as the town's population from
ZONE 7
CENTRAL tions by March 15 to Institute of 5,000 to its present 15,000.
ZONE 8
WESTERN International Education, 2 West Back around 1912, for in45th Street, New York 19, N. Y. stance, two enterprising textbook
PAULINE NEWMAN, 316 At the same address there is in- decided to- enter the textbook
Jewett House, Vassar College, formation about courses offered trade and thus give the Book
Poughkeepsic, New York, is on this summer by the University of Store some competition. They
the receiving end of correspond- Oxford and the University of successfully negotiated with the
ence about the Eastern Colleges Birmingham for graduate stu- New York publishers and secured
only.
The Birmingham numerous orders. "This went on
Sctoaee Conference, to be held at dents
Vassar College from February Summer School will be held at for the winter term," declared
28 to March 2. This is the first Stratford-on-Avon from July 5th Mr. Chandler, "and I found that
post-war
scientific
conference to August 16th. 1947. The sub- I was selling only half of the
conducted specifically for and by ject of the school will be ENG- stock I had ordered."
Mr. Chandler went to the col"the undergraduate!"
program LISH LITERATURE, 1500-1640.
they
lege and asked them if
of Science, Philosophy and SoFor collegiate admirers of the could influence the boys someciety is planned, with lectures
by visiting speakers and by dele- fairer sex there is good news how to drop their business. But
the
LOVABLE-GIRL-OF- when he discovered that nothing
gates. ALL COLLEGES ARE IN- from
„VrrED TO SEND REPRESENT- THE-MONTH COMMITTEE, a could be done 'about it, he canATIVES TO THE CONFER- New York outfit that has sent celled his orders for the fall
ENCE either as auditors or as out questionnaires on the all-im- semester. Just before college reMr.
told
an official
participants in the presentation of portant subject, "What makes a opened,
papers.
Speakers include out- girl lovable?" LOVABLE GIRL, Chandler that the student agents
standing professors from Har- located at 11 West 42nd Street, were no where to be found.
vard, Columbia, and Queens Col- New York 18, N. Y. (Tel. CHick- Would he order the books and reering 4-8535) writes as follows: sume relations again? Yes, prolege.
"Dear Editor:
Times have vided he could receive some guarTHE REPUBLI- antee in writing that he would be
On February 11, Harvard Uni- changed
CANS ARE IN
You can af- the sole agent for the College.
versity announced the appoint"I found out that one of the
ment of Professor Noel C. Little ford to take this poll seriously."
as visiting lecturer on Applied A sample question on this pro- boys was in California; and N*.
other was working as a bellhop at
Physics for the Summer, 1947, posed student poll:
Would you find a girl more Old Orchard Beach. I went down
Term.
LOVABLE if she likes:
to sec him and found him lying
YES or
to each
on the beach basking in the sun.
A group known as AMERICAN (Answerfollowing)
jHe agreed to sign over the conYOUTH FOR DEMOCRACY has of the
Children
tract to me, and he also signed
sent out its latest pamphlet, enBeethoven
for his partner. When the other
titled "The Big Squeeze
Crisis
Nightlife
boy came back from California
pn the Campus," by Jo Allen. To
Highballs
sometime later, he was hopping
stimulate discussion, "to help us
Pets
mad and seriously considered suall reach our goal
the best
Boogie Woogie
ing me for $10,000. That led to a
possible educational system in a
To Stay Home
contract with the college stating
democ ra tic, peaceful world," this
A
Good
Book
that I should have their textpamphlet gives a critical survey

NEW

14.

beck in the rut after their
amazing triumph over Maine, the
ly

Willey

to deliver the papers to all parts
PLUS DISCRIMINATION
often as far
PLUS HIGH COST OF LIVING of the country
away as twenty miles. In the
which EQUALS CAMPUS SNAFU!"
ill a
tfcoae

to

Sun Rises

Romps

Over Polar Bears, 54-27
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Pre». Sills Eulogizes
Late Prof. Moody,
After 40 Years Of

Alumni Council Meets In
Two -Day Campus Session;
Group Discusses Problems

tire

Friday, February 2 1 , for its second annua] mid-winter meeting.
The council held two sessions, one Friday afternoon and the
other Saturday morning in the faculty room at Massachusetts
Hall.

reports

Friday.

spoke on the state of the
Nathaniel C. Kendrick,
college.
Acting Dean, spoke to the council on student affairs. He gave a
general birds-eye view of the
Mr. Harvey D. Gibson, '02 barihousing situation in the dorms tone soloist with the Glee Club
and fraternity houses and at the 45 years ago, sponsored a concert
Naval Air Station. He said the of the Glee Club at the Eastern

would continue its policy Slopes Inn, North Conway,
giving the fraternities indeHampshire, last Saturday
pendence, and expects them to do

college

of

Job.

New

body.

of St. Ives", with the Glee Club.

^

dining'

the cooperative
invited the
Glee CJub men>
system to the council. William A. bers to spend the weekend- at
Dougherty '46, president of the North Conway, while he provided
spoke on six for the lodging and activities.
Student Council
points: The increase in Bowdoin
After the concert, which Professpirit, evidenced by wider particisor Frederic E. T. Tillotson des.

life-long "desire for

more equality

and better relations among races
and nations".

Communism
U
is
"an extremely
powerfui force",'ne amtinued'and
has "great vitality." It "is more
than economic theory; it is a religion which seizes people, con»
trols their thoughts and emotions,
and calls forth loyalty above family, state, or nation. It is a world
religion, a world plot directed

from one source." He described
the uniformity of the party line
Communist newspapers all over
the world. Moscow, he said, "is
the Jerusalem of all Communists."
Russia has absorbed every state
on its eastern border except
Greece and Finland, he continued.
It has installed Communist-conin

trolled governments in each. He
gave details of the Communist
regimes in Bulgaria, Rumania and
governYugoslavia.
Important
ment posts, the army, police, press
and radio are under control in
each of these states. These
"front*" do little for the peasants.
said Mr. Markham. hut bring
wave* of terror and extermination.

M««

er,

^

Ucan Nathaniel

the

C

benefit

Community

the

of

Kendrick, Dir- Chest.
Students who emerged
Admissions Edward S. from mid-year exams with chips
Hammond, and Professor Edward on thoir shoulders and all others
with grievances outstanding will
JC Kirkland.
be permitted to vent their wrath
The schedule for the conference by hurling darts at caricatures of
includes a meeting at the Union faculty members. It is hoped that
jon Friday at eight pm. and a few professors who stand in
™™ing, afternoon and evening good stead with the undergradI

cctor

of

j

^m,,^
meetings
^^ ^ ^^a^^JjSat^
!

i

j

J

the

within

on Saturday, with the

«**

™?J?»™tl Kk ,0

act as attendants at this booth.
as guests of President
All revenue from the concert
Sil,s for lunch and for a reception beyond $100 will accrue to the
in Hubbard Hall at four-thirty, Chest, according to an offer made
at which all faculty members and by Prof. Frederic E. T: Tillotson.
In addition, proceeds from the
Conference sale of student tickets for the
Masque
and Gown dramatic proPresident
Hopkins of Dartmouth gram on Monday evening will be
College. Each year the site of the devoted to the drive. A thermomsign in
front of the
conference has shifted to the cler-type
member colleges. After Wesleyan Chapel will keep students abreast
host to the representatives of each fraternity's progress in
is
individual
contribunext year, the meeting will be collecting
tions.
The house making the
held at Dartmouth for the second
largest per capita
contribution
time.
Presidents
John S.
Dickey, will be awarded a cup at the
James
Baxter, Charles W. dance on Saturday evening.
.

.

R.

Hupper

'30

and Rufus E. Stet- audience that, "today, wc think of
George Washington and not Genwhen eral Washington".

j

son, Jr. '42 will take the affirm-

j

I

N

j

1

I

\

1

1

j

j

^

^

|

London

1

And

One Act Play Contest Features
Faculty Cast In Shavian Satire

Mass., and is Editor-in-Chief of
the ORIENT. He is a member of
the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity.

Sprague Coolidgc

beth

Founda-

Chairman of the Campus Chest

Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

Smith, College Janitor,

abscnc^C^'plcfc

Dies Of Heart Attack

.

^^^

plies

1

Hall,

art

included,

,

i

Circle"

besides the Beet-

making
final decision, "How She Lied
Her Husband" by George Bernard Shaw w ill be presented with

ta," the commencement play of
1936, "Bury the Dead," in which
Mrs. Daggett also played, in the
fall of 1936, and "Hamlet." the
commencement play of 1937. He
also took part in the Classical
Club production of "Mostellaria."
Mr. Wilder played Toby Belch in
"Twelfth Night" and Falstaff in

the "Merry Wives of Windsor" as
undergraduate. In 1941 he
played Orgon in the faculty production of Moliere's "Tartuffe."

an

"Another Compass Point" by

James Cook

a

faculty

members

j

cast and directed by
Quinby. The three
of the cast in this one

II.

is

between

II.

a study of the con-

psychical and
the material. It concerns the attempt of a man to And a reason
for his existence. The play represents the correlation of the exlerior world and the inner workings
of
e*r.r«»««>«»d
the
mind.
through the use of psychologues,
an attempt to practical izc uie
Shakespearean convention of the
soliloquy on the. modern stage.
The central character is played
by Peter Poor, who has played in
"Ruddigore" and more recently
played
Ulysses
in
"Cyclops."
Others in the cast arc Marjorie
flict

While the judges arc

George

the

act satire on his own "Candida"
The concert was jointly under- arc Catherine Daggett, Nathan
Nathan.
WTitten byN Adriel U. Bird '1G, Dane II, and Philip S. Wilder. It
overseer of the college, and Mrs. was last played on Bowdoin's
Elizabeth Sprague Coolidgc, one campus in 1924, when a member
of America's foremost patroness
of whom live in Brunswick.
of the cast was the present movie
wages.
The College flag was at half es of music, who sponsors each star, Albert Dekker.
c.
Determines, with advice and
mast
in his memory on Monday, year a week of music in WashMrs. Daggett's past perform Tillotson, a noted monologuist
consent of fraternity, selection
February 23. In bis Chapel ad- ington. She has also been the ances for the Masque and Gown and musician; Dorothy Levesquc,
of waiter and other student
Pr kl nt
SPOnS° r °f hC E P
Big
T
°
have been too numerous and too manager of the Moulton Union
help." Establishes their paV"
*^ wdi paid Bert ???*»'»,
J
T!f weekly atl varied to note them all here. Most
tribute for his ?
long and gan concerts,
presented
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
faithful service to Bowdoin.
Harvard's Germanic Museum.
recently she has played in "The
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
\

j

.

j

j

j

J

'

fi?

™

£

^

\

I

I

"

j

1

j

£

gym

of the Posters Commitrequests that all students
lend an artistic hand
contact him as soon as possible.
Thomas K. Meakin '46 and Shepard Lifshitz '17 represent the B.
C. A. and Student Council re-

Chairman
tee,

willing to

spectively.

Fraternity representatives for
the Chest arc: Laureston C. Dobbrow. A.D.; Herbert T. Silsby II

Some of his other per- Gustafson '50, Kappa Sig; Bradformances were "The Jew of Mal- ford W. Drake 111 '45, Beta; J.

the

to

Committee, and John F. Ryan '44
be in overall charge of the
dance. Harry Larchian '48.

will

of 1937.

rence Hall.

F

D

ate activities, Hiebert was select cd for the post by the Student
Council. Warren H. Dunning II
'49
will
head the Solicitation

Gilbert. Mr.

play

Minor Quartet, the MozMinor (K. 421) and the
Debussy G Minor Quartet (Opus,
10). The members in the London
String Quartet arc John Pennington and Laurent Halleux. violins,
Cecil Bonvalot, viola, and C. Warwick Evans, violoncello.
hoven

will be Clement A. Hiebert '47.
Prominent in several undergradu-

by W. Somerset Maug'48. Chi Psi; William Haup II '46,
ham, and "Ruddigorc" by W. S. DKE; Warren II. Dunning II '49.
Dane, as an underTD: John F. Ryan '44, DU; Sangraduate, played in the one acts
ford R. Sistarc '50. Zetc; John F.

annual
perThe
thirteenth
formance of the original one act
be held on
contest will
March 3 at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial
Hall. Sponsored by the Masque
Known the world over, the and Gown the contests have been
Quartet has given over 300 con- held every year since 1934, with
certs in London alone. They have the exception of last year.. All
toured Spain 14 times. Scandin- the student written plays are beavia four, South America four, ing directed by their authors. The
and have made 16 trans-conti- four plays chosen for presentation
nental tours of the United States arc "Another Compass Point" by
James Cook '48, "Kec Hall" by
and Canada. Their Beethoven con- H.
Douglas Carmichael '4-1, "Lady on
certs attract widespread atten- the Way Upstairs" by Robert R.
tion, for they have played all the
'47,
Bliss
and "Afterpiece" by
Beethoven Quartets in London, Roger P. Mergendahl '50. The
New York, Boston, Berlin, Rio d'j panel of three judges consists of
Janicro and numerous other cities. Mrs. Morgan B. Pushing, Mr.
The concert, given in Memorial Thomas Means, and Mr. Law-

tion of the Library of Congress.
Eells, another mathemat- Washington, D. C. The second
major, has been on the varsity concert in the Bowdoin Chamber
swimming and tennis teams and
Music Series featured Beethoven's
is a member of the Alpha Delta
Phi Fraternity. His home is in Quartet in F Minor Opus 95.

James

ics

t
SUF
.Bert Smith, a familiar face
pplies He may
purcnasc of
sup_ around Memorial Hall and the
and equipment to cooks.
Chapel, died of a heart attack
Student Managers:
3.
Sunday afternoon in the Chapel
Undergraduate representative at the beginning of the Memorial
mg college officials because of f fratcrnit on Int erfraternity Services
for Professor William A.
biUs.
non-payment of fraternity
Cooperative CounciI meeting rcg- Moody. He had been ill during
In April 19-16 a meeting was ularly.
the past year with a heart ailfraterniofficials,
held by college
ment.
(b) Organization work
ty faculty advisors and representBert was janitor of Memorial
a.
Helps Director set price of
atives of the student body. There
Hall and the Chapel, and at one
board after study of costs.
seemed to be a general agreement
Presents Cooperative Bud- time he had also helped with the
b.
that such a plan might be possiHe
get and own house budget to classrooms 'in Adams Hall.
ble. Later a presentation of fuwould have been with the College
fraternity,
ture possibilities was made to
27 years next June. Before com(c) Personnel
their
the Alumni Council
at
a.
Approves selection of chef ing to the College in 1920, Bert
spring meeting.
or cook by Director. Helps set had been a barber.
At Commencement time the GovBorn and brought up in Brunswages, etc.
erning Boards set up the follow-!
b.
Approves selection of kit wick, Bert is survived by four
ing Committee: Mr. Harold Leo'
chen and dining room employ- brothers, Ernest, William, Forest,
Berry. Chairman; Messrs. Sumner
ees by chef or cook. Sets their an d Robert, and a twin sister, all

^.f?_PWiodK jPeport8_to1d^ ]e Jatc

Neil Allen. E. Farrington
Abbott, Adriel Bird and John
Baxter, to make plans for this
Cooperative to meet with fraternity house presidents and try to
set up a working arrangement for
the fall. This was done in July

j

•

E^ViThis

Pike,

cated on Saturday night to acDetailed questions which will be commodate dates, and will be
open until 2 a.m. on Sunday. Durdiscussed have not been released,
ing the dance the gymnasium will
according to Mr. ^Philip S. Wild- take on the aspect of

a church
Assistant to the President and fair, with .each house sponsoring
Secretary of the Conference. Bow- and operating a booth. If willing
doin wijj
represented by Presi- guests can be found, kisses will be
among the novelties vended for
jdent Kenneth C. M. Sills, Acting
\

j

1

The only consolation which
these terrorized peoples enjoy, the
speaker concluded, is America's
possession of the atomic bomb
and declared their nightly prayers
include: "May God keep America
strong" so that it may free the

,

j

j

collection of bills by men leaving
charge of purchase of all food and
in
graduation,
before
college
other dining room and kitchen
many cases poor accounting sys-

cits or periodic assessments on
members, business houses hound-

.

j

1

defi-

fol-

Brunswick
Community
Chest (USO. Boy and Girl Semite,
etc.) 35^. American Red Cross
World Student Service
25rc
lows:

j

j

the anticipated return of the
chapter houses to their various
fraternities,
the idea of some
kind of cooperative business management of the various fraternity lege. Policy maker after consultacollege dining rooms was ad- tion with fraternity officials, both
vanced by members of the col- undergraduates and alumni; Also
lege
manager with final
Personnel
We all know the many short responsibility for securing and
comings of some of the old fra- dismissing all employees, and for
Entity dining rooms. Non-uni- setting wages, hours, and benefits
form management, poor stewards {or employees. Makes budget for
or cooks following good ones, defi Cooperative.
cits, short notice ordering from
Assisting Director and Pur2.
the corner grocery store or lack
chasing Agent: Acts for General
of group Purchasing power, non-

s

divided

as

i

|

During the spring of 1946 with

terns.

raise

to

be

J

i

Gives Facts And
Cooperative

members. Alumni making up

hopes

fto benefit students in povcountries)
20 c,i
consisting of educaCancer Research 10%, others
representatives from Dart- 10%. A faculty advisor will admouth, Williams, Bowdoin, Am- minister the fund. All contribuherst and Wesleyan, will begin its tions will be used for the charidiscussion of "the undergraduate ties, as the Bowdoin Christian Association will pay the Chest's ad'college" in a series of meetings
ministrative
and printing
exto be conducted in the Moulton penses.
Union from February 28 to March
Fraternity houses will be va-

ative of these questions
In spite of his many causes ior
College meets at BowFollowing the ceremonies in the Amherst
being impatient with a blundering
and Brown Lni- -congress, Washington willingly
given dom on March 7
was
fraternity
library,
the
tions from teaching, writing, and
versity meets here on March 28. surrendered his authority to the
lecturing to studying and photo- a banquet in the Moulton Union.
Paul R. Aronson '48 and Mai reprosentativos of the people. Ac-,
graphing birds in different parts
Under the auspices of Phi Beta
cording to Professor Brown, this
B.
of North America. Among the Kappa, Theodore M. Greene, Pro- colm E. Stevenson '50 will take
action demonstrated Washington's Cole, and Dean Lcroy A. Howvarious places he has visited in fessor of Philosophy at Yale Uni- the negative side of the labor
faith
in
civil
self-government, land, of Dartmouth, Williams,
the past ten years are the prarics versity, delivered a public lecture Issue at debates with the UnivcrBrown, Amherst, and Wesleyan respec"And," said Professor
of North and Sout h Dakota, the the same evening on the subject:
sity of New Hampshire at Dur- "whenever the authority of Con- tively are
the leaders of the
J
Delta Marshes of Lake Manitoba, "The Challenge to Liberal Eduham and Suffolk University at sress was threatened, Washington groups consisting of four promi
Machias Seal Island in the Bay cation."
became
its stoutest and most loyal nent educators from each college,
deBoston. The dates of these
of Fundy, the Florida coast, the
champion". Professor Brown also Frederick C. Copeland, Director
George Muller, from Ridgewood,
swamps of Louisiana, and north- New
tenative.
pointed out that Washington's be- of Admissions at Williams, and
Jersey, graduated last Sep- bates are still
eastern Mexico.
lief in the civil government's su- member
tember, magna cum laude, with
of their delegation, is
prcmacy over the military set a the son of l>rofcssor Manton Copcmajors in mathematics and physciterion according to which the land of Bowdoin.
ics. He is pursuing graduate work
Quartet Plays
in mathematics at Yale.
Army and Navy ha\e up to thisj
~~ J
*
Harold O. Curtis, a physics major
day been controlled by civilians.
from Auburn, Maine, is planning Beethoven
Mozart
to enter graduate school next
The London String Quartet
and
all
fraternities
accepted Fall. He is president of the Theta
Delta Chi Fraternity.
played at Bowdoin last night
plans as outlined below:
Charles W. Curtis, a mathema- through the joint sponsorship of
1.
General Director:
Em- tics major, is from Wellesley,
Adriel U. Bird '16 and the Eliza»
By Edward Kalhip
ployed and paid by Bowdoin Col-

Communism

On

charities

tional

to a

Texas.
Dr. Pettingill devotes his vaca-

Markham

will

several

erty-stricken

Conference,

1

The Alpha of Maine
Carnegie Museum
to
Hudson Bay, bringing back with Phi Beta Kappa initiated the folhim the first photographs of a lowing men into its membership
number of birds inhabiting the
George
North Country. In 1944 he was on Monday. February 17:
commissioned to photograph the M. Mullcr '44. Harold O. Curtis
abundant wildlife of the National '45. Charles W. Curtis '47. and
Audubon Society sanctuary in James Eells Jr. '48.

Chest
which

among

.

I

Four New Members

J

acquired
experience
first - hand
during two decades as Balkan
correspondent for the Christian
Science Monitor and several other
American and British newspapers.
Opening with a reference to
"your dreams of communism",
Mr. Markham referred to his own

^^

Beta Kappa

$3000.

The Fourth Annual Pentagonal Fund

Washington In
Chapel Service

be made in
by Bortnyanskiy-Wihtol, "Crucithe recommendation that personfixus*' by Lotti, "Ave, verum coral interviews be had with all
pus" by Des Prea, "Salvation Beprospective candidates for entrance: and the drinking prob- longeth to God" by Tschesnokov,
lem that the students can only "Lord Have Mercy" by Lvovsky,
solve themselves with the guid- "Brothers Sing On" by Grief,
ance, not restriction, Of the ad"Listen to the Lambs" by Delt,
ministration.
PalmMr. George H. Quinby. profess- and "Sing Maiden Sing" by
or of English, and director of the gress, all sung by the Glee Club;
Masque and Gown, spoke to the "When Night Descends" by Rachcouncil on dramatics.
maninoff, "CaValry of the StepDr. Frederic E. T. Tillotson,
pes" a Red Army Song, and "Pilprofessor of music, reported on
grims' Song", sung by the Chapel
[ Continued on Page 4
Choir. Two excerpts from Randall Thompson's "Testament of
Freedom" based on passages writGives Lecture ten by Thomas Jefferson: "The
God Who Gave Us Life" and "We
Fight Not for Glory" were sung
Imperial
by the Meddiebempsters.
Herbert S. French '46 and
Russia has assumed control of
six states on her eastern border Charles A. Bunnell '50 were ac"through fronts which pretend to companists. The program was also
be' democratic," declared Mr. Reu- given in Damariscotta on Febben Henry Markham Friday eve; ruary 19.
nlng in a lecture at Memorial
Hall. In an address entitled "ImCommunism in Eastern
perial
Europe" and tponsored by the
Bowdoin Political Forum, the
Interfraternity
onetime missionary spoke from

ORIENT

At Bowdoin Soon

BOWDOIN MEN

BrOWn Speaks On

pation in the college's activities, cribed as "one of the best coirthe good relations, between the
certs given", Mr. Gibson gave a
administration and the students;
dance featuring a Swedish band.
the marking system that had
Professor Tillotson conducted
been brought before the Student
"Holy
the following program:
Council; the proposed changes to
Lord" (Russian Church Prayer)
the pledging system;

On

To Hold Discussion

Fickett '47 and Wehren '47
Debate At Philadelphia

Donovan D. Lancaster, mana- After the novelty number which
ger of the Moulton Union, ex- surprised the guests, Mr. Gibson
plained

\

The

College Presidents

:

eve-

ning.

A

.

—

good deal of leadIn remembrance^ of his Bowdoin
ership has been shown by heads
days Mr. Gibson, a trustee of the
of the fraternities and student
College, sang a solo, "The Skipper

a good

Students will have an opportunity for painless philanthropy
next week during the first annual Bowdoin Campus Chest drive,
according to details formulated at a meeting of fraternity representatives in the Moulton Union last Thursday evening. Each
student who contributes $3.50 will receive two tickets to the Wellesley Glee Club concert on Saturday evening, March 8, and two
tickets for the informal gym dance which will follow.

'

Gibson Sponsors
Glee Club At
North Conway

President

Fraternity Securing Most
Subscriptions To Get Cup

Wehren

.

1

Various council members made
their

'30

Bird Lecture

which prevented the meeting of the en-

Alumni Council, twenty-five members gathered on campus

Sills

Memorial Service
For Distinguished
Bowdoin Teacher

To Give Annual

College Activities

In spite of a blizzard

Bowdoin Service

Lewis P. Fickett '47
Alfred
'47
In a Sunday afternoon memorial chapel service for the late
Moody*
A.
William
Professor
President Kenneth C. M. Sills do*
clared: "We of the college salute
him officially as a teacher and as
a man. Though he would take no
"Wilderness Mischief will be claim to glory, for he was a mddthe subject of the annual John est man. we all are better for his-,
—
Warren Achorn Bird Lecture to teachings."
Professor Moody was an active
be delivered by Dr. Olin S. PetBowat
faculty
of
the
member
tingill, Jr. '30 on Tuesday, March
doin for more than forty years'
4. 1947 at Memorial Hall.
and. with one possible exception,
According to Professor Alfred O. taught more Bowdoin men than
Gross of the biology department, any other professor who has been
the lecture will be of a non-tech- at the college. t He was a man.
nical nature and should be enjoy- who was held in high admiration
ed by the general public. The lec- by the faculty, students, and the
ture will be illustrated by Koda- town of Brunswick.
chrome motion pictures and will
President Sills stated that in a
be a film story of animal ecology private conversation with the
who debated at Temple University and Lahow birds, mammals, and other Hon. John A. Peters, Vice-Presifayette College, Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. Fickett
kinds of animals live in a wild- dent of the Board of Trustees, he
and Wehren were elected by the debating council to represent
erness community of northern characterized Professor Moody by
Bowdoin in a series of debates.
Michigan.
saying that "he was of strong and
Dr. Pettingill is Associate Pro- first-rate stuff."
fessor of Zoology at Carleton ColSpeaking from personal expert*
lege, Northfield. Minnesota, and ence, both as a student in his
also holds the same position at classes and later as a member of
the University of Michigan Bio- the faculty. President Sills said
logical Station. He was born in that Professor Moody epitomized
Maine and graduated from Bow- the old fashioned college teacher.
doin in 1930. He later received "He made generations of freshLewis P. Fickett '47 and Alfred Wehren '47 were chosen to
his Ph.D. degree in Ornithology men
tremble, hut was highly
defrom Cornell University and has respected by them. He had no pa- debate Temple University at Philadelphia, February 24. The
a series
served on the faculties of Carle- tience for pretense or sham on the bating council has elected them to represent Bowdoin in
ton College and the University of part of anyone. He stood as a bul- of debates which included Lafayette College at Easton. PennsylMichigan Biological Station since wark in the faculty against mod- vania. on Tuesday evening, February 25, and New York Univer1936 and 1937 respectively.
ern fashions and fads. Maintain- sity on the afternoon of the follo wing day.
Dr. Pettingill's intensive inter- ing that the student should not
Fickctt and Wehren are debatest in Ornithology dates back to study only what he likes. Professundergraduate days at Bowdoin or Moody showed himself as a ing the negative of the annual inCollege when he undertook an in- member of a passing generation tercollegiate debate topic, "Should
vestigation
of the American in the educational system of labor be given a direct share in
Woodcock. Later as a graduate America." *
the management of industry."
student at Cornell University he
In quoting from letters reRobert E. Hart '49 and Shercontinued his studies of the same ceived by him from former stuman E. Fein '49 will debate the
bird.The final results of his seven"The principle of civilian suPage
on
Continued
[
4
)
investigation
were
year
published
negative of the topic "Should
premacy, .which is the heart of
as a monograph by the Boston
a federal government of nations conslhutional
R0VeTn .
Society of Natural History. He is
of the world bo established witliin
•imonf, was established by George
a recognized authority on this
Elects' ten years." with Brown Univer- Wa!
Phi
favorite game bird.
As a wildlife photographer Dr.
sity at Providence, R. I. March , )is co mmission to Congress in
Pettingill is also well know. In
,
21 they will debate at Amherst 1783". declared Professor Herbert
1931 he was photographer on the
negative of whether Boss Brown in his chapel speech
chapter of College the
Expedition

O. S. Pettingill

Faculty Members Report

On

Glee Club Concert, Informal Dance
Climax Bowdoin Campus Chest Drive;
Clem Hiebert '47 Heads Committee

Brooks Aker

Sigma Nu; Wal-

'50,

ter S. Mather '50. ATO: Robert
D. Levin '48, ARU; and Robert
C. Bryant '47, Independents.
Fraternity quotas arc:

Alpha Delta Phi
Psi Upsilon
Chi Psi
I>elta

Kappa

?219
227
229
221
216

Epsilon

Theta Delta Chi
Delta Upsilon

'J97

Zeta Psi

246
225

Kappa Sigma
Beta Theta Pi

23-1

Sigma Nil
Alpha TaUv Omega
Alpha Rho' Upsilon

U31
180
168

Independents

Ivy
The
cises

May

275

$3000

Total

Day

Set

traditional Ivy Day exerwill be beM on Friday.

3,

nounced

the Student Council anlast

Wednesday.

Juniors win be assessed
to cover expenses. All men now
in their tifth or sixth semesters will be. considered Juniors.
As yet, no definite plans have
been made regarding the activities of the day.
All
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Curtia '47

only drive that will concern Bowdoin
students as such during the entire

MMn

Jamea

B. Hall '47
H. Nichols, Jr. '49

John

Managing Editor This Ismir

Haason 47

J.

II '49

Nelson L. Towers

Bttb-MWra: P. Kendall Nlven

Mack Walker

'47

Frederick W.
David Crowell

'49,

Wajinsnd H. Swift

'47,

'49
'49

George F. MrClelland

Featue Editor

'49,

Johnson Poor
Johnson Poor
Daniel

Sport* Editor
Asafatant 8port« Editor

Wiley

w.

Charte*

'48,

'09

Reporters: Earl 8. Archibald, Jr. '48, Ralph B. AnKenvln '49,
derson 'SO, Peal L. Bishop '49, Roger

U

Raymond

Tronbh

8.

Francis R. Carrie
Albert B. Patton '59

'59,

'59,

Bryant H. Whipple
Walter S. Mather

Arnold Cooper

'48

Joseph J. Sohmuch
Francis R. Carrie

'49
'50

Manager

Assistant Bealneos

Managers

Circulation

'50,

C. Cabot Eastern '48

Business Manager

Advertising Manager*

Alfred

Waxier

J.

Edward

'47

Early '49

8.

W. Churchill Cressey
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

largeness.

A

C.

weekend has been planned

to

climax the drive, during which several
athletic contests, a

Glee Club concert,

and an informal dance

will take place.

Part of the proceeds from the Masque
and Gown's forthcoming One Act

Play Contest will be donated to the

'50

By their enthusiasm and support,
Bowdoin men have a chance next
week to set a precedent that will make
the

Cabot Easton

Campus Chest

Drive, in future

one of Bowdoin 's more valuable
contributions to the wider community
of which she is a part.
years,

"The Challenge to Liberal EducaFew lecturers at Bowdoin have

tion."

ever presented sounder thinking on
such an important topic than did
.MIIkTIO PO« NATIONAL ADVMTISINO *r
National Advertising Service, Inc.
CMtm Psassnae n^enaahatsi
Nlw YOWK. N. Y.
420 MAPISOM Av r
€*«•• **roa lot ahmiii iw r«
•

Theodore M. Greene, ProPhilosophy at Yale University
spoke recently under the auspices

Professor
fessor of

who

•

•

of Phi Beta Kappa.
ntl'lVl weekly whra «Umm ar» 1*14 durinjr the Fall and
Sprtnc trfancator by the gtudanU of Bowdoin Colltfte. Addren

IW

Editor and aobaeription ooramuniof tfca Bowdotn Publtafelnr
Office in the MouKon Union. Bowdoin
Coliete. Bnintwlek. Maine. Interad aa aeeond cla»» matter at the
poet office at Brunswick, Maine. The aabacription rate for one
U two (I?) dollar*.
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cationi to

Company
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at tha

To

concentrate

attaining

The

its full
is

energies on

the challenge

And what

this

is

general aim of a liberal edu-

cation, according to Professor Greene,

VoLjjOtVI
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CAMPUS CHEST DRIVE
has been the policy of the Orient

It

in life but should be taught the means
by which he may become a better
member of society. For only by
thoroughly understanding the feelings, ambitions, and actions of all
other people can any well adjusted so-

months to refrain from attempting to solve problems of world
importance, seeking rather to create
an awareness and an understanding

among

undergraduates,

the

of

the

problems confronting the college community. For, strangely enough, the
life

One

to realize that

Bowdoin

but a model of larger commen can learn tolerance, judgment, and perspective, and
equip themselves to face the serious
problems of the more inclusive comparties,

munities, where

munity they

will enter

upon gradua-

distinguished speaker outlined

and to be tolerant of it.
Language is of primary importance.

It includes not only the study of foreign languages, literature, and the fine
arts, but also the understanding of the

technical language of the various professions.

Too many misunderstandings

are the result of the failure of individuals to familiarize themselves with the

tion.

Bowdoin men have an opportunity
to prove their awareness of their
relationship, their interdepend-

ence on larger communities. In fact,
they have a chance to render material
assistance and moral encouragement
to individuals in that

more

inclusive

community who are less fortunate than
themselves.

The Campus

Chest Drive, to take

place during the next week,

this

is

opportunity. Organized by an enthusi-

Planning Committee of students,
representing each of the fraternities,

astic

mediums
and

in

which others think, speak,

act.

The

and the natural
sciences will help in forming the second tool for living, the background of
facts without which we cannot understand or tolerate. This foundation of
social sciences

facts is indispensable to the

ment

of the next

of a

liberal

two

develop-

essential aspects

education;

the

ability

form judgments under the influence of moral values; and the capacity
to view our society and its institutions
to

Moral values may be derived from

Student Council, the drive has for its
purpose the raising of $3,000 to be dis-

the studies of religion and philosophy

among

ganizations.

various charitable or-

Prominent among these

organizations are the

Community
doin

men

Red

Cross, the

Chest, and two that

have had

perhaps, the

less

Bow-

contact with,

World Student

Service

Fund and Cancer Research.
The World Student Service Fund,

And

history

and

phil-

osophy, the two great synthesizing sub-

which draw upon all the others
in consummating the general trends
of our civilization, contribute most to
our acquisition of perspective.

jects

Only when we speak the other

fel-

low's language, possess adequate facts

students, for students; for the supply-

upon which to base our judgments,
and can make fair decisions based on
moral values and still keep the perspective of our place in relation to our

ing of the bare essentials of living and

civilization in

working, food, clothing, books, and
medical aid, to the frequently tuber-

bility of

in particular, deserves a

The fund

evxplanation.

word
is

of ex

raised by

mind, may we consider

ourselves ready to bear the responsi-

common

living.

Europe.

There are those who expect a liberal
arts college like Bowdoin to prepare
them for a particular career or profes-

Each fraternity has a goal to reach,
amounting to about $3.50 per man.

lege

culosis ridden

and homeless students

in the formerly occupied countries of

A

large

when

sum

to ask, admittedly, but

the thrifty individual realizes

that the

Campus Chest Drive

is

the

sion.

The purpose of a

is,

liberal arts col-

rather, to develop that virtue of

complete and unselfish tolerance without which no man may dare call himself civilized.

-

c

—

you,

[

Spoctor

R.A.W.

Continued frbm Page
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a.
With advice and consent of
fraternity, membership deterpolicies of houses. These
policies are to be submitted to
the Director in writing.

and

impardonably

graph

3,

II,

Con-

7fith

346,

Part VIII, para"Such person

states:

be eligible for and entitled
such course of education or

shall

to

may elect, and at
any approved educational or trainhe
institution
which
ing
at
chooses to enroll, whether or not
located in the State in which he
resides, which will accept him as
a student or trainee in any field
or branch of knowledge which
such institution finds him qualitraining as he

fied

to pursue:

..."

According to current interpretation of the above it would appear that an eligible veteran is
pursue
a
subject
entitled
to
course in flight training

m

if

the ap-

proved institution at which he en*
prescribes or recommends
such subject course as a part of
the course for which the veteran
-

rolls

has been found by the institution
to be qualified to undertake or

\

pursue.

There are several publications
by the Federal Govern-

offered

m

ment which are or may be
terest

to

of in-

veterans. Perhaps

first

on the list should be the one
which is entitled "Laws Relating
to Veterans." This is for sale by
the Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office,

Washington

25. D. C.

For the purchase price of $1.25
it
is a very worth-while investment. Unless a veteran ha9& personal knowledge of laws that are

by the Congress of the
United States, he may be failing
to avail himself^ of certain bene-

passed

fits,

often of a monetary nature.

As a

rule, little notice is given
to such laws by the newspapers
of the nation. There is no reason
to expect that they should print

dry stores plant at

The

are

fraternities

:

fraternities.

and turn- ture. But it is firmly believed by
to Bursar's office to be the authorities in charge that
credited to dining room in- prices are far and away better
than they would have been to fraternities in the local and nearbymarkets if the fraternities were
competing for goods under the old
delivered
the Cooi>erative system of short notice ordering.
tp
Other services are also peroffice.
Prompt notification of
men coming and leaving must formed under the cooperative.
During the first trimester about
be reported.
$146,000 in board money was col(f) Routine Work
a.
Monday
Delivering pay- lected by the college with the loss
roll to Union office and Friday of one small account of 5^0.96.
Picking up checks for em- Bills are paid promptly and discounts secured. Budgets are set
ployees.
in

come.
(e) Determining Membership
a.
Lists of men to be charged
board in any house are to be

—

—

•

up and comparative statements
Keep chefs or cook j
wormed at all times of number among houses are worked out
b.

i

Example: and submitted monthly. Careful
Check week-end absences to monthly accounts and reports
eliminate preparation of extra are made so that each group can
tell exactly where it stands finanfood.
dining

rooms.

Menus
Keep cooks

at all times. Many fraternities are keeping daily food costs
with great success in uniform
operation. As a result of the cooperation of the college authoricially

(g)

informed

at

all

times of likes and dislikes of
of
meals.
Suggest
dishes that might be eliminated
or added.

members

ties, the student managers, and
the cooks at the end of the first
Cooks
All around cooks, term all houses are either now
meats and pastry cooks: Help operating at a small profit to use
hire help under cook, order from for emergency or in a very few

—

purchasing agent.

Waiter and other student
5.
Reading of poetry by members employees: All hired by fraterniof the Editorial Board of the ty committee and (or) student
"Quill" and contributors to the manager. Method to be detercollege literary magazine featured mined by individual fraternity.
the weekly broadcast of Bowdoin- Standard of meals set by frateron-the-Air at 3:15 this afternoon. nity. All profits and losses belong
Irving R. Pliskin '49, an Editor to the fraternity.
of the "Quill" and a member of
All board charges for all men
the radio organization, directed will be collected by the college
and announced the program. He and board disbursements will be
also read
two of his poems: paid by the college. A monthly
"March 23" and "Child New statement of profit and loss will
Born".
be submitted by the Director of
v
Undergraduates who presented \ th e Interfraternity Cooperative
selections of their own work .were: to the Student Manager and to
Douglas Carmichael '44, "Sonnet"; the Alumnus Treasurer of each
H. James Cook '48, "Sonnet"; fraternity.
Robert R. Bliss '47, "Reflection";
Board rates may be changed at
LeeD. Pettengill, Jr. '45, "Last the beginning of any trimester.
May"; and Earl S. Archibald, Jr.
The Interfraternity Cooperative
'48, "The Fiddler", "A Question", has now operated for one trimesand others.
ter. It probably could not have
been started at a more difficult
time because of the fall scarcity
of
food before O.P.A. was disconVocational Tests
tinued, the great ehange in price
Students who took the Strong level after O.P.A. and the unsetVocational
Interest
Blank in tled markets ever since. The plan
October and in December may get has been met with some oppositheir reports by calling on Dr. tion and skepticism as any such
Clark at the Psycological Labor- wide reaching new plan inevitaatory.
Further
students
who bly would, but it has won the
would like to take the test may popular approval of those people
make arrangements at the same who understand what it is doing
place. The scoring fee for 27 oc- and trying to do.
cupations has been raised to
The College was very success52.00.
ful in securing the modern cold

At Lab

1

cases about breaking even. A
traveling secretary of one of our
fraternities

said

board

cur

was lower than any
leges he had visited.

bill

the col-

of

is untrue to say that all is
because it is not. There is
misunderstanding among parties involved; it will take time to
get the business operating entirely smoothly. But certainly all are
in dead earnest to succeed and
the business will be worked out,
given time, to the satisfaction

It

well
still

and the

gratification of the stuand college offi-

'I'm a

regular

The

fraternities themselves can
plan their own menus and
set their own standards. Student
managers are securing good business training under leadership
and there is plenty of responsibil-

still

them

for

to

assume where

—

they are willing to take it
for
the most part they are taking it
seriously

and

you might

THRiFT?

for thrift. I never

throw sway anything that

I

I

call

salvage millions and millions of pounds of metal from what
junk.

"I collect all the old telephone equipment, wire and cable no longer useful
and all the machine scrap, turnings and rejected parts
to the Bell System .
.

from the

factories

.

where

I

maht

Bell

Telephone equipment.

•

"I turn this scrap metal into bars and billets of refined metals and alloys

out of which

I

make new telephone equipment.
textiles and paper, tooji. and anything

"I salvage rubber,
again, I sell

welt.

believe in
Scotsman

can use again.
"Every year

cials.

ity

Do you

alumni,

dents,

Nothing

is

I

can't use

wasted.

one reason why you

"My thriftiness, as supply unit of the Bell System,
Fraternity employees are paid
under the college pay roll plan get tdephone'service ... the world's best ... at the lowest possible
where,
for
their
convenience,
"Remember my name. It's Western Electric."
withholding taxes are deducted
weekly, and they are now also all
under Workman's Compensation.
One cook collected $150 as the reis

cost.

'

sult

of

These

an

accident

employees

this
also, are

fall.

now

for the College Social
Security benefits upon applica-

Western Electric

eligible
tion.

1

M*J

Law

gress, Title

bility for collection

4.

Over Bowdoin-on-Air

training while en-

liberal art3 college.

sale prices. It is admitted we are
still in a seller market and prices
Provided any additional are not so much below the retail
charges are made, responsi- prices as they will be in the fuin

in

Proud as I am to have, apparently, achieved such athletic acoamplishment, you must hereby
pardon me for calling to your attention the inveracity of such a
statement. Gentlemen, please!
Yours sincerely,
Joe Schmueh

Public

a

C.

confused with the almost unpro-->,
nounceable moniker
of
yourss'l
truly.

flight

rolled in

|

A.
Guests, out-of-town and
in-town guests.
B. Setting out food at night

three,

ridiculously

1

mines

polar bear could you gentlemen
err so ludicrously as to give a fictional tinge to your last week's
issue? For behold, page three,

bring greater glory to the Bowdoin Sun. Gentlemen, all you need
to do is see Messrs. Sabastianski
and Shay and they will expound
the fact that for me to move fast
enough to run two laps, let alone
two miles, is miraculous in itself.
Shades of the Art Building, calesthenics is exhausting enough!
And here let me express ,my
sincerest sympathy to the unfortunate trackman who did perform
the said event. Not only was his
credit given to the wrongest of all
individuals, but also his name was

Towers

these laws. Hence, it is generally
charged up to the veteran himself to gain
the B.N.A.S. Here all kinds of five percent each month to defray all the information possible.
foods can be kept at the proper the cost of operation. For -this
Privileges, rights, and benefits
temperature in seven cold stor- amount they are receiving the for former members of the armed
dependents
age boxes as well as in the dry following services: a saving in forces as well as their
are there for the asking.
Fraternities place
stores room.
Continued on Page J }
their orders here and all supplies
are secured through one purchasing agent at competitive whole-

storage and
]

tenure.

of the Orient:
in the name of the granite

paragraph six under the heading "Marcom Leads
U.N.H. to Win Track Meet," I
galloped two, not one mind you,
but two miles in an effort to

such as

Interfraternity Cooperative Dining Plan

(d) Policies

column

L.

first

m

Many potenUal varsity players .stick to fraternity
competition not for the glory of old Pi Phi Psi but
because they can take it or leave it as they choose.
Participation in a varsity sport, on the other hand,
is almost, of necessity a major activity. The large
number of veterans who are exempt from compulsory athletic requirements should also be considered
in this connection. The upshot of the matter seems
to be that Bowdoin men are playing where they can
get the most fun out of it in other words, athletics for enjoyment. Bowdoin is perhaps attaining
without effort that de-emphasis of athletics which
sundry other colleges have striven so hard for. This
is, however, a subject which we are notoriously incompetent to deal with, so perhaps we'd better pass
on to something else,

very near future.

Thank

training linger surpris-

chapel exercises over
President Sills called for the national
anthem at the close of the service. Everybody stood
up, of course, but at the first notes of the music
they all snapped to attention. You could see the sudden rigidity ripple right down the aisle, and we
caught several men giving each other shamefaced
glances. Apparently we aren't all entirely readjusted
to civilian habits even yet.
- e
We have received several compliments recently
on the hand-knit ski sweater we've been wearing, a
masterpiece of green and white yarn that looks
good even on us. It was made for us by a certain
young lady of our acquaintance, but it would take
more than a nominal fee to make us reveal her
name and address to other would-be sweater boys.
We're too proud of our present distinction. While on
the subject of clothing, we might mention that Bob
Bliss has gone into the hand-painted necktie business. The last example of Bob's painting we saw
was the stage set of "Cyclops." We don't know how
he is on miniature, but we trust they'll be up to the
same standard.
- c
One evening last week we attended a play rehearsal held in the band room on the top floor of
Adams, up under the eaves. The windows in the
east end give a splendid view of the hockey rink.
The glass in them was originally frosted, but about
five panes have been replaced with clear glass. We
wonder when and how these windows came to be
broken and how many people have keys to the room.
It might be that somebody doesn't like to watch
hockey standing in the cold.
- c
After attending several recent meetings of the
"Quill" board and of Professor Coffin's advanced
composition course we have come to the conclusion
that undergraduate writers in general prefer poetry
to prose and that, at least in the view of other undergraduates, their poetry is better. Perhaps they
do it more, and therefore better, because a poem is
shorter than a story or essay and so seems easier.
We don't know. Or it may be that they turn to
poetry for a less complicated thought structure.
Judging from the short stories we have seen, the
biggest difficulty for Bowdoin writers lies in thinking up plots. At least four stories out of five have
a war background, which indicates the authors are
drawing heavily on their experiences. Others are
fairly obvious imitations of popular types. Undergraduate authors seem unable or unwiling to trust
their imaginations very far. Which may or may not
be a good idea.

machine would help. Incidentally, one big
tised by selfish students. A circulatory publication of the regu- change we notice from the pre-war days is that men
lations concerning the punishment no longer sit and talk at Union tables all night. Now
of U. S. Mail thieves should be they just eat and go. The pace of modem life is

Students Read Poems

the Independents, the B.C.A. and the

tributed

m

,

effects of military

At the semester's

in the church.

side coke

with perspective.

in particular.

The
ingly.

m

distributed for all concerned.
I sincerely hope that the College will provide a more secure
method of postal delivery in the

By Nelson

There has been a question offered as to whether or not a veteran may pursue a unit subject

getting worse and worse,

raises the

boxes which receive .our mail in
the dormitories daily are continually rifled by infantile students
desiring
"the lastest copy of
'Newsweek,' a seed catalog, etc."
There are incidents of private,
first-class mail being torn open
by these infamous pilferers. No
- c
subscriber to any popular magazine feels safe to permit the forBest comment to date on the Maine winter:
warding of the publication to his
are cold, but few are frozen."
"Many
college address. Fourth-class mail
- c
which usually includes packages
has been continually rifled for its
One of the minor problems of campus life is the
content.
evening congestion at the lunch counter in the
The blame for this postal havoc Union. At the time the library closes the line usualmust not be placed entirely on ly stretches from the cash register all along the
these childish students. Many letcounter and around two corners out into the hall,
ters have remained in the dormidespite the most valiant efforts of the counter
tory mailboxes for weeks await- and
ing the pick-up of their address- staff it often takes fifteen minutes or so to get
ees. Several undergraduates
are through and get an order.
so lax as to neglect advising their
- c
correspondents of a change in colThis is good for profits, of course, because if you
lege address.
aren't hungry when you join the line, you invariably
There is only one solution Ho
are? by the time you reach the head of it. It's all
this mail problem. The solution
rather dispiriting, though, for the man who only
will provide an intelligent
and
secure method of postal delivery. wanted a coke and a package of Nabs. He either has
The Administrative Staff should to wait while all the men ahead of him get orders
provide an adjunct post office on from the grill or else risk getting a few dirty looks
the campus where each student by bucking the line. In the latter event the jam at
may call for his daily mail. The the cash register is simply made worse. We don't
practice of a daily mail call by know what can be done
to insure faster traffic at
each undergraduate will prevent
the rush hours, but we're hopeful. Perhaps an outthe impish thievery now prac-

How

his world,
%

ORIENT

casual atmosphere of interfraternity sports.

To the Editor

four tools with which the liberal college should endow the student to meet

is

not an isolated system of eight o'clock
classes, chapel services, and house-

now
own

The

responsibility of every underis

In the midst of our campus life
there is being waged an insidious
program of postal pilfering. The
public and unguarded U. S. mail-

S. D.

teach tolerance.

of the problems confronting na-

graduate

is

In short, a liberal education should

and federations of nations now.

tions

of

editorial in last week's

-An

question of men capable of playing on varsity teams
who limit themselves to interfraternity competition
and seems to take the view that they do so because
they place loyalty to the fraternity ahead of loyalty
to the college, or because the chance for personal
glory is greater on a lower level of competition.
Judging from talk we have heard around the carrTpus, we humbly suggest that there may be another
caste-systems.
reason. This is the greater informality and more

a letter which will concern
all undergraduates now residing
in the College
dormitories. My
only hope is that this note will
have as unanimous an effect on
the Administrative Staff as Mr.
Altman's talk in Chapel last fall
and Mr. Carmichael's energetic
It

ciety be established.

Bowdoin community has

of the

many

and a laudable one, is to enable the
undergraduate to assume his proper
place in society. The student should
not be trained for any particular role

in past

denouncement

VETERANS' CORNER

By Douglas (armichnel

m

goal, this

its

to liberal education.

aim?

The influence exerted by the
Orient on progressive ideals and
programs of our College has become widely known. The urgent
articles
on
the
discriminating
fraternity system and the effect
of reports and views on freshman
hazing have accomplished much
toward making Bowdoin College a
more enjoyable and a more liberal atmosphere in which to seek
learning. This note is not another

m
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Big White Speedsters Defeat Bates

POLAR
BEARINGS

Bowdoin Men Grab Two Firsts
In Maine A.A.U. Swimming Meet

Polar Bears Bow
To Boston Five
By 62-39 Score
Boston,
traveling

Mass.,

Feb.

22.'

could

By Dan Hanson

sult

Bowdoin Polar
off more than they Pool.
tonight and as a reMatt
before a smooth Boston winner

chew
fell

University outfit 62 to 39 at the

Thii column has been taking a door athletic contests. This would
negative approach for so long serve a two-fold purpose. First,
that we feel about as hyperthythe alumni and their friends, the
roidic as a PM reported acting as
and their friends, and
best man at one of Barbara Hut- students
welton's weddings. To erase this im- the* townspeople would be

University Club for their second
defeat in as many nights in the

Bay

led 28 to 20 at

State. B.U.

Stubborn Bears

Bowdoin men captured two of in the 100 yard Breaststroke, and
the three Maine championships, Patricia Scott of Portland took
swimmers from all over the the title in the 100 yard BackThe as
state competed in the AAU Meet
Bear last Saturday night at the Curtis stroke. Both of these titles were
previously

quintet bit

halftime.

After falling behind 9-2 early
Big White

in the first period, the

Soltysiak was crowned
the 220 yard Breastwhich
2:53.8,
stroke, clocking
slashed eight seconds from the
record previously held by Dick
May of Bowdoin. Alec Penny, captain of the college team, took the
100 yard Freestyle championship,
followed
by Bowdoin's
closely
Pete Grant and Bob Blake, who
contributed a second and third.
Dick Lucas, speedster from the
Portland Boy's Club, edged Thomas and Erswell of the college to
take the 150 yard Backstroke
crown. Soltysiak, tired from his
the
in
dash
record-breaking
Breaststroke event, won the Inin

Scott,

captured

the

I

:

.

;

;

—

:

:

:

1

Auburn was unable

Indoor Hockey Rink

A

new

hockey rink
Successful college teams attract would be of interest to secondary
school hoys who are interested in
because
players
school* hockey
athletics. Success in sports also
they can play better on an indoor
attracts students who are not inrink. This addition would be an
terested in athletics. The Notre enticement to out-of -staters who
Dame class rooms are not filled select Dartmouth and other
to capacity every year by would- schools rather than Bowdoin.
indoor

to defend her

ond period started and never titles. Beverly Gareeau of Portcaught up. Leighton made things land is the new Maine champion
tough for the Polar Bears with
his uncanny shooting which gave
him an evening's total of 22
points. Speirs played a good game
[Continued from Page a]

Time— 39.6.

Backstroke Championship

— Won

100-yard
by P. Scott; second, R. White; third, B.
Gould, time— 1 :17.0.

I

Cooperative

in the pivot post for the visitors

Bob Spiers Takes Lead
In Individual Scoring

cooks of inWith Matt Branche forsaking
and poured 12 points through the food costs; relieving
terviewing salesmen, giving them
basketball for track and Packy
hoop. Gordon Beem also broke
more time for their cooking; payinto double figures with 10 points ments by the College of all din- McFarland playing in only two
be athletes. Students like to atFrom a purely health-inducing as Bowdoin dropped its eleventh ing room commitments with dis- games, Bobby Speirs took a comtend a college whose athletic reccounts taken; payment of em- manding 21 point lead over his
standpoint the cage could, among decision of the season.
ords are outstanding just as a visployees with accurate records of
nearest rival as the scoring race
other things, stand some adequate
The line-up:
and
service
taxes
witholding
iting fireman likes to eat at the
Boston I'.
r Bowdoin
OF
G
F
P
After attending a mi Ids. If
lights.
flood
1
2 44 Deane, If
S
1
7
Compensation bene- went into its last lap. Larry
Workman's
may
though
he
even
Morroco
El
4!Monaghan
2
other
Deane jumped from seventh to
meet under the present conditions Sheehan
and
cooks
of
securing
fits;
Botford
OlSlattery
despise pheasant under glass.
Leighton rf 10 2 22!Salsby, rf
2 4
employees; establishthe spectators' eyes are not in
Clem
think that one step in the shape to read over the next day's Slipp
Newtol
right direction would be to make assignments. The faculty should Daly, e
an effort to attract good students be in favor of this because we Ctiarboneau
Galpert. is
Belii
who are also good athletes. This have enough excuses as it is.

dining

,

We

would be tantamount

ing well-rounded students. There
available
to
scholarships
are
good students at Bowdoin now.
Why not use these scholarships
for a double purpose? Phi Betes
are supposedly selected on an allround basis. Why not students,

too?

Need For Adequate Seating

We

As a matter of

fact, the facul-

1
1

2

1

2

r|4

Whitney
12

1

41 Morrison

1

1

2

2

1

2IMcFarland. Ik

1

3
•

II

71 Speirs, c
2 Piper

•

C Glddinjcs

1

HBeem. r*

4

9!

•

26 12 621

15

Foster
Totals
Referees— Smith and Jones,

Gaudrelt.
Total*

to attract-

6

3

•

I

the alumni, the Athletic DeThe line-up:
Tufts
G F P Bowdoin
partment and the students should Cumiskey.
OlSlattery. rf
rf
C 2 14 Whitney
all be in favor of these conditions Nickerson
• 2!Silsay, If
Ham. If
Speirs, e
Weldon
we
are
if
necessary
because they
9 Morrison
Tryder. e
1
are to exist on an equal basis Kolk'wicx
1
31 Piper
2 IVane, re
Burirb'cher
with the other Maine colleges. Cooney. rjt
4
41 Beem. lc
Kochiss
5 15!McFarland
And to use a time-worn cliche, Meehan.
3 3< Foster
Is
0!
Blackburn
"The time is now!"

2 10
1

1

» 39

ty,

;

Totals

need adequate seating arrangements for indoor 'and out-

16 521

Totals

room

second place with

ment of G.I. Training of mutual
benefit to both G.I. and fraternipurchasing of equipment;
ty;

on

2

2

1

5
4

4

10
2 10

i

2

o
4

4 12
1

2

4

o

IS

n

9 45

Beem

his heels. Speirs also

they
all houses to know
financially at all times; insistence by Cooperative that daily Sneirs
Deane
board costs be kept by cooks; the Branche
checking for fraternities of all Beem
McFarland
men coming and leaving so that Silsbv
Slattery
accurate records of bills are kept; Power
and finally the collection of be- Clarke
tween $2,500 and $3,500 monthly Morrison
Giddinirs
on fraternity board bills.
Piper

G F

G F P stand
1

Gordie

had
the best shooting average, a commaking of monthly operating fortable 500 percent, with Deane
statements after insistence on again running second.
careful monthly inventories by
Following are the individual 10 each.
houses, which statements allow
accumulations and percentages:
where
close

M
2K

2H
23
20
23

II
14
10
IS

IK
H

pts.

pot.

91

.500
.472

70
66
62
5«
54

.:tv6

.241

AJ).'s Continue

14

rt o

.37.»

BALL LEAGUE STANDING

17

11

45

JtU

as of 20 February 1947

21
17

.380
.42*

1".

.1.-.3

11

.266

H
4
4

r,

E
—
:>

.370

Games

Won

AD
DU
.

.

.

JUST RECEIVED--

Semi-Annual Clearance Sale

Hand-Made Argyle Hose

Were

Now

$3.75

$2.95

100% Imported

Sweaters of

Wool

$7.50

$9.75

Deanshire Alpaca-Lined

$48.00

Greatcoats

1

Beta

1

ATO

1

....

ARU

Postponed

All $2.00 Ties

All $2.50 Ties

now
now
now

just

a few of the

Rust Brown

-

-

Chocolate

Brown

1

1
1

Twa Mile Ran—Won by J. Woods (Bo)
Mahany (Ba)
third,
second.
French
(Ba.) Time 10.S8.9.

1

seeend

1

tie.

2

:

;

Late«ola

Heitrht 5

second.

1

Time

F.

Jark*n (Bo)

2.27.6.

St.

in heats

35-Paand Weight
Won by Parsons
Bo) second, Martin (Bo): third, Fortin
:

Home

by

:

Auten (Bo).

third,

by

(Ba)

Freese

(Bo)

:

4» in.
by Latejrola

ft.

Jump— Won

Heap (Ba)

Distance 22

;

third.

law

8,

Massachusetts

by Howlett
;

Time

W
:

Time

4.41.9.

Height

second. C. Woods (Bo); third.
Tttme 1.20 J!.

11

ft.

2 in.

hum

(Ba).

•••-Yard

Time

6 seconds.

Ran-

Won

by Howard (Ba)

Brown

Band Box Cleaners
Cleaning

'-

*->

ing

--^ i
:•

Phone 533

Maine Street

The

D. D.

HARMON'S
104

Bowdoin Men

FRONT STREET

for over

1947

W. CHANDLER & SON

HOTEL EAGLE
NEW

GARDNER

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

CO.,

SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

Outfitters to

Book Store

ROCCOCO by LAWRENCE SPINGARN
PENCIL SHARPENERS—OUR PRICE NOT $2.50
BUT $2.00

Capital and Surplus $SM,0M
Total Resource* over* $5,006,006
Student Patronage Solicited

& SCOV1L

College

WORLD ALMANAC

BANK

Charles Church)

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Brunswick Coal

25 Years

and
BATH

:

4.7 seconds.
1 (Pound
Shot Pat
,n by Shea (Ba)'
(Ha). Distance 40. ft c; in.
second,
Taussig
( Bo)
third.
Mitchell
One Mile Ran— Won by Home (Ba);
second. Schrack (Bo): third, Woods (Bo).

BRUNSWICK, MAUVE

You'll satisfy all your clothing needs at

Ba)

(Ba)

Heap (Ba).

third.

45-Yard Hied Hardies Won by Branche
(Bo): second, Schrack (Bo); third. Burn-

F.

of

I

Branche (Bo).

ft. 3 in.

40-Yard Dash— Won
second. Branche (Bo)

FIRST NATIONAL

Co.

1281-M or 8006

The 600

Opening Date

.

SEASONED FIREWOOD
AT A REASONABLE PRICE

CALL

;

Ran— Won

71

Admitted

Near Fire Station

HEUSSLER

Harvey Jackson of Bow-

sprinting
doin.

second.
Branche (Bo) j third, Murphy
(Bo). Time H4.7 seconds.
Pole Vault Won by K. Cross (Bo):
second. R. Cross and J. Nichols (Bo), tie.

Men and Women

Catalog upon request

212 Maine Street
below

bv Branche (Bo):
H. Mitchell
(Ba).

Ran— Won

i

47 Mt. Vernon Street

MEN'S FURNISHINGS and ACCESSORIES

(in the block of stores

Home of Bates easily took the
mile with Joe Schrack and Joe
Woods, both of Bowdoin, placing
two three. The red head returned
later to win the 1,000, by out-

Programs

of

$1.85

RYAN &

and
10 in.

ft.

l.MO-Yard
30»-V»rd

Day and Evening

Won

High Jump

1

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL Or LAW

$1.50

$20.00
J.

in the last two
Parsons, Lin Martin,
and Vic Fort in swept the 35 lb.
weight event. In the discus, Shepard of Bowdoin tossed a valuable
second.

Phil

—

Prepares for the practice

.

Bowdoin man

l

Early application necessary

$1.00

EXCEPTIONAL SAVINGS

throw made by any

feet, the best

years.

Broad

2
2
2
3
4
5
5
5
6
6

1

Boston
These are

Buraham in sweeping the 45 yd.
high hurdles. The time, 6 seconds,
was 'Branches best clocking in
two years of collegiate hurdling.
In the weight events, John
"Beast" Taussig placed second in
the shot, and went over forty

(Bo). Distance 46

LL.B. degree conferred

$1.50 Ties

Al
Howlett
of
was
Bates
awarded the 40 yd. dash over
Matt Branche in a very close
finish. Matt came back to team
with Ralph Strachan and Hal

September 22, 1947

Lovat Green

AH

standing Bates performances.
Once again it was Joe Woods
who gave the crowd its most exciting thrill. Running behind Mahoney of Bates until the last two
laps,
finally
his
Joe
started
famed kick. For a moment it
seemed as if Mahoney would hold
on, hut the pace was too much.
The Bates freshman "blacked
out" and Woods went on to win.

second.

NORTHEASTERN

$39.75

the discus

and shot and "Red" Home won
the mile and 1.000 for the out-

the first five places.
Jack Freese, Matt Branche, and
First place in the pole vault Ed Murphy formed the scoring
should go to Emerson with NichThe summary
Discus — Won by Shea (Ba): second.
ols and the Cross brothers fightShepherd (Bo): third. Porter (Bo). Dising it out for the remaining tance 119 ft. I in.
places.

Psi IT

Deke

COMPLETE SHIPMENT
of CORDUROY COATS

won

jump. Jack Shea

yd. rUn, which was run
based on time, was won
by Howard of Bates. Cad Woods
of Bowdoin and Al Brown of
Bates tool" the remaining places.
Matt Branche won the high
jump at 5' 10". Ken Cross edged
years within the state. This exout his brother Bob and John
ertion will probably make him inNichols for a first in the pole
capable of jumping the 6' 3"
vault; the height was 11' 2".
he had last year and the event
The Polar Bears did themselves
will probably be a toss-up beproud in the 300 yd. dash by
tween Clements of Maine and Al
sweeping

1

SN

KS

Lost

T
7
5

5
5
3
3

TD

WEEK

his

yd. dashes,

Tategola.

.2.11

19

Chi Psi
Zete

FINAL

To Lead

Fraternity Basketball

high hurdles and high jump,
seconds in the 40 and 300
and third in the broad

yd.

defending
be
Bowdoin will
champions in the Second Annual
State Meet at Orono this coming
Saturday. Maine and Bates will
participate with Colby out because of exams.
Although defending champs the
Polar Bears are expected to meet
opposition from the
brief spots earlier in the season. their main
Larry Deane was the main cog University of Maine, as they lost
in a smooth working attack. He to the Black Bears in a recent
poured 11 points through the hoop meet. Since that meet, though.
and set up the plays for his
uncovered new
teammates. Bill Silsby and Bob Coach Magee has
Speirs were also outstanding as talent and expects his regulars to
Bowdoin rolled up a substantial be in better condition.
31 to 22 margin when the teams
The two mile run appears to be
left the floor. Tufts was visibly
the outstanding event with Joe
awed as this supposed soft touch
ran them ragged up to intermis- Woods of Bowdoin, Morton of
Maine and Mahoney of Bates exsion.
The second half produced a pecting to put on a spectacular
won in
vastly altered situation. The Jum- duel. Although Woods has
only
bos got hold of themselves and the past runs his victory has
went to work on the Bowdoin been by a slight margin.
The performers "to watch" in
lead without delay. The villain of
the piece from a Polar Bear the dash are Martin Hagopian,
viewpoint was a reserve guard, who recently set a new Maine
John Kochiss,
who duplicated cage record, Al Howlett of Bates,,
Deane's first half performance of and Matt Branche of Bowdoin. In
11 points. The Big White battled the longer dash Wally Brown and
desperately as they saw their Jack Feese should be close with
with
lead
whittled
alarming Brown monopolizing the 600 yd.
speed. At the 12 minute mark a field and Howard of Bates and
Kochiss lay-up put Tufts out in Carl Woods of Bowdoin in close
front. Baskets by Nickerson and pursuit.
Tryder put the home team five
The mile run is another close
points ahead and increasing the event between Elmer Folsom of
tempo, Tufts sewed up the con- Maine and "Red" Howe of Bates
test as the visitors slowed to a but if these two runners attempt
walk in the final seconds.
to make their best time this will
Kochiss and Nickerson were leave Cab Easton an almost sure
high men with 15 and 14 points bet in the 1000 yd. cun.
In the hurdles, high jump, and
respectively. Tryder also was outstanding for the winners on his broads jump Bowdoin's hopes rest
backboard work. Deane was high on the shoulders of capable Matt
for Bowdoin with
12 markers Branche who has been undefeated
while Silsby and Spiers collected in the hurdles for the past two
(

:

;

Get Better Atfcletes

The Bowdoin track squad edged
a fighting Bates team 68-49 in a
dual meet held at Lewiston on
Saturday, Feb. 22. Matt Branche
was the outstanding performer of
the meet with his firsts in the 45

Bowdoin Battles
Maine And Bates
In Track Meet

t

;

enjoying their work.

Tune

52-45

Medford, Mass., Feb. 21. Blowing a nine point halftime advantage, Bowdoin's hapless basketeers dropped their first tilt on

the Cousens Gymnasium tonight
Championship as well.
Leonard Gath and Bill Blaine, by a 52 to 45 count. The Big
ace divers of the college team, White, who have^yet to win away
assisted by Beauchaine of Bruns- from home, saV aXpromising upwick, contributed thrills and a set win go out he window in the
few laughs with some sensational heat of a JutmSo rally midway in
r^~\
work from the low and high the second stanza.
For the first tw«m_$y minutes
board.
looked like
Bears
Polar
the
Summaries Men
100-ymrd Freestyle Championship- Won world
beaters.
The visitors
by Penny (Bow); second, Grant
Bow);
showed a flness displayed only in
third. Blake (Bow). Time— 55.2.

9-9 deadlock led
pression we would like to offer come to ail our athletic contests. battled back to a
by Bob Speirs and Gordon Beem.
a few constructive suggestions.
This would build up a friendly at220-yard
Breaststroke
Championship
The Terriers put together an
Won bv Soltysiak (Bow) second. Know-lex
offer these suggestions be- titude and interest towards Bow(PBC) ; third. Rosario (PBC). Time—
eight pointy string of their own
:53.8.
cause we think they are import- doin.
adequate
ISO-yard
with
Backstroke
Championship
Won
Secondly,
to lead 17-9 before the visitors
by R. Lucas (PBC)
second. Thomas
ant. There is no sense in obtainstudents could find the range again. Bowarrangements
seating
(Bow) third, Etswell (Bow). Time— 1 :46.0.
JOO-yard Medley Swim Invitation— Won
ing high-priced coaches and then
from high schools and prep doin made a fight of it until the vitation 300. yard Medley Swim, by Soltysiak (Bow)
second.
Knowles
(PBCJ third. Erswell (Bow). Time— 3 :57.0.
not giving them the material to schools could be guests of the colhalf but failed to reach the record,
final minutes of the first
it-yard Freestyle Novice Won by Coopwork with, just as there would be lege far more often and for a when Al Leighton opened the held by Captain Penny of Bow- er (fid. Little) second, Thaxter (Deeriiuc)
third, Foden (Peering). Time— 27.7.
no sense to obtaining a high- longer time than they are at the eight point spread which stood at doin, and Henry Franklin, former
Wome.i (all representing Portland Boys'
college ace who is familiar this Club)
priced English professor and giv- present time. The best selling intermission.
50-yard Freestyle Championship— Won by
year as referee and starter of the
P. Scott: second. N. Latneau; third, D.
ing him a group of high grade point for a college is to have the
Evidently exhausted by their ef- collegiate meets.
Sawyer. Time—28.5.
100-yard
Breaststroke
Championship
morons to teach. The professor prospective candidates fod admis- forts last night against Tufts,
to
seem
Snow and ice did not
Won by Beverly Gareeau second, J. Strout
could not enjoy his work and the sion talk to the students of the Bowdoin fell hopelessly behind affect attendance at the meet, al- third, J. Hancock. Time— :42.7.
50-yard Backstroke Novice- -Won by J.
of
White
Sally
though
champion
of
incapable
would
students
be
Strout; second. N. Latneau; third, C. Ware.
college under informal conditions. the locals shortly after the sec-

We

To

by Sally White.
a double winner, this two game jaunt through Bos50 yard Freestyle ton and vicinity to Tufts here at

held

Patricia

Matt Branche, Joe Woods
Outstanding For Bowdoin

Downs

Tufts

Lumber Company

t

(Ba).

—

'

i

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

FOUR
-sss
Four Student Written
Plays Compete Monday

Alumni Council Meets At Bowdoin

Memorial Service Held

To

For Professor Moody

Decide Important Issues

[
[

By Wolfgang

[

]

Continued from Page t

]

Bowdoin a compliment last
month by devoting a lead editor*
praising the founding of Alpha Rho Upsilon. This, from a
college that has always been
amiable to Bowdoin, is more than
a mere pat on the back.

Continued Jrom Page 1 1

problem. There will be approxi- dents since the announcement of
mately 250 vacancies in the next Professor Moody's death, Presithe following
Sills
cited
year, and over 1,000 men are dent
competing for them. Mr. Athern tribute written by Justice Harold
P. Daggett, professor of govern- H. Burton of the Supreme Court:
ment, addressed the Council on "Professor Moody has always

Grace Lowery, active in his field of teaching. He gave figBrunswick High School dramat- ures on the growth of the Glee
ics,
playing recently in "Pride Club during the past eleven years.
and
and Patricia He feels that the men in the glee
Prejudice."
Turner, John Nichols, and John club are obtaining as much of an
Cummins, one of the recorder education and appreciation of art
players in the "Cyclops," Edward by studying Brahms' Requiem,
Kallop, who has played in "Much the Messiah, Bach's Mass and
Ado About Nothing" and one of other great masterpieces of music as they do in studying Milthe Dromios in "The Comedy of
and Shakespeare, because
ton
store;

paid

Gambit expert Bill Files is
pessimistic about a new chess organization on the campus and
moat local enthusiasts have resigned their hopes of organizing
into a club.

Continued From Page i

Chason Speaks In Chapel On
American Brotherhood Week
tions are not the real levels for

"In his race to find a recipe for
has
himself, man
found a sure-fire mixture,"
said Charles Chason '46 in a

the perpetuation of Brotherhood.
must be carried out by all of
the people of all of the nations of
the world
and it must be a
continuing and eternal process."
Chason explained that men should
not be engulfed In the cancerous
growth of prejudice that their
leaders cultivate in them, but
should attempt to think things
out for themselves.

extinguishing

It

finally

—

'

chapel

address

Thursday.

last

theme around
"Brotherhood Week." Chason conlittle
uranium and
tinued:
"A
the problems of some of the good been a major inspiration to me."
bit
compounded;
a
Ever since his retirement in Plutonium
secondary schools. He would like
to see more Bowdoin men be- 1926, Professor Moody had kept more name calling; a few more
Car advertised on the back of
let
loose
on
bigots
haters
and
Overheard
during
last
Saturan envelope inside the Moulton
come instructors at these schools. up with college affairs as ProfessUnion door is reputed to be a day's chapel service:
Likewise, he would like to see or Emeritus. He was invariably both sides of the Iron Curtain,
"Who's that across the aisle Errors,"
gatherings and and you can set up a memorial
cast.
college
1928 Willys. It has traveled
completes
the
at
present
they are participating voluntarily. more men coming from them to
Chi Psi's
T.D.S
38.000 miles and can be "tryed from us?"
only last year went to a conferBasil Guy is stage manager and "The thing they learn in the
to man (if there is any one left
Bowdoin.
"That's David with the head of
anytime." A trial spin to Boston
ence held at Portland. He als\>
Ruth Brown, who played in sense of perspective, the ability
Mr. Malcolm Morrell, athletic made his presence known' in other to set It up) bearing the epi- In Fraternity Thriller
last week removed it temporarily Goliath."
Cook's prize-winning one-act play to discriminate between the great
lived
man, who
'Here
"No, who's the student?"
taph:
from Brunswick circulation.
and mediocre are the aims of ed- director, brought to the attention ways. It was disclosed by Presi"The Impenetrable Shield" in
sent could conquer
The Theta Delts defeated the
and understand
of the Councjl the scholarship dent Sills that each year he
ucation."
Chi Psi's in a close game last
colthe
check
to
a
substantial
1945
is
assisting with the proA recent informal survey
With all due credit to the M.
The Snow Cup, which is problem. Mr. Albert R. Thayer, lege for the purpose of aiding everything but his own preju- Monday night to put the Inter"
I. T. Comic Monthly ("VooDoo"), points out that the average stu- duction.
awarded to the class having the professor of English, -gave an exdices. What a sucker he was!'
fraternity
basketball
league's
some student who was in financial
we reprint the following item in dent will pay 30c to sit for two
Douglas
Carmichael's
"Rec greatest
number of members position of the method employed need. These gifts set forth his was the final blow dealt.
third place into a three-way tie.
hours at the Pastime, 44c to sit
its entirety:
Hall" takes place in a Wac rec- present at the reunion in June,
During the war the men in the
Other
basketball results of the
in the awarding of scholarships character, for they were known
Fro*: "What do you mean by for two hours at the Cumberland,
was discussed.
only to President Sills and him- service did not care about the
and 50c not to sit for one hour at reation hall on a fall evening in
slinging the bull?"
The Council discussed the re- to various members of the in- self. He was not a man who race or creed of the Artillery week were the A.D.s over the
Dekes 23 to 16; D.U. 31, Zete 23;
1945. The play is the result of
Soph: 'To sling the hull is to Memorial Hall.
Herbert R.
port of the committee on the coming class.
I>r.
but Battalion covering them;
they A.R.U. 27. ATO 37; T.D. 32. Kapglory,
wished
personal
prevent the professor from realiztfce author's fifteen months' "re- seven - million - dollar
fund - rais- Brown, professor of English, ex- thought only of his fellow man just were praying that it was
pa Sigs 16; Dekes 41, A.R.U. 22.
ing that you are saying nothing
"$300 CASH FOR THE ,BEST search" among the Wacs. Ac- ing project. Its object is to raise plained in detail the various colhad
pointdoing
its
job.
Chason
and- the college which he
there
in a great many words."
REVIEW OF THE 'PRACTICAL cording to the author, the play funds for campus developments lege publications, and the ideas served
for so many ed out that the goals of most
faithfully
Junior: 'To sling the bull is to BREWER' PUBLISHED IN A
such as a Little Theatre, a cov- that these publications convey to
people are security and happiness.
years.
say little in a great many words COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER OR has "no message whatsover. It ered hockey rink, and a new those outside of the college.
"BowThe President concluded,
The ends to which all people are
so as to give the impression that MAGAZINE BEFORE MAY 1, concerns the romantic problems class-room building. The council
The meeting closed on Satur- doin has lost a great teacher, but working seem to be the same;
you are familiar with what the 1947!" This enticing offer, made of a young sergeant and is just was satisfied with the report and
with a luncheon given by his memory lives on in the hearts the means in which the people
day
test is covering."
by the Master Brewers Associa- a plain slice of life."
expressed confidence that the ul- President and Mrs. Sills. Followof those who knew and respected arc trying to obtain these ends
.Senior: 'To sling the bull is to tion of America, is a golden opThe problem-stricken sergeant timate results of the drive would ing the luncheon, the Committee him as well as those who were in- are what is causing the trouble,
say as much as possible in well portunity for any aspiring underUSS AIR MAID*
prove completely successful.
on Capital Needs of the College directly affected by his good
"The Halls of Statesmen and!
is
played
by
William
Davis,
who
chosen words so as to convey the graduate. B. A. Poelhuis, MBAA
only 5 conic
The Council approved whole- met in President Sills' office.
work."
the Councils of the United Na-I
impression that you are familiar President, writes that "the Mas has played in "The Skull." in the
heartedly the results of the exwith the material under examina- ter
Brewers
Association
of "Cyclops," and in "Ruddigore." periment in cooperative - dining
tion in spite of the' fact that you America is especially interested
The feminine roles arc played by services. The recommendation for
have been unable to devote suffi- in obtaining the reaction of colwpt»
iox
Drusilla Congdon, who has played a full time assistant to Professor
cient effort to study adequately lege students to its new publicaEdward S. Hammond in the adan unduly difficult assignment." tion." "The Practical Brewer," in one acts before, and is Assist- missions office was renewed. This
first book ever written to explain ant Director of Dramatics at the plan would provide a
man to be
Another gem from the same* the ancient process of making Brunswick High School; Margar- field representative for the colpublication: "The mayor of Reno, beer, was designed to serve as a
et Coffin, production assistant for lege.
Nevada, states that the new manual for the brewing industry'
President and Mrs. Sills enterlast summer's production of "The
liquor laws must be enforced. He This 6000-year-old manufacturing
Hasty Heart," who has been re- tained the council at a dinner
said a city ordinance states that process has never been analyzed
Friday evening at the Moulton
.
no saloon shall he located nearer in such a scientific way, and cently studying at the Yale
Union lounge. At dinner Presithan 300 feet from a church. He MBAA offers $200 first prize. $100 Drama School; Lucille Maddocks,
dent Sills told the Council of
is giving them three days to re- second prize, as well as official a
teacher at the High School; some of the problems of adminismove the church."
certificates of merit for outstand
Anne Melhorne, a student active tration and topics of interest in
ing reviews of its new publica
connection with college life.
RUMOR: A former EM tion. More details from Book Re in dramatics at the High School;
CARMICHAEL
On Saturday, Professor Edward
sneaked into the Union last Mon- view Editor, Master Brewers As Betty Warner Smith, who played
FAMOUS COMPOSER. PIANIST AND SINGER.
in
"Goodby
Again" and "Winter's S. Hammond, Director of Admisday night and witnessed the sociation of America, 803 Securtty
SAMUEL
IN
ONE
OF
THE
STARS
OOIPWYN'S SMASH HIT PICTURE
Tale"; Edith Lancaster, recently- sions, spoke on the admission
unanimous adoption of a resolu- Building, St. Louis 2, Missouri.
ial

Chason

built

his

Down

I

I

i

i

'

now

jm

SMOKING

i

PLEASURE
HOAGY

'

noted for her performance in
tion to have freshman ex-officers
and Constance
exempted from carrying matches
A column that is factual, per- "Ruddigore"
and wearing beanies.
haps critical/but above all: IN- Comee, who played in 'Tons of
The Student Council has not FORMATIVE. We think it's im- Money." The male parts are
played
by Robert Alexander, Rusyet pledged its support \p this possible. Either factual or critiWashburn ("Hasty Heart"
scheme.
cal, and informative is too opti- sell
mistic
an adjective. Anyway, and "Ruddigore"). Robert Lan-

"THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES"

;

The "Wellesley College News"

1

A Week
It's

Letters

For Ten Cents?

a fact! You'd have to spend

five

hours a

day, six days a week, to write your family,

your girl, or your fraternity brothers in service all the vital

Bowdoin news contained

each issue of the BOWDOIN ORIENT.

Seminars in the various probCharles Dillaway, Robert
lems of college journalism are
Olson, and Peter Prins, assistant
being held for members of the
stage manager for the "Cyclops"
ORIENT staff in the newspaper's
in addition to playing one of the
at the Moulton Union every
Roman soldiers. Roy Littlehale is office
Friday night from seven to eight
stage manager. In the past Littleo'clock under the direction of
hale has played in the one acts of
Richard A. Wilev '49. Associate
'44, and handled
the properties Editor
of the ORIENT.
for the "Cyclops."
"Writing the News Story" was
"Lady on the Way Upstairs" by the subject of
the first meeting
Robert R. Bliss attempts to con- last Friday.
The coverage, coldense eternity represented
by lection, and writing of routine
space and time into a singie monews stories and special events
ment of human existence. The such as speeches
and interviews
play is woven around two characwere discussed by a group from
ters, one a cynical man with a
the ORIENT editorial staff.
certain poetic insight into life and
The series will consist of four
a
typically
frustrated
young more seminars on the topics:
woman. The play shows the effect "Headlines";
"Management and
on each of them by their meetEditing"; "Make-up and Composi-

in

And

[ing.

sent

anywhere

in

the»world at no extra

The

was taken

idea for the play

from a short story written by
Mergendahl last year. Merge ndahl's cast

is

the smallest of the

with all newcomers to Bowdramatics:
Irene
Ryan,
Henry Maxfield, and Donald Sny-

doin
der.

charge.

Warn

I

Clement Brown

is

stage

i

m

mmW^

and "Feature and Column
Writing and General Policy Probtion";

Roger P. Mcrgendahl's "Afterpiece" is based on a psychological
idea of the obsession of fear and
jealousy and its peculiar, if not
startling, effects on three people.

four,

it's

m
ten

caster,

criticism does little good

Would You Write 60

—x-.o

ORIENT Holds Seminars
For Members Of Staff

lems".

These discussions are being conducted with special reference to
the ORIENT. But not only members of the College who wish to
work on the ORIENT but also
any interested in journalism are
invited by the staff to attend and
participate in these meetings.

BBffiffiESS

man-

ager for the production.

MAPLE BEECH BIRCH
.

MOULTON UNION
BOWDOIN COLLEGE'

M
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STILL

"r

*c

y

'*s

Thurs.

ONLY

&

Heussler
$2.00

Scovil

Phone 12S1-M or 8006

A YEAR

ATTORNEY
with
Dennis O'Keefe Margaret Chapman
also

Fox News

Feb. 28-March

1

GALLANT BESS
with

Yes, We're Interested In
.Marshall

Thompson

ALL Your

-

George Tobias
also

Til glRSr
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Zetes Lead Chest; Fickett, Hiebert To Engage
ARU'S Are Second Cambridge Debaters In March
In Campus Quota
Famous English University Team To Argue
Topic Of National Sovereignty, And Peace;
One Of Twenty American Appearances

"Baby" Houseparty To
End Drive With Dance
On Saturday Night
The Zeta
the

ing

Psi Fraternity
raise
drive to

is

'

The Bowdoin College Debating

$3,000

annual Campus
first
by
already
Drive
contributed 71.8 percent
$246.
their quota of
of
Alpha Rho U psi Ion Fraternity is
in second place with 35.1 percent
of its $168 goal, and the Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity is third
with 19.9 percent of its $180 quota
already secured.
R.
.Clement
to
According
'47,
Chairman of the
Hiebert
Chest Drive, the campaign so
far has been a success. All that
is needed is a final spurt in the
stretch to put it over the top.
Full cooperation by all students;
is asked in order that Bowdoin
may fulfill her goal.
Following - the joint Wellesley,
Choir-Bowdoin Glee Club Concert.
Saturday evening the week-end
events will climax with an informal
dance in the booth-fringed gym

Chest
having

participate in its
will
with
international debate
Cambridge University of England on March 26 at 8:15 p.m.

Council
first

in

Memorial Hall.

The two speakers from Camare Mr. William Richmond and Mr. Ian S. Lloyd, who
are due to arrive in America on
March 20. The Bowdoin delegation includes Lewis P. Fickett Jr.
'47 and Clement A. Heibert '47
with Alfred Wehren '47 and
Robert E. Hart '49 as alternates.
Bowdoin is one of the twenty
eastern and middle-western colStates,
United
the
leges
in
among which are Columbia, Yale,
bridge

—

Thompson.

From

usually

reliable

sources

has received information that even Smo will be
here. Says Joe Boyer '48 who recently espied the celebrity obhole
life
through
a
serving
"He
no
in
a wall;
this correspondent

comment

—

made

cheerfully

paid

there
three-fifty and hung
nose."
Since
Smo's
by
his
popularity in
York presently
his

New

from the verbal rivalry of
Cyrano de Begerac it is concluded
that he will appear on campus this

suffers

week-end.

Behind the scenes every effort
is being made by the fraternities
to present the most unique booth
all proceeds to go to the Campus Chest, according to John F.
Ryan '44. chairman of the dance.
Reports predict attractions such as

—

revealing balloon-breaking, miniature golf, candid or other photographing, dart-throwing at your
favorite professor (in caricature)

and rented

kisses.

With the added attraction of the
Interfraternity Track Meet, ConSwimming
necticut - Bowdoin
Meet, and House-party privileges
Saturday night your small conactivithese
any
of
tributions at
ties will soon mount by "paincover
to
less
philanthrophy"
ALL donations to charitable orranizations as an undergraduate
year.
this
for

NO. 16

Demands Cause Council

Discuss Problems

To Adopt Organized Rushing Plan
For Use In 1947 Summer Session

At the close of the debate a Conference with faculty reprevote of the audience will be tak- sentatives from Dartmouth, Wil-

Freshmen To Be Introduced
To New System At Smoker

en to determine its attitude re- liams, Bowdoin, Amherst, and
garding the motion before the Wesleyan, met at the Moulton
hquso. President Kenneth C. M. Union
from February 28 to
Sills will preside over the deMarch 2 to discuss "the underbate.
graduate college."
jf
schools
secondary
Several
Among the top.es discussed
throughout Maine have been in- were tuition and other charges,
vited to send a limited number faculty salaries, fraternities, hnd
of representatives to attend this compulsory chinch a and chapel
Admission is free of services.
debate.
charge, but those who wish to
The first meeting was held in
attend must secure tickets issued the main lounge of the Moulton
by the Debating Council. Under- Union on Friday evening at
graduates will be given access to eight o'clock. Meetings were held
these tickets first, these being in the morning and afternoon
distributed to all those who plan on Saturday, again in the MoUlto be present on Wednesday eve- ton Union. The delegates were
for
President Sills
ning by the Student Council.
guests
of
The general public will then be luncheon, and a reception whs

A

revolutionary plan of organized rushing to be used during
the coming summer session as a result of increasing demands
against the present haphazard system, was adopted by unanimous vote of ten house representatives in a Student Council

meeting on February 19.

.

for tickets to the Bowdoin College Debating Council, 2 AppleMaine.
Brunswick.
Hall,
ton
Tickets will be given up to the
capacity of the auditorium and

these tickets. 'Early
again advised as

application

~\

President

Commemorates
H. W. Longfellow

^ms ^

,

—

trustees of the College and a member of the Board of Overseers, died pledge.
2.
Rushing will start on Tuesat. his home in Cambridge, Massaday, June 17, and will continue
chusetts, on Saturday, March 2.
through the week until Sunday.
Born in Thomaston, Maine, the

invited.

final meeting of the
conference was held in the Faculty Room of Massachusetts Hall
at eight on Saturday. Thc visiting presidents were house guests
of President and Mrs. Sills for
the duration of thc conference.
President Ernest M. Hopkins
of Dartmouth originated the Annual Pentagonal Conference sethc meetings move
ries. Since
annually to a different member
Wesleyan will be the
college,

June

son of the late Albert Palmer and
Stella Trowbridge Gould, he was
graduated from Phillips Academy,
Andover, in 1904. He attended
Harvard College for one year, later

Wheeler Tells Of Student
Role In World Government
By Joe
Students played a key role in the
World Government Congress held
in Ashevillc, North Carolina February 21 through 23. In this city six
groups advocating thc establishment of a federal world government met to merge into a single
united movement making a stronger effort to accomplish their
end.

The several hundred delegates

sections of the nation world once more is breaking into
voted their respective organiza- two armed camps and the reason
tions out of existence and left is our inadequate political strucAshcville as members of a new one ture ..."
United World Federalists for a
No revolutionists, the United
world government with limited World Federalist's policy reads:
powers adequate to prevent war. "We believe that peace is not
The merging organizations were merely the absence of war but the
American United for World Gov- presence of justice, of law, of orernment. Massachusetts Commit- der in short of government and
tee for World Federation. Student the institutions of 'government,
World Citizens of that world peace can be created
Federalists.
Georgia. World Republic (formally and maintained only under world
Students for Federal World Gov- law, universal and strong enough
ernment ) and World federalists.
to prevent armed
conflict
be-

from

all

—

—

1

Speaking at an open meeting and tween nations.
broadcast Carl Sandburg said that
civilization is diversity of opinion
and that this diversity may live
healthfully in a united world which
can and must control the inclination to settle differences by war.

Mark Van

Doren, professor, au-

thor and poet, called for the formation of a democratic federal
government of the world as the
only "promises that civilization has
for a chance to be permanent and
that any given people, ours or another, has a future on which it can
count."
Norman Cousins, editor of the

"Therefore, while endorsing the
efforts of the United Nations to

bring about a world community
favorable to peace, we will work
primarily to strengthen the United
Nations into a world government of
limited powers adequate to prevent
war and having direct jurisdiction
over the individual."
Helen Ball, an honor graduate at
Wheaton last year and National
Chairman of the merging Student
Federalists, received the largest
number of votes of the thirty per
sons elected to the new Executive
[

Continued en Page 4

}

his last
doin.

letter

W. Hoffman

Rev. Robert

host in 1948.
The participants in the conference were President Kenneth C.
M. Sills, Professor Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, Acting Dean, ProfessReverend Robert W. Hoffman of thc State Street Congregaor Edward S. Hammond, Direct- tional Church in Portland spoke on the importance of the inor of Admissions, Professor Ed- dividual in bringing about good will in the world at the Sunday
ward C. Kirkland, and Mr. Phil- Chapel service on March 2, 1947.
ip S. Wilder, Assistant to thc
Reverend Robert W. Hoffman
President, and Secretary to the
- «
^i
of the State Street CongregationConference.
jal Church in Portland spoke on
Dickey,
John
S.
President
Dean Stearns Morse, and Prothc i rn P° rtant c of tne individual
TT
f
of the International Grenfell Assofessor Charles L. Stone repre- 3>£UyUUU
1
in bringing about good will in thc
ciation and. from 1926 to 1938. he
President
Dartmouth.
sented
C1
had served as president of the New
Professor
Baxter,
James
P.
England Grenfell Association.
Elwyn L. Perry, Dean Robert R.
passed
had
he
that
related
He
K. Brooks, and Director of AdA.
William
Emeritus
Professor
missions Frederick C. Copeland Moody, Wing Professor of Math- an establishment in Portland not
were on the Williams delegation. ematics, who died on February 2 lon „ ago j n which medical supUnion
Charles
W. Cole.
President
1S
in tho win Dean Charles S. Porter, Director Hospital, left $20,000 or one flfth !p,ics wore
Reverend Hoffman noted Official
of Admissions Eugene S. Wilson, of his net estate, whichever is dow.
and Professor Lester V. Chand- less, to Bowdoin College. The that the tendency of us had been
An official Bowdoin ring dethe
Amherst will was filed for probate in to think in recent yean that
comprised
ler
group; and Dean Leroy A. How- Portland on February 2.
signed by the L. G. Balfour Comthese life, saving discoveries have
land, Associate Dean Steeling A.
pany of Attleboro, Massachusetts,
Professor been
which
The fund
the result of Science.
[ Please Turn To Page 4 ]
Moody left is unrestricted, alhas resulted from an idea of a few
"I would like to put in a prothough he included thc suggestion
students asking about the Bowdoin
nothing
"We
owe
"that when and so long as in thc test," he said.
Union
(ndependents
Governing to Science. Our debt is to scien- Seal rings in the Moulton
judgement
of
thc
Store,
Boards of said college, it is for tists rather than Science. Science
The Student Council adopted the
the best interests of the instituChest Contributions
of
accumulation
method,
an
is a
project and referred it to the
tion so to do. any portion of the
Robert €. Bryant '47, collector income or principal
may be (Jala, an abstract. Science has Moulton Union Committee for fiused for scholarship purposes to created nothing, does nothing." nancial backing. The Union Comfor the Independents' campus
the memory of the late Jennie L. It is rather the scientist who has mittee took the project over, therechest fluid, will be in his room at
Moody." Mrs. Moody died some rediscovered
these by saving students additional exrecreated
11 Hyde between two and four
Committee by
on Thursday and Friday to col- fifteen years ago.
scientific principles which were pense. The Union
and buying the dies for the ring thus
began
earth
lect contributions for his group.
when
the
Although Professor Moody had here
neighborhood
All those in this category who
been in the. capacity of Professor the scientist has accomplished brings the cost in the
wish the Independents to reach Emeritus for twenty years, he this after a scientific fashion and of $26.
stone for the
felt,
choice
of
manner,
he
is
a
There
had, nevertheless, been active in in a scientific
their quota should contact Bryant at this time.
the community life of Brunswick. lie stated that the scientist was ring: either ruby, blue spinel, or
realiy thc hcrp of the people. black onyx, which is placed in an
'When we talk of Science it is elipitical setting circumscribed
these men of Science which we with the inscription "Bowdoin Colare really talking about."
lege 1794." To the left of the stone
Reverend Hoffman continued by is the Bowdoin Polar Bear in relief,
are and on the right is the seal of the
saying that our decisions
By Ken Niven
made not as a result of' logic but college. The ring will be obtainable
either gold or silver.
After witnessing a quartet of [frequent ly made the most dfjas a result of emotion, feelings in
The Moulton Union Store is
d S
productions more memorable for them. Mr. Davis's Sergeant Sanf*
not
awaiting thc sample before it can
J*«
ders
"as
insufficiently
..^
non-comtechnical
and iccnnicai
caoablc direction ana
capaDic
"The begin taking orders.
„ *
.„_,„ fife, to form our decisions
mtaatM>ai| „„,.
than for dramatic "fissioned, while Mr. Lancaster's intellect unless guided by thc
experiment
First Sergeant was too much so.
significance, the judges of thc
conscience serves to deter man in
fc
between good and
choice
his
annual student- as a misplaced civilian.
thirteenth
f

lYiOOdy
C9A AAA

q
BeqUeathS
Q
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Scholarship Fund
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thc fraternity houses
for any reason until Tuesday.
June 17. There will be no sub-

lowed

No bids may be submitted
2.
to freshmen before 4:00 p.m. on
Sunday, June 22.

Committee Backs

\

#*&&*

Any fraternity \iolating these
rules will lose thc privilege of
pledging anyone during the rushing season in which the violation

Bowdoin Ring

was made.
Thc committee

.

lished

men may know which
freshmen are as yet unpledged.
A further recommendation was

more

.

.

that the

freshmen by Monday, June

and studying.

Plays;

™

I

For Athletic Contest
In keeping with the AthleUo
people
policy
Department's
will be eligible for immediate admkwton to this weekend's athletic contests will be

who

students and their wives, faculty and wives, and students'
dates.
All other interested spectators will he admitted when the
events
have started. These
events include the InterfraterTrack Meet at seven
nity
o'clock Friday, the Interscholastic track meet at two o'clock

and the Connecticut

Swim Meet

at eight
Saturday evening.

o'clock

try to improve Bowdoin's^rushing

system.

;

Glee Club Gives Easter Works

;

Play Contest,!
Excellent
held at Memorial Hall on Mon- formly fine

direction

and

[

uni-

acting saved "Anthejother Compass Point" from
awarded
evening,
day
Masque and Gown "Oscar" to sophomoric pretension. The solil'44
"Rcc
for
oquies (variously reminiscent of
Douglas Carmichael
Hall." Second honors went to
Robin"Afterpiece." by Roger Mergen- son Jeffers and Henry Miller 1
'50.
Other student-written contained some fine snatches of
dahl
"Another sex imagery, but they w-ero poorwere
contributions
Compass Point," by H. James ly correlated with the rest of the
Cook '48, and "Lady on the Way play. The action and dialogue.'
Upstairs." by Robert R. Bliss however, were the most natural
'47. A faculty cast topped off the and
plausible
of
the evening.!
program with George Bernard Peter Poor, John Nichols and
Shaw's "How He Lied to Her Mrs. Marjorie Tillotson were outstanding in an admirable cast.
Husband."
We found no reason to dispute In Mr. Bliss's piece the Lady
Mr. Carmichael's assertions that who was on The Way Upstairs
"Rec Hall" contained "no mes- didn't make the landing, and thc
sage whatsoever" and was mere- play didn't even make the first
|

j

j

Saturday,

?S^uJJ"%n^^S'
»*«*
^*™"
.

!

M

,

J

individual fraternities. The attempt at organized rushing will
be of an experimental nature, the
results of which, i the committee
hopes, will be of assistance to future Student Councils that may

!

(

Spectator Limit Set

to emphasize that the plan is deliberately simple. Problems such as
the freshmen
legacies, inviting
the dinner or to smokers, arc left
wholly to the discretion of thc

The committee wished

First Prize

I

16, at

the latest.

—

Doug Carmichael Wins

Freshman Bible contain

a thorough discussion of fraternities and thc new rushing system; or that a mimeographed
statement of thc above informato all incoming
tion be given

.

j

Ken Niven Reviews One-Act

recommended

list of the pledges be pubas soon as possible after
Sunday, June 22, in order that
pledge
to
desiring
fraternities

that a

May Make

.

in

freshmen weekends.

j

Continued on Page 4

J

In

j

important memory
which Longfellow had of his undergraduate days, the President
concluded, was the experience of
finding himself and of seeking
self development through reading

will re-

until Tuesday.

!

home from Bow- written One-Act

The most

when freshmen

3.
AU bids must be accepted
where he by 6:00 pjn. on Sunday or they
graduated summa cum laude in the become void. Following the week
honorclass of 1908. Awarded an
of organized rushing, the fraterary doctor of laws degree by the nities may pledge at their discollege last year, he was a member cretion the freshmen who did not
Upsilon
of Phi Beta Kappa and Psi
receive bids.
fraternity.
The organized rushing plan was
Following his graduation from developed- and submitted to the
Bowdoin, he entered Harvard Law Council by thc following commitSchool graduating with honors in tee of Council members: Willard
1911. He was admitted to the Mas- IL Cobb '49. Beta Thcta Pi; Hsachusetts bar in 1912.
Michael Kuh '45, Theta Delta
A former resident of Boston and Chi; John A. Pidgeon '49. Delta
Marblehead, he had been a trustee Upsilon; and James R. Pierce '46,
of Bowdoin College since 1943 and Psi Upsilon.
a member of the Board of Overt.
The Student Council will enseers from* 1933 to 1943. At the force the following rules:
time of his death, he was a director
1.
No freshmen will be al-

|

part of the College."
thc famous "Morituri
In
Salutamus," written for his fiftieth reunion in 1875, Longfellow
caught the eternal spirit of his
alma mater, and in the sonnet to
Wheeler
Parker Cleveland, written on the
Saturday Review of Literature same occasion, he paid one of the
maintained, "We have no group most beautiful tributes to the
morality which has worked and teaching profession to be found
prevented war. The longer we wait in our literature.
to grant international control of
The President commented on
atomic energy the harder it win be thc fact that the students in the
to secure the trust of other nations. College today have much in com"America has suffered a blackout mon with Longfellow as an unof conscience. We are oblivious to dergraduate. That feeling of unour responsibilities."
certainty that follows commenceCord Meyer, Jr. warned, "The ment, Longfellow expressed in

22,

ceive written bids in their rooms
at 4:00 pjn. from representatives
of the fraternities. All freshmen
will be fed in thc Moulton Union

transferring to Bowdoin

Speaks About Good Will

C

—

1

them in detail, with emphasis on
the purpose of the new system
namely, to give the freshmen
time to become acquainted with
the fraternities and to become
aware of the binding nature of a

Albert T. Gould '08, founder of
of Bingham, Dana
and Gould, member of the board of

1

recent meeting of the Bath-Brunswick Chapter, Reserve
Philoon.
Officers Association. Major General Wallace
U. S. A., Retired, urged those present "as American citizens to
work intelligently in the interest of a National defense program
that will serve as a preventive of war."
General Philoon, Bowdoin f>5.
and a member of the Board
Sills
Overseers, is Adminof
istrative Assistant to the Governor of Maine. During the recent
war he served in the Caribbean
area and in the Alaska area. He
was in command of the Alaska
Defense Command.
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
One of the Cambridge debat- commemorated the 140th Anniers who will be paired with one versary of the birth of Henry W.
of the Bowdoin men is Ian S. Longfellow, Class of 1825, in a
Lloyd, a South African, educated Chapel Service February 27, 1947.
at Michaelhouse and at the Uni"When all is said and done."
versity of the Witwatersand in
the President stated, and "when
Johannesburg. A scholar of that the highbrow critics have had
university in 1940, he graduated their day, the simple fact remains
the following year m economics that thc
Longfellow, in
a first
with a "double first"
thc last century, have been read
class honors degree in two differby more of the English speaking
ent: subjects.
world than those of any other
He then joined the South Af- poet outside of Shakespeare and
rican Air Force, qualified as a the Bible."
pilot, and spent most of his flyThe College docs not breed
ing career as an instructor under genius. President Sills continued,
the Empire Air Training Scheme it merely develops it; and Bowin South Africa. After going to
doin can claim little credit for
the Far East with SAAF Spit- Longfellow's poetry. But as an
fire Squadron, he was released
undergraduate here, as first proin Cairo, flying to England to be fessor of modern language, as
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
known graduate, "Longfel1
.
.a best
.
low has become an important

.'«

were

doin fraternity system. The rushing plan should be explained to

the law firm

Following the reception, an Informal dinner was given at the
Beecher Stowe House
Harriet
for the participants of the con-

institutions

which have had very small audiences at the usual debates have
had extraordinarily heavy turnouts for Cambridge and Oxford
teams.
[ Continued on Page 2

At a

i.

faculty

The plan adopted is at follows:
At thc Freshman Smoker
1.
on Monday, June 16, thc freshmen shall receive a thorough orientation with respect to thc Bow-

Albert Gould '08,
Overseer And
Trustee, Dies

no one may be admitted without ference. The
is

Philoon Asks Reservists
Defense
by To Aid National

al

.

The Fourth Annual Pentagonal

Bortnyansky-Wihtol. "When Night
Descends" by Rachmaninoff, the
Red Army Song "Cavalry of the

Steppes",
"Pilgrims' Song"
Tschaikovsky, and excerpts from
'Testament to Freedom" by Rand-

L

wmmmmmt

Harvard, and Ohio State, and
which will debate one of the six
on current given opportunity to obtain any held for them in Hubbard Hall
different questions
world affairs which are on the remaining tickets. They may do at four-thirty in the afternoon to
English team's program during this by making early application which all the members of the

their stay in this country.
The subject of the debate will
featuring Gordon Howe's fourteen, be: In the opinion of this house
piece orchestra
so well received interference in the internal afhere during the Williams week-end
fairs of any sovereign state will
last fall.
undermine the authority of any
There will be twenty extra Weiand
organization
international
lesley girls available to escort to
the attainment of a
the dance and other activities, ac- prejudice
Bowdoin's
of
peace.
Each
lasting
cording to Frederic Tillotson, Prowill be
representatives
fessor of Music. Applications may two
be made through William Doherty paired with a Cambridge speak'47, co-manager of the Glee Club. er, each participant giving a fifFirst come first served.
teen minute main speech and an
At the concert the famous Wei- eight minute rebuttal.
lesley College Choir of eighty girls
will sing ."Requiem," preceeded
by the Bowdoin Glee Club whose
program includes "Holy Lord" by

.

Increased

Faculty Salary Among
Subjects Considered

Karvonides

.

1947

College Meeting
Representatives
Tuition, Fraternities,

lead-

'the

in

By Connie

5,

u

|

|

j

ly "a slice of life." The slice, unproved about
as
fortunately,
thick as the cheese in an Armstrong sandwich. Too many charThe
acters had too little to say.
play's saving grace was a sort of
errant pleasantness; from time
to time it captured the atmosphere of the army dayroom and
the tired humor of uprooted and
uninspired human beings. Miss'
Charge of
Congdon, as the
Quarters, had the best lines and

WAC

step.

Its

verbosity

was

height-

ened by a complete lack o:
dramatic action. The audience's
discomfort was matched by that
of thc participants, though Miss
Candidc Paquettc was appealing
both physically and vocally.

Revamped ORIENT

To Hold Meeting Tonight
reorganization
general
A
meeting of the ORIENT will be
held this evening at the newsoajM-r's office upstairs in the
Moulton Union at 8:80. All
men interested in journalism,
with or without experience, are
urged to attend.
Richard A.
to
According
Wiley '49, newly elected Edlthe ORIENT,
tor-in-Chief of
there are many positions open
to men with initiative, enthusiasm, and the willingness to

"Good theatre" is thc trade
term for plays like Mr. Mergen-

share in hard but rewarding
work.
Promotion on the ORIENT
will be governed by ability and
interest and not by length of
will
candidates
service.
All
have adequate opportunity to
work at the different phases of

dahl's "Afterpiece"; we thought
it the best of the four. It was
neat, clever, and Well executed.

rampua newspaper publishing:
news, feature, and sports writing; editing; and headline writ-

•

(

Continued on Page 2

J

ing.

ly,

and collaborated

last

Sunday

evening with the Wellesley College Choir for a Lenten Vespers
Service in the Wellesley College
Chapel.
Members of the Glee Club in the
Bowdoin College Chapel Choir sang
the

athem "Crucifixus" by the

'early 17 th Century' composer, Lotti.

at the 11:00 A.M. Mass of thc
Church of the Advent in Boston,
The Rev. Whitney Hale, D.D.,
Rector. Dr. and Mrs. Hale were at
heme to members of the Choir aft-

!

/

Tour Of Women's Colleges

Featuring sacred works of the grim's Song." by Tschaikovsky, and
Easter season, the Bowdoin College two exerpts from Randall ThompGlee Club on the second phase of son's "Testament of , Freedom."
The combined glee clubs sang the
its Spring Tour gave combined
concerts last Friday and Saturday Easter choruses from thc "Mesevenings with the Pine Manor siah," by Handel.
Choral Club and the Bradford JunThe Faure "Requiem," three
ior College Glee Clubs, respective- parts of which were sung with the

Staff

er the service.
At both concerts the Glee Club,
directed by Professor Frederic T.
T. Tillotson, sang: "Listen to thc
Lambs." by Dett, "SUng Maiden
Sing," by Palmgren, "When Night
Descends," by Rachmaninoff, "Pil-

Pine Manor Club, was featured at
the annual concert of sacred music
at Wellesley. In addition, each organization offered a group of
sacred numbers at the service.
t

The

soloists for thc three per-

formances were Roger N. Williams
'46 tenor, and John Mac. Donlap.
Jr. '48. baritone; thc accompanists
-ere^rberi S^ Fre^lWn
and Charles Bunnell '50. Following
the concerts at Pine Manor and
Bradford Junior there were dances.
Of immediate interest to Brunswick music fans is thc performance at thc Brunswick High School
on Wednesday. March 12, at 8:15
P.M. of the Boston Opera Company
under the direction of Boris Gold-

£

ovsky.
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value. Bylines

lems of other colleges and the world
outside.

In the past there has been

pro-

new

complete, unbiased coverage of
scene.

Mistakes and oversights will naturally

Too much

But our efforts in this respect
always be directed toward perfec-

occur.

are read

in the College, than are

SINK

its

policy might have

on

Bowdoin undergraduate.
will be laid on the activities of members of the Bowdoin community and matters of interest to
ily

for the

Emphasis

pus walks. This feature of the grounds
department has been adhered to in the
past most religiously.

them. Greater importance will be given to events not likely to receive at-

There are two main walks on
campus that are often used by many

tention in other publications.

students during the day in going to

Sports especially will be given better coverage.

to enliven

An

attempt will be

columns and features. In
most part this paper will

attempt to interpret the reading

and from

made

short, for the

OR SWIM?

garding the subject of the negligence
of the College grounds department in
providing "duckboards" for the cam-

be published primar-

will

the
•

inches
places

Therefore

criticisms,

sugges-

and assistance will be welcomed.
This is quite an order to fill. It is
well known that an institution is
only as good as the men who are a part
of

it.

the goals outlined above are

If

to be achieved at

all,

the cooperation

and generous enthusiasms of many additional members of the undergraduate body will be needed. This brings
us to

the second objective of the

Orient.

The

path going from

is

at present

submerged

to the
in six

of* murky, black water. In the
where this walk is not a "black
sea," it is a boggy mire, in which the
students may slither to and from
classes. In other places the water on
the paths reaches one foot in depth.
This statement is not a 'conjecture, it
is based on experience.
This wet condition presents two
points of action on the part of the Col-

tastes

tions,

classes.

Warren Robinson Gateway

Chapel

of the students and to accommodate

them.

activity

Some mention was made a few
months ago in "Mustard and Cress'' re-

paper, while considering carefully the

which
these groups

be

lege authorities; either the walks be

Fickett And Hiebert To Engage
Cambridge Debaters In March
[

J.

be

installed.

H. N.

Jr.

Continued from Page

i ]

Cambridge

since October,
he completed the econom-

1945,

honor examination,
in one year, and he is now' engaged on a study of the industripos,

ics

a

history

trial

of

the

Rolls-Royce

Company.

A keen oarsman, he rowed for
Kings College first boat at Henley, and his other athletic interests are squash and skiing:
Mr. Lloyd became Secretary
of the Union in June, 1946, and
Vice-President in December. He
greatly interested in classical
music, education, and
political
philosophy, but believes that an
is

economist should be independent
of party.

Mr. William Richmond, the
other
visiting
contestant,
is
twenty-eight years o^d, and has
lived at Cambridge since 1936
when his father, the late Professor Admiral Sir Herbert Rich-

mond, K.C.B., M.A., F.B.A.. Hon.
D.C.L., became Master of Downing College. Richmond, a King's
Scholar at Eaton, gained a History Exhibition at Trinity Col'

Cambridge

lege,

is to begin on Tuesday and last through
4:00 p.m. Sunday, presumably with the cussmiles, buttonholing, dormitory combing, smokers, dinner invitations, and geniality. No
freshmen are to enter the houses before Tuesday,
and no bids may be made till 4 :00 p.m. Sunday, when
they must be brought to the freshmen's rooms in

tomary forced

Bowdoin-on-the-Air,
and
the
Zeta Psi fraternity.
Entering
the
United States
Navy in July, 1944, as a
Seaman,
he
was on
active
duty in continental United States
and the South Pacific. He was
discharged in June,
1946,
as
Yeoman 2/c, resuming his col-

writing.

m -c
This

is

good as far as

it

•

l

goes, but

we

can't help

feeling that the chief result will be to stretch the

Sunday afternoon, the houses will simply be compelled to remain on their good behavior that much

-

c

It cannot be denied that a man who somehow
escapes pledging at the start of his freshman year,
and who joins a fraternity one or two semesters
later usually has excellent reasons for doing so. He
knows the houses's reputation on campus, many of
its members, and probably has several of his best
friends there.- It, would be desirable if all pledges
could be made on the basis of such experience. This
would require the delay of pledging for at least one
semester. The reason most commonly given for not
adopting such a delay is that the house dining rooms
could not function without the income from freshmen diners. Since all board bills are now paid to the
college, however, it should be a fairly simple matter
to divide the freshmen into groups to be rotated
among the houses, for the purpose of eating for say
a week at each. Such a procedure would further
the process of mutual acquaintance. -If the houses
can not carry on their other functions without freshman dues, a small rushing fee might be charged, to
be pro-rated among the houses.

longer. It will be a terrific strain, but it probably
the can be done. We can not see that a full week's rushing
is enough to slack off the pace appreciably or to
same
He is now serving as president give the freshmen any real acquaintance with the
of Bowdoin - on - the - Air, vice- houses or vice versa. The principle of delay in offerpresident of the Bowdoin Politi- ing bids is a fine one, but it needs a longer period
cal Forum and a member of the of application.
- c
Debating Council.
Majoring in
One plan for delayed rushing which we hove heard
-e
government and history, he is
The suspension of all pledging privileges for the suggested is that all the freshmen should eat by
presently acting as an assistant
themselves for a certain period instead of at the
trimester is held up as the penalty for any violations
in the government department.
He was selected as a James present two or three day scramble to six. If all houses. This plan would cut the income of the house
dining rooms, but it is supposed to foster "class
Bowdoin Scholar in 1944 and freshmen must remain in the open market until
solidarity." (We thought that was something which
1946 and has been a recipient of of the rushing code. Such a penalty is necessary, and
several
college
debating, prize with the vigilance of the Council it can probably be
took its unlamented departure with Proc Night.)
speaking,
and
scholarship enforced. There are several problems, though, of
The desirability of such a plan depends upon how
awards. He plans to attend Har- which the code as set forth at present takes little
desirable one considers class solidarity. We aren't
vard Law School upon graduatvery much affected by' it ourselves. The alumni, of
account. What about legacies? What about pledging
ing in February, 1948.
course, are organized on a horizontal, or class, basis,
Ficketfs main interests lie in on sub-freshman weekends or other pre-matriculabut all undergraduate organization is on a vertical,
tion
occasions?
Probably
not
much
be
done
can
the field of public service. His
or fraternity, basis, and classes are of little importavocations include chess, bridge, about verbal agreements to offer and accept a bid as
ance. Since the alumni's connections with the colsoon as it may legally be done. The only answer in
literature, music, and sports.
Recently elected president of cases of this sort is that the agreement cannot poslege derive from their student days, we see no reathe Debating Council, Clement sibly be held by the Council as binding if either
son why. the undergraduate pattern shouldn't be
A. Heibert '47 is the other Bow- party wishes to change his mind. This should be imcontinued, if a uniformity of organization is desired.
doin participant in this contest.
pressed upon the freshmen at their orientation lecOffhand, we have trouble thinking of anyone whose
Upon graduating from Lewiston
best friends are in his own class.
High School in 1943, he came to ture and should do much to eliminate high pressure
There
The above comments arising from the Council's
is also the problem of maintenance of
Bowdoin the summer of that
plan for summer rushing are not intended as desame year as an Alumni Fund membership. With a week for the houses to sift over
structive criticism. The fact that any plan at. all
the^ new class, there is apt to be even more duplicaScholar.
Before entering the Navy in tion of bids than at present. It is conceivable that
has been produced is a definite achievement. We
July, 1944, as a Seaman 1/c, he several houses, trying to get the best possible delemerely fed that, the present plan does not go as far
was an active member of the gations, will issue bids to approximately the same
as it might, and we have tried to suggest some furBowdoin ORIENT, Sunday Chap- group of men, and many others will be left out in
ther problems and possibilities for improvement.
el Choir, Debating Council, Bowdoin Christian Association, BowAnniversary
00th
the
Birth
of
Alexander
1
of
Graham Bell •
3, 1947
doin-on-the-Air, Theta Delta Chi
fraternity, and served as an assistant in the chemistry and zoology departments.
Heibert
attended
school here upon his discharge
from the Navy in July, 1946, as
Aviation Electronic Technicians

studies
year.

lege

in

August

of

m

m

1936.
He did a great deal of traveling from October, 1939, onwards,
as an officer in the Royal Navy
Volunteer
Reserve,
served
in
destroyers and submarines, and
was present at the evacuation of
Dunkirk. Taking part in Malta
Convoys, he saw action in the
Atlantic, Mediterranean, and in
the Indian Ocean. Demobilized
in January, 1946, he returned to
Trinity to continue reading for
the second part of the Historical
Tripos for which he will sit in
June, 1947.
Richmond was elected Secretary of the Union in March, 1946,
Vice-President
in
June,
and
President in December. Actively
interested in politics, he is a
member of the Cambridge Borough Council and vice-president Mate 2/c. He is now chairman
of
the
Cambridge
University of the Campus CJiest Drive and
Conservative
Association.
His a member of the B.C.A., and
aversion to exercise is boundless. Bdwdoin-on-the-Air.
Bowdoin's Lewis P.
Fickett,
chemistry major, he was
Jr. "47 is twenty years old, and chosen
as
Bowdoin
a James
in

March

summer

A

graduated from Portland High Scholar in 1944 and 1946 and
School at Portland, Maine in has
received
several
debating
1943 as class Valedictorian. He and
prize
speaking
awards.
entered Bowdoin College in the Heibert intends to enter medical
summer of 1943 under the ac- school on graduating in the fall
celerated program, active there of 1947.
on the Bowdoin ORIENT, BowHis interests include photogradoin Bugle. Debating
Council, phy,
swimming,
skiing,
and
Bowdoin Christian Association, mountain climbing.
is

--.

v

•^.-'•''t:

far beyond the aspirations
of our concurrent venture into
the art of criticism.
skill

Play Review
A

Continued from Page

skillfully

i ]

integrated plot per-

manently aroused the spectators
from any stupor into which the
previous
offerings
may have

Philoon Speaks

plunged them. Its pace and tone
were those of good radio drama,
although the staging was equally
noteworthy.
The author
doubled efficiently as nonchalant
narrator and frenzied lead, and
Donald Snyder was a convincing
neurotic, but Miss Irene Ryan
was a trifle too impatient with
them.

demobilized.

He

[Continued from Page /]

The meeting

was

under

Merrill,

Bowdoin

'14,
State Dethe ReAssociation
otg

partment Secretary of

we were glad when Mr. Mer- serve
gendahl came along, we were Maine.

Officers

gave

the

able
leadership of Lt. Colonel
Philip S.
Wilder.
Among the
more than seventy-five officers
and former officers present were
Colonel Emery O. Bean, Bowdoin
04 and Lt. Colonel Arthur S.

If

the world

a

new

voice
ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL
l

by Mofett. 1918.

overjoyed T)y the arrival of Mr.
General Philoon stressed the
Shaw. "How He Lied to Her need for a strengthening of our
Husband," presented while the national security, emphasizing the
judges made their decision, was danger of foreign "isms" infil'

a sUmulating nightcap. There is trating into our way of life and
no need for us to join the long bringing about its destruction.
line of ORIENT critics who have
In closing, he pointed to the
waxed eloquent over Mrs. Cath- need for universal military trainerine

Daggett's

contributions

to ing.

"In that connection, at this

it
suffices to point I can do no better than
her performance on quote a portion of an article by
Monday evening left litUe to be the Honorable Joseph C. Grew, as
desired. Messrs. Dane and Wilder you know, Ambassador to Japan
brought insight and agility to from 1931 to 1942.
their supporting roles. The hir" There are those who believe,
shute vegetarian would undoubt- and their opinions deserve the
edly have said that his play was most careful consideration, that
the best of the evening, and, at this plan will seriously interfere
the risk of inflating his ego, we with the normal process of edureadily
agree.
This is as it cation in our country. Even were
should be, however, and as we this opinion amply justified, I
look over our comments on the still feel that
the
arguments
four
student-written
plays we which I have already set forth
recall with some alarm that a are paramount. But
I
cannot
critic of *y*steryear found it
agree with that opinion. Educahard to say, if greater tion has many facets. Would that
more of our young men were
want of skill
Appear in writing or in judging given the opportunity to supple-

the

add

local

stage;

that

,

Alexander Graham Bell was a teacher

He was also a trained
who made it possible for

try

was born, destined to employ

of the deaf.

hundreds of thousands of

scientist

women and

millions

upon millions

of people to

hear each other by telephone.

The

into the world that had not been
there before.

For the

first

in the land.

Alexander

telephone brought something

men and

be of service to everyone

Graham

Bell

humanitarian, not only

was

a great

as a teacher

of the deaf, but in his vision of the
benefits the telephone could

time people were able

to talk to each other even

though

separated by long distances.

Horizons broadened.

A new

to

Bell's vision has

on being an
indus-

bring

mankind.

come

true.

It

keeps

essential part of this

nation-wide public servicer

"...

covered by the "duckboards," or a
suitable drainage system

m

m -.c
Rushing

[

For the Orient is a student
and your college newspaper.

read by undergraduates. Yet this newseffect

cannot

placed on the fact that this program

by subscribers, alumni, high school
and prep school students, and others
interested

emphasis

can be carried out if the students
themselves are willing to share the
burden either directly or indirectly.

tion.

Orient

efforts of

our sights high for a purpose.
And this purpose is to make the
Orient an intimate, living part of this
campus, to give the undergraduates
what they want to read but at the same
time to present to them material which
they might read to the advantage of
themselves and the College community as a whole.

newspaper will endeavor
news columns to present an accu-

copies of the

generous

set

First, this

More

fraternity

many persons for their attainment.
The progress will of necessity be slow.
The obstacles of finance, personnel,
and production are many. But we have

guide itself in
adopting a three-point program.

will

undoubtedly stim-

Clearly these are lofty aims which

is

Bowdoin

will

will require the

and to define
Orient will
the future. The Orient

the happenings on the

opinion of the
should confront the campus.

house discussions,
and comments, both favorable or unfavorable. This is exactly the result
we seek. For by an arousal of student
interest in what is going on at their
College perhaps more spirit and enthusiasm will be stirred.

is it

the

Orient

ulate a steady stream of letters to the
editor,

the policy by which the

rate,

much

will

This policy

a useful
it

and

editors,

editor to express his ideas

its

some prob-

front, or which, in the

ments and their effect on the community. A change in leadership should
be productive of these ideas.
The leadership of this newspaper
has recently changed hands. It is there-

in

also with

campaign relentlessly
This does not
mean sensational journalism. But it
does mean complete and impartial
coverage of any problems which con-

worth preserving.
New ideas and experiments are necessary to help institutions master these
new situations. This is especially true
of a newspaper which is highly sensitive to current problems and develop-

,

attempt to acquaint
undergraduate not only with

m

till

At
is

4c* -

ydwfy <5*»o*w

Bowdoin, to unearth and make public
those respects in which the College

tives

Institutions continually change to

fore the responsibility of

of service.

for their achievement.

accommodate themselves to face new
problems and situations. They must
do this if they are to survive. For only

community which

and not on length

Third, this newspaper will endeavor to contribute to building a better

will adopt a simple platform of objec-

wither away.

part of the

and promotions cannot

lege newspaper. Regardless the

an inevitable part of our
existence. If this were not so, our lives
would become monotonous and
dreary. Our initiative and enthusiasm
to do greater and better things would

fesses to serve

real,

of lasting

controversy over the role of the col-

is

is

is

might

the plan in detail, it' urges first that
freshmen be given a thorough orientation on the
Bowdoin fraternity system, Jooth in the Freshman
Bible and at the smoker held on the first Monday
night of the term. This is something which should
have been done long ago. We have even considered
making something of the sort, a compulsory course
for seniors at all prep schools. The average freshman's preparation for the social side of college life
is usually quite inadequate.

worth to the Orient. But it should be
made clear that advancement will be
made on the basis of ability and inter-

—

A STATEMENT OF POLICY

so long as an institution

experience gained

campus issues but

flprtac

Change

work on a newspaper are

the cold. It- is also conceivable that all of this group
join the same house, leaving the other houses
with very weak delegations. The mathematical ratio
of bids issued to acceptances will have to be worked
out with practice. In the meanwhile, we feel some
sort of maximum and minimum quota system may
be necessary, if the size and strength of the different
houses is not to .slip dangerously out of balance.
We still think it, might be a good idea for the houses
and freshmen both to submit their choices to the
Council in a rough order of preference to be matched
together as well as possible.
- c
This would be one way to eliminate the situation
that may arise with the best prospects all receiving
bids at 4:00 Sunday, accepting tthem by 6:00, and
ending with the scramble for left-overs to round out
the delegations. Not that such left-overs may not
be highly desirable pledges. A week is too short a
time for many men to show their value.

Student

Council has finally produced « plan to put rushing
for the coming summer trimester on a more organized basis than it has been in the past. After
careful consideration of the scheme adopted, we
have come to the conclusion that while a step in
the right direction, it is not a very kmg one. The
mountains have labored and brought forth not a
mouse, perhaps, but not an elephant either. The
Council is, however, to be congratulated for going as
far as it has.

To go over

For the products of

life after college.

one's

in this issue, the

m-c

There is no campus activity which
more rewarding either now or in

the

York. N. V.
*as

its

deficient. It will
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'

-
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personally every

towards better writing and possible future careers in journalism.

serve as infallible guides to a mans'
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As announced elsewhere

staff
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Daniel J.

By Douglas Carmichael

Second, this newspaper will endeav-

'44

James B. Hall
W. Wtlley, Jr.

-John H.

Sport* Editor

Mustard and Cress

Wiley '49

Riolutrd A.

AsMclate Editor*

Support The Campus Chest Drive

No. 16

ment

HI."

Which prompts us
four of Monday

all

to add that
night's pro-

ductions evidenced dramaturgical

their
academic
acquirements and scholarship with a better understanding and acquisition
f
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To Pace Fraternity Track Meet

D. U.'S

POLAR
BEARINGS

THREE

Maine Wins State Title
In 72-25-20 Track Rout

National Champions
Interscholastic

Branche Expected To Star;
Zetes Concede Nothing

To Spark

Meet Saturday

By Ed Murphy

By Ed Murphy
indoor state meet

Maine track annals turned into a
This Saturday afternoon the tional interscholastic record of
Friday night in the cage, the Annual Bowdoin Interfraternity
as the University of Maine cindermen, annex- Bowdoin
.rout, on March
Interscholastic
Meet 1.15.1. However, teuscaio will
ing eleven out of the thirteen firsts and being shut out in only will be held at the cage. This have to break 1.14 if he wants to Track Meet will be held. Originated many years ago by Coach
Magee, this event has become one of the outstanding ath-r
Jack
meet is the outstanding school- add another record to his colthe discus, amassed a total of 72 points.

The

first

in

I ,

By George' McClelland'
Restricted Track

Meet Upheld

When Coach Jack Magee an- will be at stake again this year
nounced that entries for the In- with many high school athletes,
terfraternity Track Meet would up for the Interscholastic Meet,
be limited to trackmen, the pro- In the balcony looking on. A well
tests were loud and often. Cries run meet, closely <t>ntested, wiH
that this closed shop prevents made potential Bowdoin men out
all the fraternities
from being of these onlookers.
»
»
*
on an even footing in entries and
that trackmen should be barred
Trackmen have been working
as are varsity and junior varsity
out since November and are in
performers in other interfratergood shape for the meet. Newnity competition have come from
even men who have
comers,
every house. However. Magee's
played football and basketball,
reasons are sound and arc for
have not had the track work and
the good of all.
could not expect to make any
«
•
•
showing at all against seasoned
In ta+ pa*t this interfraternity runners. To allow inexperienced
of the hlph- men to compete would not only
of the Maine Indoor track do harm to those who do not
season. Some fine Umes have know their physical limitations
been tamed in and several rec- but also make a farce out of
ords Net. The meet'* reputation many of the events.

meet has been one
lifthtH

What To Do For
Only the briefest glance at the

Basketball?

This was

A Bowdoin squad which had
been expected to give the Pale
Blue a run for their money failed
to win an event and was a poor
second with 25
points.
Bates
trailed with 20 in the quadrangular meet which became a three
cornered
affair
when Colby
dropped out early in the week.
Maine displayed one of the
best
balanced teams in New
England,
their
strength
being
two and three deep in almost
every event, and it was soon apparent that Bates and Bowdoin
were out of

their

class.

Elmer

sufficient

to see

—

BOWDOIN STUDENTS
HAVE YOU SEEN THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES
NOW FEATURED AT THE

MOULTON UNION STORE?
Bowdoin Ash Trays,
Large Size: $1.50 Each
Small Individual Size: $1.50 for set of Four
Basketball Sneakers for your interfraternity team
$2.39 and $4.25
Bowdoin Sweatshirts
$1.95
Featured this week:

10% DISCOUNT ON WOOL HOSE

Mark

boy attraction of the New Eng- lection. Tom McKenna, also of
land track season. As yet the en- Concord, ran 1.14.2 back in 1941
try list is not complete, but even and his record still stands.
now it promises to be a great
From Rhode .Island comes the
day for track.
last
on our list of National
In the past this meet has at- Champions.
Slim Tom Norato.
tracted the cream of the East- La Salle's crack hurdler won the
ern tracksters and performances 60 yard high hurdle championunequaled even in the nationals ship in New York two weeks
have been .turned in. The meet ago. Classical High School has
records are sensational and Sat- entered its two outdoor New
urday at least three, and possibly England champs. Peter Calise is
more, stand to be broken.
defending New England champSeton Hall has entered its ion
broad
jumper and
Don
great colored star Charles Slade. "Ducky"
Murphy is defending
This boy won four national titles high jump champ.
in New York two weeks ago and
From Moses Brown will come
could easily break the meet rec- Arnold Rasmussen, the nearest
ord for the high jump, broad thing to chained lightning this
jump, hurdles or the 600, which- writer has ever seen. Last year
ever he ehoses to compete in. this speedster was clocked
in
The Seton Hall relay team is 21.8 for a 220 and has hit 33 flat
also great and only last week ran
in the 300. Unfortunately, "Ras"
3.25.4 for a miie relay behind the
has a pulled tendon and will not
national champions from Seton be at
his best. From Banington,
Hall College.
R. I., comes the last of the
From Massachusetts, Val Tobeys, and probably the best,
Muscato, another Concord great, Joel. This lad has broken two
will come in quest of glory. This" minutes in the half and should
lad is also a national champion. do well in either the 600 or the
In New York he ran 51.8 to win 1000. Also from Banington comes
the quarter. A few weeks ago in Arnold Carter, a Sophomore who
Boston Garden Val sped through has high jumped six feet and
a 1.14.6, 600 which broke the Na- pole vaulted 11 feet 6 inches.
|

.

The White Swimmers extended
their
winning streak to
five
straight, as they rolled over Trin-

and

ity

Boston

University

last

weekend m capturing two contests by lopsided scores.
At
Hartford
Friday
night,
Bowdoin sank Trinity for the
first time since
the series was
started a few years ago, 46-29.
The crack Medley Relay of Merrow, Soltysiak, and Penny bettered their previous speeds and
smashed both the Bowdoin and

-

Pete Grant and Alec Penny
contributed firsts in the fifty and
the hundred, and Merrow his
usual firsts in the backstroke and
the 440. Lenny Gath continued his
undefeated diving record with a
score of 85.90. Trinity's only winning event proved to be the 220,
when the Tyler brothers finished
in a dead heat to
tie
for first
pool.

place.

Morrell Announces
Eligibility

Rules

In order to clarify the Colstand on the eligibility
Athletic Director Malcolm
E. Morrell in a recent interview
stated, "A student who has accepted money except bona fide
expenses for officiating, coaching,
in
any
or
taking
part
athletic competition or exhibition
shall be ineligible to represent
the college in Varsity competilege's
rules,

tition.

Under

stances
students

it

certain
circumbe possible for
obtain
permission
(which permission must be in
writing) to play on teams during
vacations
such
as
Christmas,
Easter, etc."

may

to

letic attractions

of the college year.
.

B3.SCDB.HcrS

'

1

Vie For Posts
In Batteries

Since

squad

m

—

Speaks

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
'

Phone 974-M for

delivery

now

Brunswick

March

Wed.-Thurs.

with
Sonny Tufts -

now

in stock $5.00
Get one before they go

5-6

Ana Blyth

A few

PENCIL SHARPENERS

Short Subjects

Blaine

Marc*

Frl.-8at.

••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••....«&•

are

left at

BOWDOIN BANNERS are again

the $2.00 price

in

stock

7-8

JOHNNY O'CLOCK
with
Dick Peweil - Evelyn Keyes

Short Subjects

March

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

NEW

Led by Matt Branche, Cabot
Easton, the Auten Brothers, Bob
Leo
Shepherd,
Don
Lukens,
Dunn, and Greene, the DU house
seems to have "the team to beat"
monopoly. The Zetes, however,
led by
Joe "Up and at 'era"
Woods, are conceding nothing.
Jack Freese in both the dash and
broad jump is a certain scorer.
Such capable performers as Carl

of

Six of the pitchers and last Woods, Marty Lee, Fred Smith
year's varsity catcher are former and the Cross Brothers round
Bowdoin lettermen, and high and out the Zete aggregation.
Last year's champions, the Chi
prep school lettermen
number
nearly fifty. Well over half of Psis will be hard pressed to hold
this group comes into the season third place. They will be minus
Ed Murphy in the dash and most
at an age over twenty years.
Moo Densmore, with a single of their 'points will stem from
letter

from

Bowdoin

and

weight events where Lin
Martin and Phil Parsons hold
reign. John Nichols should add

two the

from the Bates V-12 outfit; Bob
Crozier, with Bowdoin and Port-

land Jr. College certificates; Al valuable points
Schmalz,
two-year Bowdoin and high jump.
a
pitcher and regular at RPI; Nute t
Pendleton, a mainstay of the '43
Polar Bears; Don Russell, a^rwoseason veteran and Pawl Callahan, a letterman from the '46
College
nine
are the record-

The

of

rest

will be split

houses, but

above

the pole vault

in

the

point

scorers

up among the other
it

is

mentioned

doubtful
trio

if

the

endan-

is

gered. Hal Burnham is a sure
scorer in the hurdles and quarVic
Fortin
pitchers. The ofhers, unknowns ter.
and Mcavoy
as far as their experience is con- should help the Sigma Nu cause
cerned, have shown promise, and and "Yo-yo" Schrack is good for
several of them will undoubtedly a few points for the Dekes. Witf
Richan should abet the Kappa
make the grade.
and
George
McClelland
Ed GillerT is the only receiver Sigs
hope.
listing varsity competition at the seems to be the sole
College level, but there will be Unless Ted Butler competes, the
intense rivalry for every berth Psi Us will .suffer the same fate
as their next door neighbors. The
on the catching squad.
Other candidates will report injury to Mack Holmes puts the
next week for cage workouts. ARU's in the same category.

ATO

As

outstanding performdoubtful if any of the
are
in
danger.
Matt
Branche, however, should come
clo^e to setting a record for individual points in one evening.
Barring an upset. Matt should
win both hurdles, the dash, the
high jump, and broad jump. He
Bowdoin Rifle Team fired its will also run the quarter and
third postal match of the season, probably anchor man on the DU
defeating
Rhode Island State relay team.
Universitv by a score of 1281 to
The most exciting race of the
1264. The summary is as follows: evening will unquestionably be
Bowfein
Prone Kneeling Standing the always pleasing relay.
The
9R
Clay
92
79
CHvanauirh
98
91
79
DUs and Zetes are the two
Wedemeyer
7»
M
M
teams to watch. The DU team
Bryne*
92
h~,
78
will
be Leo Dunn, who will
79
65
Fein
M
probably run lead man, followed
1281
by Cab Easton, Clem Brown,
It. I. State
80
Sohwenk
97
n
and the tireless Branche. The
«»
97
Tliulier
M
Zates have just as formidable an
84
74
Picker
94
73
81
92
Jov
array of stars. Jack Freese will
9*
79
58
Davi*
4 ]
[ Please Turn To Page
1*M
ances,

for
it

is

records

Team

HOTEL EAGLE

also

Paramount News

are
will

•

W. CHANDLER & SON

F.

it

be those houses which
will share
the limelight come
Friday nighty •

Rhode

College Book Store
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY

SWELL GUY
Fox News

-

5

The
CUMBERLAND

also

Maine Street

MAIL-

USE

:

;

men

track

the

'

naturally

and
pitchers
catchers, now rounding into the
second week of workouts in the
cage, appears to be an experienced one, ready to cope with the
dozen-game schedule which gets
under way April 12th. The slate
includes games played as far
afield as Hartford and Boston.

The

rule
strict
This
year
the
wnicn allows only track men to
compete will be enforced. In the
words of Jack Magee, "I'm paid
to produce a college track team,
not an interfraternity team."

packed into a few houses,

Thirty-two battery candidates,
the largest squad in many seasons, reported to Coach Danny
MacFayden last week, rushing
Bowdoin's 1947 baseball campaign to an encouraging start.

At the University Club on Saturday, the Polar Bears easily defeated an outclassed Boston UniPhiloon
versity
Team 61-14. Winning
every event, Bowdoin took first
[ Continued from Page 2 ]
and second in the Diving, in the
of the principles of discipline,
Backstroke,
Breaststroke,
and
team work, physical training and
the 440, and took both relays. A
stamina in building up their condouble winner was Bob Blake, a
stitutions for permanent health,
recent addition to the team, who tion."
self-sacrifice for the common good
took both the 220 and the 440
He further stated that a re- and practical patriotism.
freestyle events.
cent Amendment reads: "During
the college year no Bowdoin ColSummaries
lege undergraduate may repreFor particulars see the notice
(Swimmintr at Hartford)
300-yd. Medley MB*— Won by Bowdoin
elsewhere on this page.
sent any organization or play on
(Merrow.
Soltysiak.
Penny).
Time:
well oiled machines, won their
any team other than a recog3:06.0. New Bowdoin and Trinity Record.
heats in the 600 and placed first JM-yd. Freestyle—Won by i. Tyler. R. Tynized Bowdoin College varsity,
ler (T) tie: third, Blake (B). Time:
and second. Bud Woods of Bowjunior varsity, or freshman team,
2 :26.5.
Rifle
Outshoots
AIR
doin placed third
the 600. 50-yd. Freestyle Won by Grant (B) sec- without forfeiting for one year
ond, tinmblen (B)
third. Grille iT).
from the date of this infraction
only corns
Time: 25.8.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
Island
State
his eligibility for varsity compe[ Please Turn To Page 4 ]
On Saturday, March 1, the

MIKE'S PLACE

fashioned from solid Copper

Set Relay

.

proved conclusively
in midseason when one player
Bowdoin's hope, Matt Branche,
from the interfraternity league could garner only six points. He
Freshman suffered his first defeat by state
out
for
the
that something must he done to went
competition in the high hurdles
bring Rort rtoin's hoop annals up squad, scored 13 points in his
first
game and soon moved up and could only take third in the
to the standard of the football,
to the varsity. This is no excep-j broad jump and a second place
track, and baseball teams. The tion.
There are several other tie in the high jump.
varsity
won but two games, players who would have helped
The morning events brought a
wound up in the state series Irv Huether a lot. Up at Bates mild surprise. Although Shea
cellar, and seldom showed prom- with no interfraternity ball, they won
the discus and Marsanskis
ise of doing any better.
The won the championship. It all de- the 35 lb. weight, Bowdoin took
J.V.s and Freshmen did little pends on how you look at it
an early lead when Martin and
better. On the other hand the which is more important, college Taussig placed second
and third
brand of ball played in the In- or fraternity. If Bowdoin basket- in the discus and Parsons and
terfraternlty Basketball League ball is to rise from the depths, Martin took
the
corresponding
Is surprisingly good. So good in the
basketball coach must be positions in the weight. A porfact that many observers have given the power to draft from tent of things to come
came in
laughingly said that several of fraternity teams those
players the very first event of the afterthe house teams oould beat the that will help Bowdoin College. noon
as
Red LeClair nipped
varsity. This may be a big joke, This may seem too stiff a regula- Branche in the hurdles
and debut there are several players in tion, but Bowdoin's reputation is spite a third by Ralph Strachan
the
White Key League that at stake. Next year, with the en- five very important points had
could bo playing at least on the tire Brunswick annex team mov- gone into the Black Bear's lair.
J.V. squad.
ing up to Orono, the basketball
Wally Brown and Sam Silsby
picture will be even darker.
of the Pale Blue, running like
is

Trinity, B. U.,

middle-distance
stocky
runner, turned in two fine performances. He led the pack to
the tape in the mile in the very
respectable time bf 4:35, staving
Trinity record with a time of
off the gallant bid of Bates' Red
Home in the stretch and then 3:06 flat.
Tony Soltysiak, holder of the
came back to win the 1000 withBowdoin breaststroke record, betout too much trouble.
tered
his
own mark for the
The only 'other double winner
was George Marsanskis,
who fourth time against Trinity with
captured the weight throw and a 2:34.5, and also exceeded previous times set in the Trinity
the shot put.

Folsom,

season's records of the three basketball teams

Swimmers Down

Band Box Cleaners

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

9-10-11

MARGIE

ROOMS FROM

wttfe

$2.50

UP

Jeanne Grain - Alan Young

Paramount News Short Subject
Wed.-Thurs.

71

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Phone 533

Maine Street

.March 12-13

•

Twoecho Farm Dairy

CALENDAR GIRL
Short Subjects

March

FH.-Sat.

all Interscholastic

Track

<

Meet

participants

Brunswick Coal

also

Fox News

extends friendly greetings to

FIRST NATIONAL

wttn
Jane Fracee - William Marshall

14-15

and

with
Merle Oberen - George Brent

Lumber Company

also

Paramount News
Short Subjects

S.

Sandelin
Brunswick, Maine

&

GARDNER

CO.
ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT
D. D.

-fiPORTIKC,

.

Near Fire Station

Men Please Note:

'There's nothing like good food to
keep you in good shape"

Compliments of

H.

Track

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Student Patronage Solicited

TEMPTATION

Interfraternity

BANK

of

Capital ana Surplus $350,000
Tata! EeaoaroM ever $6,000,000

Sons

VIC'S

AT

Tondreau's Market
You will find

the largest assortment in

21 Union Street
welcomes Bowdoin men to the

same

town of

friendly

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
QUALITY MEATS OF ALL KINDS

restaurant for so

Established in 1891

*—

——

many

years,

and asks your cooperation
observing
regulations.

Sold at Wholesale and Retail

atmosphere

winch has made us a favorite

FANCY GROCERIES

the

few

in

—

;
:

I

POUB^

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

WEteTace*

Variety

Wheeler Tells Of Student
Role In World Government

Bowdoin Team
In Sid Meet

[ Continued from Page / ]
Council. Among the others elected

Making up the downhill group were Raymond Swing, Mark Van
of the Bowdoin Ski Team, Bruce Doren, Thomas K. Flnletter, Norlag aa a "date bureau" for those White, Larry Burke, Chris Lanmembers of the Wellesley Glee gaard, Merrill Hastings and Bob man Cousins, Robert Lee Humber,
Thomas H. Mahoney, Cord Meyer,
Chtb whom the Bowdoin singers Emmons competed as a team
Jr., and Edgar Ansel Mowree.
had by-paesedL
over the weekend for - the first
Also elected were Harris WofOf course, there Is no need to time after' five weeks of inacdoubt Ike high class taste exer- tivity due to poor snow condi- ford, Jr., founder and first president of Student Federalists, and
cised by our wandering warblers tions.
Colgate Prentice, the last presiin selecting companions for the
Going to Cannon Mountain at dent of Student Federalists and

By Wolfgang Rosenberg
Wouldn't it be great if each
dormitory and fraternity house
had its own automatic laundry?
No more trouble with ripped
torn collars and caved-in

shirts,

laundry mailing cases!

would

Students
domestic

get
practical
training to supplement the purely academic studies.

coming feat. According: to vicious
the one tea drinking
One enterprising
fraternity, rumors,
realizing the possibilities in this damsel Is dated up. But It will be
idea
economic as well as prac- interesting to see Just what retical possibilities, that is
set mains.
up a special "Washing machine
committee" last fall to look into
It's too bad that
the "Alumthe situation.
This committee, nus" only gave an "also ran"
according
to
reliable
reports, notice to our swimming team,
made a valiant effort to achieve which deserved as much, if not
success, but was bogged down in more, space than other teams.
red tape. Still, the idea sounds Miller's swimmers have broken
good.
more records and won a greater

—

—

percentage of meets this season
Latest word on bargains: The than any other Bowdoin varsity
College Engagement Calen- outfit. They deserve some praise.
dar will "soon" be drastically reEgged on to a crucial point by
duced la price In a special "semilocal "humorists," the ORIENT
clearance sale."
recently had to make a flat
statement that It would NOT
Not yet cured of an old Navy
print a series of ga-ga cartoons
habit, undergraduates periodicaloffered by a national agency.
ly come into the infirmary asking
Thereby
Bowdoin's
Journalists
for APCs (All
Purpose Cap- have
made a stop in the right
sules). These nautical
cure-all
direction.
pills were prescribed
for colds,
Sample cartoons picture sunkheadaches,
or
gastric disturbundernourished
male
ances in all parts of the world. en-eyed,
The local sick-bay, however, has students wedged Into a class
room between buxom coeds with
no exact equivalent.
two "professors" commenting as
There is a curious, tasteless
follows: "I wish the government
green pill given out here which
would pay the veterans more
seems to be most popular this
promptly." The professors are In
month. Running close second to
academic garb, including morthe
green
(two every three
tarboard.
hours) type, is a less effective,
but better tasting, brown pill
Whispered during the snow
which hit its peak during the

1M7

week
Some
who have
last

storm

of January.

pseudo-cold
sufferers
recently gotten into
the pill rut, are eagerly awaiting the announcement of a multi-colored version with a woolovcr-the-eyes taste.

and

howling

wind

last

Franconia, New Hampshire, they
won second place for theHochgebirge Challenge Cup given annually to any team earning the
highest 'score in the two day
downhill and slalom races. Misfortune struck early when, the
day before the races, Chris Langaard, the number one racer, injured himself during a trial run
of the downhill course on The
Richard Taft Race Course, the
scene of last year's Nationals.
The next day, White paced the
Bowdoin Team with two steady
runs over the steep mile and a
quarter course to place eighth
out
of
forty-seven
runners.
Burke
placed
thirteenth
and
Hastings placed twenty-fourth to
put the team in third position at
the end of the downhill races.
On Sunday, a 47 gate giant
slalom was set on the lower
three-quarters of a mile of the
downhill
course
over
which
White skied a beautiful run for
fifth place. His
combined position of fourth, Burke's of ninth,
and Hasting's of twentieth
brought the team into second
place for the total score, close
behind the winning host club,
The Hochgebirge Ski Club.
Trailing the Bowdoin Team in
the following order were The
Eastern Slope Ski Club Team,
The
Woodstock Ski Runners
Team, The Franconia Ski Club
Team, The White Mountain Ski
Runners Team, The Amherst Ski

now chairman of the newly elected
Student Council. Wofford is a student at the University of Chicago
while Prentice attends Swarthmore

Hoffman On Good
evil,"

White just
grazed the bar on two occasions
the
winning
at
height.
Bob
Cross took the show spot. Marsanskis and Collins won the shot
of the Big

task

the
train

•

drives

to

train

and

or

life

his

petency that

made

com-

millions loyal

Features Quill Poems
was

'47

Highlighting the recent Bowdoin-On-The-Air broadcast, Irving
the

P.

Pliskin

drew

'49

issues

many

from
the

of

reading to his radio
audience a few of the outstanding
poems of the publication
on February 26.
over
On March 5, the student program will bring John J. Dunlap
'47 one of the outstanding soloists of the college to the micro"Quill"

in

WGAN

Tuesday, February

The newly

.

Monday

To

:

Pentagonal

;

courage

incarnate,

of

fortitude,

R

NORTHEASTERN

meeting

:

(BIT). Time: 2:29.2.
30-yd. Freestyle— Won by

discuss the problems of forming
the Sailing Club. Dr. Lukens, the
Diving— Won bv Gath (B) «5.8 second. original Boatswain of the M. I.
Blaine (B) 48.0; third, Robinson (BU) T. Nautical
Association, is ex47.2.
the world, "lie spoke of the pres- 100-yd. Freestyle Won by Brown (B) e«r- pected to be of great help to the
ond, Koslowski (BU)
third, Leadbetter
club in view of his experience.
ent status of Germany and the
(B). Time: 59.8.
150-yd. Backstroke— Won by Merrow (B)
According
to
Commodore
hate, suspicion, misunderstanding
second, Thomas (B)
third, Ntckerson
Moore, it is wejl to remember
(BU). Time: 1:42.4.
and the desire for vengeance 200-yd.
Breaststroke -Won by Soltysiak that the Sailing Club is deeply
Moran
seennd.
third.
(B):
(B)
McKee
which forms the backdrop of the
indebted to the late Albert T.
(BU). Time: 2:39.6.
situation. He told of the one and 440-yd. Freestyle Won bv Blake (B) sec- Gould, trustee of Bowdoin Colond, Zeitler (B)
third. Stebbins (BU).
lege, and Commander Donald B.
a half million Japanese which
Time: 5:30.0.
400-yd. Relay Won by Bowdoin (leadbet- MacMillan,
U.S.N.,
who were
have been held as slaves by the
Merrow, Brown, Penny). Time:
ter.
3:59.6.
m both sincere proponents of sailBritish and these slaves haven't
ing at Bowdoin.
I
ond, Koslowski (BU)
<B). Time: 24:8.

:

Fenny (B)

third,

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL Or LAW

sec-

;

Leadbetter
;

—

TOWN

:

TAXI

Day and Evening

:

Programs

;

;

Men and Women

24-Hour Service

Admitted

;

;

Opening Date

:

Phone

—

1000

>

Now Is The

September 22. 1947
Early application necessary

LL.B. degree conferred

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING

:

Prepares for the practice

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

of

BRUNSWICK

law

Catalog upon request

,

47 Mt. Vernon Street

HARDWARE

Boston

8,

Massachusetts

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Time...

STATIONERY

;

COLLEGE SPA

Good Food

Secretary-Treasurer at the
meeting of the club on

Heibert

;

Reverend Hoffman pointed out. "It was because he gave
to mankind a unique examp.-e of
to him,

Strachan (Bowdoin). Time: 6 sec-

:

last

A.

;

onds.

to dine at the

'45,

Sailing

Clement

elected president by the Debating
Council last Friday, when Robert E. Hart '49 and Malcolm E.
Stevenson '50 were also elected
manager and assistant manager,
respectively.

Candidates

;

:

:

Club was ratified,
and Fred Moore '49 was elected
Commodore, R. S. Shepard '43,
Vice-Commodore, and T. W. Cole

doin

;

'

3»-yd. Dash—Won by Hagopian (Maine)
second, Houlett (Bates) third. Chapman
put with ease for Maine. Mitchell
(Maine). Time: 5.5 seconds to tie field
gave Bates a third.
house record.
Doug Morton and Arnie Davis Mf-yd. Ran— Won by Brown (Maine) second. Silsby (Maine)
third, C. Woods
set a blistering pace in the 2
(Bowdoin). Time: 1 minute, 15.4 seconds.
mile run and the Bowdoin favor- Shot
Put— Won by Maraanskis (Maine)
ite Joe Woods
was practically
second, Collins (Maine)
third, Mitchell
Distance:
(Bates).
41 f«*t 7 J In *•«run into the ground in 10:10.
High Jump— Won by Clements (Maine);
second, tie between Branche (bowdoin)
Harvey Jackson of Bowdoin
and Latetmla (Bates). Height: 6 feet 1
led the 1000 field until the final
inch.
lap when Folsom took off for 2-Mile Ran -Won by a tie between Davis
(Maine) and Morton (Maine) third. J.
home. Easton trailed him all the
Woods (Bowdoin). Time; 10 minutes, 10.8
seconds.
A'ay and finished 10 yards to the
Broad Jump— Won by Lategola (Bates)
bad.

Bow-

:

;

third,

the

The choice of the Debating
18,
Council was well-founded since
elected officers will Heibert is the recipient of speakserve until June 30 and Frank ing honors such as, first place in
Shenk, member at large, will the Achorn Prize Debate in the
Com- Spring of 1944, second place in phone for fifteen minutes of old
constitute the Executive
mittee for the thirty-five mem- the Alexander Prize Speaking American
Ballads.
Under the
bers, which includes the faculty contest in 1943, and second place sponsorship of the Music DeIn in the Bradbury Prize Debate partment
advisor, Burton W. Taylor.
and
announced
by
'46
has last fall. Manager Hart was Frederick G. Weidner '50, this
addition. D. N. Lukens
every medium available."
been chosen to represent the chosen winner of the last Achorn musical interlude will be broadInter-Collegiate Prize Debate, and assistant man- cast at the usual time, 4.15.
in
the
Prentice's
organization
has club
ager Stevenson opposed him in
grown from less than 1000 mem- Yacht Racing Association.
The week following John L.
bers a year ago to 4300 today, with
At the time of the meeting, this contest.
Merrill '45 will present Professor
120 chapters in schools and col- five races had been scheduled
In addition to the elections, Burton W. Taylor to listeners of
leges from Bates to the University for the coming spring with other plans were made in the meeting WGAN.
Professor Taylor will
colleges who are members of the for the coming debates with the discuss the social problems conof California.
The delegates left Asheville as Inter-Collegiate Yacht Associa- University of New Hampshire, cerning marriage and the relaUnited World Federalists, united in tion. In view of further contests, Brown, Amherst, and Williams. tionships between veterans and
'43 and Rob- Although the dual debate with their families.
their determination to prevent a Robert S. Shepard
ert E. Badger '49 were chosen to Amherst has
been called off,
The officers of the radio societhird world war.
represent Bowdoin at a meeting plans are now being made for a ty, who include Lewis P. Fickett
of the newly formed New Eng- triangular debate in which Am- '47, President, John L. Merrill
land Yacht Racing Association herst, Bowdoin, and Williams will '45,
Treasurer,
and John R.
on March 8 and 9.
participate sometime in April.
Huppe '50, Secretary, also announced that they planned to
The function of the club to
have Bowdoin's returning footdate has been to foster under£ Continued from Page 3 ]
Diving;— Won by Gath (B) 85.9: second, graduate interest in boating and
ball mentor,
Adam Walsh, on
Baseball
Yeager (T) 70.3 third, Blaine (B) 59.5.
their program within the next
to periodically delegate crews to
few weeks. They also expressed
100-vd. Freestyle \V„n by Penny (B)
sponsored
races
in
sec- participate
ond. J. Tyler (T)
Register
third. Brown (B).
the hope that they were taking
by the I.C.Y.R.A. In an effort to
Time: 65.7.
Bowdoin to the people of New
procure equipment,- it was deThere will be a meeting of
150-yd. Backstroke— Won by Merrow (B)
England and creating greater incided
each
by
club
that
the
second, Glasco (T)
third, Thomas (B).
all candidates for Infield, outTime: 1 :41.4.
member may contribute $5.00 as field and managerial positions terest in College activity among
200-yd.
Breaststroke— Won by Soltysiak a start for an equipment fund.
the students.
for the baseball squad at 4
(B)
second. Moran (B)
third. Richardson (T). Time: 2:34.6. New Bowdoin, The club is especially interested
pjn.. Monday, March 10 in the
Trinity record.
in
obtaining sailboats at this
fencing room of the gymna110-yd. Freestyle- Won bv Merrow (B)
Conference
time since it has, with the aid of
second, R. Tyler (T)
third. Blake (B).
sium.
the athletic department, secured
Time: 5 :2S-3.
( Continued from Page i J
The purpose of the meeting
400-yd. Relay-Won by Trinity
(Grille. landing and mooring facilities in
Callisen, and Assistant Professor
Thomas, Page. J. Tyler). Time: 3:53.6.
Mere Ppint Bay off Birch Island Is to register and receive in- John R. Everett and Eugene O.
(Swimming at Boston)
structions
from Coach Mae300-yd. Medley Relay— Won by Bowdoin Landing.
Golob represented Wesleyan.
(Thomas,
Moran,
Hamblen).
Time:
Fayden. Practice sessions for
Dr. A.
Lukens of the M. I. these
SOI*
men wtD begin on Tues220-yd. Freestyle—Won by Blake (B) sec- T. Sailing Pavilion will be presa
day,
ond. Stebbins (BU)
third, MocDowell
ent at the
tonight to

heard from their families since
third, Fbrtin
(Bowdoin). Distance: 47
Carl Woods and Matt Branche
f«-t 11 J inches.
V-J Day.
will have two laps in which to
Pole Vault — Won by Emerson (Maine)
Religion,
Reverend
Hou'man
decide
the
issue.
This event
sscond. K. Cross (Bowdoin)
third. R.
could decide the Carl Woods and felt, must enrich, ennoble these
Cross (Bowdoin). Height, Vi feet.
Matt Branche will have two laps great powers that drive us on
43-yd. High Hardies — Won by LeClair
which to decide the issue. through redemptive good wilL
(Maine)
second. Branche (Bowdoin); in
Mile Ran- Won by Folsom (Maine)
second, Home (Bates) ; third, F. Auten
(Bowdoin). Time: 4 minutes 35.9 seconds.

of

:

to

understanding

intellectual

constitution

:

men.
wasn't Jesus'

It

of

Religion

of

powerful

these

begins.

Ken Cross

since our de-

are so often ruled by
these powerful basic drives, it is

Co—

{Continued from Page _?]
little
trouble
in
taking the Pole Vault at 12 feet.

And

J

cisions

Meet

Emerson had

he stated.

7

The

Bowdoin-Qn-The-Air

Swimming Meet

Will

Continued from Page

[

"We are also attempting to combat a fatalistic philosophy and general apathy that has set in since
the war. We students are putting
on radio programs, training speakers to tell our story in every community; we are taking the pulse of
public opinion regarding the need
for world government; we are putting on concerted campaigns, writing letters to newspapers and magazine editors and to Congressmen
and United Nations delegates; and
we are emphasizing the responsibility of individuals as well as
groups toward advancing the idea
of
world government through

Debating Group
Chooses Hiebert

.

of sympathy for the human beweek was the question, "Just
ing."
how many people are wearing
Carmichael's sweater?" Not yet Team,
The
Dartmouth
"B"
Reverend Hoflman then indiacquainted with the familiar ed- Team, The Harvard Team and
cated some of the decisions which
itorial
"we,"
these
doubting The
Schussverein
Ski
Club
have
currently oecn arrived at in
Thomases then proceeded to sc- Team.

Much

State Track Meet

group in

its chapters is attempting to do a
job of education not yet done by
institutions of learning.
"We are attempting to breach
the tremendous gap that lies between our understanding in the
technological field as contrasted
with the advances in the social
sciences," he explained.

cretely tell each other about the
discovery of a pencil sharpener
speculation Is going on in Adams Hall.
Interf raternity
all parts of the campus about
the twenty "surplus" Wellesley
Weekly Report
about
laat
[ Continued from Page j |
girls coming this weekend. The Saturday's
chapel attendance: 33 lead off and should snatch the
whole affair, charged with hu- undergraduates (including
S in lead. Don Snyder should be able
man interest, was brought out balcony and S in choir section).
to run Cab Easton even. Clem
lato the open when the Student 6 faculty members
(including 1 Brown and Fred Smith should be
oil took up the Job of act- speaker).
right together and then the race

m

College.

Prentice, before one of the sessions, explained that his

Yacht Club Elects Moore

And Executive Officers

for

POSTERS

nCKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Pleasant Surroundings

;

And Other

Reasonable Prices

Printing

;

Ask Us For

Remember,

it's

the

College Spa

:

The RECORD OFFICE
Phones

;

Emerson (Maine) third, Branche
(Bowdoin). Distance: 22 feet H inches.
Ran— Won by a tie between Chap(Maine) and Taylor (Maine), third,
tie between Brown (Maine) and Vennett (Maine). Time: 30.6 seconds.
leto-rd. Ran— Won by Folsom (Maine)
second. Easton (Bowdoin)
third. Home
Bates). Time: 2 minutes 23.2 second.-*.
second.

Tht summary:

— — Won

O il J

—

1

JUST

RECEIVED—

and S

;

"Right Off

280-yd.

Sh«a (Bate*): .-<*on«J,
Martin (Bowdoin) : third. Taussig (Bovr.
<Mn). DUUmw: 121 f«et 10 inches.
3i-Ca,
Weight
Won by Mamanskis
(Maine); aecond. Parsons (Bowdoin):
l>y

Quotations

the

Campus"

Paul K. Kiven, Bowdoin 1916

man
a

Open 6 A.M.

Manager
The Orient

to 10 P.M.

Printers of

COMPLETE SHIPMENT
of CORDUROY COATS

;

<

Lovat Green

Rust Brown

-

-

Chocolate Brown

the Differences in Cigarette Quality

—

$20.00

• . . and note the demand for Camel*
always great — is greater than ever in history.

DURING the war shortage o!
cigarettes

. . .

that's

when

year **T-Zone" was really working overtime.
That's when millions of people found that their "T-Zone"
gave a happy okay to the rich,
full flavor and the cool mildness
of Camel's superb, blend of
choice tobaccos.

And today more people are
smoking Camels than ever before in history.

But, no matter

how

great the

demand:

You'll satisfy all your clothing needs at

Gomel quality ia not to be
tampered with. Only choice
tobacco*, properly aged, and
blended in the time-honored
Camel way, an need in Camels.

R. I.

Bon«M> Tobacco

Co.. Winoton -S.:.-. North

HARMON'S

Cvoiiaa

/feconting to a recent Nationwide survey.

More Doctors
smoke Camels
t/tan

any other

cigarette

I

Doctors too smoke for
pleasure. And when
three independent re-

search

Outfitters to

Bowdoin Men

for over

25 Years

organizations

asked 113,597 doctors

— What

cigarette

do

you smoke, Doctor?
the brand mimed most

was Camel!
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Alpha Rho Upsilon Wins Campus Chest Competition
Hie Walker Art Building From Hie Opposite Side Of The Campus

Nine Colleges

New

Send Delegates

Quill

Appears

To Conference

This

Weekend

Lifshitz

Initial Session;

Group Parleys Follow
and

ideas

By George Paradis

Issue

activi-

Number One. Volume

Zeta Psi Fraternity officially won
a joint meeting with the Drive Executive Committee Sunday. March 9, 1947, the Zetes decided to
present the cup to the Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity for their
final showing.
In spite of the fact that the

*

the

52.

Christian As- of the Qitill, Bowdoin's literary
accordsociations, and evaluation of the publication, is scheduled,
of ling to Alexander J. Curtis '49.
Meeting
National
recent
ties

"Quill."
the
will key- Editor-in-Chief of
about
note the first state-wide meeting for appearance on campus
ExecuMarch
15.
Association
Christian
of
tive Committees in several years
"The quasllty of this issue, I
to take 'place here this Saturday feel, is above past issues, and
and Sunday. March 15 and 16
.students are bound to find artiwith the Bowdoin Association
interest,"
cles with immediate
acting as host.
In addition to the "big four": commented Curtis in a recent inColby .and lervk'W at the Zeta Psi Hou-*?.
Bowdoin,
(Maine,.
Bates), Nasson. Gorham Normal, Short stories by Robert R. Bliss
State Teachers, '17. Vance N. Bourjaily "11,
Farmington
'44.
H.
Carmichacl
Ricker Jr., and West brook Jr., Douglas
Colleges are sending four dele- James Cook. Jr. '48, and Irving
Pliskin '49; poems by Earl S.
gates e?ch to the meeting, according to Jordan H. Wine '46, Archibald, Jr. '48, Bliss. Cook,
General Chairman of the two- and Pliskin, and a short sketch
day program. Conferences and by Arthur F. Williams '50. commeetings will be open to all in- pri5c the coming issue of approximately 65 pages.
terested undergraduates.

By Peter Poor
The impatient reader may

And

pre-

fer

initial

Merrill

Urges

Bowdoin Give

Awakening Of

Joint Concert

Liberal Spirit

L

.

Sunday morning a final plenary session will convene from 9
to 11, at which resumes will be
[ Continued on Page 4 j

77 Scholarships Given

—

—

Hope

.

For Permanent Peace
"The whole

is

greater than the

of its parts when it comes
international "relations," Dr.
Phillips. President of
Charles
Bates College said last Sunday,
March 9, in chapel. He made a
comparison between the world
situation at present and the 13
colonies at the end of the Revolutionary War. Even after a unit-

sum
to

F

.

ing to bet the proverbial dollar
to the do-nut that Bob Miller is
just hoping for such a flood, so
that he can show his swimming
team ofT. How picturesque it
would be to sec an array of divers doing a one and a half backwards flip off the flag pole. Note
lo the College Treasurer: present the aforementioned divers
and charge admission to sec the
aquatic; this might be one way
of collecting the eight million.

ed effort had gained them their
independence from England, the
It has often been pointed out
colonies still put their own in- that in years past Bowdoin has
dividual interests before those of had "duckboards," to use an old
the country, not even sending Navy expression, running along
sign
the
to
peace the paths now. occupied by wadelegates
treaty.
ter. Where arc they this year?
Dr. Phillips went on to show Why can
not
we have them
that advances in transportation back? I might venture to say
and communication have actually that the reason is that too many
made today's world smaller than Bowdoin students liked to float
the colonies of 1775. Yet the into Casey's Lit. (and float out
people of our world have retained again).
the

same

impractical

self

inter-

ests that weakened our count ry
in 1775, and which may cause
the collapse of man's whole civilization.

An

international bank and the

United Nations Organization h is
resulted from a war. Dr. Phillips pointed out. When peoples
can see far enough ahead to seek
such unity in peace, the world
an international
lias hope for
I«ace.

Whoever said that it is easier
to criticize than to remedy, hit
the old nail on the head, but

maybe

it

was that smart Greek

again. I should enjoy nothing
more than to be able to suggest
a remedy for this deplorable water situation, but I cannot reach
what can be considered a "first
rater."

few

One

However, I

will

toss

a

.

For Spring Trimester
Seventy

-

seven

scholarships,

undergraduate
more than

totaling

SI 1,000, have been awarded for
the Spring Trimester according
to Professor Charles II. Livingof the Bowdoin College
ston,
Committee on Student Aid.
'49
Wiley
A.
of
Springfield.
Massachusetts,
was
assigned the Emery Scholarship,
largest award. This scholarship
goes to "an individual boy to be
selected by tlie Dean." Warren
'49,
II
of Lynn,
H. Dunning
Massachusetts,
and Robert W.
Biggar '49 of Saco haw been

Richard

Revolutionary

Regi-

ancestry."

.

l

Continued on Page 4

]

I

"Quill."
available,

1

1

ProfeHaor of Music directed part
of the program given jointly by
the Wellesley College Choir and
the Bowdoin Glee Club last Saturday.

The

figures received
by the
indicated
that
the
the largest contributk>n. Later, at the completion of
the drive, the Executive Committee discovered that the ARU's
came out ahead of the Zetes.

Committee

"The Impresario" by Mozart and
"The Old Maid and the Thief
by Gran-Carlo Menotti tonight
at the .Brunswick High. School
Auditorium as th^ final concert
of the Brunswick Concert Asso-

Zetes

or of the Boston Symphony, reexcellent notices during
ceived
its

recent

New York

The operas

will

•

appearance.

presented

be

The proportion of donations
contributed toward the estab-

i

be
meetings

and

round-table

the

panist,

is

who hear
the

well
his

known

lished
wiiich

of members an the individual fraternities was as follows:

Alpha Delta Phi

program notes on
Opera Broad-

Psi

the Boston Symphony program notes for wiiich
he is the weekly interpreter. The
Mozart opera will be presented
his

English translation.

.

.

.

81 *o

92%

Upsilon

Chi Psi
74r»
Delta Kappa Epsilon 89%
Theta Delta Chi .. 126%
Delta Upsilon
79%
Zeta Psi
139%

Metropolitan

casts or read

in

quota of each fraternity,
was determined by the

number

those

to

made

According to somewhat incomplete figures released on Monday
evening, the drive netted over
$2300. Although the desired goal
of $3000 was not attained, it is
of the opinion of tlie executive
committee that the amount of
contributions was enough to warrant having a similar drive in future years.

ciation.

The Opera Theater, endorsed
by Serge Koussevitsky, conduct-

Wesley an Holds
Annual Parley
On Marriage

when

68%
7©%

Kappa Sigma
Beta Theta Pi

-

Sigma Nu
57%
The New England
Challenge
Alpha Tau Omega
It's
74%
Opera Theater, now completing
Political
Alpha Rho Upsilon 154%
author Philip Wylic; and "Mar- its first year on tour, as anriage as a Career" led by John nounced by Boris GoldovsEyi ArIndepen den ts
15%
Finds
Doilard. On Friday morning at tistic Director, is: "Ideal Opera
The Executive Committee in
nine o'clock. Dr. Abraham Stone is a fusion of sublime music and charge of the Campus Drive conIn Milo,
will speak en "Modern Trends convincing theater. When vital, sisted of Clement A. Hiebert '47,
and young people on the stage sing chairman, Thomas K. Meakin '46.
Planned Parenthood."
Mr. F. Davis Clark '38. Demo- in
Mar- and act the masterpieces of the representative of the Bowdoin
Modern
of
candidate for Governor of "Tendencies
discussions

be: "Marriage:
by
led
to Us"

will

Forum

The aim

of

.

Democrat
Maine

cratic

riage" will be discussed by Dr.
of last
John H. Mariano.
the
address
discussions
The
round-table
Forum next Tuesday will commence at. the Friday
Political
evening at 8 in the Moulton afternoon meeting. Dr. Valeria
Union Lounge.
Hopkins Parker will direct the
"The Physician
on
Mr. Clark, a veteran of World discussion

Maine

will

Views

War II, practices law at Milo.
While at Bowdoin. where he was
known as "Pop," he was prominent in the B.C.A., the Debating
Council, and the Political Forum.
According to the '38 "Bugle,"
"Pop has been a thorn in the
side of the Bowdoin Young Republicans ancfit's rumored that
Hormell has learned more about
state government from Pop than
he did in all of his undergraduate and graduate days at Indiana University."
Last evening Dr. Lawrence L.

the

Problems

of

riage."
"Religion's

Place in Marriage"
will be discussed by Dr. S. Ralph
Harlow. Judge Collen C. Campbell will lead the final discussion
of the day on the topic, "PreSuccess or Failure in
dicting
Marriage."
The 1947 College Body Parley
of Wesleyan University will conclude its session on Friday evening at eight o'clock with a talk
by Dr. Harry A. Overstreet on
"Marriage and the Family in a

K

"The Impresario" with Margaret fraternity and the independents.
Brink and Margaret Goldovsky John F. Ryan '41 was chairman
of the dance committee.

other roles. Following this
eighteenth century comedy will
Gian-Carlo Menottis "The
be
Old Maid and the Thief* described as a "grotesque opera in
fourteen scenes."
in the

The Campus Chest Drive was
climaxed by the informal dance.
held in the gymnasium, Saturday
night from nine-thirty to twelve
o'clock. Music for the dance was

This American opera stars Eu- furnished by Gordon Howe and
orchestra.
piece
fourteen
nice Alberts, Margaret Goldov- ,his
sky, Evelyn Mekelatos. and Nor- The decorative motif of the gymman Foster. Mr. Menotti has just nasium w'as the booths, which
had a successful presentation on ranged from picture taking to
Broadway of his latest chamber miniature golf, which were operSociety."
Changing
Telephone."
His ated by the various fraternities.
"The
George B. Ford is also scheduled ojiera,
operas
at the Metropolitan were The proceeds were used to inon
"Marto speak to the group
crease the Campus Chest.
riage as an Enduring Institu- "Amelia Goes to the Ball" (1937)
The receiving line* included
and "The Island God" <1942);
tion."
President and Mrs. Kenneth
was
success
other
Broodway
his
give
One of the delegates will
M. Sills. Dean and Mrs. Nathana report to the student body at last year's "The Medium."

>

Father

Professor of

Assistant

Pellet ier.

lyric drama, the result combines Christian Association, and Shepthe exhilaration of a great show, ard Lifshitz '47. from the StuMeakin
with the exultation of great dent Council. Thomas
'46, and Harry Larch ian '48 dimusic."
of
All tlie singers arc American, rected the publicity. In charge
and both chamber-operas will be soliciting was Warren H. Dunning.. II '49 and a committee
Mar- sung in English. Luiggi Vellucei composed of one man from each
plays the title role in Mozart's

election

the

in

September,

Government, spoke to ^ the Forum. An extensive program of
speakers is being arranged for
the remainder of the semester,
and H. Thayer Kingsbury '15.
'

C

Survey Of Marks For Last Trimester Forms Part
Of ORIENT Aims To Provide Useful Information
to its readers the

As a service

Intercollegiate

Symposium

Is

Albert

announced

Thayer has

the

R.
re-

pre-war
Maine
of the
Inter-collegiate
Debating
Activity. Each of tlie Maine colrepresentaleges will select one
tive, all four of these debaters
will speak at Bates May 5. Bow-

newal

State

'

Donates Papers

For

to

what

it

was

Name

to English 4
undertaken
with the approval of the English 5
English 9
Dean's Office, the following sum-

has

•

print,

Revived

Professor

Associate

ORIENT

Forum

doin May 6. Colby May 7, and
University of Maine May 8. The
evening will be devoted to the
discussion of United States Military policy. Each of the participants wall advocate one of the
following: a program of univertraining;
sal military
a large
B.C.A.
permanent standing army and
navy; a policy of rigid economy
Infirmary Patients in military expenses, placing our
future in the hands of the United
The Bowdoin Christian Asso- Nations and an international pociation has donated subscriptions lice force; scientific research and
of two daily newspapers for the preparation
for
technical waruse of undergraduates
conval- fare.
escing in Coe Infirmary- This acMr. Thayer desires that men
tion is one of many performed interested in competing in the
by the Association to improve "Forum Symposium" notify him
the general welfare of men at at once. It is hoiied that in the
college,
according
to
Shepard renewal of this pre-war activity
Lifshitz '47, President of the As- student interest will measure up

suggestions to the wind.
of the foremost suggestions,
sociation.
[ Continued on Page a ]

Eng- contributions.

New-

Goldox-sky's

awarded Kling scholarships.
iel
C. Kendrick. Mr. and Mrs.
The fund for these scholar- IYesident of the group, urges Bowdoin in a chapel talk on the
Students will be admitted free
Philip
ships was established by the late that all interested students at- proceedings at the
"Parley on on presenting their Blanket Tax Morgan B. Cushing, Mr.
M. Brown, Dr. and Mrs. Walter
Charles Potter Kling of Au- tend the meetings.
tickets.
Marriage."
H. Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Frederic
gusta "to provide free tuition
E. T.' Tillotson, and Miss Marand books to needy and worthy
garet Winkler, directress of the
male students of Colonial or

ual."

Merrill asserted that a liberal
institution must keep abreast of
the times in order that it remain
useful. He also reminded the audience that the difficulties of the
moment cannot be ascribed alone
to persons without a "higher"
education.
In elaboration he appealed for
tolerance, which he states is inseparable from liberalism. This
tolerance,
declared,
is
Merrill
the mark of an educated man.
He warned students against
the
bitterness
and cynicism
which they may have acquired
in the war, and he urged that
they be careful not to 1 nfect
others with that view which saps
the vigor of liberalism.

;

\

pating in the discussion will inthe magazine
clude William A. Dougherty '46,
will be distributed
is
President of the Student Counto the various houses.
Lonnart Sandquist '45. and
cil.
Curtis stressed the point that Shepard Lifshitz '17, President
material from more new writers of the B.C. A.
will be needed for the coming
Among the topics which are to
Spring issue of 'the "Quill."
general
the
at
discussed

the

Associations."

Featuring a banquet tor the
delegates in the Moulton Union
dining room at 6:30 pjn. Saturday will be an address by Dr.
Rayborn
Zerby, Head of the.
Department of Religion of Bates
College. The conference groups
will meet again
from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. for continued discussion, followed by a dance for all
the delegates.

Boris

in "concert form," that is, with
"Marriage" is to be the topic
David W. Boulton '49, Boyd MurWeslcyan Parley costumes and a limited amount
phy '48, Carmichacl. and Cook; of the Annual
will be held on Thursday of scenery- A concert pianist in
whicli
Pliskin is the Managing Editor,
and Friday. March 1^. and 14. on his own right, Mr. Goldovsky,
in charge of make-up and cover
the Wesleyan College campus.
who will be the piano accomdesign; and Robert F. Fargo "49,
Bowdoin delegation i>articiThe
emulation Manager, Copies of

tian Associations,"
'The Religious Function of Christian Associations,"
and
"Coordination

Among

to look at pictures rather
than reading any more pseudojournalism, so I hasten to suggest .that he take a gander at the
cut superimposed on this page
and see for himself what Bowdoin would be like if the finger
John L. Merrill '45 in a chapel
The Wellesley College Choir
was let out of the celestial dike
and The Bowdoin College Glee and the waters above the earth address on Monday March 10,
Faurc came down. As one may easily called for an awakening of the
the
presented
Club
"Requiem" last Saturday night see some "joker" imported one of spirit of liberalism at Bowdoin.
in Memorial Hall as a part of the better makes of canoes and Speaking before an ever interthe Campus Chest Drive. The paddled eagerly about the camundergraduested audience of
concert, dedicated to the memory pus. I wonder if the college store
of the late Albert Trowbridge has received a plentiful supply of ates, and a very few members of
'08,
L.L.D.
a College bathing suits for the spring the faculty, Merrill was both deGould.
Trustee, was conducted by Miss swimming season, that is if the termined and amusing.
Margaret Winkler, Director of new drainage system fails to
In speaking of liberalism, he
and operate. I sometimes wonder if
the Wellesley Glee Club,
is
Frederic E. T. Tillotson, Pro- the
is
money said "The spirit of liberalism
money spent
read,
freedom
to
fessor of Music. Miss Dorothy gained, but in any case it is sure freedom
Rose '48, Assistant Chorister of to oc floating currency when the study, think, say and teach what
the Wellesley College Choir, Rog- waters rise.
one thinks." He said that liberaler N. Williams '46. and John M.
One of tlie Chapel speakers, a ism is already here, existing in
Dunlap, Jr. '48 were soloists.
few weeks ago, said, and I dark campus corners. Calling for
The program was: Four Rus- roughly quote, "Plato was one
sian Choruses, "Holy Lord" by smart Greek." I certainly do not the student body to awaken to its
"W hen wish to bicker over that point, obligations, he emphasized that
Bortnyanski - Wihtol,
Night Descends" by Rachmani- but I should like to ask the il- this awareness must come from
within. Neither friends nor facnoff, "Cavalry of the Steppes"
lustrous speaker Just what Plato
a Red Army Song, and "Pilgrims' would have said could he but be ulty can do this.
He emphasized that liberalism
Song" by Tchaikovsky with a with us enjoying the mud that
"A freetenor solo by Williams; two ex- Bowdoin,
and I include both is a positive force
cerpts from "The Testament of present
and past Bowdoinites dom for, not from." He went on
Freedom" by Randall Thomp- when I speak collectively of to outline a method of liberalson; "Dc Profundis" by Gluck; Bowdoin, has inherited each- sea- ism for education, propounding a
"Looke Downc. O Lord" by son of the scholastic year from doctrine "that the grest happiness for the greatest number"
Byrd: "All Breathing Life. Sing its founding in 1794.
and Praise Ye The Lord" by
What will the future of Bow- Should be the ultimate end of all
Bach; "Requiem" by Faure. Pro- doin be should it wake up one social and political institutions.
Tillotson conducted the morning only to discover that
fessor.
"For
educational
liberalism
first
three parts and Margaret the Walker Art Building has, has a place in Bowdoin, the litWinkler, the last three.
the Arabs, silently stolen tle New England stronghold of
like
away? Can Bowdoin survive the the liberal arts," he declared. "I
coming deluge of floods, that in am of the. opinion that colleges
some opinions, seem destined to are producing, en masse, a razorPhillips Stresses
materialistic individ
come this spring? I will be will- sharp

Wellesley

According to the original plan
of the Campus Chest Executive
Committee, the results of tabulations taken at some time during the dance entitled the fraternity with the greatest percentage of its quota filled to the
cup awarded for excellence in

land Opera Theater will present

Curtis
as Editor-inBesides
Chief, the present board of the
Quill consists of four Editors:

plenary session at
3 Saturday afternoon will open
with an address by Shepard Lifshjtz '47, President of the Bowdoin BCA. Following this the
thirty-six delegates will be asconference
signed
various
to
groups to meet separately from
4 to 6 p.m. Among the stibjects
to be discussed are: "Social and
Political Responsibility of ChrisTlie

Poor Makes Rich Story In Happy Style
On Sad State Of Campus Walks <*

at

Opera Theater
In Performance
At High School

J

R

IX>SS OF THE WA1,RKR ART BilLUiMt Mas prorupieu u.e ^xvui*»i' 10 1«>m Me
above picture. Present conditions on campus have almost reached the above proportions, and the editors are considering the welfare of the student body in publishing the feature below.

Campus Chest Cup,

among Maine

Christian Associations

FEAR FOR THE

Concert Highlight

Climax Of All Out Drive

Quality Above Past
Issues, Says Curtis
In Recent Interview

To Address

Coordinating

Pron. e. T.TUiotsonl Dance,

Of

Issue

in earlier days.
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students
to
available
the Fraternity Houses
Council. The^c
tickets will be offered for a limled time, after which they will
be made available to the general
public, as the seating is limited.
•All students arc urged to get
their tickets an early date.
Mr. Thayer received confirmaby cablegram that
tion today
Mr. William Richmond of Cambridge would pair with Alfred

l;madc
1

i

!

through

by the Student

;
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Albert

Thaycr has announced that admission to Memorial Hall on
'March 26 when the Bowdoin
College Debating Council meets
Cambridge University in its first
international debate will be by
tickets only. The tickets will be

13
21
4

\

112

3
12
2
13
5

Tickets For Debate

31

3

8 26

Council Distributes

D's E's

1

1

1

j

'Wehren '47 in proposing the. moof the
tion. Mr. Ian S. Lloyd
18 Britishers and Lewis P. Fickett
'47 will take the negati\ e
Jr.
position. Tlie motion will be: In
the opinion of the House interference in the internal affairs of
any sovereign state w ilL under7 mine the authority of any international organization and preju9 dice the attainment of a lasting
i

I

j

I

.

1

1

peace.

i
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Where's

where Bowdoin is almost wholly unknown. Adequate publicity would
open many avenues to these men as
Bowdoin graduates. Why, with her

when you

told

some

this

friends

home where you were going

at

,

many

advantages,

allow

herself

among

colleges in the public eye?

to

school?

Too many. True, Bowdoin

widely

known and

is

But

circles.

and outside of them Bow"Oh!
recognized only as .

society,
is

.

Way up

Yes.

Good

.

there in Maine. Beauti-

Maine."

ful state,

publicity

rapidly becoming

is

a pressing need for this College. First,

few years the present abnormal

in a

enrollment

Bowdoin

have subsided, and

will

will

once again have to com-

freshmen

and

high

in

Bowdoin graduates and

prep

through

schools. Second, connections

friends are

limited largely to the East. Yet grad-

uating students are today going
ther

afield

and are meeting

far-

suffer

competition in their search for positions, and they could use^ any help
that the reputation of

Bowdoin might

give them.

Attracting

new men

to

Bowdoin

be one of the College's prim-

will soon

ary tasks. In the past family relationships

and personal connections have

tended to influence admittance of

stu-

dents to such an extent that Bowdoin
is

now

quite limited in the geograph-

ical distribution

cording to the

of her students. Ac-

advantage possible.

were from Maine

trimester, 355

and 346 from Massachusetts.
A few foreign students are now in
attendance, but an increase in their
number and in the number of men
from outside the North Atlantic
States would serve to broaden the
acquaintance of

And

recently per-

sons unfriendly to the .College have

What

better

give

prospective freshmen,

means could be found

to

alumni,

and the general public the true picture of Bowdoin than the establish-

ment

of a

publicity

with a

office

trained director?

STUDENT COUNCIL COMMENDED
As was mentioned

From Anthoensen

Collection

all

undergraduates

Several copies of the book gift
of Mr. Fred W. Anthoensen are
now on display in the Library.
The entire gift contains 289

Information

For Veterans

to

ef-

m

February 21, 1947, extends until August 1, 1947, the
plies to any plan, without evidence of good health by physical
fective

regardless

examination,

of

the

length of time the insurance has
been unpaid.
reinstatement
Application for
may be made for both term insurance and any of the converted

m

in

"Mustard and

National
statement
Service Life Insurance. This ap(permanent) plans. The Veterans
lapsed

of

commended on

to be

is

week, the Student Council

last

their forward

step in adopting an organized rushing
plan.

Too

knew

there were other fraternities on

long have freshmen been
met at the train, whisked up to "the
house" and pledged before they even
the campus.
least,

The new

plan should, at

give the freshman a chance to see

more houses than he

The Council

would.

ordinarily

has undoubtedly

taken a step in the right direction, but
the-

Orient questions whether

it

is

long enough.

Delaying

pledging

for only one
any of the evils of
the present system. It has been implied
by the Council that under the new

week

will not solve

system the prospective pledge will get
to know the fraternities better before

he takes the final step. However, if
the pledging were to be delayed for
an entire semester and a rotating dining plan to be effected, the

new Bow-

doin student would get the opportunity

to

really

know

the fraternities,

would also enable the houses
become thoroughly acquainted

while
to

A

if it
deems it necessary, to request a physical exarmnation upon
receipt of the application.
With the filing of the application for reinstatement, which may
be made on forms furnished by
the VA, the necessary premium
payments must be made. For
term insurance, it is necessary to
pay twp monthly premiums, without interest, for the amount the
veteran desires to retain.
The reinstatement of permanent insurance requires the* re-

routing dining plan,

effectively

vantages.

if it

can be

worked out, has many adwould more- closely knit

It

men would be
and

it

links

would

between

the

freshmen to know personally many
upperclassmen whom they would
otherwise never meet. The plan
would also keep the houses maintaining their best appearance for an entire

standing of the people of other regions

and thus would undoubteddo a great deal in strengthening
each fraternity and the college as a

and nations than

whole.

a

more complete

tolerance

and under-

actual living with

ly

To

them.

To

semester,

attract these

work of

men

requires the

a full-time trained publicity

delay pledging for one week
it

will

not give the freshmen sufficient time

publication of the admirable college

in which to thoroughly look over the
houses and for the houses to get to

catalogue, college bulletins, prospecti,

know

Under him would be

director.

and news

releases.

He would work

closely with the Director of
sions, the

the

Admis-

Alumni Director and other

college organs like the Orient.

The

assumption of these duties by a professional

man would

relieve a faculty

personally the freshmen that

they pledge.
laying

On

pledging

meanwhile

the other hand, defor

one semester,

instituting

dining plan, would solve

the

rotating

many

of the

headaches of both the freshmen and
the houses.

J. P.

1940 until September 2, 1945, may
arts.
apply for new insurance up to the
Also included in the display
of $10,000 of Government insurance which may be will be some engravings done by
held at any one time by one per- Hans Holbein, who is perhaps

maximum

more famous

son.

who

Veterans

for his portraits of
English and French royalty of
the Sixteenth Century. The colis loaned to the college by
Lady Oakes, who has also lent
the
famous paintings in the
South Gallery by Hogarth, Cuyp,
Gainsborough,
Rembrandt, and
Hals.

have received
lection
terminal leave bonds and desire
to use them before their maturi-'
ty date have one opportunity to
do so. According to information

from the VA, these bonds may be
used to pay premiums on Nation-

The

al Service Life Insurance.

Franz

Hals

Pieter Tjarck,
to a

change

in

the law

portrait

from

the

collection has been returned

of

Oakes
from

New York City where it was on
the "G. I. Bill of
exhibition at the Knoeder Art
any future bonus for
Rights,"
Galleries.
veterans will not be charged
against the benefits of this law.
And, there will be no deduction
in any bonus because of benefits Marines
Reserve
that may be taken under the
"G. I. Bill."
Platoon Leader Classes

concerning

Open

Certain

States

rights, benefits,

grant

and

various

The U. S. Marine Corps has
reactivated
Platoon
Leaders'
and Classes, a program leading to
commission
Freshmen,

in

the

USMCR.

HM*

•

m

life

purposes—his

political, social,

economical, mor-

al, and religious beliefs. Only as directed towards
such known purposes can his acts have any meaning or value. It is not enough to know what to do
or how to dp it. We must know in our own minds
why it needs to be done. We believe the college
should redesign its curriculum to give every man
the knowledge on which he may base his beliefs.
This probably means a greatly increased number
and variety of required courses, and perhaps some
new methods of teaching them.

m
And

-

e

we

look around us at the world today, the
all others which we feel the college should consciously try to inculcate is a strict
sense of moral duty. We believe strongly that the
cure for the world's evils does not lie in more
as

one thing above

democracy, more economic security, more religion,
more freedom, more mutual understanding, or in
more of the many other attractive catchwords
which are bandied about, valuable as some of
them may be. The trouble Ls that something, perhaps modern psychology, has removed too much of
our sense of personal responsibility. Everything
that is wrong with us we can blame on our associates (environment) or on our ancestors (heredity).
We ourselves are responsible for nothing. What the
human race must do above all else is to develop the
sense in each man that he is fully responsible for his

own will and for his own acts so far as that will is
expressed in them, and to develop in him the habit
of thinking through his intended actions and judging
them by a rational system of morality unswayed by
emotion. The college, handling what is presumably
the best of the nation's youth, has certainjy the duty
of developing this sense of responsibility in its students. We believe that it is the college's most important duty.
t

H U

1 iJ

w

—
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team and ranks among His college records should stand
for some time in the 880 (indoors
and out), 1000 yards, indoor
mile and outdoor two-mile. Alan
navy ranks when a sudden ill- could have withdrawn from the
ness proved fatal. His class lost Air Corps because of substandits
leader while
many more ard eyesight but he contrived to
Bowdoin men lost a friend.
remain, his keen reflexes molding
"Carl Boulter '40 was a huge a bombardier whose missions inman with a genial but deter- cluded the Peenemunde raid that
mined nature that bulked as wrecked what well could have
football

the all-time ends, but this versatile athlete was also a pretty
fair high
jumper. 'Fittso' was
working his way up through

been

type,

the

very
college.

popular

He

tide-turning

German

roc-

ket development aimed at the
Atlantic Coast. He wanted badly
to return to Bowdoin, but illfortune continued to stalk him
when, near the end of his mission
crashed
in
quota, his bomber
Germany and he became one of
three missing members of the
plane's nine-man crew. It was
officially announced by the War
Department last year that he

was

throughout

killed in action.

specialized
though inex-

and

Davidson

"Paul

also

Ralph

'45 are remembered as an
the
weights,
inseparable pole vaulting pair
perienced,
and
with
further who were expected to set Bowtraining might have joined the doin records had they remained
famed
company
of
Bowdoin on campus longer than a yeargiants. Ted was killed in Marine
and-a-half and a year, respecservice.
tively. Both matched the above
"Alan Hillman '44 was the group in popularity and characmost versatile runner, and one ter. Paul, in' addition to his
of the best in Bowdoin history. athletic talents, showed
excelA National schoolboy champion lent promise as a journalist and
miler, he accomplished much in contributed many good articles
two-and-a-half
Bowdoin
years, to the Orient. A letter to his sismountain
infantry.
He was but showed promise of greater ter consoling her
on the loss of
killed in Germany.
deeds before entering the Army her husband, not long before his
'38
"'Dave'
Fitts
was the Air Corps. Diminutive with a own fatal flight as a pilot over
Bowdoin ideal. He lived the full striking stride, Alan remarkably Holland, received
National
college life. The writer knows no won races at 220, 440. 600, 880, prominence. Ralph was
a fine
other exchange in which the Col- 1000 yards, the mile, two-mile musician who played with,
the
lege and student were more mu- and
longer
cross-country
dis- Polar Bears during his freshman
tually benefitted. Cleanly cut and tances. A sprinter's kick made year. He was
killed serving with
hearty,
Dave co-captained the him potentially a sub-4:15 miler. the Marines."

in

Sulis

'

Campus Walks
Continued from Page
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1

by an undergraduate,

voiced

that Bowdoin should buy

and Navy Surplus rubber

all

1 77

is

Of The ORIENT Begin*

the

April

rafts
sophomores,
juniors in accredited colleges and and run a glorified taxi service
the various buildings.
universities are eligible for this between
training. Classes will be given for There would have to be a slight
at
six week periods
Quantico, fee, but then we have to reach
the eight million dollar mark
Va.
life"

Students selected for this pro- somehow. Another wit said, and
will be
enlisted
in
the I quote, "Call up the Venetians
(inactive).
For time and rent some gondolas." We
spent in training, they will be could do this and even make the
considered on active duty and rides more enjoyable by serving
will be paid accordingly. At the coffee. This would enable a cer-

1st!

GET YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW

BEFORE THE RATE GOES UP

gram

USMCR

the program,
be commissioned
Second Lieutenants USMCR.
Requirements
are:
candidate
must be (1) Citizen of the UnitThe first meetings of the ed States. (2) Enrolled in an acTrustees and the Overseers of credited college or university.
Bowdoin were held on December Furthermore: he must (3) Sign
1794, at the courthouse in for duty each summer.
(4)
Be
3,
unmarried and remain so while
Portland.

Ml

conspicuous student and athlete,
who cut a fine figure in all
walks of college life. His hurdling was good, but it was executed in the middle of the golden
decade
of
Bowdoin
hurdling
when the good often yielded to
the great.
Dave had his triumphs, hit 16 flat for the 120
highs, and his ten almost tipped
the balance for a Bowdoin upset
win over Maine in the '37 state
meet.
Track - developed
agility
served him in good stead with

privileges to

veterans, their dependents,
their organizations. Those desiring more information are advised
to correspond with the Secretary
of State of the State concerned.
list of State exemptions for
veterans would include: attachments as to compensation; certain occupational taxes; county
auto fee; fees for will probation;
from juries (disabled veterans);
for National Guard; income tax
on compensation; inheritance tax
as to insurance, compensation;
old-age tax, disabled veterans;
poll
personal property, limited;
tax; property tax, limited, and
others.

-

even though the greatest changes in store may not
affect most of us now here. Plans for new buildings
are much discussed; plans for changes in academic
policy do not receive so much public attention.
Many of us worry about whether the enrollment
will ever be reduced again to its traditional figure.
Some of us worry about whether anything will be
done to make it more certain that every Bowdoin
man will receive a truly "liberal" education. It is
something which most people will acquire for themselves only by accident.
- e
We believe that the true aim of a "liberal" education is to enable the student to decide on his own

\

completion
trainees

of

will

•

sssssssM

m

The future of the college is something which
much idle and some purposeful speculation,

arouses

|

A

seems rather inadequate since

They can not afford to give matongues any grounds for rumor.

to the letter.

Wood

1

with the rest of our country and the
world outside. Nothing would lead to

them

iicious

of all unpaid permiums from the Press.
Meet in memory of those past
plus interest. The interest rate is
An additional display of other Meet performers who did not reannually for all premiums copies in the collection is to be turn from the late war.
due on or after August 1, 1946 offered in the near future.
Doyle counted all of the foland 5 r/r for all premiums due belowing
men among his best
fore that date.
friends. He said of them: "RepreAfter submitting an application
senting a variety of abilities and
Art
Gallery
Exhibits
payments
for
reinstatement,
personalities, they had in com- large as his frame. From a small
should be made regularly on the
mon two qualities transcending town he came to develop into a
Cuts
due dates, even though no word Durer's
sports accomplishments: ,charac- college,
class,
fraternity
and
may have been received concerntook his rightful
Professor Philip C. Beam re- ter and likeability. In conduct leader.' He
ing the reinstatement. Unless this
and athletic feats they set en- place among the many great
cently announced that the exhibis done, the insurance win lapse
during standards."
Magee-trained weightmen. 'Boulit to be shown this month at the
again.
The following are his descrip- tie' specialized in the 35-pound
Walker Art Building will be a
The new law permits applica- series of woodcuts
hammer,and discus
done by the tions of these men, whom he be- weight,
tion for NSLI
protection even
Sixteenth Century artist and en- lieves should be annually honored marks.' He was" lost while pilotthough the veteran may not have
graver Albrecht Durer. Accord- by the College at the Interfra- ing his navy plane ^>ff the Brataken out a policy while in servzil coast.
ing to Professor Beam, Durer ternity Track Meet.
ice. Now, a vet6ran who was in
" 'Dave' Deane '37 is recalled
"'Ted' Robb '43, like Boulter,
was one of the great engravers
active service from October 8,
of the "Golden Age" of graphic as a quietly operating but not in- was one of the big, good-natured

Due

also enable the

ly

it."

Richard E. Doyle '40, member
Students are familiar with the
of the donor as it is The of
the
staff
of the Portland
Anthoensen Prqss that publishes Press-Herald, has proposed that
the present Bowdoin Catalogue. in the future trophies be awardAt one time "The Quill" came ed at the Interfraternity Track

work

payment

the undergraduates, in that the freshhouses,

cate

Bowdoin fraternities are so strongentrenched they need fear no outside attacks if
they keep their own houses in order. Their most
vulnerable point at present is probably not one of
exclusion, finance, or scholarship, but of moral conduct within the houses. College rules are explicit
on these subjects, and house officers should enforce
over, that the

Press-Herald Staff Member Proposes Memorial
Awards In Future Inter fraternity Track Meets

4%

it

with the freshmen.

(Pardon the scrambled .metaphor.) It is natural,
perhaps, at such a time to compare the present
with the past and with what is hoped or expected
for the future. One thing that strikes us as a definite change in the atmosphere of Bowdoin since
before the war is that everyone is busier at something. Whether their ways of passing time are
worthwhile or not, people seem to pursue them with
much more fervor than they used to. There is a
grimmer concentration of energy on work or entertainment, less leisurely wandering from one thing
to another. There is also, except with men-who have
embraced it as a definite philosophy, less acceptance of things os they are. The mere fact that a
thing is is not so generally accepted as an adequate

Rare Book
Bowdoin's
has several books not
be found in the Library of cause for its being.
Congress.
- c
Not even Mr. Anthoensen himThis tendency, as applied to college affairs, is all
self could get 91 volumes that to the good. Various
problems that used to be mereare now out of print. To com- ly the occasion
for shouting by tiie lunatic fringe
plete«*he collection both he and
are now officially recognized and some attempt is
the Library are seeking the missmade to analyze and solve them. This is partly due
ing copies.
to the reorganized Student Council, through which
Eight of the books, or sets of
now on display, have action based on popular opinion ,is possible. It is
books,
also
due to the more intense interest men now take
gained the distinction of being
chosen among the "Fifty Books in the things which interest them at all.
- c
of the Year." This is an annual
selection made under the ausUndoubtedly tiie most controversial issues in the
pices of the American Institute college at the present time, judging by the response
of Graphic Arts. The jury that a reference to them stirs up, are the two which conmakes the selection each year is cern freshmen primarily: rushing and hazing. Defimade up of eminent artists and nite policies
on both seem at last to be merging. Atbook
designers,
distinguished
tempts are frequently made to make an issue out
printers and typographers, and
of the fraternity system, usually taking their dediscriminating collectors.
The gift is more than unique. parture from the racial question. We believe, howIt is an outstanding offering of
the outstanding work of a remarkable man. As Mr. Arthur
Stratton. '35, writes: "No other
person or institution can dupliitems.

Room now

The new law which became

Administration reserves the right,

Cress"

you think you're succeeding.
mrc

—

Library Displays Rare Books

right of application for the rein-

latest college catalogue,

of 963 students enrolled during the
last

seat

when graduates must be given every

a few

pete with other colleges for prospective

of rare books is
display in the Library's Rare Book Room. These are the gift
of Fred W. Anthoensen of Portland, printer of the College Catalogue.

freshmen will not become an urgent
problem at once. But now is the time

these constitute only a small part of

doin

PART OF THE ANTHOENSEN COLLECTION

now on

partly a

is

if

This week's meditations are in the nature of a
song, even if, like certain actors, we should
indefinite number of farewell appearances.

'

proposal such as this

more

make an

respected in aca-

demic and professional
our

back

a

still

swan

Bowdoin

should
take

to

c

-

grets. There's a certain delight in trying to be a

gadfly,

spread information of an unfavorable
and distorted character about her.

How

that?'*

of you have been asked

question

in college are

look into the future. Competition for

BOWDOIN NEEDS PUBLICITY
many

now

students

•

•

Published weakly wh«-n el*«at* are held during the Fall »nd
Spring trimester by the students of Bowdoin Collefre. Address
news communications to the Editor and subscription communication*. Ut the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing
Company at the ORIENT Office in the Moulton Union, Bowdoin
College. Brunswick, Maine. Entered as second class matter at the
post office at Brunswick, Maine. The subscription rate for ona
year la two (12) dollars.

Vol.

speakers and

considering positions in other parts
of the country or in foreign lands

A

National Advertising Service, Inc.
tjUUu PmhUiben Rtpretentmtivt
Mew York n. Y.
420 MAPISOM A*
'«cw« tfocroa Lot akiui turn riMtaet

in

annually brought to Bowdoin.

'47
'49
'50

ORIENT

column last fall wc said wc would
write about whatever happened to be on our mind
at the moment, serious or otherwise. We have done
so. The response, favorable or unfavorable, to various opinions we have advanced has been highly
gratifying and proves that at least we get read.
We have not consciously tried to alienate all major
groups on campus, but if we have managed to annoy them all at one time or anotrier we have np re-

dignitaries of national importance are

'48

assumes control of the

In our first

greatest service at

its

commencement when

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Directors

for

would render

it

Joseph J. Scbmuch '49
Francis R. Currle '59

Managers

Circulation

Arnold Cooper

....

and special events to
It would handle publectures and concerts. And

the newspapers.

C. Cabot Eastoa '48

Business Manager

all

college athletic

'50.
'50,

Even

on

also release dispatches

licity

Wallace K.

Staff Photographer

home town papers
The publicity office

'47

'50.

for this director

news dispatches of students'

to send

staff

and we approach ever nearer to the degree which,
on a strict chronological basis, is already long overdue, we settle down to writing what is probably our
last installment of "Mustard & Cress." It is an old
Bowdoin custom for seniors to withdraw more or
less from campus affairs as they enter the last
term, and we've been writing this column long
enough, maybe too long. (No comments, please.)
Unless a good controversial issue happens to crop
up (issues always "crop up"), it becomes increasingly difficult to dredge up material for the weekly
fifteen or twenty inches.

of the best ways of publicizing

Bowdoin would be

II '49

Nelson L. Tower*

Feature Editor
*«*,

F. McClelland

One

'49
'49

John H. Nichols, Jr.
Johnson Poor

As a new

trative tasks.

June*

Managing Editors

Sw Ift

already overburdened with adminis-

tsfttsM

i.

tain member to make that eight
o'clock German class, no breakfast to worry about.

BOWDOIN ORIENT
Moulton Union
Brunswick* Maine
I

in

training.

ages

Be between the

17 and 25. (6) If a
must have completed 12
in the armed forces, and

of

junior,

months
an

(5)

honorable

discharge.

(7)

send

two dollars ($2.00)

enclose a check for

Name

:

Address

'....

City

.

,

.

.

Be

physically qualified.
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—
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Bowdoin Mermen Dunk Conn., 45-30

POLAR
BEARINGS
wm

Our
Orient

an

only

connection

Interested

capacity

with the

work was as that

last

we

reader.

noticed

In

of

appear

in

When

these

the

student
questions

body.

and

are heard more often
than praise for various campus
deserve
exactivities
they
pression. Coach Magee is probgripes

that

a quotation

by Coach Magee that said, "I'm
paid to produce a college team,
not «n interfraternity team.'' We
ably right but if so the necesheartily agree with Coach Masity for the White Key has
gee. He is paid to produce a coldisappeared.
leg* team and not an inter fraThe swimming team's record
ternity team. We also have to
concede the fact that his track for this season is one to be justteam along with the swimming ly proud of. Their one lost to
team are the only ones with an Williams, and that, by one point,
anywhere near good record for gives them a very good chance
the season. His methods seem to to take the New Englands. We

The point we can't undt-rNtaod is the total disregard for
the White Key. At a recent
meeting that organization voted; to prohibit the entrance of
Vanity men to the "Interfraternity" meet. The White Key
la an important campus organWithout

services

its

the various athletic staffs will

have to be enlarged. The baseball staff will have
to have
several new coaches or at least
a greater number of eager

manager*

because

ternity

otherwise

poral

Interfraternity
soft hall
league won't be able to continue, and the same goes for
baskelhall
the
football
and
leagues.

have

the

competition are temwhile Varsity victories

a

more

lasting quality
that brings honor to the college as a whole rather than to
n small segment of tike Campus. In order to have well-organized support we have to
have a solid Mock of fan* who

'

The members of the White
Key spend a considerable amount
of time keeping those leagues
running. This leaves the varsity
coaches with plenty of time to
concentrate on the men under
their tutelage.
either need

would rather see the team as
a whole win than having more
Interest

in

how a

fraternity

brother makes out individually.

We

Full-support in the bleachers
the White Key or must have its brings better results. The team as
duties transferred to the various well as the fans want a victory.
coaches.
This feeling permeates a team on
Again we state that the rec- the floor and gives them that
ords of
Coach Magee and climatic reaction
so
that
is
Coach Miller are too successful necessary for one and two-point
and lasting for a half-baked victories. Let's look at a team as
college
columnist
chalto
five
Bowdoin men rather than
lenge.
We will continue to three guys from one house and
maintain,
though,
that
the
two from another. Let's look at
duty of this column is to pre- Bowdoin
teams
as
a whole
sent the other side of many of rather than cliques with special
- the questions and gripe* that- interests. ••••-•

&

HEUSSLER

SCOVIL

SEASONED FIREWOOD
AT A REASONABLE PRICE

CALL

14.

easily

the

outstanding performer who

col-

lected five first places.

And

Matt won

both hurdle events, the 40 yard
dash and the high and broad
jumps. He also ran anchor leg
on the D.U. relay team which
tied the Zete quarter. The other

1

1281-M or 8006

—

BOWDOIN STUDENTS
HAVE YOU SEEN THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES
NOW FEATURED AT THE
MOULTON yNION STORJ&?
Bowdoin Ash Trays,
fashioned from solid Copper

Large Size: $1.50 Each
Small Individual Size: $1.50 for set of Four
Basketball Sneakers for your interfraternity team
$2.39 and $4.25
Bowdoin Sweatshirts
$1.95
•Featured this week:

VETERAN OF BOWDOIN BASKETBALL
captain of the 1946-47 varsity
years has been outstanding.

some

was the winner with
Brown a dose second. The re-

1947

tion."

Williams, the Purple

two, three.

is

Cross.

final clincher.

The crowd had

last

4

j

College Book Store
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY
in stock

[

Please

to dine at the

COLLEGE SPA

for

March 5. Bowdoin's
swimmers were upset here

V.

by a vast-

Hebron

improved

ly

A

outfit.

victory in the 150 yard medley
relay clinched the victory for the
home team. Page of Bowdoin, by
annexing both the 50 yard free

According to Joseph W. Woods style
medley
yard
150
and
.47, President of the White Key.
events, became the only double
playoffs a
thc fina ,.
winner of the afternoon.
'

the

Interfraternity

Basketball

League will be held during the
week of March 16.

The summary
50-yd.

third,

Muli-ahy

(>i):
,2Wi.t*CO*«l».

•

B&mjhl

.

sec-

iK).

MitcbelJ
..

'

,

finished

$2.50

.

in

softball,

volleyball,

and

tennis. Thus far only tentative
plans have been made in regard
to the opening dates for league
competition, but it is expected
that play will begin immediately
after the Easter vacation.

did

Som

took

leading contender for this year's
diving crown. Blaine of, Bowdoin

the

yd. dash brought Penin
the ny's second triumph of the evecaptured
have
standings
ning, with Jenkins again not far
fierce and frenzied
title in the
behind. The Uconns garnered a
play-off battling.
third as Ward took the show
A look at the lLst of league spot on a driving finish. Merrow
will
do much to took his 150 Yard Breaststroke
high-scorers
confirm the team's standing in specialty in 1:38.9 from Jones of
the league. Norby Carey, D.U., Connecticut. Thomas gave
the
forward, is leading the league Polar Bears their first third of
with a high 125-potnt total. Fol- the evening in this event.
lowing closely on ftis heels is
Paul Moron
and
Soltysiak
Don Russell, battling A.D. forvictory by coming
ward with 111 points. George clinched the
in one-two in the 200 Yard BackJim
and
Hickey, D.U. center,
the
Doughty of the A.D.'s front wall stroke. Farnsworth gave
Nutmeg outfit a third. Blake's
are tied at 104 points apiece.
the
asserted
itself
in
stamina
Chink Winn, high-scoring A.T.O.
and team captain, is 440 as he swam away from
center
Yares and Gorham of the losers
pressing these boys for the top
on the final laps. Connecticut
position.
saved itself a complete whiteA few of the highlights of last washing by winning the 400 yd.
important
games will relay against a team of Bowdoin
week's
shed light on the standings. Sig-i^^j strineers
*
ma Nu edged out the Chi Psi's
Coach Bob Miller won himself
in
a close 24-22 contest with
Hank Thorburn and Davie Ver- a good dunking by his jubilant
team along with Manager Ray
rill high ^scorers for the winners.
The A.RAJ.'s walloped the Kappa Swift after the lopsided win
which ended the team's successSig's 52-26. with Sam Polackewich
ful
meet
competition,
dual
getting 18 points. Chet Catler
marred only by a one point setalso chipped in with 14 points in
back at the hands of undefeated
this game. The A.D.'s after beWilliams.
ing pressed for three periods by
a fighting A.T.O. five, finally 300-yd. Medley Relay Won by Bowdoin
Time:
(Merrow.
Soltysiak.
Brown).
showed their superior reserve
3:14.7.
power, and came through with a
45-35 win. Johnnv "The Beast" i2 *"*- Freestyle- Won b y Bi.ke (B)
<C): thir<1 Towne (C)Taussig led the A.D.'s with thirand Jim Keefe
points,
teen
Won by Pem,, <m .eeplayed a fine, defensive game fori j enkins (() thirtl Schmidt (C >. Time:
>-j-.
the winners. Prior to the disastrous fourth period, Chink Winn DWac-Vos by Gath <B>: second. Sr»ithird. Blaine
lone <C)
(B). Winning
and Ray TrOUbh were OUtStandpoints 1JI-06. <New Bowdoi/i record.}
inK for the ATQ'S

li *~J#Q*>' j»y
thlrtl.
f B) ;

second. 'Ketone

(H). Time:

1

j

j

j

:

—

:

1

:14.

Carrie
1

Won

<B);

:

,

]

high-scorers

George Hickey
combining

Toscani

Bernie

twenty

points

for

the

and

for
victors.

by Hecker <H)

Berwin

third,

;

The

sec-

IB).

:02.2.

1

:

:

Time:

Mitchell, Reiche, Gurrie).

Breaststroke- Won
by Soltysiak
third. Farns(B): second. Moran (B)
worth (C). Time: 2:33.
Barkstroke Won by Merrow IB):
second. Jones (C)
third. Thtuaa tB).
:3X.9.
Time:
44»-yd. Freestyle -Won by Blake (B)
secthirl. Gorman
(G>.
ond. Yates <C)
Time: 5:31.
400-yd.
Relay
Won by Connecticut
(Schmidt. Ward. Jones. Jenkins). Time:
200-yd.

.

:

1

.50-yd.

:

Zetes
maintained their
league
fourth position in
the
standing with an exciting 29-24
jO-yd. Medley
Won bv Patre (B) second. victory over the A.R.U. squad.
Blake (B) third. Dube (H). Time: 2 :U:.. Vincent and Howarth were high150- yd.
Medley Kelay -Won by Hebron
(Vielman. Kanter. Pierce). Time: 1:40.2. point men for the winners in this
200-Td. Relay— Won by Bowdoin (Berwin. encounter.
:

Time:

ond.

•Time

-

.

.

TWitw-

:I5.8.

100-yd. Freestyle—

^"^/"T

^r^**-

I

:

:

3:47.3.

1:52.6.

is

a

list

of

The first scholarships at Bow- league standings and high
doin were given by the State of ers as of March 7th:
Massachusetts.
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CUMBERLAND

scor-
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March

Wed.-Thurs.

it's

the

College Spa

•too

Fox News

Bakery

Helie's

Short Subject*

iii

"

March 14-15

Fri.-Sat.

TEMPTATION
wltt.

'STJS*

14

Merle Oberon

MILL STREET

George Brent

-

also

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

UP

Short Subjeeta

We

Specialize In

HOMEMADE BREAD

Day and Evening
Programs

Men and Women

Paramount News

COOKIES

PASTRY

-,

March

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

"Right Off

the

Open 6 A.M.

to

Campus"

& LUMBER

COMPANY

-

ROLLS

CAKES

•

with

Tyrone Power

Gene Tierney

-

Paramount News
Note: Motu-Tues. 1st
Show at 6:80 P.M.
sfjf

September 22, 1947
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FREE DELIVERY ON TELEPHONE ORDERS

Marc*

Betty Hut ton

Sonny Twlto

-

also

Short Subjects

*

1

Telephone

Brunswick

177

with
Ginger Rogers - Daw Id Niven
•too

Paramount News Short Subject

Massachusetts
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21-23

MAGNIFICENT DOLL

47 Mt. Vernon Street
8,

March

Fri.-Sat.

Catalog upon request

aaaMSSMiatisssjl

19-30

MY HEART
with

Fox News

Prepares for the practice
of law

Boston

«a*i

CROSS

LL.B. degree conferred

BUILDING MATERIALS

10 P.M.

Opening Date
Early application necessary

#

16-17-18

THE RAZOR'S EDGE
-

Admitted

FUEL OILS
BOTTLED GAS

12-13

CALENDAR GIRL

Wed.-Thurs.

Remember,

New

1946

Spallone,

wit*
Jane Frazee - William Marshall

Pleasant Swroandinti

BRUNSWICK COAL

fastest

bis

23.8.

England Champion, in his stride
and thus established himself as a

Near Fire Station

ALVIN SETTLE

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Reasonable Prices

*

.

Penny

third

& SON

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH

ROOMS FROM

position.

>iel*»*

IW-yd.
(B):

220-vd. Freestyle
Won bv Wheels* (H):
third. Hunt -on IB).
second, Blake (H)
Time: 2:49.2.
100-yd. Backstroke Won by Erswell <B>
second, Kanter )H) third, J. Blake iH).

SPORTING - ATHI-ETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

the $2.00 price

«**

•

the formation of interfraternity
leagues for spring sports. Trophies will be given the winning

teams

»"£

was third.
The 100
the regular league

have

Following

HOTEL EAGLE
DINING

a substantial
lead on his backstroke leg. Soltyto a la P advan
iak buil
!
:
f
n
Xa &*' and Wood y Brown
home. Blake, who is improving
rapidly, took the 220 with ease.
Jones of the Nutmegs placed
second and Towne of the visitors
nipped Bud Zeitler for the third

:

Freestyle— Won h> P»«e IB):

ond.
TilOts.;

It was also disclosed that the
White Key has made plans for

DID. GARDNER CO.

NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Good Food

J.V.

Hebron,

PRMTinG

Phone 533

The Time.

Hebron Downs

Swimmers, 35-31

4 ]

Playoffs March 16
j

frequently

fact,

BOWDOIN BANNERS are again in stock

W. CHANDLER

NEW

Is
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Fraternity Basketball

Pressing

Maine Street

Merrow opened up

fiercely for the
slot in the stand-

In

thc

'

Relay

this afternoon 35 to 31

!

Get one before they go

F.

>

I

Medley

J.

;

$5.00
left at

sult in closer races next year.

300-yard

will find Bowdoin pitted against
Williams for top honors. Bowdoin
should
improve its best
time of 3:06 to challenge the
host team's 3:05.5 mark.

J

The

now

The

happen.

Bowdoin had little trouble in
3^ Yard Medley R^iay. Adin

j

top four teams
ing; since the
will participate in an elimination
play-off, in which anything can

teams that
Most of the past champions had and fourth

event.

His time of 23.8 seconds in the
shorter dash last week has not
been beaten by any New Englander this season, though Gossler
of Brown has equaled it.
Ash of Wesleyan, Leonard of
MIT, Jenkins of Connecticut,
and Christ of Springfield can all
h it
the
twenty - four - second
range.
This group will press
Gossler, the favorite, and Penny.

A few PENCIL SHARPENERS are

Cleaning

ington won the dash and upset
Slade in the low hurdles. He placed
second in the broad jump.

"Rebel" Hudgins won the schoolboy dash in 4.9 and placed second
in the 300-yard run. In the weight
events Charlie Keith of Roxbury
Latin heaved the shot 49 feet to
win the prep school title and Pete
MeiTow and Soltysiak will be Connally won the schoolboy event
among the contenders for the In- by tossing it 45 feet.
dividual Medley croivn. Although
Since each running event was
this event has not been on anyperformer
New England schedule this year, led by one outstanding
who easily ran away from the field,
the League Meet will carry i\.
there was not a great deal of exPaulson- is "way ahead of the
citement. A bigger and better
field," as he claims a
National
galaxy of stars is.expected to reJunior AAU championship in this

really load-

will hit Bowdoin while not affectHowever, in the broad jump ing Williams to any degree.
Even second is not a sure bet.
Matt won by a scant inch over
Jack Freese. Lovejoy and Strachan Brown and Springfield will batwere close behind. In the two mile. tle the Polar Bears from the
Joe Woods was content to run a start. Springfield recently beat a
leisurely race and only in the last good Dartmouth team, but their
lap did "pink cheeked" Joe really points may not stand up among
"Nevertheless,"
run. Fred Auten ran a valiant a dozen rivals.
race in an effort to give his house, said Coach Miller, "they have
D. V.. valuable points and placed three of the best divers in the
East." Sevilia the Mexican amasecond.
The 880 yard run provided an- teur diving champion will very
other upset as "Chuck" Auten nip- likely take Gath, and Campbell
ped Harvey Jackson at the tape in should be watched. These men
2:05.2. Jackson running from the finished one-two over Yale and
third row event around the pack Dartmouth.
and set a blistering pace. But
Brown University will threatChuck stayed with him and on the en in the dash events especially
last lap eased past the tiring Jack- Alec Penny.
Bowdoins Captain,
son. It was an unexpected turn of promises to be the Whites scorevents and gave the D. U.s that er m the 50 and 100-yd. events.

battling

the breaststroke. He is the
National Intercollegiate Champion in this event. But, the Bowdoin
Coach thinks
Soltysiak
may have it. "He is in a very
nice position to take Paulson."

The

Turn To Page

1

turned in his usual fine performances in the 50 and 100 while
Blake, a newcomer, copped the
220 and 440.

time of the season in the 50
with Jenkins and Schmidt of
Connecticut close behind. Gatb,
who is undefeated this season,
all-im-

event
portant fourth
broad

Hunt-

in

.

Please

'

£*

track.

Merrow should win the 150little trouble in gaining new honyard backstroke as his recordCalisc, New England
breaking time of 1:38 has been ors. Peter
champ, and Don
approached only by Wineman of broad jump
"Ducky" Murphy all had good
Williams, who hit the distance in
days. Murphy had to be satisfied
1:39.8.
with a tie for first place in the
Paulson of Brown will be, nat- high jump at a" height six inches
urally enough, a strong favorite
below his best.

Ephmen are swimming in
Matt Branche had little trouble ed.
winning the high jump; with the their own pool against teams who
will come from all comers of New
ather
places
scattered among
Wineland, Butler, Barron and Bob England. And the outsiders stars

[

mark

Going into the last
McKenna, who took the mile on
inter - fraternity
Saturday after starting in the last hotly-contested
A.D.'s
the
league,
row. Muscato and McKenna hail basketball
Massachusetts, have a slight edge over the
Concord,
from
D.U.s. The A.D.'s, with a finelyHigh School.
team of six-footers,
Another achievement worthy of balanced
record with
noTe was that of Fi'iil Thigpen of have an unblemished
Scion Hall, who tied the existing nine wins and no defeats. The
D.U.'s, composed of Hickey, Tos1000-yard mark of 2:18.4.
cani and Co., also have nine wins,
Team scores were less' notable but have suffered two close
than individual records. Lawrence
one at the hands of the
es
Frank
by
High,
sparkplugged
A.D.'s by two points, and another
Soucha who won the 1000 and administered by the alternately
placed second in the hurdles and
hot and cold Chi Psi's. The TD's
broad jump, won the high-school
are pressing the DU's for second
division. Seton Hall, taking the
place, having won one less game.
prep-school division with 56 points,
They have come along fast of
was led by Charles Slade. four, late, thanks to the playing of
event national champ.
freshman Dick Pandora, former
Slade threatened the 600-yard South Portland High star.
record, but his long Woodruff-like
The Zetes and Chi Psi's are

stride was not suited to the
Nevertheless, he won this
as well as the high and
jumps. Paul Courtologous of

Champions

maining places went to Woods,
"Why should Williams be a sure
Smith and Snyder, all Zetes.
Save tor Sabasteanski's fifth in winner?" Bowdoin had fallen behind
earlier in the season. With
the 35 lb. weight thrown the Zetes
and D. U.'s were blanketed. Phil the "coming-of-age" of five former
Parsons won the event, with Vic National Secondary School AllFortin and Phin Newton placing American swimmers last month at

to wait for the
running even for its great
thrill. The always pleasing relay
was nothing less than sensational.
Both the Zetes and the D. U.s
had high geared quarters but the
Zetes crew was a slight favorite.
The D. U.s got a break when
they drew the pole, with their

of 2:33 in the former and
Gath raised his diving total to
111.06. Double winners for the
Big White were Captain Alec
lap of the Penny and Bob
Blake.
Peany

j

Bob Miller leaned back in his
green swivel chair in his pool office
and said, "There are not many
swimming teams in the country
that can beat Williams. They are
in an unassailably favored posi-

Freese

POTt

Now

recently elected
His record over the past several

Title Finds Williams

As Probable

clever running by Clem Brown
of the D. U. team. Starting in the
second row, Clem took his corners sharply and squeezed in behind Jack Freese. At the tape

psjsssps*

71

five.

was

By Dave Crowell

10% DISCOUNT ON WOOL HOSE

Band Box Cleaners

Swim

N. E.

heels.

provided

dive respectively. Soltysiak set a

Basketball Tilt

for schoolboys. The previous
of 1:14.2 was held by Tern

-

rapid fire order,
Branche won the dash and both
all
three
events
hurdles.
In
Ralph Strachan was on Matt's

quarter

Swift

D.U.s

Lead Fraternity

.

almost,

The

Val Muscato, national sc'ioolboy
Whipping
champion.
440-yard
around the cage in 1:13.8, Val
broke every existing 600-yard

mark
mark

were
Ralph
stars
individual
Strachan who clicked for seconds
and dash and
in both hurdles
fourth in broad jump;
placed
Phil Parsons who won the weight
throw, placed second in the shot

In

By "Ray

Bowdoin Interscholastic
In a final tune up for the all important
Brunswick, March <3.
Track Meet was revived last Sat- New England's on Saturday, the Bowdoin mermen coasted io an
urday after a wartime lapse of five easy 4 5 to 30 win over the University of Connecticut tonight beyears. Schoolboys came from all
fore a capacity crowd. The powerful MiHermen captured eight
over New England to participate
final relay.
in the events at the Hyde Athletic first places out of nine, losing only the
Tony Soltysiak and Leonard
Building.
Gath eclipsed their own college
The outstanding single .performance of the day was turned in by A.D.s,
records in the backstroke and

The

and third in the discus.
The defending champions, the
With Messrs. Chi Psis jumped into an early
do.
they
hope
Merrow, and lead, thanks to the efforts of
Soltysiak,
Gath,
the
in
Martin
Penny potential record breakers Parsons and
whenever they enter an event weight events. However, the moour team is one of the strongest ment the funning began it bebetween
in New England. Congratulations came a two way duel
and we hope success in the rest the D.U.s and the Zetes.
of this season's schedule.
Dick Scbrack
In the mile,
The reasoning that calls for pulled the first upset of the evening by unleashing a two lap
Interfradeemphasization of
which carried him from
kick
ternity sports and more confifth to first. Joe Woods placed
centration on Varsity snorts is
a good and sound one. The second, and the injured Easton
took third.
fruits garnered from Interfra-

be successful.

ization.

Matt Branche was

Gath Break

College Records

School Meet

In

Branche, the
annual Interfra-

(Ralph Strachan) with

T.D.S

Two

(National Record

D.U.s won the
ternity track meet held last Frinight. The winners amassed
691* points to defeat the Zetes
with 60 points, the Chi Psis with
24, the A.D.S with 15 and the

By Dan Hasson

Soltysiak,

Breaks

Ijvhiscato

day

The White Key Disregarded?

Is

Guard

Matt

Paced by

Why

Stellar Basketball

"Packy" MeFariand,

Zetes Drop Meet
To WJ.'* 69 ,/2 -60;
Branche Stars

Btassvasaaasi

kSaSkSM

lesMaMM

slaAMMsM

THE BOWDOIN OBIENT

POUR

ss

Debating

Variety

Team

Fall Injures

Contracts

Taylor Speaks
Chuck Auten Pulls Upset By
About "Problems" Catching Jackson At Tape
Two-Mil* Run— Won
[Continued from Page )]
Of The Family
Auten. DU

Emmons

At Ski Meet in N. H.

Four Colleges

,

the ORIENT nevertheless feels tablished within ten years.
that such academic topics should
The negative will be argued by
be of interest to the Bowdoin Paul R. Aronson '48 and Sherstudent and an evaluation of the min E. Fein '49 on March 20 at
show how we Providence. The affirmative will
situation
will
stand in relation to the rest of be debated by John Hupper '50
"Life" and the country.
and Rufus E. Stetson '42 on
the ORIMarch 28 at Brunswick.

Championships.
Already handicapped by the loss
for the season of the Norwegian
star, Chris Langaard, due to a bad
injury the previous week, and
without the services of Bruce
White for the week-end, "Bo"
Burke, Merrill Hastings, and Bob
Emmons had entered in The Eastern Downhill and Slalom Championships and the Annual A.M.C.
Downhill Cup race from which
they were forced to withdraw as a
team after the loss of Emmons.

—

i.

e.,

the 'Texas Ranger"

—

ENT

is conducting its own survey this week to get local opinion on the question. In an attempt to cover a good cross section of the students, the following
arc being
nine, questions
asked:

To reassure "our" readers that
Arrangements have been com"we" want to refrain from get- pleted for an annual triangle decolumn, bate to be held April 18. The
in
this
like to make this three colleges involved are BowCarmichael doin, Amherst, and Williams, and
observation:

personal

ting

"we" would
blunt

was seen wearing a coat and the subject is to be: That labor
shirt this week
while writing should have a direct role in the
management of industry.
pen.
a final examination in college?
Sherman E. Fein '49 and Rob2.
ert S. Hart '49 are being sent to
Do you cheat regularly?
Through nefarious channels of Williamstown
to represent Bow3.
What mode of cheating do information it was definitely esdoin and the same evening two
you prefer?
tablished two days ago that the
men yet to be appointed will de(These arc the three questions recent accident at the Maine Hobate against Amherst at Brunsasked at
the

University

Texas.)

Did you read the article
will
three
furnish
"Life"
two weeks ago about ever that their products are of judges who will determine the
cheating conditions at the Uni- the finest quality and suitable standing of each college in the
purpose.
for every conceivable
versity of Texas?
league.
3.
Did you read this week's Headed by Bob Bliss, the con"Life" with letters to, the editor cession announced that it would
4.

on

outstanding

race

course.

Skiing too cautiously the next ed

Scholarship

Awards

Continued

as

day through a 38 gate slalom set Day."
by Hannes Schnieder on tihe Arlberg Trail on Cranmore. Hastings
was disqualified in the first! run in
which the field was narrowed, but
Burke placed 26th in his combined
two runs to finish 20th in the combined downhill and slalom.

eagerly accept individual orders.

this subject?

6.
Do you consider yourself a
gentleman ?
7.
Do you think it is beneath
the dignity of a gentleman to
cheat at final examinations?
8.
Do you think all Bowdoin
men are gentlemen?
9.
Do you think cheating is
prevalent to' any extent in this
college,
and if so, would you
care to give an estimate as to

:

j

|

\

Page

;

the

first

regular

"Class

j

Five lettermen from last year's
championship tennis team
were among the 32 candidates who
reported to Coach Dinny Shay on
Monday. Regulars; Captain Stan
Lawry, Matt Branche, Fred Moore,
Mike Kuh, and Earl Archibald will
be the nucleus around which Shay
must build a team which will be
state

to take care of his more
powerful state adversaries as well
as such strong outfits as Harvard

able

and M.I.T.

The remaining

:

:

:

;

;

ond.

Daub-

40-yd.

be broadcast in a farewell interOnly Burke raced the course for view and piano recital.
the second time to score 19th in a
of tel did not involve a hand-paintwick, while Williams will have smaller field competing for a comed tie. The local tie painting its
In 1859 the graduating class
other team at Amherst Each bined score for the A.M.C. title.
celebrated what may be regardin concession wants it known, how- institution

:

;

tions.

debate on the "Advisability
of Limiting the Presidential Office to Two Terms" will be the

:

:

-

disorders.
He
suggestions for
in view of present condi-

A

:

:

Won by
TD

ond. Strnchan.
j

DU

Branche.

:

third.

U:

fourth. Butler. Psi
Time: 4.8 seconds.

j

j

East's

ATO: fifth.
Schraclc DKE. Time: 10:47.8.
sped to the first
Relay -Won by Delta Upsilon and ZeU
Psi. tie DU (Dunn, Donovan, Brown,
had to be content with staying at
Branche)). Zete (Freese. Lee, Smith. C.
Woods) third, Chi Psi fourth, Siirma
his shoulder. Marty Lee passed
Nu. Time; 2:11.2.
Jim Donovan; on his second lap Discus
Throw— Won by Tans
AD second. Shepherd, DU third. Parsons. Chi
giving the Zetes a temporary lead.
Psi
fourth. Martin, Chi Pal
fifth,
Clem Brown set out in hot pursuit
Lukens. DU. Distance: 117 ft. 2j in.
of Smith who had already run a Broad Jnnp— Won by Branche. DU second. Freese. Zete; third. Lovejoy, AD:
quarter and a half, but the Zete
fourth. Strachan, TD
fifth,
R. Cross,
Zete. Distance: 21 ft. It in.
was able to hold him off.
Shot Put— Won by Tan six, AD: second.
.The Zetes suffered another misParsons. Chi Psi
third. Lukens. DU
fourth. Shepherd. DU
fifth,
Hanson.
hap when Smith and Carl Woods
Beta. Distance: 3« ft. 11 1 in.
became temporarily entangled at 35-Pound Weight Throw — Won by Parsons,
Psi
second.
Fortin,
SN third. NewChi
the pass of batons. Branche streakton. Psi U
fourth, Martin. Chi Psi
ed into the lead with Woods three
fifth. Sabasteanski, Zete. Distance 46 ft.
SI in.
yards behind. Off the last turn Hijrh
Jump- -Won by Branche, DU sec.
Woods rocketed up to Matt, and
ond. Barron, Non-frat third, Wineland,
fifth,
fourth, R. Cross, Zete
Non-frat
the two hit the tape simultaneoustie.
BuUer. Psi U. and Johnson, Zete.
ly. It was called a dead heat by
Height. 5 ft. 7 in.
Pole Vault Won by R. Cross. Zete; secthe judges.
third. K. Cross.
Nichols, Chi Psi
itr,

made a few

then

remedy

Wood*. ZeU
third. Land.

:

these

of

Tennis Aspirants
;

:

However, racing individually,
feature of the program schedBurke placed 14th and Hastings uled for March 19. In April,
22nd out of 66 leading racers in Richard
'41,
Chittim
In-,
L.
the downhill on the mile and
in
Mathematics and
structor
quarter Wildcat racing trail, the
Bowdoin's Rhodes Scholar, will

Have you ever cheated on with a

1.

family problems in the light of
the obvious troubles families are
adjusting
experiencing
in
to
changing conditions. High divorce
unsettlement, and strain
rate,
are manifestations of those difficulties, and Professor Taylor
showed the fundamental causes

,

McClelland.

;

.

ts cheating survey in its Letten to the Editors column which,
for the most part, emphasizes
that cheating does not exist at
Harvard, Virginia, Princeton, et
al. Not to be outdone by a rival

second. F.
Zete; fourth.

Leo Dunn
corner,' and Freese

rivals in the third lap.

,

.

Lawry Branche Head

by J.

The Bowdoin Ski Team again
met misfortune in its second major
By Wolfgang Rosenberg
Dr. Burton W. Taylor, AssoThe Bowdoin College Debating downhill race in as many weeks as
Professor of Sociology, disBy far the most exciting any question, sight unseen, Council has announced the sign- Bob Emmons, a steady four-event ciate
"Problems of the Family"
cussed
Brown
of
contract
with
ing
a
thrown
him.
in
life
the
at
But
man during the season, suffered a
new* to undergraduates recently
was the expose of cheating at lawyer may consult his legal University for debates on March severe cut in his leg in a bad fall over Bowdoin -on -the- Air at 3:15
this afternoon. John L. Merrill
physician
tomes,
refer
to
the
can
subject
March
28.
The
20
and
of
Texas
pubUniversity
the
while taking a practice run on The '45 was announcer for the pro." With litof the debates will be: Resolved
lished In "Life" Magazine. The his medical books
hope of abolishing final that a Federal Government of Wildcat Trail at Pinkham Notch gram.
current Issue of "Life" features tle
afternoon before The Eastern
the
exams
issue,
into
this
by
delving
of
be
Taylor
considered
the
Nations
the
World
esProfessor
Texnationwide reaction to the

publication

7

: :;

::

1

xrt-

:

Frees*, Zete

in-yd.

I

Only competitors.) Height.

10

ft.

:

;

ATO. Time:

4 :4S.

Hardies -Won by Branrhe.
Hiirh
third. l.*e.
second. Strachan. TD
Zete Fourth. Burnham. Beta fifth, McAvoy, SN. Time: • seconds.
Low Hurdles Won by Branche.
DU .— co:id. Strarhan. TD : third. Dee.
Zete: fourth. Burnham. Beta: fifth, Butler. Psi U. Time: G.o seconds.
880-yd. Ron—Won by C. Auten. DU second. Jackson, Non-frat : third, Easton.
DU; fourth. F. Smith. Zete: fifth,

45-yd.

;

:

:

;

43-yd.

:

;

C

Woods.

Zete.

Ti:ne: 2:00.2.

players

land, Webster, Schenck, Brackett.

Mason, Dick, Nixon,
Hebb, Tobey, Currier,

Rosander,
Foster,

Marshall. Shoenthal, Emmons, Huss. Kinsbury, Wetherill.
Until outdoor practice is possible
the squad will work out in. the cagr

Hall,

:

:

DU

Zete.
9 in.

Dunn. D.U.

filth.

Ron- -Won by Frees*-. Zete second, R. Brown. DU
third. C. Wood-.
Zete; fourth. F. Smith. Zete: fifth. D.
Snyder. Zete. Time: 54.9 second*.
Mile Run— Won by Schrnck. DKE: second.
Easton. DU
third.
Woods. Zete
J.
Fourth. F. Auten. DU fifth, McClelland.

4

:

varsity

and a junior Varsity team will be
chosen from the following; Greene.
Howard, Reid, Augerson. C. Woods.
Rubin. Patton, Macomber. Gar-

B.C.A. Conference
[

made

Continued from Page

l

\

confer-

on

and

Wednesday

Tuesday,

the
Thursday evenings.
and appropriate action to
The sched uie:
various recomcoordinate
the
mendations will be taken. At April 22
Colby
Harvard
11:30 a Special Chapel Service April 35
M.I.T.
April 26
conducted by Veonor M. Sotak April 30
Maine
Bate.6
'49 in the College Chapel will May
individual

of

ences,

away
way
nway
ft

,

Mav
conclude .the meeting. The ser- May
mon is to be delivered by Prcsi- May
dent Kenneth C. M. Sills.
May

1

Colby

8
10
12-14

New

1

at
State Meet

ionic

way
home
away

•>

Maim
England*

W Ilium-town.

Ma*.-.

at Coll>y

i ]
from
f
There was no comment from
the Psi Upsilon house on the ru- nald C. Barrows '49 of Brunsreceived
Puriftton
the
mor that they have sent out a wick
bill for their stolen flag. When Scholarship, a scholarship for a
England Swimming
called up on Monday night, a Topsham or Brunswick boy.
Frederick R. Woodruff, Jr. '48
Psi U spokesman curtly said. "I
[Continued from Page j]
of
Potsdam,
New
received
York,
anything
about
it!"
don't know
events will be
A still unconfirmed rumor is that the Chi Psi Scholarship, and The distance Williams.
Dave
Delta Kappa Epsilon is seeking Norman M. Winter 'SO of Gold- dominated by
ens
Bridge,
New
was
York,
New England
former
Lambert,
legal advice.
awarded the Class of 1916 Schol- Champion, will be favored in
percentage figures?
arship.
both the 220 and 440. And WilRESULTS WILL BE PUBA burglary mystery developed
liams set a New England record
LISHED IN THIS COLUMN last weekend when students
in the 400-yard relay last week,

New

NEXT WEEK.

anxiously
asked * themselves,
"Who took the .DKE ashtrays, Fraternity Scoring
the Beta hats and the
ban[ Continued from Page 3 1
the usual "human interest" ap- nister?" Nipped in the bud be- N. Car*!—DU
125
proach and has made quile an fore they could do extensive D. Russell— AD'
_
_..
Ill
„
_..
_
104
impression. It is a letter on page damage, extensive rumors were G. Hickey— DU
soon
discredited
when
abovethe
104
J. Doughty— AD
~
„
the
7 of
March 10 issue of "Life"
94
by Chester Warren Quimby, Vis- mentioned items reappeared on H. Thorfcurn SN
,C Caller— ARU ...—
L
iting Professor of English Bible Saturday as mysteriously as they C. Yates—Beta ~ "Z"*^^ZZ~ 87
had
vanished.
The
still,
cry
is
B.
Toscani-DU
_
83
at Ohio Wesleyan
University.
C. Winn— ATO ...-4
80
_
Professor Quimby says, "We pro- "Who did it?"
Teas*
Wan
Last Postponed
fessors
are largely responsible
1
9
AD
9
DU
for student cheating. We invite
Weekly report about last Sat- TD
X
it by: 1. Our own stupidity
urday's chapel
6
attendance:
55 ZeteChi Psi —
2. What we expect from the stu- undergraduates
(including 7 in
8
dent in an examination ... 3. balcony and 9 in choir section), KS
Psi U.
3
3
The artificiality' of the whole ex- 5 "dates" and one visiting sailor, SN
ATO
amination system. The student is 6 faculty members (including 1 Deke
Betas
supposed to know the answers to speaker).
ARU

One thing about the abovementioned topic goes deeper than

DU

—

.'.

—

.

.,

.

.

.

.

.

r,

,

.-.

assuring themselves of top points
in Saturday's meet.
The Relay events, assigned
double point values, are all imBowdoin.
Other
portant
to
events, with five men in the finals, will be scored on a 6-4-32-1

Competitor teams

basis.

in-,

elude Amherst, Boston Universi-'*
ty, Bowdoin, Brown, Connecticut,
MIT. Mass. State, Springfield.
Wesleyan, WilTrinity,
Tufts.
liams, and Worcester Poly-Tech.

The Big White will be represented by Merrow, Soltysiak, Gath.
Blaine,
Blake,
Moran,
Penny,
Grant, Zeitler, and Thomas, and
two more free stylers not yet
selected.

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEEB
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Phone 974-M for

delivery

Maine Street
.

JUST RECEIVED--

Maine

»»

TOWN

TAXI

24-Hour Service

1000

Phone

COMPLETE SHIPMENT
of CORDUROY COATS
Lovat Green

Rust Brown

-

-

Chocolate

Brown

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

HARDWARE

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

$20.00

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

of

Capital and Surplus $340,000
Total .Viwireea over f5.000.000

Patronage Solicited
'

.

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL

Your

You'll satisfy all your clothing needs at

PRINTING
Wo have had Ions

experience in

producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS

STATIONERY

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

HARMON'S

Printing

Ask U» For Quotations

Outfitters to

The RECORD OFFICE
1

Bowdoin Men

for over

25 Years

and 3
ltlf

104
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Cobb

0.

'49 Presents

Smith Replaces Goud

Mr. Oscar Smith, 0/ the
Veterans Administration, will
substitute for AJ Goud from

Rushing Proposal

March 31
Mr. Willard II. Cobb Jr. '49.
Beta Theta Pi representative to
the Student Council and chair*
roan of the Council's committee
on relayed rushing, recommended
in a chapel speech yesterday that
the Student Council plan for delayed rushing, which is being instituted during the summer trimester, be used again in the fall.
if it was a success; and that one
or two dormitories be set aside
entirely as freshman dormitories.
Mr. Cobb, whose purpose was
to present the results of an inby his committee,
vestigation
which included: II. Michael Kuh
'45. Theta Delta Chi;
John A.
Pidgeon '49. Delta UpsiJon; and
James R. Pierce '46, Psi Upsilon;
said that. "Delayed rushing in

8:50 to 12 and 1:30 to
4:30 March 24, 26, 28, SI, and
April 1st.
All vetenuru who do not receive their check on March 31,
or April 1, are advised to contact Mr. Smith.
21,

oernester
fraternities
have held
for the second

house elections

term. They include Alpha Delta
Phi:
president. Brooks Russell
Leavitt '46: vice president. Leigh
Freeman Clark '44; secretary,

Joseph Henry Shortell.
treasurer,

French.

Jr.

'47;

Herbert

Spencer

and

steward,

Jr.

'46;

Bernard Joseph Ward

Award Fourteen
Bowdoin Medical
Scholarships

'48.

'

.

'

'

;

.

»

New England Opera To

Be Presented

man

17

,mo»t important, that no bids bcj.
handed out before four o'clock
Director
the
of
GeMovsfcy.
Sunday afternoon, and then only New England Opera Theater,
M
in •writtag.
waa forced to postpone his proMr. Cobb went on to say that, gram arranged with the Brunsthis plan was not a definite soluwick Concert Association for
.

tion of delayed rushing, since delayed rushing "is not feasible

Thomas

To

».

Eleven Houses
Plan
Initiations
produced
Charles Hawtrey,
in 1883, will be presented by the
For
60
Pledges
Masque and Gown on the evening
Private

first

of the 28th of April for the

then

gen*

Eleven

presented" are

the

of

12

Nearly

In the plenary session Lifshitz

Summer

bachelor's
at

'50.

Upsilon: E. Keene Annis
Arthur R, Bonzagni '50, Byron Douglas '50, Henry Elliot
*50, Archibald M. Howe, Jr. '50,
Gordon
Miyer '50. Donald
Psi

H

Chi Psi: Truman

P. Clarke '50,
'50. Donald W.
Leland B. Hamilton
'50, Nelson D. Payne '50. William
B. Sehoenthakr '50. David D.
Williams '50.
Delta
Kappa Epsilon: John
Hart Hunt '50, Stanley Walker

Francis R, Currie
'50,

Merrill,

Nash

ENGLISHMEN,

William Richmond and Ian S.
Loyd, who will hold a joint
debate with
Bowdoin
here,

Delbert
Roy
Clement F. Richard-

March

Trowbridge Strong '50.
Theta Delta Chi: John Nelson
Marshall '50 and John Richard
son

TWO

THE
|

'50.

Jr.

'50,

26th.

'19.

eg

college

well

1

under present physical conditions
and limitations." He made it clear
that under this plan high pressure rushing policies would be reduced and that upper classmen
would not have to return early
for premature rushing.
[

Continued on Page 4
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Barber Shoppers Meet

U
WorW

Thursday, Open To All

-

'

l

!

With the blessings of President
and
Sills.
Professor Tlllotson
other College officials, mysteries
Shoppers"
the
of
"Barber
for
(S.P.E.V.S.Q.A. -- Society
Preservation and Encouragement
of Barber-Shop Quartet Singing
in America
good old harmonizing

—

—

call

it

what you

will)

arc to be explained during an informative meeting this Thursday,

Shulman Happy At Bowdoin, But
Man
Laments Lack Of

—

!

j

j

j

j

—

March 20 at 8 p.m. in Moulton
Union. Everyone is welcome, for
as
everyone can harmonize
"Spcvsqua" docs *- your way,
according to John Ileussler '46, lege."
campus exponent of forming a
In 17 years as representative
Bowdoin Chapter of the organi- for the Portland Press-Herald
zation.
and the Associated Press, in and
With the exception of 'Very around Brunswick, Harry Shulpro- man has been concerned with
short" business meetings,
posed monthly gatherings would every major happening at Bowbe held informally in the unin- doin. He is always a member of
barber- that busy group of people on the
hibited atmosphere
of
shops, barns, fraternities, Maine sidelines of a sports event.
Street, or what you will, with
Mr. Shubnan's interest in Bownecessary refreshments. Indeed, doin is not merely professional.
one chapter of New York com- He likes Bowdoin. Said he during
muting warblers has used a cer- the interview, "I came to Brunstain Gotham Subway station
wick- 17 years ago for a sixwonderful acoustics.
months' job. I liked it and
According to Ileussler, several wouldn't leave." He continued
prominent
men of Brunswick by emphasizing that Bowdoin is
have already approached him one of the main things he -likes
suggesting
the
proposed about Brunswick.
that
Bowdoin chapter become a comHarry said that he likens being
munity affair, i. c., include town around the college because it
harmonizcrs as well as under- gives him a chance to know
graduates and faculty.
young people. He mentioned that
If the
Bowdoin chapter is in normal
usually
he
times
formed, all members will re- knows about 80 per cent of the
special
arrangements of student body. Said he, "It's quite
ceive
old favorites from the national a thrill knowing
young
these
headquarters, designed to give folks
and then seeing them
the best basis for original ex- come back to class reunions, as
pression and variations. These successful bankers, lawyers and
are published only by "Spevs- businessmen." And his interest in
qua"
one of various sen-ices younger people is not confined to
open to members.
Bowdoin for he is a family man,
Originating in Oklahoma City and a member of the Brunswick
or Tulsa (both claim it), "Spevs- school board.
qtta" has multiplied to internaWhen interviewed last week,
tional proportions, with its Chi- Mr. Shulman smiled when we
cago Headquarters serving chap- asked him,
"You have been
tars of gusty <G£'$ in Guam, around the college quite a while;
Honolulu, and Germany. If you what are some of the most imhave
"harmonize for harmony's sake" portant
you
changes
(slogan of "Spevaqua") come to noticed?"
He then answered
the meeting Thursday at 8 p.m. 'That is one of the big troubles
Moulton Unfcw. ALL are invited.
it doesn't change.**

—

—

—

.

—

after

collaboration with

!

have to be closed, -but it seems
this time as though those
fraternities who
wish to stay
open may do so.
In order to be able to make
reasonably
stable
plans,
the
Dean's office will conduct a poll
this
week of each fraternity
house to determine how many
men arc planning to attend thf
at

mer

year.

will be adopted again this
Briefly,
this means
that

|

news for the

college. Said he, "I
used to be able to follow every'
story and chase
around after
various professors .
but my
job is too big for that now."
Harry then commented on the
"remarkable Jack of apprecia.

.

To Be Given
Bowdoin's

In Union

Second

Student

to
the

insure

positive

new world is to
progress, if
be a better world, there must be
a fundamental revision in the
every
individual
of
thinking
American." He pointed out that
the known ramifications of the
new United States foreign policy
are multiple and wide-spread.

Concert, to be given under the
direction of Professor Frederic
E. T. Tillotson Sunday afternoon.
March 23rd, in the Lounge of
the Moulton Union, will feature
the
the Brass Sextet playing
However
there
are
many
"Prelude to the Symphonic Suite
which even
L'Arlesienne." by Bizet, and a angles, the results of
Medley of Stephen Foster Songs. the most intelligent and well in-

ciation" of the college for favorable publicity. He said that, to
his knowledge, Bowdoin is the
only college in New England
which did not maintain a publicity department To emphasize the
Members of the Brass Sextet
'fact that Bowdoin rates a public are: First Trumpet, Robert S.
relations center, he pulled out a Currier
*50;
Second Trumpet.
drawer full of dispatches sent John L. Sibley '50; First Tromthis
year. These were mostly bone,
Danforth Jr.
Philip
F.

I

I

J

to say.

''it

is

a moment to pause
the future. What
treading? Are we

road arc we
morally,
physically,
about Bowdoin,' he said. In his '50; Second Trombone, William prepared
?"
home he has a teletjpc for his J. Kirwin Jr. '50; Baritone. economically
answering
these
aid
us
in
To
own use to handle the vast Charles W. Wilder '50; and Tuba,
momentous questions, Dr. Pelleamount of news that he sends John E. Dulfcr '50.
tier suggested other more basic
each week.
Tenor Soloists will be Hugh and immediate questions to be
As an alternate idea Mr. Shul- Pendexter III '46, and Frederick answered as "pars pro toto."
man suggested that the ORIENT Weidncr HI '50 who will sing in "Will bolstering up a reactionary
be used to file college news and addition to individual numbers, a
which weGreek government,
to act as a central office where duet. Thomas R. Chapman '50
ourselves have criticized, or a
news should be released and said and Pendexter will render the totalitarian Turkish Government,
he with a smile, "They could pay second Tenor duet on the pro- which
maintained
neutrality
the boys for their work." Fur- gram.
throughout the war. foster the
thermore, he suggested that, a
John ML Dunlap, Jr. '48, bari- cause of democracy? Have we
faculty advisor could coordinate tone,
"Where You not in our policy and peace terms
sing
will
affairs.
Walk" by Handel. Another bari- encouraged the very kind of
-One of Mr. Shulman's major tone solo. "Old Man River," will economic, moral and political
occupations is sports news
and be sung by Veonor M. Sotak '49. desperation from which Comof Bowdoin sports he had some The program will be closed by munism may spring? Have we
interesting
comments.
Meddiebempsters, and tea strengthened our democracy at
the
asked about his opinion of Bow- will be servedl
home? Do wc have the military
doin's athletic condition, he reThe Brass Sextet supplies the and economic resources to underplied in one brief word
"De- music for Friday's Chapel Serv- write even the limited geographipressed." He went on to say that ice and will pi ay at the Veter- cal area of Western Europe?"
it was amazing that the college ans' Hospital at Togus that aftIn his closing sentences Dr.
did no worse.
ernoon. They will give a pro- Pelletier said the difficulties of
However, Harry definitely em- gram over Bowdoin-on-the-AIr the present situation should not
sometime in April.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
{ Continued on Page 2 j
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L

L

son.
2.
Social and Political ProbDiscussion leader, Thayer
Kingsbury.
3.
Organization of CA's. Discussion leader, Shep Lifshitz.
4.
Coordination of CA's. Discussion leader, ..Tom Meakia.
The main purpose of these
Christian Associations is to help

individuals

by

promoting

knowledge on the college campus.

democratic ideal would be

has not yet \teon decided.

Associations.

Sunday
morning.
President
Kenneth C. M. Sills addressed
the delegates in a special chapel
senice
conducted by
Veonor
Sotak '49. In his talk President

Bowdoin Wives Meetings Feature
By Nelson Towers

Sills stated

that

members

By

i

j

of the

The wives of Bowdoin students question and answer session. As- conference themselves were migather in the lounge of the Moul- sociate Professor Philip C. Beam nority groups insofar as religious
gave a discussion of modern decton Union every Thursday eve[ Continued on Page 4 ]
oration, which proved to be huning as a result of past gathermorous as well as informative.
ings at teas given by Mrs. Ken- A week later, the wives were
ncth C M. Sills in the fall of especially pleased with the show- College Dismissal Rules
1945.
ing of motion pictures on the
At that time the wives were Bowdoin football team given by Announced
Kendrick
"organized," with Mrs. Lee D. Coach George D. Shay.
Pet tingill as chairman, and at
C.
Acting Dean
Nathaniel
Last Thursday, Professor Robfirst the meetings were still held er t P. T. Coffin held his
audience Kendrick has recently, announced
at Mrs. Sills' house
until
the D f women spellbound with his the college rules governing the
group became so large that the readings.
The forty members dismissal of students for academuse of the lounge became more present thoroughlv enjoved the ic reasons.
practical. Mrs^- Betsey Ileussler, wa y Professor Coffin "sang" sevMen automatically come up for
however, is the present chair eral of his poems.
consideration by thr faculty for
man of the group and Mrs.
The "Meddiebempsters" enter- deficiency in scholarship when
Phyllis Warren officiates as vice- tained the appreciative wives last they receive major warnings at
chairman. Mrs. Edith Lancaster term, and the women are hopeful successive wurning periods,
or
and Mrs. Emily Boylston are two of another visit by the well- major warnings at the ends of
past chairmen that arc still ac- known doubk?-quartct.
successive
terms even though
tive in the organization.
On alternate Thursday's the they receive no major warning at
On alternate Thursdays the conduct of the meeting is more mid-term.
wives have a speaker as their formal when they transact any
Those who fail three or four
guest, for in tlie past they have business that comes before them, subjects arc taken
under conhad members of the faculty and Following the business portion of sideration at the end of a term
college address S hem. The guests 'the meeting, the wives gather in regardless of previous warnings.
include, for, instance. President groups to knit, gossip, and pla> The faculty may, however, drop
Kenneth C. M. Sills, who offered bridge. Usually the evening is any student at any time for reaa revealing talk on the history of "finished-off" by adjourning to sons It may determine.
Bowdoin. Professor Herbert R.|the counter for milk shakes, soft!
Freshmen arc generally alBrowu also has favored them, drinks, coffee and cake.
lowed a full year of two terms
and with, as usual, his appealing
Several interesting plans are before consideration unless their
wittincss.
Professor Athern P. under consideration at the pres- standard of work is so low as to
Daggett's discussion of current ent, for it is hoped that less ac- make it
inadvisable
to allow
items in the news provoked con- tive students' wives will find time them to continue.
siderable discussion, but Profess- to attend meetings as news of
A major warning is given for
or Norman L. Munn's talk on these plans are released in the two or more failures, and
a
child psychology, led to a lengthy near future.
minor warning for one.
j

j

their

personal
welfare and
building
character through the stimulation
of religious interest and

In honor of the conferees, an
informal dance was held at the
Zeta Psi Lodge. Dr. Newman,
professor of religion and philosophy at Colby College, was a guest
and served as advisor during the
Sunday plenary session. At this
time conference reports of the
group findings and suggestions
were made by presidents of the

Bridge, Liberal Arts, Football
'

formed citizen cannot measure at
this time. Dr. Pelletier went on

and question

Urbana

lems.

tion's

j

order

the

To

greatly endangered.

each kitchen will be open from
Monday morning through Friday
noon for meals. One innovation
currently planned is that one or
two houses will remain open over
the week-end selling meals on a
cash basis. Whether the weekend plan will be rotated or permanent for one or two houses

j

"In

objectives of the

evaluate

Dr. Rayburn Zerby, professor
of religion at Bates, delivered the
keynote address of the conference at a banquet held in the
Moulton Union on Saturday evening. Sixty-five people heard the
summer session. On the basis of Bates professor speak on the acthis survey, a more definite an- tive part which the youth mu.>t
nouncement will be made later take in suppressing racial dison just which, if any, house din- crimination. Dr. Zerby pointed
out that Unless the attitude of
ing rooms will be closed.
this generation changes toward
The general plan of last sumrace, religion, and creed, the na-

j

j

|

I

•

;

|

j

I

;

j

|

j

j

i

ittifc*

<2)

the student managers of the separate fraternities in an effort to
build up the strength of each
dining room so that they are
even. This will mean that some
houses will get more non -fraternity meri*~fhan olHers. 'However,
it may be that so few students
will he here this summer that
and Mr. some of the house kitchens will

Ball
Robert
f Engage Bowdoin
'50, and Richbe compared to 'Charlie's
Mr. William Richmond
recently experiwhich
has
Zeta
Psi: Coughlan '50, HenAunt,"
of
the
Student Council, the
Ian S. Loyd. both of Cambridge
derson '50. Jacobs '50, Lunt '50.
SCDC, is now ,at the College of enced popular revival.
University,
will debate here on
Wednesday evening, March 12; Physicians and Surgeons, ColumThe indispensable man behind Lyons '50. John Sabasteanski
arrangements have been made, bia University. John T. Lord '44 the scenes have also been chosen '50. Bradley Smith '50, Woodruff Wednesday, March 26, after a
'50.
'50. Younghans
however, to give the concert of Portland,
Bates debate the previous evea former member of Peter T. Poor '50, well rememThursday, April 17, at 8:15 the Biology Club, Bowdoin-on^ bered for his acting in "Another
Kappa Sigma: Emil William ning,
pjn. la the Brunswick High
the-Air, active in interfraternity Compass Point" by IL James Allen. Jr. '50. Peter Terry Babasubjccl oi tnc debate will
School Auditorium.
sports is now at McGill Univer-^ Cook '48. will serve as produc- lian '50, James Robert Barlow bp;
In th<?
of
tms
°P inion
The program to be present- sity. .
tion manager. Byron E. Keene '50.
Dillawayl
Charles
Trench
housp
interferences in the intered, the jSame as had been
'47 will be stage manager, as•49.
Jofiah
Parnerky Huntoon
Gerald R. Nowlis '46 of New
originally planned, will 'be The
sisted by Alan Slater '49. Cos- '50. Paul Wilbur Mauhlen '17,' nal affairs of any sovereign state
Haven. Connecticut and Philip
Impresario, aa opera in one
tuming will be under the direc- Robert Vernal Powers '50. Rus- will undermine the authority of
'45 of Lowell, Massaact by Wolfgang A. Mozart. IL Philbin
tion of Harlow N. Swain '50.
any international
organization
( Continued on Page 2 1
Tbe second opera will be The chusetts are both at Yale Medi- The properties will be taken care
and prejudice the attainment of
was active in
Old Maid and the Thief by cal School. Nowlis
of by Robert S. Doughty '47, asa la v, n R peace." Mr. Richmond
•
•
117
n
rd.
II
2
Menottl.
Continued
Page
tilan-OaxlO
on
[
sisted by B. James Guy '47 and
]
tnsis Challenges ™* element a hp.ix n 47 wm
Richard W. Lewis, Jr. '46. The
debate the affirmative, while Mr.
,
•
n
staff carpenters will be headed
**** and- Lewis
Says Pelletier '47
America,
by James R, Washburne, Jr. '50,
will take the negative
and include Milton Lowri '50 and
The audience attending .the dcDr. LawTcncc L. Pelletier, as'50.
R.
Robert
William H. White
President Sills
sistant Professor of Government, bate, at which
Publicity
Bliss '47, designer of the 'Cybrought into sharp focus the will preside, will be polled to declops" set, will design the new
By Bill Augerson
challenge which the events of the tennine who won the debate,
set and will be in charge of the
past week presented .to AmeriTickets may be had by writing
Harry went on to say that he painting, and B. Russell Leavitt cans in a chapel address.
Mr. Harry G. Shulman may
to 2 Appkton Hall and asking
last '46. Henry W. Day '50. and Harthe
heartily agreed with
riot be on the college payroll
for
them, Seats will be reserved
Bowcalled
on
Pelletier
Dr.
hut he certainly is a part of the ORIENT editorial, recommending vey S. Jackson '48 will assist.
doin students to pause and by until 8:05 p.m. on the evening of
this a publicity bureau. Mr. Shulman
In an interview
college.
searching introspection, examine the debate.
ideas
very
definite
a
statement
also
has
some
to
week he replied
their position in relation to their
like the preceding one by saying, about publicity and Bowdoin. He
country, and the stand of our
"But there are a lot of people lamented the fact that there was Second Student Recital
country
in relation to the world.
of
the
colsource
no central organized
who think I am paid by

was a member

two

as:

To

Conference.

Cambridge Debaters

Braintree,

class at Bowdoin,

(1)

The delegates were divided
to warrant It, will be allowed to
do so. It will be his policy to en- into four discussion groups at
which time members of the concourage this as much as possible.
ference adjourned to their reIn line with this statement spective sub-conferences.
Effort
Mr.
Lancaster said that the was made to assign the delegates
Moulton
Union
dining
room to various groups in order that
each «oU««* would "carry homo"
would be closed
as' rot to]
many aspects of the M.C.CA.
compete with fraternities for the (Maine
College Christian Assomen who will be coming from ciations). Tncse forums were:
Religious aspects of CA's.
other colleges. These men will be
1.
assigned to fraternities by the Discussion leader, Don Hender-

Cole Pletts '49. Gilbert Oliver
Pletts '50. Alfred D.Veale '50.

Hanson

meeting

coordinate the activities and exchange of ideas presented by the Maine Colleges in
Mr.
Donovan D- Lancaster,
conference.
manager of the Moulton Union,
This meeting was
the
first
announced this week the tenta- "get-together" of its
kind in sevtive plans for Fraternity dining eral years. Participating colleges
Bowwere:
Batee,
rooms during the summer tri- and schools
doin. Colby, University of Maine.
mester.
Nasson, Westbrook Junior ColHe said that as nearly as poslege. Washington State Teachers,
sible,
those fraternities
which Farmington
State Teachers,
want to keep their dining rooms Ricker Junior College, and Goropen and who have enough men ham State Teachers.

'50,

=

stated the

Dining

Plans Announced
By Lancaster

Masque and Gown's production of Delta Kappa Epsilon. and Kappa
"The Hasty Heart'' last summer, Sigma will hold their initiations
and Lushcr's previous preform- on March 28. Chi Psi and Alpha
ances Include "A Bell for Adano" Rho Upsilon have no definite
and "Much Ado About Nothings plans. Delta Upsilon will have
their initiations next summer.
presented in the Spring of 1943.
The pledges for the 12 fraterOther important parts will be
played by Boyd Murphy '48 and nities arc:
H. Berkeley Pcabody '50. Tht
Alpha
Delta
Phi:
Hugo
leading cast will be supported bv Frankc '50 and Arthur Foster
Williams

delegates from ten colleges in Maine were rep-

which opened at Bowdoin College Saturday afternoon.
Shepard Lifshitz '47, President of the Bowdoin College
Christian Association, gave the welcoming address to all the
delegates at the initial session of the conference which was held
in the main lounge of the Moulton Union.
tions

again especially for the Ivy Day 20th of March to the 28th. There
Houseparties on May 2nd at 4 arc 60 new men to be initiated
this
spring.
Banquets will be
p.m.
KapThe provisional cast, which held by Psi Upsilon, Delta
pa Epsilon, Theta Delta Chi,
may be altered after rehearsals, Zeta Psi, Kappa Sigma, Sigma
will feature Frederick W. Lacey Nu, and Alpha Tau Omega. On
'49 in the leading role and Har» March 20th
initiations will J>e
held by Alpha Delta Phi, Theta
old Lusher '48, who has just reDelta Chi. Beta Theta Pi. and Alturned to Bowdoin from the servpha Tau Omega. Initiations will
ice, in the romantic lead. Lacey
be held for Zeta Psi and Sigma
the t n u "on" March' 21
;n
has acted previously
Psi Upsilon,

Frederick D. Wildman '48, wh£
Hasty
"The
in
played
also
Heart," Richard C. Hatch '5Q,
Robert Whitman '45. and Renaud
P. desClcrs de Beaumet, sped.
The feminine parts of the ca*4
have not, as yet, been definitely
determined.
The costumes in theiplay wiU
be characteristic of the period
about the turn of the century.
Cast in two sets, the action of
the play will take place in a

fifty

resented at the two-day conference of Maine Christian Associa-

fraternities

holding initiations from the

Huleatt Jr.
4
complications of plot, and in 4fW
forMassachusetts,
Delta
Upsilon:
characters,
of
its
eccentricity
merly held office of President,
'50. Stanley Boska
may
Secretary"
"The Private
Secretary and Treasurer of his
and Graham '50.
It.

Plans Adopted For Better
Coordination Among C.A.'s

Cambridge Debaters

by

Secretary"

London apartment and
an English country estate. JJn
keeping with the costumes of the
period and the strong farcical
tone of the play, the scenery w0l
be treated in a burlesque fashion,
with an occasional chair or two,
painted on it. In the exuberende
farcical nature, in its
'45 of of its broad

-

.

Colleges Send Delegates
Christian Associations Conference

"Private Secretary"

"The

18

Ten Maine

By

Lacey And Lusher
To Head Cast Of

erar public and

Professor Samuel E. KamerPsi Upsilon: president, Alexan'49;
Robertson, Jr.
vice ling, Chairman of the Committee
der
president, Richard Henry Bonney on Medical Scholarships at Bowany school is an advantage to '45; secretary, Alton Paine Cole,
rhen explaining Jr .45. treasurer, Charles Ed- doin has announced the award of
the freshman
totaling
scholarships
that such a system allows the wards Noyes '37, and steward, fourteen
freshman to become acclimated George Archibald Vinall '45.
.$3800 to students now. carrying
to his surroundings. Cobb gave
Chi Psi: president, David S. graduate work in medicine. All
the other side of the matter by Wyman *47; vice president, Rob- but three of the group arc Bow"Delayed rushing also ert J. Walsh '47; secret ary, John doin graduates.
saying,
destroys to some extent fraterni- H. Nichols '49, and treasurer,
The list includes: Thomas Anty strength and prestige on any David W. Boulton '49.
ton *43 of Biddeforcl, formerly
campus."
presi- active in the Sigma Nu FraterDelta Kappa Epsilon:
Mr. Cobb pointed out that a dent, Hairy Barker Eddy '45;
nity, the Biology Club, and inplan had been proposed whereby vice president. Walter Brooks
terfraternity sports, now studysmall groups of freshmen would Favorite '49; secretary-, William
ing at Mr Gill Medical School;
for
house
in
each
fraternity
eat
'49;
Kirkpatrick
'45
of
C.
Richard
Britton
a period of a week for one treasurer-steward, Emerson Lew- Rochester, N.H., now at Yale
semester. He clarified this state- is '49.
Medical School; Llewellyn W.
a
plan
ment by saying, "Such
Delta Upsilon: president, Leo Cooper '47 of Damariscotta who
would not only put a burden on Joseph Dunn, Jr. '47; vice presi- served
on the Bugle Staff and
the freshman, but an equal load dent, John Francis Ryan '44;
was a member of the Bowdoinon the shoulders of the members secretary, Frederick A. Moore on-lhe-Air, now is at Tufts
of the houses." He argued fur- '49; and treasurer-steward, EdMedical School.
ther that the administration of ward Goon '49.
Frederick F. Dickson "45 of
such a plan would be difficult,
Zeta Psi: president, Nathan
of
since the recent BCA plan of ro- Warren Towne '45; vice presi- Portland who was a member
now at
is
tating small groups of fraternity dent, Lawrence Jacob Ward '46; the Thomdike Club
Medical
University
Rochester
member s failed to. operate with secretary, Peter J. Fennel '49,
School; Simon Dorfman '48 of
any marked degree of success.
Harold
and treasurer-steward,
Biddeford, now at the University
"The plan adopted by the Stu- Gaston Vincent. Jr. '49.
Vermont Frederick J. Gregof
," Cobb added,
.
dent Council
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
ory '45 of Caribou, Theta Delta
purposely
"is
a simple one.
Chi
Fraternity,
and while at
first,
arc
There
only two rules:
Bowdoin, business manager of
that no freshman is allowed in
the Masque and Gown, and memany fratertiity house before Tuesber of the Student Council, is
day morning, the day after freshApril
now at the McGill University.
registration;
second, and

Bradford

Spring Play

Masque & Gown

to April 7 inclusive.

His office hours will he as follows: 1:30 to 4:30 p-ni. March

Seven Houses
Held Elections
Seven

New

On Two Weeks' Absence Selected

NO.
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David C'rowell

'48,

Bishop
laway

'49.

"46,

wanted to join one
house and no other, he could place
only the one name on his list. If this
house did not in turn choose him, he
would remain unpledged. But most

'49

'47

Raymond H.

Albert B. Patten

freshmen would, in their eagerness to
be pledged to a fraternity, list all
twelve in order of preference. Their
chances of joining the right fraternity would be much greater than un*
der the haphazard system.

'60.

Newman

Marsh. Jr. '45, William S.
Earl S. Archibald, Jr. '48, Paul L.
William M. Davis '49, Charles T. DU-

'47.

'49,

'49, Roger L.
Kenvin '49, Edward R.
'49. George Farad is '49, Irving R. Pliskin
Ralph R. Anderson '50, Francis R, C'urrie '50,
Hamuel T. Gilmore '50, Henry W. Jones, Jr., '90,
CooHtantine Karvonides 'SO, Richard A. Leavitt
'50, Walter R. Mather '50, Raymond K. Troubh '50,
Robert 4. Waktron '50.

Murphy

'49,
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to
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The

Student Council

know

Bowdoin

for

need

an organized rushing

make every

to

sys-

fraternity

for delayed rushing.

The Orient

summer plan

on any permanent plan, and the summer Council should be the one to make the final
will of course

decision.

have

goes far towards achieving those ob-

But now

AWAKE TO THE WORLD

effect

is

An

Englishman looking at AmerJames Bryce, pointed out that
Americans are inherently lazy in examining the political scene that conica,

the time for full

free discussion of this subject, for

be truly

fronts them.

He

representative of the normal campus.

people, and,

when

The more

tion comes, they pay little attention to

the

summer Council

will not

suggestions and criticisms

said they are a busy

the time for relaxa-

made now,

current topics in preference for

will

thoughtful diversions.

the more able that Council
be to formulate an adequate and

To
sents

end the Orient here pre-

Bryce is essentially correct.
There is an ingrained element of com-

plan for a delayed rushing

placency and of optimism behind our

this
its

system in the hope that
late discussion

it

national thinking.

will stimu-

we have

and comment. For only

through the presentation of
of (he question can a sound

First,

full

the job

layed rushing

term.
is

The purpose of de- 1AV

to give both fraternity

and freshman the

fullest possible in-

is

we

is

unconcernedly.

We

this.

go farther than
discard the vital news for sen-

reason.

item of the plan,

is

a carefully

schedule^ for

every

The

freshman.

same group of freshmen would not
move together from house to house
each week. Thus, they would get to
know all their classmates and many
upperclassmen outside the
sphere of a single fraternity.

limited

Objection has been made that this
continued contact for an entire term
would place an undue strain on both

freshmen and upperclassmen. What
could be healthier for the College. as
a whole than to have fraternities and
freshmen on their best behavior?
beginning of the second semester freshmen and fraternities should have made their decisions. Then each would submit his list
of preferences in written form to an
impartial committee, either Student
Council, or faculty. These lists would
Third,

at the

be sealed and opened after a deadline.

The

selections

of

fraternities

by

freshmen and of freshmen by fraterwould be matched. Agreement
of choice would result in a pledge, and

nities

for

the funnies.

who

first

column

sationalism, the editorial

Both parties should know exactly what

worked out individual rotating dining

we

We

they are committing themselves

Second, and inseparable from the

un-

crawl into our tortoise shell and blink
.

well-informed citizen.

to.

now

rationalize,

out of our hands; and

about the other. The ''hands
off" period which has been proposed
does not provide such an opportunity.
itiation

thought that

enough. From

the next election,

til

rushing should be delayed at

one

The

elected our representatives to

government

all sides

judgment

be formed.

least

less

Mr.

lasting plan.

follows that the best citizen

It

He

is

the

the one

is

able to separate emotion from

is

But one must have the

facts to

apply science to a thinking process.
The newspapers and the radio are the
services which provide us with the

means

for the formulation of straight,

balanced opinions.
ical

and cry

One may be

that there

the news, that there

is

cyn-

distortion of

pressure even

is

mediums. Granted, neverthe*
less if the citizen can develop an
awareness of national and international situation, he will soon learn to discriminate unemotionally between a
in these

misrepresentation

gross

of

and an objective coverage of
Focusing

arises of

can

the

developed

he* has

"news" conscience.

He can

It is

which

not ludi-

crous to predict that the future leaders of this country will

emerge from

these institutions.

individuals caiv-ortly rationally
justly,

world.

to

despair.

we

shall

is

obvious

have to make loans
and the
Far East. But we should attempt
that

to rehabilitate Europe

crats are not

by being awake to the
F.

'01.

one

The

new

duplicate

from

boards cover the years
1930 to 1944 inclusive.

m

Scholarships

=

/]

awasa>

made

[

sell

in

poverty

Continued from Pa#e
F.

Robinson

'50,

the Zeta Psi Fraternity as an
undergraduate. Philbin. a member of the Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity
took
in
the
part

Masque and Gown

t J

inter fraternity

productions,

athletics,

was a

Araet member of the Student Council
Joseph and president of his class. Also a
recipient of a scholarship was

'49.
Richard
Taylor
and despair."
Spencer White, Jr. »49.
This was Dr. Pelletier's initial
Beta Theta Pi: Lawrence Sidchapel address. A Bowdoin gradney Cushing '50, Hobart William
uate of the class of 1936. he reDavidson '50, and Rich Hall
ceived his A. M. from Harvard Worth '48.

Albert A. Poulin Jr. '45 of Rumford who, while at Bowdoin, was
President of the Chi Psi Fraternity.
Poulin is now studying
medicine at the University of

Vermont.
These scholarships are awarded from the income of the Garcelon and Merritt Fund estab-

lished
in
memory of Seward
Garcelon of the Medical Class of
1830 and Samuel Merritt of the
Rich- Medical Class of 1843.

the stature of the intervenor.

"We must

Elections

~\
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New

College Book Store
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY

The

now

A

F.

Shipments Include.

THE FIRST OF OUR SPRING LINE
of

$5.00

Shetland Sportcoats

SHARPENERS
BOWDOIN BANNERS

W. CHANDLER & SON
HOTEL EAGLE

ROOM — NEW
PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

NEW

work all his life. Born in Auburn,
Maine, he started working for
the "Lewiston Sun-Journal" and
was later assigned to the Brunswick area.

Speaking further of
his job, "If s a 24 hour a day affair
and sometimes a 36 hour
job." He recalled one weekend
when he covered the interscholastic meet, the Bowdoin-Connecticut meet and an auto accident
in a few hours.
Stating he likes his work and
finds it very interesting, Harry

—

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

»

From J. A. Robertson*

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD- E. FOOTER
wmmm

»

Dumfries, Scotland

Genuine Argyle Hose

$4.50 Pair

also added, "Folks, when they
see me at a meet, figure I have
a pretty snft life
watching
games." He warned not to envy
him because, "It isn't such a soft

—

life,

Men's Shetland Pullovers

after all."

Grey

Natural

-

-

Oatmeal

$12.50

Day and Evening

L

Programs

Men and Women
Admitted

Opening Date
September 22. 1947
Early application necessary
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"It
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back as
Kenneth C. M.

verified as far

include

Sills

—

Prepares for the practice

No, the individual obviously cannot
determine world-shaking policies; but

and

lead

Continued from Page

to

Fowler Ellsworth, Jr. '50.
•
ard A. Fair '50, Harlow Newman
continue to build a
Swain *50, Robert E. Swann '50,
world organization against the
In 1898 the Orient announced
Carlton Bridgham Wade '50.
day when it will be able to take
that, "A regular line
Alpha
Rho Upsilon: Nilton ers will be soon put of steamover in these cases. And we must
[ Continued ftom Page i
on between
«§0 and Norman Ranking
Lown
encourage people to seek the
the various points of the flooded
Kappa Sigma: president, James '50.
democratic way by doing our
campus."
'45; vice presbest to see that they are able to MacNaughton, Jr.
mmmmmmm
to turn out fine teams.
develop their own resources to a ident, Robert F. Faigo; secretary,
One obvious way of improving point where they can enjoy the Donald William Richardson '49;
athletics at Bowdoin suggested
Martin
treasurer,
and
Ezra
material goods necessary to the
by Harry would be to go after democratic system. True demo- Wooden "49.
.
more talented athletes. He commented to the effect that good
publicity would help to attract
such men to Bowdoin. He continued by saying that he did not
believe
the
present
state
of
athletics was due to any lack of
interest or enthusiasm on the
part of the students.
in stock
Questioned about past athletic
Get one before they go
events, Mr. Shulman said that
are left at the $2.00 price
few
PENCIL
the most memorable single year
are again in stock
was Adam Walsh's first year at
Bowdoin, in 1935. This was a real
turning point in athletics at this
college, which marked the end of
a long series of defeats, accorda- Mm '»'-•-.• '-•
^'•#v.%ing to Harry. That year, he stated, was the beginning of an era
of real interest, enthusiasm, and
in the traditional cut
success in Bowdoin athletics.
He spoke of his job saying, "I
DINING
DINING
wouldn't swap it for any other
newspaper job in the world/' And
he has been in the newspaper
good coaching alone.
Speaking of football, he said
that he doubted that any comparable institutions could boast of
a combination to equal that of
Adam Walsh and Dinny Shay.
Concerning track he remarked
that Jack Magee has never failed

contribute

his iota to the public opinion

determines our policy.

a

col-

Need To Examine Our Situation
[

have been

Since 1944 four men have been
awarded prizes but their names
den is where it should be.
have not as yet been recorded
Moreover, this makes him more of an individual.
due to the war and its afterRather than submerging individualism it emphasizes math. These men whose names
it. At no time in the world's history has there been
will be added, in the not too dissuch an opportunity to be a man and act as a man. tant future are: in Greek, Clayton
At no time has the responsibility «f the individual F. Reed, '46; David Demaray '47;
Latbeen so huge. The world is challenging the individual Carl H. Lebovitz '47; and
challenging him to conquer new and troubled in, Stanley N. Altman '47. On
the new boards space remains to
fields. Our civilization still totters op the brink of
chaos and we, as individuals, may set it aright or cover the winners up to nearly
the end of the century.
send it crashing into oblivion. We must recognize
that we are at the crossroads and prepare for it.
Our hour of preparation lingers and we must seize
it before it departs, for then it will be too late and
we shall witness the evanescence of mankind.
[Continued from Page

to define the extent and direction
Coach Bob Miller's of our commitment, and we and Ph. D. from the same insticited
Sigma Nu: Noel V. Coletti tiQ.
swimming team, which, he said, should make every effort to end tution in 1947. He taught at the
is
undobutedly the best that the occasion for uni-lateral in- University of Maine before com- Donald G. Egan '47, Ralph D.
Bowdoin has ever had. This team tervention. It is not enough to ing to Bowdoin last fall. He has Gibson '50, Robert E. McAvoy
'50. Allan H. McKinley '50. Robhas triumphed over teams from
play the same game that the taken a prominent part in Maine ert M. Merrill '50, Sidney
S.
colleges with far more talent
Russians play. Intervention as we municipal activities and is well Nichols '50, James H. Sibson '50.
available;
Mr. Shulman stated have found in this hemisphere known in State
governmental
that this can be attributed to
Alpha Tau
Omega:
Phillip
does not bring thanks or increase circles.

what the student in college

do once

many

f Continued from Page i J

phasized that he has a very high
opinion of the coaching staff.
Said he, "A coach here has to
.work about twice as hard as at
other places in order to get the
same results." As an example of
the quality of Bowdoin coaching

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

question

natural

—

PeUetier Cites World Crisis,

Shulman

NORTHEASTERN

more

to do more actual work in preparing assignments
adequately, should get moie from his work. His
success will depend upon individual initiative more
so than ever before and that is a measuring stick
of ability to succeed in business as well as in sehool.
He is made master of his intellectual soul; the bur-

5

opinion

concept of

this idealistic

.

tain any semblance of their old efficiency are to be
congratulated, and the students correspondingly

,1948."

facts.

the politically educated masses
specifically,

mind could hola the

make

—

leges responsible for present inadequacies. Few are
intentionally lax. Those which have managed to re-

he

believes that this plan

jectives.

operation of this

Certainly only a narrow

.

By

Means

The furniture in the Classical
Room of Memorial Hall has rethe tasks of the pro- cently been reorganized under
the direction of Professor Thomfessors any easier. And yet, Bowdoin has kept apace
as Means; the room now boast*
with all important changes in teaching technique two large prize boards containand in curricula. The college has done a marvelous ing the lists of the Sewall Greek
jot)
a task which is truly phenomenal when one and latin Prize winners.
Some 68 years ago, in 1879,
regards conditions at most other institutions.
there
two
were
established
This is not to infer that Bowdoin is the same as prizes, in Greek and Latin, by
it used to be. Clearly it is not, but. the transition Jotham
Bradbury Sewall, D.D.,
has been managed skillfully. Classes are frequently Of the Class of 1848, formerly
unwieldly and the opportunities for personal con- Professor of Greek in the Coltact have been greatly diminished. This alone, some lege. In each instance the inclaim, not only lowers the quality of the graduate come of a fund of $778 waa given
to that member of the Sophobut also tends to make him an intellectual automamore Class who sustains the best
ton. He is sent into the world not as an individual
examination in that course at
but just another cog in the huge social machine. the end of the year.
We do not underestimate the value of individual in- The two lists are retroactive
struction, but we do think that the liae cannot be so starting with the Class of 1871.
clearly drawn. Theoretically the student, having All names, initials, and classes

grateful. Here at Bowdoin we are witnessing one of
the most impressive and successful transitions.
Quality of instruction remains at a high level, due
freshmen it did. The waiting list
remains very large and it is un- to an ^efficient administration as well as an able
likely that it will decrease before staff. While college standards are slumping and

.

Professor

not been sacrificed to

We

for a full summer
session after 1947. Next year the
college may run only one-half of
their summer term."
Commenting on the admission
problem the president said, "Last
fall
Bowdoin could have admitted twice
the
number of

Reorganized

crashing all around it, Bowdoin holds its ground.
Course substances has bo t been slashed, quality has

Bowdoin

.

Room

Classical

By Al Weeren

The return to college in this post war era has
"Bowdoin is one of the mojrt
fortunate colleges in New Eng- generally been accompanied by a realization of the
land because it has been able to
profound changes which have taken place since the
adequately house all men and
see a student body a half again
their
wives,"
stated
President 'good old days."
Kenneth C. M. Sills before the the size pf its predecessors, classrooms are erow«e(S;
Penobscot County
gone is the golden opportunity for individual inAlumni Club on Monday, March struction; rating is as a result, largely mechanistic
at
10.
the
Tarratine Club in
and impersonal. Students seem to feel they are witBangor.
nessing the evanescence of the college life they
Speaking on 'The State of. the
."
knew; but, "when things get. back to normal
College" to 75 members of the
There is nothing really to indicate a return to
club, President Sills told
them
elusive
state
the
vaporous,
they
call
normalcy,
nor
that "Bowdoin was very fortunate in obtaining the housing is there any apparent reason to desire such a resusfacilities at the Naval Air Sta- citation. Our entire social and economic structure
tion. The dormitories there have is in a state of flux, vibrating to changed conditions
solved the housing problem. The externally as well as internally. This has inevitably
recent Pentagonal Conference rebeen reflected in the sphere of education, affecting
vealed that living conditions at
the entire system from top, to bottom. Teaching
Bowdoin were comparatively better than those which increased methods are changing, new courses are being introduced,
emphasis is being placed where the relaxed
enrollment has forced upon Dartmouth, Williams, Amherst, and arm of indifference rested heretofore. We need not
look
far to comprehend this; it is apparent throughWesleyan.
"The problems of housing the out the nation. At present the system ( if it may be
large number of married people, called that) is one of intellectual mass production,
now about 110, was solved when students literally pouring into our colleges and high
Bowdoin was granted priority on schools, (with a somewhat reduced outward flow).
apartments vacated by Naval This naturally imposes a tremendous strain on our
Officers and their wives."
educational facilities. College standards have sunk,
President Sills stated that he
staffs are incomplete and makeshift in many inbelieves the enlarged enrollment
stances; perhaps the quality of the graduates,
of the college will last through
1948. He said, "There are no def- broadly speaking, has suffered as a result.

upper-

man, these
should be the objectives of any plan

survey.

and

provincialism,

class

all

to eliminate fraternity or

Bowdoin man a

at

tem. They have adopted a plan for the
summer session after long and careful

The

and

their classmates

classmen,

has recog-

a definite

is

a sound choice, to pro-

vide an opportunity for freshmen to

DELAYED RUSHJNG PLAN
nized that there

quota arrangement
be imposed in the early

both freshmen and fra*
ternities the fullest information upon

College. Brusawick, Maise. Entert-d a* aacond claaa matter at the
pout office at Brunswick. Maine. The subscription rate for one
year la two (t2) dollars.

Wednesday, March

to

stages of the system.

Publiitwd weekly wbni claswa ar« held durinr the Fall and
Spring trimeeter by the rtudenta of Bowdoin Collw. Addreee
new* communications to the Editor and nuhncription conimuclcationi to the BuiineM Manager of the Bowdoin PabliablnK
Company at the ORIENT Offiw In the Moulton Union. Bowdoin
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a

fraternities

New Yonk. n. y.
420 Madison Ave.
SSKSM *mto« LM miuii • ?»• Fcmkmc*

from

men and to preamong the various

serve a balance

PuHisbtrt RgpreienMtn*

few houses

a

the best

Mustard and Cress

Bangor Alumni
Hear President
On Vet Housing

inite* plans

To
Johnson Poor

.

become any more

Fraternities likely to suffer

^

'

*

jection to critical examination

Managing Editor Of This Issue

'

5

typed than in the past. With the sealed
list system freshmen will not band into
groups and dictate their own teams.

'48

Professor Athern P. Daggett
Associate Professor Philip M. Brown
Charles W. Curtis '47
C. Cabot Easton '48

(Ailltge

objections have been raised
any form of delayed rushing. How-

ever, houses will not

'48
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POLAR
BEARINGS

Bowdoin
Mermen Second In New Englands
~
^^^^^^

10-1

Lack Of Partisanship Decried
is

our

last

column

for the

track schedule aaeafti have the

We realize that there Bis; Three added «o that eerobe many sighs of relief but
petition
schools
with these
none as loud or as long as our could he an an all-year round
awn. Filling this column is about
basis.
as hard, we would imagine, as
Same of the more outstanding
getting four A's and a C with the performances we saw in
the
same amount of recognition at- sports field while a member of
taehfd. This is, in neither .case this staff are still vivid in our
mind. The line playing of Marty
are you on Dean's List.
^ ake ^tankis and Bill
We have taken definite aides Lee
Toomey's display of courage as
la this column but we feel
be falls flat on his face. The
that it is almost impossible net
swimming of Alex Penny. Adin
to take skies and still retain
any semblance of personal in- Morrow and Alex Soltysiak and
the diving of "Tiny" Gath. Matt
tegrity. There are seme people
who don't have to take sides. Branche doing anything in the
A moderator an a quiz pro- way of sports. Joe Woods comgram is one because he knows ing from behind in a mile race.
Orient.

will

!

j

I

j

j

|

^^

!

Bobby

answers. We never
the answers. We
wotddsft reeommeBd a Hearst
employee with a large family
to take sides either, but this
paper la net a member or that
all

the

know

on the
with Packy McFariand's deter-,
ruination and fight against players twice his size. These. are the
more vivid hut we have left
plenty out. That is something

all

chain.

During these

defensive playing
basketball floor along

Speirs*

that can't be avoided.

few months on

Our

the Orient we have- picked up a
few impressions. The most predominate is that the Bowdoin
athlete and student, with the
usual exceptions, is about as
blase as an Oxford man discussing land reforms. This may be
lose
the
reason
why
we
so many two and three point
basketball
one
victories
and

program

sports

this

winter wasn't ranch of a success. The only way open la up.

The

baseball team seems to he
capable of starting In that

Danny

direction.

men

hae

McFayuen

three deep

In

The outlook

position.

la

every
clear

and bright and we hope that
no storms of dlstnterost wtU
cloud the future aides.

touchdown
football
victories.
student
Bowdoin
seems
to
think
he
is
above
the
partisanship af a college student.
Another strong
hnpreaalon
has to do with the limited
schedule that most of our
teams have this winter. The
track team had no meets. with
Williams, Amherst or Wealeyan. The basketball team played
only two games In the Boston
area. Out of state games are
an Incentive for the team members. They look forward to
them w|th aageraeas. We think

'

ii

Record

By George McClelland

Phi
fraternity
Coach Bob Miller's predictions
took first place in the White Key
sponsored interfraternity basket- concerning Saturday's New Enghad
ball league by virtue of their lands came true. Williams
record of ten wins and one de- entirely too much strength for
her twelve opponents. The addifeat.
The A.D.'s had an undefeated tion of five former high school
Ephmen trirecord
going
their
into
last aces clinched the
game, but the Zetes, battling for umph, however, Miller' has eva playoff berth, defeated them in ery reason to be proud of bis
a dose dhe,%9-15. in the last squad which won eight out of
scheduled game of this season. nine dual meets, losing only a
The DU's finished strong to edge disputed one point decision to the

Delta

out the TD's for the runner-up champs.

The

spot in the standings.

Big

White

con of
Grant was awarded third plac«,
but the judges reversed their decision and gave the place to Case
of the Purple. Bowdoin's medley
relay team rolled to their second

yard

breast
in
victory

traveled

stroke,

BRUNSWICK COAL

*

105 Baseball
Aspirants Start
Indoor Workouts

White Key

Next week the Interfraternity
Volleyball League will be oper-

(<'

team shall compete
in league play one night a week.
However, a poll is now being
which each

finished fast to nose
Hickey, DU center,
for the fourth spot by two points.

FINAL LEAGUE STANDINGS
Wan Lout Postponed Cancelled

AD
DU
Tn

10

1

9

2
3

K

Ztte

Chi P-i

Our

White Sportcrape Oxford

White

1 ae>

Page,
Palmer,
maker, Pandora,
Speirs,

Beta

in

bacauec
they sound the return to normaland maybe even greater
ity
heights in Bowdoin athletics.
'

[
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Ru.wl. rf
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OlCarey. rf

1
1

it

1
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3

2

1

S

sewed

2

2

I

at 3:05
existing

2

1

S
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4

Swan,

3 13

Callahan, c

!i

Huen.

1

1

2

c

liHickey, e
3!TaUR*iK. I«
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Course Added
To G.L BUI

1

I

3

rating

airline

of

Martin. Ir

10

Rev ley. Ik
Wooden, rjr

IM. Martin, re 1
2
ILee, in

two

fl

Preliminaries Held

The

of the
7:30 p.m.

finals

held at
Friday,

meet

this

No

will

that event. In

in

Lennie Gath, diving not quite
to par, finished third behind

transport

leading

as

Williams,

all

the fifty,
several fast men were eliminated,
including Jenkins of Connecticut,
Ash of Wesleyan, and ethers including Hamblen of Bowdoin, but
Penny with a 23.8 touched out
Williams'
Bacon and Murray,
and Christ of Springfield to take
the title in the finals.

Swim

Interfraternity

flat,

Baldwin and Reid captured one-

2
I

•

up as Bowdoin rolled in
a time which breaks
Bowdoin records and

it

The 220 was

6
o

up

pilot has been added to the list
of Civil Aeronautics Administra-

those

Blake

which tied the Williams record.

3

.The Swimming Office has announced Monday, March 21, as
the final day for the posting of
forthcoming Intertion ratings for which veterans entries in the
may take flight courses under fraternity Swimming Meet. The
only condition any house must
the G. I. Bill.
meet before entering the meet is
Flight courses under this law
the qualification of members in
previously were limited by the
least two events and a relay.
to CAA's at
the

Bob

and

Merrow,

siak,

1

HICaUer,

3

If

Foster. Ik

Aker,

According to an announcement
from the Boston Branch Office
of the Veterans Administration,

An

7.

White

the

.">

OtiVy.

Tobey. rf
Toscani. rf
Leonard, c
Rogers, c

Clarke, rx
Allen, ru

commercial pilot,
pilot,
instrument
instructor,
White Key for it would mean an flight
earlier ending to the league com- rating and multi-engine rating.
petition and would facilitate the
The addition of the airline

Campbell and Sevilla of Springyear's
last
edged
Held,
but
champion Dam SpaUene by a
point. The two
fraction
of a
Springfield divers finished onetwo over Dartmouth and Yale. in
previous dual meets, and Sevilla

be has been Mexican amateur diving

coming champion.

In the hundred. Alec Penny
looked like the winner as he led
the last lap, but was touched out
by Murray of Williams in a 53.8
race. More points for the Ephmen came in as Maelay and Bacon rolled in third and fourth behind Penny.
In the backstroke, Adm Merrow, record holder in New Engtrials will be held as follows:
300 Medley land with 1:38 flat, was closely
Tuesday, 4:30
Relay, 50 Preliminary, 220 Dash, followed by Wineman of Williams in the first four laps, but
50 Semi-final.
in the last fifty Merrow confi440
Wednesday, 4:30
away to clock
pulled
150 Back stroke, 200 Breast- dently
1:38.8.
stroke, 100 Dash.

March

21.

eligibility

was issued, but it was announced that only those students
opening of the softball league, transport pilot rating will open who, during the past trimester,
for
about up some advanced instrument
planned
which
is
have been on the Varsity or JunApril 20.
and radio courses not offered be- ior Varsity Swimming teams or
Regardless of the results of fore under the G. I. Bill. Most of enrolled in the special swimming
this
for
conducted
this poll, play will -be
the other requirements
class may participate.
in' the gymnasium on Tuesday new rating already have been inqualifying
and
Preliminaries
courses
evenings.
Each
and
Thursday,

cluded

j

1

the three courts which will be
laid out on the gym floor. Each
contesting team will be required
to play three games of 21 points,
and if victorious in two of them.

other,

in

night six teams will compote on available
1

to

list

flight

—

veterans.

Veterans will be permitted to
enroll in the

have

they

new

courses only

had

enough

if

flight

training so that they will actually qualify for the airline transfor a win. port pilot rating upon the sucshall receive credit
cessful completion of the course.
k
T. C.
Verrill, J. T. Weatherill,
The VA does not pay for
Weatherill,
and Stan Whiting. flight
it
leads
.unless
training
Candidates for the outfield indirectly to a CAA rating. Like N. Carey— DU
Clarke,
Beem,
clude
Barton,
Rus.iel - AD
I).
all flight training under the G. I. J. IHmxhty AD
Clark,^rockforo\ DeKalb. Donopilot C Oatfcr- ARU
rt
tr
aifline
J
F.nnevan. Douglas, Dudgeon.
G. Hickey
DU
handJed by con . C.
mugt
Yates
Beta
gan.
Franke. Giddings. Hams,
toetvve en the VA and flight H. Thorburn— SN
Hawkens, Jackson, Longley,
R. Toscani -DU
training schools.
TD
J. Kimball
Page,
Jones, Morrison, Norton,
D. Whitney- KS

Towne, and Whitney.

—

SUMMARIES
J«u-yd. Medley Relay -Won by Bowdoiu:
second. Williams third. Brown : fourth.
;

Amherst:

League High Scorers

^

-

—

H. Vincent Zete
J. Taussiv -AD
M. Lee Zete

ings.

J.

Whitcomb

Deke

3:05.0.
Freestyle-

-

«*

'

:

I

Time:
10-yd.

101

94
»2

2:17.8.

Freestyle— Won
[

I

-•

by

Fenny

Continued on Page 4

(Bow-

]

I

I

(

D. D.
:::::::::=:

Won

by Baldwin (Wilsecond, Reid (Williams): third.
Ryan (Mass State): fourth. Lambert
Williams):
fifth,
Stone (Wesleyan.)
liams)

1M
-

Time:

disqualified.

Sprinirfield

IJll-yd.

132
123
120
116

^

Shoe-

Silsby, Slattery,

Toscani,

team

interfraternity slid in ahead of Williams to take
sponsored
basketball loop bowed tonight to the Medley Relay title.
the Bowdoin Jayvees by a 49-43
The Championship was praccount.
tically conceded to Williams at
The All Stars, coached by DU the outset, and no one was miscaptain Bert Moore, all likely taken as the Ephmen qualified an
candidates for future Bowdoin average of two or three men; in
and
trials,
in the
varsities, trailed all the way but each event
were within striking distance till racked up a total of 67 points.
end.
Their showing was Anything could happen for secthe
especially impressive as they had ond place, but it was Bowdoin's
never before played together as day as the White finished with
40 points, a good margin ahead of
a team.
Bob Leonard of the Jayvees Springfield's 23 and Brown's 21.
topped the scoring parade with
Medley Relay
Bowdoin's
13 points. Teammates Tobey and seemed to be in danger when the
Foster chipped in with nine each. Williams crew qualified two secALL STARS
BOWDOIN JVS
onds faster in the trials, hut
ti
F P
G K Pi
times
crack
three
Doughty. If
I Saturday
Whitney. If 2 1

J!]
63

GARDNER

CO.

SPORTING - ATHLKWC
RECREATION EQC1F.ME>JT

62
59

New

Fire Station

$4.9!

-

$4.50

$4.00

$3.00

$2.75

Skirts

PRinrmc

vsx

—«

Swrts

White Bowdoin Tec

U

SN

most

record

,

all-star

Key

Reduction Price

Price

Hifb Ataietic Shoes
White C«irt Special Oxford

Speeial

KS
P«i

Lanigan,
King, Mason,
Morrison, Quaile, Small, Stinneford, Toomey, .and Kehienhack.
The infield candidates are:
Annir, Baker, Berracca, Beahm,
Begley, Britton, Burston, Clark,
Deane, Estes, Flanagan, Friberg,
Gillen,

Hamburger, Hanson, Huen, KimKnapton,
Mason,
ball,
Lord,

ATO
D«ke
ABU

swirnroing

ymm, bt «!»

many

taken among the various houses
to find out if they would be willing to play twice a week. The
system of each team playing VA to
twice a week is preferred by the private

,

COMPANY

ARU's

not only because
compiled Bowdoms

impressive

4943

J.V.'s,

Brunswick, Maine, March

I

League Opens Soon

ating at full tilt, according to the
present plans of the White Key.
The sole remaining snag in the
works is the uncertainty of the
schedule of the games. At the
less moment plans have been made in

out George

gotten,

have

(Bow To

Airline Pilot

Volleyball

bang-up defensive game for the
The list of baseball aspirants
AD's.
was .swelled to 105 last Monday
In another close one, the Beta's when 34 infield and 31 outfield
won their second game of the candidates reported to Coach
season with a 49-46 win over the
MacFayden in Adams Hall. With

Of the

clocking.

m

&

BOWDOIN STLLNKNTO

j

|

'

BUILDING MATERIALS

1

In the biggest upset of the sea- double winner with firsts in the diving specialty and the visitors
150 Yard Breaststroke and 440 annexed both relavs to spoil the}
Alec Penny Tufts debut. Bowdoin continued
yard free style.
swam a pair of hairraisers its winning ways against M.I.T.
against the Lord Jeff star, Jim the next evening 41 to 34. Mer
Ammon. Penny inched out a vic- row broke both Tech and Bow50
and Ammon doin breaststroke marks with his
tory
in
the
time of 1:40.5. Soltysiak won
copped the 100.

son (even excluding the surprise
win of the ATO's over the Zetes
earlier in the year) the Zetes
downed the AD's in a slow game,
19-15. The AD's, having previously sewed up the league lead, allowed their second-stringers to
play much of the game, and the
ambitious ^etes took advantage
Of every break, for it meant a
playoff berth for them. Ev Grey
and Marty Lee, accounting for
over half of the winner's points
between them, were the big guns
for the Zetes. Begley played a

this:

FUEL OILS
BOTTLED GAS

engage

to

Alec Penny, captain of the
Millermen, was crowned 9 NeV
England Champion in the Fifty
Yard Dash, and favored Adin
Merrow was winner in the 150
yard Backstroke event. A powerful combination of Tony Solty-

White Key All Stars

visitors'

Now the swimming season is
and
2:36.6. Tufts in the new Jumbo
coasting
to
turns to baseGath raised Bowdoin s diving swept to a 45 to 30 victory. Mer- over and Bowdoin
and tennis, but the
score record to 105.26. Adin Mer- row won both the backstroke and ball, golf
won't be. forswimmers
1946-47
row became the season's first 440 again, Gath easily won his
they

1

i

Boston

!

the

pool

(

.

to

only victories.
Penny duplicated this
Captain
double win with firsts in the two
dashes. Adin Merrow broke the
New England 150 yard Backstroke record in 1:38. On February 22nd in the Maine A.A.U.
Meet held in the Curtis pool two
state
Bowdoin men captured
crowns. Penny won the 100 and
Soltysiak created a record in the
220 Backstroke with a 2:53.8
for

tion.

Bowdoin

Saturday,

clipped the Wesleyan Cardinals
by a tune of 49 to 26. Stone took
first- honors in the 220 and 440

straight victory in 3:12.8. Gath
raised his own diving mark to

*

200

isting

,

that the schedule* should he
broadened. We think thai the

event with BaWilliams second. Pete lowing

Mermen

ARU's. Yates, Jlanson. and Cobb the first exhibition game
to the with thirteen points each, were than a month away, MacFayden
sky and climb out of the night high point men for the winners. sent his new hopefuls through
covers it from pole to Wilfred Martin and Chet Catler their paces the next day in the
that
pole.
We need solid ground were the ARU stalwarts.
Cage where battery men had
Here are the highlights of sev- been already at work for two
to start from and that is a
matter that requires building eral of last week's games: The weeks. Morning and afternoon
from the bottom. Not only in TD's were edged out of a tie for workouts for the entire squad
material but also the building of second place by losing to the will continue until the weather
a spirit that will transcend all DU's 38-29. Hickey, Toscani, and permits operations to switch to
obstacles of disinterest, outmoded Begley led the winners. The Kap- the Pickard Field diamond. An
ideas and the habit of putting pa Sigs surprised the Zetes with early spring will aid immeasurpetty personal interests ahead of an 18*16 win in another slow ably since conditioning will proCallahan
and Whiting gress much faster under the
the college interest. To these game.
who wish no change for the bet- were the key men in the Kappa warm sun, and batting eyes can
ter we say a plague upon your Sig victory. Earlier in the week, be sharpened for the first exhithe ADs walloped the Chi Psi's, bition tilt with Bates on April 12.
souls.
Actios.
34-23, running true to form in
The candidates for pitchers
this game. Doughty, Russell, and
Callaare: Bennett, Bonzagni,
gg=
"Beast" Taussig combined
for han, Ceccarelli, Crozier,
Dens
twenty-nine of the winner's total. more, Hickey, Leith, Moore, MorNorby Carey, star DU forward, rell, Nelson, Pendleton, Penny,
:iai:
won the league's high-scoring -jfrckens, Randall, Rogers, Rustitle
with 132 points. Pressing 'sell, Schmaltz, Shanahan, Smethim to the finish were Don Rus- hurst, Walker, Weiner, Winter,
sell and Jim Doughty of the AD
Davis, and Baxter.
front wall, with 123 and 120
Catchers include Alden, Archpoints respectively. Chet Catler ibald, Chillson, Cox, Drummond,

Our parting advice is
Bowdoin must lift its eyes

The

A

The Zetes nosed out the Chi opened the season by handing 109.7, and Paul Moran and HowAmherst their first defeat in ard Reiche placed one-two in the
this long series, 38 to 37. Fresh- breaststroke, but this was not
men
Tony Soltysiak and Leonard enough. Williams earned the first
spot in the elimination playoffs
which will begin on Monday eve- Gath shattered existing college two piaees in the 440 and took
ning at 7:00 in the gym. The records, a feat they made a prac- the 400 yard relay to save a
AD's will meet the revived TD's tice as the season wore on. Solty- streak-maintaining win.
Bowdoin
On January
17th
tn the first game of the double- siak cut two seconds off the exheader, and the DU's will face
the Zetes at 9:00 o'clock. The
winners are to meet on Tuesday
night for the league champion-

1 5
Williamstown,
placed a solid second,
captured three championships
a powerful Williams squad at the New Englands last Saturday,
in a race with Springfield and Brown for the Number Two posi-

.

their
In
second meet
Bob both his breaststroke specialty
Miller's boys came within an ace and the 220 free style as the
of upsetting Williams, losing 38
Bears coasted to their
Polar
to 37.
disputed third place in
third triumph.
the 50 gave the visitors the win.
in home waters the folBack
Penny won the

Psi's for the all-important fourth
position, and thereby clinched a

ship.

Medley Relay Ties Record
As 3 Take Championships
Team
—The Bowdoin Swimming bahind
March
and

Swimmers End Season With Eight And One Record;
Shows Sign Of Bowdoin Sports' Return To Normal

Hoop Standings
Alpha
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AJX's Top Final
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By Dan Hasson
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CROSS

19-20

MY HEART
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Band Box

Betty HutftMt

Cl« «k H r«!

Sonny Twits

•

Fox News
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h> dine at the

Good Food
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COLLEGE SPA
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Ginger Rogers -David Nlvea

EXPERIENCE TAUGHT MILLIONS THE DIFFERENCES IN CIGARETTE QUALITY!
IT'S

ONLY

a memory now, the

war cigarette shortage. But

it

was

daring that shortage that people
found themselves comparing brands
whether they intended to or not.
And millions more people found
that the rich, full flavor of Camel's
superb blend of choice tobaccos
suited their Taste to a T." And that
their Throats welcomed the kind of

cool mildness Camels deliver.
Thus the demand for Caroeis grew
so great that today more people are
smoking Camels than ever before.
But, no matter

R.

1.

Paramount News Short Subject
8un.-Mon.Tues. March 2S-24-M

Reynold* Tobacco Co.. Wlntton-Stltn, N. C.

THE SHOCKING
MISS PILGRIM
Betty Grable

how

great the demand, this you can be sure of:

Dick Hayroes

•

Paramount News

Be-d»n't japi^sr with Cmmtl quality.

Short Subjects

Only choice tobaccos, properly aged,
and blended in the timte-honored
Camel wmy, ere uted in Camels.

Marc* M-Vt L

WoAVItars.

ABIE'S IRISH

ROSE

wMk
rfecon/ing to
,

Michael Chekhov

a recent Nationwide swvey

-

Joanne

Dm

it's

Vox News

Short Subjects
raaaawaaaajaamaajrai

College Spa

MAM

'LAMES'
with

"Rifhl Off

the

Open 6 AJH.

to

Gtvw*"
10 P.M.

'Eddie Bracken

ikon any other cigarette
Wfecs three ialepeadent
What cigarette d* yea
1

Casa Daley

Paramount Ne

_eh •rcawiwtioot asked 113,5*7 doctors
Doctor? — «J»e brand named most sou Camel!

Short ftuMllft
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
gentlemen

an

in

of

institution

gentlemen.

The seventh
yon think

By Wolfgang Rosenberg
The third question was, "What
total of 33 undermeans of
an mode of cheating do you preby
"anonymous" telephonic system, fer?"
Of the five who admitted
the cheating survey last week esto cheating at any time, two adtablished two important facts:
1.
flaoarlag at final examina- mitted outright that they had
tion* la definitely not prevalent carried crib-notes on q paper, one
at B iwaOta.
said that he went out of the
BowOulu men consider
2.

graduate*

exam

Tb get as accurate a consensus
of opinion as possible, all eleven
fraternity houses were called, as
well as the five dormitories on
campus, the four sections of the
Air Base Detachment, and the
''Campus Lodge." The telephone
at the Kappa Sigma house was
out of commission.
In each case «t least one student answered the questions and
in
some cases eager beavers
crowded around their telephones
to give as many as five individual

up something,"
one said that he had "help from
outside," and one would not commit himself in any way. Cuffwriting and formulae on white
to

"Did

Two "human

Interest"

inci-

had

more

participants

pell

A

than any other- fraternity.
preliminary
brought only

call
to
mumbled

Irate questions,

and a

827.1

curses,
nor-too-

gesdle "hangup."
On second
thought, however, the Zetes
most have decided that this
poll, like other extra curricular activities, needed their active support.

The first question was. "Have
you ever cheated on a final examination in college?" Five out of
32 answered in the affirmative.
(One reply must be regarded as
invalid because the student .responsible was not in his right
state of mind). This may seem
like a large percentage, but it
includes,
supposedly, all those
who "ever" cheated at any time.
The large majority gave a flat
"No" to this first question, al-

you

read

this

week's

"Life" with letters to the editor on
this
subject?" were
asked only, to show what percentage of the students had
taken an interest in thlt* problem, not to see how many
"Life" readers there are in

Brunswick. Only two men had
not seen the article, 20 had
not seen the letters on the
subject.

The

the

of

Joseph Mitchell Washington
]
knowledge were State Teachers College
Chrisconcerned. In order to expand in tine
Lawrence, Harriet Given,
both size and liberal attitude, tol- Allen Brow,
Ralph Richards;
erance and intelligence were pri- Farmington State Teachers Colmary factors.
lege
Natalie Reed, Jane RobConclusions drawn from the ertson, Hilda Carver, Pat Leconference
were
as: land; Ricker Junior College
adopted
(1)
Through appeals to the Calvin Gross, Sarah McGaJTin,
National Chapters of Fraterni- Patricia Clark; Gorham Normal
Anabelle Pratt, Doris
ties,
a plan of abolishing all School
clauses pertaining to restriction Monroe, Marcia Morse, Thelma

"dignity

Continued From Page t

was

of
at
taken,

;

—

and

—

of

—

—

of

members because

of race, col- Prince.
University

Norman M.

Rabbi

Swimmers End

Polish,

8
of

And

1

W. A. Cobb '49 Presents
Council Rushing Plan

Season

[

[Continued from Page )]

The Big White natators' secWaterbury,
Mass., in his chapel sermon on ond excursion into southern New
brought another brace
Sunday, March 16, stated the England
of wins. On Friday night they
feasibility and necessity for cowalloped Trinity 49 to 26 for
operation between all peoples and their first win of the scries. The
undefeated relay team of Merfaiths.
Soltysiak,
and
Penny
Said he, "If we pull together, row,
cracked both Bowdoin and Trinifor himself alone,
no one
the

Temple

Israel,

pulling

Continued froth Page t

.

.

.

shall

find

ourselves

By such
he continued, we

to the promised shores."

—

Don

—

.

—
—

Two

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

next night as the Terriers failed the freshman's advantage.
In a recent interview with Mr.
Bob Blake's
to win an event
wins in the 220" and 440 gave evi- Cobb, he made it clear that the
dence that the team was at last freshmen would eat in the Moulton Union except when they were
attaining real balance.
The University of Connecticut invited to the fraternity houses.
swimmers became number eight When questioned further on this
on Bowdoin's victory parade as point, he said that nothing could
the
freshman
from
they bowed 45 to 30 on March prevent
8th to close the dual season. agreeing to take all their meals
at one fraternity house. "But,"
and
Soltysiak
broke
their
Gath
own records, the former raising he added, "no pledge buttons are
to
be given
before
Sunday
his point total to 111.06 and the
'

latter lowering his breaststrske
time to 2:33. Penny won both
dashes and Blake took the distance free style races as the visitors were restricted to a win in
the 400 yard relay against Bowdoin second stringers.

night."

Mr. Cobb concluded the interview by saying that the Student
Council

is

not going any further

on the matter of delayed rushing,
duced and that upper classmen
would not have to return early
for premature rushing.

•*»*»

—

"

New

]

Mr. .Cobb explained further
that the freshmen would have an
opportunity to look around, and
that he would be "properly oriented as to the importance of
fraternities and of his choice at
the freshman smoker."
nothing can pre"Although
vent fraternity members from
particular
trying
to
interest

ty marks in 3:06. Merrow was a friends or acquaintances in their
coming double winner again and Solty- particular
fraternity
before
lowered his breaststroke school opens, or from trying to
siak
mutual effort,
record to 2:345. A deadheat by make a verbal agreement with a
may come to the millenium.
bids
can be
the Tyler brothers in the 220 freshman before
,"
Mr. -Cobb
In his' address he mentioned provided the losers' only victory. handed out
several stories from the 'Tal- B.U. was swamped 61 to 14 the pointed out that the plan was to

we

or religion.
of Maine
Mrs.
To establish better coor- Nora Timberlake, faculty advis(2)
Stanley
Crossland,
dination between the colleges of er,
Maine by an exchange of school Thomas, Bryce Lambert; Colby
Winston Clark, Robert mud" to illustrate his talk. He
College
phatic "Absolutely!"
newspapers.
Vocell,
Miriam told the story of a group of men
To sponsor a series of Lucy, Alice
(3)
The eighth question called lectures on the general topic of Marsh, Herbert Newman, facul- in a boat upon the sea. "Suddenly
ty adviser; Bowdoin College
one man started to bore a hole
forth more laughs and chuckles "Marriage and the Home" after
boat.
The passengers
the
the faculty committee on Shepard Lifshitz, Jordan Wine, in
than straightforward answers. It which
we
curricula will be approached on Tom Meakin, Gerald Cogan. Rob- called to him, "You fool
was, "Do you think all Bowdoin
the students', desire for a course ert Younghans, Walter Mathers, will all be drowned." The man
men are gentlemen?" Most took of this nature.
Thayer Kingsbury,
Bernard answered, "It is all right
I am
the question literally and replied
Osher, Al Slater, Don Hender- drilling on my side."
A travel pool whereby son,
(4)
in
the
negative.
men
Merton Henry, Robert
He continued by saying, "If we
answered "yes" and one ventured all colleges might receive finan- Bryant,
Richard
Leavitt,
Vin can banish bigotry, prejudice can
"most of them." Two answers cial aid to participate in similar Sotak, Clement Heibert, Wil- be swept away; then we can
discussions
and
statewide
conwere indefinite and two were exliam Richan, Carl Woods, Fred have a democracy that will be
ferences.
tremely strong
Woodruff,
Chandler
"by no means"
Schmaltz, able to lead the world." As a
Delegates present included the WHIiam Smith, Jack Good, Berfrom one dormitory and "Hell,
classic example of solidarity, lie
following: Westbrook Junior Col- nard Gorton,
no!" from a fraternity house.
Conrad Peacock, told of the four chaplains of diflege
Doris Mills, Alice Marie Fred Weidner.
ferent faiths who gave away
Going, Gloria Stanley,
Miriam
The next M.C.C.A. Conference their life-belts and went down
The ninth question was, "Do
Lamb, Judith Crooker, Nancy will be held on the tentative with
the "Dorset" during the
you think cheating is preva- Cheyne; Nasson College
Eleadates of November 15-16, 1947.
war.
lent to any extent in this colnor Austin, Homo Bella, Ruth
lege, and If so, would you care
Bruce, Beverly Wernick; Bates
to give an estimate as to perCollege
Lois Montgomery,
centage figures?" Not all S3 Agnes Perkins, Robert Alward,
men were subjected to this
question. Three gave only a
blank "yes," a dozen replied
with a definite "no," and others
came out with personal opin[Continued from Page j]
ions, some of which are quoted
doin) Sfcond. Murray (Williams) third.
Baron
(William*)
fourth,
Christ
here:
or,

Englands

:

latest issue
Just appeared

"Life" had
the time the survey

;

;

"I think
here."

and most of those who
answered negative to the fifth

(Springfield)

25%

about

."I

am

a

freshman

Campbell

and

;

liams)

j

— Won

13«-yd. Backstroke

impossible

doin)

at

Jones
(Williams)
;

Time

1

:

Discussions of the cheating situation during, the past week have
question was. "Do repeatedly revolved around the
you consider yourself a gentle- suggestion that Bowdoin should
the
"Honor
System."
man?" One man replied with a adopt
vocal smirk that he did not con- Many students feel that strict
supervision is a certain incentive
sider himself a gentleman, two
to cheating for those who do not
expressed doubt and indecision. consider themselves
gentlemen.
though one man explained that 30 affirmed that they were
posihe was a freshman, and another tively sure of their status.
Of
Weekly
report
about last
replied blandly, "Not yet!"
course, there are few individuals
who would deliberately talk Saturday's chapel attendance:
The second question wait, themselves down, but one can 46 undergraduates (Including
"Do you cheat regularly?" hardly question the fact that 3 in balcony and 7 in choir
There was not one "Yes" Bowdoin students overwhelming- section), 2 visitors and one
dog, 7 faculty members (inly like to think of themselves as
cluding 1 speaker).

(Conn)

;

Oat till

fifth,

Lam mot

fourth,

j
'

(Amherst).

:38.8.

Breaststroke— Won

Paul.-on
by
second. Soltvsisk (Bowdoin)
(Brown)
fourth. Brier
third. Forbes (Wesleyan)
Kawdon (Amherst).
(Brown)
fifth.

200-yd.

sixth

:

by Merrow (Bow(Williams) ;

Wineman

second,

;

third,

Timt

(Amherst).

Ball

fifth.

:

53.8.

any exam."
is

(Springfield)
(Springfield)

Sevilla
104.72;
second.
(Bowdoin) 92.2.1;
100-8: third.
Gath
fourth.
Spaltone (Conn)
91.42; fifth,
Pisoopo (Springfield) 91.37.
100-yd. Freestyle— Won by Murray (Williams) swond. Penny (Bowdoin) third.
Maclay (Williams) ; fourth. Bacon (Wil-

haven't learned the ropes yet."
"Not over 10% ever cheat at

"Cheating
Bowdoin."

(Brown).

Go&sler

fifth,

;

Time: 23.8.
DIYing—Won by

cheat

"As a rule, I don't believe
students cheat at Bowdoin."

question stated that they had
not yet had a chance to look
at the magazine. It appears,
therefore, that interest in the
issue is considerable and that
few of the 20 who had not read
the letters of comment would
still not have read them after
a lapse of several days.

The

Declares Rabbi Polish

activity

gentlemen" and the word /'gentleman"
itself.
Five men
thought
"No"
on
this
question, and three were not
sure. The great majority considered it part ot a gentleman's code of ethics to refrain
from cheating at examinations
and their answers ranged from
a modest "Yes" to an em-

"look

shoes are definitely non-existent
according to the poll, while the
"Texas System" of throwing a
copy of the examination paper
out of the window seems to be a
physical impossibility here. Windows in the Gym are very high
and protected by wire mesh. A
student would not be inconspicuous if he tried to hurl a crumreplies from one location. The pled sheet of paper through one
.
questions were asked in rapid of the Sargent casements.
succession after a short introductory talk which
reassured
The fourth and firth queseach answering student that his
tion*, "Did you read the artiname was not sought and that cle In "Life" two weeks ago
absolute frankness could not inabout cheating conditions at
criminate him.
the University of Texas?" and

dent*
developed
during
the
survey, one of which involved
the local telephone operator.
The other was brought to light
at the Zeta Psl House which

pretations

Cooperation Needed

For Christian Association Parley
[

Is

It

Maine Students Come To Bowdoin

"Do

question,

beneath the
dignity of n gentleman
to
cheat at final examinations?"
hovered on individual Inter-

a

Polling

1

i
'

:

;

:

:

Time:

2:34.1.

Freestyle— Won

440-yd.

liam*)
third.

bert

RMd

by

Ryan

second,

:

(Mass

(WilState)

Bacon (Williams) ; fourth, Lane
(Williams): fifth, Conyne (Spring-

Time 5:08.2.
400-yd. Freshman Relay—Won by MIT;
Williams and We -ley an disqualified.
300-rd. Medley Swim
Won b y Paulson
(Brown)
second, Soltysiak (Bowdoin)
fourth. Lamthird. Merrow (Bowdoin)
mot (William*) fifth, Krayer (Springfield). Time: 3:36.4.
Won hy Wljliams
4»ft-yd. Freestyle Relay
field).

:

;

;

j

;

—

Ajnherst;
third.
Springfield;
second.
fourth. Connecticut; fifth. MIT. Time:
3 "37.2.

Results: Williams 6"?; Bowdoin 40; SpringBrown 21 Amherst 13 Confield 23
Mass State 7 Wesleyan 4
necticut 9
BU 0.
MIT Z; Trinity 0; Tuft.i
;

;

:

;

:

:

;

WPI

0.
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HOT DOGS
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COOKING BEST
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These Blazers Are
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of

15th
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Custom Tailored By
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;

$30.00
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Including the

Bowdoin

Seal
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PRINTING
We have
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In

producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other
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Printing

WRITE

—

PHONE

—
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Alpha Tau Omega
b Presented With

Cast Of Colby Play, "Let There Be

Men" &,

Coveted Trophy For
24th Time Since 1930
The .Student Council Cup, competed for by the different fragilities, and awarded on the basis
of scholarship, was presented to
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
its

C

M. Sills,
President Kenneth
when he was dean of the College,
wrote in the Dean's report of
1910-1911. "Much has been written during the past year aboutthe poor work of fraternity
men. and in many of our larger,
institutions it has been pointed
out that men belonging to fratermuch lower than
nities stand
those who do not. It is the experience of this office, however,
that the fraternities are interested in the question of scholarship and render much effective
aid to the College authorities
along the lines .of scholarship."

Would Be Focal Point For
College Life; I.B.S. To Aid

In

March

Douglas

Dr.

Horton

parish"

deliver

will

chapel on

March

of

tlie

By Albert B. Patton'50
Appointing a committee headed by Albert R.

30
New
[

Sunday

Opportunity For

Dr. Horton has been to Japan,
and India on
miss.' wary work and as a minister of the General Council of
Congregational Christian Churches of America.

Seen By Sills

Active in the councils of the
ecumenical church. Dr. Horton is.
as well known in other commun-

day,

for

tional Church. |fe is also Chairman of ihe American Committee
the
for
of
Council

World

THE

President

24.

spoke at Sunservice on
Paul's Epistles, "For

|

23, chape]

and

effectual

{

is

opened unto me, and there are

many

adversaries."

Pelletier,

Government,

Sills

March

one of St.
a great dor

The President

Mem

Dr. Douglas Horton, missionary-Worker "With the world
as his pariah" will speak in
Chapel next Sunday.

Plans

To Present
Varsity Show At

Colby

Chi Psi Scholarship Plan
Helps Foreign Students

The Independents have several
times had the highest standing
but since the cup la "to be held
by the Gf9*k Letter fraternity"
of the highest rank, it was
awarded at. those times to the
second highest group.

advisor; Lawrence L.
Assistant Professor of
who has had expcrience with this type of tiling
lat
the
University
of
Maine;
Herbert S. French, Jr. '46, pian
ist af the Glee Club recital with
Wellesley; Lewis P. Fiekett, Jr.
'47, President of Bowdoin-on-theAir; C. Cabot Easton '18, Business Manager of the Orient; and
Richard A. Wiley '49, Editor of
the Orient.
technical

j

BCA Announces

•

of times different

j

]

added that we so often think of
St. Paul as a strict theologian
With three other distinguished
The Bowdoin-on-t he- Air organand as representing a somewhat
Protestant churchmen, Dr. Hor—j row view of religion that it is ization has appointed a Studio
ton flew to Japan in the fall of
Committee headed by Clarence
to many surprising to find how
1945 to confer with Japanese
W: Fiedler, Jr. '49 and made up
modern many of his sayings art;. of Robert R. Rudy '46, who will
LEADING PLAYERS of the Colby Varsity show which will be presented in Memorial hall , Christians in a visit made with
the full approval of President
"I came across another such be the technical advisor, having
on Tuesday, April 8, at 8:15 P.M.
Truman and General MacArthur.
phrase the other day In an arti- had several years of experience
Dr. Horton attended the meeting
for
of professional announcing
cle in 'Life' where it was stated
in February 1946 of the Provisstation WIOD, Miami: C. Cabot
that St. Paul was terribly conional Committee of the World
Easton '49, a member of Bowcerned about intellectual order doin-on-t be- Air; John J. Mullane.
Council of Churches, in Geneva.
the first full session since 1939.
and straight thinking. 'God.' he Jr. '50. who has been active on
Suggestions and plans for an
says, 'is not the author of con- the Bowdoin Debate Council; and
Dr. Horton feeis the wbrld is
active BCA during the remainder
Hall,
Everett W. Gray '48, an active
fusion but of peace.'
his
parish because his travels
Six students from foreign countries will receive a year's eduabroad in Asia, Africa, and the of this semester and the fall
"When he is speaking al>out a^ participant in interfratcrrtity acThe Colby Varsity Show ol Near-East have served to famil- term were outlined at Monday great door l*?ing opened,
cation at Bowdoin College if this number of fraternities adopts
he tivities.
There Be Men," will iarize him with the younger
a plan proposed by Chi Psi Fraternity, presented originally by 1947. "Let
The Studio Committee, now
evening meetings of the Bowdoin means of course the door of faith
Ik? presented in Memorial Hall <on
branches of his church in its Association
well under way with its work, la
the scholarship chairman, Joseph A. Wheeler '48, as a "nearly
at which reports' of an( w "bcn be is talking of many
the evening of Tuesday, April 8, work overseas. He has
served
on
preparing
a report for the Facadversaries,
cxter..
.
means
not
...
he
painless method of contribution toward international- under- at 8:15 o'clock.
the committees, appointed at a
the American Board of Foreign
JJ difficulties and obstacles, butlilty Studio Coordinating Cornstanding."
were
Written by. two Colby senior^ MJ«*mna as a delegate to many previous .meeting,
pre- adversaries that romc £rum_wiLh- mittee. To date Cabot Easton ha>
r
The fraternity, fn'a'Tcfter V6
Roscoe Schlcsinger and Russell international
Intercollegiate
conferences
and sented.
the
with contacted
111
thai
are
associated
President Sills, offered to assume
Farnsworth, "Let There Be itfen" councils, one of the largest lieing
iIBS),
System
Jack Good '30 announced that man's inner life, that are re- Broadcasting
the cost of the room charges and
portrays the trials of a, Colby co- the
International
Missionary
llected by our own sinfulness and which is willing to cooperate and
initial
Steps were already underto waive the board charges if the
ed whose mother "is of the old Council at Madras, India, in
also to give $1500 worth of adshortcomings."
college would assume or waive
way
for
publication
of
the
daughthat
her
and
feels
school"
Political Issue
1938.
President
Sills
continued byjvertising per year. John Mullane
charges. The
president
tuition
ter must be rescued from Colby
Mrs. Mildred Macafee. Presi- M.C.C.A. newspaper. The pajicr showing how these words apply is making a survey of intrastate
not only accepted this offer but
because it is co-educational. Aldent of Wellesley, Commanding will be sent to the various col- very particularly to a college ed- colleges to sec what they have
extended it to five other fraterthough set on the Colhy campus,
and Everett
of JJ *fc£ JJ ;™J, leges in Maine as a coojicrative ueation. "A youth entering col-! done for studios,
nities.
Chapcl talks, followed by a the parody on campus life, the War II, will accompany Dr. Horlege for the first time has a great JGray is compiling a list of potenChi Psi, in enacting tlie proproject so that o4her campus acauthors claim, is cmhlcmatic' of
door open to him. There arc all tial programs that could be preton on his visit to Bowdoin.
gram, has worked through the political forum the next day, any co-educational college.
tivities may be viewed.
kinds of opportunities for in- j sented If we had a studio,
Born in New York, Dr. Horton
Institute of International Edu- have been suggested by a six
Plans for "Let There Be Men" was educated at Princeton, New
the tellectual and spiritual growth.:
Further inlormaiion on
Tlie Studio Committee is also
cation in New York which offers man committee to the President.
were begun last May but the ac- College Edinburgh Mansfield adopting of foreign students who Tlie vista is- wide, hut he soon looking for a possible site for the
credentials
for
students
from
this
The tentative plans for
tual wr iting of the Varsity Show college* Oxford;
finds many adversaries to imoede studio. The Chapel, the second
University
Of
were
war
in
displaced
during
the
Czechoslovakia, France, Greece.
forum are for a chapel talk on did not get under way until Tubingean, Germanv; and Hart- education
adversaries floor of the Moulton Union, have
will be made available his progress; these
Holland, Italy, Norway. Latin
During that month,, ford Seminary. He' holds honorAugust.
sometimes external, poor been considered, and, if no other
next -week. The college has pro- are
American countries, and such Wednesday followed by an inin the Schlesinger was hard at work on ary degrees from Lawrence Col- vided for six scholarships to cov- health, lack of financial means ijrfte can bo found,
discussion
group
formal
the studio
Asiatic countries as the Arab
the music in New York while lege
and Chicago
Theological er tuition. It was reported thai and things of that sort; hut more might be incorporated into the
speaking lands, Burma, and the Union on Thursday. These groups
Farnsworth was writing the play Seminary, and was ordained .to
are college building plans. No decithe adversaries
some
fraternities had brought the frequently
Philippines. It is possible that would be led by a professor of
and lyrics in Millinocket. Maine, the Congregational ministry in
matter before the house meetings those within his own heart and 5 ion will be made, however, untreaty
arrangements
will
be Economies or Government. The
In spite of tlie several hundred
til professional technical advisors
in regard to financing the room nilnd.
made with Austria and Germany chapel talks would be based on miles between the composer and 1915.
lie also emphasized that when have been consulted,
He
is also
an
and credentials will probably be issues before Congress.
author,
editor and board of these students. The
the songs of "Let There
and translator. Among his books Chi Psi Fraternity was among one is thinking of his future
On the following Monday a lyricist,
obtainable from a number of
Robert Rudy, student technical
are some of the best
Be
Men"
career, whatever it might be, he advisor, rej>orted that it w»ould be
published poll will be sent out
other nations.
e Ar l ° f the first to follow this proposal.
ever composed for an original
T
doorj
must not« forget
-the
—
that
...•— -^
than a wireless
a"d
Ut,
"The credentials for two Czech- by the Union Committee to the Colin- Varsity Show.
In*°
Hill'.
a wired
V1J1CTU rather
was suggested that the »""
It
°
.
The
fraternity houses.
Life." Dr. Horton is a member foundations for a Student Feder- will be wide open hut that the broadcasting
stem, with the
oslovakian students were sent to various
syst
Jocelyn Hulme, whose soprano
of the Editorial Board of the alist Chapter be laid now by use adversaries to his progress w ill programs
directly
the fraternity and a committee results of this poll will be tabutransn
transmitted
many Bowdoin students
voice
"Congregational Quarterly," pub- of opinion polls and literature so be those of his own miking, through the electric system or by
picked one whose preparation and lated along with the number
heard when she sang the solos of
lished in London; a trustee of that definite plans for such an those connected with his inner special wires running through the
ability
were subsequently ap- voting and will be sent to the
Andover - Newton Seminary;
congressmen from the states of
a organization
heating system. A plan of wire, [ (Amfciurti on Page 4 ]
may be carried life.
[ Continued on Page 2 \
member of the Board of Direct- through in the foil.
Massachusetts and Maine.
Stating that marriage is an- less transmission would involve
ors of Union Theological SemiComCommunications
Once a month Bowdoin-on-t he*
President Lifshitz stated that Other field where a great door Federal
added
nary;
and a trustee of the many "thank-you" notes
will give a round table dishad Bttd effectual will be ojvn to'mis.-ion regulations and
Hecht Shows Influence Air
University at Cairo,
cussion on the most vital issue of Date For Maine One Act American
been received from the veterans many, the President was hecrtily expense for special equipment.
Egypt.
rhe planned system would have
the month. The results of the poll
[ Continued on Page 4
[ Continued on Pagr / )
Of Literature
Russia at the college again will be Play Contest Announced
a telephone trunk line to station
WGAN in Portland for programs
Mr. David I. K. Hecht, In- given.
%
Sponsored by the preparatory
to bo broadcast over the air.
structor in History, in his chapel
The executive committee is
School Committee of the College,
J.
Lewis P. Fiekett, Jr. '17, Presspeech Wednesday, March
19, made up of Lewis P. Fickctt. Jr.
Daggett,
P.
Professor At hern
ident of Bowdoin-on-the-Air, said
'46,
spoke on the penetration of '47,
G.
Chason
Charles
the
finals
of
the
thai thc studio would be an effecAmerican Literature into Rus- Thomas K. Mcakin '46, Harry T. Chairman,
Play
OneAct
Maine
High
School
tive instrument for stimulating
sian culture.
Kingsbury '45, Jordan ft Wine
the great iscampus interest
The Russian people have read '46. and Shepard Lifshitz '47. Contest will be run off Saturday,
By Nelson Towers '4 7
sues facing tiic College, the NaAmerican books "for the light Frederic R. Woodruff '47 is or- April 5, in Memorial Hall, four
presented
in the aftplays
be
to
tion, and the World. "Bowdointhrown on democracy and the ganising the discussion groups.
coeach
Kenneth
new
plan
Mr.
J.
Boyer,
Under
this
College
books
arc
sixty
per
cent
these
of
evelon-thc-Air would be thc ideal
shortcomings of that democracy," Professor L. L. Pelletier will be ernoon a$2:00, and two that
Librarian, has just returned from at present added to the libraries operating library agrees to Pur-j
ning at~ &15."
carnpus act ivifocal point of
Hecht stated.
the faculty advisor.
chasc all books of research value
is the 15th year for which Washington, D. C, where he rep- in the United States.
P s," he declared,
Contrary to the opinion of
*'" ™
*
The committee hopes to put „ This
"lul
^ host. *I
to the resented Bowdoin at a meeting
'Bowdoin has played
that, arej
subject
particular
many Americans, he continued. this
l>ooks
on
The
result
a
that
many
ii,;. *«_
;„»^
/YnD
.„
»t*t.iJ.
is
there will be
evening
Thursday
,
plan into operation within a
'.
_ .. ..
winning casts of the preliminary of the Association of Research do not reach thc shelves of any published in a selected group of a Smoker for men interested in
Russia, prior to 1914. was not few weeks.
contests that this year arc being
predominantely made up of illitConferin
Bowdoin-on-the-Air
throughLibrary of Congress.
preferably,
countries,
or
of the libraries in thc country. It
held throughout tlie state during
erates. Among the works read in
encc B. at the Moulton Union at
The meeting was held on is the hope of the association out the world. All libraries will
this week. Each high school that
Russia were those of Washington _. _.
7:00 p.m. At 8:38k on the same
«...
,
U4
fields
subject
14th and 15th for the that a complete coverage of these be informed of the
is interested in presenting a play March
and
James
Fenimorc MaRIieS 0C6K LCaderS;
Irving
a meeting
evcnm\, thm> will
for the preliminaries is a possi
purpose of providing ways and publications may be realized in that are being covered by thc in- qj tnc Coordinating Committee
Cooper whose "The Last of the)
hie candidate for the BowdWn
18811 " 5 influcncc
which lias been called by Mr.
future. Futhermorc, this can dividual libraries.
the
Russell Here March 31
cup, won as first prize for the
^Sn'yo'uth.
Three countries have been 'Thayer, the faculty advisor, to
whole one copy or every general ly be accomplished at less
best performance in the coming try as a
.
..
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" by Harbet n .^°" C
8 w hat hu
has bccn «nounccd tna,! April 5 contest. This winner and book of research value that is expense
*
to
individual libraries chosen for the inauguration
f
rict
Beecher Stowe created a
with regard
_
what is 4to be done
„
Marine Major Gerald F. Russell 1hc rU nner-up from this Maine published outside of the United than in the past.
the plan, namely, Sweden. Swit-,
great stir among the Russians.
lQ tnc stlKy
will be at the Faculty Room, fina]s arc thus participants in the
Under the proposed plan, there zerland, and France. Tlie purIt was read as much if not more
day| fina]s for t fi c New England States.
Massachusetts
all
Hall,
than others. Free copies of the
This is the first time that Bow- will be less need for duplication eiiase of all books published in
March 31, to interview any Bow- statcs
book were distributed to the
doin student interested in a com-'' __
,
doin has been represented at a in purchase on the part of in- the fields of research in these
readers of one of Russia's well
r
hc c iatn nf
Debating vs. Cambridge Uoivcr° meeting
mission in the Regular Marine'™
this
organization dividual
of
Rather than three countries will be handled
libraries.
^
known editors. Mr. Hecht went
^
in Memorial
at 8:15 toni
or
Corps,
the
Marine Corps
includes the leading re-1 purchase books which may be of through a central, committee.
j"g
on to say that "Red Russians, to „ r
° ..
ColDj Col- N***
ors of Dramatics from rwiJiS
...
,
7T
Reserve.
*..
libraries of
.. __
the entire rare
..„ 1T „ [search
„
u
rieverlhless
use,
but
of
present
time,
Bowdoin!
At the
this day, think of America as
ilege. Bates College, and the Unl- .. ...
JT. .
,
OA ,
Pri ze Speaking
staa|ey Fimam
mted
Statcs
Thirty-seven
of
considerable importance in thc is not in a position to participate
Major Russell's visit will be in vcrsity of^Maine. The Masque ^
;
portrayed
in
'Uncle Tom's
Contest Trials at 7:00 tomorrow
lht
lar B p universities, colleges. fields of research, a library will
Cabin.'
connection with the reactivated and Gown tinder tlie direction of
in a plan calling for thc purchase evening in Memorial Hall,
The works of Longfellow, Sin- Platoon Leaders Classes to which Mr. George H. Quinby, Faculty andt Pub " c francs were repre- be able to borrow the book or to of all books in a particular field.
Debating vs. Brown in thc Moula
"
d
*?" acquire a copy of it on film for its Such a procedure would involve
sophomores.
and Advisor, is responsible" for the ""?!
clair Lewis, Jack London, John freshmen.
?*2S£
ton Union at 8:15 pjn. Friday.
lan d state
College were the only own use.
properDos Passos, and John Steinbeck juniors are eligible. After sue- stage set-up. securing nronor.
the use of greater funds than
3^.. Douglas Horton.. D. D,
smaller
institutions
higher
of
are only a few more of the cessful completion of military tics, and editing the programs
As has been stated, from forty those now available for thc pur- Minister of the general Council
learning represented.
40,000
American books which training and after graduation -for the coming contest.
to sixty per cent of the foreign chasing of books.
Congregational Christian
f
°nc of the PurP°ses of the As publications arc purcliesed by Thc next meeting of this Churches,
were read with great interest in from college with a baccalaureate
on Apri i 5 thc OrganizaSunday Chapel at 5:00
degree. Platoon Leaders are eli- t |on
Russia.
of Research Libraries various libraries throughout thc select group is to be held in San p.m.
f t h e Teachers of Drama- sociation
appointment to thc t jCS f the state of Maine will is the acquisition of all foreign country.
for
Mr.
Hecht
concluded
his gible
The remaining books Francisco in the latter part of
Stanley Chappie, lecture recital
speech by pointing out that "the commissioned ranks of Second i \a a meeting here in Bruns- publications of research value in are not acquired, and hence are June. At the present, Bowdoin
on "The Growth of the Symphony
penetration of American Litera- Lieutenants, U. S. Marine Corps jwick, under the auspices of the every field of learning. It has not available to the scholars in
does not expect to be represent- Orchestra" in Memorial Hall at
Reserve.
'been learned that only forty to this country.
[Continued on Pose a]
'College.
ed at this meeting.
8:15 Monday evening.
Churches.

have won the cup are
Alpha Delta Phi 1,
Chi Psi 16. Theta Delta Chi 2.
Delta Upsilon 9, Zeta Psi 7. Kappa Sigma 1. Beta Theta PI 1.
Sigma Nu 1, and Alpha Tau

Growth

Spiritual

leadership

spiritual

his

nayer, Asso-

The other members ol the committee appointed by President
Sills are Dy. Dan E. Christie, Assistant Professor of Physics and
Mathematics, who will be the

30.

Asia, Africa, Egypt,

ions

"i

ciate Professor of English, to study the possibility of a radio
studio on campus, President Kenneth C. M. Sills said that, "Bowdoin-on-the-Air has done so much for the College that this object
should appeal to all a3 desirable."

among the million ministers arid
lay members of the Congrega-

fraternities
as follows:

Omega

Sills

Sunday Speaker

York, an "Internationally known
churchman with the world as his

cup

The number

Speak

Will

Chapel,

There was such Intense rivalry
between the "Friars" and the
"Abraxas" society, another literwere
they
that
ary society,
abolished in 1922 by the Student
Council and the name of the cup
was changed to "The Student
Council Cup."

^>/ck,^

NO. 19

previous

In 1911, the "Friars." an Interfraternity literary society, gave a
to be held by the fraternity
which had attained the best rank
during the preceding semester.
The Delta Upsllon fraternity was
the first to win the cup.

%

1947

Douglas Horton

scholastic

the

1947

Approves Committee
For Campus Radio Studio; Thayer
Heads Special Group To Study Plan

Fraternity Secures

in recognition of
excellence
during
semester.

26,

President

Cup

Scholarship

MAR 27

-

j

To Expand

Campus

Projects

;

I

April 8

*

'

.

'

j

j

|

BCA Suggests

The

fraternity scholastic standings of the last semester are as
follows:
Independents
2.433
Alpha Tau Omega 2.388
Zeta Psi
2.339
Alpha Rho Upsilon 2.338
Theta Delta Chi
2.144
Kappa Sigma
2.141
Beta Theta Pi
2.082
'
2.060
Chi Psi
Sigma Nu
2.054
Delta Kappa Epsilon 2.017
Delta Upsllon
1.985

\

j

;

j

!

!

Talks In Chapel

^^

;

J

|

1

;

j

i

1

i

Alpha Delta Phi

1.933

j

Psi Upsilon
1.863
The scoring is on tha basis of:
"A," 4; "B," 3: •*:," 2; "D," 1;
"E," -2.
'

j

j

j

!

J
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Glee Club

J"/™?* ^P^
H??
J^S

To Leave On

"™

I

'

—

*

,

«

1

Friday For Annual Tour

j

j

With a total of seven performances scheduled over the period
of six days, from March 28 to
April 2. the Bowdoin College
Glee Club, which includes the
Chapel Choir and the Meddlebempsters. leaves Friday morning, March
28,
for Worcester,
Mass., the first stop on its annual

I
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j

|
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Kenneth
Boyer, College Librarian, Attends Meeting
Of Research Association At Library Of Congress
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doin College Choir will sing in
Girard
the
Temple
Tuesday
morning before the Glee Club
COM back to New York City for

;

!

and

program at 1:45 pjn. on
Monday, March 31. has been arranged with a Philadelphia radio
station, while a concert for Philadelphia Alumni is scheduled for
Monday evening in the Ardmore
High School auditorium.
Through arrangement
with
John W. Leydon "07, Professor of
Romance Languages at Girard
College in Philadelphia, the Bow-

^

|

I

which

^

m

'

.

]

Anias" by Puroell with the Vassar College Glee Club. Sunday
will be spent in New York City,
for the Giee Club has made reservations at the BUtmorc Hotel.

the^annua!

C

,

scheduled at Poughkeepsie. N. Y..

performance

|

'

The Meddiebcmpsters will sing
at 5:45 Friday afternoon over a
Worcester radio station. Then all
members of the Glee Club will
be entertained at an Alumni
supper before their coribcrt, managed by Mr. Percy D. Mitchell
'14. at the Bancroft School.
The Director of the Glee Club,
Professor Frederic E. T. Tlllot6on, has agreed to play six numbers at this concert: an intermettzo
and a rhapsody,
of
Brahms, an etude and an impromptu, by Chopin, and two

a

;

I

tour.

Rachmaninoff preludes.
For Saturday night

j

1
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committee

faculty-student

been appointed by

t|ie

has

pose.

President to lay

Jrom

groundwork

the

Bowdoin campus. Maine and
campus studios
many years. And the equally great

need for such a facility has been long
felt here at Bowdoin.
Bowdoin-on-the-Air,

present

the

more

justify

Radio broadcasts direct from the
campus of sporting events, lectures,
concerts, commencements, and conferences would be an invaluable means
of making the College known to the
public. Not only the College as a
whole, but other campus organizations would profit by the studio. The
Masque and -Gown might produce
plays over the air. Debates and public

Bates have already had
for

advantages to be gained

would

student radio organization, has done
a remarkable job while laboring un-

der endless hardships. The handicap
involved in the transportation of per-

Club and Meddiebemp-

of the Glee

expansion of student broadcasting and

meetings, announcements, and
recorded music could be broadcast.

sters,

has restricted the organization from

obtaining a better time on the

The

air.

some time the subject of careful inCommittee of
Bowdoin-on-the-Air. The members of
this group have surveyed costs, equipment, and location with the assistance

vestigation by a Studio

New

of college groups elsewhere in

England already

engaged in

actively

broadcasting.

But

included in the future building pro-

gram of

the College,
is

now

of

and

fraternity houses,

A

these buildings.

permanent

Bowdoin program

to the general

ent

at pres-

space already overtaxed.

involved

in

all

available

The

out

fitting

When

now

substantial results have been

achieved by the students themselves,
the further support necessary will

studio

would not be too great, however. Some
funds are

in laying the foun-

interest in this idea.

expense

the

work

available for this pur-

surely be provided.

Another

"May

Trainreaction
to
Legislature in 1836V ft required the students to perform military duty
at a muster where they were to
be inspected and drilled with the
militia. "Great excitement," reported a Bowdoin man, "prevailed in consequence, but they
finally concluded to 'train.* At the
activity,

was the Bowdoin
a law passed by the

ing,"

able than the ones that were supposed
to have been adhered to in the past.
But the fact remains that although

Later Hours Abuse
Should Be Avoided

later

The

Faculty has approved of a proposal made by the Student Council
that the fraternities be allowed to have

hours for guests. It has long been
the complaint of the undergraduates
that they have not been permitted to

and

nities

nine o'clock on week nights,

On

made

the Dean's Office;

extent the course of future parties.
There was no-nnnjeasarit aftermath of

these offenses have not

Christmas Honsepartiea because the

down by

and many times

been reported to the Dean.

fraternities

Both Student Council and the Faculty are to be commended for their
action in regard to later hours.
it

is

legal.

The

may
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Instead they waive the bill, paying only the room costs.

He

that other fraterniconsidering the plan
offered on a first come,

states

are

ties

which

is

served basis. Student may be
obtained either through the Inof International
Educawere led to the ideas of liberty tion or the American Field Servand democracy," and later served ice, the ambulance group which
with the Czechoslovak Army in served Allied Armies all over the
revolution of May,
1945. world
the
during the first and second
After a period of study in the World Wars. The students are exUnited States, these students are pected to study here beginning
expected to return to Czechoslo- in September for two trimesters.
vakia to aid in reconstruction.

Wheeler

said,

when

stitute

inter-

viewed about this plan his fraternity had adopted, "It often seems
that individuals can do little to
further the development of a
world community favorable to
peace. This seems to be a way of
contributing considerably to this j
end. By taking in a foreign student we help the student, his
country, our own country, and
ourselves. The meaning of ffater"^"^•^^»"a^ajaa»aawas»aapa»wrW8»a»»jBj

Largest Outfitter* to

first

Hecht on Russia
[

Continued

l-'iorn

ture into Russia"
ficant in that it

Page

i ]

was very

signi-

showed a great
interest in America on the part
of the Russians, and that "it
would be a fine thing if Americans were as familiar with Russian culture, as they have been
with ours."

Men and Boy.

The Spring
A MAN'S FANCY
TURNS TO THOUGHTS OF

MAJSJY

Golf

handling

college,

is presumably the best of
the nation's youth, has certainly
the duty of developing this sense
of responsibility in its students.
We believe that it is the college's
most important duty.

And

Fishing

Carvanos Speaks
On Greek History
Professor John P. Cavarnos, in
a service at the chapel in observance of Greek Independence
Day on Tuesday, spoke on the

THE DRIZZLER

N

signficance of the Greek
tion to world history.

by McGregor

revolu-

He noted the difficulties the
oppressed Hellenic nation
encountered in its determination to
overthrow the tyrannical yoke of
the
Ottoman
Empire,
and
stressed the fact that the American people "has had the unique
privilege
of
manifesting
its
sympathy for the Hellanic cause
from the very outset."
The speaker explained that
"the resurrection of Greece in
1821 meant" the resumption of
that endless effort to uphold and
perpetuate the spiritual and moral

make

values which

life

Cut for comfort—freedom of action—
and made- to keep out wind and protect
against rain. This McGregor Driziier
cloth jacket will be a friend la need to
Golfers fishermen all men—who like
to got out in the Spring. In Elk .Maple
(medium tan), Blue and Green.

—

—

—

$10.95

worth

living."

"If classical Greece," continued

Professor

Cavarnos,

form and shape

to

"had given
the highest

Poplin

Water Repellent

-

humanity; Hellenistic
Greece gave them more universal
expression; the medieval Greek

JACKETS

Empire recognized their value
and defended them for over a

$7.50

ideals

of

Byrd Cloth

JACKETS
$12.50

"In our days," said the speakas this which Lincoln described
"this
splendid tradition of
during the Presidential campaign er,
of 1852 to ridicule the military Greece has again manifested itappearance of Franklin Pierce, self, and in a manner that has,
perhaps, no parallel in history."
Bowdoin '24.)
The most rugged college ac- He emphasized the signal service
Hellas rendered to all freedomtivity to be mentioned in the
"COLLECTION" was the "Yager loving people in the recent war,
"which engulfed practically every
fight." It was an annual con-'
corner of
the
globe,
forcing
flict
between the students and
Greece, despite her woeful inthe townsmen. That era being
feriority in numbers and arms,
the one in which Brunswick was
to resist those who up to that
a lumber town, the party oppos- moment
had known no defeat or
ing
the students
included
at
reverses, but who had followed
least a detachment of lumbermen who came down the river in victory upon victory, success
after success."
the Spring. The Yagers (named
"In fact," he said, "one may
for the German Jaeger or huntsay without exaggeration
that
er) were accustomed to assemble
seldom
in world history has a
in force and march up to the
nation risen to such heights by
College yard with fife and drum.
virtue of its moral force, its
There
they
were
"famously
self-sacrifice, and its high sense
drubbed" and would "retreat in
of
duty toward mankind as
confusion to their dens." By the
Greece had at one of the most
fifties,
the custom was discondesperate moments of our civilitinued; but the "COLLECTION"
zation." According to the speakdoes not indicate whether this
er, such struggles as these "have
happened because the lumber infostered ideals, without which, no
dustry was declining or because
civilized society of men can he
the

KNITTED BOTTOM
PART WOOL GABARDINE

JACKETS
—

Light weignt wind resistant part wool
gabardine. One of the finest all around
jackets for year round wear. This la a
beautifully tailored garment. In Natural
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$21.50
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what

Yagers finally had enough of.
Professor A thern P. Daggett Bowdoin power. At any rate, the conceived."
In conclusion, Professor CavAssociate Professor Phflte M. Bsown students of that time could well
arnos noted the appropriateness
Charles W. Curtis '47 *ay to the men of
1947, in the
of the occasion of Greek IndeCabot Easten '48 words of the combat
man to the pendence Day, "to do honor
Bichard A. Wiley '49
to
mm
rear echelon, "you should have
an important contributor to our
Managing Editor Of Hits Issue
been here when it was rough."
civilization and
a traditionally
Frederick W. Willey '47
Richard Storr,
— -..
^an—n—hnapi— — — .—^^ m
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Instructor in American History
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proved by the Acting Dean and
the Director of Admissions. This
student is twenty-one and a veteran of forced labor in a "Junkers Factory-" He was a member
of a secret "illegal Snout organization forbidden by the Germans
in which Czech boys and girls

was some such Operation Farce millenium."

the approval of the Faculty of later
hours is a commendable one, but the

one o'clock on Saturday nights.
Hours such as these seem more reason-

Utter

.

in those fra-

upon themselves the

The Orient

til

AeaoeJate

and music approand altogether presenting
as ludicrous a spectacle as could
easily
be conceived of. They
paraded pretty much 'on their
own hook,' threw the whole field
into disorder by their evolutions,
and were finally ordered off the
ground by the commanding officer. They were never called upon
." (Curiously enough, it
again
priate,

sponsibility of seeing that the college
rules were enforced.

have dates in the fraternity houses until nine o'clock on week nights, until midnight on Friday nights, and un-

Editor-in-Chief

and the men

ternities took

Now

undergraduates

with banners

conduct of the students during the
houseparty would determine to a large

a practice

of having guests in the houses after the

hours laid

in-

President Sills made it clear just before Christmas Houseparties that the

on Saturday
the other hand the under-

graduates have often

time and place, they,
their
appearance armed
'cap-a-pie' for grotesque 'deeds,
some on foot, some on horses,
appointed

made

the fraternities had not assumed the
responsibility of enforcing those rules.

after twelve o'clock

nights.

were placed on probation for

fraction of college rules just because

guests in the fraternity houses

after
.

stu-

dents must assume the individual responsibility of seeing that these hours
are kept. Last fall some of the frater-

later

have

hours have been granted, the

We believe

We

the COLLECTION records ,two
celebrations, one on the night
preceding the annual State Fast,
and the other on the night following the yearly examinations.
On the latter occasion, the
Freshmen raised a pole about
sixty or seventy feet in length
and piled brush and tar around
it.
"The construction of the pile
occupies from four to five hours."
Another class function was the
"hold in." On some particular
evening
near
Commencement,
the Sophomores were accustomed
"to attempt
to
hold in' the
Freshmen when coming out of
prayers,
generally
producing
quite a skirmish."

dations for this studio will indicate to
the College and its alumni our sincere

that of a suitable location for

is

the studio, especially with

up

is

Faculty and

the part of the undergraduates interested in radio

problem

difficult

al-

administration are already over-burdened. Hard work and enthusiasm on

listening public.

The most

the project a reality

to the undergraduates.

Portland would permit their studios
to cut in at any time and broadcast
a

inevitably be

to

To make

in

duty.

which presumably revealed the human race must
do above all
most rayless minds was called a else is to develop the sense in
"screw"; and a Sophomore Supeach man that he is fully responper Son of 1850 ran:
sible for his own will and for his
We've felt the cruel, torturing own acts so far as that will is
screw,
expressed in them, and to develop in him the habit of thinking
And oft its driver's ire.
Extracurricular activity
also through his intended actions and
comes in for its share of phrases. judging them by a rational sysUnder the heading of "bonfires," tem of morality unswayed by

remain long relegated to the
second rank among colleges in this or
any other respect.

direct

WGAN

telephone wire to Station

moral

and

onfy

found. For Bowdoin will never be

radios in

to

is

ORIENT

—

The needed

an idea on paper.

lowed

desired, to

if

radio studio

financial support will

in the basements of the dormitories

transmit the programs

The

Cites

tion; "to sail" meant to recite
economic security, more religion,
perfectly. "To rake an X" signimore freedom, more mutual unfied the same thing. (Thus Bowderstanding, or in more of the
doin's practice of grading from
many other attractive catchwords
1 to 10 rather than from 1 to
which are bandied about, valuable
100
is
apparently
traditional;
as some of them may be. The
but we are getting soft and un- trouble is
that something, perclassical
witness the present
haps modern psychology, has refailure to use Roman numerals.)
moved too much of our sense of
At the other end of the grading personal
responsibility.
Everyscale, when a man was totally
thing that is wrong with us we
ignorant in a recitation, it was
can blame on our associates (ensaid that he "hadn't a ray." The
vironment) or on our ancestors
"excessive, unnecessarily minute,
(heredity).
ourselves are reannoying
examination" sponsible for nothing. What the

of these advantages lie in

all

the future.

such

felt that

it is

more immediate importance. Equipment would be set up
a project

of

able to undergraduates.

Although the studio might well be

Alumnus

Sills;

Life in the class-room is repstrongly
the
cure
for
that
resented by several expressions. the
evils
does not
A "sail" was a perfect recita- lie inworld's
more democracy, more

Opportunity would be provided for
expansion of the present staff of the
Bowdoin - on - the - Air organization
which is now limited largely to announcers and program planners. Jobs
would be created for script writers,
engineers, sound effects and technical
men, and others. Valuable training in
a growing field would be made avail'

proposed studio has been for

ORIENT:

,

speaking contests, musical programs

sonnel to Portland has prevented the

the

COLLECTION
COLLEGE
AND

expense than will be required.

on

the

for a radio studio

The

the project

.of

Recently I have had occasion
Emphasizing the importance of personal moral responsibility,
to look into an old book, which
Thursday,
may be of some interest to the President Kenneth C. M. Sills read, in a Chapel speech
former
readers of the ORIENT. The title excerpts from a letter written by a Bowdoin graduate and
is
OF editor of the ORIENT.
"A.
WORDS
The writer of the letter praised
PHRASES"; and the date of the Mustard and Cress column
publication is 1851. The compiler written by Douglas Carmichael Nurse Darling Resigns
of this collection had a corres- '44 in the March 12 issue of the
pondent in Brunswick so that ORIENT.
After Lengthy Service
many Bowdoin expressions are
After saying that the ORIENT
Following four years of service
recorded. I wonder how many of
has its good points and bad
as a resident nurse at the Dudley
them still sound familiar.
that its columns were
points,
Mrs.
One of the words in the collec- juvenile, and that there is need Coe Memorial Infirmary,
Betty Darling has resigned her
tion is obviously as much in use of improving the English, the unnurse to be retoday as it was in 1851. That named graduate praised Mr. Car- position as head
word is "adjourn," defined in michael's column, saying that the placed by Miss Phyllis Ranking
New York.
stilted language as
"the occa- sense of duty Mr. Carmichael of Dunkirk,
Since the return of her hussional holidays given when a Pro- wrote about is not as prominent
band, Mr. J. Scott Darling, from
fessor unexpectedly absents him- as it should be.
the Navy, she has found it inself
from recitation." Another
President Sills, in conclusion,
word of the same species seems reiterated this statement, and creasingly difficult " to divide her
time between the Infirmary and
to have gone out of use with the
said that a corporate responsibilicustom it denoted. A "dignity" ty is one of the things needed her home in Topsham.
was a regular holiday varying today.
When Miss Laura Whitcomb
from a half-day every week durresigned from the position of
The following is the last paraing the Freshman year to four in
head nurse last year, Mrs. Darthe Senior year. Such absence graph of Carmichael's column:
her place. Now,
And as we .look around us at ling assumed Robinson has been
seems to have been quite legitiMiss Faustina
mate; but a "cut" was used as a the world today, the one thing promoted to head nurse.
kind of boycott on a faculty above all others which we feel ugLii
member who did not satisfy the the college should consciously
try to inculcate is a strict setose
students for any reason.

Radio Studio Requires Student Support;
Project Promises Advantages To College
A

the Editor

nity can in this way be extended
to the benefit of all concerned."
Wheeler stressed the fact that
the cost is minimized because the
cost of feeding one extra man is
very slight. The fraternities do
not have to pay the full board.

Chi Psi Plan To
Writer Aid Students

Moral Responsibility Stressed By

dollars.

Wednesday, March

28, 1947

July 19, 1796, the Trustees
and Overseers met in Brunswick
and examined a tract of thirty
acres which had been offered as
a site for the college by the
principal owner, William Stanwood, following which they voted an acceptance.

ful ally in

war and

Budget Accounts At

No

Extra Charge

peace."

In 1865 the Visiting Commit*
tee reported that the. moral condition of the college 'was very

was little or no
and that
card

good, that there

fienoife
Fidelity Building

intemperance,
playing was a thing of the past.
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A.D/s Nip Zetes, 24-20, To Cop Hoop Title

POLAR

on

MacFayden Hopes DU's and
To Send Squad
In White

White Key Opens

BEARINGS

Peanuts, Equipment Man
At Gym, Is Avid Sport Fan To Pickar d Field
'50

Volley Ball Loop

For Fraternities

Although outdoor outfield practice was curtailed last week for
fear of sore arms. Coach Danny in the final play-offs.
MacFayden is praying for continued warm weather this week
so that he can send his charges
down to Pickard Field for batpads, basketballs, or baseball bats, ting practice.
according to the season. Then, all
some
"MacFayden
is
doing
the equipment has to be careful- weeding out early this week, but
ly packed during the off-season. batting drills will do much to inThe hardest job, Peanuts declares, fluence future outs for the saying
The athletic department award*
is
taking care of the football "good field, no hit" applies in ed 52 varsity letter and 77 numerequipment because there is more college as well as professional als for winter sports at their
it
and
year.
of
it is used twice a
circles. The ex-major leaguer is meeting on March 19th.
Despite this extra load, football satisfied with the results of the
Present at the meeting were:
is Peanuts favorite sport and he indoor
work, but declines to Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of
would rather watch a football make any comments on individu- Athletics; John J. Magee, Coach
game than any other event.
of Track; Robert B. Miller, Coach
als before outdoor practice.

and gives you a clean one.
At the beginning of each snorts
season when you smell the moth
balls in the hall outside of the
equipment room you know that
Peanuts is breaking out shoulder

!

Teams Progress With Summer
With the coming of spring
Bowdoin 's athletic hopes are due
for a shot in the arm. With the
exception of the swimming team
which carved many a new record

Looking ahead to next fall, it
as if the Maine colleges

cision to set

looks

have put their houses

in order

in order for

up

this

arrangement

to facilitate the

him as just the equipment man.
cham- Because of his diminutive size,

A

over mentors include "Ducky"
B
Polar Bear tank annals, the Pond at Bates, and "Eck" Allen ship Thursday evening, April 17.
winter season was a dismal one up at Maine. Bowdoin will be
A set of rules exclusively for
for this post-war
boom year. welcoming home Adam Walsh the league was drawn up. The
Basketball,
hockey and
track while Colby, after much deliber- four rules are as follows:
1. Each
team shall consist of
failed to live up to early expecta- ation, has completed the quartet
six men.
tions and the sooner their re- by hiring Walt Holmer, who had
2. Each
team is allowed unspective seasons are forgotten the a successful season at Boston
limited substitution of playbetter. But the crocuses are out University last year, only to be
ers.
in

and

baseball, tennis

and golf are forced out when B.U. decided to
go big time. Holmer, who was
chosen from a list of nineteen
single
candidates, s employs the
wing and from his results with

the ah*. Successful seasons In
these sports would do a great
deal toward removing the lethargy from Bowdoin fans which was
so apparent during those lean
winter days. Rooting for a losing
team is far from enjoyable as attested by the spiritless basketball
cheering sections, and unless the
situation improves this lethargy
may tweU become a disease.
in*

3.

4.

him.

He has been a rabid sport's
fan all his life, and although his
attendance at athletic events is
limited to a brief glimpse at a
track meet through the cage door
or a standing two minute peek
at a basketball game, he buttonholes spectators after the games
Each match shall consist of for a play by play description.
three
15- point
games, the
Peanuts is the kind of guy you
winner of two of these to be can talk to about a game. He is
given credit for a league win. glad to listen to "how close that
With the exception of the goal was missed" or "how the ball
above rules, regulation vol- rolled around the rim and fell
leyball rules shall be in ef- out". With a sympathetic smile

Peanuts also repairs the equipment and tries to give out uniforms that fit. Like the army fitting clerk, this is when he gets
the most gripes, but he does his
best to satisfy everybody.

What

it

:

:

.-

:

*

b Experienced Men
To Aid Golf Team

Russo

;

Do

within a couple of days he'll
probably be calling you by name.

:

Bowdoin's golf hopes this season are the brightest in a long
time for though last year's squad
crown and
ite
captured the state

:

:

:

placed

third' in

I

I

|

I
[

New En g j

tl
i he

;

lands,

gives

•

championship

group

from

Members from that aggregaRay Lebel, Don
include
tion
Johnson, Dan Dayton, Bob Levin, Don Zahnke, and Don Martin. Their positions on the varsity
are endangered by former lettermen Chuck Noyes and Gil Wilkinson along with Dick Davis
and Fuller Marshall who have
had plenty of experience at Brae
Bum Country Club in Connecticut. The Patriots Day match to
be held at the Brunswick Country Club on April 19th will give
Miller a chance to sift' his varsity
men from Junior Varsity prospects. The University of Maine
and their Brunswick Annex are
the
in
compete
to
expected
Brunswick tourney so the true
strength of some of the team's
Maine rivals may be gleaned.

Anyone desiring to submit an
essay should give his name to one
The schedule:
of the following: Professors Hor- Anril 19 — Brunswick .Tournament
or April 2.r -Harvard
Helmreich,
Daggett,
mell,
April
26 M.I.T
Pelletier. The last day for sub- Anril 36 Maine
Bates
7
mitting manuscripts is Saturday, May
[Continued on Pas,e 4
May 17, 1947.

WILL ACCEPT ORDERS

W0k

]

on the

TRADITIONAL

i

52

BOWDOIN STUDENTS

Bobby Speirs, Bowdoin varsity
They fought their way into

ace.

will

U

Won By

Team

to the Bowdoin racers that the Morrell, R. Porteous, Stinneford,
a*ay downhill race was held over a W. Wadman. G. T. Macomber was
away
elected manager for 1948 with P.
home shortened course instead of its
home full mile length sinc-e they all Garland and W. Wadman as assist-

>

;

last

year.

subject best calculated to promote the attainment and maintenance of peace throughout the
world, or on some other subject
devoted to the welfare of humanlity." The subject for 1947 is Russian-American Relations.

1

edition

Among the twenty-two candidates who reported to Coach Bob
Miller on Monday, March 24th,
were a dozen experienced men
state
entire
Including
the

.

1

currentt

record.

At

HARMON'S

t*he

every promise of surpassing that

To

By virtue of two close wins
over the Zetes and TD's in the
elimination playoffs, the AD's repeated their regular season performance and captured the coveted winners' trophy.
The Zetes, as in the spirited
regular season battling, fought
their way into second place on the
strength of some fine playing by
both Marty Lee and Tommy Hewarth, and the smart coaching «f

•

>

j

Play-Offis

the elimination playoffs by virtue
of an amazing upset win over the
hitherto unbeaten AD's, 19-15.
be far ahead of Swimming; Daniel K. MacFayIn what proved to be another
of the hitters for the first few den, Coach of Hockey; Frank P.
surprising, but somewhat milder
days at least for the moundsmen Sabasteanski, Assistant Coach of
.upset, the Zetes were victorious
have been throwing -for almost a Track; and Irving Huether, Coach
over the strong DU team, 26-23.
month and are beginning to test of Basketball.
to
Swimming letters were award- in the playoffs for the right
their repertoires. Pendleton,
meet the AD's in the final conDensmore, Weiner and Smet hurst ed to W. E. Blaine Jr., R. 8.
test.
W.B.
Brown,
important
factors
on
the
Blake,
L.
T.
Gath
loom as
In that DU-Zete game the
mound where MacFayden must Jr., P. O. Grant. A. A. Hamblen,
took an early lead, and outgroom a replacement for his hard G. W. Leadbetter, Jr., A. R. Mer- Zetes
classed the usually high-flying
working ace Herb Babcock. Ed row, P. W. Moran, A. D. Penny
DU combine. Zeta Psi jumped inGillen appears to be the top (Captain). A. J. Soltysiak, R. H.
to the lead at the starting gun
backstop with several possibili- Swift Jr. (Manager), W. Thomas
on quick baskets by Ev Grey and
ties for the second string berth Jr., R. Whitman (Manager).
then on, the
Swimming numerals went to Marty Lee. From lead,
appearing. The rest of the team
although
Zetes never lost the
widr open still, but another D. M. Berwind, R. N. Biette, A.
is
at various intervals in the hall
week will narrow down the field C. Bugbec, C. Cary. R. J. Curry,
fame, they were hard pressed by
J. Elles Jr., P. F. Ellsworth Jr.,
considerably.
Moore, Hickey, and Co.
G. A. Erswell Jr., R. M. Fry*,
*
Probably the biggest factor in.
J. H. Griffin Jr., E. R. Green,
the DU defeat was the fact that
. .
' l
J.
F. Gustafson, J. P. Huntoon
II
1 li.
Norby Carey, league leading scorAt
UkM,
J.
W.
Lawless,
llttf48ls%9fC6
Jr.,
L. P. Mason,
er, was held to two points by the
J. A. Mitchell, J. R. Monger, J.
expert defense work of Moe DensF. Noxon III. G. W. Page, A. B.
Tufts
Ski
*
more. George Hickey, of the losPat ton, H. C. Reiche Jr., M. Smilers, was high point man with 11
The Bowdoin ski team ran man. P. S. VanVoast, P. T. Welch,
away with the intercollegiate ski L. S. Winn Jr., E. G. Zeitler. A. tallies.
The AD's walloped the TD's in
meet sponsored by Tufts College C. Bugbec was elected manager
somewhat routine game, 31-26,
over the weekend at Waterville, for 1948 with J. F. Gustafson and a
New Hampshire, raking home P. F. Ellsworth Jr. as assistant in the other preliminary. Despite
the efforts of Dick Pandora and
—
five of the six individual prizes.
managers.
Jim Kimball, the TD's did little
Lawrence Burke, Bruce White
Track letters for the relay threatening during this game.
and Merrill Hastings paced the team were awarded to M. Bran- "Beast" Taussig and Jim Doughty
Bowdoin Team for first place in che, T. Butler. C. C. Eastern. put the AD's in front, and led
both the downhill and slalom J.
Holmes. D.
M.
Littlehale them all the way! Russell and
Mass Sfate, New (Manager). F. K. Smith. Numerals Reardon for the winners, and
over M.I.T.,
Hampshire State Teachers, Tufts went to R. R. Anderson (Assist- Stuart for the TD's, were other
and Bates.
ant Manager), G. Dobie Jr., E. R. standouts.
White's time of 1 min. 3.2 sec., Murphy Jr., W. C. Richan, G.
The exciting final game of last
Burke's of 1:3.8 and Hastings' of Stone (Assistant Manager), D. B. Tuesday night was witnessed by ^
1:4.2 gave them all a better than Snyder Jr. J. Ashey was elected a fairly large crowd. They were
50 MPH average as they swept manager for 1947.
treated to a close, hard-fought
Hockey letters were received by game. In fact, Marty Lee, Zete
first,
second and third places
respectively in the downhill race R. Archibald, J. Bradley, K. Bren- center, and John Taussig and Bill
over the nine-tenths of a mile nan, P. Burke, W. Clark, R. Crock- Knapton of the AD's, probably
Techumseh race course. Although ford. D. Davis. E. Day, R. Field. the three best players on the floor
their
times were marred by R. Haskell, W. Hay, W. Ireland,! that night/all" fouled out within
penalties. White's winning time E. Leason (Captain-elect), L. Nor minutes of one another in the
in
the Slalom, Burke's second ton, C. Stanwood, N. Towne, G. riotous fourth quarter.
place and Hastings' seventh won Wilkinson. R. Lewis. Numerals
The AD's went into an early
Bowdoin a first place in this went to E. Arch 'bald, R. Badger, lead on baskets by Leavitt and
event also. Bruce Alden skiing W. Barron, B. Baiton, P. Cecearel- Doughty, and from then until the
for the first time this Spring in li, C. Clarke, A. Morgan, Behm, middle of third canto, it looked
competition
major
placed
a E. L. Birmingham, F. Marshall, like a routine victory for them.
creditable 10th in the combined A. Eonzagni. G. L. Cogan, W. But at this point the Zetes, led
Evers. S. E. Fein, P. Garland, G. by Howarth and Densmore "44
scoring.
It was a great disappointment T. Macomber Jr., F. Moore, S. caught fire, and tied up the ball

The pitchers

So next time you are in the
gym, don't hesitate to say "hello"
to the guy in the equipment room.
He'll answer with a smile and

appears that he
fect.
he takes your damp dirty towel
does so successfully. EverythingThe complete schedule follows:
points for a bang-up fight for the
MAIM H 24— MONDAY
state diadem next full with all
7 -.00
8:1.".
9:30
four schools going all out for
A: SN-TD: BeU-DU P«i U-ATO
American Tie
the championship.
B: AMJ-Chi Psi: AD-Zeu KS-IVke
MARCH 1 7— T H U USD A Y
A: Psi U-DU: SN-ATO BeU-TD
Hennet Prize Subject
To
For Basketball?
B AD-Cfai P«i ARU-Dek* KS-Zete
MAK4H II—MONDAY
BcU-ATO; DU-TD SN-Psi U
The result* of the game he- tions to the problem: (1.) have A:
The Government Department
B: Zcie-Dcke: K8-Chi Psi: ARU-AD
APRIL IS—THURSDAY
twe«a t«i« laferfrateraity toas- class for all Freshmen, held
has announced that the Pbilo
A: Beta-Psi U: SN-DU TD-ATO
Sherman Bennett Prize Fund and
krttwM leagu* ail stars and ttie by the basketball coach and as- B: ARU-KS: AD-Deke: Z*te-Chi P.-u
APRIL 14— MONDAY
the Horace Lord Piper Prize will
out itttemmti in sistants, to give individual in- A: DU-ATO: TD-Pni U: SN-K*ta
J.V.'a »©re
be awarded for the best essays
AB-KS
ARU-Zete
B;
D«k*-Chi
Psi
this eatuHM two week* ago la
APRIL 17— THURSDAY
struction to new men and uncovdiscussing the Principles of Free
Playoff bctw«en the winners of League
which we »aid there were several
Government and the Russianer,
once,
prospects
which
at
A and Lea>ruc B.
bajiketeem, playing' with
house
American Relations, respectively.
might be
lost
on fraternity
teams, would have been av,els to
The Philo Sherman Bennett
teams.
start basketball
(2.)
Coach Huether in the past seaPrize Fund amounting to $602
games in cal classes earlier in Shepherd Represents
4 was established by the Honorable
son. Although the all star comthe fall with the coach looking
William Jennings l3ryan from
bine loot by three points, the
Meeting trust funds of the estate of the
on. Encouragement might start Sailing Club
showing was excellent when the upperclassmen, who think they
late Philo Sherman Bennett of
'43,
who repre- New Haven, Connecticut. CompeBob Shepherd,
fact Is nmm*4mi that it was tfc*
just aren't good enough, on the
sented the Bowdoin Sailing Club tition is open to Juniors and
first time the squad worked toroad to basketball success. Such
at a recent organizational meet- Seniors for the best essay on
gether. At least half a dozen of
a plan would also give some life
ing of the New England Yacht The Principles of Free Governthe White Key ballplayers dis- to cal, which is
the bane to many
Racing Association has been el- ment.
played talents which would have
a college man's existence. (3.)
The Horace Lord Piper Prize,
ected Publicity Director of that
been beneficial to at least the
consisting of the annual income
have the houses place college
group.
J.V.'s. While we recognize that a
of $1,373, was established by the
above
basketball
White
Key
Here at Bowdoin plans are Honorable Sunwr Increase Kimplayer can't be ordered to play competition. These are just sugwhen he doesn't want to, we gestions and there are doubtless under way for extensive expan- ball, Sc.D., of the Class of 1855,
sion of the Sailing Club, accord- in memory of Major Horace Lord
think that the basketball coach
more and better ones, but we
Piper, of the Class of 1863. It is
should have some cheek on the
ing to Fred A. Moore, Commoof the
feel the problem must be solved dore. Further details will be an- awarded to that 'member
Interfraternity league.
Sophomore Class who presents
Here are three possible solu- and soon.
in
the
near
future.
nounced
the best "original paper on the
the Terriers

Sports Department
Awards Varsity
Letters

play. Tthe winner of he is Peanuts to one and all, and
League
will play the winner you can get anything from tenof League
for the champion- nis balls to football shoes from

pionship

the coming grid schedule. Hold-

Key

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity emerged as the undisputed champion of the White Key sponsored interfraternity basketball
league for the 1946-47 season by conquering the Zetes, 24-23

By Don Hanson

Simultaneously with the issu"Peanuts" Marriner has only
ance of the Interfraternity Volbeen at Bowdoin for a year and
leyball League schedule it was
a half, but he probably knows and
announced that the standings is known Dy more people on camwould be based on a system of pus than many maintenance men
who have been here longer.
two six team leagues.
The White Key made the de- Peanuts is the equipment man *at
the gym. But no one refers to

By George McClelland

TD's Lose Opener

at 15-all. The lead changed
hands several times, until late in

game
the

period.

at

twenty

With the score
points

tied

two

apiece,

had some 22 seconds leeway to ant managers.

quick baskets by forward Don
Basketball letters were awarded Russell gave the AD's the game
cover the excluded tenth 4f a
mile to break the present course to G. Beem. J. Clarke. L. Deane, and the loop title.
of New F. Giddings. E. McFarland (Caprecord held by Cole
G f r
G F rant
Hampshire State Teachers who. tain), S. Monaghan, D. Morrison. AD
«
•
3
6 Grey. If
L. Piper, J. Power. W. Silsby. P. KusmI. If
finished sixth in the race.
1
II Vincent, rf
1
Reunion
1
Slattery.
Speirs,
R.
R. Walsh Douirbty. rf
c a
1 Howartb. e
1
c
Kruiptoo.
e
I
(Manager). Numerals went to; R.
2 'Towne
I »
Adums, Ik
1
I
AHen. J. B. Aker. R. Bultner^'A^
l

Regular
Price

Our

Special

Reduction Price

'

High Athletic Shoes

:

-

-

or

$4.95

$4.25

White Court Special Oxford

$4.50

$4.00

$3.00

$2.75

White Tee

Navy Blue

Shirts

95c

„

White Bowdoin Tee

for Delivery

$1.19

Shirts

WhiteKey

Issues Call

In connection with the Inter
fraternity Softball League, the

White Key
of

the

is in

Qualified

games

which

will
April 9th.

ONLY.

desperate need

Umpires

for

100% Worsted

Flannel,

Custom Tailored By

McGregor

HOTEL EAGLE
NEW DINING ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

ROOMS FROM
•

Bowdoin

COME

$2.50

Good Food

•

COLLEGE SPA

F.

D* GARDNER CO.

Near Fire Station
$2.00 price

W. CHANDLER & SON

PHILGASDOES THE
COOKING BEST

HARDWARE

Band Box Cleaners
- -

Maine

the

College Spa
Bath

&

Phone 533

Street

"Right Off the

€ A.M.

to

Campus"
10 P.M.

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL Or LAW
Programs

Men and Woman
Admitted

Pleasant Surroundings

it's

NORTHEASTERN
Day and Evening

71

BRUNSWICK COAL

Outfitter s to Bowdoin Men for over 25 Years

Pressing

for

Reasonable Prices
,

tarn

at the

UP

Now Is The Time-

IN

HARMON'S
Telephone 735

$5.00

D.

SPORTING - ATHLETIC
RECREATION EQUIPMENT

BOWDOIN BANNERS are again in stock

*3

to dine at the

104 Front Street

in stock

Get one before they go

A few PENCIL SHARPENERS are left

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Seal

PHONE

l

R. Leonardo M. uun
wall, J. Marshall, N. Ottley, W.
Rogers, F. Tallman, D. Toscani, A.
The first dormitory fire ocTobey, R. Whitney, L. Southerland, curred on March 4, 1822.
For many years before 1641
F. Wildman, W. Gager, J.. Poor,
J. R. Washburn. A manager has the Librarian's only aides were
some half-dozen students whose
not yet been selected for 1948.
chief reward was the privilege of
taking" out as many books as they
chose.

College Book Store
WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY

Cleaning

WRITE

:

BRUNSWICK

$30.00
Including the

all

on the sehedule
begin on or about

The

MOULTON UNION STORE

15th

1

«

Eft|^'.C\c |>*ti^^
:

tX,

5 IK 2«

now
These Blazers Are

DjummohdV

These prices are for student body, faculty and employees

'

of the college

May

v$2.39

High Athletic £hoes
White Sportcrepe Oxford

in

Dark Maroon

$3.00

-

>

& LUMBER

COMPANY
FUEL OILS
BOTTLED GAS
BUILDING MATERIALS

A^MMM

Opening Date
September 22, 1947
Early application necessary
LL.B. degree conferred

Prepares

for the practice

of

law

Catalog upon eoqvott

47 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston 8, Massachusetts

FOUR.

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Ten Fellowships Longley '43 Urges Bowdoin Send
Will Be Awarded Delegates To Students Conference
'46
By Paul Kendall Niven.
By Boston "Globe

Colby

Mem

9

Jr.

By Wolfgang Rosenberg
Temporarily released from the guistic
playpen,
ORIENT
columnists'
feature writers have once more
the college newspaper with
childish
nonsense, despite pretentious knocks on the portals of
local journalism. Whether it is

Terms

Two

oddities.

freshmen
with the

each other
Gloccamoora Greeting

accosted

last

week

"How

are things in Gloca sophomore
was overheard saying, "They've
had it!" Infiltrating the local hu-

filled

e.,

(i.

camoora?")

when

lamentable or not. a paradox man interest discussions, theredata exist. There is a sharp split fore, is the most recent problem
"Who's had it?"
undergraduate and outside opinion about the classification of readable material. BuckSaid a Bowdoin swimmer as he
ing Strong opposition, many the- finished his race in the Curtis

fcetwee n

—

orist* still hold firm to their be-

pool recently: "I've

had

it!"

that if the ORIENT does not
Observed two undergraduates
publish items of "reader inter- as they left their lunch table
est" for the undergraduates, it after finishing the noon meal in
might as well suspend publica- one of the Maine Street fratertion.
.
nity houses: "The cook has had
lief

it!"

The mystery of Carmichael's
Muttered a worried looking
Editorial
"WE"
finally
student as he entered a classcleared up last week when a room to write
an hour examinacareful critic focused his atten- tion: "I've had
it!"
tion on the sixteenth letter in the
Gushed three movie fans as
Second line, extreme left (under they came out of
the Cumberthe heading "THE
land Theatre last week after
ORIENT*), top of page two.
seeing a mediocre film: "We've

was

BOWDOIN

had

For the benefit of some of the
less enlightened readers, the following dictionary definitions are
printed here in glossary form:
r *irraw
vanishing, dissipating like vapor.
Evaaeeorace of college life
vanishing, or dissipating like vapor of college life.
eanscltattea
act of resuscitating, or state of being resus-

E

£

n

it!"

Commented a Biology major
when his roommate told him he
wanted to borrow some money,
"You've had it!"

—

of

the

Boston Globe's

Urging that Bowdoin be repre- cause

second annual World War II sented in the national organizaMemorial
Fellowship
competi- tion projected by the Chicago
tion, which will give
ten New Students Conference last DecemEngland college students $1,000 ber 28-30, James B. Longley, Jr.
each for travel and study outside
'48 recently summarized his imthe United States, will be announced in the Boston Sunday pressions of the Conference in an
Globe of April 18.
ORIENT interview. Since LongAs in the first year of the com- ley will graduate in June of this
petition, all students who will be year, he has suggested that the
undergraduates in New England Student Council appoint a delecolleges
as of September 30, gate to the National ContinuaCommittee,
interim
an
1947, will be eligible to compete tions
group which will arrange a sumfor the Fellowships.
The Fellowships may be used mer meeting at some midwestern
This conclave
will
for a student's first year of post university.
graduate
students select delegates to the August
study,
but
who will be graduated this Conference of the International
Spring will not be eligible. The Students Union at Geneva, SwitFellowships will be available for zerland.
the academic year of 1948-49.
At Qflcago, where over 300
Last year the ten winning colleges and several existing orwere
represented,
Globe Fellows were required to ganizations
use their Fellowships within the Longley participated in the Aims
Western Hempshirc, but outside and Purposes panel, A permanent
organization of American stuthe United States.
This year, with traveling ac- dents, the group concluded, could
commodations
plentiful, serve as a clearing house for inmore
and with the European universi- formation on student exchange,
ties offering more openings for travel, relief and rehabilitation.
foreign
students,
winning
the
The delegates expressed conFellows will be able to spend cern regarding the lack of stutheir Fellowship year in Europe, dent government bodies on many
or any place in the world. Com- campuses. Bowdoin compared faplete details of the competition vorably with
other institutions
will be found in the Bcston Globe in this re^jpect. Longley added,
of April 13th.
because mrfhy college administraOf last year's ten winners, tions have failed to recognize
three will study in Canada, two student representative organizain Hawaii, one in Mexico, o<e in tions.
Guatemala, and three in South
Exchange of students with
America. Winning students came foreign countries should
be exfrom Bowdoin, Massachusetts panded, the delegates agreed.
State College 'at Amherst, Boston
Selections, on a highly competi.

tion.
sist

of

fraternity

discrimina-

Students were urged to recontrol by national fraterni-

ties and alumni pressure groups,
and the colleges were called upon

[

Show

Hall

Set For

On

April 8

Continued From Page i

]

"The Messiah"

In WatervUle, is
the star of the show. Playing opposite Miss Hulmc, William Taylor '48 portrays the male lead
-it Is reported, with a real feeling
for Farnsworth's comedy.

Mclntire Suggests

BCA Expands Activities

Improved Manners

To Include Vital Issues

In a Chapel talk last Saturday
Bursar Glenn R. Mclntire used
as his theme the last part of
President Hyde's "The Offer of
the College," which reads, "to
learn manners from students who
are gentlemen, and form character under professors
who are
'

discriminatory admisThe highlight of the show is Christians."
quotas and pledging prac- the scene in which two campus
Mr. Mclntire said that to aslament their lack of suc- sume all Bowdoin students are
lovers
Northern
delegates,
Longtices.
were frequently cess in promoting the love affair gentlemen and therefore have
reported,
ley
of another couple, with the song, good manners is a bit naive. He
surprised to find southern stu"'Tis Tough, Sho' 'Nuff." The followed this up with comments
dents leading the attack on dis- "promoters" are a lively comedy made by his neighbors who lacrimination. Three sponc in favor team who do complete justice to ment the lack of manners among
college students in general and
of admitting colored students to a clever novelty song.
"Let There Be Men" was first certain Bowdoin students in partheir own universities, and North
presented at Colby last Friday ticular.
Carolina delegates reported that
night before a capacity audience
corrective
measures
Several
mixed groups have for three of students and townspeople. At which might be accepted by the
years been holding semi-annual that time it was well received as
student offenders were suggested
meetings with legislators at the one of the best Colby student
by Mr. Mclntire. Namely, that
State Capitol. Texans described productions in recent years. The they be more considerate when
be coming home at late hours, that
will
presentation
their efforts in the current strug- Bowdoin
houseparty
gle to admit a Negro to the Law open to the people of Brunswick they
inform
their
University of who may obtain tickets at the dates who are being housed in
of
the
School
box office or by telephoning 83M private homes that
Texas.
arc
they
The Student Council, to which between 7 and 9 on Sunday or there as guests and not as tenLongley reported on the work of Mondav evening, April 6th or ants, and that they remember to
send a "thank you" note to the
the Chicago Conference, will dis- 7th.
Bowdoin students will be ad- lady who* has entertained them.
cuss at an early meeting Bow"Attention to these small matdoin's continued participation in mitted on blanket tax to rush
the organization. Interested stu- seats or to reserved seats on ters will convince people that you
dents may discuss the program payment of 25c. The box office have learned manners front stuwith Longley and read pertinent prices for all other scats will be dents who are gentlemen, or are
to
teach
them
to
literature at his room, 21 Moore 50c for rush seats and 75c for re- prepared
others," he concluded.
served seats.
Hall.

[

pipes

month.

fur-

The

Social
Welfare Committee is now in
search of old phonograph reclast

ords to send them.

to outlaw

.

J

BCA

nished a large supply of oorn-eob

Wddner

Frederick

III

when possible to bring the political issues of the nation before the
st.udent body. Fridays would be
maintained as a musical service.

The Committee

on

Religious

with Mcrton Henry
chairman, met briefly following the main meeting in Conference Room B.
Activities
'50,

A Bible Study Group and a
Philosophical - Religious Discussion Club will meet Sunday evenings in the Moulton Union with
a tentative schedule of faculty
professors leading the forums. In
this way the organization wishes
to
increase and stimulate
its
program.
|

This
committee' inDonald W. Henderson
Richard A. Leavitt '50, Frederick Weidncr III '50. Willard
Richan '49, and Donald Strong

cludes:
'50,

\

I

'48:

Taking the local colloquial expressions with an air of marked
nonchalance,
members of the
Navy
mobile
recruiting
unit
which invaded the campus last
week were stymied with the lack
citated; restoration, revival.
of local "patriotism." No official
submer ge
to put under or
reenlistment figures are availphinge into water.
able for publication.
However,
^iwigliU IndtvidualiMai
one of the sailors in the unit was University,
to put under or plunge individ-

—

—

—

'

Emmanuel College, tive basis, should be made by
taken aback when he Pembroke, Wellesley,
Radcliffc,
ualism under water. (This looks
commit fees of educators in the
harangued several Maine Hall in- and Wesleyan University.
almost as if something is all
participating
nations.
Student
habitants with his enticing offer
In establishing the ten 81.000 committees,
wet.)
alumni
organizaof "What do you say fellows, annual Fellowships as a War
tions,
and
community
appeals
want to join the V-6?"
Memorial to New England men have been suggested as aids
Various topical questions arc
in
He received a stereotyped re- and women in the armed serv- bringing students from devastatunder discussion on the campus
here quoted verbatim: ices, the Boston Globe sought to ed countries to American camthis week, the most serious of ply,
accomplish two things: first, to
which is whether or not Ivy Day "Mate, you've had it!"
puses.
establish a memorial which would
Assessments could possibly be
Like many other student, recovered by the G. I. Bill.
A non-commitaJ item to sooth be of benefit to the generation ligious and veterans' organizathat
shouldered
most
of
the
fightirate critics who like to agree
tions,
the Conference went on
ing;
and,
secondly,
to
establish
More mystifying than topical with the printed word:
IS
record in favor of greatly inis this gem, picked up in the li- THE
TIME FOR ALL GOOD a memorial which would work creased government aid to educabrary during a leisurely minute: MEN TO COME TO THE AID through the exchange 06 students tion. Both federal and state proto avert another world war.
"Do the guys with horn-rimmed OF THEIR COUNTRY.
grams should be expanded, the
glasses always
use
ball-point
delegates said.
fountain pens?"
Weekly report about last SatThe problem of racial discrimiurday's chapel attendance:
40
nation came up in connection
Not as pressing as the Ivy Day undergraduates (including 4 in 1947 Golf Schedule
with every phrase of the discusquery is the more popular cry, balcony and 3 in choir section), 1
Continued from Page j ]
sions, Longley reported. All del"How are things in Gloccamoo- visitor, 11 faculty members (in- May [9—
Colby
away
ra?" This leads to further lin- cluding 1 speaker).
May 10— Maine
away egates, including representatives
May 12— Bates
away of Southern colleges, urged its
May 1-17- Nww Kniclaml*
raised
but
some
May 19— Colby
_.»
home elimination,
doubts as to the efficacy of legisJLMOK VAHS1TY
part of the man or woman, un- April 25 — Maine
Annex
home lation. Lack of autonomy by loSills
May
—Maine
H
reasonable jealousy, lack of conAnnex
awa>
May IS— Hebron ..„
honif
„
cal chapters was cited as a maior
fidence."
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in favor of a much wider discussion of marriage than is prevalent perhaps today, although not
in favor of a college course in
marriage, as it is likely to be too
restricted.

"Life is not easy; it has never
intended to be easy. God gave us
the freedom of the will that enables us to contend with the
many adversaries that we find
along the way, but God also
opens to every one of us a great
door amf effectual,"
he concluded.

many

"There are so

opportu-

nities for happiness and cooperation in marriage that there is a
great door opening on that future; but here again the adversaries are those not so much external as internal. I realize of

course that some of the hardships, of life, restricted income,
poor health, often impede marital happiness; but the
greatest
adversaries are those that have
to do with the spirit, failure to
give .and take, selfishness on the
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the inventor.

had4ong experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:
This year marks the 100th Anniversary of Bell's birth in
Edinburgh, Scotland, on March 3, 18 »7. From early youth,
he was keenly interested in aiding the hard of hearing. He
became a teacher of "visible speech'' when 18 years old.'
This work led to experiments with "telegraphing"
sound, out (i which, in 1876, came his greatest invention
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— the telephone.

Printing

Dr. Bell was a great humanitarian as well as a great sciHis accomplishments in aiding the deaf, in communications, in aviation and other iickls were outstanding. His rich life
which had an incalculably great influence on the world— came to an end on August 2, 1922.
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Today, from coast to coast, in factories, offices, distributing
houses and central office installation crews, there arc more than
110,000 Western Electric workers. Imbued'Vith the Bell System
spirit of service, they are helping to provide equipment in record
quantities to meet telephone needs far beyoa&juiy envisioned by
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we

— just one year after Bell's long experimentation was

crowned with success— it has been Western Electric's privilege to
help carry forward his great idea which gave wings to words. In
that year Western Electric made its first telephone. More than
45,000,000 have followed it— over 4,000,000 of them in 1946 alone.
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That evening in Boston— March 10, 1876-^-Dr. Bell's crude
instrument transmitted his voice 'only to the next room. But out
of it was destined to come a whole new era— thejsra of quick, easy
nation-wide telephony, of radio telephony in all its varied forms,
of talking pictures, voice and music reproduction systems and
electrical aids for the hard of hearing. Few inventions have played
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It was an historic moment. Alexander Graham Bell's telephone
had just spoken its first words— "Air. Watson, come Ixre, l-uant your'
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chairman of the Chapel Music
Committee, told the group that
his
committee suggested that
only major notices be read at
noon-day chapel services, and
Tuesdays had been set aside

sions
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